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SUBJECTS OF INQUIRY AND WITNESSES.
Andrews, Major G. W., M.P., Winnipeg Centre Present Order in Council re post discharge 

pay of three months is a good one ; inoperative in many cases ; how the purpose and 
intent of Order in Council is defeated, 50.

Archibald, Kenneth.—Legal Adviser to Pensions Board :—Regulations and disability pen
sions—What various Orders in Council authorize, IS1-!!. Cases of prospective dependency, 
74-76. Procedure, administration and duties of Board, 12®-124. Reports further in
structions given re Sergt.-Major Tooke’s medical re-examination, 236. Imperial reser
vists resident in Australia, pensioned, 243. Prospective dependency provided for in 
Australia’s and New Zealand’s Pension Acts, 243-244. Pensions to dependent sisters 
under 17 years of age, 244. Amendments to Regulations suggested, 246-249. Further 
suggestions re pensions to dependent brothers and sisters over the age of 16 and 17, 
respectively, 263. Allied reservists, 253. What the final obligations would be should 
suggestions made be adopted, 254. Further suggestions discussed, 255-262. Submits 
statement interpreting the law re issue of pension on basis of applicant’s rank, 266. 
Forms for medical examination of officers and privates, 269,-272. Produces files re cases 
of promotion after disability, 341.

Assigned Pay :—See Separation Allowance, etc.
Australia:—Pension rates for total disability, 166. Imperial reservists Who are bona fide 

residents, pensioned, 243. Prospective dependents, 243. Provisions of the Act, 255.
Belton, Col. C. W., Chief Medical Adviser to Pensions Board :—Disability defined—Three main 

classes of, 8'6-*S7. Procedure followed in ascertaining extent of disability, 87-88. Cases 
of discharge without pension during the probation period, 88-89. Specific complaints 
submitted by Mr. Mills, inquired into and explained, 89-97, 110. Pension procedure in 
recommending, reviewing and approving pensions granted, 110-12i2. Explains Forms to 
be filled in by Medical Boards, 124-125. Reports Board's findings on certain cases. 
126-128. Produces files re complaints submitted by Mr. Mills, 159-179'. Hears complaint 
of Sergt.-Major Tooke, presented by Mr. Sutherland, M.P., 171-179. Evidence of, re Col. 
Labatt and Hon. G. H. Bradbury, 190-207. Policy of the Board in establishing stated 
cases re disability incurred on, or aggravated by service when not clearly defined in 
Order in Council, 333-337. Consulted with Mr. Gisborne, the Parliamentary Counsel, 
after a certain Order in Council had been passed, regarding the construction of a certain 
section of the committee report and the Order in Council, 333-337, 33'9-340. Policy of the 
Board explained in connection with the consideration given to Captain Stephen’s pen
sion, 3 3 3—3*3 7.

Blind:—The cases of Pte. Wm. French. 76. and Pte. W. D. McMillan (Mr. Archibald), 77-78. 
Communications re assistance allowance for the blind, 78-79.

Boards, Medical:—See Medical Boards.
Board of Consultants (Medical), Militia Department:—See Cameron, Col. Irving H. See 

also MoGillivray, iLt.-Col. D.
Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada:—See Evidence of Archibald, Kenneth; Belton, 

Col. C. W. ; Labatt, Col. R. H. ; Ross, Commander J. K. L. ; Todd, Major J. L.
Bradbury, Hon. G. H. :—Pension and disability, 16'9. Medical reports upon which the pension 

was granted to, 2041-207. Medical Boards again examined and condition of the heart 
analyzed, 251-252. Evidence of Dr. Connell after examination of file, 321. Letter of 
Major Todd re estimation of disability of, and principles governing the Board in con- 
nection therewith, 346-347.

■’-own, Louisa A. :—Letter received and read re inadequate Imperial pension, 84.
ambron, Col. Irving H., Chairman of Board of Consultants:—Describes stages of a certain 

disease, 3'4-36. How percentages of disability are arrived at, 8*6-37. A certain disease,
y how contracted, 38.

anada:—Pension rates for total disability, new and old scale, 106.
Nadian Expeditionary Force, Members of, who Revert to a Lower Rank :—Present Regu

lations and Amendment suggested re basis for pension (Mr Archibald), 256-257.
2—Ai
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Canadian .Naval and Military .Forces:—Suggestion, that members of, be pensionable at the 
rates provided for members of the C.E.F., when disability or death is attributable to 
service (Mr. Archibald), 255.

Canadian Patriotic Fund :—Assistance given to wives of reservists overseas, 2’5'4.
Chairman of the Committee :—Election of Hon. N. W. Rowell, 1. Statement by Chairman re 

letter of Mr. Stevens, M.P., and his reply thereto, 262-263.
Civil Re-establishment of Returned Soldiers See Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment. 
Communications, Records and Statistics:—

1. Letter re competency of Medical Boards, and appointment of a Board of Review in
each district, advised, 4*5.

2. Statement of Account re post discharge pay at Ottawa and recovery of overpayments,
. December, 1917, 52-53.

3. Letters re assistance allowance for the blind, 718-79.
4. Letter from Mrs. Louisa A. Brown re inadequate Imperial pension, 84.
5. Letter to Pte. Wm. Childs from Pension Board re reduction of .pension, 96.
6. Table of disabilities, 98.
7. Table for estimating Incapacity in pulmonary tuberculosis, 103.
8. Comparative tables re pensions paid by Canada and Allied countries, 106.
9. Analysis of disability pensions granted to March 31, 1918, 107.

10. Analysis of dependents' pensions granted to March 31, 1918, 1HX8.
11. An administrative scheme for the care and treatment of patients suffering from lesions

of the nervous system, 154'; also Appendix to general recommendations re final dis
posal of cases of neurasthenia, etc. (.Lieut.-Col. C. K. Russell, M.D.), 156-157.

12. Correspondence re Sergt.-Major Tooke’s disability pension, 171-176.
13. Orders in Council re Regulations, etc., governing separation allowance, 183-185.
14. Table showing rates of separation allowance, Canada compared with other allied

countries, 185.
15. Letter from Imperial Pensions Office (Mr. W. Stoclcdale), re number of Canadians in

Imperial Army, 186.
16. Extracts from Lecture of Sir John Collie, 1917, re neurasthenia, etc., 298.
17. British Army Orders re rates of pensions, etc., 21l0-23-9 ; specific injury, 215.
18. Classified list of disabilities, February 2'8, 1918, 2,45.
19. Letter from the Chairman to Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., 263.
20. Letter from Chairman of the G.W.V.A. Pensions Committee re amendments to pre

sent Regulations suggested, 263-264.
21. Letter from Secretary of the G. W. V. A. to Chairman of the Committee re proceedings

of the Committee, 264.
22. Statement from Legal Adviser (Mr. Archibald) re pensions fixed on basis of rank held

by soldier at time of discharge, and arguments should basis be changed, 266.
23. Letters of Col. Labatt and Commander Ross re Col Labatt’s disability pension, etc.,

295-296.
24. Reply of Legal Adviser (Mr. Archibald) to letter of Mr. Mills re suggestions submitted

to Committee, 296.
25. Letter of Hon. S. C. Mewburn re Col. Labatt’s pension, 3'42.
26. Communications received re number of allied reservists who have gone overseas, 343-

345.
27. Letter from Nova Scotia Employment Committee (Mr. MacCoy) re overpayment de

ductions, 3'4'5.
28. Letter of Major J. L. Todd re principles governing Pension Board in estimating extent

of disability, 3 4i6.
29. Letter of Secretary of Committee to Hon. R. Lemieux re letter of Mr. H. H. Stevens,

M.P., 3'49.
Complaints, Specific, Inquired into :—Muxworthy, re inadequate pensions, 21-22. Strathcona 

Horse veteran, re inadequate pension, 24. Ferguson, re inadequate pension, 28-29. 
Beasley, re inadequate pension, 30. Pte. J. Delorme, no pension, 55. Pte. Robert Finter, 
gratuity only, 56-57, 64, 127. Pte. W. Harper, reduced pension, 58, 64, 126. Pte. Win. 
Childs, reduced pension, 58-53, 96, ll'O, 115, 122. Pte. Joseph Rigby, inadequate pension 
59-60, 128. Gunner Charles Bremner, no pension, 61-612. Captain J. F. Waddington, no 
pension, 66-67, 159. Pte. P. A. Coutier, inadequate pension, 69-70. Pte. R. T.‘ Moore, no 
pension! 70-71, 185. Corporal Frank McGovern, not told anything when examined, 71- 
Pte. James P. Lawless, reduced pension, 72. Pte. William French, inadequate pension, 
76. Pte. W. D. McMillan, reduction of percentage, 77. Louisa A. Brown, widow of Pte.

• Ralph Brown, letter to the Chairman re insufficiency of Imperial pension, 84. Corporal 
P. McGovern, no pension and discharged, 89-91. Sergt. E. R. R. Mills, 92-94. Herbert 
H. Whyte, delay, 9'4-9 5. Alexander Joseph Quinn, pension not granted, 95. The MorenoU 
case, 120. Pte. G. H 'Clark, inadequate pension, 159. Drummer C. ' J. Ward, reduced 
pension, 611. Pte. Robert W. Pearson, inadequate pension, 163. Pte. G. B. Blackburn. 
no pension, 1-69. Sergt.-Major Arthur Tooke, inadequate pension, 171-179, 229-234, 236- 
See also Stephens, Captain F. C., Labatt, Col. R. H„ Bradbury, Hon. G. H.

Complaints Received at G.W.V.A., Ottawa Branch (Presented by E. R. R. Mills), number 
of, without pensions, etc., 17'0.

Conger. Capt. C. G. :—In -charge of the Post-Discharge Pay Branch, Militia Department:—* 
Order in Council, April, 197/7, authorizing three months’ pay—Prior overpayments deducted 
from post-discharge and complaints thereof, 46. -Lists of overpayments, 4'7-48. Submit3 
statement showing overpayments recovered, 53.
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APPENDIX No. 2
Connell, Dr. W. T.—In charge of Queen’s Military Hospital, Kingston :—Methods, practice and 

experiences in medical examinations at Kingston, 3 00-310. Variations in percentage, 
302. New forms supplied to medical boards afford better description—Chest conditions 
difficult to describe unless possessed of literary as well as a scientific ability, 302-303. 
Do not get the Attestation paper, 303. How degree of progressiveness in cases of heart 
trouble is determined, 304. In cases of wide variation the Central Board should make the 
final decision after a further estimate of the examining boards, 3-06. The neurasthenic 
and nerve-exhaustion cases explained, 30'5-30'6. Has three cases of men who require 
supervision—Venereal cases and experience at Shorncliffe, 307. Withholding of pension 
justifiable if a man unreasonably refuses treatment, 308. Tubercular cases and treat
ment, 308. Full. opportunity given the man to state his complaint before the medical 
board, 309-310. How estimate of disabled condition is arrived at in cases of heart trouble, 
310. Files of Col. Labatt, Hon. G. H. Bradbury and Captain Stephens examined, and 
evidence re disabling condition, given, 319-322.

Dependants :—Specific case of three children whose father was killed in action, cared for by 
mother’s sister (Mr Knight), 19. Number of dependants receiving pension and amount 
paid therefor—Meaning of the word “dependants” and total liability for (Mr. Archi
bald), SO. How dealt with (Col. Labatt), 234. Dependent sisters under 17 years of 
age (Mr. Archibald), M4. Pensions to brothers and sisters over 16 and 17, respectively, 
suggested, 253. Provisions of the Act in Australia re pensions for a father, mother, etc., 
2’5 5.

Dependency, Prospective General cases of, (Mr. Archibald ;, 5. Mr. Frank Labelle’s case, 
Lindsay, 6, 74. Case of Pte. Ivan E. McGill’s father, a paralytic, 74-75. Necessity of 
amending existing law—“I find myself writing almost every day on files Prospective 
dependency, no pension ” (Mr. Archibald), 76. Would eventually cost a large amount 
of money, 254. Australia grants pensions to parents without adequate means of support, 
243. Has been dealt with in New Zealand, and pensions are granted to persons who 
become dependent or are in a dependent condition, 2144.

Disability Incurred in, or Agravated by, Active Service :—Instances given when difficult to 
determine, 10-11. Percentages of disability given, and description of disability, not 
always adequate, 11-12. Pensionable disability defined (Col. ■Belton), 86. Disabling 
conditions divided into three classes, 816-87. Promotion in rank subsequent to disability 
and how regulations apply (Mr. Archibald), 26<7. Incapacity due to, and aggravated 
by service (Dr. McKay), '3.14-319. Policy of the Pension Board in establishing stated 
cases for guidance when Order in Council is not clear (Col. Belton), 333-337.

Disability Pensions:—Rates of 1912 increased by Order in Council in June, 1916, and further 
increased in October, 1917 (Mr. Archibald), 4. Policy of Pension Board in awarding 
pensions, 14. That a man should not have to apply for a pension, recommended (Mr. 
Mills), '5‘5. Distinction between pension rates for Active Militia and Canadian Expedi
tionary Force (Mr. Archibald), 77. Additional allowance in cases of helplessness requir-. 
ing constant assistance (Col. Belton), 718. Number of persons receiving disability 
perisions and amount paid, etc., 79-84. Comparative tables showing rates paid by Canada 
and Allied countries, 106. Analysis of disability pensions granted, to March 31, 1918 
(Mr. Archibald), 107.

Disability, Percentages of :—'Instances given showing difference of percentage as between 
English, Canadian Local Boards and Pension Board at Ottawa (Mr. Knight), IS. Esti
mate of disability, how arrived at (Dr. Cameron), 36. Cases of reduction of percentage 
(Mr. Mills), 58-59, 72. Specific cases of 6'0 per cent estimated disability fixed at 45 per 
cent and reason therefor (Col. Belton), 77-78. Table of Disabilities and percentages, 
98-1012. Alterations in disability table, suggested (Major Todd), 287.

Disability, Pre-enlistment :—A Winnipeg case aggravated by service (Dr. McGillivray ), 46. 
A man should receive full pension if. within three months after enlistment, pre-enlist
ment disability does not appear (Col. Labatt), 235. Hard work in active service might 
develop a disability which has been contracted before enlistment (Major Todd), 239. 
Certain cases aggravated by service and resulting into incapacity ought to be considered 
due to service (Dr. McKay), 314. See also Labatt, Col. R. H.

Disability, Procedure in Determining :—See Evidence of Col. iBelton, 86-89, 96-97, 110-122.
Discharge of Returning Soldiers :—A change in the Regulations—Treatment continued— 

Men now receiving pay and allowance cannot be discharged until treatment is complete 
Men wanted back for service, not discharged (Mr. Archibald), 6-10. 

rance :—Pension rates for total disability, 106.
Du eat Britain :—Pension rates for total disability, 106. 
insurance, War Risks :—See War Risks Insurance Schemes. 
nValidbd Soldiers’ Commission :—Sec Soldiers’ Civil Re-Establishment.

Jarvis, Serot. Herbert A., President of the Army and Navy Veterans' Association :—Chief 
sources of dissatisfaction regarding pensions granted, 28-34. Cites specific cases, 28-3-0. 
Advocates uniformity of pensions, 3O'-31. Inadequate descriptions re disabilities as

>, given by medical boards, 3'2-33.
Nii,Ht, N. F. R., Secretary-Treasurer of the G. W. V. A. of Canada :—Expresses satisfaction 

as to the department's attention ; have been cordially treated—Basic principle governing 
the granting of pensions,- 17. Medical Boards in England and Canada, 18. Complaints 
re disabilities and pensions therefor; specific cases, 18-19, 21-22, 24. The case of a 
British reservist, 24., Suggests provisions in the Act against fraud committed by re
turned men, 25-26. Letter to the Chairman re proceedings of the Committee, 264.
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Labatt, Col. RH., Member of Pension Board for Canada :—Evidence re policy and procedure 
of Pension Board, 219-22.6. Procedure explained in the case of Gordon Miller’s disability 
pension, 226. Procedure in final analysis of medical boards, 227-229. Sergt.-Major 
Tooke’s case, further inquired into, 229-234. Dependants, how dealt with, 234. Pro
cedure in the case of widows, 34. Suggests Pensions Act and amendment of certain 
Ragulations, 235.

Labatt, Col. R. H., Officer in Overseas Service :—Medical reports upon which disability pen
sion was granted to (Col. Belton). 190-200. The great probability is that when Col. 
Labatt enlisted his heart was not normal (Lieut.-Col. MoGillivray), 24i9. File again 
examined, 253. Evidence of Dr. W. T. Connell, '319-321. Evidence of Dr. I. Olmstead, 
surgeon to, 327-330. Evidence of Commander Ross, 330-332. Examination of records 
upon which pension papers were founded—Anaesthetist’s record of heart examination in 
191-5, probably not available (Dr. Philp), 3137-339. Letter of Hon. S. C. Mewburn, 342. 
Lettèr of Major Todd re estimation of disability, 347. See also letters of Col. Labatt, 
29-5, and Commander Ross, 296.

MoGillivray, ILt.-Colonel D.. Member of the Medical Board of Consultants, Militia Depart
ment :—Wasserman test for syphilis, 38-39. Concealment of certain diseases, 39. Pen
sions must be revised from time to time, 3-9-40. Duties of Local and Central medical 
boards. 40. The uniform and its controlling influence, 41-42. More uniform justice 
handed out by the Central Board—Assesses disability—The sympathetic element 
removed, 43. A medical board in each district, a further safeguard and might remove 
a good deal of dissatisfaction, 44. Previous Board findings could toe a guide to a new 
board, 45. Pre-enlistment disability—A case in Winnipeg, aggravated by service and now 
100 per cent disability but allowed only 20 per cent, 4 6. Condition of Col. Labatt’s heart 
at time of enlistment, 249. Hon. G. H. Bradbury’s disability, 251.

McKay, Dr. D. .1., Officer in charge of Medical Boards in Military District No. 1, London and 
A.D.M.S. representative :—Better results obtained from medical boards composed of over

seas men—Examining Board in a better position to fix amount of disability, 311,314. The 
great bulk of disability cases pre-existing enlistment, which have been -aggravated by 
service, are discovered overseas, 314. Cases of nephritis, syphilis, cardiac disease or tuber
culosis and the incapacity resulting therefrom ought to be considered as due to active 
service, 314-315. Examines form, 227, 315-317.

Margeson, Major J. W., President of the Separation Allowance Board when constituted toy 
Order in Council :—Policy of the IBoard citing the case of a widowed mother who applied 
for back separation allowance, 131. Regulations, 180. Submits Orders in Council re 
Board of Review, responsibilities and powefs, 1-83-184. Power given to continue pay
ments for six months after death of soldier. Desires to cease, payments of S.A. at end of 
month when casualty is reported, 1-8.8-li8-9.

Medical Board of Review :—Letter advocating the formation of, in each district, 4-5.
Medical Boards :—-How local boards are guided—Instructions to boards—A board of ten 

specialists suggested—Advocates a,central medical board for each Military District (Mr. 
Archibald), 11-1-5. Reliable medical men in each Military District desired—Placards con
taining instructions to soldiers ought to be exhibited at medical boards overseas, (Mr. 
Knight), 21-22. Difficult to get a medical board to examine soldiers privately (Sergt 
Jarvis), 34. Recommends that a medical board which discharges a man should explain 
disability (Mr. Mills), 5-6. -Local medical boards do not any longer fix the percentage of 
disability (Mr. Archibald), 8-5. Would have only one final medical authority ’(Major 
Todd), 316. Experiences with medical boards at Kingston (Dr. Connell), 300-310. Medical 
boards composed of overseas men give better results—-Experiences in London District. 
Dr. McKay), 311-3-19. See also Belton, Col. C. W.

Medical Reports:—New forms for reports, explained, 12-1-12-2. Particulars contained in reports 
(Col. Belton), 124-1216.

Mills, Edward R. R., Chairman of Pension Committee for Soldiers’ Associations :—Complaints 
that men receive no notification of medical -board finding, 54. Recommendations, 55-56. 
Specifies cases of complaints, giving the nature of each complaint, 5-6-71. Presents com
plaint cases for consideration, 94-126', 1-5-9-171. Letter to the Chairman, suggesting 
amendments or additions to present Regulations, 263. Reply to Mr. Mills’ suggestions by 
Legal Adviser of Pension Board, 29-6, See also Complaints, Specific.

Nf.w Zealand :—Pension rates for total disability, 10-6. Provisions -in- the Act for pensions to 
prospective dependants, 244.

Olmstead, Dr. I., Surgeon, Hamilton, Ont. :—Professional standing—Surgical operation upon 
Col. Labatt in 1912—-Describes a holiday camping and fishing trip in- the Temagami Dis
trict requiring much physical exertion, 32'7-32-9. Examines Col. Labatt’s file ; evidence 
given thereon, 3-29-3'30. \

Pay and Allowance Regulations of 1912:—Four kinds of disabilities were provided for (Mr. 
Archibald), 3-4. Legislation of 19-1-6" provided pensions for six classes of disabilities— 
Order in Council of 1917 made provisions for pensions according to twenty-one degrees 
of disability, 4--5.

Pension Bills and Regulations :—Proposed Bills of 191I6KL7 and 19-118- (Mr. Archibald), 3. Advo
cates a provision in new Bill to safeguard against certain frauds (Mr. Knight), 25-26. 
Suggestions re amendments to present Regulations, 2l46"-"24'9, 253-263. Interpretations of 
law re basis on which pension is granted as to rank held by applicant, 26-6.
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APPENDIX No. 2
Pension Board and Regulations :—Organization, etc. (Mr. Archibald), 3-16. The determining 

of the amount of pension under Order in Council meets existing conditions better than by 
a Pensions Act (Mr. Knight), 21. Administration, duties of (Mr. Archibald), 123-124. 
Board consider particular cases, 125.

Pensioners :—Regulation refusing pension to one convicted of certain criminal offence, sug
gested, 257. Regulation re payment for sickness and burial of, not exceeding $10», sug
gested, 258. Regulations re payment of a reasonable amount for travelling expenses-and 
subsistence or loss of wages when medical re-examination is required, suggested, 256. 
See also suggestions Nos. 13 to 27, considered, 258-262.

Pensions and Pension Forms :—Instructed to represent equality of amount of pension for 
officers and men (Mr. Knight), 22-24. Suggests a maximum of $1,000 pension for officers 
and rank and file (Sergt. Jarvis), 30-31. The necessity of old age pensions for wholly or 
■mainly dependent relatives where a soldier died in active service (Mr. Archibald), 76. 
Pensions for total disability in Canada, Great Britain and Allied countries, 81-83, 106. Pro
cedure in determining amount of pension (Col. Belton), 110-119 ; (Mr. Archibald), 123- 
124. Procedure when it is desired to make representations to the Board, 1216. Provisions 

■ in Act re unclaimed pension or part of, suggested (Mr. Archibald), 257-268. Examination 
of pension forms (Dr. McKay), 315-317. See also suggestions Nos. 12 to 22, considered, 
258-262.

Philp, Lt.-Colonel George R., Medical Adviser to Pension Board :—Ordinary routine work 
when medical adviser examines records, instancing Col. (Labatt's case as an example, 
337J3&9. The ideal condition would be to have an absolute charted medical examination 
of every soldier on enlistment, 338. Th Anaesthetist’s record of Col. Labatt’s heart exam
ination in 1916 is probably not available, 338^339.

Post-Discharge Pay:—The practice that is followed in recovering overpayments—Active Militia 
Post-discharge pay under a different Order in Council (Capt. Conger), 46-49. Statement 
submitted re accounts paid at Ottawa in December, 1917 (Capt. Conger), 53. The purpose 
of the Order in Council re post-discharge pay is defeated in many cases (Major Andrews, 
M.P., 50. (Letter of Secretary of Nova Scotia Employment Committee re overpayments 
deducted from, 345.

1 r°Motions Made Following Disability :—Quite sure a number of men pensioned were pro
moted after disability was suffered, but not probably with the object of a higher pension 
(Mr. Archibald), 267. Letter to the Chairman re investigation of cases of,—Certain 
classes of men promoted after disability (Mr. Archibald), 267-2618. Files produced and 
sub-committee appointed to examine same, 341. Report of sub-committee thereon, 348.

Prospective Dependency : See Dependency, Prospective.
Pe-Lducation, Vocational :—That allowances be paid by the Department furnishing such 

re-education—Suggestion, that no pension be paid during treatment or vocational re-edu
cation (Mr. Archibald), 258.

Reports . Third an(j Final Report of Committee to the House,—Report of sub-committee 
respecting promotions made following disability, 348.

u-servists :—The case of an English reservist residing in Canada—Imperial pensions paid to 
reservists residing in Canada, inadequate (Mr. Knight), 24. Provisions made in Australia’s 
Pension Act for bona fide Imperial reservists resident in Australia (Mr. Archibald), 243. 
Suggests supplementary pension to allied reservists, 253. Wives of, assisted by Can
adian Patriotic Fund, 254. Number of, who have proceeded overseas, 343-345.

Poss, Commander J. K. L„ Chairman of Board of Pensions :—Administration, policy and pro
cedure, 217-225. Our offices in England under four different controls now concentrated 
into one in London and in charge of Captain Pidgeon where temporary pensions are1 
granted subject to approval of Board here, 2-18. Division of work, medically, etc., 219. 
States objections to legislation putting Pension Board under the Civil Service Commission, 
2212-224. Time devoted to Pension Board duties, 225. Gives evidence respecting action of 
Commissioners when pension was granted to Col. Labatt, after having read letter of Mr. 
H. H. Stevens, M.P., 3130-332. -Letter to the Chairman re Col. Labatt's disability pension, 
29-6.

Russell, Lt.-Colonel Colin K., Lecturer in Neurology and Member of Medical Board of Con

sultants, Militia Department :—Effects of shell shock and treatment of—Instances of 
cures, how effected, 134. Functional paralysis or Psychogenetic cases and cases of organic 
Psion, contrasted, 137. A twelve-month disability case presenting a pitiable object, cured 
in ten days. 1®8-14’0. Further experiences of treatment and cure in England, 140-143. 
Treatment centres to be established, 14i5. Certain nervous and mental conditions warrant 
no pension or gratuity nor a discharge, 145-146. Report from a special hospital, 147-148, 
Recommendations re final disposal of cases of neurasthenia, read and explained, 148-163. 
Recommends that mentally defectives be put in institutions, 153. An administration 
scheme for the care and treatment of officers and men suffering from organic diseases or 
'esions of the nervous system, “Shell Shock ” and other functional disorders, 154. Neuro- 
Pgical centres, specially recommended, 156. Psychogenetic conditions should be primarily 
reated in special military hospitals, etc., 15-6-157.
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Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay :—A claim for pension is in order on the part of a 

father who has become incapacitated if the son, previous to his death, has been assign
ing his pay to him (Mr. Archibald),, 5. A widowed mother gets a pension after her son’s 
death if she has been receiving separation allowance and assigned pay (Mr. Archibald), 
16. Overpayments of separation allowance and assigned pay are recovered from post
discharge pay (Captain Conger), 46. Further cases of, given, in relation to pensions (Mr. 
Archibald), 74-76. Insufficiency of Imperial separation allowance, as set forth in letter of 
Louisa A. Brown, 84. By whom, and to whom, paid (Major Stiff), 127_ Back separation 
allowance claims (Major Margeson), 131. Regulations governing, 180. Board of Review, 
183. Responsibilities and powers of the Separation Allowance Board, 184. Table of rates, 
Canada compared to other countries, 185. Orders in Council providing for, after death 
of soldier, 188-190. Payments to dependent sister cease at death of soldier (Mr. Archi
bald, 2414. Suggestion No. 19 re continued pay after casualty notice received, until last 
day of second month following month during which soldier died, 260.

Soldiers’ Civil Re-estarlishment :—How Department of, may affect pensions (Mr. Archibald!, 
6-8.

Soldiers’ Commission, Invalided :—See Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment.
Stephens, Captain F. C. :—Receives a captain’s pension though he had reverted to rank OV 

Lieutenant, explanation of, 289-294. Evidence of Dr. W. T. Connell after having examined 
file of, 322. Policy of Pension Board explained in connection with consideration given to 
Capt. Stephens’ pension (Col. Belton), 333-337. (Letter of Major Todd re estimation of 
disability and principles governing the Board in connection therewith, 346-347.

Stiff, Major George Ussher, Officer in, charge of Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay 
Division :—Administration—Scope of work—Payments made, by whom and to whom, 
128-132.

Todd, Major J. L., Member of Pension Board for Canada :—Responsibility of the Board re 
medical examinations—Progress made in diagnosis of shell-shock cases, 2'3'6-2-3 S. Pre
enlistment disability question, considered—Hospital treatment—Supports Col. Russell’s 
statement re treatment of certain disabilities resulting from shell shock, 238-241. Suggests 
one final medical authority, 287. Some things in present disability table which have made 
pension administration difficult—Additional suggestions, 287-289. Explains Capt. F. C. 
Stephens’ case, 2199-294. Principles which govern the Commissioners in estimating extent 
of disability as set forth in letter to the Chairman, 346.

Tooke, SerGT.-Major A. R. :—Disability pension inquired into, 171-179, 2219-284, 236. See also 
Complaints, Specific.

Treatment and Discharge :—Policy of military medical authorities re treatment of disabled 
returned soldiers, 7-10. No reasonable refusal to accept treatment should be considered 
a bar to pension ; provision in proposed Act, suggested, 2516. See also suggestions of legal 
adviser, page 258.

United States: Pension rates for total disability. 106. See also Widowed Mothers.
United States War Risk Insurance Scheme :—Provisions of the Act and scale of rates 

explained (Mr. Archibald), 81-82,
Venereal Diseases :—Policy of Pension Board regarding pensions to men of improper conduct 

(Mr. Archibald), 14-15. Easily contracted in dirty billets (Mr. Knight), 17-18. Possible 
to be contracted in filthy billets (Sergt. Jarvis), 29. Sometimes contracted by contact 
with towels, etc. (Dr. Cameron), 35,, 38. Cases where the soldier is given the benefit of 
scientific doubt (Col. Belton), 179. See also Wasserman Test.

Vocational Re-Education :— See Re-Education, etc.
Will Risk Insurance Schemes :—United States scheme explained (Mr. Archibald), 81-83. Not 

feasible in Canada, reasons given therefor, 83.
Wasserman Test :—Not feasible in every case (Dr. Cameron), 36. Absolutely out of the ques

tion (Dr. McGillivray), 39.
Widowed Mothers :—Cases when pensions cannot be granted to (Mr. Archibald), 16-17. Pro

vision in the United States Act pays $10 additional to a dependent widowed mother (Mr. 
Archibald), 82. Case of Louisa A. Brown re insufficient Imperial pension, 84. Widowed 
mother immediately communicated with—Application form sent by the Pension Board—• 
What the widowed mother has to do—Procedure re period of time which follows casualty 
notice when she is still receiving separation allowance (Col. Labatt), 284-235. Suggestions 
Nos. 2'0 and 21 re pension to separated widow of deceased, 2161. See also Dependency 
Prospective.
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ORDER OF REFERENCE.

House of Commons,
Ottawa, April 10, 1918.

Resolved,—That a Special Committee be appointed to consider and report upon 
the Pension Board, the Pension Regulations and the sufficiency or otherwise of the 
relief afforded thereunder, the Pension lists in force in Canada for disabled and other 
s°ldiers and the dependents of those killed while on active service, and any other 
Matters relating thereto or connected therewith, with power to send for persons, papers 
an<l records, to examine witnesses under oath and to report from time to time.

Attest,
W. B. NORTHRUP,

Clerk, House of Commons.

Friday, April 12, 1918.

Ordered.—That the following Members do compose the said Committee: Messieurs 
_ ronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), Lemieux, Nesbitt, Nickle, McCurdy., Murphy, 

ower, Parent, Redman, Rowçll, Ross, Sutherland and Turriff.
Attest,

W. B. NORXHRUP,
Clerk, House of Commons.

Monday, April 28, 1918.

Ordered,—That the said Committee be granted leave to sit during the time the 
°use is in session.

Attest,
W. B. NORTHRUP,

Clerk, House oj Commons.

Wednesday, April 24, 1918.

co ,9rdered,—That the said Committee be given power to print its Minutes of Pro- 
' ln£s and the Evidence taken, from day to day, for the use of the Committee, and 

at Rule 74, relating thereto, be suspended.
Attest,

W. B. NORTHRUP. 
Clerk, House of Commons.

Wednesday, April 24, 1918.
Ordered,—That the name of Mr. Pardee be added to the said Committee. 
Attest,

W. B. NORTHRUP, 
Clerk, House of Commons.
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THIRD AND FINAL EEPORT.

(May 20, 1918).

The Special Committee, appointed to consider and report upon the Pension Board, 
the Pension Regulations, and the sufficiency or otherwise of the relief afforded there
under, the Pension lists in force in Canada for disabled and other soldiers and the 
dependents of those killed while on active service, and any other matters relating there
to or connected therewith, presented their Third and Final Report, which is as 
follows :—

1. That the recommendations herein contained apply only to members of the Can
adian Expeditionary Force and the members of the Canadian Naval Force, who are 
hereinafter described as “ members ” or “ member and that the word “ pension ” 

herein used includes, where necessary, the words “ allowance ” and “ gratuity.”

2. That the Board of Pension Commissioners be considered and developed as a 
civil, rather than as a military, organization.

3. That the Commissioners should devote the whole of their time to the perform
ance of their duties.

4. That the approval of the Commission to the award of any pension be evidenced 
by the personal signature of at least one of the Commissioners.

5. That the members should promptly "be notified by the Commission of their 
decision.

6. That as far as possible the examining medical boards should be composed of a 
civilian physician or surgeon of wide experience, an overseas member with actual 
experience of war conditions and cases, and an experienced representative of the 
Canadian Army Medical Corps.

7. That it should be impressed, by those in authority, upon the examining medical 
boards, before whom members appear for examination for the determination of dis
ability, that the relationship between them is that of doctor and patient; that every 
facility should be granted a member to give an account of the facts of his condition 
from his point of view ; and that the pension forms now in use should be altered to 
make provision for a record of such statement being taken and forwarded to the Com
mission for consideration; that such statement, after being read over to the member, 
as well as a statement as to the number of doctors who were present and made the 
examination, should be signed by him.

8. That the system formerly in vogue be restored, whereby the examining medical 
boards reported to the Commission their estimate of the percentage of disability as 
based upon the disability table of the Commission; and in the event of the estimate 
of the medical officers of the Commission differing more than ten per cent from the 
estimate of the examining boards, that the examining boards be advised of such differ
ence and requested to furnish reason to the Commission for their conclusion. To pre
vent misunderstanding, care should be taken by the examining boards to refrain from 
giving the members any information regarding the percentage of disability as 
estimated by them.
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9. That no deduction should be made from the pension of any member who has 
served in a theatre of actual war, other than the United Kingdom, on account of any 
disability- or disabling condition existing prior to enlistment, provided that the pré
existaient disability or disabling condition had not been wilfully concealed by the said 
Member, or was not obviously apparent in said member at the time of enlistment.

10. That pensions should be awarded for disability in accordance with the rank 
acting rank of the member at the time the disability was incurred ; that no varia-

(<l0n in rank after such disability is incurred should affect any pension. The word 
disability ” as used in this paragraph means such a disability as unfits a member for 

service in a theatre of actual war, other than the United Kingdom ; and that any 
award heretofore made should be reviewed and determined for the purpose of future 
Payments in accordance with the provisions herein mentioned.

11- That pensions should be discontinued upon the re-enlistment of a pensioner 
as a member in the Expeditionary or Naval Forces ; and that his case upon re-discharge

°nld be considered anew as if his services had been continuous from his first enlist- 
o^nt: provided, however, that after discharge no pension shall be awarded in respect 

any disability incurred while the member was in civil life.

12- That if a medical board, consisting of a physician or a surgeon appointed by 
® Commission, a physician or surgeon appointed by the member, and, if these two do

j. agree, a third physician or surgeon appointed by them, is of opinion that the mem- 
er should undergo medical or surgical treatment in a sanatorium, hospital, conval- 

. ent home, or otherwise, for any purpose, for the period during which the said -boardis of opinion that such treatment is necessary and in his interest, and the said member■p n *- “'’n LUtUl OLAV-JLA LX UJU.AVA1. U AO UCLCOOftlJ 0.1111 111 11X0 111 VV1 VOV? CU1U U1XV- OlliVl

r ,Uses to abide by such decision, the pension "awarded, or to be awarded, may be 
refU°e<^ by not more than fifty per cent; that if the member is unable or neglects or 
"andSeS *° aPP°^nt a physician or surgeon, the Commission shall make the appointment ; 

’ ^at the reasonable expenses of said board be paid by the Commission.

-t3- That whenever a pensioner is required to be medically re-examined he shall 
pitied to be paid a reasonable amount for travelling expenses and subsistence orhe

wages.
evei. ^ t hat the Commission should have discretion to refuse to award a pension when- 
ahl U Inember has been dismissed from the service, or has been discharged dishonour- 

y °r for bad conduct.
Jjj t'h That pensioners above the rank of lieutenant and who are totally helpless may, 
a|j 16 discretion of the Commission, be awarded a total sum by way of pension and 
i 'anoe not in excess of that which a totally disabled and helpless lieutenant might

awarded.

inst That in the discretion of the Commission, a pensioner need not be paid any 
six ‘ 1Ueth °f his pension which has remained unclaimed by or for him for more than 
p -- from the date such instalment became due; and the balance of any pension 
the o ' ° *° or h>r a deceased person should not be deemed to be part of the assets of 
etits o/tG such deceased person, but may be paid to the widow, children, or depend- 
haye Such deceased person as the Commission may direct. The Commission should 
expet au^10r*ty to apply such money, or a portion thereof, toward the payment of the 

'es °f the deceased pensioner’s last sickness and burial.
itietnh ^ *la*- a woman who has been divorced or legally separated from a deceased 
ah]ne^t ’ ailt* wh° at the time of her divorce or separation was granted alimony or any 
Wi(]0xv ,lry allowance, should be entitled to the same recognition for pension as his 
excegg °nld have received, but in no case should .a pension be awarded to her in 

0 the amount of alimony or alimentary allowance which was awarded her.
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18. That when a member is married, and his wife does not live with him and is 
not maintained by him, the additional pension for a married member may, in the dis
cretion of the Commission, be refused, or if awarded may be paid to the member’s wife.

19. That when a member has no wife, but is wholly or to a material extent main
taining one or both of his parents, an amount equivalent to an additional pension for 
a married member may be paid to him.

20. That the Commission should be given authority to refuse a pension to the 
widow of a deceased member who has been separated from him, and was not supported 
by him for a reasonable time prior to enlistment and during his-service.

21. That the Commission should have power to suspend or cancel the pension of 
any female pensioner who is a common prostitute, or who openly lives with any man 
as his wife without being married to him.

22. That the Commission may, in its discretion, award a pension, not in excess 
of the rate for an orphan child, to any child of a member who is not being maintained 
by and does not form part of the family cared for by the widow, divorced wife, 
unmarried wife, or parent of the member. Any such award shall be subject to review 
at any time, and the pension may be continued at the rate provided for children who 
are not orphans.

23. That no allowance should be paid to or in respect of a child who, if a boy, is 
over the age of sixteen years, or if a girl, is over the age of seventeen years, except 
when such child and those responsible for its maintenance are without resources and 
the child is unable, owing to physical or mental infirmity, to provide for its mainten
ance, in which case the allowance may be continued until such child has attained the 
age of twenty-one years.

24. That the pension to any parent, or person in the place of a parent, should be 
subject to revision from time to time, and should be awarded in amounts necessary 
to provide maintenance for such parent or person ; but in no case should such pension 
exceed the amount of pension provided for parents in schedules “ O ” and “ D ” of the 
present Pension Regulations.

26. That the regulations now in force with regard to the awarding of pensions to 
dependents should be amended so as to provide that a parent, or a person in the place 
of a parent, who was not wholly or materially maintained by a member at the tim6 
of his death, and who at a subsequent time becomes dependent, may be awarded 
pension provided he or she is incapacitated, either mentally or physically, from earn' 
ing a livelihood, and if in the opinion of the Commission the member would wholly 
or to a material extent have maintained such parent or person had the member nOt 
died.

26. That a dependent should not be entitled to an allowance when the wido'v 
or any children of the member are alive and entitled to a pension or allowance! 
provided that when the widow of a member is not alive, or is not entitled to a pension,1 
and his children have been living with and have been in the care of a dependent, and 
such dependent has been acting in the place of a parent with respect to such children 
such dependent should be entitled to an allowance. So long as the relationship 
between such children and dependent continues the dependent’s allowance should bc 
paid, and the children should only be entitled to the allowance prescribed for chi Idl'd1 
who are not motherless.

’

27. That the Commission should be given discretion to apportion a pension betwed’ 
several applicants of the same relationship to the deceased member.
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28. The Committee further considered the question of the pension granted to 
Colonel R. II. Labatt, member of the Board of Pension Commissioners, the letter 
°f Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., dated April 23rd, 1918, to the Chairman of the Committee, 
and the letter' of Colonel Labatt, dated May 8th, 1918, to the Chairman of the 
Committee; and after heariqg all evidence submitted^ the Committee reports as 
follows :—

(1) The Pension and Claims Board, who had charge of pensions prior to the 
formation of the Board of Pension Commissioners, adopted the principle that the 
disability of a. pensioner whs to be estimated by the extent to which his capacity had 
been lessened for earning a livelihood in the. general labour market. This principle 
""as accepted by the Parliamentary Committee and the House of 1916, and has been 
followed by the Board of Pension Commissioners ever since it was organized.

(2) Pursuant to the policy laid down by the Parliamentary Committee of 1916, 
11 Was provided in the Order in Council of June 30th, 1916, constituting the Pension 
&oard, that:—

“No deduction shall be made from the amount awarded to any pensioner 
owing to his having undertaken work or having perfected himself in some form 

- of industry.”
(3) As pensions were awarded as of the date of discharge, it ‘was the settled 

Practice of the Pension Board to award pensions according to the rank held by the 
Pensioner at the date of his discharge from the C.E.F.

(4) Colonel Labatt received his rank of temporary colonel in July, 1916. when 
taking command of the training camp at Niagara, and was appointed a member of 
the Pension Board in October, 1916, when he was seconded from the C.E.F. for duty 
without pay.

(5) He was discharged from the C.E.F. in October, 1917, and upon examination 
hy the medical board in that month was found to be suffering from valvular disease 
°f the heart, it being 'estimated that it was a case of full disability, and he was there- 
uP°n awarded a full pension for a period of six months, from October 16, 1917.

(6) On March 27, 1918, Colonel Labatt was again examined by a further medical 
hoard, who found that he was suffering from 100 per cent disability, and thereafter his 
Pension was made permanent.

The Committee finds on the evidence:—

, _ («) That Colonel Labatt is suffering from valvular disease of the 'heart, and that
e 18 totally disabled within the meaning of the pension regulations, and that he was 

P°t suffering from this disability at the date of enlistment. »

(&) That Colonel Labatt was not granted a pension by misrepresentation or by 
aPy influence, direct or indirect, on the part of any member of the Government.

') That Colonel Labatt gave able advice and assistance in the organization and 
0£ . Pment of the Pension Branch of the Public Service, and was in the performance 
0 his duty most efficient, to the full measure of his strength.

W) That the growing number of pensioners and pension claimants and the in- 
casing work and responsibility of the Pension Board, demand the whole time and 

ç,ergy of men full of physical vigour, and that the Committee is of the opinion that 
,0 ‘ Tabatt’s resignation contained in his letter to the Chairman of the Committee 

ul(l be accepted by the Government.
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29. That a Committee should be appointed as early as possible next session to give 
further consideration to such problems as may arise, and to prepare and submit to the 
House for consideration an Act dealing with pensions for members.

30. Your Committee also begs to commend to the consideration of the Government 
those several recommendations of your Committee’s report which affect rates of pen
sions, pension allowances, and other expenditures of public money.

31. Your Committee further recommends that its report, its proceedings, and 
evidence submitted herewith, together with a suitable index to 'be prepared by the 
clerk of the Committee be printed forthwith for distribution, and also printed in the 
Appendix to the Journals of 1918, and that rule 74, in relation thereto, be suspended.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
3ST. W. ROWELL,

Chairman.

I
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MOTION FOR PRINTING.

On motion of Mr. Rowell, the said Report, together with the proceedings and 
evidence appended thereto, was ordered to be printed forthwith, and that Rule 74 bç 
suspended in relation thereto.

MOTION THAT REPORT BE RECEIVED, ETC.

Thursday, May 23rd, 1&18.

By leave of the House,
Mr. Rowell moved, That the recommendations contained in the Third Report of
Special Committee, appointed on the 10th day of April, 1918, to consider and 

re_port upon the Pension Board, the Pension Regulations and the sufficiency er other- 
Wlse of the relief afforded thereunder, the Pension lists in force in Canada for disabled 
aud other soldiers and the dependents of those killed while on active service, and 
auy other matters relating thereto or connected therewith, be commended to the con
sideration of the Government.

And a Debate arising thereon : (See Unrevised “ Hansard ” p. 2556.)
Sir George Foster moved, (under Rule 36), That the House do now proceed to 

Government Orders; which was agreed to.

i

MOTION THAT RECOMMENDATIONS BE COMMENDED TO THE 
CONSIDERATION OF THE GOVERNMENT.

Thursday, May 23rd, 1918.

On motion of Sir George Foster, for Mr. Rowell, it was resolved, That the recom
mendations contained in the Third Report of the Special Committee, appointed on 

. u 10th day of April, 1918, to consider and report upon the Pension Board, the Pen- 
*|en Regulations and the sufficiency or otherwise of the relief afforded thereunder, 

e Pension lists in force in Canada for disabled and other soldiers and the depend- 
e,its of those killed while on active service, and any other matters relating thereto or 
c°nnected therewith, be commended to the consideration of the Government.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

(ORGANIZATION MEETING.)

House of Gommons, Room 318,
Thursday, April 18, 1918.

, The Committee met at 2,30 o’clock, p.m.

Members present.—Messieurs Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), Nesbitt, 
-Nickle, McCurdy, Redman and Rowell.—8.

Mr. Nickle moved that Hon. N. W. Rowell be chairman of the committee.—Motion 
unanimously agreed to.

The chairman read1 the Order of Reference which had been passed by the House 
°n April 10, and the committee proceeded to discuss the scope of the enquiry ordered, 
elating to the Pension Board and Pension Regulations, as set forth in the said Order 
°1 Reference.

Copies of the Report of the Committee on Soldiers’ Pensions, 1916; also copies 
M Report on Returned Soldiers, 1917, Pension Regulations, 1917, Pension List of 

- ebruary, 1916, and Order in Council, P.C. 462, dated 22nd March, 1918, were pro- 
Uoed and ordered distributed to each member of the Committee.

The clerk of the committee was instructed to request the attendance of Mr. 
^enneth Archibald of the Pension Board for next meeting; also, Mr. Norman Knight 

° the Great War Veterans’ Association, and a representative of the Army and Navy 
eterans’ Association.

The chairman proposed that Hon. Mr. MciCurdy be vice-chairman of the com- 
Uuttee, which was unanimously approved.

The committee then adjourned until Wednesday, 24th April at 10 o’clock, a.m.

V- Cloutier, N. W. ROWELL,
Clerk Chairman.

House of Commons, Room 318,
Wednesday, April 24, 1918.

. .. The committee met at 10 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, pre- 
S1uing.

v. Members present.—Messieurs. Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), Nesbitt, 
U‘ 'le, McCurdy, Redman, Ross and Rowell.—9.

The minutes of proceedings of last meeting were read and adopted.

The chairman read communications received from the Canadian Institute for the 
to tL anc* fr°m the Mayor of the city of Lindsay, Ont., which were ordered referred 
ak 6 T*oard of Pension Commissioners, and requesting an immediate report thereon ; 

°’ eoP>es of Order in Councl, P.C. 432, 433 and 434, dated 21st February, 1918.
2—i
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The clerk of the committee was instructed to communicate with the Paymaster- 
General’s Office, Department of Militia and Defence and with the Director-General of 
Medical Service-Invalids, and request the attendance of officers in charge of the Post 
Discharge Pay Branch, the Assigned Pay and Separation Allowance Branch, and a 
representative of General Fotheringham’s office, for next meeting.

The committee then proceeded, to hear the evidence of Mr. Kenneth Archibald 
of the Pension Board, and Mr. Norman Knight of the Great War Veterans’ Association.

Mr. Nickle moved, seconded by Mr. Kedman that the committee obtain authority 
from the House to print its minutes of proceedings and evidence taken, from day to 
day, for the use of the committee, and that" rule 74, relating thereto, be suspended.

The committee then adjourned until Thursday, 25th April, at 11 o’clock, a.m.

y. Cloutier, N. W. ROWELL,
Clerk. Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Eoom 318,

Wednesday, April 24, 1918.
The special committee appointed to consider and report upon the Pension Board 

aild Pension Regulations for disabled and other soldiers and their dependents met at 
10 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding.

Mr. Kenneth Archibald, legal adviser of the Board of Pension Commissioners 
tor Canada, appeared at the request of the committee.

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Archibald, you have prepared a statement for presentation to the com

mittee with regard to the administration of the Board of Pensions, have you not?— 
1 have not prepared a statement personally, except as contained in that book which 

you have before you, but I had prepared what we had hoped would be a Bill that would 
e brought up at the last session.- I have made amendments to that Bill from time to 
1Ine in order to bring it up to date. Mr. Nickle, Mr. Gisborne, and myself, last year 

vvent into the whole question of pensions very carefully, but no action on it was taken, 
and I have brought with me some copies of a suggested Bill. It is a very similar Bill 
° Bill previously prepared which Mr. Nickle and I drew up, but I do not know 

how much value it will be to this committee. I do not know whether the scope of 
118 committee is to prepare a Bill or what.

, The Chairman : The scope of the committee is to deal with the whole question 
fcads) : “ To consider and report upon the Pension Board, the Pension Regulations,
nd the sufficiency or otherwise of the relief afforded thereunder, the Pension List in 

iorc< ‘
Whil,

pe in Canada for disabled and other soldiers and the dependents of those killed 
6 °n active service.” The scale of allowances was changed last October, and a

'ery substantial increase was made at that time, but the present position is the matter 
now before us.
^ Mr. Nickle : I think Mr. Archibald might, for the benefit of the new members of 

6 committee, give very shortly a statement showing the growth up to the present 
ndition of the Pension Board and the regulations, 

si k • ^ITNESS : A* the beginning of the war the only regulations with regard to the 
-- Jeet-matter of pensions were contained in the Pay and Allowances Regulations of1912. 
death 
°f all, 
euenay

Those regulations provided that pensions should only be payable when the 
or disability was clearly due to the performance of military duty. The scale 

°wances was extremely small : total disability incurred in the presence of the
ajj f'y was rated at $150 per annum, and so on down to, I think, $86 per annum for 

* disability not incurred in the presence of the enemy. In April, 1915, the men 
« beginning to come back from overseas and it was realized that the pensions were 

aUc ar-ne en°ugh, and an Order in Council was passed amending the Pay and Allow- 
Peiis^ '"Sedations and bringing the total disability, in the presence of the enemy,
Wa 'cu to $264 per annum ; the slight disability, not in the presence of the enemy, 
mity-ed at $75 per annum. In the session of 1916, about March or April, a com- 

co of this House sat to discuss the whole subject-matter of pensions, and they
_a<3e a --------j-j..*-- x- t> i•------------x —i--• ~T~ —~~ —a i-*.— *- — irecommendation to Parliament which was contained later in an Order in 

just at the end of the session. Parliament did not bring down a Bill, but^°Uncil nu une enu ui une session, jl anmuiciu unu. nut un 
ainent, I think gave authority to pass the Order in Council. 
^r- Mickle

le : They did that under the War Measures Act.
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Witness : But I think the Government accepted the recommendation of the com
mittee. Thereupon, on June 3, 1916, an Order in Council was passed providing that 
there should be a commission of three members appointed for ten years, subject to 
removal by the Governor in Council, who should have exclusive jurisdiction to deal 
with the subject-matter of pensions, both military and naval. Since that time quite a 
number of Orders in Council have been passed under the War Measures Act amend
ing the regulations made on June 3, 1916. The main amendments, however, were 
made on October 22, 1917. It had been realized for some time that the scale 
of pensions was not high enough at that time although an amount of $480 per 
annum for total disability was fixed in the Order in Council of June 3, 1916. It 
was considered that was too small still, so they fixed on October 22, 1917, by Order in 
Council PjC. 2999, the scale for total disability at $600 per year. They also increased 
the allowance payable to children by $2 a month. Previously it had been $6 per month 
for total disability, but under the Order in Council of October 22, 1917, this was put 
at $8 per month. In that Order in Council they also made a new departure. They 
provided that a disabled pensioner should get something additional for his wife, and 
they fixed that at $8 per month for total disability. In the case of the lesser dis
abilities of course the allowances were decreased in accordance with the degree of 
disability.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. That was $600 for himself and $8 for his wife?—A. Yes, and for each child 

he would get an additional $96 per year.
Q. Was that not a general increase of 25 per cent?—A. No, it was not that; it was 

supposed to be a general increase of 25 per cent, but as a fact, it worked out to be a 
general increase of 41 per cent—perhaps I had better go back again to the Pay and 
Allowance Regulations in order to explain more clearly. In the Pay and Allowance 
Regulations they had four kinds of disabilities, that’is to say: disability, total, incurred 
in the presence of the enemy; that was whàt was called first-degree pension. Second- 
dégree pension was : material disability incurred in the presence of the enemy, and total 
disability not incurred in the presence of the enemy; the third degree was; material 
disability not incurred in the presence of the enemy, and slight disability incurred 
in the presence of the enemy; and the fourth degree was slight disability incurred 
in the presence of the enemy. When the Order in Council of June 3, 1916, was passed, 
they did away with the distinction between disabilities incurred in the presence of the 
enemy, and those not incurred in the presence of the enemy, and simply figured it on 
a percentage basis: There were six classes of pensions; total disability 100 per cent; 
the second class was from 80 to 99 per cent disability; the third class was from 60 to 
79 per cent disability; the fourth class was from 40 to 59 per cent disability; fifth 
class from 20 to 39 per cent disability; and the sixth class was from 0 to 19 per cent 
disability. There has been a great deal of complaint about this, because a man might 
be 35 per cent disabled, and he could get only a 20 per cent pension, whereas if he had 
been 40 per cent disabled, he would have been given a 40 per cent pension. The 
result was that the Government thought it best to make twenty-one classes of disability 
instead of six; that is to say they divided the 100 per cent into classes of 5 per cent- 
Those 100 per cent disabled got the full pension. Those disabled 95 to 99 per cent 
got the next lower class, then to 90, and 85, and so on down to 5 per cent, and then a 
gratuity for the class below 5 per cent. The result was that although there was simply 
a 25 per cent increase over all nevertheless the man that had 35 per cent disability was 
raised 15 per cent over his previous 20'per cent, which gave him a large increase in ' 
money so that he got almost twice as much pension as he did previously. All the , 
pensions were readjusted on the basis of the new scale; I do not know whether they 
have absolutely completed every single case, because there are a lot of men whose : 
addresses have been lost, and they have not yet, some of them, sent in claims for their 
pension.
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. But the intention is to readjust them all?—A. Yes, that is the intention; we 

are all ready to pay them the readjusted pensions, but in some cases we cannot pay 
them because we do not know their addresses. There may be two or three that have 
been skipped over through error. You see we have at the present time about 15,000 
disability cases, and when we are trying to readjust them all, and do the whole thing 
inside of two months, we are liable to skip one or two. We have to readjust also all 
the pensions to dependents, and they are brought up about 25 per cent over all, because 
there was no question of classes in that case. The parents under this Order in Council 
°f October 22, 1917, were more benefited than any other class. Under the Order in 
Council of June 3, 1916, they were only allowed 60 per cent of total disability pension, 
which gave them $24 a month. Now they are entitled to 80 per cent total disability, 
which gives them $40 per month, so that their pensions are now the same as that of a 
wife, except that they still must have been wholly or mainly dependent upon the soldier 
who is dead at the time of his death before pension can be awarded. We find that it 
!8 very difficult to treat the widowed mothers, fathers and dependents in general 
jn accordance with the law, and not cause a great deal of disappointment and heart
ening. There are quite a large number of widowed mothers, for instance, or fathers, 

"hose sons have assigned their pay to them, and who possibly get separation allow- 
ance, and who also have an income, on the side, of perhaps $50 or $60 per month.

1 course we cannot give any pensions to these. There are also a large number of 
( ases in which the son did not assign any pay at all, nevertheless he was looked upon 
as the main support, hoping to come back and be the main support of his parents 

j'en he did come home. His widowed mother was not mainly dependent on him.
, 16 could not be, because he did not give her anything. She nevertheless makes claim 
0r a Pension.

c1 . Q- Although he did not assign any pay to the widowed mother she is now making 
rp!urn for pension?—A. Yes, and they feel badly when we cannot give them a pension, 
or $n ,:^cre *s the further case of a woman who is in a position where she receives $50 
of p a month' We cannot give her a pension, but it is very certain that in many 

these cases later on these people will become dependent and will expect to be pro- 
ed for; because, if the soldier had lived he would have assumed the responsibility. 

i ,®e is one wom^n I have in mind, at the present time, she is 56 years of age and 
os a position in the bank making about $850 per year. We could not give her a 

r],nS]°n because her income is much greater already than she could get as a soldier’s 
-Pendent, but she represents that in a few short years she will become absolutely in 

c dependent position.

By Mr. Ross:
Q- Take the case of a boy who has gone to the front and left at home a very old 

j^t er or a very old mother, and the father is earning something now, but the son does 
Po ?°Itle back and the father becomes incapacitated, in what position would these 
pt. . be?—A. If the father has become incapacitated and cannot earn anything 

l0Us f° the death of the son and the son has been assigning his pay to him he will 
1 a Pension.

to 1 ^ ^an they get separation allowance on application now ?—A. I am not supposed 
likc ° ,an authority on separation allowance, but I have no doubt but that in a case 
thf^ 1 ’at consideration would be given to the circumstances. Special cases such as 
Pum]W°U^ bave to be brought before the Governor in Council, but they are few in

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
a case °f that kind, the assignment of pay wonld necessarily precede the 

has k°”t of separation allowance?—A. Yes, but it is in those cases where the father 
ficome incapacitated after the death of his son and consequently we cannot give
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him a pension that the difficulty arises. I saw a case yesterday where the father was 
earning $12 a week and looking after his family. The old man went on working for 
over a year after the son died, he did not make any application for a pension, for he 
did not want it, hut he has now become totally incapacitated and cannot work at all.
I think one of those cases that I heard referred to this morning, that of Mr. Labelle, 
is the very case I am speaking of. He became incapacitated about a year after the 
death of his son. That is what we call a prospective dependent, that is to say depend
ency supervening after the death of the son. The son could not have been the main 
support at the time of death, although he would probably have been, had he lived.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. You will try to provide for a case of that kind in the Bill which you have 

drafted?—A. In the Bill we have drawn we have tried to provide for all such cases.
I had got up to the Order in Council of October 22, 1917. There has been very little 
change in the pensions since then until the formation of the Soldiers’ Civil Re-estab
lishment Department. The formation of that department I think will affect pen
sions a great deal, because these long treatment cases, tuberculosis, epilepsy, insanity, 
will be all evacuated from the hospitals which are to be looked after by the Depart
ment of Militia and Defence and will be passed on to the Invalided Soldiers’ Com
mission, which is part of the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Department, and that 
commission will look after all these men. For instance men are suffering from tuber
culosis. Our idea is that they receive pay and allowances and at the present time 
I think an order is now before Council to provide for the payment of allowances in 
these cases and providing against the payment of pensions until the men have had 
their treatment, and come to us as cases upon which there is a medical finality. The 
new department will affect pensions in that way.

By the Chairman:
Q. Just make that a little clearer. Before this department was established, when 

would these cases come to you?-—A. Before that department was established these 
cases would continue to be treated in sanatoria which would be under the control 
of the M. H. C., but these men were not discharged, they were kept on the strength 
until their cases were supposed to have reached a medical finality ; then they1 were | 
discharged and were pensioned. Now they will be permanently discharged from 
the Canadian Expeditionary Force, but will continue their treatment in the hospitals 
under the jurisdiction of the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Department. If we 
were to grant a pension to a man suffering from tuberculosis, as soon as he is dis- j 
charged from the Militia Department to the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Depart
ment, we should have to take him up again within three months or a year, or change j 
his pension, because of his changed condition. The same would apply to epilepsy, or 
to any long treatment case. It seems to me it is preferable they should not get their 
pensions until their cases have reached more or less medical finality. Then, when 
you once give them a pension, you have something that is fairly permanent. Of j 
course, there will be a number of cases which we will have to examine again in order 
to see if the disability has increased or decreased. We have as many cases where it * 
increases, .as where it decreases, but there should be some time fixed for the ceasing 
of these medical re-examinations and some time when the pensions will become 
permanent. But you cannot set a definite time if you start to pension a man who 
is suffering from tuberculosis just as soon as he gets back from the other side. I 
understand the policy of the Department of Militia and Defence is to discharge these 
men to the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Department, as soon as they land, 
practically.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. And they look after them till they come to you?--A. Yes, the Soldiers’ Civil 

Re-establishment Department looks after them and finally, when their cases have 
reached a medical finality, they will hold another Board on them, composed, of course, 
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of civilian doctors, and they will be passed on for pension. There is one other way 
in which the new department affects the Board of Pension Commissioners, that is 
to say, under the previous regulations we made reports to the Minister of Finance; 
now we shall make reports to the Minister of the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment 
Department. I understand, however, that in the Bill, passed through the House a 
little while ago, the duties and powers of the Board of Pension Commissioners were 
reserved to them, the result being that outside apparently of having the Minister of 
Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment, through whom to report, our powers will not be 
circumscribed at all; that is to say, we shall have exclusive jurisdiction with regard 
t° matters of pensions aS was always intended.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Are these soldiers discharged before they are turned over to the Soldiers’ 

Re-estàblishment Department ?—A. Yes, they will be discharged from Military Service 
to the Department of Soldiers’ Re-establishment for the purpose of getting further 
treatment, if they are long treatment cases, and for the purpose of getting pensions 
from the Board of Pension Commissioners when not long treatment cases.

Q. Then it might be that they will be turned over to the Soldiers Re-establishment 
Department and not get a pension and possibly not get enough to become eligible for 
a Pension at any time?—A. At the present time, as I say, there is an Order now before 
Council, one of the provisions of which is that pensions shall not be payable while a 
^an is undergoing treatment in an institution under the jurisdiction of the Depart
ment of the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment, but that he shall only get his pension 
when he is discharged again from that institution, as a case having reached a medical 
finality.

By Mr. Ross:
Q- Is that not going to encourage a man to stay there a long time? If he is 

discharged from the C.E.F. what becomes of his pay and allowances? A. Allowances 
"'*11 be paid by the Department of the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment to these men 
"’fiile they are undergoing treatment.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
at i^ ^,1(11° their families also?—A. And to their families, on a basis that works out 

about the same rate as the separation allowance and Patriotic Fund.
By Mr. Ross:

hi 'fhen the man is getting kept all that time without any diminution at all in 
£fS Pa.v and allowances ?—A. No. If the man is 100 per cent disabled, if he is suffering 

tuberculosis you owe him the duty of curing him, and also the duty of giving 
alio SOme Pocket money and seeing that his wife and family do not suffer, and these 
of <iVailfes are scaled from that point of view, and are to be paid by the Department 
so )* °,diers’ Civil Re-establishment. They are a little bit larger than the pay and 
ji aration allowance, because the pay and separation allowance have the Patriotic 
Solrt to help them out, whereas the allowances as payable by the Department of 

lers’ Civil Re-establishment would not have the Patriotic Fund to help them out. 
all6 r°suft is that the department has to make the allowarice a little bit bigger. The 
thr^ances are just a little bit bigger than the pension when the man has only two or 
cfiild ,dlddren’ hut a little smaller than the pension when the man has five or six

By Mr. Cronyn:
ae * want to get this clear in my mind. There is a class of soldier who comes 
jn‘r°Ss who is suffering from T.B., or requires some other long treatment, perhaps an 
thpUpal!'° 'hseasc, the idea is that he shall at once be discharged from the strength of 
to° ^ J.F., and loses his Military pay and all allowances. He shall then be transferred 

he control of what I prefer to call “ The Invalided Soldiers Commission,” which
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is a shorter term, but it means the same?—A. The Department of Soldiers’ Civil Re
establishment is the body which takes charge of the man, on discharge from the C.E.F.

Q. And your idea is that that department should have the right to pay him and 
his family a sum which is equal to his military pay, his wife’s separation allowance, 
and the Patriotic Fund?—A. Not exactly, but more or less equal.

Q. Do you say they have that right now?—A. No, they have not, until this Order 
in Council, which is before Council now, is passed.

The Chairman: In other words, that is the recommendation of the Soldiers’ 
Civil Re-establishment Department to Council.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Then when he is through that treatment, so far as that treatment is considered 

possible or necessary, and that includes, I understand, vocational training, he is 
discharged from that Department, and he comes under your jurisdiction for pension ? 
—A. He comes in for pension. !

Q. I understand there is another class of soldiers that does not come under the 
Department of Civil Re-establishment, outpatients, soldiers who live at home, and 
there are a great many, I believe?—A. I have not any accurate figures at all, but I 
understand there are a large number of men now receiving pay and allowance who 
cannot be discharged until their treatment is complete. Although they only need 
perhaps daily dressing, or daily massage, and the Department of Soldiers' Civil 
Re-establishment, I do not think, is ready to treat those cases, and, in any case, they 
have no authority to treat them. The regulation says, under that Order in Council 
433, that a man shall not be discharged from the Department of Militia and Defence 
until he no longer requires any treatment, except the long treatment cases. But there 
are a very large number of these men who might apparently just as well be discharged, 
and could get their massage, and might be given their pension. I know of a case, I 
do not know the name, because I was not told it, where a young man was getting his 
massage at 8.30 in the morning. It took a quarter of an hour, and he was getting his 
pay and allowances, and subsistence, and was also getting down to his job at 9.15 in 
the morning and was also getting his pay from that job. The Department of Militia 
and Defence was paying to him his pay and allowances, and the man was also earning 
his ordinary salary besides.

Mr. Ross : That is the very thing I want to get at. Take a private who is totally 
disabled and goes into one of these hospitals, what will his dependents get?

Witness: What is recommended is this : While the man is undergoing treatment 
under the Department of Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment, he personally will get $38, 
plus $8, less $30, which will make him $16 pocket money. His wife will get $35 plus
$8, that makes $43. He gets altogether, and if he were on pension-----

By Mr. Ross:
Q. His pension would only amount to $600 a year?—A. $696. He gets $1 more 

per month. It is really most necessary, it seems to me to give proper treatment to 
these men that come back, especially if they are tuberculosis cases. A great deal 
depends upon not allowing tuberculosis men to go around the streets when their 
disease is active at all, and it is infinitely better that they should be treated and 
encouraged to take the treatment, than that they should be able to say, “ If I can 
get out I shall have a larger pension than the allowances I shall get if I remain here 
for treatment.” It is far better to say to them, “ We will give you a larger allowance 
while you are undergoing treatment.”

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. You have not gone so far'as to say that a man should be compelled to remain 

in the sanatorium?—A. No, that is not the intention ; you cannot force a man to take 
treatment if he does not want it.
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Q. That is the point I want to bring out.—A. You cannot do it. We have had 
Probably hundreds of cases in which men want their discharge in order to get away 
and they will sign any paper you put before them in order to get their discharge, 
-there used to be a system of “ waivers.” The men waived all right to pension and 
everything else in order to get out of the sanatoria. Nevertheless we have to give the 
Pensions afterwards, but the Department of Militia and Defence did not feel they 
could keep them.

Q. The Military Hospitals Commission laid that down as a principle,' that they 
Would not retain compulsorily a man suffering from tuberculosis, did they not?—A. I 
d° not know whether the Military Hospitals Commission laid it down as a principle ; 
j think it was the Department of Militia and Defence. Of course, the Military 
hospitals Commission is not now under the Department of Militia and Defence.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. They could make him do anything as long as he is in the army?—A. They 

c°uld do anything they wanted to, but, as a matter of policy, they did not think it 
Was right—of course I do not know what they thought, but I know what they did.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Do you know what is the policy in the case of a man who wants his discharge 

and wants to get back into civil life; why do they hold on to him?—A. They hold 
cu to him because they think it is to the advantage of the country to get the man 
°ack into a good state of health if it is possible to do so. If you let a man out who 
Was a tuberculosis patient who needs treatment, if he has that treatment you can 
arrest his disease, possibly, and put him into the condition that he will never suffer 
tr°m tuberculosis again, provided he does not take up some arduous occupation.

Q. I quite appreciate that in the case of a tubercular patient, but supposing he 
}8 °uly anxious to get back to civil life, and is able to do the work he was doing before 

joined the service?—A. In the case of a bruised nerve or something like that, which 
Ileeds massage, I see absolutely no reason why he should not be allowed to get it out- 
aide. He could get a job and at the same time he might get the same treatment which 

6 could get here for an hour a day.
Q. At his own home?—A. Yes, he could be at his home town. He could not get 

he treatment in his own home, but could get it in his own city or town.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Would that not lead to laxity ? He would not be as anxious to keep up the 

reatment at his own home as he would if he were under discipline?—A. I think very 
Possibly it would be so. I know the case of a young lieutenant in Montreal who has 
ruised nerves and he is getting a massage at 11 o’clock at the Royal Victoria Hos- 

P'td. That massage is completed about 11.15 and he goes out and has absolutely 
Nothing to do for the rest of the day ; he has to report nowhere, and all day he has 

'jj?t a thing at all to do. His job is open for him at Fort William I think. Besides, 
ls employers have been paying him full salary ever since he has been away. He 

'Vants to go back to his job, but it is a question whether he can get the treatment he 
^cquires for his arm if he were to do so. The consequence is that at the present time 

C 18 loafing around Montreal.
Q- And does he get his lieutenant’s pay?—A. He is getting his pay and is getting 

ay Horn his company and is also getting treatment.
0£ Q- That is why I mentioned that special type of case. I am told there are 3.000 
e ,ose cases scattered all over the country and even as far as California, and it is 

■ting the country many thousand dollars a year for these men?—A. There is one 
. ct why there is objection to discharging these men until their treatment is Conn

ie ' eQ, and that is that the Department of Militia and Defence, of course, want to get 
611 l)ack for service if they can. That is why they keep them frequently so long in
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England. They think these men will be saved for service again, and that is why they 
keep a lot of men there. The ones that come back to Canada are those that are cases 
for long treatment. They are not discharged when they arrive here because quite a 
large number of them will, it is expected, be made eventually fit for further service.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. As a matter of fact it is a rule that a man shall be kept under military 

discipline to see whether there is any probability of his recovery and becoming in a 
fit physical condition for further service?—A. I believe so.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Has a man the right to come before a medical board at the end of every six ! 

months ?—A. Hot necessarily at the end of six months, a man goes before the medical ! 
board and frequently that medical board will say : “ Disability, 50 per cent, decreas
ing,” and the man will be given a pension in accordance with the disability which he 
has at that time. The board makes a prognosis, they say it is probable that in six ; 
months’ time that man’s disability will have decreased 30 per cent, or perhaps it | 
may disappear altogether, and consequently they hold another board. We are trying i 
now to make as many pensions as possible permanent and as quickly as possible, 
and that is the reason why we do not want to see any treatment cases put on to us 
at the beginning, right after they are discharged from the Military Forces. We ! 
prefer not to pay a pension then, because we know perfectly well that after their 
treatment they will be better and we shall just have to change the pension again.

Q. It 'sdems quite reasonable to have these men examined again at the end of six 
months, because there is a reasonable assumption that they will have improved by j 
treatment?—A. He may improve, or he may get worse. If a man is not likely to 
improve or to get worse, the pension is granted permanently ; but if he is likely to j 
improve or get worse, pensions are granted for varying period, for three months, or 
six months, or up to two years. Frequently, there is a bullet or a piece of shell in . 
the man’s leg, and the doctors do not want to touch it, they might want to touch it in 
a year or two years or again there may be such a condition as a piece of shrapnel 
working around and getting into a man’s lung, in which case there would need to be a 
further examination.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. The regulations provide that in each case a pension shall be subject to review 

at the end of a year or a certain stated period, do they not?—A. The Board of Pension 
Commissioners are just a little bit outside the law in that particular thing. We said 
that there was absolutely no object in waiting for a year before reviewing a man when 
we knew that he would be getting better or worse in six months, but on the other 
hand we saw no object in, reviewing a man every year or every six months, when we 
know his condition is permanent.

Q. I think there should be some definite time at which a man’s pension should 
become permanent ?—A. Supposing we make some definite time when a man’s pension 
shall become permanent. Let us say you have a man suffering from tuberculosis, and 
you make the time two years, and at the end of that time the disease is arrested and 
the man has practically nothing the,matter with him, and gets perhaps a 20 per cent 
pension—then his pension is permanent. Then six months later he has a return of 
tuberculosis, you would be obliged to say : “ You cannot pay the man a higher pension, 
because the pension he receives is permanent.”

Q. Section 11 of the committee’s report, which is section 10 of the first Order in 
Council, reads : “ That a member of such force, on account of disability incurred on 
active service or aggravated thereby, be pensionable at the following rates for total 
disability.” In section 12 of the present Order in Council, these words : “ On account 
of disability incurred on active .service or aggravated thereby ” are left out ?—A. If 
you will look at the Order in Council put through, following that report, you will find 
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that the words “ incurred on active service or aggravated thereby ” were left out 
°f the Order in Council of June 3, 1916.

Q. I think not?—A. I am sure. I have never seen the words “on active service 
or aggravated thereby ” since I have been on the Board of Pensions.

Q. We took the position that when a man went overseas if he were injured in any 
way, except through his own negligence, he should be pensioned. Now, in this Order 
hi Council, section 12, it reads: “In the case of disability, a disability pension shall 
he paid at the rates set forth,” but it leaves out the words “ incurred on active service 
°r aggravated thereby.” What we want to find out is how can the country be sure 
that the injury was received in the performance of active duty.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Section 2 says : “ In case a person is injured or incapacitated ” ?—A. Yes, in 

the Military service. Those words that you speak of, Mr. Nickle, are still in section 
but never since I have been connected with the Pensions Board, have the words 

1,1 section 12, “ incurred on active service or aggravated thereby,” been in the regula- 
ti°n; but the policy is the same.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Coming to another point in regard to the determination of disability, a good 

Dlaiiy claims are weekly made in reference to a central medical board. Everything 
at the present time is determined by a local medical board, who examine a man, and 
the local medical board finds a certain percentage of disability, and when the report 

that board comes down here to your office, as a rule a reduction is made. Occasion- 
ahy you do what is recommended by the local medical board, but as a rule there is a very 
judical reduction made from their recommendation. What is the policy with regard 
° the percentage of disability recommended ?—A. With regard to the percentage of 
'■''ability, it is a much better policy than the return sent fcjy the medical board who 

ex':unine a soldier should be subject to revision, for this reason there are three men 
°n the board and1 different boards or individuals frequently have different ideas. For 
distance, with regard to nephritis, a condition of the kidneys, I believe, which, I under- 
stand, causes a certain amount of disability, the disability being mainly in the fact 
. 'at the man cannot engage in certain occupations ; he cannot do very hard work. We 
^‘ad two boards which gave exactly the same description of such a disability. One 

®ard recommended a 10 per cent disability, and the other board recommended 
Per cent disability for exactly the same thing. There was absolutely no dif- 

ei'ence at all between the two cases. The difference was all in the attitude of the 
1 Her en t medical officers who examined the different men. We had perhaps 50 to 60 
'0ry similar cases, and from the examination of those cases we figured it out that 
hat particular disability was only 20 per cent—I am not speaking of actual figures, 
ut I am fairly near the mark. If we had said that we would not increase the 10 per 
!'"t recommendation, and we would not decrease the 75 per cent recommendation we 

, °uld have had men suffering from exactly the same disability, the one getting a 75 
.61 cent and the other getting a 10 per cent pension. In such cases we have abso- 
of y *° arr've a* a determination by which all the men suffering from the same degree 

disability will receive the same percentage of pension.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

j Q- Do you not think that in some cases the local medical boards may have been 
h uenced to some extent by sympathy ?—A. I do not know how much the question of 

t]1,1 Pa thy may enter into the calculation, but it is very possible that they would say 
or 10 per cent more is neither here or there. One member of the hoard may 

Sadnd out and say : “ I think this is a 30 per cent disability,” and the other two may 
hi ^ink it is only 25, but in such cases the other two are always going to give 

0 the higher amount.
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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By Mr. Redman:
Q. Is there not a regulation forbidding the doctors on the local medical boards 

from giving to the man the percentage which they may determine upon?—A. Yes, on 
the forms which are given to the boards, it does stipulate that the members must not 
give information to anyone with respect to the percentage of disability, but we have had 
so much trouble about it that we have asked them now not to give the percentage of 
disability but to give a complete description of the disability. We have tables of disabil
ities which have been very carefully prepared. We are thus enabled from an accurate de
scription to determine just about how much a particular disability is worth. That is the 
new system. The medical board which sees the man is now giving a complete description 
of the disability from which we are enabled to estimate the disability. The system has 
only been in operation about a month, and consequently we have not had an oppor
tunity of seeing how many complaints there are going to be, but under the old system, 
there was a very large number of complaints, not entirely from the men, but more 
often from the doctors, who object to their estimates being reduced. The doctors are 
not supposed to tell the men the percentage of disability estimated, but very often they 
do, and the men come back on them when the percentage is reduced.

Q. It is too bad that the medical men who examine these men and who, all things 
being considered, should, be best qualified and better able to settle the percentage of 
disability, cannot be allowed to settle it?—A. That would be quite possible if all the 
doctors who had to make recommendations with regard to pensions had come to Ottawa 
and understood thoroughly the whole principle of the thing. The trouble is that very 
few of them understand the underlying principle for the reason that very few of them 
have ever had any experience in real disability work, and in estimating the percentage 
of disability. I hope that we may be able some day to have these examinations made 
by Medical Boards composed of men who have experience in that particular kind of 
work. The ideal situation would be to have a board of say, about ten specialists who 
would see absolutely every man, and they would finally estimate his disability.

By Mr. Nickle :
Q. The trouble is that the medical men do not adequately describe the disability? 

—A. That is not always the trouble. They give an adequate description, generally, 
but when they are writing down the percentage of disability, they sometimes go astray, 
and the result is that the percentage returned is often larger or smaller than the 
description warrants.

Q. Was not the percentage system done away with by the recent Order ?—A. Yes, 
but we are still talking about percentages. I have found in cases that have come 
before me that very often the medical man who makes the examination does not 
adequately report all the conditions. Very frequently in his report the medical man 
will describe only one of the conditions which actually exist. I had a case the other 
day .where a medical man in his report described the wound as in a man’s jaw. There 
was a wound in the jaw, but at the same time the man had a hole as big as a napkin 
ring behind the ear, which was not described in the report at all. We have asked the 
boards to lay stress upon the history and the conditions of each case, and I think we 
are getting better descriptions now than we ever got before, because in the old times 
they would give a description, and they would also put in, the percentage; the descrip
tion should justify the percentage of disability which they recommended, but as a 
matter of fact frequently it did not tally when the doctors at the head office compared 
the two.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. You said that the local boards varied in their estimate of disability from 10 

to To per cent; would not the local Board that examined the man have a better concep
tion of the percentage of disability of that man than the Board sitting here in 
Ottawa?—A. They would have a better conception of what the disability of the man 

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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was. but they would not know better how much a certain disability should really be 
estimated at.

Q. I realize that would be so in certain cases, but in the case where the nervous, 
Physical condition of the man has to be determined, should not the medical man who 
examined him be in a much better position to determine the percentage of disability 
than a man who did not see him at all?—A. I quite understand your point, but we 
have many cases where there is an absolutely passive condition. A man may have a 
stone in his kidneys, for instance. He could walk around perfectly, but the disability 
consists in not being able to pursue certain occupations, and we give him 20 per cent 
because he cannot do pick and shovel work, although he can do other work which does 
Pot require so much energy.

Q. I have no doubt every member of the committee has had cases brought to his 
attention where the men have felt that they have been unjustly treated. I have a 
case in my own constituency at present where a man returned from overseas, under
went examination, and the medical man reported that the heart action was 104. He 
Was nervous and trembling. He had been wounded, he was in the First Canadian 
Contingent, and when he got back here, he was discharged from the hospital, having 
^proved very much. That man has a wife and family and you turned him off with 
a Pension of $2.50 a month, and this man is not really convalescent ?—A. I know that 
case.

Q. It is not this case, alone, but there are a number of others ?—A. In that case 
a medical board stated that during the time that he was in the hospital in Canada,— 
be had only been there a couple of weeks-—he had improved very much, and they 
estimated his disability at 10 per cent for one month. How, our doctors did not want 

give him 10 per cent disability for a month, so we gave him 5 per cent disability 
*°r six months. The Board that discharged him, that actually saw him, gave him 10 
Per cent for one month, and then we gave him 5 per cent disability for six months. 
He may be worse now, and if so he would be entitled to another medical examination.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Your view is that there should be a permanent medical board which could 

move around and inform Headquarters. Will you give us a recommendation for 
sort of board?—A. Not being a medical man it is very difficult for me to give 

aQy recommendation, but I think there should be three boards, not sitting all the 
or naything like that, every member not sitting all the time, but each board 

composed of, say, a very good lung man, an orthopmdist, and a heart man, all spécial
es. There should perhaps be ten men altogether who would form the board. If 

had tubercular cases, secure a good lung specialist, if you had stiff knees or 
SlInilar ailments, get an orthopædic specialist, if you had ear or eye cases, get a 
Specialist in that line, or if it be heart trouble get a specialist in affections of the 
fteart. so that the man would be seen by experts and his case disposed of and his 
Pension estimated right there and then.
T Q. Would this cause undue delay and needless expense ?—A. To get specialists, 
r think in order to obtain the services of a lung specialist, and that sort of thing, 
J°n would have, to pay a large sum of money, and especially in order to get them to 
le'examine a man you would have to pay still more, because the specialists do not 
CElre much for examining a man again after he has been discharged for six months 
°r n year. They think by that time he has become a fixed case, and they would 
Probably want to be paid a great deal more for re-examining a pensioner than they 

°uId charge for examining a soldier at discharge.
Q. How about delay?—A. There would not be any particular delay. The man 

f, °ttld remain on the strength of course until we were able to bring him before one of 
ese boards. Perhaps there might be ten boards sitting throughout the country, not, 

J°rking more than two hours a day on that particular work of discharging men. There 
H Probably less than 2,000 men a month to discharge at present, but eventually when 

tbe men come back there may be 10,000 a month.
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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By Mr. Ross:
Q. What is the principle followed in other countries ? Take France and Britain, 

in regard to these medical boards, are they examined regularly ?—A. I could not tell 
you, I would not like to risk telling you what principle is followed.

Q. Is it similar to ours ?—A. I think it is partly similar, and partly not, but I 
would not risk telling you about it.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Under our system the pension is determined without reference to a man's 

previous occupation or earning capacity, and only in respect to his physical ability?-- 
A. Yes, that is right, his physical fitness for employment in the general labour market- 
There is no doubt about it that the estimation of disability in accordance with capacity 
to do work is a cause of a great deal of discrimination between one class of persons 
and another class. At the same time there is a very large number of persons enlisted, 
who come within the caption of labour, although there are also many clerks and so on.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. In the case of a man who is unfitted to follow his usual occupation in his 

present condition, that man is taught some other vocation, he is fitted for something 
else?—A. Yes. Up till the time our Board was brought under the Civil Service 
Regulations, we made it.a rule to employ returned soldiers only. That was the rule 
for a year and a half, except in very special cases, where we could not get returned 
soldiers to do the particular work that was required. Since the Commission was 
appointed we have employed 93 per cent of returned soldiers ; we have a carpenter 
on the staff, he has, I think, a stiff leg and could not go back to his carpenter’s bench, 
but he makes a very satisfactory book-keeper. I do not know whether he was given 
vocational training or not. He could have taken it in order to fit himself for a 
position.

By Mr. Niclcle:
Q. Section 19 of Order in Council 1334 reads : “ That no pension be paid when 

disability or death was occasioned by the negligence of the member of the Canadian 
expeditionary Force, to any person claiming, or on whose behalf a pension is claimed, 
unless the Commission otherwise consents.” The amended regulation of last October 
reads : “No pension or allowance shall be paid to a member of the forces or any 
person dependent upon him when the disability or death in respect of which the claim 
is made was occasioned by the intemperance or improper conduct of such member, 
unless the Commission otherwise consents.” What was the object of “ intemperance 
or improper conduct ” being inserted in the place of negligence ?—A. The labour 
delegates said they did not like the word “ negligence,” in that Order in Council, and 
said they much preferred “ intemperance or improper conduct,” as that was what their 
rule called for. They did not see why the pension regulations should not be the same- 
We said it did not make any difference, that improper conduct or intemperance mean6 
more or less negligence, and we put those words in.

Q. It makes no difference in policy ?—A. None at all.
Q. What is the policy of the commissioners at the present time with reference to 

injury resulting from a man’s own actions ?—A. The policy of the Board at the present 
time is to refuse pensions where disability is the result of disease brought on by 8 
man’s negligence or improper conduct. We have been refusing pensions frequently! 
or practically all the time, in those cases where disability was caused by a man’s oWfl 
action. In a few cases where we have considered there was aggravation caused by 
service, we have given perhaps 40 per cent pension. There was the case of a man io 
Toronto to whom we gave a pension at first because it was considered that his diseas6 
had been hastened by one year. We gave him a full-disability pension for one yeaf 
in consideration of that fact. When the year ended there were so many complaint6 
about cutting it off that we gave him a 40 per cent pension.

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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Q. Take the case of a man who was affected by.a disease and ten or twelve years 
aSo made a reasonable recovery, and was apparently cured, and then by reason of expo
se and malnutrition while on service the manifestations returned, would you con
fer that as a disability entitling him to a pension?—A. No, we should not.

Q. How do you justify that position ?—A. You would have to ask the medical 
Itleii how it is justified. But I understand that the disease from which that man 
suffered nearly always goes straight ahead. The disease is sure at some time or other 
to show itself.

Q. I have had a number of cases brought to my attention and a great many men 
1;lve spoken to me in regard to this matter. This disease is to an extent controllable, 

arid if a man had it there might not be anything to indicate its presence. It has 
become latent, and it is quite possible to complete the normal life without its disclos- 
!ll8 itself. But because of malnutrition, exposure, or anything that overtaxes him, 

toay become active and many men show tertiary manifestations under those cir
cumstances. In a good many cases men have enlisted not knowing that there were 

10 latent forms of the disease present, they have gone to the front and have broken 
U'vn, the tertiary manifestations have disclosed themselves, and the men have been 

l0fused pensions, with the result that the dependents upon them have been placed in 
’ery difficult circumstances. The man who has left home in good health apparently 
|!as come back a total wreck. If he had never enlisted he might have lived the normal 

Ie- I think in that case he is entitled to consideration, and I wanted to get from 
Archibald for the record what the policy is with regard to the men who had 

} Scase prior to enlistment under the circumstances I have related ?—A. The policy 
grant a very small pension in consideration of possible aggravation or to grant 

10 Pension at all.
Q. What is your suggestion as to how a man’s wife and family should be kept in 
cases?—A. I do not think it is reasonable they should be kept at the expense of 

10 federal Government if the Federal Government did not cause the man’s disability. 
, Q- Assuming that it would never have occurred if he had not gone to the front,
at then?—A. If the service did cause the disability, then we must look after the

'Pan.
Q. Even if this particular disease were at the root of it?—A. Yes. 

p Q- Assuming that the man did not have the disease before he went overseas, and 
‘Uie back a total wreck, would you consider that improper conduct?—A. That is 
early improper conduct, and we are continually refusing pensions to men suffering 
0lri disease of that nature when acquired in England or elsewhere. 

t' Q- Assuming that if there had been proper treatment given him after the con- 
;1 a<2ti°n of the disease it would have cured him, but that he -was unable to get it, on 
'in'°K nt °f war conditions, what would you say then ?—A. The mere fact that you are 
• a le to give a man treatment has nothing to do with it; he has been guilty of

Mr
di

‘’npr,
"Eat°Per conduct, and when that is the case there should not be any pension, no matter 

the subsequent result might be.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

all cases of sickness, treatment is given the man?—A. The men are 
a great many differences of

alw l*1
°Pir'r S ®^Ven treatment in case of sickness. There are 

°n even among medical men on this question.
Aÿ -l/r. Nickle:

there not be cases where men have contracted disease without any con
the

andanwh°
it

0ry action on their own part?—A. There may be a few cases. We had a case 
^ her day where we pensioned a man for the loss of an eye; he was sleeping with 

had a disease, which he knew nothing of. He got some germs into his eye, 
w,ls consequence he lost the eye. We pensioned him for the loss of the eye, but 

n°t his fault, he was not guilty of any improper conduct.
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald. 1
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Q. Now, in regard to dependents, they only get a pension when they are wholly 
or mainly dependent upon the principle that that dependency must have existed at the 
time the man enlisted?—A. No, at the time he died.

Q. At the time the disability occurred?—A. At the time he died, the disability was 
his death ; a widowed mother cannot get a pension till his death.

Q. Supposing a man went overseas, and at the time he went overseas, he supported 
his mother, would she get a pension?—A. Yes. If he assigned her his pay and she 
got separation allowance, she would get the pension.

Q. What determines the “wholly or mainly dependent”?—A. We take each case 
up separately and consider it. A woman has perhaps $40 in assigned pay and separa
tion allowance, and she has also $50 a month from a private income of her own; we 
would not grant her a pension because we would say that she was not mainly dependent 
upon her son, whereas if she had an income of only $25 per month, we would say she 
was mainly dependent.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Supposing she had assigned pay, and she was refused the separation allowance 

and she had no income at all, and was dependent on her daughter?—A. If she were 
dependent upon her daughter, we would not give her a pension.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. I have met this case very often, and I think it is quite unfair. Take the case 

of two women, one keeps a boarding-house and is thrifty and has no other income at 
the time of his death, the other did nothing at all and had no income, and the woman 
who did nothing would get a pension, the other who was thrifty would get nothing at 
all?—A. We have heard this.same argument by members of the House about thrift 
but it is exactly what has been going on ever since Adam and Eve. Somebody has 
keep those that are not thrifty, and there are many like them. The woman who do03 
not need a pension, because she does something for herself, does not get it.

Q. And the other who does not do anything does get it?—A. She does get it. She 
has to be supported some way, and if she does not get the pension—

By Mr. Ross:
Q. She would work?—A. Supposing she could not work?
Q. If she is too lazy to work why should she be kept in laziness?—A. That j3 

what they say in France where they do not give a widowed mother a pension at ^ 

until she is sixty years of age or incapacitated. The Government there says to ft6 
widowed mother : “ Until you are 60 years of age you have to work, after that y0’} 
get a pension.” But if we did that in Canada, if we said ,to the mothers, we have b®~ 
them all the way from 39 years upwards, widowed mothers applying for pensions, f 
we said to some of the women who are accustomed to being supported by tb0lJ 
husbands: “You are only 45 years of age, you will have to work until you are 60, 
there would be an uproar.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Is there not an anomaly existing to-day. Here is a boy earning $1,200 °r 

$1,500 a year, who goes overseas, and his widowed mother says she is wholly or mai»^ 
depending on him, and gets a pension?—A. Yes.

• Q. And here is another boy living with his mother, and is earning $2.50 a 
his mother is keeping a boarding house, and that boy goes overseas and gets killed, a11^ 
his mother gets no pension because she was not wholly or mainly depending on hib1 ' 
—A. Yes.

Mr. Nickle :—I do not think that is fair.
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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liy Mr. Ross:
Q- Here is the case of a woman with a 50-acre farm, her boy goes to the front 

aiJ<i says to her : “ Hire somebody to work that farm,” and because she has that farm 
8 16 does not get a separation allowance, and if the boy is killed she does not get a 
Pension ?—A. She might get a pension provided she does not make more money out of 
he farm than the boy sent her; if she is making more money off the farm than the 
°y sent her she would not get a pension. Supposing the boy who had worked the 
arttl sends home $20, assigned pay to pay the hired man who takes his place, who has 
0 get board of course as well, and that man works the farm as the boy did before he 

^ent, that mother is provided for. I suppose we would give a pension in a case where 
Pc profit which the mother got was not the same as she got before the son went away, 

and it was not sufficient to support her. We have had lots of cases where two sons 
Wcre working a farm and where one went, away leaving his brother to work it. If the

that stays at home works the farm and makes it produce very nearly as much as 
store the brother went away, and especially if he produces enough to support himself 

dn< his mother, then the mother is not entitled to a pension on account of her son being 
led overseas because the son that is called out is not her main support.
Witness retired.

Mu. ZST, F. R. Knight :—Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I appear before the com- 
1 tee, representing the soldiers’ viewpoint altogether. We look upon pensions in the

strict sense of compensation. It is true there is a great deal of talk going on today
,joii^anada to the effect that the soldier can never be compensated for what he has 
;t .e’ We take, that for granted. A great many men who have come back know what 
his'S man who has been overseas never knows what it is to have confidence in 
you T11 ab>lity *° attempt things as he did before he went. I know that it is, when 
you U0W *rom day to day that you never will be well again no matter how hard 
;s inmijy try to get well. Now, there is no such thing as compensation, yet there 
;n ,, a t the provinces a compensation law under which a man who receives injury 
basic'° S.erv*''e of the State is compensated for .that injury. Under those laws the 
s6r,c l^iPciple has been established that all those who do incur injury in the public 
that *° tbe ^ate would in some way or other be compensated by the State. If 
cuspg C tbe case> that has not been done. I have come into touch with several hundred 
J k ' and had complaints and claims every day in my office from returned soldiers, 
Son °'n something about them, but I am not going to give them, because, speaking 
us 1 ant pretty well satisfied with the attention the departments have given
there °llr work’ and I want to say that we have been most cordially treated. But 
'vhc'u dr° things that are wrong, many things that are wrong. One of them is that 
ti0ll . ■’ man enlists he has to undergo examination ; he has to pass a medical examina
tions •' °re attestation. Then when he is in camp he has periodical medical examina
tions ’ 88 s<>on as he goes overseas he has other examinations, and in all those examina- 
nrail .n°t one atom of disease was detected in the man’s constitution, yet when that 
hecaul"0^1'8 bllury a medical board will say that he is not entitled to a pension 
abouti0 Was diseased before he enlisted. You have been talking this morning 
at tb Vcnereal diseases; well, if you know what it is to have to sleep in dirty villages 
Hot ront where the people are not cleanly in their habits, some of them even do 
fin,] ^ UP at night in case of necessity, you can easily understand that men who 
bi]]ets leillSohves in those surroundings can easily catch any disease in those dirty 
in th'ttWlt*10Ut any improper conduct en their part, and men have caught disease 
s°th(>‘0fWay‘ -hf the consideration which he should have is to be given to the soldier, 
a litt]° /*mse men who now have to deal with the matter, will have to come down 
of tb,° !0,.n their high perches, before they sit down in judgment on the question 
anfi m Somier’s disability. The first thing that a soldier after he has been months 

nths in the hospital, has to do is to go before a medical board.
2_g [Mr. Norman Knight. 1
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By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Your contention is. I understand, that these men have been examined by 

various Medical Boards before and after enlistment and if there is disease present 
it has not been detected?—A. Yes, these men have been examined many times and 
nothing is found wrong with them. After being under the supervision of medical 
men representing the Government for many months, during which nothing has been 
developed by which the medical man can detect disability or disease in the soldier. 
When it comes to a question, months or years afterwards, as to the man’s right to a 
pension, that man ought to be assumed to have been fit when he enlisted, and not as 
at the present time'in at least ten per cent of the cases, have the man told by .the Pension 
Board that his disability was the result of pre-enlistment causes. The Government is 
responsible for the appointment of these medical boards, and if these boards are efficient 
and do their duty, that man must have ‘been fit when he was passed by them. We read 
recently that the Government were sending back 20,000 men from overseas because it has 
been found that they are unfit ; if they are unfit they should never have been sent overseas. 
In the recruiting campaign in this country which was carried on for months and months, 
we went upon platforms all over the country, and part of our plan was to convince the 
men who had not enlisted that they were cowards and not as good as other men who 
had enlisted; in that way we were able to get a lot of men to come forward, and I 
know that during that campaign the members of the medical board who examined 
these recruits were paid a certain amount for each man they examined, and I am 
satisfied they passed a lot of men who ought never to have gone across. Now, after 
the man has been in hospital in England that man comes before the medical board 
and almost the first question he is asked is : “ How do you feel ? ” Now, that man 
has been fed up in hospital, and after being there for months, the controlling desire 
of that man’s heart is to get home, and when he is asked that question he immediately 
replies : “I feel fine, sir.” In his anxiety to get home he is enthusiastic as to his 
condition and strength, and gives the medical board the. impression that he has got 
all right again.' Upon that man's statement given in this way the medical sheet is 
made out. Now, I contend that before the man is allowed to say anything he should 
be cautioned, and that these medical boards should not take the man’s statement, but 
should give him a thorough examination because it is only natural to suppose that 
after having been fed up in hospital for a long period, the man feels stronger and 
better than he may really be; he may appear to be all right and there is apparently 
nothing wrong with him at that time, but I think that the report of the medical 
officers before whom he appears in England, made under the circumstances I have 
described, should not be taken by the board here, as final, as I suppose—I do not know 
officially that such is the case, but it seems to me that is what would be done, because 
the information has come to me time and time again that the medical advisers of this 
board here in Canada looking at the report from the English board, say, when the 
question comes before them as to the degree of disability which the man has suffered : 
“ The man was all right four months ago, when he was examined in England, hoW 
can he be 60 per cent disabled now! I have known cases where the Board of Pension 
Commissioners have taken that stand, and I know too that those men are getting 
smaller pensions and that they are not getting compensated according to the disabilt? 
they hâve suffered. Some of these men who were getting very small pensions cannot 
work and if they went to any business man for a job, «those business men would find 
that it did not pay to hire them. I know men that are getting pensions of $10 9 
month that are not worth that to anybody, these men cannot work, and they hav® 
incurred that disability through their service. We have had in the city of OttaW9 
nine men who died within the past few months, and some of them were not in receipt 
of pensions, yet they all died through disabilities caused by injuries received in th® 
service. I do not believe you can be too careful in regard to granting pensions, bn1 
I think that some reliance should be placed upon the reports of‘these local medic^ 

[Mr. Norman Knight.]
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boards which are composed of reputable professional men who know their business 
and who are often the seniors, professionally, to the men on the medical board, men 
°i twenty or thirty years’ standing in the community ; these men make an 
Estimate of the degree of disability, but it is reduced when it comes before 
no Pension Board. You cannot, gentlemen, say that is reasonable, and I 

Set more complaints about that from all over the country, than from anything else. 
. pother case which I desire to bring to your attention is that of a young man who 
18 111 the employ of the Government and who, because he gets a salary, gets no pension 
n°w. s;x months ago lie got a pension of $42, but now he gets nothing, they simply 

him off; why did they out him off? Is it because he got a raise of salary from 
e Government? They say they do not do that, but this is an actual occurrence. The 

^ase of Mrs. Thompson of Fredericton has already been brought up by Mr. Archibald. 
rs- Thompson’s son was killed at the front, perhaps Mr. Archibald does not know 
at the bank notified her that her services would not be required at the end of the 

?,,Car- When the case was brought by me to the attention of the Pension Board, Mrs. 
( lomPson had received such a letter from the bank and was anticipating being laid 
^ at the end of the year, but fortunately some other men interested themselves in 
jgcr tas€ and the bank manager kept her on. That woman is in very poor health, and 
do'*! y unht to work, and if the bank keeps her on, it is not because she is able to 
• ° *16 work, but only from sympathy. Mrs. Thompson is not well, and if any woman 
n the country is entitled to consideration it is she.

By Mr. Cronyn:
A aQ- ' understand the trouble is that under the law she could not get a pension?— 
fro S a uiatter of fact, Thompson never contributed one single dollar to his mother 
^the time his father died; she put him through the academy, and through the law

Rolioo], 
front ’ 
■Rich:

fro +*’ an<* was ready to begin the practice of his profession when he went to the 
• This is a ease of prospective dependency. There is another case, that of

aWayU( >l,n " ™ut overseas and left a wife and three children ; after he had been 
be cj01<l yeal". his wife died, and in the absence of the father the only thing that could 

Ue vvas for the sister to take charge of the three children. She already had an old'loth
^ition
JMi
fesg

'!ir f° keep, and in order to be able to look after the children she had to leave her
Jj: as stenographer in a law office. Six months after the death of his wife
„ Prison was killed. That leaves these three little children fatherless and mother- 

tbp ,au<^ k think they should be cared for as wards of the State. It is far better for 
Up k'Ster °k the father to care for these children, rather than they should be brought 
UlG J strangers, yet that woman gets no allowance whatsoever. She has only a 
carr Fe ahowance upon which to keep the children, she gets $48, and she cannot 

011 the responsibility of the care of her old mother and those three children on 
also h'111 ‘^ow’ if the wife had lived she would have received a wife’s pension and
Whore 10 allowance for the children as well, and I do not see why in a case like that, 
am,, ° ,lie sister has really become the foster mother, she should not get the full? 
chiidnt ^ the pension which the mother would have got in order to bring up these 

6tl ln decency and comfort.
By the Chairman: '

entitl i^°U think in such a ease as you have mentioned, the dependents should be 
reason' -5° the same pension as the mother -would have received ?—A. Yes, for this 
of ’ ’t the children are put into homes they will in all probability in the course 
*hothere a<*°Pted out, and those children grow up in ignorance of their father and. 
tliat th’ an<^ they will never know what they lost when their father and mother died or 
that their father died for his country. I do not think it is right. I do not believe 
Salvat;fSe c^’^ren should go out among strangers, or be placed in institutions. The 
Hevfij. p’11 Arm.y has adopted several children in the same way, but those children will

10w when they grow up who their father was.
[Mr. Norman Knight.]
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By Mr. Ross:
Q. Supposing the wife had lived, she would have received $480 for herself and $8 

a month for each child and you think the sister should get the same?—A. If the 
responsibility of these children necessitates that the sister should give up her position 
and the income from it, she should get it, because that becomes her work.

Q. That is a special case?—A. It should not be considered as a special case; there 
should be some provision made to meet such cases for the reason that they exclude 
it now by saying, “ There is no regulation covering that case.” You can get it through 
if you'can get some Minister to bring in an Order in Council providing for it. The 
question is, has the Pension Board the right to go outside the letter of the regulation ?

Mr. Archibald : No, they have not.
Witness : In such cases as that there should be somebody who has the right to 

say, “ You cannot keep your old mother and yourself and three children on $48, it- 
cannot be done.” It is not necessary that the amount paid to the sister should be the 
amount paid to the wife, but it should be an amount which at least would enable her 
to keep the whole family in proper decency and comfort. The greater majority of 
the men who have returned to this country are not so anxious to get pensions ; we 
have no desire to cheat the Government, but what we do want is a chance to be rein
stated back into civil life at least on a basis as comfortable as we left when we went 
to serve the country.

The Chairman : That will be, of course, on the basis that if a man were in a good 
position and earning a good income it is necessary to put him in the same position 
and give him the same earning as before he left?—A. A maximum should be put on 
that; we do not want to be unreasonable at all, but we do think that a maximum 
should be fixed, so that a man may be assured that he will be able to live comfortably- 
Some people think that some of us were profiteers. We are not that at all; we wan* 
to get back into civil life; we are not interested so much in pensions except for the 
benefit of the men who come back disabled and who have to be provided for.-

By Mr. Niclcle:
Q. Provided there were two men, before the war, one earning $1,000 an'd the 

other $2,000; in that case would you give the man earning $2,000 more than the 
other ?—A. He ought to be given the same chance exactly as the other to make the 
same money by the same occupation, if there is room for him in it. I think every 
large industry ought to be made as its part towards the upkeep of the State to tak6 
these jnen into their service and train them. That has not come in Canada as yeb 
but it will come.

Q. My question was, whether you would give these men the same?—A. Not at ah' 
I would give these men what their work was worth in the community, not the same> 
but I would give them a chance to train themselves so as to get a decent job. The*6 
is a great deal of talk about giving the returned soldiers jobs. Now, at the present 
time $41.60 per month is all that some are getting in the service of the Government 
but that is not sufficient to buy them enough food to keep them in good health. I d9 
not think that the earning power of the man before the war should be taken, but 
do think that they should inquire into a man’s circumstances before he entered the 
service, and if they found that the man in the occupation he was in before the v?9* 
was not able to earn a living commensurate with the present living costs, they ough 
to aid that man to raise himself up again.

1

By Mr. Cronyn :
Q. Is there not a great gulf between the basis upon which we are working 5111 

the basis which you are proposing? As I understand the basis of the present pension 
it is a compensation to be awarded to the man having regard to his disability in td® 
open market for labour, without regard at all to what that man might have earn6 
in any prior occupation. Is it not just as well that we consider this a departure 

[Mr. Norman Knight.]
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Hot basis?—A. That is just what I am trying to get at, I am trying to bring it down 
to that basis. According to the Labour Bureau, $1,200 is the least that a man with 
two children can live on at the present time. The present total disability allowance 
O not enough ; we object to that; it is not high enough. And in some cases the pen- 
Sl0n has been cut down, without consideration of the man’s ability to go to the work 

which he was formerly employed. Lots of men want to go back to their old work, 
ut they are unable to do so.

By the Chairman:
Q. The present cost of living is probably high, but after the war there will be a 

’^adjustment. The pension might be sufficient under normal conditions, whereas it 
may be insufficient at the present time?—A. If you take the case of the United States, 
''’here the prices were just as high at the time of the Civil War, and after the Civil 
' ar> the pensions were increased, and they have never been reduced. For that 

reason we would rather have it continue as it is now, under Order in Council, than 
ave the pensions fixed by a Pensions Act, so that at any time the existing conditions 

Can he taken into consideration. I believe myself that we ought to take something 
tn°re than a man’s physical ability when deciding the amount of his pension.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Supposing that two men were injured, one man was a watchmaker and the 

°ther a carpenter. Would you give a different pension to the watchmaker than the one 
y°u Save to the carpenter ?—A. If that watchmaker needs a higher pension, he certainly 
*s entitled to it.

Q. You would take into consideration the relations of their occupation?—A. Yes; 
•iC refH’ze> however, that there will be different cohditions, and that you should be 
‘ ’ e to adjust yourself to meet those conditions. There is another thing about the 
f 1Ca* board, the boys have frequently said to me by men who have been examined 
I 1 Posions by private practitioners, who are busy men, that those -boards have never 
So • U lnan’s clothes off to examine him thoroughly, as he ought to be when determining 
sh 'portant a matter as the extent of his disability and the amount of pension he 
di t • rece’ve- I think that there ought to be a central medical board in each 
^ ,ricL it would be better even, if it cost money, to pay for it. That Board should 
y(.ltL the centre of each Military District, where a man could go and have all these 
is .tl8S settied, and not have to depend upon every doctor, you do not know whether he 

tl reüable man or not. You go to two doctors when you are sick, and one will tellyou
w]

D
Why IQfle thing and another, another. I have had that experience myself, and that is

. say that there ought to be reliable medical men appointed in each Military 
(}eall!ct to whom a man could go to be examined. That would do away with a great 

1,1 the dissatisfaction which now exists, and you would1 not have a great big bunch 
p^ical moguls sitting here in Ottawa and saying they would not give a man the 
1 h l0n *or which he is recommended. 1 have always tried to respect my officers and 
tim'i"'- *0Unc* that they were pretty good men, but I do say this, however, that some- 
espJ.ln the case of officers being examined by boards, I am afraid justice goes astray, 
Up c.ly in some recent cases that have come up in Ottawa. We have brought men 
axaui'^lear^ disease; I have a case in mind of a man who before enlistment was 
Kive * • ^ the medical officer of a Scottish company for insurance, and he was
c0rn 1 ’Hsuranoe for £400, after examination by the medical representatives of that 
P**»*. Upon his return here after sendee he came up for examination for 
is l0n’ and they said he had heart disease before he enlisted. Now there 
c°uid Ko°H deal of feeling among the returned soldiers about it. A man who 
a yp WorH at his arduous occupation so as to be in receipt of a salary of $5,000 
it; j 18 not totally disabled, no matter what construction can be put upon 
am t„iLUn0* see ^ that way at all, neither can other returned soldiers. The man I 
the S ,"n.s ai,out is a man named Muxworthy, who was not classed as disabled by 

c°ttish Insurance Company, just before he enlisted he took out a policy for
[Mr. Norman Knight.]
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$2,000 in this country, and he could not have had heart disease, or the company would 
not have taken the risk. When he came back here and was examined by the doctors 
for a pension, he was told by them that he had heart disease when he enlisted. This 
man had never had any heart trouble before, and there are a good many others like 
him. I do not like to be nasty, or anything like that, but there is no doubt that in 
some cases some men who have received injuries, have been favoured, and others 
who have no friends have not got anything.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. What pension did Muxworthy get?—A. He is receiving $10 per month, and 

he is in a pretty bad condition, he is in bed most of the time.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. He can appeal and be re-examined.—A. Yes, the Pension Board have sent a 

paper to be filled in, and if the appeal is sustained later the medical board of the 
Pensions Commission will pay the fee, but if not, the man has to pay it.

Q. There is a clause to this effect, that there shall be no appeal from the decisions 
of the Commission, but every applicant for a pension may present his case either 
personally or by counsel to the whole Commission sitting for the purpose of hearing 
the complaints of those who may have been dissatisfied with the decision in the ordin
ary course of administration ?—A. The average soldier could not afford counsel ; that 
regulation might just as well not be there at all, so that the only relief we have is to 
bring it to the attention of the Board of Pension Commissioners, and point out the 
circumstances, and trust to their judgment. In some cases we have been very well 
satisfied with their judgment, and in other cases we have not.

Q. In a case where favoritism appears to be shown, what would you suggest to 
overcome that?—A. I think that ought to be left to responsible medical men. and 
that the Minister who is responsible for that Department must be charged with the 
responsibility for what is done, so that if we have to appeal to the Board of Pension ' 
Commissioners, we can, as well, refer to the head of the Department, and the Minister 
might order that man to be examined.

Q. If the Minister is not satisfied that justice is being done, he can order an 
independent board ?—A. Yes, and he can order the Pension Commissioners to revise 
their report. Now with regard to that medical board that takes place overseas, the 
suggestion is made that a sign be exhibited in every board-room where the medical 
boards are examining, similar to that card on the well there (indicating large 
placard), it should be placed upon the wall, and the Returned Soldier before examina
tion instructed to read that card. That card should contain instructions to the soldier 
that he is to tell the medical board the truth about his condition, and that if there 
is anything wrong with him he must say something about it. In other words, if the 
man is anxious to get home, he is liable to let his enthusiasm get the better of his 
judgment, and the importance of informing the board of the real facts as to his 
condition, should be impressed upon him. We have had men die on the way across, 
just because' of that; at the present time there is nobody overseas to caution them 
in that regard.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. You want him to be cautioned the same .as you do a witness who is going to 

make a confession?—A. Yes, he should know just exactly what the result will be if 
he conceals any facts about himself. There is another matter that has been agitated 
too, lately, and has caused a great deal of excitement, and that is the question of 
the equality of pension. That matter has been brought up already in Ottawa, and 
there is quite a little agitation on it.

Q. Do you approve of that suggestion ?—A. That is the view that I am instructed 
to represent to the committee here, equality of pensions. I have repeatedly pointed 
out-----

[Mr. Norman Knight]
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Q. Are you still secretary of the Great War Veterans Association?—A. I will 
be. sir, till the 30th of next month.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. When you say “ equality,” you mean equality of amount ?—A. As to rank. 

Under the present system you have a different scale of pension for officers and men, 
and under the other scheme, you would have a maximum and a minimum for all 
according to the degree of disability. In regard to this question of equality of pen
sions, it is felt by the men that—I may illustrate their views by describing a cartoon 
in Jack Ccunuck, a week or so ago, of which I am reminded, where Mr. Nickle was 
exhibited in front of Flavelle and as telling that gentleman that he was as good as 
any knowall that ever lived. The man in the ranks feels that his service was just 
as self-sacrificing as that of any of the officers. . For instance, take the officers over
seas, some of them never earned a dollar in their life, “ Dad ” kept them from the 
time they were born, but they are officers, and good officers, full of pluck and skill, 
but there are men in the ranks who made thousands of dollars before they went over. 
There is no reason why an officer should get more pension than any other man. I have 
Pointed out that the Government made certain promises in the first place, certain 
Posters were posted up to induce officers to go, and it was explained that if the officer 
Was wholly incapacitated so much pension would be given to him. That might stand 
*u the way, but from what I have known of officers, particularly Canadian officers 
that I have met they are just as favourable to equality of pensions as the man in the 
ranks. Major Redman, who is here, is one of the advocates of that proposition.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. On what basis do you propose equality?—A. That one shall receive just 

the same as the other, that there be one pension for all ranks.
Q. On what scale?—A. That the pensions be related to the service to the State, 

and that there be up difference in the quality of the service.
Q. I quite -understand that no officer would object to that if the scale were the 

suale under which he entered the service, but do you mean to tell me that he is favour
able if it is 0I1 a different scale. I only want to get the information?—A. hrom what 

know of the officers in Canada, there are many officers who feel they should not be 
rawing more pension for disability they have incurred than the man in the ranks 
raws, because the officers know that the men sacrifice and suffer just as much as he, ' 

and the Canadian officers do not, I think, believe in capitalizing any services they 
may render any more than the men in the ranks.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
. Q'* Leaving aside the officers’ opinions, let us know what you think of the respon- 

War 1 ^be officer in the fighting line as against the man in the ranks ?—A. In this 
a ar '"be old idea of one man being worth more than another is being wiped away. As 

atter of fact, the officer has perhaps more important responsibilities to shoulder 
resn ^1C men> but he does not go to make money out of it. I admit that the officer’s 
is (j;onsibility is more serious, at the same time, the danger of the man in the ranks 
C0£reat<* than that of the officer. The point I want to make is this that the men who 
n e t° me do not see why one man should benefit more because of his injury than 

other- man does.

By Mr. Redman:
,. Q- Your idea is that no attention whatever should be paid to his previous occupa- 
Uon?—a. i do not think you understand what I mean yet. I believe that the man s
Pre--Waredu •' occupation should be taken into account. Supposing a man has a good 
to t)dtlon and he goes at work that pays better than the labouring man, he is entitled 

6 benefit of that, but what I wanted is to give the labouring man a chance and
[Mr. Norman Knight.]
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consequently I say that his circumstances ought to be considered in awarding a pension 
in each individual case. For instance, they give a labouring man, who has no chance 
to work when he cannot use his arm at all, the same pension as they give perhaps to a 
man who has his left arm off, but who makes a living at the desk. What I want is to 
take the previous circumstances of each pensioner’s life into account and find out 
what he requires in order to enable him to keep himself decently.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Is that workable over a big country containing thousands of cases?—A. You 

would save enough in some cases to pay the others.
Q. There will be continuous dissatisfaction under that system.—A. I do not see 

why, when they can work it out in England. Suppose there is a case of hardship, 
and we will say that it is a labourer who can never learn to be a clerk, and! this poor 
fellow is not getting enough to live on because of the settled scale they have for 
awarding pensions, if the Board has power to consider that man’s needs, and so 
augment the pension he would have a chance to get back into civil life on some basis 
that he could get a living. The worst thing that could happen to this country would 
be to have a lot of returned soldiers who canno.t get enough to eat, because just as soon 
as that is the case, there will be trouble. We are having hard times to get along now, 
and I think we ought to attempt to regulate all our actions with regard to pensions 
with some degree of mercy. Now, in relation to the Imperial pensions, I was in a 
restaurant the other day, I wrote to the Hon. Mr. McCurdy about it, and a poor 
fellow came in there with his face all distorted, all out of shape, he cannot talk plainly 
and his body all trembling. This man enlisted in Canada in the Strathcona Horse, 
he went to South Africa, and got a bullet that went through the abdomen and came 
out through the thigh ; he sits usually down by the cabman’s shelter, and begs what 
he can to live on. He came into the restaurant on Sparks Street to try and eat, and I 
watched him making the effort to eat with a spoon, but he cpuld not get the food into 
his mouth at all. I wrote to Major Stockdale and asked him what pension this man 
was getting, and he told me that until six months ago he was in receipt of one 
shilling a week, and now he is getting two shillings. We took up a collection, and 
now have enough money to keep him for some time. This man is a Canadian, but 
the Imperial Government are responsible for the soldiers who went to South Africa. 
We have lots of women in this country whose husbands were reservists, and who went 
with the First Canadian Expeditionary Force, and their widows are not receiving 
pensions anything like the pensions that Canadian widows are receiving. Those 
women are bringing up their children in this country, and are useful citizens, and it 
is the opinion of the Canadian Great War Veterans Assoeaition that the Canadian 
Government ought to consider the question of taking steps to bring the Imperial 
Pension paid to these widows, and to men like the one to which I have just referred, 
up to an equality with the Canadian pension. These people are good citizens, some of 
them have lived a good many years in this country before going on service.

Hon. Mr. McCurdy : That question was referred to the Pension Board, I under
stand, and perhaps you will have something to say on that later, Mr. Archibald.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you limit your suggestion to the English reservists, or do you extend it 

to the reservists of other countries who are living in Canada?—A. We are not likely 
to be up against it in respect to the reservists of other countries, or the proportion 
will be very small, that have established homes in Canada for the reason that those 
who went over will probably be retained in their own country after the war till their 
country is rehabilitated, and probably will settle down there.

Q. There are a number of Italians, I understand, who went back to rejoin the 
colours. I just wanted to get your suggestion upon that point?—A. You will find 
that a great many of them will remain in their own country after the war.

JMr. Norman Knight.]
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By Mr. Cronyn:
* Q; You would extend it to the case of Canadians who enlisted in the various 
niperial corps that were recruited here; Canadians went over under Canadian rates

* pay, and in case they are killed, their widows are entitled only to the Imperial 
bu^ pens*on ■—Y. I think they ought to receive it, somebody has to bear the

ç Q- You agree that the dependents of all soldiers of the Allied forces who live in 
anada should be paid on the same basis as the Canadian expeditionary forces ?—A. 
es> they are fighting fey Canada.

By Mr. Nicicle:
^ Q. That is only so long as they continue to live in Canada?—A. Only so long as 
ofey continue to live in Canada. There is one other question, and that is a matter 
i'r ^ministration. I have .had a great deal to do in connection with a man who went 

‘ w/th a cheque that he stated was given to him by the Eeturned Soldiers’ Associa- 
?n in Cambria, in Saskatchewan, for $150. He cashed the cheque for $150, and 
1(-n the firm sent it in they found out that there is no such association at all in
skatchewan. They know where the fellow is, and this firm is going to prosecute 

11 Un. 
five
tent

The man is a cripple and it means that if he is prosecuted he will probably get 
years for it in a penitentiary. It will do no good.to send a cripple to the peni- 

;vastlary- Under the present arrangement this man is in receipt of a pension which 
I not enough for him to live on, and he tried to augment it by selling insurance.

/nst trying to see if something could not be done, if arrangements could not be 
j0 e 111 a case of that kind, whereby the pension could be attached, not for debt, but 
of raU(h in order to keep the man out of penitentiary. We have had quite a number 

cases where board-mistresses have complained that men have skipped their board,
s°toet:
entitled■nnes for sums as large as $50 or $60, and we feel that a man like that is not

to much consideration at all.

By the Chairman:
a(-t Q- You think the law should be made so that the soldier’s pension could be 
th-it 1GC* ^or Tving or board expenses, which he fails to pay?—A. I know this much 
;t(r !n,any of these boarding-house women are dependents of soldiers and they cannot 

rd to lose it.
was that we should do that?— 

trusted this fellow, he owes me 
grocery bill and I cannot afford to lose it.” How

to lose it.
^ Q- I did not know whether or not your suggestion 
(Ko ^1a.Ve hncl women coming to me and say, “ I have

th. and
ese : cannot pay it; I

by have pensions, and it is just a problem that some provision should be made
si0n / can keep that fellow, Muir, from going to the penitentiary, if some provi-

ean be made by which we could give an assurance that he would pay it.

B2/ Mr. Nesbitt: , ... ,
, Q Y„ ,h«t pension .signed to yon, till he p„. thjjAt.wh.ch » duej- 
p 1 think in a ease like that where it is clear fraud and robbery that the Pens o 
^ard ought to be empowered when it can be proven beyond all matter of doubt, to 

the money over.

Mr. Nicicle:
erniîU Wllat y°u are really arguing for is the compounding of a felony. If the Gov- 
8b0|1i'(jrit is going to advance the money to save him from going to penitentiary, why 
toost 11 a crime on the part of an individual to do the same thing? It would be a 
Roiogbcrnicious actg—a. What I want to get at is that there are a lot of fellows 
thiBg a^°nnd and giving the returned soldiers a bad name just through that very 
to njy lad the case of an officer who would not support his family. I got him up 

ce, and the separation allowance people sent the cheque to me and I saw
F Mr. Norman Knight ]
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that the family got that cheque. Could not an arrangement be perfected some way 
or other between our branches and the department so that in a case like' that we 
could treat with the men. I thought perhaps that provision might be made in the 
new Bill that would safeguard it, but the returned soldiers are being hurt in the 
opinions of the general public by the fact of men who are returned soldiers commit
ting fraud; we are quite fed up with it.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Your idea is that the Militia Department would take up such cases where 

officers and men contract bills with hoarding-house keepers, and go away without 
meeting them. How can they meet that difficulty?—A. I know lots of people were 
taken in that way, and have not got a cent up to the present day. But I do not say 
that of all Canadian officers and men, they are not a bunch of rogues, but that is what 
a good many people say about the returned soldiers. There have been a good many 
who have skipped their bills. We are up against that problem; there are men who 
commit fraud, and just because a man is a returned soldier when he comes up in 
court the judge usually immediately turns him loose, or he will get thirty days. That 
does not mean anything, where we could perhaps take hold of that man and straighten 
him up.

Q. Have you any suggestion to put forward?—A. I think if we could get that 
man’s pension cheque in a case like that, we could induce him to pay up. He would 
have to endorse the cheque, and we have branches all over Canada, and some branches 
are being started in the United States now and we might perhaps arrange with him 
so that he would come over on his cheque and pay off a widow to whom he owes 
money for board. I just want you to think about it, because this has become a very 
serious matter.

Witness retired.

The committee adjourned.

[Mr. Norman Knight.]
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Boom 318.
Thursday, April 25, 1918.

... The committee met at 11 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Bo well, pre
ssing.

p Members present.—Messieurs Cronyn, Green, Nesbitt, Nickle, MdCurdy, Power, 
<n enb Redman, Bowell, Boss, Sutherland and Pardee.—12.

attendance.—Major G. W. Andrews, M.P., Sgt. H. A. Jarvis, Capt. C. G. Con- 
V.1 ■ T H- Cameron, M.D., Lt. Col. D. McGillivray, M.D., Lt. Col. C. M. Ingall, 

T- Aumond, Major J. W. Margeson, Mr. George Ussher Stiff, Mr. T. 0. Cox, 
'■ Renneth Archibald and Mr. E. H. Scammell.

I he minutes of proceedings of the previous meeting were read and adopted.
Y I he committee proceeded to hear the evidence of Sgt. Jarvis of the Army and 
Co'J Veterans’ Association, Col. Cameron and Lt.-Col. McGillivray of the Board of 
of11 jUltants, Department of Militia, C'apt. Conger of the Post Discharge Pay Branch 

Militia Paymaster-General’s office and Major Andrews who appeared at the 
quest of the Committee.

overn'1'^a*n ^onSer was requested to prepare a statement respecting the recovery of 
■'yinents, etc., said statement to be incorporated in his evidence.

Tdw;!'*I*e committee was instructed to request the attendance of Mr. 
|^ I-R-Mills of the Soldiers’ Estates Branch, Militia Department, and Col. C. 

L ^°n> Medical Adviser of the Board of Pensions.
The committee then adjourned until Friday, April 26, at 10.30 o’clock, a.m.

Cloutier,
Cleric.

N. W. BOWELL,
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room 318,

Thursday, April 25, 1918.

The special committee appointed to consider and report upon the Pension Board, 
the Pension Regulations, etc., met at 11 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W- 
Rowell, presiding.

The Chairman: Yesterday we were in the course of hearing Mr. Archibald’s 
statement, which was interrupted in order that we might hear from Mr. Knight. Ts 
it the desire of the committee that Mr. Archibald should resume and allow members 
of the committee to ask him any further questions that they desire? Perhaps before 
Mr. Archibald resumes we might hear from the Army and Navy Veterans.

Sergt. Herbert A. Jarvis, representing the Army and Navy Veterans, appeared 
at the request of the committee. He said: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,—There 
is a great amount of dissatisfaction ’between the ranks regarding pensions, I think you 
will all admit that, because this committee has been appointed. I think they can 
be classed under four heads. The first is the discrimination between the officers 
and the ranks; the second is inadequate pensions; the third is having pensions reduced 
without reason or without the man being notified; the fourth is receiving no pensions 
'at all.

In the first case an officer is, as a rule, granted a pension. An officer appears in 
front of a medical board and his statement is taken as true; a man appears in front 
of the medical board, and his statement is always treated as untrue or as a malingerer 
until he can prove otherwise, except in the case of an open wound, the loss of an arm, 
an eye, a foot or leg If it is a complaint such as tubercular, myalgia, deafness, nephritis 
and other diseases along that line he is treated with a certain amount of—I will not 
■say as a malingerer, but he is not accorded the same hearing as an officer would1 be. 
There is a case I have in mind of a man serving eighteen months in France, return
ing suffering from valvular disease of the heart, and he was granted five dollars a 
month as pension. In the case of an officer who returned from France after serving 
one month in France, I understand four days in the trenches, he received a 100 per 
cent disability pension, but it proves he is not disabled, because he is in a position 
now to earn a salary of $5,000 a year. I do not know what salary he would earn if 
he was not disabled, but that goes to show there is a discrimination between the ranks 
and the officers. It is suggested along that line that pensions be uniform ; that repre
sentatives on the medical board be from the ranks as well as officers; at present the 
board consists of officers and civilians; the rank and file is not represented.

As to inadequate pensions, I have here a case of a man who is at present in the 
hospital. He went to France in 1915 and he had a compound fracture of the left arm; 
he has lost the eyesight of one eye and the other is going, practically gone. He was 
at the battle of the Somme and he also suffered from trench feet. That man receives 
$25 a month, and he has had to go into hospital very recently.

■By Mr. N icicle :
Q. What is the name of that case?—A. Ferguson.
Q. What is his number?—A. 145374, This is his statement over his signature.
Q. What was that?—A. Compound fracture of the left arm.
Q. What is the percentage of his disability?—A. That would be 50 per cent; eye

sight of left eye completely gone; right arm, compound fracture; arm cannot be used, 
and he is now attending Fleming Home for massage treatment. That is a case of 
inadequate pension.
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Q. What is his pension number ?—A. I do not know his pension number. There 
are a lot of cases where a man will receive $5 a month, $10 a month and so on ; and 
*°r a man who has served in France for eighteen months and has come back disabled, 
E consider, and I think you gentlemen will consider, that an inadequate pension. He 
111 ay at the time be apparently physically fit, but the weather sets in bad and he suffers 
again, and has to have treatment. There is a man, I think his name is McGuire, who 
nas not received a pension. He was boarded last January and was not given a pension.

has had to call in medical advice. One of the doctors he called in, I think was
Argue, who asked him what pension he was getting. He said: “You know very 

'vcll I am not getting anything.’’ Twice he has had to call in medical advice since 
dst January. He was suffering with rheumatism in Franca I think he was eighteen 
^onths in France, and as soon as the weather is at all damp he suffers from chronic
rlleumatism.

By the Chairman:
Q- Have you his number ?—A. Ho, but I could obtain his number. That is two 

sPecific cases.
Jhe Chairman : You had better have his number and regiment, and send them in.
The Witness : Then there is the case of men having their pensions reduced. They 

anl>car before the medical board when they are notified at the end of six months, or 
' 'latevcr the case may be, and the first notification they have that their pension is 

tiuced is when they receive their cheque ; in the case of a man that does not receive 
^ l)ension it is only through not receiving the cheque that he knows he is not receiving 

Pulsion. I have a case here which says, “Never asked for one; no one told him 
‘.ything about pensions on his discharge.” There is a letter here written on the 11th 

to the medical board by the Great War Veterans Association asking the 
ow"1810118 ®oar<* afi°ut this pension. No reply has been received to this letter as yet, 

probably to their not being able to draw the man’s file; there has been con
i’ stl°n in the office. But I think, if it is quite in order, that when a man is boarded

Here is this statement of a man—never 
one; no one told him anything about pensions on his discharge. That is

stl°uld be notified whether he is to receive a pension or not. I understand that 
(.V .notify the district whether the man is to receive a pension, but whether the 
, lct notifies the man is another thing.£ed forY ’nan’s statement. We, ourselves, have a pensions committee of the Great War 

ask''21'8118 •^■ssoc^a^on> I am on that committee, and I would like this committee to 
our chairman to appear here. He is a barrister, employed in the Estates Branch, 

hi Jlas dozens of specific cases that he could quote, and has the whole thing down at 
*s anger points.

Q- What is his name?—A. Edward R R. Mills. Call up Local 149, and Major 
Pa would be pleased to have him come here.

The Chairman : I have an intimation that they would like him to come, 
sh 1TNESS : Then there is the question of negligence. I think it is right that a man 

d not be dealt with according to anything that has happened prior to enlist- 
1 have reference to syphilis. The medical authorities can easily tell you 

su(T 6r a man has contracted syphilis by his own negligence or not. If he has 
Yv, ' red with it in the army, he has been in the hospital, and upon examination in the 
Co P'tal there is always a scar left, I take it, therefore they can tell whether the man 
■Ç,, ’’acted syphilis through his own negligence or not. The question of a man who 
the"* to T1 rance. I don’t think it should be dealt with as a previous disability because 
forS° W*’° have been to France know the filthy state of the billets, and it is possible

any one to contract any disease in France through sleeping in those filthy billets; 
>n drinking;"you drink out of a cup and it is possible to receive syphilis through

ior
also
taking, kissing, and many ways besides actual contact with a man suffering with 

disease. And it is unfortunate to have that disease. It is worse than being
[Sgt. H. A. Jarvis.l
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tubercular, and when a man gets home they make an examination of his blood, and 
if he has syphilis he is not granted a pension. Hen come back-from France a total 
wreck from shell shock and other things, and1 they come down to the fine point and 
say that he has received shell shock through having syphilis, and I take it, as stated 
here yesterday, that if a man had had syphilis fifteen years ago such conditions as 
those resulting from shell-shock will make the disease rampant in his body, and it is 
not because of the syphilis that he is in the state in which we find him, it is through 
the shell-shock and the rigours of the weather he has had to endure in France. There 
is a point regarding Imperial pensions I should like to take up. A man was residing 
in Canada at the outbreak of the war, and he was called up by the Imperial authorities. 
He answered the call and went overseas. He has returned disabled and is receiving 
a very meagre pension. I have a case here before me of a man named Beasley, who 
lived in Ottawa. Billings Bridge was his post office address. He was a plasterer by 
occupation, earning $90 a month. He went over and joined the 2nd Royal Sussex, 
having been called up. He left a wife and three children behind him. His leg was 
blown off by a bomb on the Somme on the 26th September, 1916. While overseas two 
of his children died through sickness, and he returns and is granted a 50 per cent 
pension from the Imperial authorities. That only permits him to receive $15 a month. 
He is unable to follow his previous calling as a plasterer. His leg is gone below the 
knee. He pulled up his trousers and showed it to me. He receives $15 a month. He 
has a wife and one child, and is a resident of Ottawa and was a resident of Ottawa 
before he went away. It is suggested that the Canadian Oovernment should augment 
his Imperial pension to make it up to what he would receive if he had been serving 
with the Canadians. Then there was a point in regard to the legal and medical 
advisers over-riding the findings of the Medical Board that actually examined the 
man. A man returns to Ottawa and is boarded at the Fleming Home, is granted a 
33 per cent disability, and the Medical Advisers cut it down to 10 per cent disability. 
That man is not in a fit state to carry on his previous occupation, and not able to earn 
a decent livelihood. He was examined by doctors under whose care he had been for 
two or three months. They knew his condition; they knew he was well one day and 
probably sick the next, and probably sick one week and well the next, and although 
that man has multiple shrapnel wounds in the thigh and hip, and is suffering with a 
bad ankle, he is only getting 10 per cent. He is not suffering from complete ankylosis; 
if it were complete ankylosis he would, have received 20 per -cent, but he only got 
10 per cent, possibly it was a mistake that the Medical Board did not put something in 
the finding regarding his thigh. I think they omitted to state that he was suffering 
from multiple shrapnel wounds, and that he had a very bad hip, but they based their 
finding on his bad ankle. Those who knew his condition recommended that he should 
get 33 per cent. I do not know what can 'be done to overcome this difficulty.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Have you his name?—A. I will get his name. Then with reference to tin 

question of the uniformity of pension is it possible for me to make a suggestion?
The Chairman : Yes, we will be glad to receive any suggestions from you.
Witness: I would suggest that the system of a scale of twenty classes1 still 

be retained, but that the maximum pension for rank and file and officers be $1,000 for 
100 per cent disability.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. The maximum?—A. Yes, $1,000 if he is a married man, and $100 for each child- 

A married man with one child would then get about $1,200 and that would be worked 
out according to the present scale of twenty classes. That would leave, I think, the 
minimum pension to an officer or man at probably $120 a year. It gives a man that 
has complete disability with a wife and child $100 a month, and I think that is a 

I'Sgt. IT. A. Jarvis.]
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decent wage for a man that cannot do anything. I think that overcomes the difficulty 
Paying the money to a nurse, or paying to a wife, $300 I think it is, for nursing 

™e man, and there would be no more money expended because the higher rate of 
Pension that you pay to the higher ranks would be taken from them and put on to the 
P'nvate, and augment it up to the one scale.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. You think that computation of yours is sound ? Have you worked out that 

imputation so as to ibe able to say that it would not increase the expenditure?—A. 
dt might, sir, but what then? You are giving a square deal to the soldier.

Q. But there is an increase in the expenditure ?—A. Of course there are more in 
ranks than there is among the officers.
Mr. Cronyn : I think we should have a return from the board on that point.
The Witness : There is a question about the earning capacity of a soldier, that 
Pension should be arranged having regard to his earning capacity. I do not

the

theJ-I . OXIVJ uxv

■ ln‘c that would be workable, because owing to the vocational training a man’s earn- 
capacity has been increased, and I think it should be based upon the disability 

the soldier—100 per cent if he is unable to carry on any work, and a private soldier 
a °UM be given $1,000, which, if he had a wife and child, would make the amount $100 

month. If he were a single man it would come to $83.33 a month, and for an officer 
"'Quid be the same.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. If he had six or seven children?—A. $100 a year for each child. It is only 

i S' small—$8 a month, I think, for each child. In the case of officers, as a rule they 
Cl, ,e Private incomes. A colonel is probably better off now than he was before he 
s6Pv-e<* owing to the money he has received, but a private is being only paid for the 
'rhi/06 ren(iered to the Crown and to the country. An officer has his responsibilities ; 
an œ ’s holding these responsible positions he is receiving pay and allowances of 
iii j er- Once he enters into civilian life he is on the same scale as a private, and 
attlo democratic country such as this I do think we should have this class distinction 
the nss* the civilian population. We must have it for discipline whilst serving in 
anp;;rmy, and while an officer is serving and responsible he receives the pay and allow. 
a an officer, which is a long way more than $1.10 a day paid a private, or $1.50 

’,v which is paid a sergeant. That answers the question which was asked yesterday 
the responsibilities of an officer.

$Gas *• What would you say as to the contention of some officers that they went nver- 
a ‘ °® the distinct understanding that if they suffered disability they were to obtain 
As n!’°n according to a certain scale?—A. I do not know whether that is the case, 
koiii lrS^ c°ntingent man I may say we went away and did not know whether we were 

A ,0 receive separation allowance, or anything.„ b>. ^
ffave theAssuming that was the case, what would you say?—A. Had the person who 

he assurance the authority to give it ?
I thi, ]. 'Wmime he had authority ?—A. That could be overcome on patriotic ground
the same. I do not think the officers would object. The officers I have spoken to feel

Q0v Suppose an officer comes and says: “ I have a contractual relationship with the 
*tator"ment hy which they agreed to give me a pension on a certain scale,” and the 

ment was made by those who had authority to make it?—A. Was that in writing? 
Qovea ^ eSl—-A. If it were in writing I do not think it should be broken, but the 
ain0 n**nt have broken their promises. I went away and I was to receive a certain 

1 °f money, and I do not receive it now.
q the Chairman:

oq ^°uld you explain just what the organization that you represent is? You are 
committee of the Great War Veterans,, and I understand you also represent

rSgt. H. A. Jarvis.]
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some other body ?—A. Well, I am in a dual capacity, I am President of the Great War 
Veterans of Parkdale, Toronto, and President of the Army and Navy Veterans of 
Ottawa, and also on the Pensions Committee of the Great War Veterans of Ottawa- 
The Army and Navy Veterans are an association that takes in the members of all 
previous wars, of the Navy, and of this war. The Great War Veterans only admit 
to their association members of this war, as active members. Members of the previous 
wars are only associate members and have no power to speak or to vote. We have two 
associations; one that takes in the great war, and one for all previous wars.

Q. How large is the Army and Navy Veterans Association?—A. It was formed 
in Winnipeg in 1886. They are not as strong as the Great War Veterans because the 
Great War Veterans have grown immensely.

Q. Do you represent officially the Army and Navy Veterans ?—A. Yes.
Q. As well as the Great War Veterans’ Pension Committee?—A. Yes.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. What qualifications are necessary for membership of the Great War Veterans’ 

Association ?—A. In order to be an active member of the Great War Veterans a man 
must have served overseas in Prance or in England. A man has to be in khaki in 
Canada to be an associate member. An associate member is not allowed to sit on the 
executive committee and is not allowed to have a vote in the meetings. I am refer' 
ring to an associate member of the Great War Veterans.

By the Chairman:
Q. Has the Army and Navy Veterans’ organization—which is a Dominion-wide 

association—taken action on these -specific points you have mentioned to us?—A. N°> 
sir. The Army and Navy Veterans of Ottawa only formed the association within the 
last month, and held their first business meeting last night. The Great War Veterans 
have taken action.

Q, Then in speaking for the Army and Navy Veterans you are speaking for the 
Ottawa branch ?—A. Yes.

Q. And not for the general organization?—A. No, sir, the Ottawa branch.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. Do I understand you to say that one of the great objections is that the per 
centage of disability found by the Medical Board is not as high as the merits of the 
case demand ?—A. You refer to the medical advisers ?

Q. Yes, of the Pensions Board ?—A. That is so. The medical board which ha9 
examined the man and knows his case recommends a percentage of disability, a®® 
that is cut down from 33 per cent to 10 per cent, or as the case may be, according t° 
the scale enforced by the Government. Complete ankylosis, I think, is classed 96 

20 per cent, and the medical board at the hospital would recommend a man 33 P®*" 
cent, describing him as having weakness of the ankle and so on, and the medic®1 
advisers would reduce that to the scale that governs them by law.

Q; Is it because the description is inadequate, or that the scale has no relatif11 
to practical conditions?—A. Sometimes the description is inaccurate, but there in9-' 
be conditions in a man’s leg or in his general body which, perhaps it would not 
possible to put in writing. But they have the man before them. They know the in®1' 
when he appeared before the board was probably all right, but the slightest thing, th® 
weather, or something else, makes a change in a man, and he is probably an invah® 
in bed again, and they take that into account and they recommend that he be givC,l 
33 per cent pensions disability. * The Pension Board, which does not see the man a®® 
does not know anything about him, is governed by what is on the paper, and has t® 
follow the scale laid down and come to 1a decision with those two factors.

Q. It may be an inadequate description of the disability?—A. Sometimes.
Q. Take the case of a man losing a -right arm and no other injuries. Do 7°^ 

think the percentage of disability for the loss of a right arm is high enough, or t®® 
[■Set. H. A. Jar vie.]
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IOW ?-
I 'A. I think the scale is too low, because although this pension is for disability, 
h Tv. °pin'°n that compensation should be taken into account. That man has
0*d “is arm blown off in France. He has probably lain out in No Man’s Land for two 
for f 86 ^ays before taken in by the stretcher bearers, and probably laid 011 his back 
W iour or five months more, probably two operations, and probably gangrene has set 
^ and another operation is necessary. He may be operated on two or three times.

c returns and is unable to follow his previous occupation. The vocational training 
C()ay bt him for something, and they give him 40 per cent disability. I think they 
sh 1 ta^e “lto account what the man has suffered, and his sickness, and I think there 

11 u be a system of compensation.
s Q- Lay him for everything ?—A. No man comes back from France after having 

Ved in the trenches, the same as when he went over.
Q- Do you contend we should give him something for his pain and suffering, and 
simply the disability pension according to the scale ?—A. Well, I think that he 

c °u*d be given something for the pain that he has gone through on the system of 
m Sensation. The medical board at the hospital know what he has suffered, and 

wj° <lbly they give him a little higher percentage for all that he has suffered, and 
by 14 comes down to brass tacks the medical advisers reduce it to the amount allowed

w *dr. Archibald : You make a mistake when you say 40 per cent ; a hand off is 
h 60 per cent; an arm off at the shoulder is 80 per cent.
Witness : I did not know that.

By Mr. Redman:
tbink^ • ^ oubf you favour a system giving an equal amount to each man, or do you 
tbiink ■t Would be judged having regard to his previous occupation?—A. I do not
trai, • lt: Would be judged with regard to his previous occupation. The vocational
traj. ■ W has increased a man’s capacity to earn more money, and by this vocational 
ti°u W be could probably earn more money than he could with his previous occupa- 
ulaSs * man who was a labourer with a little clerical knowledge can go to a vocational 
a p|, ' ud work up to be a book-keeper or something similar to that. A man who was 
bugiu erer or carpenter cannot follow that occupation, but he can go into some other

USS’ * think it should be according to the disability. If you are going to pay a 
lilce a<iCording to his abilities, suppose the man is a director of a bank or something 
do at, ,an'd had a big salary, say $50,000 a year, his pension would be immense. I 

O *U‘nb that plan is workable.
has ... 0 you think the basis should be one of compensation for what the soldier 
A. erech.°r the amount that is required to put him in shape for living again?— 
Hieti th'/i ^ think what the man has suffered should be taken into account. Some 

a have been to France have suffered ""---------immense.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

"dtli tlTT take it, you think the maximum pension is too low, but do you find fault 
Hole so', Vision that is arranged, suppose the maximum was raised ?—A. Then the 

q 0 should be in accordance with the maximum. 
s‘r. j j 8 it is now divided, do you find fault with that?—A. The twenty scales, no 
t0 Croh 1 !nk tlle twenty classes should stand, because one man would not be entitled 
five a ’ y ten, and the medical board might give him nothing, yet he should getbabl

> Wef8 a8ain t6 llave just been told that the amount for the loss of an arm is 80 per cent, 
.cause r00 f°r total disability; do you think that a fair division?—A. Fes, sir, 
11 is ve„ ‘G las his other arm, and they tan put another arm on there, and sometimes

W good.

4—8 [Sgt. H. A. Jarvis.]
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By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. Take the statement that you make that there was discrimination showii 

between officers and men in awarding the pensions, are you prepared to substantiate 
that statement with evidence?—A. No, sir, the only thing is by knowledge of having 
so many men making-these complaints, that is all; but I always take it that there is 
a kind of fraternal feeling amongst officers ; officers are sitting on the board, and if 
another officer comes in he is always treated with courtesy, and very, very nice. A 
man comes in and he is treated as a different subject altogether. I have had that 
experience myself.

Q. Is that the general opinion among veterans?—A. Yes. If you ask a man to 
be boarded he says, “What’s the good?” They have no confidence in the medical 
board; of course that is the rank and file.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. You are speaking of interviews by the men with the medical board ?—A. Ye=- 

We did try to get a medical board to examine the soldiers privately, and we offered 
to pay their expenses, but we have been unable to get the assistance of medical officers- 
We tried to get Dr. Mayburry, but he would not accept the position as medical adviser 
on the board -of the -Great War Veterans as it would not be an official position, and 
his dignity would be hurt by making a report on a man’s -disability and the Pension 
Board not accepting that report. We have had difficulty in getting medical men t0 
examine the men, and the men would rather pay the expenses of a private doctor 
than go to a medical board. That is the feeling of the men regarding the medics* 
board.

The 'Chairman : We are very much obliged to you.

Witness retired.

The Chairman : Col. McGillivray and Col. Cameron are here from GenerS 
Fotheringham’s office. We should like to have Col. Cameron come and tell us soH>e' 
thing of the dealings of that department.

Col. Irving H. Cameron, M.B., of the Board of Consultants, Department of Milité 
appeared at the request of the Committee. He said: I have no instructions. I 
merely told that Col. McGillivray and I were detailed to come here and answer a11- 
questions. We are not instructed to say anything.

By the Chairman:
Q. It is in connection with the practice of dealing with syphilis, and cases of tb9 

kind, affecting pensions.—A. Either of us will be happy to give you any informât!0 
in our power.

Q. Objection was made yesterday by representatives of the Great War Vetera’1'] 
to the practice being followed in dealing with cases of syphilis ; their contention 
that if a man was passed as medically fit and went overseas, that should be accept® ’ 
and the man should not lose his pension by reason of a report later that the troV 
from which he was suffering existed before he went overseas ; in other words, if h6^ 
passed as medically fit, that should be a clean bill of health, and everything sho'1c1 

of

V>

date from that date ; we should be glad to have your views or any statement in refer611' 
to that.—A. Syphilis is a disease which is divisible into three separate stages, more
less distinct, and in the interval between these stages there may be no gross evide’1 
of a man having had any trouble. Under those circumstances his statement would 
received as representing the facts. .|l

Q. Would you then explain to us the status. Doctor, so that the committee vl>< 
appreciate it?—A. In the initial stage of syphilis there is a primary sore, which 
be on any part of the body, with a break in the integument which has come in coot9 
[Col. I. H. Cameron, M.B.]
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Wlth the syphilitic virus, and this may be three weeks in developing or showing itself ; 
lt i® not necessarily on his penis ; it is contracted occasionally in the most innocent 
'Vi'y. from towels, drinking cups, or anything of that kind. It may be on the tongue, 
°n the front of the tongue or the back of the tongue, or on the eyelid or anywhere, and 
nere may be nothing visible without* a very minute examination—an ordinary ex- 

aittination would not detect anything of that at all. It may be a long time, several 
^’eebs, before the next symptoms come, and these may be indicated by rashes on the 

N’n which are the most easily detected signs. Afterwards, there is a long interval 
. ,n there is nothing apparent, in which, whether the man is in service or not, will 

’.'rnately develop the third stage of the disease. So that in either of these intervals 
quite possible that the disease might escape detection on a mSn after his ordinary 

Estaient.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q- Do you think it wise to refuse him a pension in that case?—A. I think that 

1 could be determined at all that his condition was aggravated or made worse by 
e Seryice, that ought to be taken into consideration.

Q- Would he be liable to it in such service as we understand they have to go 
°ugh?—A. No, not necessarily. A man might go through without any aggravation 
atever of the syphilis. .

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q- Could a man have syphilis and not know it?—A. Certainly, 

offi * Hould a man truthfully answer, “ No,” to a recruiting officer or medical 
^e<V| I exarrl‘ning him prior to his attestation, when asked the question whether or not 
t,. syphilis—I mean so far as the man was concerned ?—A. Certainly he might

’Hlly say no.
ter.. D° over-exertion and exposure and un due strain have a tendency to make a 
n,., 'ary manifestation that would not be made manifest in ordinary life?—A. Not in

experience.
ref. ^ hat do the books say on that?—A. I do not know that there is any special 

-nee to that in the books.
Whi(A ' bave read a treatise on it by a pathologist of the Rockefeller Institute in 
a _ ne said that malnutrition or exposure of a man to unusual physical strain had 
fest( ! ®ncy to break dawn his physical power of resistance, so that the disease mani- 
ver ltself more readily than it would under ordinary circumstances?—A. That is a 

general ground of course.
tpy H hat would you say as to that?—A. I would answer as I did before, that in 

experience it mad'e no difference except perhaps in the nervous system cases, 
swu-j.' How long have you been examining the records in regard to the cases of 
Cerh J .®°ldiers?—A. I went overseas in May, 1915, and have been more or less con- 
liaye ^ w‘th it ever since, but I do not basé my knowledge of syphilis on that, for I 

p.een Practising among syphilitics for over forty years.
’"ep hbere is a great difference among soldiers, as to the inadequate payments to 
bpo^l ^boring from tertiary manfestation of the disease, who apparently have no 
opi] edSe of their having had the disease when they went overseas, and to dysentery, 
they a]J’ Paresis, locomotor ataxia, and those things have developed very rapidly, and 
dis)al)ir f'Re Hat the pensions given by the board are inadequate in reference to the
'll6 disabilit^‘
a°od,

I do not know, as far as I understand, that the pensions are based on 
at all; they are based on a man’s ability or disability to gain a liveli-

the open market of the world, which is the only single foundation one could get. 
bre;i|A bet me put a case; a man goes overseas not knowing that he had syphilis; he 
s?iys 1 i?Wn through overstrain, and epilepsy or locomotor ataxia develops ; the board 

,e do not give you a full pension, because the seeds of syphilis were in you 
5’°U went overseas ; you were syphilitic.” What would you say to that argument? 

2 • [Col. I. H. Cameron, MB.]
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—A. I think that is a proper kind of argument. The service is not responsible for the 
causation ; it may be responsible for the aggravation.

Q. Then is the aggravation accelerated under stress of military service, provided 
it has been particularly arduous ?—A. Assuming that malnutrition, which I think is 
the central point, has some influence in causing an unduly early development of the 
symptons,—which is not my experience of the matter—then I would say that may 
possibly be a consideration.

Q. As a military man, suppose a man interested said he had not syphilis, or did 
not know that he had it, and the man examining him on attestation did not know he 
had the disease, do you think the man should be taken as physically fit at the time of 
enlistment?—A. I think he was fit at the time of enlistment.

Q. Then why should he be paid for the aggravation ?—A. Because although the 
service had nothing to do with the origin of the disease, there may have been aggra
vation because of service, and this applies particularly to the nervous system.

Q. Could not the medical man have discovered the disease if they had a Wasser
mann test?—A. I suppose he might, byt it would not be feasible to have a Wassermann 
test made in every case.

Q. Is it not up to the Government to do it ?—A. It is not for me to say.
Q. If the Government leave undone that which they might have done to discover 

the disease, and having had no Wassermann test, they would not pay the man or his 
family, should they not pay him for entire disability?—A. You mean to say, they 
would have rejected him if they had known it.

Q. If they did not reject him while knowing it should they not pay him the entire 
disability?—A. I think it is arguable.

Q. Is it defensible?—A. I think it is partly defensible. The matter is not suf
ficiently clear-cut in my mind to answer it categorically.

Q. In regard to estimated disability, how do you medical men arrive at the per
centage of disability that a man suffers ?—Suppose a man comes back with bis 
right hand off, how do you determine what his percentage of disability is?—A. That 
has been determined as a matter of accumulated experience, not only medical 
experience, hut actuarial experience, and there are certain percentages established i’1 
connection with the loss of certain members. I do not know that these are actually 
correct in individual cases, but it is the only way you can arrive at it on an average.

Q. Do you refer to workmen’s compensation ?—A. Yes, and insurance companies» 
and accident insurance companies.

Q. Do you think those tables are accurate in reference to practical conditions?-' 
A. I think on the average they arc accurate, not accurate as far as the individual >s 
concerned.

Q. Do you think they are too low, or too high?—A. I suppose, being of a con1' 
passionate disposition, I am inclined to think they are too low.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. According to my experience I think in some instances they are far too high’ 

and in,others far too low.—A. I think that is true.
By Mr. Cronyn:

Q. The average is perhaps never fair to .the individual ?—A. Quite right ; it 15 
presumably not exact in the individual case.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Do I understand you to say-that a man’s disability is fixed by his ability to ear“ 

a living, not by his physical disability ?—A. That is the pension disability, which 13 
awarded on the common ground of his ability to earn a living in the world’s opel1 
market. It does not seem to be a rational or proper basis but it is the only one that 13 
available in practice.

[Col. I. H. Cameron, M.B ]
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By Mr. Nicicle:

Q. How do you determine what we might call subjective disability, separated 
roni actual disabilities?—A. That is only determinable by the capacity of the examiner 
0 detect what is going on inside the individual, which comes by experience, I suppose, 
0 a certain extent, but is very liable to error.

Y Q- Is there anything in the argument raised by these gentlemen representing the 
eterans Association, that the central board should not vary the findings of the board 
at actually examined the man. because the central board is not able to estimate 

Accurately the subjective conditions of the pensioner?—A. There is a good deal in 
at argument, but I think it is generally presumable that the Pension Board 

examiners are men of more wide experience and professional knowledge than the 
ordinary boards which are called upon to examine men in the first instance, which are 

centimes composed of men who by reason of their youth, have not had much experi- 
en<3e in such matters.

Q- Then do I infer from what you say that the men who conduct the original 
examination are not as competent as they should be, or lack experience?—A. Oh, no, 

think they must lack experience to a certain extent, compared with those who are 
^ der and longer in the profession; that is all. I do not think in any other respect 
there is any difference.
, Q- There seems to be a universal complaint all over the country that the central 

ard cuts down the allowances of the original examination board, and this is creating 
‘ ®reat deal of discontent; I would like to know what is your opinion in regard to the 

cole matter ?—A. My opinion is that the primary board is apt to be influenced by 
Sycipathy very much more than a board that does not see the man, and that the cold, 

•culating judgment of the revising board is more likely to be correct.
Q- Supposing a man says that he has a pain in the head, or a pain in his side, 

1. '"hat his chest aches, or something of that sort, how would the central board deter- 
,llle whether the man was telling the truth or not?—A. It would be impossible for 
'em. All they coqld do would be to take tile collateral evidence into consideration. 

Uat is all. " | :

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. How would the examining board determine?—A. You can often get an 

*mPression of the truth or accuracy, or the lack of it, or of exaggeration, from a 
ttl£ln’s answers, and his behaviour.

Q. You just judge from your knowledge of human nature?—A. Quite so.
Q. And perhaps your former knowledge of the individual ?—A. Yes, but we do 

not often have that in these cases.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q- Would it be much more satisfactory if those men appeared before you them- 

• A. Before the revising board?
Q. Yes?—A. I answered that question a while ago in the negative, 

i,^ You do not think it would be?—A. No; I mean to say they are liable to be 
is U,Gllced by the subjective symptoms, just as other examiners are. When the patient 
8vr„ Sent, then they are merely bringing their judgment to bear upon it, not their 
^Pathy.

I tl ^ P° you think it would be better, or worse, that they should not appear ?—A.
it is better that they should not appear before the revising board. 

j®ct tv ^ ou do not think, you could diagnose the case any better from seeing the sub- 
“O'Self, rather than merely the collateral evidence that you have?—A. That 

O )0 answcred both ways, I think.
y°Prs i/n ■your own experience as a medical practitioner you would rather see the man 

c * than have the man state his case to you on paper ?—A. I would, certainly.
[Col. I. H. Cameron, M.B.]
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Q. Would not that apply to these men?—A. There is just the sympathetic element 
that it is desirable to get rid of, if possible. I think, of course, that the judge in banc 
probably gives you a better judgment than the judge who tries the case, although he 
has not had the same opportunity as the primary examiner would have.

Q. In other words, you do not want to have your own feeling harrowed, and would 
rather read the paper?—A. I do not want to have my judgment influenced by my 
feelings.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. You are not on the examining board yourself?—A. No. The Board of Pen

sions is a civil board—not military.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. What is your opinion in regard to the attitude of the Government toward 
disability, as a result of post-enlistment-contracted syphilis?—A. I am not aware 
that there is any special position assumed by the Government.

Q. The Pension Commissioners have laid it down as a matter of policy that if 
a man suffers disability on account of syphilis, contracted after enlistment, he gets 
no pension ?—A. I think that when he has been a party to acquiring the syphilis, that 
is quite sound and just, but he may get it innocently, as I said, from towels, utensils, 
or drinking cups, etc., and then I do not think he should suffer on account of that.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Can they always tell how it is contracted?—A. Not always, but if a man gets 

a sore upon his penis it is presumed it is from the usual contact. If he gets it on his 
lips or tongue or eyelid it might be from a towel or utensil.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Sleeping in the dirty billets in which they are liable to sleep they may just as 

likely get it on the penis as any other place ?—A. It is very seldom contracted that 
way; I never knew it in my experience. I look on that story with a great deal of 
suspicion always.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. What would be your suggestion aa to how the families of those men should be 

looked after ?—because somebody has to look after them; if a man comes home a 
wreck from syphilis contracted after enlistment ?—A. By his own fault you mean?

Q. By his own fault?—A. Then I assume his family would have to assume the 
responsibility.

Q. Somebody has to do it; how do you think they should be looked after?-" 
A. I should think there ought to be some kind of patriotic organization to do it.

Q. Why patriotic, rather than national?—A. That is a very difficult question to 
answer.

Witness retired.

Lt.-Col. Donald McGillivray, M.D., of the Board of Consultants, Department of 
Militia, appeared at the request of the Committee.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. The chairman has asked me to put the questions, so perhaps you will assuifl6 

that I have asked you all the questions I asked Colonel Cameron.—A. I think, 11F 
Colonel Cameron has expressed himself about a man who contracted syphilis befot® 
his enlistment, he may suffer slightly from the strenuous work he goes through 
precipitating his tertiary symptoms, and he should be compensated for that, but 1 
do not think a man should reenve compensation for disability in syphilis if 

rLt.-Col. D. McGillivray, M.D.]
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contracted it ten or fifteen years prior to enlistment, which so many have done. You 
fked Colonel Cameron whether he should not have had a Wassermann test. That is 

somtely out of the question. It would have taken Sir Sam Hughes not months, but 
ars> to get 33,000 men in the field, doing the Wassermann test on them all.

Q- Assuming this man to have had a Wassermann test, and assuming that the 
11 an honestly said he never had syphilis, and he breaks down as a result of his service 

* .accelerates the tertiary symptoms, on whom should the maintenance of the man’s 
ami]y fall when he returns, a total disability?—A. That is a social question.
„ Q- We are here to try and solve it?—A. It is pretty hard to see the poor family 

1 er from that man’s breakdown, but the man is absolutely responsible for the con- 
mtl°n himself.

Q- If he had not gone to the front, he might probably have lived on?—A. He 
ukl have had his tertiary symptoms later—paresis.

It • ' ^ot always-—A. Paresis always comes on early in life as a tertiary symptom.
t, *s n°t a late manifestation; and as for epilepsy, loads of them come up and falsify 
a ®lr l)ast diseases when asked about it. You know how keen they were to get overseas, 
p î'hey enlisted, especially with the first contingent—and they deserve credit for it.
°r instance, a man coming up may be perfectly fit in every particular as far as the 

arH *°a^ man ls concerned ; ask him if he has had any past diseases, and he says no, 
tell ,y0t t^e man may have had an epileptic attack within a month, and no man can 
ti^^’.^e is the only one living that can tell it. The same with attacks of rheumatism, 
0eJ Slvc rise to this crippling of circulation early in life; I think from 90 to 95 per 
tin.'. keart cases arise from secondary complications of rheumatism. Many of 
"’ork- nien ^ave slight cardiac displacements before enlistment, but the strenuous 
rest service precipitates another attack and leaves the man crippled and disabled the 
res ^'S days- That man should get a good remuneration, but still the nation is not 

"msible for the whole condition; he should have told the examiner that he had hadrheumatism.

Ay Mr. Nesbitt:
the v} siIlce the conscription law came in it is the very opposite; when they tell 
tile 6 .a^ examiners that they have had all manner of diseases, from epilepsy down,
Verj°'i<Uuiners d° n°t believe them ?—A. But the conditions that obtained then were 
they ( ‘ erent from those now, and they would falsify anything to get over, while now 

a Slfy everything possible to stay at home.
Ay Mr. Nicicle:

^alinô- *'°W do y°u think this situation should be dealt with ?—A. There are so many 
tllat lt: is mighty difficult. The trouble is not with the average man who 

Uian aca> glad to get back, and get on his feet again and get to work ; it is with the 
You e, ^as no intention of doing another tap of work again ; that is the trouble. 
CoillPla'UOt ^ave thousands of men together without having numerous men magnifying 
of "’Is- Some of us have good steady mental balance; others have not. Many 
ProkaM0 111611 suffering from so-called shell shock would, under ordinary civilian life,
thev‘c 1 never have had such manifestation, but under the strenuousuess of service 

J suiter.
be Ver‘ 1, 011 agree that they should be paid ?—A. Certainly those should, but you must 
revisin>- Care^ about how you do it. That brings me back to another thing, the 
the Pensions from time to time. That must be done, otherwise you would do
ffioutijg'?.11 a Sreat injustice. A man who has 100 per cent disability to-day, in six 

q .I1116 may be 50 per cent, and another year he may be only 25 per cent. 
thoSe r>, °W ^ong distant should the final determination be put?—A. You must revise 

) h°m time to time for years, I should say.
tev^lon ?. men have said that two years at the outside was the maximum for 

A. T should think that was very bad advice, mighty poor advice.
[Lt.-Col. D. McGtllivray, M.D.]
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Q. They will not go back to work and exert themselves to their limit until their 
pension is fixed; that is my experience with them?—A. I say, that loads of them have 
determined never to do another tap of work again.

Q. In regard to the complaints against the medical board, the men complain that 
the central board cuts down the allowances given by those boards?—A. The central 
board here at Ottawa?

Q Yes, they say it cuts down the allowances given by your board?—A. The 
boards do not give any allowances; they are not allowed to state the percentage of 
disability. They did it at first, but they are not doing it now.

Q. They have done it within the last month ?—A. If they did, they are doing what 
they are told not to do.

Q. They do tell the men?—A. I don’t know; they have not got the awarding of the 
disability.

Q. How do you account for it, that in so many cases the central board cut down 
the allowances given to the men ?—A. Because the men are improving.

Q. No, but the central board cuts down the amount to the men on your reports? 
—A. You take two cases; here is a fellow who gets pneumonia, and following that gets 
heart complications. Another man with heart complications alongside of him had 
slight complications in civil life, and he has^got a crippled heart as compared with this 
other one. In his history sheet you see a note to the effect that this man had an 
acute attack of inflammatory rheumatism in youth, while this other fellow had not. 
The first had an attack of pneumonia on service ; the other is an aggravation of a con
dition contracted fifteen years before. Now, I would imagine the central board 
would cut this fellow’s pension away below that of the other.

Q. You are misunderstanding my point; the medical board find a certain state 
of facts, which they set out on the board report, and under the old practice they said 
that the man had a 60 per cent disability—I am now speaking from an actual case- 
It came down here, and on the state of facts set out by the medical board the man’s 
pension was reduced to 20 per cent—a heart case?—A. The local boards have n°f 
anything like the experience of the central board, which is dealing with these cases 
all the time, and I should think they would be much better judges in dealing with 
disability. These chaps on outside boards are many of them young men and have 
no idea about the percentage of disability from'certain conditions existing, or not much 
more than a civilian would have, as they have had no experience.

Q. They are supplied with the pension table of disabilities?—A. They are not.
Q. Yes, they are?—A. They were, but they are not now. They are just to state 

the facts on their history sheets, and it comes to the central board.
Q. Bpt they are supplied with the cetitral board’s sheet of disabilities?—A. The? 

were, but they are not now.
Q. They were until a month ago?—A. It is more than a month ago. There W»3 

some change along there, I could not say just when.
Q. Do I understand that you are not satisfied with the experience of your md1 

who are conducting the primary examination?—A. To answer your question I would 
like to cite a case. Take a young fellow just out of college, with a year’s experience! 
take another man in the town with fifteen years’ experience; I prefer to have a ma11 
of fifteen years’ experience to the one with the one year’s experience.

Q. Which one have you got on your board?—A. We have all the medical men 'Ve 
can get in the country.

Q. What you mean to tell.me is that you have not as good a board as you would 
like to have?—A. Certainly we have boards that we would like to improve, loads o* 
them, but we cannot do it; the medical profession is absolutely crippled; unless y°ü 
conscript them I don’t know what you are going to do.

Q. Why don’t you take in those average doctors you have in large cities?—A. 
have got them all. If you produce them we will take them so quick they won’t kno^ 
what has happened to them.

[JL/t.-Col. D. McGillivray, M.D.]
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Q. I have had some cases in my own constituency, and they refused to go on 
because you only give them the rank of lieutenant, and they will not go on under a 
rfian they taught in college?—A. As to that I cannot answer. We have lots of good 
'Hen from your town.

Q. Men in my riding say that they would assist your board, but they object to 
^0lng as lieutenants under captains who were their college students years ago?—A. 
i hat is a purely sentimental reason.

Q. Would it be better to take those medical boards out of military uniforms, and 
Put them in mufti?-—A. I would not think so.

Q- Why ?—A. You would not have control of the men then. It is difficult enough 
running boards and controlling the men and getting them together in the time neces- 
Sary when they have the uniform.

. Q- How does the uniform give you control ?—A. You must know that uniform 
8lVea you control.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. They are sworn in, are they not?—A. Certainly.

By Mr. NicTcle:
. Q- Could they not get the control with ordinary medical men?—A. The service 

had enough as it is. I am not trying to cover up the medical service in any shape 
°r form.

By the Chairman:
Q- I understand the position ; you are doing the very best you can ?—A. With the 

aterial we have at hand, absolutely ; and as to detecting syphilis, that is one thing 
• here are a number of things—but we cannot tell unless they tell when they come 

, about their chronic conditions. In giving- a man disability, it all depends on 
I. ether that man gets the disability from which he is suffering on account of a past 
!story ; in other words, whether he covered up anything when he came into the 

TV106’ 'n 01'^er *° Set into the service. You know how keen they were to get in. 
th°ri ^ am informed that at Valcartier many of the commanding officers took the men 
n!‘lt iWere burned down, tore up their medical history sheets,—I know that occurred in 
(| °ers of cases in the West where they were recruiting—men that the boards turned 

the officers in command were so keen to have the regiment up to strength that 
(-y took these men, and off they went ; so it is not the country boards that are 
sP°nsible for those conditions.

By Mr. NicJcle:
Knight, representing the Great War Veterans’ Association, complained here 

in m that on returning the boards have referred to medical sheets in England
ffied' U'k the man said, in coming out of hospital they were quite well; and that the 
“ ylcal boards here practically estopped the men from denying that, telling them, 
di„ . sa*d you were well in England ; now you can’t be sick,” and so they put the 
"'em 1 lty ver>y> "ery low. Mr. Knight said that the men, while in England, said they 
Xhe because they were fed up, as it were, with hospital, and wanted to get home.- 
aP h,eteranS think the men should be dealt with on their merits here, regardless of 
g6t 11 n£ they said in England ?—A. It is pretty difficult to do that, unless you can 
sy access to the previous boards. I am a returned man myself, and have every 
FouPatlly with returned men, but many of those men, when they come out here, give 
illn au entirely different history from what they gave in England, as to previous 
the ai^, bbat sort of thing, in order to get as much pension as possible, and to make 

Tty as great as possible. You know perfectly well that no two men are

ill
„be disabii 
c,aPablithè fkf giving equally detailed accounts of their illness, as one man will magnify 
^bichm8S ^eyon<b words, another fellow will give you a story of hairbreadth escapes 

certainly show he must have been born to be hung, otherwise he could not get
rLt.-Col. D. McGillivraj, M.D.]
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through the gamut that he ran; it is an exaggeration from start to finish. It is a 
mighty difficult thing to determine a man’s disability. All those shell-shocked cases 
are curable.

Q. You heard what Sergt. Jarvis said, as representing his organization, that the 
men object that they were treated as malingerers?—A. Well,'if you have any associa
tion with hospitals in civilian lines, you know we have the same thing there with 
malingerers. Malingering is not only in the army.

Q. Is he correct in stating that the men are approached as though they are 
malingering ?—A. I think probably a certain class of men are.

Q. He stated that that was a general thing?—A. Ho, that is not correct. Of 
course if you believe half of what you hear in this committee, we are a lot of devils. 
We cannot believe a quarter of it. You must know some reputable medical men in the 
service, I suppose?

Q. I think I know a great many.—A. I hope so. We cannot credit what we hear, 
and only about half of what we see, in relation to the men we have to deal with. It 
is no easy matter to deal with these cases. If the information we have been gathering 
arouses a sort of grandiose idea which the sergeant was telling us about a while ago—- 
1 do not know who he was—as to the pay the officers in the service are getting, it is 
not a correct impression. If all his remarks are on a par with that, they are not of 
much value. If you just question yourselves, you will find the officer to-day in the 
Canadian army is getting the same pay as an officer received ten years prior to the 
war, but the men were jumped up to double the rate at the drop of the hat, and the 
officers got nothing more. A captain serving in the Canadian army who has a wife 
and family—perhaps a couple of children—is getting paid at the rate of $100 a month. 
With regard to pay in the army, there is no man in the army to-day for the pay that 
is in it. From the inferences this sergeant has been throwing about, you would have 
thought we were all making money out of it.

Q. All we are concerned about is pensions. I do not know what he said about 
pay. (Ho answer.)

By the Chairman:
Q. Mr. Archibald yesterday mentioned that one of the disadvantages of accepting 

the reports of the local board would be the great variety of reports you would get from 
different local medical boards of cases that were practically of the same character ?—A. 
Yes.

Q. He gave as an illustration" some particular diseases where two medical boards 
in different sections of the country gave different percentages of disability of men 
suffering from exactly the same disease ?—A. Well that shows the value of the central 
board I should say.

Q. Do you think it is absolutely essential to have the central board as the final 
determining authority?—A. I do not see how you can get away from it. There is 
just that case he cites where two boards in exactly similar cases of disability would 
give entirely different percentages.

Q. Dealing with it in a practical way, with every desire to do absolute justice to 
the men concerned, from your experience having served at the front as well as having 
served here, do you see any alternative except to have a central board, to finally deter
mine the case?—A. I do not see how you can do away with it. I do not see how it 
is possible to get any uniformity of assessment of disability in any other way.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. The suggestion was made, I think that we might have three or four central 

boards distributed throughout the country and to those boards the men would have 
personal access. I understood Col. Cameron to say that from the view of cold cal
culating justice it would be preferable not to have one’s judgment biased by personal 
sympathy. What would you think yourself?—A. I would think there would be more 

[Lt. Col. D. McGillivray M.D.]
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Uniform justice handed out by the central board, than with a number of boards. You 
w°uld require to have a good number of members to get these men to present them
selves—practically a board in every town of five or six thousand people.

Q. I do not agree with you there.—A. If you had one in each province, or one in 
each military district, I do not think they would have time enough at their disposal 
to handle the cases, even if they worked ten hours a day.

Q. I do not mean as an original board----- A. A multiplier?
Q. A multiplication or extension of the central board of revision?—A. You ipean 

U) have every case presented at this board?

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Every dissatisfied case?—A. I say that might be workable.

In Military District Ho. 1, say, could not the
By Mr. Nesbitt:

^ Q- That would mean every case.
’’•ird be there to examine every man in the district, if they were paid specially for 
1:'t work and did not have civil work to do?—A. I do not think they would have time 

t° do it.
i Q- How many men on a medical board?—A. Three. I do not think they could 
andle all the cases.

By Mr. NicJcle:
th ^ How many men on the central board?—A. I do not know anything about 

central board. I have not been on a board since I was in England.
Hr. Archibald» They do not sit as a body.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
dif ^ a matter of fact the boards of which you speak are supposed to report con- 
o<) as they find them ?—A. As I understand it they give an accurate report of the 

'tion and history of the men and the central board assesses the disability.

*ay.
By the Chairman:

Q- In your judgment that is the best way ?- -A. That is a much more equitable

By Mr. Nickle:
Wfi- P" * received a letter from a doctor, whose name I will give you privately, in 
the' 1 k'e stated that this new order which prevented the medical board from stating 
av ,,ercentage of disability and using language to describe the man’s condition was 
plgjtely impracticable, and he, as a man who has sat on the medical board, com- 
SaidH very bitterly of the way they had been overruled by .the central board. He 
f,.0 lat no central board could adequately reach a conclusion as to the man’s disability 
w,ls , Ve language that was used in these medical reports, and that great injustice 
thm done in not originally sending out the percentage of disability.—A. When
but order was changed, I felt that there would be very considerable injustice done, 
\v0ui J1® more I thought of it, the more I thought much more equitable treatment 
e°nd' • 6 landed out to the men under the present conditions, than under the former 

.Cert'- ’i0118’ kut I thought at the time it was changed that would be the result, but it 
y removes the sympathetic element.

’lllPos"'Tn*le ^octor I referred to, who is a prominent medical mail, said it would be 
iftip0 .. :e t° get an adequate description of the man’s condition, that it would be 
W°ui, . 0 to get the subjective -conditions as well as the objective conditions.—A. It 

q _ difficult to size it up.
boarj > le pains and aches and tendencies could not be brought before the central 

A- There is no trick at all in sizing up an objective case. If you see a man’s
[Lt.-Col. D. McGillivray. M.D.l
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arm broken, you see it, and know about it, but it is difficult to size up the objective 
symptoms, and that is only done by experience, and that is all embodied in that man’s 
report.

Q. In other words you have to brace up your board to give adequate reports to 
the Pensions Commission, to make the scheme satisfactory?—A. The reports are 
coming in much better than they used to. All the war work thrown on the medical 
service is comparatively new to me and it takes time to get things perfected.

Q. The board is changing rapidly too.—A. Yes, there is great difficulty in 
getting men.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Have any doctors on the Army Medical Corps been called up under the 

compulsory service provision?—A. Yes, all those within the age limit, and all the men 
going through the colleges now—

Q. Was there not an order issued releasing doctors from conscription?—A. They . 
serve just the same as any other profession.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. What do you think of the idea of having a permanent medical board for a 

Pension Board that would comprise some specialists and which would be able to travel 
and handle the cases first hand?—A. I really could not tell you. I have not given 
that any thought. It would require very considerable thought to determine whether 
the thing was workable or not.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy :
Q. Have exemptions been given to doctors for the same cause* as they are given 

to other classes?—-A. From political influence, I believe, which is a very pernicious 
thing.

Q. There is no political influence now.—A. Isn’t there? I wish that were the
fact.

Q. Have exemptions been given to doctors through the same channels as to the 
ordinary man who is called up in his class, by local tribunal and so on?—A. You 
mean for compassionate reasons? For instance, he is supporting old folks, parents- 
He would get the same consideration as anybody else.

Q. He comes up before the local tribunal?—A. Yes.
Q. And exemptions have been given in such cases?—A. Yes. I cannot recall any 

case, but I am sure they have been given.
By Mr. Sutherland :

Q. Just a word with reference to the central board. As it stands to-day it is 
quite apparent that there are a great many complaints as to the inadequacy of the 
pensions, and these men" cannot be heard without coming here to Ottawa, either them' 
selves or their counsel. If there were a medical board in each district, would it not 
facilitate the disposal of these complaints and enable them to" be heard very much 
better than under the present conditions. Would it not remove a good deal of dis
satisfaction ?—A. I think it probably would. I do not see why such a thing could no* 
be allowed.

Q. And then the central board here in Ottawa would revise the finding of tbis 
board in each military district, as they would revise the finding of the board who 
examined the men?—A. Yes.

Q. Would that not be a further safeguard?—A. Yes, I think it would, and a very 
reasonable thing for the returned men to ask.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. I would like to know about the central board. It appears there is no regular 

board that advises the Pension Board, but it is individuals. Would it not be bette*
VTA.-Col. D. McGillivray, M.D.]
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!° establish a medical board to advise the Pension Board ? The medical board would 
e composed of experts along different lines of diseases.—A. That sounds quite all 

î*?ht. That pension is not under the A.M.C. It is under the Invalided Soldiers Com
mission.

Hon. Mr. McCurdy : No, under the Board of Pension Commissioners.
The Witness: Under Sir James Lougheed.
Hon. Mr. McCurdy : No.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q- Have you ever gone over the scale of disability that the Pension Board issues ? 

"A- I have.
Q. Have you ever had experience before of disability in relation to practical life? 

"A. No, none whatever.
Q- You cannot express any opinion as to whether the pension disabilities are 

efluate ?—A. They struck me as being very good, but I have had no experience.

By Mr. Redman:
k Q- Each medical board that sits on a case has the finding of previous medical 
°ards before them. I know of some cases where we obtained new boards for soldiers 

on' \ C0U^ not help feeling that the new boards went more on the old finding than 
ah'v 61r examiflation, because sometimes the old findings were by men of considerable 
j tl an<l m°re experience than the new board. Do you think it would be advisable 
ha -le es*ahhshment of a new board, to let that new board make examinations without 
thef'^ ^le °hl board’s findings before them?—A. Quite all right, but I think having 
t0 “dings of the previous board before them would be a guide in helping them not 
the°VOr^OC>k anything. Medical men are flesh and blood like the rest of creation and 

y(^nay overlook things from time to time.
th, 1 do not know anything about the medical part, but in several cases I have had 
®ndii 'hressi°n that these new boards composed of young men did not go on their own 
findi|^s *"° any cxtenl-—A. That is altogether wrong. They should put down their 

and should not be governed entirely by the action of the previous board.
Coftsid> Hick le : The letter I received from a very prominent doctor who has had 

curable experience with this board says :—
For your information I am enclosing a copy of a Headquarters Circular 

lust received, you will note that the medical boards, who actually see the man 
aud examine him, are forbidden to estimate the disability.

I am acquainted with a number of the medical men employed by the Board 
Pension Commissioners and, while I do not in any way question their com

petency, I have no hesitation in saying that the medical board of a hospital are 
at least equal in competency ; and having the advantage of seeing the patient, 
dre much better able to gauge the disability than are medical officers, however 
Competent, who do not actually see the case. I think that the Board of Pension 
Commissioners, by taking this step, are inviting a great deal of trouble and 
complaint. I can emphatically state that the disabilities, given by the Board 
°. Pension Commissioners, in many cases are far wide of the mark, and can 
SlVe you at any time a number of illustrations of this.

1 think the only cure for this condition is for the Board of Pension Com
missioners to establish in each Military District a medical board of review, 

'm duties of this board would be to re-examine any cases where there seem 
o be a divergence between the reported disability as given in the medical history 

atld the percentage of disability given.
Q )y.*lat do you think of that ?—A. There is a lot to be said for and against it. 

Say "Ve us both sides.—A. Well, I will take the reasons against it first, and would 
a mai1 who is doing the examining may be of a very sympathetic temperament.

[Lt.-Col. D. McGillivray, M.D.]
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The president of the board, for instance, might be quite incapable of getting at the 
actual disability. You will grant that? So that would be very much against uni
formity in awarding disability. Our central board would be entirely away from the 
personal feature.

Q. I understand there is no central board. There are ten or twelve doctors 
each of whom expresses his opinion.—A. I am not on the board and cannot tell you 
what they do but I am granting that there is a central board and that there is some 
discussion, particularly where there is difficulty in awarding disability. I am of 
opinion that these cases are talked over and discussed.

Q. It is rather startling to "hear that a local board gave 60 per cent diability, and 
that that was reduced by the central board to 10 per cent.—A. The previous history 
and disability before the war are elements.

Q. This is a case where the man admittedly had no pre-war disability?—A. I 
could not tell you unless I knew exactly what the condition of the case was. I saw a 
case in Winnipeg of a man with a terribly bad heart. He had easily 100 per cent dis
ability when I saw him. That poor chap was getting I think about 20 per cent dis
ability. I thought that was a rank injustice, but on going into the history of the case 
I found this chap had several attacks prior to enlistment, and had lesion of the heart 
at the time, which he said had 'passed away. That does not remove the fact that he ; 
has 100 per cent disability at the time and only got 20 per cent, but it is just a ques
tion of whether the State should pay for that.

Q. Do I understand from you that under the present practice a man might come 
back with 100 per cent disability and it might be reduced down to 10 or 20 because 
he had had a previous ailment ?—A. I have seen some men going about that I thought 
should get a pension, and they were not getting it.

Q. Tell us how to overcome these conditions. They are serious?—A. I think they 
all have been dealt with pretty carefully. 1 do not think these cases are arising now, 
although they did arise. These men had a pre-war disability, which was aggravated 
after enlistment. Are you going to pay the man simply for the aggravation or for the 
complete disability? We cannot determine that, These are the cases which are not 
getting the pension that you would think they should be getting. This appears in 
the history.

Captain C. G. Conger, of the Post-Discharge Pay Branch, Paymaster General’8 
Office appeared at the request of the committee.

By the Chairman :
Q. You are in the Paymaster-General’s Office?—A. Yes.
Q. And are in charge of the post-discharge pay?—A. Yes.
Q. How long has that been under your charge ?—A. Since its beginning. Them 

was an Order in Council passed on 18th April, 1917, authorizing three month’s post' 
discharge pay to discharged members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force who had j 
six months continuous service, nny part of which was performed overseas.

Q. You have been in charge since that Order in Council was passed?—A. Yes.
Q. Complaint was made yesterday by Mr. Knight of the Great War Vetera»5 

that many soldiers returning home were suffering seriously by having deduction3 
made from their post-discharge pay by reason of prior overpayments. What is th® 
practice in connection with that?—A. The practice has been to recover overpayment8' 
That is if the soldier is in debt at the date of his discharge. We recover overpayments 
as far as possible from post discharge pay. We endeavour to do it anyway.

Q. How would these overpayments arise?—A. Well there might be overpayment 
on account of assigned pay and separation allowance. Overpayments come in on th® 
advice of further debits from the Chief Paymaster’s Office. A man in the field would 
receive an advance in pay, for instance, owing to conditions at the front, pi"0' 

[Capt. C. G. Conger.]
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l*ably the acquittance rolls on which the advances were marked against the man would 
w°u not be received at the central office until after the man returned to Canada and 
discharged. There might be an overpayment for hospital stoppages and various items 
lbat had not been received at the London Pay Office at the time the man left England.

Q. And in making the payments of post-discharge did they deduct any debits that 
^ght be against him of amounts as received from the London office?—A. London 
overpayments, of course, are recovered when we are advised.

Q. Or here ?—A. Or here.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Then if you have overpaid his wife or family for separation allowance, perhaps 

)ecause they have been admitted to separation allowance and it was afterwards found 
,y the Separation Allowance Board that it was not justifiable, you deduct that from 
he man’s pension, do you?—A. From his post-discharge pay.

. . Q. From the pay to which he is entitled when he is discharged?—A. Yes; of course 
18 an overpayment against the man’s account.

, Q- But it was paid to his wife and family when he was away ; they have no doubt 
a( the benefit of that, and it is an error on the part of the Department, not on the 

P&1't of the wife, presumably ; I could appreciate the deducting of anything that he 
crdrcw when he was serving, but I cannot appreciate your deducting some error of 

own in overpaying his wife?—A. Of course in many cases, it is an error of the 
^Partaient; in other cases it is on wrong information that the man has furnished the 

Partment, that the overpayment has occurred. I mean it is liable to be that.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Was not the policy of the Government in granting this post-discharge pay 

^°pted in order to put those men ih funds for three'months, so that they might have 
opportunity to look about for work, and re-establish themselves in civil life by their 

Y 11 choice, and not to be forced to do something for their own bread and butter?—A.
es> that is what I was advised was the intention of the Government, 

to S deducting from them their post-discharge pay to make good over-payments 
q lhem or to their wives, are you not indirectly defeating the very policy of the 

°'ernment?—A. Yes, unquestionably it leaves the man without funds when he is 
■ lnK to re-establish himself. Of course the Order in Council stated that overpay- 

oJ* werc to be recovered, and I naturally saw that the Order in Council was carried

By Mr. Ross:
^ ^re ^10se cases very numerous in which you have to deduct from a man’s pay? 
Quite a number of them. From the fund that we pay from Headquarters here, 

q^jt 1 Were in the majority of cases the earlier discharges, the overpayments were 
t^6 heavy. Only the other day I was looking at a statement, and approximately 
0tl Were 7,100 accounts on which overpayments amounted to about $72,000. Again, 
tQ ail°ther statement from one of the districts, on about 3,000 accounts the overpay- 

11 s V’ould average less than $3 per man.

By Mr. Redman:
diSejQ- What is the average length of time that it takes an officer to get his post- 
p°st ar^>e pay after hé makes up his account ?—A. The officer does not receive his 
disc))' 1S(d'arSe pay as promptly as the man. We pay the man on the day he is 
f;o ar«ed, that is, we give him the first payment of post-discharge pay. The officer 
°fiir-(?S ’.n 011 a different basis. In his case, he is struck off the strength through the 
The,i? a Director of Personal Service branch of the Adjutant General’s Department, 
to ^ ls Tie is passed through to the Casualty Paymaster, who adjusts his pay account 
d'solv ^ato *s si-ruck off the strength, and then it is passed to the Post- 

arge Pay Branch. From there the details as to his service, to see that he has had
[Capt. C. G. Conger.]
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the necessary service and one thing or another, is taken from his file, or routine order, 
nominal rolls, etc., whatever is required to get this information, and it is passed over 
to the branch of audit of the Judge Advocate General, to pass on the officer’s eligibility 
for post-discharge pay.

Q. All of which time the officer might or might not be looking for a job?—A. lie 
might be looking.

By Mr. Power :
Q. How long does it usually take to go through that routine, from the time the 

officer is discharged until he receives his-post-discharge pay in the ordinary course?— 
A. I suppose the average would be two or three weeks. There are cases where we put 
it through in considerably less. There are other cases in which the time is longer ; it 
depends. Taking the case of an officer being struck off strength, another department, 
the Medical Department, for instance, may require his file, on account of information 
required as to his medical condition; they require to get the state of his health and so 
on, and it may not be possible for one to get access to the file so as to handle it.

Q. It is not possible for the officers of the District pay office to handle the cases of 
officers?—A. No; there are confidential reports that are not available in a district.

Q. Why could not that be sent to the district the same as in the case of the men?-^ 
A. The whole proposition is different from that of men; a man’s documents are 
different from those of an officer.

Q. I wrote you a few months ago about an officer in Calgary who made a com
plaint, and you replied that it was not possible to be able to send those documents.—- 
A. No, I do not think it is practicable. I do not think the Department would be taking 
proper safeguard to da it. There are many cases of confidential reports that are not 
public property. In the case of an officer, he has no discharge documents, as in the 
case of a man.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Would it be difficult for you to get up a return showing the list of names and the 

amounts deducted, in reference to the post-discharge pay of men?—A. A complete list 
of the recoveries we have made, yes, but it would be a very long list.

1 Q. Could you summarize that some way ?—A. I could do it up to a certain period.
Q. You said there were 7,100 accounts, from which you had recovered $72,000, and 

you mentioned 3,000 other accounts which cost less than $3 per man ?—A. Yes.
Q. Can you show in each case of the 7,100 accounts from how many of those ® 

deduction was made, and how many of the 3,000?—A. I could give you that informa
tion on a sufficient number of accounts to give you a fair average.

Q. Is the number increasing?—A. There are not the number that there were on the 
earlier accounts. In the earlier accounts the overpayments were considerably heavier 
than they are now.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Could you give us the reason in each case?—A. It would be very hard. We 

could' get the information out for you.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Are these the overseas cases?—A. All overseas I am talking about. There lS 

post-discharge paid to men who have not been overseas, but-it is on a different basis.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. Do you pay the men who have not been overseas post-discharge pay?—A. N®’ 
they are paid either by the District Paymaster in the district wherein they are dis
charged, or by the Paymaster who pays them on discharge.

Q. But they do get it?—A. Oh yes, they get it. For one year’s continuous servie® 
they get fifteen days’ pay of rank. For two years’ continuous service, thirty days’ pay 
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tank. For three years or longer, continuous service, forty-five days pay of rank. That 
is the home service men, men who have not been overseas, whether they are in the 
C-E.F. units or otherwise.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Under the new regulation will you pay all men on discharge, or some of them 

"'hen they are finally discharged by the new “ Invalid Soldiers’ Commission ” ?— 
M That is a question that has been brought up, bût there has been no ruling given 
°n it. At the present time there is nothing in the regulation whereby we can hold 
hack their post-discharge pay. The only difference is in the case of vocational training 
^en; there was a special regulation put through covering their cases.

Q. They do not get it until they finish their course?—A. Until they are through 
“jeir course, that is in case they start their vocational training on the day of their 
^charge.
1., Q- Take the case about which I wrote you, of a young man who had been something 

6 eighteen months in the trenches and was returned here, and when application was 
ade for his post-discharge pay you stated he had been discharged on account of being 
tider age?—A. Yes.

Q- Does that seem reasonable, after he had been eighteen months in the trenches ?
The Chairman : Did he not get post-discharge pay ?
Mr. Redman: No.

Witness: The Order in Council reads somewhat as follows—that those are not 
„ - who are discharged as a minor on his own request or that of his parents or
di^l i&ns. I know of cases where the boys have actually served in the trenches, but 
to tfCCeiVe their discharge at the request of their parents or guardians, and according 
hay 6 reading of the Order in Council they are not eligible to receive post-discharge

The
6lleibln

taai( Don’t you think they should be more eligible for post-discharge pay than a 
the VV^° stays here on service and then gets it ?—A. I think any man who has been in 
hay I'encl’«s. providing there is nothing dishonourable, should receive post-dischanre

By Mr. Nickle:
d have been directed to the case of a man who served in the trenches and then 

file 1<1 fir’soncr for fifteen months, and he was refused post-discharge pay ?—A. That is 
a'v> and we must follow it.

Find d understand that a man who has been in the service six months and goes to 
fa0r .?nd and spends three months, and has been at home two years, would get two 
Saji] *s Pay of rank at $30, and also three months post-discharge pay?—A. Not neces- 
as tii d'he regulations at the present time give the home service post-discharge pay, 

'“ifi it; active militia post-discharge pay comes under a different Order in 
Seas 1 drom that granting the post-discharge pay to members who have served over-

111 0; 
6er

Might
aPada

he get both ?—A. He might. Provided he had served, say, two years
and been discharged he would receive it. Then he would join the C.E.F.,

t|3ceive ■ le.nSth of time in the C.E.F. to entitle him to receive post-discharge pay, and 
q it is .entirely two different services.

bait} u , ut supposing he had not been discharged ?—A. No, the post-discharge is never 
1(>Ss he gets a discharge; Then he gets ninety-one days.

Pitiless retired.
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Major Andrews appeared at the request of the committee. He said : I think the 
fact has been established that soldiers after service are being discharged in Canada 
without a dollar, owing to the practice of deducting the bank overdrafts from their 
pay, and it is entirely against the regulations under which we enlisted, which were 
called in the old days, the King’s Regulations and Orders. In every army in the 
world, including our own Canadian army, it is stated that a man must be given fro®1 
one month to two months’ leave of absence with pay to enable him to secure re-e®1" 
ployment in civil life, and that he was to be given a letter of character, etc., to 
accompany him. That has never been carried out in this country quite as it should 
have been. In my own case the leave of absence was taken up by the medical board 
in adjusting pensions, and that sort of thing, in early days. That matter was finals 
overcome by this Order in Council, which is a good one, but unfortunately it has tha1 
sting in its tail which makes it inoperative in many cases. I have in my pocket 0 
letter from a lawyer who served for three years in France, and he was dependent o® 
his post-discharge pay to get back into practice again, and he applied for it, and fin^5 
that every dollar of it has been conscripted, through no fault of his own. That- >s 
happening in many eases. There is something in connection with it from the other 
side. An officer gets promotion from the ranks, and he is on a sort of probation, * 
think, for four months, and in many cases during that four months he is wounded’ 
he goes back to England, and he reverts then to his original rank. In the meantime b6 
is paid as an acting major, or kept as an extra, and in some cases that have bee®dbrought to my attention, it has been nine months before the authorities have fo®®1 
out that he has been overpaid all this time. By the anomaly, this thing only occ®r8 
to really active service officers. A man who has received his rank here in Canada 
a major, remains a major until he is discharged from the service; but a man ^ 
receives his promotion in the field—which is perhaps the best certificate that any n®lD 
can get—he reverts automatically when he is evacuated as a casualty, and this créa*68 
many, many hardships. I think the fact that 1 want to establish -has been establish60 
this morning, that men are being discharged, without a dollar—which defeats abs° 
lutely the purpose and intent of that Order in Council.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let me ask you one question about this last matter you mentioned-; a s1®*! 

who is promoted on the field or from the ranks to a lieutenancy has a four month8 
probation, you say?—A. Yes, from a lieutenant to a captain.

Q. Then after he completes the four months’ probation, what?—A. Then be 1 
gazetted in orders.

Q. And he is paid at that rank ; but if he is wounded before he is gazetted Jj| 
orders, when he is evacuated as a casualty and sent to England, he reverts to the T®9 
he held before this probationary appointment?—A. Yes. .

Q. If he has received captain’s pay meantime, is that deducted?—A. In 
many cases those overdrafts occur in exactly that way.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. In a case such as you have cited, on what would the pension be based 

lieutenant’s pay?—A. Yes. j
Mr. Power : I can elucidate that, because it is a personal experience. I xVil" ;,i 

lieutenant, and was placed in charge of a company about May, 1916, and carried o11.^ 
charge of the company until September, 1916, when I was wounded—always 
the rank of lieutenant. I was returned to a hospital in England and kept on 
pay as lieutenant until July 1, 1917, and was gazetted as a captain as from ^ 
1916, and got all my back pay as a captain. Further, in April, 1917, that is a 
a year after I had become company commander, there was some kind of order Pa'”j,e 
that any one who had been a company commander for three months was entitled t®.^ 
a temporary major; so I got my back pay as temporary major. This almost looks 

'•Major G. W. Andrews, M.P.]
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a,i example of graft, and this was without any work on my part; I was very much- 
surprised when I went into the office in London to find out I was a major, when I was 
still wearing lieutenant’s dress. I called the attention of the ffioard to the fact that 
I had been an acting major at the time I was wounded, and asked what kind of a pen
sion I would receive. Yesterday I received a letter from the Pensions Board saying 
I Would get so much additional to my pension as a major.

The Chairman : One would think, Major Andrews, that it would not be possible 
«lat they would deduct from the man’s pay?

Major Andrews : It has been done in thousands of cases.
Mr. Nesbitt : In the case of which you speak, Major Andrews, I would like to know 

u°w much of that payment was made to the family, where the men did not receive it?
1 Presume it would be only a fraction of his post-discharge pay.

Major Andrews (to Capt. Conger) : How do these overdrafts occur?
Capt. Conger : It is because of advances on the strength of post-discharge pay. 
Mr. Nesbitt : It is just like a payment to any other kind of employee.

Witness retired.

The committee adjourned until to-morrow at 10.30.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room 318,

• Friday, April 26, 1918.

The special committee appointed to consider and report upon the Pension Board, 
the Pension Regulations, etc., met at 10.30 o'clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. 
Rowell, presiding.

Members present.-—Messieurs Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), Nesbitt, 
Mickle, McCurdy, Redman, Rowell, Ross, Sutherland and Pardee.—11.

In attendance.—Col. C. W. Belton, Medical Adviser to Board of Pensions, Mr. E. 
R. R. Mills, representing Returned Soldiers Associations, and Mr. Archibald.

The chairman read the following statement handed in by Capt. Conger as 
promised at yesterday’s sitting :—

Militia and Defence,
Ottawa, April 25, 1918.

V. Clouthier, Esq.,
Secretary, Parliamentary Committee on Pensions,

House of Commons, Ottawa.
Dear Sir,—As instructed by the Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee 

on Pensions, this morning, I am attaching herewith a statement showing the 
overpayments recovered by the Post Discharge Pay Branch during the month 
of December, 1917, for accounts paid at Ottawa. The month of December is, 
as far as I can tell, an average month and would give a fair indication of what 
the overpayments, which are being recovered from Post Discharge Pay credits» 
sonsist of.

I would be glad to know whether I will be required again by this coin- 
inittee, as I have instructions to proceed on duty to Quebec on Sunday.

Yours truly,

C. G. CONGER, Captain, 
Officer in Command Post Discharge Pay.
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POST DISCHARGE PAY.

Statement of Accounts that were paid at Ottawa, during the month of December,
1917.

Total accounts paid (approximately).....................................................
Total accounts with overpayments.............................................................
Accounts on which full recoveries of the overpayments were 

not made.........................................................................................................

■ Credits—
Total credits........................................................................................................... $114,589 45

Debits—
Total payments......................................................................... $100,562 43
Total recoveries...................................»................................ 11,268 23
Amounts carried forward to January pay-lists. . . 2,758 79

-------------------- $114,589 45

553
225

6,

Total overpayments............................................................................................
Total recoveries........................................................................ $ 11,268 23
Amounts unrecovered............................................................. 1,315 72

$ 12,583 95

$ 12,583 95

'The overpayments are made up as follows :—
Pay, allowance and advances....................................   $.5,355 90
Separation allowance..............................   1,7-58 21
Assigned pay............................................................................................................... 4,834 47
Hospital charges........................................... .............................................V. .. 26 71
Dishonoured cheques.............................................................................................. 398 84
Pines and forfeitures.......................................................... ,................................. 165 22
Deficiencies..............................................................................................».................. 44 60

Total.................................................................................................... $12,588 95

O the item, “ Pay, Allowances and Advances,” a considerable portion of the amount con- 
l‘eallv°l advances against Post Discharge Pay given à soldier upon his discharge, and constitute 

y a first payment.
Op founts on which recoveries were not made in full, were six in number, as shown before, 
of p°Ur these the total debits were in excess of the total credits, and no payments on account 
•ini] .,?*■ Discharge Pay were made. One other came in when the three payments had been made, 

le remaining one was received after two payments had been issued.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

Edward R. R. Mills, of the Soldiers’ Estates Branch, Militia Department, repre
senting the Army and Navy Veterans, appeared at the request of the committee.

By the Chairman:
Q. The Great War Veterans have asked that you should come here and give 

evidence in connection with the operation of the pension law, and Sergeant Jarvis 
yesterday said you had a list of cases in which they thought there was ground for 
complaint, or in which there should be some change in the law; have you such informa
tion?—A. I have such information.

Q. Just tell us what this information is that the Great War Veterans would like 
to lay before the Committee.—A. The Great War Veterans Association, Ottawa 
Branch, appointed a committee about a month ago to investigate the complaints that 
were continuously being made at our meetings as to pensions, and I was appointed 
Chairman of that committee. I have with me Comrade Stitt, who was a lieutenant 
in the army and a graduate of Queen’s University, Comrade Jarvis, whom you heard 
yesterday, and Comrade 'Sproule, who is an officer in the Canadian forces too.

Q. What branch of the service ?—A. Comrade Sproule was in the infantry. I do 
not think he proceeded overseas ; he was an elderly man. We proceeded to hear all 
the complaints that the men had to make. We prepared a form asking for the par
ticulars, and sent it to every member in our Ottawa branch, some 1,400 members, 
asking them to send in any complaint that they had to make. We arranged to be 
there between five and six each day, for the last ten days. Since then we received 
something like sixty complaints, and we have received during this last week at the 
rate of seven or eight a day.

I might say that I am a barrister. I served in the ranks overseas as a signaller, 
with the 17th Battery, C.F.A. I was five months in France. I was twenty-seven months 
in the army, and I was a signaller during the whole time.

Q. You are now in what branch of the service?—A. I am now in the Estates 
Branch, Militia Department. We determined to get to the bottom of each complaint 
it did not matter whether it was in favour of the men or not. Comrade Stitt, 
who is in the Statistics Department, helped materially in arriving at facts in this 
matter. Our complaints divided themselves principally into those without pension at 
all; among those we had a considerable number of complaints of men not eve» 
receiving any notification of not being allowed a pension, or the finding of a medical 
board.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. What proportion of the complaints were of that kind?—A. I should third* 

about twenty out of the sixty.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. That have not received any notice, did you say?—A. That have not received 

any notice of the finding of the Pension Board.
Q. How long have their claims been in?—A. Some six months, some seven months, 

some two months, I have the particulars here, and I am going to leave them with yOu"

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. These men all put in claims themselves, did they?—A. Some of them did nob 

and some of them did. In some cases our Great War Veterans’ Association h»v'e 
written to the Pension Board fot particulars.

[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]

.
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By Mr. Pardee:
Q. There were twenty of those that had never been dealt with, ranging from two 

Months to six month's ?—A. Yes.
Q. Of those twenty, how many had put in their claim for pension? How many 

°f the twenty had actually got before the board that was to grant pensions ?—A. I could 
1101 tell unless I went through the cases. I will find out and let you know.

The Chairman : Give us two or three cases to illustrate, so that we may know to 
w«at class of cases you refer."

Witness : The first is J. Delorme, Private No. 772; no pension was granted.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
~ Q. Did he apply ?—A. He apparently applied for a pension. The Board of Pension 

mnmissioners on April 10 replied to his communication informing him that they had 
?!Ven careful consideration to the proceedings of the medical board which examined 

11T> prior to his discharge, and the other facts and information on file. “ Owing to 
dif -^aC^ ^at you are suffering from no disability which was due to or was incurred 
TiUU? your military service, it has been decided that you are not entitled to pension.” 

l!lt is a circular letter.
Q- Then, he got notice ?—A. He got notice. - *

By Mr. Pardee:
'*• What did that man claim a pension for?—A. Rheumatism in arms and legs. 
Q- And he was refused a pension ?—A. He was refused a pension.

6 ,. Q- On what ground?-—A. That it had been contracted prior to the time of his 
<ju 18 lnent; it says here, “ suffering from no disability which was due to or was incurred 

ruiS your military service.”
f6po ybu know of that man’s condition,, of your personal knowledge ?—A. The
ti-®ays> “ unable to follow former vocation, as it precludes him from working con-

eari 9" What was his business ?—A. Marble polisher, with the Peter Lyall Company, 
four dollars per day previous to enlistment. He is now doing light duty as 

1 watcbman, and still receiving treatment at the Fleming Home.
8*»° Pension granted?—A. No pension granted; that was refused. I might say 
<iaseg 18 CaSe ’S one *n whioh I have not seen the medical board. We tried in fifteen 
See ,’i We searched down and saw the medical boards ; the pension officials allowed us to 

P10 medical boards, and we are sure of the facts ; but in this one I have not. I 
the p Say that when the charge was brought we did not know we were coming before 
- filamentary Committee, but we had intended to have every one of those cases 

e(i by affidavit, and when these cases were being taken we warned the men that 
taj,(Wan!ecl simply nothing but the facts, and decided taking but the ones we have 
ttl(i 1 UP- I do not think there is one the substance of which has not been true to 
«*«*'*1 board report or to the boards as the Pension Commissioners have them, 

the men have slightly varied in one way or another.

ver

to

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q- Can you give us a case where you were able to trace and see the medical board

a man not receiving a pension?
si0tl^r' Archibald: The widows and dependents of deceased men do apply for a pen- 

W6 l)ronounce whether they are to get pensions from their medical boards, 
in e 1Tnkss : I might say right here that I am going to make a recommendation that 

a case the man should not have to apply for a pension.
[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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By Mr. Green:
Q. He does not?—A. Well, they do not let him know, anyway. I have none. I 

can give you my own particular case, which I know absolutely from the beginning to 
the end. and I have not been notified, and I was discharged 31st of July last. 1 
can go through these files, and let you know the number of cases of men who have not 
heard a word from the Pension Board or any one else, who maintain that they should-

Q. Your contention is that every man who is discharged should be notified as to 
whether or not he was to have a pension ?—A. Certainly ; and I am going to make a 
recommendation, further, that the medical board discharging that man should explain 
to them their disability, and why they are not recommending them for a pension, or 
why they are recommending them for a pension, and telling them what per cent they 
are giving them. The men do not know that.

Mr. Nesbitt: The boards are not allowed to fix the percentage.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. They know if they get their pension?—A. They know the result of the Pension 

Board, which in many cases is different. I can give you a case where it is different- 
This particular case, that I am going to refer to later, is Private Robert Pinter ct 
the 1st Canadian Field Artillery. His first number is 40109, his second number is 
144142, anS his last number was 2043007. He went overseas in the first contingent 
and was discharged, and re-enlisted twice and was discharged twice, and finally got 
in the Home Guards, and they have given him a gratuity of twenty-five dollars.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Why do you cite his case?-—A. He was allowed a gratuity of twenty-fi'e 

dollars. This man is suffering from valvular disease of the heart. I have his doctor s 
certificate; we had him examined on Tuesday. He suffers from spells, and he takes 
weak turns.

Q. In what condition was he prior to the time he enlisted?—A. Well his own 
doctor passed him for service, his own family physician. Some years previous t0 
that he had suffered from rheumatism.

Q. Does he say that the valvular condition of his heart was brought on by acti',e 
service?—A. Well, the medical doctor would not undertake to do that, because thd 
did not have any particular history of him.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. This is a case where you have seen the medical report ; what did you find fro111 

that?—A. We find he suffers from heart trouble, and the report of the board is tin'*' 
he suffers from double murmurs of the heart, stertorous and gurgling at apex.

Q. What is the official medical report ?—A. That was the official report—sufferi’1» 
from double murmurs.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Do they say why they give him gratuity, or anything else?—A. I have ,l0 

further particulars. They most likely did not give him a pension because of hlfll 
having had it previous to enlistment.

Q. I think it is very important that you should get that for us; you are getti°® 
down to the crux of what we are trying to get at here ; what does his own doctor saJ 
Does he say that he was suffering from this prior to enlistment?—A. I will read y°l‘ 
the medical certificate we have here—this is from our own doctor—Mitral valvma 
disease, heart dilitation extends to the inner line in sixth space, four inches from t®e 
centre of the sternum, apical, and so on.

Q. When was that given ?—A. Last Tuesday.
[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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Q. This is his own doctor, as I understand ; does he say that this man was per
fectly fit prior to the time of enlistment ?—A. He passed him as such.

Q. Does he say that now?—A. He says, under the head of “history ’’—inflamma
tory rheumatism in 1908, which is a possible and probable cause of the heart lesion.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. That is just one of the cases mentioned yesterday by one of the medical men? 

• But that man proceeded to England and underwent the hardships of Salisbury 
n> and there contracted bronchitis.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q- The same man?-—A. The same man, and was in the hospital there for some 

'me> flnd there the heart trouble developed to such an extent that he had to be dis-
ct,nrged

Q- What is that man doing now ?—A. I have no information.
Q. What was he doing prior to the time of his enlistment ?—A. I have no infor

mation. It was the first case I dealt with, and we had not decided to take that
'“formation.

. Q- Have you any concrete case as to why a pension was refused, and the reasons 
Siven?-—A. I have one here, which I have not investigated to the bottom; I have just 

18 'pfter and particulars of it.
. Q- Have you any finding?—A. I have no final case that we have investigated to 

the bottom.
th ffnve you the report of the medical board in that case?—A. No, I have just 

G '“formation from the man complaining.
wh * "f wol>ld like you to come back with something really concrete as to why and 
So °f°re any pension was refused, and the exact condition of the man, and so on, 
as l'Ut We m*8'ht be in better position to form an opinion; what you have here, so far 
bai l■Ca" see for the moment, does not help us very much?—A. You know, we are 

'capped in getting the information.
*' How ?—A. I will tell you how we are handicapped. In the first place the'“form:

recomi ition is more or less confidential that comes through. The board that made the 
emendation of course cannot give us their finding it comes through in these par i- 

f,ar eases, and the Board of Pensions gives the information. I have not copied it 
°'v’“ m full, but the files could be requisitioned, and in each of these cases you con i 
6 fbeir side of the story. . ,

Q- Have you not copied that?-A. No, I have just seen it and made notes.
PA Q- Could you not see it again and make notes, as to what is really fundamental in 

““ectiori with this matter, and come here again? A. I hey may not c u u'i 
aCCess to the files.
c Jhe Chairman : It would be better if the witness would give us cases, and then we

hear from flip Pppcipno Tina

W:
from the Pensions Board. 

'tness : That was my idea.

By Mr. Pardee: .., , . c
y Q- Are you in a position now to give us your side of the story with such informa- 
l0“ as you have to pît before us?-A. I have my information and can continue. Ihe 

difficulty we have in getting information is the great reluctance all the civilian me3iCal men havlshown toward us in giving us an examination ; m fact one reputable 
e,1'cal man in town here has refused to examine our thaf 1S> for the Association.

fx' ^ ou mean, outside the Board ? A. Outside t i< our ' , i „ ..
Rrc, j' You cannot get medical men to examine your men?-A. They have show
to looke-1UCtance, 0,u' has refused coml)lete1y’ and he 18 JUSt the man we want t0 g

mto the condition of our men.
[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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Q. Is that the man that Sergt. Jarvis spoke about yesterday?—A. Dr. Mayburry 
was the man who refused us. He said that he felt it would be very undignified for 
him if his opinion was not taken when it went before the medical board, and it would 
perhaps cause his loss of professional prestige if he went up and his opinion was not 
taken. Those are the cases without pension. I might say that in each one of these 
cases, as in every other complaint of any department that comes before our Great 
War Veterans Association, Ottawa Branch, we bring it to the attention of the officials 
who are primarily responsible for setting it right; so each one of these cases has 
been or will be brought to the notice of the pension officials themselves, and they 
are given an opportunity to straighten it out, and there is a very cordial relation
ship between our Ottawa branch and the Pension Board. Sometimes they do not 
give' us what we want, but they make every effort. Then, we come to the second 
class—of those with pensions reduced. The irritating part of complaints of this 
kind is that the men in some cases have not been notified of the reasons for the 
decrease. I will state a case for that ; it is the case of Pte. W. Harper, No. 410209, 
2nd Battalion. In July, 1916, the English Board granted Pte. Harper a pension 
of $8 per month for one year. In July, 1917, it was renewed at $7.50 per month 
for one year. Last November it was raised to $10. In March or April this year 
it was reduced to $7.50, no board or explanation having been given.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. They probably have discovered that they were paying him more than he 

should be allowed?—A. This is a case of a man suffering from valvular disease of 
the heart, and at the time we took these particulars he was in the hospital suffering 
from that disability, and sent there by a military doctor. I will take it up further.

By Mr. Green:
Q. Did he have a board when they increased it to $10?—A. I have no particulars-
Q. You, think not?—A. I have no particulars. No, the increase was due to the 

order in council going through increasing all pensions last November.

By the Chairmen :
Q. Was he re-boarded when it was reduced?—A. No; no board or explanation; 

that is his statement. This is a case in which the reductions were made without a 
board being held, and the pensioner was in the hospital undergoing treatment at the 
time his reduction was made. We have another case of Pte. Childs. No. 41704. 
This man was granted $8 on the 1st of September, 1916, raised to $12.50 in November, 
1917, and on February 28 was reduced to $5 per month, no decrease of disability 
apparent. On February 4 he went before the Pension Board of three, and a week 
later attended a second board. He has had two boards. The particulars of this 
man’s case are that he was shot through the elbow. The decrease or increase has 
not varied since last December, as far as an ordinary layman can see.

By the Chairman:
Q. You mean that there has been no apparent increase or decrease in the disability 

so far as a layman can see?—A. Yes, and they have reduced his pension from $12.5v 
to $5.

By Mr. Pardee :
Q. What is he doing now?—A. He is an orderly at the Estates Branch.
Q. What was he formerly ?—A. A farm labourer.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. You say he went before the Pension Board of three; I suppose you mean the 

medical board?—A. He went before the medical board authorized by the Pension CoH1' 
[Mr. B. R. R. Mills.]
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ttUssiouers. This is one case that we have taken up with the Board of Pensions, and 
April 11 we asked them to give us the finding of the medical board, and to-day is 

16 26th, and we have not had a reply to our letter.

* By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Have you had an acknowledgment ?—A. We have not had an acknowledgment 
1 know of. Pte. Childs’ right arm he is unable to bend, only half way; unable to 
the arm level with his shoulder ; and to all appearances his disability is permanent. 

‘!S man also takes sick spells which are apparently due to the shock he received when 
6 Was wounded, and those sick spells incapacitate him for work for a number of days.

By Mr. Sutherland:
k . x Has he been acting as orderly at the Estates Branch during all the time he has 

.Lcn receiving pension, or has he recently been appointed?—A. He has been acting 
lnce December.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy :
ten P Pay cl,t off when he is absent for a few days, ill?—A. It was cut off within
eU(. an<^ now they have taken him on with a special company, and the pay is not

f0 D- Is he employed as a civilian ?—A. He was employed as a civilian up to the 
dtl°u of a special company of the Canadian Expeditionary Force.

By Mr. Nickle:
of .a H°w much do you say the man is getting?—A. $5 a month now; that is a case 
W6 ^ Pension decrease. Now, the greatest number of cases and the greatest difficulty 
to a l\L la<^ were those of inadequate pensions, and we found them the most difficult

neal with.

By the Chairman:
CaSes^ ^at is the third class?—A. That is the third class. They usually consist of 
t0 jjS a medicinal or organic trouble. The pension and medical boards do not seem 
see.a,Ve aiJy difficulty when a man has an arm off, or an eye out, or something you can 
°r tjle j wileu it comes down to some organic trouble, something wrong with the nerves 
faef tieart or the lungs, or dysentery, or rheumatism, they do not give the same satis- 
othCr ? a® Hey would in the case of a man suffering from a slight disability. Those 
fensioW° °la8SeS °f complaints I have to make I think we can straighten up with the 
CaSe,l°jn Doard one way or the other, but in these I see some difficulty ahead. These 
tr°ub]0 lVK e Hem-selves into five groups : those suffering from nerve troubles; heart 
Hoth Hbercular; weakening of the constitution; and dysentery. I have added 

Cr °ne—rheumatism; that makes six.

By Mr. Sutherland:
of 13' ^re you just dealing with the complaints received from the Great War Veterans 

lUva •—A. Of Ottawa.

By the Chairman:
A. ^ * imagine they would be typical of the complaints throughout the country?— 
Trjv, .at is what we feel ourselves;• that is why they asked me to represent them. 
Ceeded6 ^oseph Hig-by, No. 7788, 2nd Battalion, enlisted 8th August, 1914, and pro- 
Apji] Overseas. He states that he was gassed and wounded at St. Julien on 23rd of 
by aheij . was also at the battle of Givenchy, where he was blown up and buried 

L üre; he states he does not remember anything after his last wmnds were
[Mr. E. R R. Mills.]
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received, until he was in Toronto—I do not know the particulars of that—having been 
returned to Canada in the meantime. He says he suffered considerable disability, and 
pictures had to be shown to him in order that he might be brought back to conscious
ness of who he was and where he had come from; that is his statement. In consequence 
of his final experiences in France, in which he suffered from concussion due to shell 
fire, Private Rigby is very nervous, easily excited, and subject to attacks of epileptic 
fits. I was in the hospital with this man last year at the convalescent hospital at 
Chaffee’s Locks, and during the time I was there he took numbers of those epileptic 
fits, and those fits would last all the way from an hour to seven hours ; he would take 
them in the evening and it would be the next day before he was really in good shape- 
During that time we just had to hold him, keep his hands from pulling the hair out 
of his head, and I have taken my turn, and gladly too, of watching him.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What does he get?—A. At the last medical board given Private Rigby only 

one officer examined him. He was granted a pension of $8.50 a month.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Is that Miss Richardson’s hospital at Chaffee’s Locks?—A. Yes. About the 

1st of April, 1917, he went to work in the seed grain division of the Department of 
the Interior. I think lie was five months there, and lost approximately four months 
in the year, due to sickness. He says he was twelve months in that department.

Q. And he lost four months ?—A. Yes. I know from my own information that 
he has had to be taken home from that seed grain division by one of his chums on 
account of the fits he had, and he was laid off for a number of days afterwards.

• Q. You do not know what the medical board said about him?—A. No.

By Mr. Pardee :
Q. He gets $8.50 a month.—A. He was re-attested and discharged from the C.E.F.; 

not given his discharge papers yet, April 26, 1918.

By the Chairman :
Q. Did you learn from him whether he had been subject to these fits before he 

enlisted?—A. I know Rigby well, and up to the time of his enlistment, up to the time he 
received his concussion, he never had a fit. There never was a fitter man in his bat
talion, and I have met a number of men and asked them about him and they say that 
previous to his shell shock he never suffered from any kind of sickness.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Do you know whether his case has been under review by the Board of con

sultants ?—A. Some six or seven weeks ago I saw Private Rigby and while I was with 
him he took one of those fits. He was in it for about three-quarters of an hour, a»d 
shortly afterwards he was sent to hospital, and he is still in the hospital, and this state
ment was taken from him at St. Luke’s hospital.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. He would be re-boarded when he is discharged again ; I think that is the rule?-'' 

A. The Pension Board would inform you of that.better than I can; but when he was 
discharged he was given a pension of $8.50 a month, and that man 1 know personally ’ 
I know of no one who would employ him in any kind of work continuously, because 
they could not afford to do it; he could not be a conductor, because he might take a 
he could not be an elevator man.

[Mr. B. R. R. Mills.]
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By Mr. Nesbitt: ,
Q- If he takes fits, no one would employ him?—A. Total disability is about the 

on'y thing, with somebody to look after him, that is an additional $45 a month.
The Chairman : What do you mean by re-attesting?
Hon. Mr. McCurdy : He is sworn in again, and put on t1ie pay allowance. 
Witness: The second case is one of Gunner Charles Bremner, No. 300019. This 

1111111 also works up in the Estates Branch as an orderly and on the index there. He 
listed the 1st of October, 1914; received shell-shock ; buried by shell on the Somme 

011 Wth November, 1916; was treated at Treport, in France, Berkeley, in Devon, Rams- 
?^e> I-ondon General Hospital, and arrived at the Fleming Home on November 22, 

11J discharged from the Fleming Home, Ottawa, with a board of two medical men 
011 January 25, 1918, as suffering from shell-shock. Now his pension is nil. That man
started

has
, tarted to work on the 1st February, I think, and I know of twice in our office where
wh ' I8 *a^en fits, epileptic or some sort of fits that render him unconscious, and during 

10 1 we have to attend to him.

By Mr. Pardee :
nf How often does this happen ?—A. He tells me that they happen on an average 

°ne a week.
G- And he has no pension ?—A. He has no pension.

Wb fi® incapacitated for any considerable length of time after those fits?—A.
w etl ile was in the office he was not at work for two days in one week, and I do not 
tak"i î10w °Hen in the other. We had to get a Militia Department ambulance and

6 din t,0 his bnmp

By the Chairman:
lad you know anything of his past history ?—A. Yes. He is only a young
fi°ctortWenty’ Horn the Glashan School here. We have a statement of his own
this '■ His own family physician states, “ suffering from shell-shock; have treated 
dot s ‘a? before the war in the capacity of a family physician, and at that time he did 
daturè 6r ^rom aliy nervous affection whatever. At present he takes spells in the
Says 1 '/ convulsions averaging about one a week.” That is what his own doctor 

^to-day.

q' ^here did he live?—A. Somerset street, Ottawa.
* ho is his doctor ?—A. Dr. Tilley.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
H; Have you anything from the medical board about him ?—-A. I have n tlniw 
Br„ 1,116 has given us considerable work because one of his o iceis o ,
8.Zch wrote to the Board of Pensions some time in March and received a rep^y 
•W 8 s°nicthing to the effect that he should have seen that the doctor filled i

cnient. The doctor filled in the form stating that he suffered from shell-shock. lie 
an,Usi°ns Board replied that they had all that information on their file a that time, 
fullS6nt back another form asking him to fill it in more fully. It was «led m more 
4th ; as 1 «ad to you, and forwarded to the Board of Pensions some time about the Atoih Since then we have had no reply whatever, no attention to the matter. 

6I1%, it died out.
A ^Pr
4hPareti

B
ti, Q. y the Chairman :

°n, 8h(jbçy may not have passed upon it as yet?—A. We have no further informa
nt is twenty-one days ago.

[Mr. E. R. It. Mills.]
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By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Bid you get an acknowledgment of your letter?—A. Yes. This man is getting 

a month’s sick leave from the office, with or without pay, I do not know which. 
Those are the two cases suffering from nervous disorders. The next class of cases are 
those suffering from heart trouble.

Q. Before you leave this case, I would like to ask if you were at Miss Richardson’s 
Home at Chaffee’s Locks last year?—A. I was there six weeks.

Q. How many men were there ?—A. Between twenty-five and forty when I was 
there.

Q. They were all nervous and shell-shock cases?—A. Yes.
Q. What was the result of your observation as to their general condition, their 

unexpected collapsing, and so on—I want to get some particulars before this com
mittee as to the way in which shell-shock cases act?—A. Every one acts differently.

Q. A man who is apparently well to-day may be a perfect wreck to-morrow ?—-A- 
Yes. We had a beautiful lake at the Richardson hospital, and one day we were out 
fishing; everybody was well, but a thunder storm came up about seven o’clock, and 1 
think they had nine or eleven men absolutely incapacitated, who could not look after 
themselves. I took my turn in looking after men who were unconscious, suffering 
from halucinations, terrified with the thunder storm. Each one acted differently! 
and a man who was suffering from trouble of the head simply went into unconscious
ness. , One suffering from shell shock simply could not keep his arm quiet; he was 
shaking all over, his legs were going, and when you put him, in bed he would simply 
shake all the clothes over him.

Q. If anybody had seen those men just prior to the thunder storm, they would 
have passed as normal citizens?—A. Yes; they looked perfectly all right.

By the Chairman:
Q. What was your own trouble ?—A. I am suffering from shell • shock and con

cussion. I was buried in a dug-out.
Q. By a shell explosion?—A. By a shell exploding under a dug-out ; it buried n,e’ 

I was afterwards dug out.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Have you thrown off all manifestations of that ?—A. The only thing tb»1 

troubles me now is sleeplessness.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. I)o you live it all over again?—A. I live it all over again. During this grt'11^ 

offensive I have lived it all over again, and I awake at night thinking through the 
sights there, and shouting and rousing up the house. If there is a thunder storm it 1 
the same way. If I read very much, or very heavy work like law reports, I suffer fro1” 
great depression afterwards ; therefore I have not been doing my law work, but ha"f® 
just taken this light work to recuperate. Once I am able to continue, I will go rig*1 
into my law work.

Q. It affects your general stability ?—A. It affects my nervous system. Aftc* 
this session this morning I will be all in for a couple of days, from the mental wor 
I am doing. Previous to enlisting I was never sick.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Are you receiving a pension ?—A. I am not. I was never notified as to 

pension. On the last of January I sent over a minute to the Board of Pensions ask)11- 
for the necessary forms to fill in. They replied, under the signature of one of ..
officers over there which I can supply to you, to go to the A.D.M.S. I went to 
A.D.M.S., and they told me to go to the Board of Pensions. I took it up with 

[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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ÏWrd of Pensions, and they said, “ Write a letter to us.” I wrote a letter on the 7th 
March, and on the 18th of March I got an official letter stating they had received 

lny letter and the matter would receive due attention. Not hearing anything about it, 
the 10th of April I went over and saw Major Buchanan personally and told him 

°w long the matter had been standing, and he said that he would attend to it. The 
n°xt morning he had my file requisitioned, and he found that they had no trace of any 
Medical board, and therefore the fault did hot lie with them—and it did not lie with 
nem, because they had never received a communication from the proper mediçal dis

charge board saying that I had been discharged ; so in my case the fault is not with 
o Board of Pensions.

By Mr. Sutherland:
y Q- In what military district was that?—A. I was at the hospital at Chaffee’s 
£°cks; 1 was under treatment at the Fleming Home here, and while I was at Chaffee’s 

°°ks they discharged me in Winnipeg.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q- Without any medical board?—I. I do not know; upon receipt of my hospital 

.^Pers from England, I understand, they discharged me; they did not seem to consider 
hecessary for me to have a board, though.

By Mr. Redman:
Q- When were you discharged?—A. On 3-1 st of July, 1917.

By Mr. Pardee:
Sii ^ "^nd since that time you have just done this work you have spoken of?—A. 
WasC^hat time I was six weeks in Miss Richardson’s Convalescent Camp. When I 
f0 «charged she asked me to stay on there, and I was very glad to do it, because I 
it v! t*la* her institution was doing me more good than any other I had been in; 
M'elo reS*’ and that is about all I wanted, and away from people. I stayed there six 
ti,^ and came out of there, and the Estates Branch wanted assistants very badly at 
in • j lrne> and asked me to stay on three weeks. At the end of three weeks I was all 
I dj,i Coidd not stay another day. I went West—my home is in Winnipeg, and there 
repr n°* anything for a couple of weeks, and they finally gave me work as military 
thorCSen*'a^ve a* one °f the tribunals about the middle of November, and I was on 
tlfin Unt'^ about the 15th of December, about four weeks, and then I did nôt do any- 

7. Until I came back here the first week of January. It was too cold out west, 
-tt'cli to come back to a milder climate. The most peculiar thing about Miss 
disn-\r.dson’s Convalescent Home is this, that the men who go there have no militaryiiscipilne> but are treated as guests, yet there is perfect discipline.

By Mr. Nicicle:
There is no military discipline, but the ordinary discipline of decency ?—A. 

atter t-1"6 *daced on honour, and treated as guests. There is none of this stand-at- 
tfie and salute, and stiffness that pervails in the boards; and I am hoping that

"establishing Department will follow out the general principle of that.

By M>\ Sutherland:
\vitli I Presume that that would tend to the benefit of those nerve cases?—A. Yes; 
jUsty^lf, I don’t want discipline. It is very easy to handle a nerve case, if you 
atld tlf what he likes; and there is one thing you must do with a nervous case,
but j at «• you must trust him. I expect to have my own medical board examine me, 

am unable to resume my profession just at present. I am trying to get outside
[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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work, but I cannot very well get work that will suit me. The next class of cases that 
we had to submit were those of heart trouble. In those heart cases there seems to be a 
discrimination and unfairness, and not the same treatment accorded to men and 
officers. The first case we have is that of Robert Finter, No. 4109. He got a gratuity 
of $25. The Board of Pensions in this case informs me that this man is now receiving 
$5 a month, hut Finter tells me he has not received that yet; it might be coming 
through ; we will assume that it is coming through ; it might have gone down through 
the Mailing Department and be weeks before it comes through. This man suffers 
from heart trouble, valvular disease of the heart.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. What is his condition?—A. This man suffers from heart disease; I have not 

the particulars here, but I can give them off-hand. He suffers from weakness, weak 
spells, in some cases amounting to fainting, so that when he goes to work he is in 
some cases like Rigby, he is incapacitated for a certain time.

Q. How does the weakness manifest itself?—A. It affects the muscles; his body 
becomes useless. Valvular disease of the heart is what our medical men state. I have 
seen his case, and the Pension Board state that he is suffering from double murmurs.

Q. Could he do hard work—dig a ditch?—A. No.
Q. Could he lift anything heavy?—A. No.
Q. Could he do any heavy manual labour?—A. No.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What was his former occupation?—A. I have no particulars, but he was an 

athlete before he joined up, and he did considerable running.

By Mr. Cronyn: .
Q. Does the medical board’s history indicate anything like rheumatic trouble 

prior to enlistment?—A. The medical board I say did not, as I can remember, but you 
can find that from the file, Now, the second case that we had is that of Pte. Harper* 
No. £10,209.

Mr. Cronyn : This takes up a great deal of time. If Mr. Mills could give us the 
names and we could draw the files we would have all the information. We are getting 
incomplete evidence here, which means that we will have to open each case again.

Mr. Pardee: I think this witness has given us enough general information alonS 
that line; if we could have the files here and turn them up, we could get along better-

By the Chairman:
Q. Does this memorandum contain the full reference to the cases you wish t0 

present to the Committee?—A. Yes. There is one case of heart trouble I want t0 
mention ; he gets $7.50 a month—this Harper man that we have. When this case 'v°5 
taken up he was in the hospital suffering from heart trouble-contracted overseas.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That is when you took the particulars?—A. Yes. He was sent there by Maj°r 

McLeod, a military man. He was attended there by Dr. Ballantyne, and he was di3 
charged from the hospital last week. He had to see three doctors before we con* ^ 
get them to give even a statement of his present physical condition, and then they gav6 
it very reluctantly. I have the statement here. He saw Major McLeod, who said n 
would not supply a certificate as it was not in his line, as he was a medical recruit'1117 
officer looking after recruits. He sent him to Col. Gardner, who was not in. He the11 
went to Capt. May, at the Invalid Soldiers’ Commission, who had him examined in^ 
hospital, and he asked him to fill in the pension form, but he said it was all foolistl 
ness to go before the medical board, or something to that effect. He then went to Pr' 
Ballantyne, who looked after him in the hospital.

[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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"'H ^le C'HAIRMAN : As I have to go down to the Council, I will ask Mr. Nickle to pre- 
l1. e in my absence. As to procedure, would it not be well, after Mr. Mills has given 
,ls statement and left his brief with us, that we should ask Colonel Belton and Mr.

chibald to go over all the material, and we might adjourn until we could hear them, 
a>. on Tuesday morning at 10.30, and then have the full history of those cases pre
yed to us. (Mr. Nickle took the chair.)

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. He saw Dr. Ballantyne?—A. He saw him at four o’clock in the afternoon, 

a,1d he said. “ This is not my office hours. You come around at seven.” All he had to 
do was to fill in this form and state his physical condition. Harper went around at 
St-'en, and the doctor said he was unable to fill out the form in tegai d to that part 
gating his incapacity as to military service ; so the comrade took the ma tter and came 

0 see me, and he saw me in between each case. I told him to go back the next morn- 
and he did so. and an hour or two later he came and said the doctor would not 

it in. I told him to go back at three o’clock and I would telephone to the doctor and 
a,sk him what was the trouble. I did so, and I had to persuade the doctor to give him
this certificate.

By Mr. Pardee:
,9' What was his objection, as made to you personally ?—A. Well, he said he did 
cel qualified to fill in as to how he received this disability. 

a . Was this man one of the medical board that acts for the Pension Board, or 
h°Sp|J a^e dbctor ?—A. He is a private doctor ; he looks after the men at St. Luke’s

in Then he was not in any way connected with the Militia Department?—A. Not 
filj . y Way as far as I know, but you never can tell. However, I persuaded him to 
iria,|U Present physical condition, and he did not then tell us whether it was per- 
of W or not permanent ; he simply just drew the line through the probable duration 

lllc disability.
an a ’.P° you go to a private doctor of your own in each case when you want to make 
If0■ .i lca_tion, or when a pension is not granted and you want to deal with it?—A. 

lat is what we had intended doing.
state tl -y’ then> did you go to Dr. Ballantyne?—A. Because the pension regulations 
a>id „ /f. ^ We ai‘e not satisfied.with the medical board we can go to our own doctor 
and if element as to our present physical condition, and that will be considered;
d°ctor, they grant an additional pension on that certificate they pay for your medical

They pay for the medical examination you have had? A. Tes. 
dentMr- Nickle; The Pension Board desire a prima facie case «tabïiAecby mdepen- 

1 Medical evidence before they will reconsider or rearrange their aw a .
but ?VlTNEss: We had intended getting a private doctor to ex““in® “ 1 , 
greatU Searching for a doctor we came across objections rom • £
doe! relRctance on the part of others. We have now arranged, however, for one 

r to act for us.
GotnIhe sec°nd point of this heart trouble is that one of our own board of Pension 
atlS1SS/0ners ^ suffering from valvular disease also—whether it is the same o 
%rL'?r klnd I do not know, as I have not seen his file—and he is gettinn a full dis 
for £ Pension, and I think it amounts to $2,160 a year, that is including allowance 

Wlfe and two children. That has caused a great dissatisfaction among our men. 
Nickle (Acting Chairman) ; I think that file may as well be brought down.

2-^r [Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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Witness : I have two other eases of valvular disease of the heart : one case not 
getting a pension and the other getting $11 a month, but here is this other man getting 
that and drawing $5,000 a year. If these men could work and draw even $75 a month 
there would be no complaint, but they cannot work, and therefore they are dissatisfied.

The next class we had was that of tubercular men. There is one by the name of 
Capt. Waddington; he is the only officer we have. The peculiar part about this man 
is that he contracted tuberculosis on the Somme in 1916; the board state that, I have 
a letter from the doctor here that states that he contracted this on the Somme in 1916. 
He was brought back and treated from 1916 until last July, I think, and then he was 
given two months’ duty. He was afterwards sent to Canada and given three months 
leave, and went down to the West Indies, and then came back here.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. He went to the West Indies at the expense of the Government?—A. No, they 

gave him his pay, and recommended that place, and he went himself. He was dis- 
charged in January, with no disability due to service.

By Mr. Nickle (Acting Chairman) :
Q. Why do you say that?—A. That is the doctor’s statement. It says that he 

was placed in Category E for discharge, with no disability due to service.
Q. Who gave you that?—A. General Hemming, of Military District,No. 3, an^ 

it is addressed to Capt. John F. Waddington, Ottawa, and it was handed to me by hi111'
Q. And he gets no pension?—A. He gets no pension- Capt. Waddington was not 

satisfied with this, and wrote back saying that it was an anomaly that he should b6 
discharged and not have any disability due to service, especially when it is tubercules18' 
Here is a letter signed by Lt.-Col. Argue, president of the standing board here 1,1 
Ottawa: “In regard to paragraph two, attached letter from margin-noted officer, be 
was placed in category E, as any man who has had tuberculosis should be placed 1,1 
that class, no matter how good the cure, or as he prefers to call it, the arrest of 
disease. His medical board plainly states that his disability was contracted in FraDc6 
in December, 1916. There is no anomaly about a man being unfit for active servi66 
and yet having no disability. In this officer’s case his disability due to service 16 
absent, for the present at least, but still he is unfit to be again exposed to the ham 
ships of active service. I might remark that his Halifax board estimated his disabd1® 
at 35 per cent, at a period from four to six months. On consultation with the othef 
boards we are still of opinion that this man is in Class 2, and any disabil'1 , 
as to service has disappeared at the present time.” But here is the poiJlt' 
This man is a paymaster, and the Government has undertaken that whenever ", 
can get a man or officer to fill a physically fit want here, the practice is that we 
submit his name. Here is a physically fit man and he Could fill some office, and 11 
submit his name, and the official reply is that they are unable to do it unless ** 
will sign a waiver that if this comes back on him they will not be liable for a1’^ 
further disability—which indicates that it is likely to come back on him. That 11111.
was a bank manager before he joined up, and if his position in the bank k ef
open for him and he goes back, he has got even a worse chance of having the dlS ,3 
coming back than if he stayed as paymaster in one of those districts, either in Ott* 
or Kingston, or on one of the troop ships.

Mr. Nickle (Acting Chairman) : That is typical of the class of case that c» j 
before me—a man developing tuberculosis in a minor degree. He was treated !l(I
recovered, and was discharged as not being fit for further military service, but sufier
ing no disability. Then they refused to take him again into the militia for ^ 
he might again develop the disease and be thrown back on the country as a pensio’1 
I have never been able to see the logic of the situation.

[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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^0L- Belton : But, Mr. Chairman, I do not think you are stating our policy.
the -^ICKLE: After arguing out the case I said, “ You must take either one of 

e two positions; the Pension Board must give this man a pension, or you must 
°Snize him as a fit man and take him as quarter-master in the hospital.” Ulti- 
oty they took him, because they could not answer my argument.
.Col. Belton: There is just one consideration. A man has a disability that came 

11 service, or they may only have discovered that disability while he was on service.
Witness : But here is a point: A man goes to France, and goes through the 

Wet s °f a camp training after coming from a comfortable home, the camp being 
Wien 13 * ^le time ™ winter and fall, as we were during the first part of the war, and 
Hip £[0es through all the hardships and shocks to your system, both nervous and 
cur • anc* physical, and lives the life that they do in France, and then gets con- 
a,«l TS. with a shell, and undergoes the shock of all the suffering, or is blown up> 
com Uric^’ an<^ undergoes the suffering from concussion and shell-shock, and them 
on k ',ack here, and meantime, while under all this tremendous strain he is suffering 
hear^ 18 ^ the country, he develops tuberculosis or rheumatism, or weakness of the 
him °r a weakness of the mind, or nervousness, then when he comes back we refuse 

a Pension because he had a tendency before he went overseas.

By Mr. Pardee:
thenv * hey were glad enough to take him, weren’t they ?—Â. Yes. The life over 
mail ,1s s° hard that it is bound to tell on a man’s strength ; and I -maintain that any 
0OQd lat goes to France, any condition he had before he went away should be known. 
exat$1-less knows, we had boards enough before getting to France. I must have been 
SUr Ule(l for ten days before I got there, and when I got there I was examined. 
they \ there are enough medical men to determine whether those men are fit when 
Wp Set there ; if not, it is the mistake of the Government to employ those men. I 
Ther/W Capt. Waddington’s statement because it is the statement of an officer. 
W’ ^ls a great disinclination to take the statement of an ordinary private, no matter 

°nourable he may be, but here is one of an officer.

By 71lr, Nesbitt:
kp0w ' Yen are a little hard on the common private?—A. I was one myself, and 1 
hea<j °w hard it was on me. He writes : “ I have just had an interview with militia 
!'m Wjj?.rters- and have been told that they will reinstate me in military service if I 
Contr mg to sign a waiver that in the event of my succumbing to the same disease I 
^•1 will °n ^le Somme—the implication being, of course, that I am liable to relapse 
'Wpp ’?ot c°me on the country for a pension. Of course I refuse to release in this 
W 0n . 1(; country from their responsibility, feeling that, having contracted the dis- 

l)ctive service, I am entitled to some measure of justice.”

Q ^ Mr. Pardee:
?n°ther i^10 signs that?—A. John F. Waddington. That is his' statement. I have 

A the name of McCarthy, and he is suffering from tuberculosis.

Q q V ^r' ^icicle (Acting Chairman) :
you put that in?—A. I will put that in. I will give you this file.

$ \WESB1TT "" ^eave them both.
s,'W pleil" i he next class is that of a man suffering from weakened constitution. 
tu^‘u6-ofi ,,laye an arm or leg taken off, and the suffering, and the wound, and the 
fj ‘W buV'!1;, °Perations, and the hospital life itself, have weakened the man’s consti- 

°r by »i‘ese things do not seetn to be taken into consideration by the Pension 
1(1 medical examiners.

[Mr. E. R. R, Mills.1
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Q. General physical impairment ?—A. Yes. This morning I had the case of 3 
man that had had nine operations.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. I suppose the fact that the board who allot the pensions do not see the patient3 

has something to do with it ?—A. As a rule they do not give you the attention that 3 
medical man would if you were a private patient. It is something like a Sunday shirt 
parade; you just walk in there stiff and rigid, and you are under military discipline! 
it is a private speaking to a colonel, and no matter how friendly the Oanadian officer3 
have been in the past, there can never be anything but a gulf fixed between the two. 
and when it gets down to talking over the condition of the man he gets “ Yes, sir,” °r 
“ No, sir.” and the man does not feel inclined to talk. If the medical board, as well, 
would talk over things with the men and find out what is wrong with them in case* 
like this it would be much better.

By Mr. Nickle (Acting Chirman) :
Q. You agree with my point that the medical board should not be milita1' 

officers ?—A. They should not be military officers ; they should be civilians in ever)
ease.

Q. That is, they should not be in uniform?—A. They should not be in uniform- 
Q. Suppose a man is being boarded, and the medical officer, a superior office ' 

asks the private a question as to his condition, and the private answers him, and 
superior medical officer contradicts him, can a private contradict the medical offi3^ 
again?—A. Well, not with any degree of safety. It would not be advisable to. " j 
would tell him—I don’t know what would happen.

Q. It would be a breach of discipline?—A. It would be a breach of discipli^ 
And here is another point. I have been before enough medical boards, and befor6 
.went away I was honourable enough to get through in my profession, and like 3,1'f 
other man I consider that any distrust in me is a personal slight, and hundreds of
.men feel the same way, because they were not soldiers before they went away, the?
were civilians, citizens of the country, holding good positions in some cases ; but wh^ 
you go before a medical board you are treated as a malingerer, if you are a priv3^, 
They disgust you to start with, and in some cases I have heard them almost tell the 
to their faces that they were liars. I can quite understand that in the army some 
would like to get over the medical officer, but when a man is being discharged, vv3 • 
jre has got through all the hospitals, to be told that he is a liar or distrustful, it 30 
not leave a very good impression on a man going out. He very often shuts up l'^e 
clam, and goes to a private doctor.

By Mr. Green: (
Q. What is your opinion as to how that state of affairs has been allowed to c°fj 

into existence?—A. It is due to the present military officers not fully understand , 
what military discipline means because they have never had experience before. . ^ 
make a man a colonel who has never been anything else but a doctor before, and " ^ 
he goes in there he knows that the men owe him certain respect, but he does not 3 . j 

understand how the respect should be shown, and thinks that one way of sh<m 
respect is by standing to attention and saluting.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. One of the witnesses yesterday, I think Sergt. Jarvis, stated that discrb11’ 

tion was shown between officers and men by the medical boards favouring the o1*1 ^ 
What is your opinion of that?—A. I have only one case, that of Capt. Labell®’ I 
these other three men I have mentioned. In those cases there has been discrim1Il(1 
shown as far as I can understand.

[Mr. K R. R. Mills.]
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. In other cases, ordinarily not?—A. We have not had enough complaints to 

hnd out, but from the information I have that is my opinion. Or. the other hand, 
t lere ig Capt. Waddington ; there has been no discrimination in his favour, anyway.

By Mr. NicMe (Acting Chairman) :
Q. Do I understand you to say that in your judgment, speaking for your associa- 

tl°n> you think that justice-would be more nearly reached in the relationship of doctor 
aad Patient, rather than that of colonel and private?—A. Undoubtedly. The relation- 

'P °f -colonel and private is so artificial.

By Mr. Redman:
Q- Pensions are awarded after discharge, are they not?—A. No.

PePsio r*'^le two are simultaneous?—A. The same board discharges and grants the

Q- Does a man cease to be a soldier before he is boarded? 
are Relton: No, not before that board is held; he is a soldier, and these officers 
ch«„ern^°ye(l by the Militia Department to advise them whether the man should be dis

ced or not.
^r" Redman : But the Board which gives his disability—the Pension Board ?

rnar/i^' ®ELT0N : That is the board that advises the Militia Department whether the 
should be discharged or not.

q r" Redman : It is the same board ?
0 ’ Relton : Yes. Their primary duty is to advise the department

the ^r" Rick le (Acting Chairman) : And he is examined while he is a member of
thini rces’ (to witness). Have you any more cases ?—A. If your re-attesting board
1 . * Vfm nx,,. -1 i i i Ti 1i ï; y°u arc sick you can go and be re-attested and get your pay and allowances ; but
ipedic. u 'eard men say that you have to convince the medical board that you are 
LtifJtj. ^ unfit ; then you have to get another one to convince them that your medical 
h°ai.j s 18 due to service; and the average man cannot afford to employ two medical 

0 convince the other one.

q Rr. Sutherland :
"~N j ,1". Ottawa it is easy enough to get to the Central Board by way of appeal ? 
the Cas Ul|k the Great War Veterans will have to set up a medical board to present 

Tli >S ^le medical boards here, if we don’t get this adjusted differently.
ttiati has ?cext Case -b want to present to you is that of a weakened system, 

heels'
bma,Wa> he

. nag oo ""— ™ w j... «. ------------ This
the V.- , “ _wounds on him, peppered all the way down from the head right down to
0<TlWith shrapnel. Pte. P. A. Coutier, No. 40109, address 842 Bank Street, 
ut v, “e is wounded in the hip, abdomen and leg. I have not is me jr,r,V :!'c i8 something When this man was examined for his final discharge—and I 
ï>edLhim very very carefuüy to get the particulars of the thing-and was discharged 
b^Fieming Home Ottawa, on 18th January, 1918. he says he was not examined 
St ■ Argue, who was one of the members, or by the third member of the board, 
Arstu y by Capt. Laidlaw who has been treating him all the time in the hospital. Col. 
Lafd] and the other two men have not any personal knowledge except what Capt.

__wvv Alien aim>e a «mi "hie discharge. He walked in,sttitold them> and those men’ course, was Col. Argue, “He has
bee, "* ’ to the room, and he heard a remar • . ^ there was no particular4LVery well Peppered.” He was then ^^’^tion, and he is prepared to
state to1*011’ 1 have asked him very Car<' U À colonel and a major to go against, and 
he hathat on oath; but he has a captain and a colonel an

<1S a Pretty poor chance.

[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. And C-apt. Laidlaw had been treating him ?—A. Yes, and the other two doctors 

did not examine him.
Q. They would take his word ?—A. But they did not examine him.
Mr. Nickle (Acting Chairman) : Col. Belton, three men are supposed to be 

present ?
Col. Belton : Yes; where three men sign it, they should all see the case.
Mr. Nick le : They are not supposed to sign in blank?
Col. Belton : No.
Witness: Any attention I got from Col. Argue in Fleming Home was excellent ; I 

have no complaint myself, but a large number of boys are complaining about it. This 
man Coutier, if he walks much during the day, cannot slèep at night. He has a wound 
right across the hip, and running around to the front. He has ankylosis of the knee, 
but his constitution is weakened. You can see that the man is weak and suffering. Aj 
present he has to use plasters on the hip to make the irritation evener ; he has stu 
three pieces of shrapnel in his body. He is an orderly now in. the militia, married, 
and receives $5 a month pension. On March 22 he complained to the Board of Pen' 
sion Commissioners personally,—I don’t know who he saw there—Fut was told per' 
serially that he would have to go before the same board and that they would not giye 
him any more.

By Mr. Nickle (Acting Chairman) :
Q. Could that man do hard work?—A. No, he could not commence to enter the 

labour market. He was a photographer before he went away. This man was suffering 
also from shell-shock and concussion. The shell blew him up, and he lost conscious- 
ness, and he regained it five days later on the ambulance train going into Sheffield' 
He was in the same hospital in Sheffield as I was, and I know something about it.

Now, a case of dysentery. Here is a man we have had considerable correspondent^ 
on, and I have taken it up with the Board of Pension Commissioners. This man served 
with Canadian forces at Salonika, Egypt and France. While at Salonika he cod' 
tracted dysentery. He received treatment in several hospitals and was returned 10 
Canada, spending some time in the Convalescent Home here in Ottawa. He v'd3 
discharged on December 16, 1917, as incurable, for the disease had become chronF' 
His name is R. T. Moore, private, No. 50779. He received a medical board at 
Luke’s Hospital which recommended 25 per cent pension, but at the present time ^ 
is losing weight, he is inconvenienced a great deal on account of his disease bei™ 
chronic, and suffers a great deal. He cannot go out to a social evening without maki"1- 
arrangements to ease himself, 'and it catches him very quickly sometimes. If he 
to work he is in the same condition.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Is that from shell-shock ?—A. No. He contracted it in Salonika.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. What does he get?—A. No pension and no gratuity. That man is off his 

and he takes a bad spell, and when he is at work he will be perhaps off a day in 1 
office.

Mr. Nickle (Acting Chairman) : Could you synopsize these cases and hand tbeIÏI 
to Col. Belton for reply which will be put in on Tuesday?

Witness: Yes. The next we had were complaints of administration up at ^ 
Board of Pensions. We had a large number of those. These complaints consist elm ' 
of not getting replies and also delay in notifying men of the Board findings. I do 1 
know whether I am wrong, but should not a man know everyching that has been s 

[Mr. E. R. R. Mills.]
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fkout him when you are defining his right to a pension or a gratuity ? It is the law, 
18 not, that he should be entitled to everything that has been said about him? The 
1®an himself should be entitled to anything that the Board of Pensions have before 
them in order to decide on his claim for a pension.

Q- That is to say, his file? That seems reasonable ?—A. To see his file, including 
the finding of the medical board ? I think there are confidential regulations not per- 
nutting anyone to know what the finding of the medical board is. I have taken up this 
fitter and they have explained to me their difficulty—we find there are some diffi
culties. However, we are quite prepared to help out if we can, because in these cases 
We are trying only to blame the people that are responsible.

Q. Do I understand you to say you think you should get this statement as to 
he disability of a man as those facts are represented to the Pension Commissioners?— 

T es, that is what we want.
^ -Mb. Archibald: That is exactly what is happening now in the new medical 
°ards. The statement and description of the man’s condition is now read to the 

, ai1’ and he is asked if he is satisfied and if not satisfied to say what complaint he 
s> and to put it all down on paper. The board that discharges, him is sent on to us 

“«mediately.
bee. ^ ITXESS : That may be the regulation, but I don’t think they are carrying it out, 
Ile lU*e J' l'ave a (’ase dated only the 18th of this month and they were not told. 

re lt ÎS’ discharged April 5, 1918, and not advised as to his pensionable disability.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
cj Q- As I understand it, the medical board are not allowed to advise as to the 

will be put in, but they send a full report to the head office here, and they 
e UP?—A. Why should not the men be advised as to the report ?

to , ' They read over his answers to him and ask him if there is anything he wants
a ' *-0 that?—A. But they do not tell him his physical condition.

him *^l! Archibald : Yes, they read him his physical condition, but they don’t tell 
1 about the percentages. They read him the description of his physical condition, 

uyway.
^R- Redman : Then there is a confidential report also?

;n Archibald: I don’t know. In most cases there is no question of confidence 
te'idi at a^’ *hey simply make a report on it. There is no particular object in their 
do' to him some report in regard to the history, or anything like that, but they 

1(Md him a description of his physical condition as they understand it.
tQi/^ss: The name is Frank McGovern, No. 311, Corporal C.O.R.C.E., and he 
elvi ,me' an<^ I brought it up for no other reason than this, that when he was dis- 

rt,eh on April 5 he was not told.
t})e Mickle : I think you are working at cross purposes. I think he means that 
o^dica! board refused to tell him the percentage of his disability under the new 

s- I hey do not use figures; they use language to describe it.
Verv^ 1TKliss : They would not tell him anything. We find, of course, that they are 
sq l01*ni*.ch ever-crowded with work up there, terribly so; that is one reason they are 

" ln dealing with the cases.
the mR‘ ^CKLE : (Acting Chairman) : Is it agreeable that Col. Belton should draw 
his 1f es' and that Mr. Mills should be present on Tuesday when Col. Belton makes 

Maternent, and then if he wants to reply, he can do so?
Sutherland: Would it not be well to have the representatives of the Great 

to-rj. 'eterans Association for the whole of Canada here? The cases we have had 
^ are from Ottawa only?

ReDMa.n: We are not ruling on these cases ; we. just take them as evidence.
[Mr. E. R. R. Mills. 1
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Col. Belton : I think if we were given an opportunity to outline the procedure 
of the Board of Pensions, it would explain every anomaly that has arisen. All that 
Mr. Mills has said to-day is quite reasonable and easily explainable.

Mr. Nickle : Col. Belton, will you also look up this case—Pte. James P. Lawless, 
872, Canadian Army Medical Corps. Prior to enlistment this man was an attendant 
at Rockwood Hospital in Kingston; he went overseas with the Queen’s University 
Hospital, and on discharge the medical board found his disability at 60 per cent. 
Your board reduced it to between 20 and 24 per cent, and although the man was 
only an attendant at the asylum his condition is such that he cannot continue his 
work, and they want to know why t'he pension was reduced so radically. If any 
members have cases, will they please submit them to Col. Belton ?

Mr. Sutherland: I have one—Sergt.-Major Arthur R Tooke, No. 10822, 4th 
Battalion, C.E.F.

Witness retired.

The committee adjourned until Tuesday next, April 30, at 10.30 a.m.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 318.
Tuesday, April 30, 1918.

-I-he committee met at 10.30 o’clock a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell,
Presiding.

1'it 'Vem^trs present : Messrs. Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), McCurdy, Nes- 
’ fickle. Pardee, Parent. Redman, Ross, Rowell and Sutherland.—12.

The minutes of the previous meeting were adopted as read.

'vl • / ehairman read a letter re Private Ralph Brown, formerly of Hamilton, Ont., 
10 1 Was ordered printed.

Records and statistics were produced by Mr. Archibald and considered by the 
COai»»ttee, as follows

(1) Respecting the cases related in the communications received from 
the mayor of Lindsay and the Canadian Institute for the Blind.

(2) Respecting the present pension list, (a) non-commissioned o ctrs an
men, and (b) officers above the rank of subalterns ; also, the aggregate amoun 
°f pension received by them. . ... ,

(3) Respecting the rates of pensions payable to officers and men in a ic 
countries, Great Britain and other British Dominions, all of which were 
ordered printed fpr records. See Addendum to No. 4 Proceedings.

committee then proceeded to further consider the cases of complaints sub- 
a previous meeting by Mr. R. R. Mills, which were inquired into and reported 
Col. C. W. Belton of the Board of Pensions. Further consideration was

nv ^'e 
fitted a
llP°n by
°Mered

Hiliti ^as ordered that Lt.-Col. Colin Russell of the Medical Board of Consultants, 
result-a J)ePartment, be requested for attendance to give evidence in respect to cases 
TorCe"IR from shell shock amongst returned members of the Canadian Expeditionary

r‘haj1.riiUl'"£ the course of the proceedings the vice-chairman presided owing to the 
11 oeing called away for ministerial duties of importance, elsewhere.

Tlie committee then adjourned until Wednesday, May 1 at 10.30 o’clock a.m.

°UTIER.

N. W. ROWELL,
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Eoom 318.

Tuesday April 30, 1918.
The committee met at 10.30 a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding-

Kenneth Archibald recalled and examined.

By the Chairman:
Q. You referred to some letters and were to make a report on the contents of those 

letters?—A. One of these letters is from the mayor of Lindsay. He referred to two 
cases, one regarding Mr. Frank Labell, whom he described as an old, hard working 
honest, industrious Frenchman, now about 70 years old, and pronounced 90 per ecu1 
disabled by the doctor. I had a report prepared with regard to this case.

Q. Just tell us what it is?—A. The soldier in this case was killed in actio’1 
November 17, 1915. He lived with his father and two married sisters. According t0 
the separation allowance and assigned pay report, there was no separation allowaiic? 
nor assigned pay, paid to the father. At the time of the soldier’s death the father w»8 
self-supporting, but in November, 1917, he met with an accident and injured 1”' 
shoulder, so that he has since been unable to work. His disability is estimated to 
75 per cent, and his condition will not improve, according to Dr. Blanchard, of Lin”' 
say, Ontario. One daughter does not assist in any way. The other does not a’® 
financially, but keeps house for him. Both daughters are married. The soldier 
working in Toropto previous to enlistment, .and was in the habit of sending home 
per month of the salary he was earning. Applicant owns a home worth $500. 
has no other income. That is what we call a case of prospective dependency. A 
the time of the soldier’s death the father was earning his own livelihood and there 
was no separation allowance or assigned pay. Two years after the soldier’s dea1*1 
he got injured, and thereupon became absolutely incapacitated from earning his o'vl‘ 
livelihood. We cannot give a pension for the reason that the regulations say, “ WholV. 
or mainly dependent at the time of the death.” They do not say, “at the time oi 

death”, but that must be read into it.
Q. What is your explanation as to the. other case?—A. The other is the case of ^ 

father of Pte. Ivan F. McGill. The Mayor of Lindsay remarked in regard to th” 
case that Mr. McGill is a paralytic. The son who lost his life in the war was tl’e 
only support he had. He is perfectly helpless, cannot do anything, and unless l’1’ 
relatives assist him he will be a burden on the municipality if he does not get 
pension justly his. With regard to that case, the soldier was killed in action on Ap'j 
8, 1916. He had lived in the United States for fifteen years, and had never assist‘d 
the applicant. He is married. According to the separation allowance and assig’1^ 
pay statement there was no separation allowance nor assigned pay paid. Accord”1” 
to the mother’s application form she was in receipt of $20 per month fr° 
the separation allowance. The separation allowance and assigned pay stat1 
ment has not yet been verified, but will be. We wrote over immediately to 1”^ 
that verified. The father had a paralytic stroke four years ago, and the mother eat®1 ■ 

a livelihood by keeping a boarding house. She has had to give this up on account 
ill health,. They have no home and no income at present and are living on 1 
deferred pay of the deceased which amounts to $175. The applicant states 
deceased contributed $40 a month previous to enlistment, but no proof of this fact l1'1' 
been established.

that

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Did yv^u say the soldier wias married?- 

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.!
-A. No, he was (unmarried.
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By Mr. Nasbitt:
Q. He lived in the States and I think you said he was married? A- \ es, lie

llved in the States. That statement, “ He is married,” refers to the applicant, the 
father.

Q. Not to the soldier?—A. Yes, it does not refer to the soldier. In the second to 
last paragraph it says, “ deceased was unmarried.” That is another case where t ere 
Was mo separation (allowance and no assigned pay, and therefore the mother or at 1er 
e°uld not have been mainly dependent upon h'im at the time of his death, because 1 

s 16 does not get assigned pay or separation allowance, she must live on something, 
slle must be dependent upon something else apart from the soldier. I t is another case 
"here, if the soldier had returned, he might have supported his mother.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Is that always conclusive? Does it not often happen that some of these 

P('°ple do .not ask for separation allowance?—A. I have known eases o ia 'ln< 
myself. ]f they are teo proud to ask for separation allowance, they .must 'be getting 
SuPport from .somewhere else. . i

Q. They may be getting assigned pay ?—A. In this ease there ,was no a»i_n 
Pay or separation allowance. We require that the soldier shall show a desire to main- 
ain his family. If he does not assign pay he .does not show that desire.

, Q- I know cases where mothers would not take assigned pay, where tiey may 
aave $1,000, but when that ,is eaten up and the soldier gets killed, why should they be 
debarred from any .benefit ?-A. I do not think they should be. I am not arguing in 
Javour of the .law as .it is at present. In fadt I object to it very strongly, because we 
ite disappointing such a tremendous number of those widowed mother» wo ^er 
°°kinig forward to support from their sons .in their old ,age, but who still had enoug i 

support themselves meantime. I .would ,.say that the law should be c 'anBc i 
°ssi!ble, to provide 'that when a parent became incapiCated or reached 60 year» o 

p?®.’ ^6 or she should be entitled to Retire ..from any work they were .doing, an 
. 'lied to a pension on account of the fact that the son had died. Of course 
’Sht have to fee modified a little bit because there might happen .to 'be severa sons.

By Mr. Cronyn;
in Q- Why not a general old-age pension?-A. Well, why not? I am quite strong 

Iav°ur of a general old-age pension, too, but it costs money.
Woiii l ^r<ru should make it general?—A. That is what this won a . >i
a 1 rea.lly amount to am old age pension, only it would be muc i ' ngger

hC Pension.

assi.
Q. D.

Sued

My Mr. /Sutherland :
'oes fltiion allowance and

spÆSs&u?birth certificates ,of children ,p,Daration .allowance u children all right,
rtificates, yet the assigned pay/au J a pension to them ^ and

°h those children for years ?-A. * e grant u P , .1G o, ' siAeeu or
°Ut ‘f they a.re boys we must know -that tt*^ tbat when they reacn 

° a^so must know the exact date o tainly.
evcnteen their pensions may be stopP that effect /—- ■ ’ difficulty in get-

Q- Will tlie board accept an affidavit 110 If there « a td™^/affidavit5
tin \ is sometimes a difficult ’"””d QH our district o icis certificates
S the birth certificates, we have instructed " procuring of birth

^ese affidavits will be substantiated later
1 Possible.

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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Q. I should think there would be a great deal of difficulty in getting the papers. 
1 have a case in mind now where a soldier is sick in bed and his family are in strait
ened circumstances and the matter has been delayed for months past, and no allow
ance has been made for those children so far, yet the assigned pay and separation 
allowance have*been paid to them right along, until the soldier received his discharge? 
—A. If you would give me the name of that case I could make a report on it.

Q. I will, and I will provide you with the affidavit which has been sent in.—A. 
Would the affidavit state when the children were born and so on?

Q. Yes?—A. I will make a report.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then the net effect of your testimony is that these are cases where, under the 

law as it now stands, the Pensions Board cannot grant any redress, and that if in the 
judgment of the Committee they are cases of a class in which relief should be pro
vided, it would be necessary to amend the existing law?—A. Yes, absolutely, it would 
be necessary to amend the existing law, and these cases are only a few among possibly 
three or four hundred that we have seen. I find myself writing almost every day on 
files “ prospective dependency, no pension.”

Q. Are these cases fairly typical of the class of cases that come before you?—A- 
Yes, these are more or less typical. There are so many different kinds of cases that 
may come in, so many different ways of a person becoming poor and in need, and so 
many different ways for the sous to help the family, that it is hard to say they are 
exactly typical, but they are fairly typical.

Q. Would it help our understanding of the matter if you gave us a few more 
illustrations of the class you have in mind?—A. Well, I could give some illustrations» 
I cannot remember the names, of course, but there is a woman out in Vancouver-' 
I think it is Vancouver.—who is keeping a boarding house at the present time, and 
she makes her livelihood in that way, and as is always done, her son assigned her hi8 
pay, and she got separation allowance. The separation allowance and assigned pa? 
people had no means of investigating this case at that time, or I doubt whether they 
would have given her separation allowance, because it was quite clear that her son 
altogether was not her sole support. She, however, was receiving $40 from the son by way 
of separation allowance and assigned pay ; she was receiving probably about $60 from 
these boarders, and we could not give her a pension. She will become old, and prob' 
ably will have to give up her boarding house in a certain number of years, and by 
that time she would have been dependent on her son had he lived, or might have bee» 
dependent upon him. Another case is that of a woman who is in a bank in Frederic 
ton. I think I brought this case up the other day. She has an income of abput $85° 
clear. She cannot get a pension because she does not need it, but she will need it >n 
a few years.

Q. Those four cases would fairly illustrate the general class ?—A. Yes, they 
would fairly illustrate the general class

The Chairman : Perhaps we had better hear from Col. Belton this morning, an6* 
we will take up these matters later with the witness.

Witness: I think Col. Belton might give the evidence with regard to these oth°r 
cases that you gave me, sir, about the institution for the blind.

By the Chairman:
Q. If there is anything further you have to say with reference to any of the casÇ 

we shall be glad to have it.—A. There was a letter from the Canadian Nation11 
Institute for the Blind, addressed to the Hon. N. W. Rowell, with regard to t'v° 
cases. One of these cases was the case of Pte. Wm. French' No. 8553, Royal Canadm’1 

Regiment, receiving a pension of $11 a month . I may say that is one of the activ‘ 
militia cases, not the Canadian Expeditionary Force at all. He is getting a pens’011

IMr Kenneth Archibald.I
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$132 a year on account of having been materially disabled, not in the presence of 
t le enemy. If he were a C.E.F. man he would get I think probably more than $240 
a year.
. . Q- In the active militia they have not yet abolished the distinction between 
“'Juries received in the presence of the enemy and those not received in the presence 
° ^‘e enemy ; and there is a distinction between them in the pensions regulations 
^ aPPÜed to the active militia and the Canadian Expeditionary Force ?—A. Yes, and 
j, 0111 that point of view it would seem to me most reasonable to make the pensions 
?r the militia man and the Canadian Expeditionary Force man the same under the 

l'"ne circumstances. We have quite a number of cases in which militia men have 
een guarding canals and have, perhaps, fallen into the water or injured themselves 

one way or another. Now, they are entitled for total disability to $264 per annum, 
ereas Canadian Expeditionary Force men who have been doing duty of exactly 
e same description and who have been totally disabled, would receive $600 a year, 
°J‘e tha,n twice as much as a militia man, although doing exactly the same duty 

tj) ' receiving disability to the same extent. It seems to me that if the pension is for 
0 Maintenance of the man, and it is considered that $600 is needed to maintain a 
atl’ it is absolutely clear that $264 will not do so. 

to ^ho w°uld be the proper official in the Department of Militia and Defence 
sarn'?e US in^ormati°n with regard to the question why these pensions are not the 
p e ' A. I do not think anybody could give you any real, definite reason why the 
KivS1°nS sca*es are not the same, except it would be Mr. Niekle, he might be able to 
d0 ° more information than any one else, because it was he who had most to 
Co"1^1 <^rawin8‘ up the regulations for the C.E.F. pensions. Before the Order in 
Q p Mi of June 3, 1916, was passed, all pensions for both the active militia and the 
ifier * • Were *26* tor total disability, but then the Order in Council was passed, 

casing the pension of the C.E.F. men and members of the Naval Force.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

9- Dit it not recommend that the distinction between injuries to men who were 
j, 1 p ^le Presence of the enemy and those who were should be abolished ?—A. Yes, 
llot .“‘A away with the distinction between being in the presence of the enemy and 
y°u *n the presence of the enemy and you brought in the percentage idea, but
thp1 ' n°t bring in any percentage idea at all with reference to the militia men or 

Permanent force.
con * r' ^ickee : The original scale, I think Mr. Nesbitt brought it up when the first 
b **** was appointed, and the Orders in Council dealing with pensions were 
8Cal ^ 9 before the committee. A discussion took place as to whether or not a new 
s6Ssn S l°uld be elaborated for all the forces, but it was getting near the end of the
i'ot'CQ11’ an<^ ^i0 committee decided that the pensions for the Canadian Expeditionary

ofPens' Were Nearly inadequate, but they were dealing neither with the question 
force?118 ^0r *he permanent force nor with the pensions of the other branches of the 
reCQ) ’ f^at was more than we could possibly do in the session, so we brought in a 
for Mendation strictly in connection with the Canadian Expeditionary Force, and 

‘at reason the members of the home forces, the militia, did not get it, 
distij • CliAmMAN : Do you think, Mr. Niekle, that there is any sound reason for a 
(jatla'1vtlon between the pensions for the men in the home forces and the men in the 

an Expeditionary Force?
W°ui(j Alicicle : It is a pretty large question ; there are a great many things that

laVe to be very carefully considered.
^atio r‘i ARCHIBALD: There was a case brought up in a letter from the Canadian 
of thenal Institute for the Blind, in reference to Private W. D. McMillan, No. 210659, 
of lst Battalion ; his disability was optic atrophy. The disability is the result
a shell S?°ck, having been struck in the back and buried by frozen earth thrown by 

The pensioner can distinguish daylight from darkness with right eye, or can
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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count fingers with right eye at a distance of eighteen inches. Left eye is weak. Dis
ability is permanent and progressive. English board says he will go blind in time.

Medical board held at London area station, May 2, 1917, estimates a disability 
of 50 per cent with pensionable disability only three-fifths of this percentage. Man 
said right eye had been weak for two years prior to enlistment.

Medical board at discharge depot held on July 3, 1917, estimates a 50 per cent 
disability.

Medical board held at Spadina military hospital, October 18, 1917, estimates a 
disability of 60 per cent.

Pension awarded, commencing February 1, 1917, in Class 12 (45 per cent dis
ability), amounting to $22.50 per month, also allowance for wife at rate of $43.20 per 
annum and child at rate of $54 per annum.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Previous to the commencement of his pension he had been kept in one or other 

of the services?—A. Yes, he had probably been at the Spadina military hospital.

By the Chairman:
Q. Colonel Belton, I understand can tell us why 45 per cent was fixed?—A. 1 

understand the reason why that 45 per cent was fixed was that there was an estimated 
disability of 60 per cent, only three-fifths of which was due to service, because one 
eye was weak before service, and three-fifths of 60 per cent would bring it to about 
45 per cent; that is what I understand.

Q Is there anything further ?—A. I addressed this letter to you, sir:—
“ Ottawa, April 27, 1918.

“ From the Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada, Ottawa,
“ To Hon. N. W. Rowell, M.P., Ottawa.

“Re ASSISTANCE ALLOWANCE FOR THE BLIND.

“ Sir,—I have the honour by direction of the Board of Pension Commis' 
sioners to state that this matter has been brought to the attention of the medi' 
cal adviser, and his attached statement in regard to the question of assistance 
allowance for the blind is self-explanatory.”

In another letter from the Canadian National Instiute for the blind to Hon’ 
Mr. Rowell, the general question with regard to the additional allowance for helpless- 
ness on account of blindness was brought up. The medical adviser for the board 
Pension Commissioners made the following statement in reference thereto :—

“ Re assistance allowance for the blind, clause 14 Pension Regulations reads
“ To those who are totally disabled and who in addition are helpless so far 

as attending to their physical wants is concerned, a further allowance may *,e 
made of an amount not exceeding three hundred dollars per year.

“ 1. This would apply to pensioners confined to bed, and unable to attend 
to the least of their physical wants. It would apply to others who might be 
able to get about, but who required to be fed and dressed by an assistant. Other5 
could only get about in a wheeled chair.

“ 2. The blind man can attend to all physical wants and only needs aJ1 
assistant, when he goes beyond the confines of his home or its surrounding. 
proportion to the men requiring constant assistance, and to whom an allowanCe

, of $300 has been made, the blind man’s allowance is more than ample. Th6 
scale of allowances for blind men for the first six months, to admit of acco#1-

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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modation, is at the rate of $175 per annum ($87.50 for six months), and there
after at the rate of $150 a year.

“ 3. All cases of blindness are treated alike.

“C. W. Belton, Colonel,
“Medical Adviser.”

I made the footnote, “ Since November, 1917, the men would be entitled to $200 
Sl ammm ($100 for six months) and $175 per annum subsequently.” The commis- 
- ’lers decided that when the special allowance was increased from a maximum of 

to $300 we ought also to put up the amount proportionately for the blind men 
aily other totally disabled and helpless people, 

j <• What do you think of their complaint and request for better treatment ?—A. 
çip!" ,'n agreement with the medical adviser of the Commission ; that if the p'rin- 
be 6 18 *a'd down that the man must need constant attendance, day and night, before 
Pot1S t0 ^ave the total amount of the special allowance, then the blind man who does 
tlla tIlee<d assistance day and night, but only when he needs to go out on the street and 
assist8-t of thing should get a great deal less than the one who needs constant 
both aUCe ^ay and night ; for instance, you have a man totally paralyzed, or with 
if i1(,aiInS anc* legs off, he would be clearly entitled to the maximum amount ; now 
sboul(jSkenti1^ed W the maximum amount, then it is impossible that the blind man 

be entitled to the maximum amount also.
^ou see what Mr. Vietes writes :—

“This allowance is granted to us for personal attendance, but I can assure you 
rPm my personal experience that this amount is not sufficient to secure the services 

. a competent boy as guide in the city of Toronto, at any rate. I have also 
•lust learned that the Department of Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment here in

oronto is granting an allowance of $5 per week to a blinded soldier who is 
onig some vocational training work at the'Canadian National Library for the 
Wnd, which sum is to be used for providing a guide. This amount is much 

lu°re than the sum allowed by the Pensions Board at present. We are of the 
0Pinion that the total additional allowance of $300 should be paid to the 
80 biers, and that these blinded soldiers should be allowed the same amount.”

°f Ponsi(^ ^en Br. Archibald, you were going to look up a number of persons in receipt 
"'A. j ,01ls ai>d also the amount received in pensions for twelve months in each case.
the l,aVe a very big statement here in regard to pensioners of all ranks, showing 

lumbcTĥ ere cr °f persons in each rank and the total amount of pensions being paid.
:1^wTere at March‘3l‘,‘l9Ï8TlLÔ*77 privates receiving disability Pensl0ns' 

ailmQ- Bow much do they get?-A. They receive, or are receiving $2,741,923.80 per 
m i there were 1,408 corporals receiving $268,639.80 per annum.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
but Bid you carry out the average of these privates ?- 

haven’t it here The +h° nrival
A. I did the sum myself, 

The average pension for the private would amount to $194.80.
By Mr. Cronyn:

Tlu,re J,0es that include those killed?-_,e v -— ,„UUUC mueu.—A. No, these are only disability pensions.
8etti,i 1>062 sergeants who were getting $216,612.92; there were 24 staff-sergeants, 
$9,827,5S 693,31 per annum ; there were 43 company quartermaster-sergeants getting 
a&HUln b l,er annum ; there were 105 company sergeant-majors getting $21,307.92 per 
Majors’ tlere were 33 regimental quartermaster-sergeant and regimental sergeant- 
Ulu1Ulll ^tting $8,494.80 per annum ; there were 9 warrant officers getting $3,406 per

there were 357 lieutenants getting $109,492.80 per annum.
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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Q. Have you got the total pensions of these up to that rank?—A. No, not added 
up. There were 133 captains getting $48,346 per annum, there were 57 majors getting 
$20,814 per annum; there were 17 lieut.-colonels getting $14,430, and there were * 
colonels getting $2,602.50 per annum. The total number of pensions of all ranks w#? 
17,325 and they got $3,481,933.08.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That is for disability?—A. Disability, yes. I have already given you the 

average pension for privates at $194.80. The average over all was $197.40, making 21 
difference between the average pension for the private, and the average pensio" 
for all ranks $2.60 per pension per annum ; so that if you put the private» 
up $2.60 and put everybody else down to the same figures you give the privates, ,r 
would give exactly the same money.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. That is hardly a fair presentation of the case, because the proportion of th1' 

privates is so much greater than that of the officers.—A. Yes, I know, but that is td*‘. 
actual amount of pensions paid. The average pension of $195 would be a pension 0 ! 
about 33 per cent disability.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. That does not include pensions given to widows, children or dependents ?— 

No, I could get you a statement as to how many total disability pensioners there Me’ 
but it would have taken us two weeks to make it out, so I took this basis.

Then we have dependents of various members of the forces ; I have worked °l1
the total, but there is no differentiation made between how many widows there are of
how many widowed mothers and fathers, etc. There were 8,551 pensions given 
account of deaths of privates, and the money paid out on that account is $3,997,8' 
per annum ; we have given 689 pensions to dependents of corporals.

By Mr. Cronyn:
defQ. Of course you are giving these totals for the year; part of that year was u»L^ 

the old scale and part under the nèw scale ?—A. I have figured in all cases what 'v0’1,[ 
be just about the liability we would have for the next year provided we do not 
another pension. We have 689 dependents Of corporals who are getting $328,832 P 
annum ; we had dependents of 631 sergeants who are gettng $324,228 per annum > 
have dependents of 10 Staff-Sergeants who are getting $5,236 per annum ; depends 
of 25 Company Quartermaster Sergeants, getting $12,772 per annum ; of 51 Co©Pf 
Sergeant-Majors, getting $27,200 per annum ; of 10 Regimental Quartermaster *•1. 
géants and Regimental Sergeant-Majors, getting $4,998.65 per annum; of 7 Waff1' 
Officers getting $4,$96 per annum ; of 293 Lieutenants getting $211,104 per alinlljJ): 
of 100 Captains getting $76,232 per annum ; of 90 Majors getting $85,548 per annu^ 
and of 21 Lieutenant-Colonels getting $25,104 per annum. There are no depend131 ,
of Colonels at all. There are 12,344 children who are pensioned and they are ge 
$1,131,231 per annum.

wo11!<JBy Mr. NicTcle:
Q. Are children included in the term “dependents” ?—A. Orphan children 

be, but children of widows who are pensioners themselves would not be.
Q. Then the word “ dependents ” as you used it means widows dependent nv ^

others, and orphan children?—A. Yes, everybody who gets a pension on accom
the death of a man except the children of the widows, 
is $6,235,205.65.

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.!
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By Mr. Ross:
c>.. P' That does not include children where the mother is alive?—A. That includes 
till r'in" * he total liability, including disabilities and dependents is $9,717,138.73; 
till t0ta^ numher of disabilities 17,325; the total number of dependents is 10,488 ; 

e total number of children of dependents is 12,344.

By Mr. Cronyn: <

of ,.p ’t.not a httle misleading? You have children down as if the total number 
tful '^ren 111 receipt of support was only that number which you have given. I 

i?rom you there are children who have come under this other classification ? 
\Tes, there may be some orphan children, I do not know how many. 

tlie * hey rank as superior beneficiaries when they are orphan children ?—A. When 
h'rtv/1"6 ori^lan phildren they are entitled to $16 a month a piece, and if there is a 

lly of five of them, they are entitled to $80 for the family.
Hat ^ ^le Chairman : Mr. Archibald, at the request of the Committee has prepared "a 

showing .the pensions being paid by allied countries. Perhaps we had 
"‘er have that also.

CatllVT— I put that on the minutes? The present total disability in
tlia|.‘. a under the new scale is $600 per annum. In Canada under the old scale— 
Netvy -Drevious to October 22, 1917—it was $480, Great Britain $351 ; Australia $375;

France $240; United S'tates $360 ; Italy $243. With regard to the 
fcoiiit» t ,States> when Congress was considering this matter they thought they were 
they* 0 _ ve pensions ‘at much greater rates than any other country in the world, and 
^f£er>'v?'CU^ar^ thought the insurance scheme would make their pensions much 
only , *" lan any other pensions. The insurance scheme as a fact, Vhile it 'is 'supposed 
is ovp ° < 0S*' ,an average of about $8. ‘per thousand, is not paid in a lumlp sum, but it 

r a period of years.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
$8 a-A **ow many years?—A. I have seen it worked out. and it apparently costs, not 
is rt VpU,,USand' as they thought it would, but Something over $13 a thousand, but that 

'J good r'ate for a man who has gone overseas.

By Mr. Ross:
file dj^. V.aye you made any calculation to show what, considering that, insurance and 
!vifii r.'lity you lllent‘<>11 and so on, t'he American soldier Would get as compared 
b the q r, ''—American who is totally disabled—'and the t-ot'al disability 
Hid one provided for in the insurance scheme—-‘will get $30 a month pension.

Q Tn a mon‘^fi until his insurance is used up. That is the Way I understand it 
a't i® $660 a year?—A. Yes, $55 -a month or $660 a year.Q. F

Mr
w.

'°r how long?—A. It all depends on how much insurance he has taken. 
Cronyn : $1,000 is the minimum and $10,000 the maximum.

1 ITxEss : He can take anywhere from $1,000 to $10,000.

By Mr. Ross:
A. p ' * hat is the only country that surpasses us in the amount of the pension? 
lie )lr|6n on that calculation it is the only country that surpasses us^ and besides that
s°iii^'lPaid the country for it. 

k to lnao u._____ ________ As a fact I db not think the Uni,ted States are 
'tremendous amount of money over it.

Mot.P0 Explain how 'he does it?—A. He is informed he may gqt insurance anywhere
iht.1 Tl.ono i. «... — . •^hhe

lose
By Mr. Pardee:

'vliirl^1'00,0 !to $10,000 at certain rates. If he takes the insurance the premiums
nuist pay are taken from his pay and are paid direct in^to the treasury. He 

0 ~ [Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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fills out the 'application for insurance and say's, “ I want so much ; I want $3,000, or 
$5,000 or $10,000 ” and they make the calculation, and they tell his paymaster hoW 
much money is -tto be paid to them instead of being paid to the man.

Q. Then the -State pays the insurance itself with the man’s wages?—A. Tin' 
State carries the risk but he pays the premium.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. It is a low r’ate?—A. Yes, a low rate.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Do you know what the rates are?—A. About an average -of $8 per $1,000- 

On the other hand, as I -stated previously the insurance is payable by months for 11 
period of years, with the result that the monthly value of these payments will ^,e 
much less than the amount insured for.

Q. 1 do not cuite understand that.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. They are commuted on n 4 per cent basis'!—A. I do not think they will coï*? 
mute.

Q. They have no clause whereby they would be allowed to commute it?—A.
Q. But if they did commute, it would be on a 4 per cent basis?—A-. Yes.

By Mr. Cronyn: ^
Q. Go back to your statement as to the United States pensions. You spoke 0

total disability of a widow without children----- ?—A. No, I am talking of a total
ability of a man who comes home. With regard to disability cases, only the totn

id-
disability cases are entitled to be paid this insurance.

Q. I have before me the sections of the American Act which give the rates paV 
and they state that these provisions are eminently more libera^ than ever giyel* 
before, and are very much more liberal than the pensions of any other country 
Well, they made a mistake. If you will read the rates given- there I will give y°1' 
our rates.

Q. Section 302 of the American Act says, “ Compensation in case of total di5^ 
bility ; during the continuance of total disability monthly compensation shall be Pa’_ 
to the injured person.’” The amounts payable monthly are mentioned in this staj-® 
ment. They are not based on the pay of the injured person. “ (a) If he has no x'rl 
nor child living, $30.”—A. In our scale that would be $50. »

Q. “ (?;) If he has a wife but no child living, $45.”—A. Our scale would be ^
A. In our scale it wo°Q.

be $66
(c) If he has a wife and one child living, $55.”-

Q. “ (d) If he has a wife and two children living, $65.”—A. Ours would be $! ft
\jurs VVUUJLU uv • j.?

Q. “ (e) If he has a wife and three or more children living, $75.”—A. Our sCj 
would be $82.

Q. $75 appears, to be tb'eir maximum?—A. Yes. t
Q. If he has a widowed mother dependent in addition, $10?—A. We have ^ 

got that provision. Our scale at the present time has no provision for a wi»°\,c 
mother of a man who -comes home totally disabled, but we have provision for the 'yl 
I am not so sure whether we should not have a provision for the widowed mother 
has been wholly or mainly dependent upon the soldier.

Q. If he is not married ?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Pardee : hi!

Q. If she is not married she is very often dependent ; that is often the ca»cC^,, 
A. That is often the ease, but the more cases you bring in, the more money y0'1 
going to spend.

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald,]
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By the Chairman :
^ave ot*lcr countries corresponding provisions for the wives and children ? 

gt 1 1 do not think they have; in the most of them they have not. In the United 
this C-S they llave- 1 have not got that figured on this scale. All I have figured on 
f0r ,ls. total disability, widows, parents, children, orphan children, special allowance 

helplessness, and the number of classes of disability, 
than h Generally sPeaking, taking in all classes, are our pensions substantially higher 
stanth n the other countries A- Yes> speaking generally our pensions are sub
tile ].a ly hlgher than the pensions in any other country that I know of, unless within 
but ^St; Say six months, they have passed something new we have not heard about. 
Grea^3 have kept in touch with all the allied countries, with Australia, New Zealand, 
beij, "Titian, United States and France, to see whether any pension legislation is 

» Passed.
By Mr. Nicicle:

Pas»; ’ Y°u saw the British pensions?—A. Yes, as of April 4, 1917, the date of the 
® °f the Royal Warrant.

Q ' (Bxai'rman:
°°Pj' of1!!0 Sca^e disabilities will be filed. Have you a copy of it?—A. I gave a 

110 table to everybody. I left all the copies I had. 
r- Nksbitt: Do I understand these tables are to go in as part of the record? 
lle Chairman : Yes. 

n ,^!J tor. Pardee:
-4Q, Wh«'

s°he
, . ilt, m your opinion, is the feasibility of the insurance scheme in Canada ? 

1111 k it is not at all feasible for this reason : If you framed an insurance 
"ar. w°uld have to treat everybody as if they were just about to start the
llt Cost +1^ . words> ^ y°u Save insurance to these draftees, and offered it to them 
)v8*e t,’ot Ie .^rst complaint you would have would be that the men already overseas 

■heu v beinS offered insurance. Well then, you would have to offer it to them. 
°ver tL U y°uId say, “We will offer it to all men who have not suffered disability 
p ain I hen, immediately the men who have suffered disability over there corn
ue U)(.u you have to give it to them. Then finally you would have to give it to all 
tt?at bin." 10 have died, with the result the Government would have to pay out a 
'at r6as M,rn of money right now to all the widows of men who have died, and for 

I (). y * * do-not think the insurance scheme is feasible at all in Canada.
,e6ii a]j ?Ur argument is that if it had been started in the fir-t place it would have 

‘Tatps *lRht?—A. If it had been started at the inception of the war, as the United 
il".y bettprrt'^ ’h- it would have been all right, but I do not think it would have been 

’ and I do not think it would be even as good as the pensions scheme.
Q ^ly Alr. Nesbitt:

'"ttaiu ;Un IS nob as good as our present pension scheme ?—A. Because you pay a 
erdiu.,;^ insurance over a period of years, say ten years, and the widow gets

Mil
H
tbn

tPake , J Pcu^ion of $25 a month, say, plus her insurance of $26 per month, which 
'ft t0 f total of $50 per month ; in ten years her insurance is all paid Up and she 
i‘ate ofTnd °n *ler Pension of $25 after she has become accustomed to living at 

a Q. Qf y’° Per month; consequently she will be hard-pressed right off. 
nd heVer ^ourse, that argument is based on the fact that she spends all she has 'got 

Saves anything?—A. Yes, you will find they spend all they get.
Wo ?• Thatu Mr. N icicle:
v° do mf>y or may not be so, that is rather a broad statement to make?—A.
t/W thP a UlVe vrry many complaints that the pensions are not fixed in accordance
S=«. iv"'

n ‘e tw° may sound as being exactly the same thing, and they very seldom
we do have many complaints that they cannot live on the pension

-61 [Mr. Kenneth Archibald.)
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say “ Change your law, or put up your pension,” but they do say that they cannot 
live on the little pension you are giving them.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. You have more complaints with regard to the amount of pensions allowed t0 

individual cases, than with regard to the total pensions ?—A. No, the widows an’ 
allotted all the pensions we can give to them; they do not seem to think that the la" 
should be changed, but they think that they should be given more money.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. I notice that the Americans have adhered very strictly to the rule that the' 

must apply for insurance before enlistment?—A. Yes, I do not think the insurants 
scheme is practicable at all now. It would have been, possibly, at the beginning 0 
the war, but it is not now.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. It would not have been as beneficial as our pensions, according to your tabk 

there?—A. No, it would not have been ; and of course it all depends upon how rnllCj 
insurance is taken, but with the average insurance our pensions are still higher, 
was asked to produce these confidential instructions and table of disability for 
guidance of surgeons and physicians making medical examinations for pension P”r
poses.

The Chairman : It will be better to incorporate that document in the record. (fo<
a"”confidential instructions, and the table of disabilities for the guidance of physic 

and surgeons making medical examinations for pension purposes, dated January 
1918, see addendum.)

The following letter was read by the chairman :—
“ Hamilton, Ont., April 27, 1918.

“ Dear Sir,—I have been advised to write to you and explain this. j] 
husband, Private Ralph Brown, 19193, tried to enlist here in Hamilton sev® 
times, but was rejected because of his teeth. He was so anxious to do his dl 
that he left here for England on June 3, 1915, and enlisted there in the 
and Bucks Light Infantry on June 17, 1915, going to France the folio"’’j 
January, 1916, and was killed in action September 30, 1917. We had res* 
in Hamilton three years previous to him enlisting, and he was in the 91st 
ment here, too. -J

“ My husband left me with three small children, and when the Tmpe ^ 
separation allowance came through it was so small that I have had to 
every day possible early and late to keep our home going. Now my Pellr/t|i 
papers have come through—it is about $27.10 per month, and the widows " 
three children here are receiving $64 per month. The Patriotic have doi>p^ J 
they could and they have promised to continue my allowance, but althouf- ^ 
appreciate that very much it seems to me to be very unloyal, as we would 
dread the war to end, for then, too, our allowance must end there. C°u . ^ 
would the Canadian Government supplement and make the pension up 
as I reside in Canada, or would you, sir, advise me to take the children to J' |r 
land, as my health will not let me work as I have been doing and I w’! t‘ 
raising these boys for Canadians on almost a third, and it is neither ffl 
them or myself ?

“ Thanking you for anything you can do for me,
“ I remain,

“ Yours respectfully,
“Louisa A. Brow*-

“ P.S.—I am enclosing our picture taken just after da da went, so y0’1 
understand why I am so anxious for them.”

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.] /
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jr ( ;At this point the chairman, having another engagement, requested the Hon. Mr 
0 urdy to take the chair, and retired.

By Mr. Sutherland:
th . ^ With regard to this table you have here for the medical men to fill up, are 
„suPPosed to fix the amount of disability?—A. They are supposed to estimate the 
aiïl°uut of disability.
are ^ d'bat's the local board who makes the examination?—A. No, the local boards 
did Il0t.hxing the amounts of disability any more ; up to a month and a half ago they 
d estimate the amounts of disability, but it was found, very frequently, that the 
theMfPt’°n of tlle disability did not warrant the percentage of pension estimated, and 
a rn Ure ^ey were asked, instead of estimating the percentage of disability, to give 
6laii°re complete description, the whole history of the case and the condition of the

By Mr. Parent:
They just report as to the facts?—A. That is it.
By Mr. Sutherland :
i see that under section 25 of these confidential instructions it says:—

“ Medical officers should be careful that soldiers neither know the percent
age at which a disability in them has been estimated, nor be given ground for 
oinking that the percentage at which disability has been estimated by the 
°ard of Medical Officers has necessarily a direct connection with the amount 

Pension which the soldier may expect to receive.”
Whatdisabil is the object in keeping the soldier in ignorance as to the amount of his

'Oing. ' A. The reason for that is this: Very frequently the medical board exam-ug a - -
his tli lnan w°nld not have a complete history of his case; they can tell all about 
t:ertuin11 condition, but the history of the case might show that he had suffered a 
be ent;;]I,r°P0rti°n disability previous to his enlistment, and in that case he would
Illilde by t', 0 a Pension for the degree of aggravation. If he were told the estimation 
Jlld \v}len jle oca* board he would know that he was estimated, say, at 75 per cent, 

Q- Wy °|onW ^0 per cent pension he would be very cross.
•aSe’ that it ( 1* no* be bbat he should know why his pension was reduced in that 
formation "tS l^e some Previous disability?—A. If he complains, he gets all the 

tile on., d think he should know the whole circumstances, but not necessarily 
Q.j^encement.

^ estiïjlut'.S p®ns^on is reduced the local board realizes his present condition, and 
a ""A. j ‘ 1011 ’s reduced owing to previous disability, why not let the soldier know 
^ °ther Ca° n<? reason at all whyTie should not be allowed to know it. Then there 

you SaS( S,ln wbich these local medical boards make a faulty estimation. I could 
} knows ^ but I think all these questions ought to be asked Colonel Belton,
\v; ?sbed all’tp more about the medical side of the question. I think he should

1 1 the mol'eSe Questions because they arc of necessity more particularly connected 
ttr,. 1CRi branch of the department.

ltness retired.

U,Xp'L C. W. Belton called.

a . Q. Wh 5r' A lMe: , r. • Board»—A. I am known as the Medical
lat is your position on the Pensions 1 -

Q. v bbe Tensions Board. _ , , » y.,
Q A'm are at the head of the Medical rane 1 ■ yes' And responsible more or less for the medical administration ^ A.
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Q. Have you looked into the cases to which your attention was directed the other 
day by Mr. Mills?—A. Yes, I have had a précis prepared for each of the cases that he 
asked for. .,

Q. And are you prepared to report this morning ?—A. Yes, but perhaps it VoU j 
he desirable that I should first explain as shortly as I may the general procedure " 
adopt in handling this whole question.

Q. All right.—A. In the first place, by the Pensions Regulations we have

‘by

present, pensions are given for all disabilities which are incurred on service or 
aggravated while on active service. That distinguishes it from “ by active service 
“ while on active service ”, as distinguished from the preceding laws which said 
active-service”. There is in the regulations only one prohibition, and that is vl>1 
the disability is due to a man’s own intemperance or improper conduct. The Re?u 
lations say “ disease or injury incurred or aggravated on service”. It is the p°\jC 
and the procedure to take that to mean that the pensionable part of a man’s cond'it*0
or his aggravated condition, is the degree-of aggravation only ; that is to say that

CAJ1
tii»'

particular disability that was present on enlistment is deducted from the whole d‘; 
ability and only that which occurred while on service is pensionable. The.pensi°|b 
are given because of the man’s disability, his lessened ability to earn a livelihood 1 
ordinary unskilled work, the- ordinary labour market. That is interpreted to n>' 
not the laborious work of a labouring man only but any work of unskilled nature t _£ 
the man might get that is open to unskilled men to take. To better explain this we 
the phrase “ restriction in the choice of occupation” ; if a mail is restricted from tin* 
taking any occupation of an unskilled nature there is a disability. The wider ^ 
restriction, the greater his disability. A disability then is the loss or lessening j 
some ability by the exercise of which the pensioner was wont to earn his livelih°0e 
or might earn a livelihood, in the ordinary labour market. The difficulty with s°[, 
medical boards and the people generally is that they cannot separate these twoLilVjVlivlu w «. ». - , — — -- j - - ) ... v - «/ ^ v, v.v » » i » - / v uvpw* wyv. viivov, t if v .

the disability and the disabling condition ; If there is ankylosis of ’the knee joint, 1111
is a fixation' of the joint, that is a disabling condition, the disability is interfere111.
with locomotion, and it is because the pensioner cannot walk as well that he is S’1'
_ pension. It makes no difference whether that difficulty is produced by dis®8^, 
accident, or gunshot wound. Now then, the disabling conditions are innumerable ^ 
variety, there are thousands of them; disabilities may be included-in three classes- { 
the first class is simple weakness, muscular weakness ; the second class is the l0””^ 
a member or organ, or of the function of a member or organ in whole or in part, 
as the loss of an eye, or the loss of an irm; the loss of sight or paralysis of an 1,1 J 
lessened acuity of vision, or limitation in movement at some joint. This include5’ f 
course, the special senses, and the systems if they affect a man’s ability to ca!T(i' 
livelihood. Then there is the third class of disability which is the most difi?'111^;. 
explain ; it is the necessity for rest for therapeutic reasons, that is curative re®5 j j 
Limiting the nature of the work or the hours of work to admit of betterment of cht0 
conditions or to prevent them getting worse is imposing rest. A medical board ^ 
prohibit a man from doing certain things, so far as muscular strength is concf' j,( 
he might do them, or so far as the competency of his body functions are concern6"' / 
might do them but they say : “ No, you must not do that, because it will injure 
That is what obtains mostly in tuberculosis cases. A man is strong enough an® ^ 
do a thing, but the medical board says he must not do that thing, so that h® $ 
become better and lessen his disability or at least prevent its becoming greater- 
disabilities are included in this classification with the execution of some sUc

at
a tc

tb»1

,il

■ef

are included m this classification with the exception of some =- -oJ) 
deformity where the general expression, “ restriction in the choice of occupy1 jj 
would operate. If a man has lost his nose or has some other bad facial defornUt}',|it’ 
cannot get employment in certain places, such as a porter down at the ChateaU’,// 
Central Station, or something like that, where he comes into contact with the Pu „ »>
he would not be employed at those places, he is actually restricted in his
neennnt.icn nn,1 flint lnaonn, Inc riViilitT, f-/-i nov,, o llonl.’l,,,J on...... .. i. fUoccupation and that lessens his ability to 

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
earn a livelihood. There is one f«r
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aXco,)tion to the rule where it occurs to me that we give pensions and that is where 
a,5tlan has lost his ability to procreate which is a very important thing but it does not 
(v'"*' his earning a livelihood in the least, still public opinion and the Parliamentary 
|s lnmittee believe there should be a pension where that faculty is lost and a pension 
toften °f 60 per cent. With that explanation I think perhaps it will be better now 

a*le "P tho=e cases to which reference has been made. 
yQ *• Perhaps you had better tell the Committee what the procedure is by which 
hofo ' °me to a knowledge of the disability.—A. The majority of cases which1 come 
are re the Board of Pension Commissioners, are first examined overseas and they 

. . '‘ tui'ued from overseas. Accompanying them is the medical board which is held 
re0 '• 1 describes their condition, it describes the initial disease, or injury they have 
"’as i an<^ tta progress towards recovery. In the earlier cases a second medical board 
Point• at the discharge depots which were situated at the chief disembarkation 
fjo 111 Canada, but these are done away with. Now we get the next medical board 
be m *he Military District to which the man is sent when he is sent home. There may 
t0 Jle °r two such, and there always, of course,' is the final board which recommends 
Co,, i * . *htia Department the man’s discharge and which gives the last word on his 

* lon before discharge.
P°cs that go to you?1—A. That comes to our board with all the other infor- 

spe,.'0']1’ his boards, all the information, all the man’s case, medical sheets, all the 
the l"1 reP°rts and case sheets, and so on, all the conditions. When it comes before 
the I,1' *ca^ branch the medical advisers examine the whole files, the whole history of 
ittipo/11 lrom beginning to end. This "first medical board held overseas is extremely 
°riKi Jat> as it records the history of the men who are ill or have been injured, the 
thegQ1 °* th® disabling condition especially, in fact it "tells the whole story. Later 
thetn ]lll‘u f°rget some of the details such as those things which may have happened to 
giveg ,ore they went into the service which affect their condition, but the history 
thy ni ^ ,ns’ i he disabling conditions then, as at the time of discharge, are given by 

0c !°al board, and if it has been thorough, the disability—1 »

q P# Mr. Ross:
fiarp a ,?*' Percentage?—A. No, not that, but the ability the man has lost by which to 
hia jjj Iv 'hood; the fabt that a man cannot walk well, that he cannot speak well, that 
have 's lost, that he cannot heaf as well, whatever it may be we know when we
that thp ,'.!*sabling condition of the man fully described, and with the general guide 
's a'ble 't a^e Disabilities and established practice gives the medical adviser, he 
l1able 0f°T <?ec^e as to the percentage of disability that should be awarded. The 
that th,. Usabilities helps in this way: the Parliamentary Committee recommended 
Cent (j;s ! ^ability due to ankylosis in the elbow joint should be considered a 20 per 
Ptovgjp a ” *ty. That is a fixed disability. Now, if we get a man who has a limited 

11 °*? the arm, who can move his arm from 15 to 20 degrees

g «■ «**>> “

-t, 3 «s * ,h,t M
By Mr. Ross: , ' fixed and all the other things

Q- You cannot vary that at all?—A- “ 9Cale for various disabilities, a

«“Pared to them. There is m tba 'a ale loss of hearing, a scale for tubercular case

By Mr. Nesbitt: . e cases come under the class
"bip?' Wh"t do they give for tubercular -A- cla9ses; arrested cases,

h necessitates rest, and they are divided [Col. C. W. Beiton.l
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apparently cured and so on, and in each of these cases the medical men direct that 
the pensioner shall do so much work and no more, or so much of a certain class of 
work, according to that pensioner’s ability. The percentage award is according to 
the extent of this prohibition.

Q. You heard the statement made the other other day by the representative of 
the Great War Veterans and the Army and Navy that every m'an was presumed to be 
sound unless there had been active fraud 'at the time of enlistment. What is your 
opinion on that?—A. As procedure, we do not accept that.

Q. But as to principle, what is your opinion of the claim?—A. Let us take the 
case of a man who !has valvular disease of the heart. He is enlisting. The medical 
examiner’s first duty is to the man. The man goes to him trusting that he will be 
advised whether he is fit to be taken on service or not. If he is taken on service in 
that condition it is not unreasonable that the State should be responsible.

By Mr. Rossi:
Q. Why? Could the doctor always tell when he has that trouble?—A. The 

medical man should be able to tell.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q. Perhaps the-m'an does not know Ihimsef.—A. He may not, and for that reasoU 
he should be protected.

Q. And if the State servants do not protect him, should he thereby be deprived 
of protection?—A. No, I am arguing the other way.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Do I understand that yiou are laying down as a principle that where the 

trouble from which the man was suffering could have been determined on an adequflte 
examination by the medical advisers of the State, and there was no active fraud o’1 
the part of the man, the State should be responsible for 'the entire disability and uo 
for the aggravation ?—A. So it appeals to me.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. Take the case of a man who had been refused by an insurance company 

heart disease; he appears before the Military Board for service and 'he is accepted i'1" 
fit for service. Supposing something happens to that man would you change y°l,r 
opinion?—A. Without the man practising any deception, admitting his condition?

Q. Just trusting to the medical men of the militia?—A. I think that mir|! 
properly come in the same class. I do not see any difference.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. But where the man knew he had it? Supposing he had been refused by il1] 

insurance company and they had given him a specific reason for refusing; he coiUe: 
before the man appointed to pass him for overseas, and he passes him, what would 
think in that case?—A. It hinges on the question whether he has practised decept'0^ 
but a man might be a poor risk for an insurance company, and might go throU- 
five years’ war without any trouble.

By Mr. Nickle : t
Q. I understand, from your point of view, that you reached the conclusion 

where a man without suppressing the truth was passed as complete by the med1^ 
examiner, although he was suffering from a disability at the time of enlistment, ? j 
think the State should recognize him as having been complete when the enlisting 
took place?—A. One proviso might be put in there. It has been the custom i’1 
service to take men on a period of probation, three months. The man may be 
charged within three months of the beginning of his service as unlikely ever to beco 

[Col. C. W. Belton ]
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811 efficient soldier. Now, within three months from the beginning of the man’s 
service it might be discovered that he had tuberculosis of the lungs, that that con- 
dit:'ion was present on his enlistment, but not discovered until then. I think that such 
eases should be discharged without pension. , . from

Q. But after three months do you think that the State should be estopped from 
disputing his being a fit man at the time of enlistment .—A. Yes.

By Mr. Pardee: ,
Q. Have you any idea of the percentage of men who draw pensions by reason of 

some prior disability ? What percentage of men in your opinion were absolute y 
sound—I mean when they went over, and what percentage had some pie lsposi i n 

something aggravated' by service, and so on, that are drawing pensions. Wouldto
I b,e wide of the mark in saying that of all the men who are drawing pensions, 90 per 
'Çnt are drawing those pensions because of some latent disability t nit was me a îe 
tlrne of enlistment?—A. Yes, you would be a long way astray.

Q. How much astray ?—A. It would be impossible to state, but the cases of 
a8gravation are very much less than the cases of disease or injuiy occurring on xr\ ice.

Q. Out of loo"men that go to enlist, how many are absolutely sound? faking 
I11' ordinary men that go to enlist, how many men are absolutely sound, without any 
atent disability at all?—A. Very few are absolutely perfect men, but tor military 

Purposes perhaps 60 per cent of these would be all right. ,
Q. Forty per cent would have some latent disability ? A. Well, they have nng- 

*r°ng with them. They have apparent disabilities—military disabilities, which need 
‘ -t affect them otherwise.

By Mr. Nickle: _
. Q- Following Mr. Pardee’s argument along .that line; when a man is discharged if 
, 18 found that at the time of enlistment he was suffering from one of the disabilities 
,y°U debit it against him in determining his pension ?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman: '■
Q- Then you might give us the cases you have before you—A. The first case is a 

jn,I>-aint that the man was not advised that no pension was given.
Q- Better give the name.—A. Corp. P. McGovern, No. 311.

Wer, Q- What is the explanation of that ?—A. The proceedings before the medical board
Senf to the Pension Commissioners with the following letter :

“In accordance with Headquarters’ telegram 2095 of the 12th mst. 1 have 
the honour to enclose herewith medical board proceedings, which recommend t at 
the marginally named soldier be discharged on account of his age and medica 
unfitness. This man is on furlough from overseas until April 3rd, pending 
decision of Headquarters as to his discharge.

elk /bached to the letter is a memo of the medical officer: “This man is not for 
oCVge, please.” It is not determined that the man is to be discharged yet ; therefore 

annot award a pension in his case.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q- Why
Wr. 1
W itn

We

e»si0l.

jr , ''y was he not told that?—A. There is no indication given to the man.
Vit ! , LS: vvas discharged on April 5th.
on oRSS: -Tt was the business of the Militia Department to advise the Board of 

ommissioners that the man had been discharged.
q By Mr. Nickle:

,;ut it c *d the board not discharge him?—A. The board recommends his discharge 
6eas, ' u,1°t be decided except at Headquarters, because he is on furlough from over-

rnol. C. W Belton ]
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Q. Mr. Mills says he was discharged two days later?—A. Then the Board of 
Pension Commissioners did not know that. The letter was written on March 5th, 1918. 
He was discharged a month later.

Q. How could1 he be discharged without your knowing it?—A. We have nothing 
to do with that ; the man was on furlough from overseas.

Q. If he was discharged for disability, surely you would hear of it?—A. We d° 
not know about the case until the man is discharged.

Q. The man was discharged on the 5th of April, and you had no knowledge of 
that? I thought there was a regulation that a man was not to he discharged until his 
pension was determined and he was notified of it.—A. This is an unusual case—a man 
on furlough.

Q. You say yet that you have no notice of his being discharged ?—A. No. .
Q. How do you account for that?—A. We do not account for it at all. 

presume the man has gone l ack overseas as far as we know.
Q. They say he was discharged?—A. Then they should have advised the Pension 

Board.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q. How would the knowledge of this man’s discharge reach you?—A. From tl!ti 
Militia Department.

Q. Would they advise you by letter ?—A. Yes.
Q. And advise you at that time that you must take into consideration the question 

of his pension ?—A. Yes.
Q. Then you would take it up?—A. Yes.
Q. That was never done in this case ?—A. No.
Q. That is the only way that the Pension Board receives any word upon whin11 

they can act in regard to a pension after the discharge of a man?—A. I had bette1’ 
explain it.

Q. I wish you would.—A. Medical Boards are held in the various Military D*5' 
tricts, and if the man is for discharge, the documents are sent from the District to tn*- 
Board of Pension Commissioners. They contain the information that the man Bo- 
been discharged or that his discharge has been approved. If the former, the pension >s 
awarded to commence the day following the date of discharge. If the latter, the pensi°n 
is awarded and the district is advised that his pension will commence on a certain date> 
so that the date of his discharge may coincide. Now this case, you see, is of an unusua 
nature in that the district could not determine that the man should be discharged; 1 
had to be determined at Headquarters as the man was in the Canadian Expeditions1' 
Force and was bound to return overseas unless the Department here made proVy 
reference to the people' overseas ; therefore we had to await the decision of the Mil1*11! 
Department. I will say that I have instructed the staff in a case of this kind, shorn1 
any such occur to bring forward the file in the course of, say, thirty days and thel 
inquire if discharge has been given so that another incident of this nature could 11(1 
happen.

By Mr. Nicjde :
Q. Would Headquarters discharge on that fin ail medical board ?—A On 

board, yes, they get a copy of this board on their file.
Q. Can you get any copy of it?—A. We have the original here.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. These files which you get are the files from the Militia Department?—A. 

original. ^
Q. You draw them from the Militia Department, and you return them when i‘ 

are through, or do they stay with you?—A. They stay with us. Every disabled 111 ^ 
has a file of this nature at Militia Headquarters, they are sent to us and w’e abst1'0 
from the Militia file all the things that have to do with the man’s disability or dea ^ 
and put it on our own file, giving them a receipt for such documents as we retain 0,1 
returning all the others to the Department.

[Col. C. W. Belion.]
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By the Acting Chairman:
Q. What is the next case?—A. That of Sergeant Mills, Mr. Mills himself.
Mr. Mills : With reference to the case of McGovern the medical board reported 

that the man had on February' 31, 1918, been examined and they said there was no 
Eduction in his earning capacity, due to any disability by service conditions, but 
there is a complaint because the man was not told of that, although at the time he 
appeared before them the Board knew of it.

Colonel Belton : In any event if we have no more information than we have there, 
the man would get no pension ; he might go on for another year in the service, as far 

we know, and it is not the custom to advise a man before discharge that he has no 
disability

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. I do not see why you could not inform him as to the condition, 

k The Acting Chairman : The recommendation of the medical board reads : that he 
,e discharged on account of age and liability that ankle may cause disability if exposed 
.? ordinary service conditions, that he was suffering from a fracture 25 years ago, and 

at he was aged 45. Did he apply for his discharge ?
-Mr. Mills : I do not know, he was home on leave ; the point I want to make in that 

a$e Was that he should have been told by the Medical Board discharging him.
Mr. Nesbitt: That Board did not discharge him.
'Mr. Mills: It recommended his discharge.

tj d he Acting Chairman : I understand, Colonel Belton, that you have given instruc- 
«•■coveriag any similar case to have the file brought forward so that the mâtter 

Ui l ^ n°* he lost sight of.—A. This was turned over to another branch not directly 
do Cr my eharge and I found a little fault with them at first because that had not been 

*mt it was pointed out to me that the official had to wait to get the information 
Piv ^le mau had been discharged, and I had to admit that; at. the same time 1 told 
]t 0Wn staff to take a little extra care, to go out of their way, to follow up these cases, 
if t!1Ust he admitted that the Board of Pension Commissioners coula but wait to see

10 Dlan was discharged.
Q" That is quite true, but ordinary prudence would dictate that in a case like this, 

?,i'd maU *s recommended for discharge, he is on furlough from overseas until April 
'tile’l W®-rnust wait, pending decision of Headquarters as to his discharge, would not 
it f, °S1CM thing have been to say: We will put this off until April 3rd, and then bring 

to ascertain what decision has been reached?—A. If we were to do so that 
ürp ti n?ean Mie handling of thousands more files than we are now handling, and would 
Qtl ‘ -v increase the pressure of work ; every time this file comes back again, it involves 
,ho -r’s going over it. I think it is .quite patent by the Headquarters file that we

adv
Q. w

ised

e been advised of the discharge. 
By Mr. Nesbitt:

as it not natural that the Pension Board should suppose they would be
®dvi ~ as to what became of that man?—A. Yes, that the Militia Department should 

Se ^e District, and the District should have advised us, of course.

By the Acting Chairman:
hear V ^ar as you are concerned, the fault is with the District. You expected to 

lr°m Mo. 3 District?—A. Yes. '

By Mr. Niclcle:
from i a niatter of fact No. 3 District would not discharge him without instructions

headquarters?—A. Yes.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Supposing you had been notified that he was not entitled to a pension, would 

you have notified him?—A. That is our absolute principle, yes. Now, take the next 
case, Sergeant E. R. R. Mills. The first thing on this file is a letter from Sergeant 
Mills, dated March 7, 1918, that is all we have in the case. We then made a request 
for the Headquarters’ file of the Department of Militia and Defence. On receipt of 
the file we found no proceedings of the medical board on it, and on April 20, we sent 
a request to the Director General of Medical Services, to have a board on Mr. Mills.

Q. Of what District?—A. To the Director General here. That is the end of the 
story as far as we are concerned ; we have not yet any information as to his condi
tion, and therefore cannot go farther on the case.

By Mr. NicJcle:
Q. On what date did you make that request ?—A. On April 20.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. And when was Mr. Mills’ letter written ?—A. March 7, 1918. The Head

quarters’ file was stripped on the 22nd March, that is we got the file and stripped it 
of all particulars regarding his case.

Mr. Mills : I was discharged on the 31st July, 1917, at Winnipeg.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. I thought an Order in Council was passed that no man should be discharged 

until his pension had been determined and he had been notified?—A. Since they have 
been entitled to get three months’ post-discharge pay they can make the discharge at 
once, because that gives them a period of three months to determine the pension.

Q. But here is a man who has been discharged for nine months, and he has received 
no pension, how did that occur ?

Mr. Archib'ald : He should not have been discharged until his pension was deter
mined; -under the previous procedure the man was not to be discharged for physical 
unfitness until his papers had been forwarded to the Board of Pensions, and the 
pension awarded or refused, but if awarded, it was to commence on a fixed date; we 
thereupon telegraphed to the Officer Commanding that the intention was to discharge 
him at a fixed date and asking the Officer Commanding to discharge the man on the 
day before that fixed date. The result was that if this man’s pension had been fixed 
to commence on August 1, 1917, the Officer Commanding would discharge him on the 
31st July, and the man would get his pay up to that date. That has been done away 
with owing to the fact that the military authorities are empowered to pay a 
three months’ post-discharge pay; they pay him one month at a time and as soon a? 
they pay him the first month’s pay they send the papers to us and we are supposed 
get his pension fixed before the three months’ period is up.

Q. Why was that order done away with ?—A. Because it takes a lot of money i0 
keep a man on the strength after he should be given a pension, he would be entitled 
to his pay and allowances amounting altogether to $83 per month while retained °° 
the strength of the fofee ; but if he were discharged on pension he would not receive 
more than perhaps $20 per month so that his discharge would save the Governme’lt 
the difference between $20 or $25 and $83 per month. ,

Q. How are the discharged men going to protect themselves if this is a sample 0 
the delays that occur ?

Mr. Archibald : This is not a sample of the delays that occur, but it is one del11 ^ 
that may occur. We soon hear of cases of this description. Sergeant Mills says 1,£ 
realized that it would be all right and did not trouble, but these other fellows who a’c 
not so confident will soon let you know if there is any delay.

[Col. C. W. Belion.]
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it Was fom'ùwi V 1 *lat <)n*er in Council was passed last year because in certain cases 
Therefore ru , j meu who were being discharged were walking the streets penniless. 
Hoard rioti.H * i ï! ' ' ! Was passed that no man should be discharged until the Pension 
Certain Ant* a \eà(* °* ^osp^ta^s Commission that pension was to be paid at a 
Cached hi A' *1"< A Was a*“ *he end of the month, and, as a rule, when the man 
has been A ‘"T,6 , fouil<i the pension cheque there waiting for him. Now that order 

anc£ *1 ’ an<i i cannot understand it except on the question of expense.
each, nnd^IU H)liALD: ^*le man. ‘s not going to suffer if he has three payments of $33 
has exh'mAA ,,V® a couple of months to grant the pension, he will, long before he 

^ Usted all his money, get liis pension.

°Ut of à i ®eTe i® a case "'here it ran nine months and if the man had been .
^ .lob he wouild have been up against it.

but, of I,IBALD; Oh, yes, this is a ease where there was nine months’ delay, I admit, 
Case of •<n,rse’ there are cases where mistakes may be made. I can give you a sample 
to be Se. f le contrary ; there was a man whose Board was sent to us, or was supposed 
Passed on J° US; papers were sent to the Secretary of the Militia Council to be 
the qpan 1 0 us ; they were not sent to us, but were put away in Headquarters, and 
Sxjbsistenc'VaS \'A d*scbarged. That man was getting pay, separation allowance and 
aPd I-Tead* ''bout nine months later the Military District wrote to Headquarters, 
pian for /jonrters wrote to say that the papers were not here. We were paying this 
h had been'1'1 lnon*bs> and when we.looked for the papers at Headquarters, we found 
1(3 Would Ù _put away there. I do not know what pension that man eventually got, but 

month!°f'll ^ S'e^ !1 pens’on of $15 or $20 a month, and had been receiving for 
*20 pensi0jS "1 pay and allowances,- whereas he might just as well have been receiving 

am the Government would have saved during that period $500 or $000.
^2/ Mr. Redman: '

the dato^fi bas's Wills would be entitled to claim full pay and allowances up
Mr A °f nS pension"
“You(v"T: might go back to the Department of Militia and Defence and

I'I' (he day' 'SCharged me wrongfully, and I am entitled to full pay and allowances up 
jhpg report a ) pPns'°n starts ”. There may be cases where the Boards, instead of 
’e files froA tt the man’s District to Ottawa, may be lying there. We have drawn 

m Headquarters, and it is not there.

!PAanimation of Col. Belton resumed. 

q ** Mr- Mickle:

U A,' b think^if anything you can suggest, Coloned Belton, to obviate such a difficulty? 
apd a_sL a discharged soldier thinks he should be pensioned he ought to speak

questions.

a ‘A- Su*ary fr0m^6St .something, that the fellow that is in fault, should pay Mr. Mills 
aro"*take of time ^at he was discharged till now, and then he would not make

""fi Wiff, the* ■ d again.—A. That may be ia man who gets $2 a day for running 
Mr. xr °s° ,des- Mistakes of this kind should not happen, but they will happen. 
1,1 Winn;.^ r here I was in-Ottawa, and the Medical Board that discharged me 

°g, I was attached to the Fleming Home at the time.

Q. rh «:■ Bo„:
It is bad not held your Board here ?—A. They never held a Board,

as Mr. Archibald says, a case of improper discharge.
[Col. C. W. Belton ]
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. You never had a Board.
Mr. Mills : I was working here, I was told to report for duty by- the President of 

the Fleming Home, Col. Argue, I was discharged in Winnipeg, and I was here in 
Ottawa all the time. My discharge came here in a registered letter at the time I was 
undergoing treatment in the Hospital.

By Mr. Nichle:
Q. When was the last Medical Board held?—A. Ten days after I went into the 

Fleming Home.
By Mr. Archibald:

Q. You say your Board at the Fleming Home was forwarded to Winnipeg?—A. My 
Board was only for treatment and they told me that the finding of the Board was that 
I should go to Chafifey’s Locks for six weeks for a rest. When I got there the discharge 
would have arrived there the same time as I did only for the fact that the mails, had 
been held up.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Is this Order still in force (reads) : i

“ When a Board <jf Medical Officers has recommended discharge on account 
of physical unfitness of a soldier entitled to three months’ post-discharge pay* 
discharge shall not be carried out until the day on which the soldier received 
the first payment of the post-discharge pay, or aln advance on account thereof 
not exceeding such first payment.”

—A. That w*as not done.
Mr. Archibald : A man not getting post-discharge pay is kept on strength. Even 

now a man who even gets no post-discharge pay or fifteen days’ pay must be kept on 
the list. • "|

Mr. Nickle : If he was entitled' to post-discharge pay, he should not have been di=" 
charge.d until the payment was made?

Mr. Archibald: That was not the irregularity. There was no post-discharge pnJ' 
then. The paragraph which Mr. Nickle read did not come into force until November 
21), 1917. The previous paragraph in Order in Council 508 was to the.effect that n° 
man shall be discharged for reasons of physical unfitness until his pension had been 
determined. When they brought in the post-discharge pay idea they said, “ Wc i”‘e 
not going to keep the men entitled to post-discharge pay on the strength.”

Mr. Nickle-: If he were discharged before November, then he should not have bed1 
discharged until he was notified what his pension should be.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Somebody lias blundered ?—A. Yes, but not the people you are investigating 

The next is a case of Herbert H. Whyte, No. 1042437. The complaint I think her® 
is delay in dealing with the case.

Mr. Mills : The man did not know the findings of the Board. Did you notify 
of the findings of the Board?

Witness : As to his pension, do you mean?
Mr. Mills: Yes.
Witness : Yes, he was informed and his pension cheque was sent in.
Mr. Mills : What date?
Witness : April 29th. I will read a précis of the case and perhaps it will give y0^ 

the information. This man had defective vision and hearing prior to enlistment, 11,1
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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^ffgravated on active service: attacks of vertigo and difficulty in speech, present prior 
0 enlistment, not aggravated on active service. The opinion is: “ questionable if this 
n‘>n has any disability due to service.”

Medical Board, November 29, 1917, states that this man's disability on active ser- 
1Ce is not more than 5 per cent.

tension awarded April 12, 1918, at 5 per cent for one year.
Reason for delay :
(1) Medical officer wrote up Board November 24, 1917.
(2) Specialist report November 26, 1917.
(3) Medical Board held November 29, 1917.

], me explain : The Medical officer brought forward the cage for the Medical
^0<Jr<l of November 24th, that is in the district. The specialist report was put on 

ember 26th and Board was held November 29th. It was passed by the A.D.M.S. 
W'at*!?*361" ^at is the Assistant Director of Medical Service approved of it on
3 , date. It was sent here by the general officer commanding Military District No. 
p;iis-ch 15, 1918. It was received here on March 18, 1918, dealt with on April 8, 1918, 
'fieri*011 awai"dcd April 12, 1918. So far it has been impossible to secure the qverseas 

boards or M.IT. sheets.
h;sto.tvvas delayed for a few days to see if we could obtain the English Medical Board’s 
a"d \ hbe case but it was found impossible. The case was dealt with without it 

10 man is on 5 per cent pension.
^r- Mills : How much is that?—A. $30 a year.

?Jrr' R icicle : That is District 3, Kingston ?
Witness: Yes.

8i0tl 1 jr' M,lls : I have a note here “ Pte. H. II. Whyte, 1042437, I applied for a pen- 
iii p ~° Lot know if I should have one or not, but I think I should, as while I was 
they an<* I lost the sight of my left eye. I got it tested in Ottawa and they said
C$ltifiotl°r R- I would have tried to get pension while in the army but 
the w very plain and was afraid of them laughing at me, so let me know about

°n®y- ’ That is what he writes to me.
^rr‘ Yickle : He says he lost that eye in the service. What does the record show ? 

,n XEss : Here is the description given by the medical board : “ Man has much 
tiof,s ln speech and he seems much embarrassed when he attempts to answer ques-
8«rVic.e ^ condition was present before enlistment and has not been aggravated by 

Qe'He has only perception of light in left eye; right eye, refraction normal. 
r<îcord Says l°st-that eye in the service. What does the record show?—A. The 
diti0ll SayS: “Lèft-old strabismus (200) (divergent type) probably congenital, con- 
‘‘ Left_^r?*’a^ly very slightly aggravated by service. That is the specialist’s report :

y " ( strabismus (divergent type), probably congenital (vision-condition prob- 
‘^Pai^rf ,sHshtly aggravated by service. (3) His (p. 7) only hearing is somewhat 
^clint-cr 111 ^°th ears ; more especially since June, 1917, when he had some slight 

lrom left ear, not affected by service of any kind.
ri Pjy Mr:Mills:
U. \Xn

'at is his pension, $2.50 a month ?—A. Yes, $30. 
q Mr.Niclcle:

^fiiin, yt lat is the next case?—A. The next is the case of Pte. Alexander Joseph
£ No- 14558,1.
Mr, Jr..
^itx Ls " Pension'not granted.

** ^"Ven'ii88 " ^ere's a precis of the case “ From records on file, this soldier enlisted 
er' 1915. and was in France nine months. He was returned to England

ICol. C. W. B?lton.]
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presumably for nephritis though there is no conclusive report on file regarding this 
condition. He returned to Canada in September, 19-17, and was examined and recom
mended for discharge on December 3, 1917, and discharged on December 31, 191 h 
From description of his condition by the final Medical Board which describes a healthy 
man of fair muscular development and who it is considered will be better at work, the 
Medical Advisor is of the opinion that there is no pensionable disability.” Now that 
is the précis of the case and the documents supporting it are here.

Mr. Mills : He was injured on the back by being buried on the Somme and also 
shrapnel in the back and is now very weak and unable to follow his former occupation-

Mr. Nesbitt: What is that?
Mr. Mills: Carpenter.
Witness : Shall I give you the history'of the case? :—The man enlisted in Novem

ber, 1915 at Ottawa, Ontario : “ Fracture base of skull, March, 1912, due to railway 
wreck injury, in France nine months, wounded slightly in back with shrapnel. Subjec
tive symptoms—is weak, urinary in continuence at times. Findings—healthy mam 
weight 152, height six feet, blood pressure 125—85. Muscular development fairh 
good. Heart and lungs normal—normal weight, 168 pounds. There is moderate 
debility. He is anxious to work and he will do better when employed. The next case 
is that of Pte. William Childs, 410704.

Mr. Mills : The complaint in this case is as to the degree of pension.
Witness : (Beads) “ This pensioner on discharge had limitation of movement 

right elbow. This disability is less than a complete ankylosis, but on discharge he wa3 
awarded a class 5 (twenty per cent) pension, for a period of accommodation. O'! 
re-examination in February, 1918, this period of accommodation was completed, aim 
his pension reduced. In April communication was received from Great War Veter am 
Association stating that pensioner complained of the decrease. The reply to tlm 
letter is on file.” , |

This is the reply to the Secretary of the Great War Veterans Association 0 
Canada :—

“ April 22, 1918.
“ 410704 Pte. Wm. Childs, 38th Batt’n C.E.F.

Sir,—I have the honour, by direction, to acknowledge receipt of y°uJ 
communication of April 11, requesting information regarding reduction 0 
pension in the case of the marginally noted. j

In reply I beg to inform you that this case has been passed to the Medjca_ 
Adviser for his remarks regarding the findings of the Medical Board rec°^_ 
mending decrease and he replies that according to the present scale of disablin' 
ankylosis of the elbow is estimated at 20 per cent. This man has flexion °] 
degrees beyond right angle and extension normal. Supination and proiiat' ^ 
normal. The arm condition is practically normal, and his other disability ff'1’ 
ing spells once every six or seven weeks does not constitute any great disabn1 

It is therefore considered that 10 per cent is ,a just award, however, if ^ 
pensioner considers that he has been unfairly dealt with in this matter i* f 
will have the enclosed certificate duly completed by the medical practitD'V 
and return his case will be given careful consideration, and if same indlC‘' 
an increase his pension will he adjusted accordingly.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,
THE SECRETARY,

For the Board of Pension Commissioners for Ottawa. _ a>'
Per A. B-

[Col. C. W. Benon.J
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By Mr. Nickle:
Q. If a man engaged in manual labour faints once every five or six weeks, do you 

,,ot consider that a disability?—A. Yes, it is a disability; but a slight one.
Q. It constitutes a great disability; suppose the man is wheeling a barrow along 

trestle, or in working with machinery of any kind ? A. He is excluded from some 
occupations, because of the fainting spells, and he is given that pension on that account,

aU the^ is not a great disability. He gets nothing for the arm which is all right ; he has
motions of the arm, only very slight limitation; you cannot get very muchVy. —vuiuuo VJL UIJLO ill 111, U111J VC1J QJLlgllU UUlitaViVU, J V U. VH.-11JU.VU get vcij IJUUVU

fTif6 **,an 5 degrees beyond the right angle, you cannot move yours more than that.illustrating by witness’s arm.) , , ,, .
, . Q- If he were a painter he could not go up a ladder, or a teamster he could not Jnve a team in the city if he were subject to fainting spells?—A. In that case the 
^Pinion of the medical board was that the man had 10 per cent disability 

,f hi* arm and 5 per cent due to the other condition, the board evidently considered 
6 ^ability a slight one.

By Mr. Sutherland : . , ,
h Q- That is the central board?—A. No, that is the board that re-examined thetiian.

By Air. Nickle :
5 ^ H° you think that if the man were subject to fainting spells that would be only

Per cent disability?—A. Ten per cent is given, nothing for the arm.

By Mr. Nesbitt: _ .

S' I agree with the arm basis, but not in regard to the fainting basis. A. t is ctlonal disturbance, there is nothing organically wrong with him.
Witness retired.

On^niittee adjourned until 10.30 to-morrow.
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PAPERS SUBMITTED BY MR. ARCHIBALD.
28. The Table of Disabilities exists only to assist the Board of Pension 

Commissioners and Medical Officers in fulfilling their responsibilities. It does 
not offer final, nor absolute values. Every disability must be considered on 
its own merits; the table exists merely as a means of affording Medical Officers 
the more accurate language of figures for describing the extent of disabilities, 
existing in soldiers examined by them.

29. Table of Disabilities.

head.
(1) Loss of skull bone—

(when accompanied by only slight symptoms such as 
occasional headache and occasional slight vertigo, 
ordinarily)

(a) small trephine hole........................................... ......... up to
(b) 2 or 3 square inches...................................................  up to
(c) 3 or more square inches.............................................  up to

(otherwise according to actual incapacity, resulting from
brain hernia, severe vertigo, paralysis or mental 
symptoms)................................................................. .\. up to

(2) Injury to features—
(estimated according to actual incapacity) »

(а) simple deformity, without loss in function, ordinarily up to
(б) deformity with loss in function................................. up to

(3) Loss of nose...............................................................................
(4) Loss of both eyes......................................................................
(5) Loss of one eye..........................................................................

(a) Loss of vision of one eye...........................................
(6) Loss of hearing (total) both ears..............................................
(7) Loss of hearing (total) one ear.................................................
(8) Injuries to jaw—

(estimated according to actual incapacity resulting from
loss of function, e.g., eating, speech)..........................  up to

(9) Loss of tongue—
(estimated according to actual incapacity resulting from

loss of function, e.g., eating, speech).......................... up to
(10) Loss of speech............................................................................ up to
(11) Loss of teeth.............................................................................. up to
(12) Epilepsy—

(estimated according to actual incapacity)......................... up to
(13) Insanity (mental detriment)..................................................... up to
(14) Injuries to neck—

(estimated according to actual incapacity, e.g., difficulty
in breathing, swallowing, etc.).....................................  up to

(15) Wry-neck, as late results from injury...................................... up to

10%
20%
30%

100%
20% 

100% 
60% 

100% 
40% 
30% 
5 °% 
15%

TRUNK.
(16) Aneurism—"

(estimated according to actual incapacity, or necessity for
rest)................................................................................ up to

(17) Injuries of spinal cord—
(estimated according to actual incapacity)........................ up to

(18) Heart disease—
(estimated according to actual incapacity, and necessity

for rest).......................................................................... up to

100%
100%
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Tuberculosis—
(estimated according to actual incapacity, and necessity

f2n\ ™ for rest).............................. . ....................................... up to
v Vnronic bronchitis—

(estimated according to actual incapacity, as evidenced by
debility, dyspnoea, necessity for rest, etc-, ordinarily) up to 

(Bronchiectasis, emphysema and asthma may cause total 
(2l T . disability0 

T injury to lung, pleura, chest-wall—
(estimated according to actual incapacity, e.g., dyspnoea). up to 

Ventral hernia—
(2ox (estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).... 10% to 30% 

• ) Single inguinal hernia—
(estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).

(24- Rouble inguinal hernia, ordinarily.....................................
> ' hronic cvstitis—romc cystitis-

(2-\ (estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).. 
-> 1 rethral stricture—

(26 ) t (est™ated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).
Incontinence of urine, or ordinary fistula—

(27) t Estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily)..
' Incontinence of faeces and faeces fistula—

(281 tr Estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).. 
' Haemorrhoids—

(2q\ (estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).. 
' ' Hydrocele—

(3q\ (estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).. 
' v aricocele-—

100%

40%

100%

.10% to 20% 

.20% to 25%

.10% to 60% 

.10% to 40% 

.20% to 50% 

.20% to 50% 

. up to 20% 

. up to

(3n r .(estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily)
injury to external genitals.............................................................

(Disability here is not estimated upon inability to earn a 
livelihood. Each case will be given individual con- 

(32) a 1 sidération by the Board of Pension Commissioners.)
hdomen, late results of injuries—

(3.3j p (estimated according to actual incapacity.) 
el vie bones, late results of injuries—

(estimated according to actual incapacity, e.g., difficulty in 
walking or standing).

up to 
up to

15%

10%
60%

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

°ss of middle finger-L
t Hhree phalanges).

°f ring finger— 
I no Phalanges)

UPPER EXTREMITIES.

oss of little finger-
(three phalanges)..............................

Toss of index finger—
(three phalanges)..............................

Toss of thumb— ..................
(o) (one phalanx)......... ............. ..........

, (5) (two phalanges). •........V ; ................
Toss of thumb, with metacai p-
Toss of two thumbs— ..............
T (two phalanges only) • ' '' ‘ 'i_ .............

(42) !j0ss of two thumbs, with meta 1< q - han(ls 
1 Toss of all fingers, or all but one on not2-~n

(39)
(40)

5%

5%

3%

10%

10%
15%
20%

40%
45%

100%
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(43)

(44)

(45)
(46)
(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)
(51)
(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)

(59)

(60)
(61)

(62)
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Ankylosis of wrist, complete—
1. In line with forearm, with slight or no loss in pronation

and supination..............................................................
2. In bad position.................................................................

Loss of part of one hand—
(suggested examples with estimate of incapacity)

Thumb and index.............................................................
Thumb, index and middle................................................
Index and middle.............................................................
Index, middle and ring.....................................................
Index, middle, ring and little...........................................
Middle, ring and little......................................................
Ring and little..................................................................
Thumb, index, middle and ring.,.....................................

Loss of one hand......... .............................................................
Loss of both hands............................................. ......................
False joints in forearm—

(estimated according to actual incapacity).........................
False joint one or both bones, with slight mobility, only.......
Loss of forearm—

(at middle third)......................................................... .........
Loss of forearm—

(at 1| inches, or less, below insertion of biceps)................
Disarticulation at elbow...........................................................
Loss of arm, just above elbow.................................................
Ankylosis of elbow, complete—

(a) Pronation and supination free
1. In flexion at an angle with humerus of from 80

degrees to 110 degrees...........................................
2. In bad position.........................................................

(b) Loss of pronation and supination.................................
False joint at elbow—

(estimated according to actual incapacity).....................
False joint in humerus—

(estimated according to actual incapacity).........................
Loss of arm, just below deltoid insertion................................
Loss of arm, above deltoid.......................................................
Disarticulation of shoulder.......................................................
Ankylosis of shoulder-joint, complete—

(estimated according to)
(a) position of fixation, in slight abduction with free

movement of shoulder girdle........................................
(b) combined with fixation of shoulder girdle, depending

upon position of fixation...............................................

up to
20%
35%

30%
45%
15%
25%
45%
25%
10%
50%
60%

100%
up to 40% 

10% to 15%

60%
65%
70%
70%

up to 
up to
up to 40%

up to

up to
Injuries of nerves of arm—

(a) Brachial plexus.......
(b) Muscule-spiral.......
(c) Median...................
(d) Ulnar......................

up to 
up to 
up to 
up to

LOWER EXTREMITIES.

Loss of any toe, other than big toes..............
Loss of big toe.................................................

With head of metatarsal............................
Ankylosis of big toe—

Metatarsal phalangeal joint......................

up to

up to 

up to 15%
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(63)

(64)
(65)
(66)

(67)
(68)

(69)
(70)

(71)

Loss of part of foot—
(estimated according to actual incapacity)...........................

Metatarsal ankylosis.......................................................................
Loss of one foot................................................................................
Flat foot, ordinarily........................................................................
Loss of both feet..............................................................................
Ankylosis of ankle, complete—

(1) at right angle........................................................................
(2) in bad position.............. ......................................................

Loss of leg, at middle third...........................................................
False joint in leg, middle third—

(estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily)..... . 
Loss of leg, where stump is too short to fit “ short ” artificial

(7~ T leg.............................. _..............................................................
(7^ *jOSS °f leg through knee joint......................................................
(74! ^oss leg just above knee......................^..............................

D Ankylosis of knee, complete—
(estimated according to)

(a) position in extension or slight flexion..........................
(7^ (b) in bad position.................................................................

1 Dislocation of knee cartilages and chronic synovitis of the knee 
(7r\ (estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).

' Loss of both legs—
(at or above the knee or below knees where stumps are too

(7^ short for artificial legs)............. ...................... ......................
(7J Loss of thigh, middle third............................................................
(7qC Loss of thigh, upper third............................... ..............................

1 False joint in thigh—-
(a) with only slight mobility, and weakness of leg.............

(80) Ty W flail joint................................................................,..............
(6li Articulation of hip-joint....................................... ....................

' Ankylosis of hip-joint, complete—
(a) in flexion at angle of about 135 degrees with body

without adduction, abduction or rotation.....................
.(b) in bad position with great difficulty in walking............

Injuries to nerves of leg—(82)

up to 
up to

up to

up to

up to

(a) Sciatic.
(b) Ext. popliteal..........................................................
(«) Ant. tibial...............................................................
(b) Muscule cutaneous.................................................
(2) Int. popliteal..........................................................
(fl) Post tibial...............................................................

(83\ o. (b) Anterior crural........................................................
k-hortening of leg—

(one to three inches)...................................................
(84) t (three to five inches)....................................................
(85) t °Ss of any two extremities..............................................
(86) r,?Sfs of one hand and one foot..........................................

^onic osteomyelitis—
(87) 0 (estimated according to actual incapacity.)

nronic sepsis—
(88) p (estimated according to actual incapacity.)

eneral debility—
(89) y 'estimated according to actual incapacity.)

ancose veins—
(90) j (estimated according to actual incapacity, ordinarily).

"°Ss °f one kidney without any symptoms.....................

101

40%
40%
40%
20%
80%

20%
35%
40%

40%

60%
60%
60%

20%
up to 55%

10% to 20%

100%
65%
75%

40%
75%
80%

50%
75%

60%
20%
10%
10%
20%
10%
50%

10%
15%

100%
85%

up to
up to

up to
up to

up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to
up to

up to
up to
up to

10%
15%
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30 In case of difficulty, Medical Officers may find reference to the following 
publications to be of value :

“ Accidents de Travail, Guide pour l’Evaluation des Incapacités,” by 
Saint-Germain, Paris, 1913.

“ On the Estimation of Disability and Disease due to Injury,” by Wyatt 
Johnston, in the Montreal Medical Journal, No. 4, page 281. April, 1900.

“ Accidents in the Medico-Legal Aspect,” by Douglas Knocker, published 
by Messrs. Butterworth and Company, London, 1912.



TABLE FOR ESTIMATING INCAPACITY IN PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS. >
TJ
"Ü

N.B.—When it is considered advisable, Medical Officers will make an estimate of disability graded at any percentage other 5 
than that named in the Table. The terminology used, and its assigned interpretation, is that employed by the 2 
National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis. x

Class.
1

Condition. Clinical Description. Employability.
Percentage

of
Disability.

1 Not Improved......... 100

2 Improved................. Where there has been improvement 
sufficient to allow the use of the 
term.

These cases will, in all likelihood, relapse on 
any but the lightest kind of work. During 
the first six months, at least, disability 
should be considered as almost total.

75—100

3 Quiescent................. No constitutional symptoms; tubercle 
bacilli may be present or not; sta
tionary or better in physical signs; 
all the foregoing having been present 
at least two months.

Practically an active case under ordinary 
conditions of life, and should rest at least 
75% of his time, in order to carry on in fair 
health,—hence a minimum of 75% for the 
first six months.

75—100

4 Apparently Arrested Signs of a healed lesion without any 
symptoms for three months.

Should rest half of his time............................. 50—75

5 Arrested................... Signs of a healed lesion without relapse 
at end of six months under ordinary 
living conditions.

Should rest one-quarter of his time................ 25—50

6 Apparently.............. Signs of a healed lesion without relapse 
at end of two years under ordinary 
living conditions.

Only limitation of employability is that he 
should avoid certain occupations involving 
undue exposure to dust and debilitating 
conditions.

0—25
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In this Table the degree of deafness is judged by the distance at which the soldier can hear ordinary conversational voice 
with each ear separately. Twenty feet is taken as the normal distance at which ordinary conversational voice should be 
heard.

Both
Ears

Deaf.

One
Ear

Deaf.

Hearing 
One ear less 
than 1 foot.

Hearing 
One ear at

1 foot.

Hearing 
One ear
3 feet.

Hearing 
One ear
5 feet.

Hearing 
One ear
10 feet.

Hearing 
One ear
15 feet.

Hearing One 
ear 20 feet 
Normal.

50%
Other ear 
less than 
one foot. 

50%

Other less 
than 1 foot.

45%

Other ear 
at one 
foot.
40%

Other 
ear at
3 feet. 
30%

Other 
ear at
5 feet. 
20%

Other 
ear at

10 feet. 
10%

Other 
ear at

15 feet.
2%

Other ear 
Normal at

20 feet.
0%

Other at 
one foot. 

45%

Other at 
one foot. 

45%

Other at
3 feet. 
35%

Other at
3 feet. 
20%

Other at
10 feet. 

15%

Other at
15 feet.

5%

Other
Normal.

0%

Other at
3 feet. 
40%

Other at
3 feet. 
40%

Other at
5 feet. 
30%

Other at
10 feet.

15%

Other at
15 feet. 

10%

Other
Normal.

2%

Other at
5 feet. 
35%

Other at
5 feet. 
35%

Other at
10 feet. 

20%

Other at
15 feet. 

10%

Other
Normal.

5%
-

Other at
10 feet. 

25%

Other at
10 feet. 

25%

Other at
15 feet. 

15%

Other
Normal.

5%

Other at
15 feet. 

20%

Other at
15 feet. 

20%

Other
Normal.

10%
\ Other
\ tN o'tma\.\ vw>/„

l Other
\ homal.\ vw7r, V V l

•
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BOARD OF PENSION COMMISSIONERS.

Number. Purport of Communication. Cross references.

Central

^egisTRy_ Date.
P. A.
B. F.

Initials. Referred to. For Remarks. Initials. Date.

(If purpose for which referred cannot be expressed on one line, add 
minute to file and enter here “With Minute.”)

.......

’•••h.....

.........

............

..........

>.......... -

V.....

^........



fl) COMPARATIVE TABLES—PENSIONS PAID BY ALLIED COUNTRIES.

Canada 
(new scale).

Canada 
(old scale).

Great Britain Australia. New Zealand. France. United States. Italy.

Yearly rate. Yearly rate. Yearly rate. Yearly rate. Yearly rate. Yearly rate. Yearly rate. Yearly rate.

Total disability.................................... $600.00 $480.00 $351.00 $375.00 $505.00 $240.00 $360.00 $243.00
Widows.................................................. 480.00 384.00 175 50

increased to$191.7 
when widow i

253 00 379.00 92.00 300.00 121.50

Parents.................................................. 480.00 288.00 not to exceed 
$195.00

Mother of unmar 
ried son same as 
widow. Depend
ent parent 
awarded some 
pension.

379.00 240.00 If without widow 
or children pen
sion awarded to 
parents (same as 
widows pension)

Children.................................................. 96.00 72.00 $65.00 1st child 
54.00 2nd child 
43.00 3rd child 
37.50 for each 
subsequent 
child.

$130.00 1st child 
97.50 2nd child 
65.00 each sub
sequent child.

130.00 20.00 $120.00 1st child 
150.00 2nd child 
60.00 each sub
sequent child up 
to two.

0

Orphan children...................................... 192.00
144.00 1

591.00 1st child 
78.00 for 2nd and 
subsequent chil
dren when main
tained by the 
same person.

$130.00 to 10 vrs. 
162.50 10-14 vrs. 
195.00 14-16 yrs

195.00 20.00 $240.00 1st child 
120.00 2nd child 
120.00 3rd child 
60.00 each sub
sequent child up

Will receive wid
ows pension 
while minors.

Special allowance ror helplessness.........

Number of classes of disability............

Not to exceed 
$300.00

20 classes and 
gratuity.

Not to exceed 
$250.00

5 classes and 
gratuity.

Not to exceed 
$253.00

8 classes and 
gratuity.

Not to exceed 
$253.00

Not to exceed 
$130 on

No special a 1 low-

10 classes.

Not to exceed 
$240.00

Compensation for 
partial disabili
ty is a percent
age of total dis
ability equal to 
the reduction in 
earning capacity.
A schedule of 
disability rat
ings will be 
adopted.

3 classes.
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(2) BOARD OF PENSION COMMISSIONERS FOR CANADA. 
Analysis of Fissions granted to 31st March, 1918.—Disabilities.

A. 1918

Old Scale.

“ March 31,1917. 
4Ptil..

Jta-
y...

‘«He.
•uly.,

A«8uat..

^P»mber.......................
V.............

T°tal "“der Old Scale.......

^Increase................

°tal.

Privates.

No. Amount.

3,796 

416 

357| 

345 

382 

7991 

563 

2121

6,870

Scale.
y«eber„

0Vember.
>»6be

'PPuat

Alan

y. ms.

tary.

rch..

286;

1,296

1,509

1,033

1,445

1,638

14,077

$ cts. 

694,521 00 

67,716 00 

62,016 00! 

63,840 00 

64,224 00 

130,404 00 

93,216 00 

35,520 001

1,211,457 00 

484,582 801

Corporals. Sergeants.

No. I Amount. No. Amount.

226

50

30

41

361
82

72

23'

560

1,696,039 80

49,350 00 

210,804 00' 

248,811 00 

146,232 00! 

178,284 60 

212,402 40

$ cts. 

42,954 00 

8,064 00 

5,856 001 

7,680 00 

6,336 00 

14,784 00 

12,864 00 

3,840 00'

228 

37' 

25 

231 

17 

69 i 

39! 

16

102,378 00 

40,951 20'

454

2,741,923 80'

32

153'

173

135'

168

187'

1.408

143,329 20

4,440 00| 

26,070 00 

29,472 00 

20,160 00 

19,920 00; 

25,239 60

268 630 80

$ cts 

49,182 00 

6,222 00 

4,692 00' 

4,488 0.01 

2,754 00! 
13,260 00' 

6,018 00 

2,958 00

Staff Sgts. 1 C.Q.M.S.

No. Amount. [No. Amount.

$ cts. 

306 00 

510 00

C.G.M.

No.

$ cts 

1,080 00]

510 00

89,574 00] 

35,829 60

19

103

121

109

128

126

1,062

125,403 60!

2,581 90 

16,862 04] 

20,495 82 

17,249 78 

17,435 84 

16,583 94

ire new scale includes allowances for 53 Wives and 131 Children.

216,612 92 

-------------T

1,326 00 

530 40'

1,856 40 ...

816 00 

1,020 00 

510 00] 

612 00 

204 00!

4,242 00 

1,696 80

Amount.

35

382 50 

446 26 

605 63 

510 01 

892 51

4,693 31 43

5,938 80l

159 38 

1,338 76] 

733 13| 
510 OqI

1,147 51

9,827 58 105' 21,307 92:

R.Q.M.S. W.O. Lieuts. Capts. Majors. Lt.-Cols. Cols. Total.
R.S.M. Spl. allce.

No. Amount. No. Amount. No Amount. No. Amount. SFo. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount.

$ cts.

868 00

$ cts.

816 00 54

S cts.

39

$ cts.

23,600 00 11

$ cts.

7,560 OO 9

$ cts.

11,856 00

S cts. $ cts.

4,395

$ cts.

860,805 003 2

1,008 00

2 456 00

1 504 90 250 001,240 00

248 00

200 00 515 85,918 003

1 2 1,200 00

1 600 00

2 1,008 00 1 312 00 431 78,992 00

82 118 505 2 016 00 5 2 756 00 412 50 426

620 00

124 00

9

19

16

mo no 7ft ft9R on
2

3 1 3,744 00

3,600 00

7 2,000 00 3 756 00 1 312 00 750 00 990 167,868 00

9 4,400 00 5 1,512 00 2 624 00 711 123,050 00

0 2 532 00 7 1,296 00 2 400 00 3 1,260 00 169 00 269 46,485 00

0 12 3,632 00 2 816 00 127 40,368 00 67 34,000 00 27 13,356 00 13 13,104 00 2,081 50 8,189 1,524,062 50

0 .... 1,452 80 326 40 16,147 20
— 13^356*00

25% 520 40 585,128,80

0 .... 5,084 80 1,142 40

5

56,515 20

1,440 00 6 1,100 OO 2 819 00

2,601 90

352

2,109,191 30

59,890 28

232 5( 42 11,025 0C

9,000 0(

11 C9S flf

11 2,850 0C 1 78 00 362 5C 1,626 271,089 06*6 2 ....
7 1,701 0C

27 968 7 1,190 0< 42

4; 1,500 0( 10 2,268 0( ..
2,602 50 825 0C

1 5R0 Of

1,899

1 304

321,226 73

905 353 55
14 1,705 0 ...

12,240 0 li 3,750 0 1,764 0(
55 77 5 ) 85 01 5

906 0<
o,o91 L

00 426 2 5 628 6< 4 8,247 61 1 2,396 0 1,248 0( ... 2,450 0 2,04; 274,801 41

92 3 8,494 8° 3,046 0 0 35 109,492 8 13 48,346 60 5 20,814 01 r 14,430 01 2,602 5( 11,910 6 17,32, 3,481,933 08

SUMMARY.
Total Liability Disabilities................

Dependants...........

107
................................................... 17-325“ chUdr^Dëpendants.:::::::::::: " 10'488

$3,481,933 08 
6,235,205 65

$9,717,138 73

12,344

-73
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(3) BOARD OF PENSION COMMISSIONERS FOR CANADA. 

Analysis or Pensions granted to 31st March, 1918.—Defendants.

Old Scale.

Privates. Corporals. Sergeants. Staff Sgts. C.Q.M.S. . C.S.M. R.Q.M.S.
R.S.M.

W.O. Lieuts. Capts. Majors. Lt.-Cois. Cols.

Spl. allce.
No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No. Amount. No.

$ cts. § cts. S cts. S cts. $ cta. S cts. § cts. S cts. $ cts. $ cts. S cts. S cts. $ cts.
To March 31, 1917............... 3,312 1,172,492 00 214 78,528 00 290 112,776 00 1 408 00 8 3,264 00 34 13,770 00 3 1,632 00 94 50,256 00 44 32,032 00 36 36 036 00 n 13 7*8 00 1 017
April........................................ 199 67,200 00 15 5,376 00 12 4,794 00 6 3 0v,4 on 2 1 600 00 3 o y>n 00 1 1,248 00
May.......................................... 398 138,576 00 38 13,632 00 29 10,794 00 2 816 00 10 5,472 00 5 3 800 on 7 4 464 00

T,m. 736 262,176 00 66 23,616 00 35 13,668 00 2 552 00 2 816 00 28 15 f>96 00 6 4 800 00 11 10 836 00

July.......................................... 738 252,144 00 62 21,024 00 32 12,444 00 1 408 00 3 1,122 00 3 1,122 00 1 496 00 22 12,384 00 13 10 2p0 00 9 8 820 00 1 248 00

August..................................... 476 162,192 00 37 13,104 00 30 11,364 00 1 408 00 1 408 00 2 816 00 15 8,208 00 3 2 400 00 3 3 024 00 3,888 00
September............................. 414 152,928 00 46 15,936 00 28 10,548 00 1 408 00 1 408 00 1 496 00 21 11,232 00 4 3,000 00 3 3,780 00 550
October.................................. 256 93,168 00 19 6,720 00 24 9,264 00 14 7,632 00 7 5,600 00 2 1,764 00 322
Total under old scale......... 6,559 2,300,976 00 497 177,936 00 480 185 652 00 4 1,632 00 15 5,754 00 43 17,340 00 2 992 00 3 1,632 00 210 113,904 00 84 63,432 00 < 5 71,244 00 17 20,112 00 7,989
33$% Increase....................... 766,992 00 59,312 00 61,884 00 544 00 1,918 00 5,780 00 330 65 544 00 37,968 00

3,067,968 00 237,248 00 247,536 00 2,176 00 7,672 00 23,120 00 1,322 65 2,176 00 151,872 00 63,432 00 71,244 00 20,112 00
New Scale.

October...........<..................... 74 35,232 00 5 2,400 00 8 4,080 00 2 1,020)0 1 510 00 1 510 00 5 3,600 00 1 800 00 1 1,008 00 98
November............................. 362 166,464 i)0 28 13,440 00 19 9,090 00 3 1,530 00 4 1,196 00 13 0 360 00 3 2 400 00 9 2 016 00

December.............................. 394 184,512 00 37 17,760 00 23 11,730 00 1 510 00 1 510 00 3 1,530 00 1 680 00 13 9,360 00 2 1,600 00 4 4,032 00 1 1,248 00

January,1918........................ 477 225,792 00 43 20,640 00 44 22,440 00 1 510 00 3 1,530 00 2 1,020 00 3 1,860 00 24 16,752 00 3 2,400 00 4 4,032 00 2 2,496 00

February................................ 400 185,376 00 37 17,760 00 23 11,730 00 1 510 00 1 510 00 1 620 00 3 2,040 00 16 11,520 00 5 4,000 00 3 2,208 00 190

March..................................... 285 132,480 00 42 19,584 00 34 17,022 00 1 510 00 1 510 00 2 1,020 00 12 8,640 00 2 1,600 00 1 1,008 00 380

8,551 3,997,824 00 689 328,832 00 631 324,228 00 10 5,236 00 25 12,772 00 51 27,200 00 10 4,998 65 7 4,896 00 293 211,104 00 100 76,232 00 90 85,548 00 21 25,104 00 10,488

Children............................................................. 12,344

108 Total Liability.............................................................

Total

Amount*

C«'

4 00

1,131
231 »

6,235.'
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of iCommons, Room 117,
Wednesday, May 1, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell,
Presiding. t

Members present.—Messieurs .Green, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, PoweV, Ross, 
Towel 1 and Sutherland.—8.

The minutes of last meeting were adopted as read.
The chairman read a communication received from Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., 

dated April 23, re the case of Colonel L'albatt’s disability pension ; also a communi- 
°ation received from Mr. F. S. Scott, M.P., dated April 23, re the revision of pension 
regulations in respect to dependants of British Reservists,—said communications 
'vere ordered filed for records and for further consideration.

The committee then proceeded to consider the position of men who have gone 
r°m Canada and are now serving in allied countries. Information regarding the 

nUmber of such men was ordered to be obtained from the Militia Department.

The further examination of Col. Belton and Mr. Mills wals then resumed.
Major George Ussher Stiff and Major J. W. Margeson of the Paymaster-General s 

®$ce, Militia Department, were examined for evidence in respect to separation allow- 
'tnce and assigned pay.

The committee then adjourned until Thursday, May 2, at 10.30 o clock, a.m.
V- Cloutier. N. W. ROWELL,

Clerk. Chairman.

/
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MINUTES 0F EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room 117,

Wednesday, May 1, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding-
The Chairman : I have received a letter, addressed to me as Chairman - of the 

Pensions Committee, from Mr. Stevens, a memiher of the House, which deals with 
the L’abatt case.

(The Chairman read the letter to the committee, and the committee decided to 
consider the matter later). •

The Chairman : We have had presented to us a nuntber of times the question of 
supplementing the pensions to men fighting in the Imperial forces, and also in the 
other forces of the allies, these men being residents of Canada at the time war broke 
out. I have a letter from Mr. Scott, member for .South Waterloo, in connection with 
this matter, and perhaps iwe could get a report from Mr. Archibald on this question-

As to prospective dependencies, if Mr. Archibald couild Colletit information as to 
what is being done in other countries in regaird to th'is matter, I think it would help 
the committee.

Mr. Archibald : I think Major Margeson and Capt. Beatty drew assigned 
regulations last August and I think they went into the question thoroughly.

The Chairman : Major Stiff is in charge of the department, and our secretary 
will write to him, and he could either appear before us or send one of his officers in 
charge of that branch to give the information to the committee.

Col. C. W. Belton recalled.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. We were dealing with the case of that man who was awarded 10 per cent f°r 

the disability to his arm and who was fainting at irregular intervals. Have you tke 
file there?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is the procedure to determine what pension a man shall have?—A. Th® 
recommendation is made by one of the staff of the medical officers, and it goes forwar® 
and the proceedings are made out, and later it comes before the commissioners f°r 
their approval.

Q. What commissioners signed that particular case?—A. It is not likely that an? 
of the commissioners in person signed it. It would be signed for them. It was sign® 
for J. K. L. Ross.

Q. Who signed it for him?—A. I cannot make out the signature.
Mr. Archibald : Probably Miss Balfour did, she is a private secretary. _,
Q. Do I understand the private secretaries of the commissioners are dealing w* 

the disability cases without the commissioners reviewing the case?
Mr. Archibald : Certainly.
Witness: The commissioners could never review the cases. .
Q. Who approved that pension, for the commissioners? Whose pension is it? 

Wm. Childs.
Q. Who, on behalf of the Pension Commissioners approved of Childs’ pension 

A. J. K. L. Ross, through somebody who acts for him, whose name I am unable 
decipher.
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Q. Do I understand from you that these pensions are approved by the com
missioners, by the rubber stamp method ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does not each case go before the commissioner for revision?—A. Of^course 
't is submitted to the staff.

Q. I am asking a question ?—A. As a matter of fact, I believe not.
Q. Mr. Archibald made the statement that possibly Mr. Ross’ secretary approved 

of it?
Mr. Archibald : No, Col. Labatt’s secretary.
Q. Who is she?
Mr. Archibald : It is a very simple business. Perhaps I had better explain it.
Q. Did you sign that report?—A. It was signed for me by the assistant in some

way.
Q. Did you see it?—A. I saw it.
Q. Do you see every one of these reports ?—A. No, I do not.
Q. Do I understand the pension may be awarded on the findings of subordinate 

officers of the Pension Commissioners Branch ?—A. Yes.
Mr. Archibald : Or one.
Q- Then each case is not reviewed by the commissioners ?—A. No.
Q- Nor by the head of the branch ?—A. No.
Q. Then really the pension may be awarded on the judgment of some subordinate 

mcial or employee in the office?—A. Yes; if on my staff I am responsible.
Q. Explain the matter to me, because 1 will tell you frankly it is incomprehensible 

me that you only gave 10 per cent in the Childs case.—A. I think that had this 
een submitted to any one of the fifteen medical officers we had up there, no higher 

fusion would have been recommended by any one of them.
^ Q- Why?—A. This man’s whole disabling condition consists in the fact that he 
,^as fainting spells once in six or seven weeks. If on each occasion he lost a day, 
0£ "‘mid not represent more than a week or ten days’ lost in the year—one-fiftieth 
jj. “is time—2 per cent, but he does not lose that time or anything like that time. 
• ayhe he loses half an hour or an hour. He suffers from weakness, but that weakness 
0£ a very temporary nature. Now, between his condition and the condition of one 

men who is totally disabled and laid up in bed there are a great many degrees. 
°w> if this man’s condition be considered as justifying a pension higher than 10 

2qf Cent' all other cases that we consider as 10 per cent would become 20, and all the 
s would become 40’s, and all the 40’s would become 80’s, and there would be a bulge 
the top very shortly.

Q- You determine his pension in relation to the time he would lose from any 
Moymerit ?—A. Yes, from any employment.

Q- Did you consider him in relation to the one hundred and one things he could 
0t ho ?—-A. Exactly.

He could not drive a team?—A. Yes.
t0 How could a man drive a team when he is liable to faint?—A. He is not going
;tll If we go over the medical board report we find none of this was present
^mediately after he received his injury. It is a neurosis which has developed. 

6 Hermans call it pension-neurosis, 
hh He has fainting spells ?—A. Yes. 
h hie could not look after a machine ?—A. He could.

He could not work on a street car?—A. He could.
^7hat would happen if he fainted?—A. He would not faint. He does not 

of thefnder those circumstances. There is a difference between his case and the case
WTl true epileptics. The true epilptic could not be allowed around machinery, 

e man who faints only faints when it is convenient to faint. 
y0u j Ho you mean to say that this man is a malingerer?—A. I would prefer that 

s’°uld hear Col. Russell on that.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. You are giving evidence and it is your opinion we want. I do not want you 
to shift the responsibility.—A. Col. Russell will explain the whole condition.

Q.,You are the medical officer in charge of the pensions. I want the evidence 
from you without any shifting. Is this man a malingerer?—A. No.

Q. Then he honestly has these weak spells?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you say he can control them?—A. To that extent that he will not have 

them when they endanger him in any way.
Q. Is it a mental or nervous condition ?—A. It is a nervous condition.
Q. Would you think that a man operating a concern like a street railway would 

be wise in assuming the responsibility of employing this man as a motorman?—A- 
I think the man could carry on that work all right, but remember, Mr. Nickle, he is 
getting a pension, and we do limit his occupation.

Q. Admit he is getting 10 per cent pension, do you think any jury would relieve 
a company from responsibility if a man like that man was employed and fainted 
and there was an accident?—A. That question does not come in. He will not faint 
when he will do any damage, or may do any damage to himself or others.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. I suppose it is a medical fact?—A. That is why I say that Col. Russell will 

explain things to you when he appears, which will make this a very trivial affair 
when he shows you the matters which come wdthin his cognizance.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. I quite admit that the ramifications of the human body are extraordinary? 

but as a member of Parliament I am not prepared to admit that in the case of every 
man who comes back from this war with a peculiar functional derangement, it should 
be assumed that it is a voluntary thing for the purposes of pension. I have seen some 
decisions that ought to be reversed, and we know of them where great injustice was 
being done to the men, and I think we are getting entirely too scientific in estimating 
the degree of disability these men are suffering. We are running a high-class scien
tific institution, instead of an institution that gives reasonable remuneration to these 
men for disability. (No answer.)

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Did this man appeal from the decision allowing 10 per cent?—A. Yes, he 

appealed because of the reduction from the previous pension award, for which the 
explanation was that he was given at first rather more than his condition would call 
for to allow for a period of accommodation. He had some limitation of movement 
in his arm. The limitation amounts to inability to flex his arm mere than 15 degree8 
beyond a right angle. That is really the reason of the reduction. ,

Q. Suppose that man’s condition is such that he would not faint in the face 
danger, do you think in any ordinary community it would be easy for him to obt»111 
employment if the people in the district knew that from time to time he had these 
fainting spells?—A. That has been considered, and is included in the estimate whe11 
the recommendation for the award was made. .

Q. If you were running a big industry of any kind would you employ any sue 
man?—A. Yes, I would have him cured the first time he had a fit. ,

Q. How would you do it?—A. That is a matter that had better not be trench6 
on. I would imagine it is purely medical treatment.

Q. If you can cure him, why not do it?—A. Well, there again I think all tho8 
neurotic cases—and I am arguing that all the time—should be cured of all 8nc 
symptoms before they are pensioned at all. That is the line Col. Russell will krlIN 
before you, and there is no doubt about it that he could cure a man so that he won 
not have a recurrence.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. You believe lie should be kept on pay and allowance until he is perfectly well? 
"A. I think he should.

Q. If he is discharged prematurely is he not entitled to recognition by way of 
reasonable pension ?—A. Yes, and he is getting it.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. How many of these commissioners are there? Fifteeu did you say?—A. 

I hree commissioners ; fifteen refers to the medical staff.
Q. And did I understand you to say that in some cases they would not come 

before them, the particular specific cases would not come before any of them for 
revision at all?—A. Before any of the commissioners?

Q. Yes?-—A. You understood me to say that, yes.
Q. They do not know anything at all then about what the award may be in 

Particular cases that do not come to their notice?—A. No.
Q. Then what are the duties of the commissioners ? If that is not what they are 

: tore for what are their duties ? What do we appoint them for?—A. I think you will 
lave to examine them about that. I know that they are exceedingly busy men.

. Q. On what?—A. On pension matters. I know their time is fully employed. I 
'n°w they are very much in earnest in doing the work, but as to exactly what they 
are doing, I could hardly be asked to explain that. I am in contact with them many 
attd many a time, and they want to know about this case or that case. I have to 
Explain to them the details of my work, and the work of the staff very frequently. 

ne of the commissioners is a medical man himself.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q- Which one?—A. Major Todd.
Q- He is in England. Why is he kept there ?—A. He has gone to England on a 

sPecial mission in regard to the question of pensions.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q- Your function is simply to report to the Commissioners?—A. To examine the 
Ses and to recommend an award.

Q- They are a sort of court of review on your award ?—A. Bather more largely 
afters of general policy, matters in connection with other departments of govern

ment.
Q. Matters of what?—A. Matters of policy, matters in connection with co-ordin- 

cr ln8 our work with that of other departments of government. They have a very 
vpeeat ^eal t° do with the Department of Militia and Defence from which department

Set all the information we have for making up pensions.
Q- The only information you get from the Department of Militia and Defence as

A man’s case comes up, you send to the Department
ssary papers, and 
-A. That is only

^erstand it is in this way :
y and Defence for the file and you strip that file for the necessary papers, and
a r dealings with the Militia Department end there, do they not ?- 

ery small part of it.
V,,- ''*• In what you get from the Militia Department you look for this man’s medical

and make your recommendation ?—A. Yes.
Oj. -, I That recommendation does not necessarily have to go before the Commissioners, 

it.—A. It does not go before thé Commissioners personally, no. 
far ®afore whom would it go if it did not go before the Commissioners?—A. As 
el m_y department is concerned it does go before them. If they deputize somebody 

° sign it, that is something beyond my purview. 
a You have got to the end of your duty when you make your recommendation ? 
v‘ Yes.

Per Ihere you stop?—A. Yes. I may say that for a good while they were signed 
bey bally by one or other of the Commissioners, but they soon found that it was 

lrl the ability of one man to handle them. He could not sign them.
rCol. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. You make your recommendation, and upon your recommendation the award is 
made ?—A. Yes.

Q. As I understand it, these Commissioners were primarily appointed to make 
these awards. They were the men to say “ This pension is right,” or “ I hat pension 
is right,” or, “ We think we will change it.” That was the original intention.—A. 
Yes.

Q. As it is to-day, that is entirely departed from.—A. I think not; I think they 
are responsible.

Q. They may be responsible, but those awards do not come under their own per
sonal supervision ?—A. No, physically impossible.

Q. Then does the Commissioner deputize somebody of his own volition to make 
those awards or revise those awards or recommendations ?—A. He does—that is to 
inscribe his name on them, as far as that goes.

Q. But he has never seen them?—A. No. He divides the direct control of the 
several branches of his machinery to somebody else and is always responsible for the 
whole.

Q.^He is always responsible for it, but he has not seen the specific award, nor the 
specific case upon which the award is made?—A. He could not do so; he could not 
revise them, it is a physical impossibility.

Q. The Pension Commissioners are doing something else than award pensions to 
disabled soldiers ?—A. They are doing that but they are not doing it directly.

Q. How many people are deputized to do such a thing as that, other than the 
Commissioners ?—A. I cannot say.

Q. Would there be a large number in that department that were dealt with by 
Major Todd or somebody else?—A. I do not know.

By Mr. Nickle :
Q. When q/ medical board report comes in from ou'tside does it go before a 

medical board in connection with the Pension 'Commissioners' work, or does it g° 
before some individual doctor ?—A. It goes before an individual.

Q. Does that individual report hie findings to a medical board in the Pension 
Commissioners’ office?—A. No.

Q. Then the outside medical board’s findings are reviewed by aln individual 
doctor in connection /with the Pension Commissioners’ /work?—A. Yes.

Q. Then one doctor in Ottawa might overrule three doctors outside?—A. No.
Q. Why not?—A. Because if any su'ch question as tha't arises, if there is do nth 

about it, he refers it to the head of the 'branch, myself.
Q. When the pension allowed iby the medical board outside is in any way varied) 

it is referred always to you?—A. To ,myself or a senior member.
Q. Ho w many senior members are there ?—A. By senior I mean a man "who ha* 

been employed for a long period, say « year or so, the sfafi is constantly increasing-
Q. How many of such men are there ?—A. We have six or seven.
Q. Assuming the finding of an outside board came before one of these seni°* 

men, he may overrule the findings of the outside board, he can ,vary the findings 0 
the outside board?—A. No, he cannot. He mu^t take their description as it 
given him, or secure a /better one by sending it back.

Q. He can vary the percentage of disability that the outside board allows undyr 
the previous question?—A. Yes.

Q. Then he can vary the pension allowance?—A. Yes.
Q. Then if he Varies it, when it goes on to one of the Pension Commissioners i° 

approval, do you say the Pension Commissioner’s name may be rubber-stamped by 
stenographer?—A. Yes. , g

Q. So that it really .works dcwn to this : That the senior medical officer in 1 ^ 
Pension Commissioners’ office may overrule the finding of an ou'tside medical bo^ 
who has seen the man, and the concurrence of the board is rubber-stamped on 1

fCol. C. W. Belton.]
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H that correct?—A. That is correct, but more than that, he has got to overrule it or 
16 will lose his job, because our table of disability lays down a certain thing for the 
°ss of a leg below the knee. If the medical board says 100 per cent or 75 or 80 per 

°ent, whatever it may be, that makes 110 difference, the medical adviser in the office 
BlUst say 40 per cent, because that percentage is established for such a disability.

Q- It comes down to this: Some one senior officer or some other medical officer 
!s determining the pension paid to the soldier absolutely ?—A. No, because he has 
rules and regulations and guides to carry him along, but in that way he is deter
mining.

Q- Subject to the rules and regulations?—A. Exactly.
Q. And the scale of pension disabilities?—A. Yes.
Q- And in the application of that scale to individual cases the pension allowed 

a man is determined by the discretion of some medical officer in the Pension Com
missioners’ office and the approval of the Commissioners is given perfunctorily in the 
majority of cases ?—A. Yes.

the

By Mr. Pardee:
Q- Along that same line of argument, it does not make very much difference what
outside board says?—A. It does not make any difference except 'the description 

they give 0f the man’s condition. That is what goes. Their estimate sometimes only 
Suggests that their description may not have been well done. There may have been 

inconsistency between the two. If a small thing is described and a large estimate 
&iven, that suggests that more information should be secured.

By Mr. Boss:
Q. They might not understand the rules and regulations that guide you, and 

Jmy would put on a greater disability to a condition than they were entitled to?—A. 
at occurs frequently.

Mr. Nickle: One man in the Pensions Commissioners’ office has the authority
With,
exarn°ut having seen the pensioner to overrule the findings of three men who have

*ued the pensioner.
By Mr. Boss:

I understand that the case goes
any variation in it it goes to a senior doctor, and if it went to the 

might be reviewed by him?—A. Yes, exactly.first
to one doctor in the first place and if there

senior doctor

Cas If it goes to a senior doctor first his decision would be final?—A. No, in that 
mp]' 6 Would still send it to a senior. Where there is a difference between the 
officer men, or where the thing is of an unusual nature, it comes from the senior 

to myself, or from a junior officer to a senior officer.
By Mr. Nickle:

to Ho you pass on all these ?—A. No, sir, I 
£ out the point I am speaking of.

do not. I am stating these things

By Mr. Sutherland: 
thet>o Q- Hid the Childs case come before you?—A. No. In this case the medical 

Per d estimates the arm disability at 30 per cent and the man’s fainting spells at 5 
itseue.nt- Our medical adviser says the disability first mentioned is negligible. By 
diSa^.U would be negligible, but it may be taken to add 1 or 2 per cent to the second 
the i ] y> the fainting, and he increases that from 5 to 10 per cent. Let us get at 
Ueglj °f the medical board. They give 10 per cent for something which we consider 
fai-. .me, and tho-v k nor nont fr.r the ffllntincr According to their idea that?’ and they give 5 per cent for the fainting.
^king^-18 a mighty small thing, is it not, and yet we have increased it to 10 per cent
to ,ln aH the elements you speak of. TV,o u™ of a— —*-------------------■

°urs in the year.
The man’s loss of time does not amount

[Col. C. W. Bel ton. 1
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By Mr. Nickle:
Q. What are the Pension Commissioners doing? If the scale of disability is deter

mined, and the medical men determining the pension from the description given by 
the outside board, and you have taken away from the outside board the right of 
determining it in percentages, what are the Pension Commissioners doing?—A. 1 
think it is not my place to say, but I know they are very busy men and doing their 
work.

Q. Do you- have a centrally constituted medical board that meet as a board to 
consider all those unusual cases ?—A. In some of those unusual cases they are con
sidered by every man on our staff.

Q. I tried to frame my question carefully and I would like an answer?—A. No> 
sir, we have not.

Q. Have you a control medical board which passes judgment on all these unusual 
cases ?—A. No.

Q. It really means that one or two men down there may determine the amount 
of a pension, without reference to any central unifying body in your office?—A. The 
whole body is unified, and they co-ordinate.

Q. No central body ?—A. Nothing further than that.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. Do the reports of these medical boards come direct to the Pension Commis- 
sioners?—A. They simply make their observations. Any of these forms will sho"r 
how the observations are made by the medical adviser. It is then passed on to the 
department which types the proceedings awarding pensions. After being supervised 
as to its correctness, it is passed up to the Pension Commissioners to be dealt with hf 
them.

By the Chairman:
Q. Let us see one of these cases ?—A. Here is a recommendation made to us.
Q. First you have the report of the local medical board?—A. Yes, that is thL 

examining board in Ottawa. This describes his condition.
Q. First you have a description of the condition?—A. Yes.
Q. Then you have their recommendation ?—A. Yes. Here are the questions ^ 

be answered : “To what extent if any has disability increased during past year? 
the disability permanent ? ” It says here that the first is permanent and the othef 
is not.

Q. They give Iff per cent for No. 1, and 5 per cent for the fainting?—A. Aes.
Q. And they make a recommendation of 15 per cent as the total?—A. Yes.
Q. Where is your report reviewing that ?—A. This is it before me.
Q. Then the recommendation is 10 per cent?—A. Yes.
Q. That is signed by one of your associates?—A. Yes.
Q. From him it goes to whom?—A. To these people and they type these Pr° 

ceedings.
Q. Then the report is finally made under your authority ?—A. Yes. f
Q. All these things go to the Pension Commissioners under your authority. T11 

do not go in the names of your associates, but they go in your name?—A. Yes.
Q. And you are responsible for these reports?—A. Yes.

Yes.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. They go in your name to the Pension Commissioners?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q- Then th= commissioners approve or otherwise your recommendation

[Col. C. W. Bolton.]
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Q. Just a word or two about the arrangement ; you have already told us you 
"ave how many medical associates in the work?—A. I have a permanent staff of 
thirteen and a number of temporary employees.

Q. How is the work divided? Where do the reports come from to you? From 
the Board of Commissioners ?—A. They come there from what we call the central 
registry where all files go through, and they are allocated in this way : I have to set 

a number of gentlemen who deal with nervous diseases and a number of others who 
'leal with pulmonary and heart diseases, and others deal with the effects of wounds, 
a»d others with general diseases and they are divided into those classes.

Q. Four classes ?—A. Yes.
Q. And you have to assign to each class the medical or surgical men whom you 

c°nsider specifically qualified to deal with those classes of case?—A. Yes.
, Q. Does every case that comes up in the local medical board come for review 
'lore the man who has specially to deal with that class of case?—A. Yes.

Q. Then there are six or seven senior men you say?—A. Yes.
Q. And you have already explained how these cases are dealt with?—A. Yes.
Q- Do you meet together at any time for consultation or conference over matters

that arise in the administration of the department, or do you as chief simply consult
*th members of the commission as you deem necessary ?—A. We frequently discuss 

general questions as a body together. We occasionally have short papers read by some 
utlemen who are following up special literature, and they give us extracts from 

tj|at literature. There are frequent consultations between individual members and
ete are innumerable conferences between members of the staff and myself on specialcases.

Q- How do you secure uniformity in the awards? Mr. Archibald pointed out the 
day jje gave evidence here that you would receive medical boards say from one 

aff '°n °* the country that would recommend 60 per cent disability for some particular 
of e<itl0n’ an(l y°u would receive the report of the medical board from another section 

he country, who would recommend 30 per cent for exactly the same disability. 
e *e descriptions would be the same. How do you secure uniformity in the award in 
tli *S that?—A. Our table of disabilities assists largely, then there are precedents
,, We have established and the usage. I have often taken up a case of a somewhat 
th ■îlal'Ure and passed it to individual members of the staff, not wishing one to know 
of ^'iterpretation of the other, and it is seldom there would be more than a difference 

0 Per cent of opinion, and I can determine with almost absolute certainty what 
hi ti "'H he given on any case. If I could not do that I would not have confidence 
Bt 16 staff. The staff has been built up slowly. I have been now nearly three years 

he Work myself. For a year and a half I carried it along and since that I have 
Wo i building it up. Some time ago there was a revision made of the whole of our 

tV because of the change in pension regulations. The pensions were increased, 
f** time we had to bring in outside help; some twenty-five or thirty medical men 
"ot were brought in. They went over the whole of our work. There was
$Up ) Per cent of the work done that was called in question by them, and I do not

10Se in the whole lot of 10,000 pensions that changes were made in more than twoOf
of 'ree cases, and those wer.e clerical errors that crept in. That is to say that body 

said our work was absolutely consistent.
Vroïjç . I ben if I understand you aright, by long experience and actual day-to-day 
tipff 'n dealing with these pension claims, you and your staff have arrived at such a 

ln standard in dealing with them that you can ascertain almost with mathe- 
.fu precision what the award would be in any case?—A. Yes.

- <• From your knowledge of the symptoms present and from the work of the
6*Perts^’ ^6S’ 's exPert work and the men who have engaged upon it have become

-842-
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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By Mr. Boss:
Q. Who appoints your staff?—A. It is appointed by the Commissioners.
Q. The Civil Service Commissioners ?—A. Yes, it comes at present through the 

Civil Service Commissioners.
By Mr. Sutherland:

Q. Have you specialists who were recognized as specialists along certain lines 
before they were appointed?—A. No, sir, we did have specialists associated with the 
medical board in the field. That is a different line of work. The diagnosis of disease 
conditions and the description of it are different matters. The interpretation of those 
things is a matter in which our staff is skilled. They are all practitioners of medicine 
of varied qualifications, but this is special work interpreting the descriptions given 
by medical boards.

Q. Now, it really all comes down to this: If it is mathematically as accurate flS 
you suggest it is, what the Pensions Commissioners want to look out for is that the 
disabling condition is adequately described on the examination before the medic*1 
board ?—A. That is the crucial thing, sir.

Q. Because the determination once the facts are known, is so accurate that 'n 
10,000 cases, fifteen new doctors could not find one per cent of irregularity?—A. That 
is so when they were trained on the job, of course.

Q. You took them in from the city?—A. Yes.
Q. And the accuracy of the determination of the disability was such that there 

was not more than one per cent of irregularity in 10,000 cases ?—A. No.
Q. The crux of the whole situation is to see that the local examining board ade

quately expresses the disabling condition of the men making out the claim?— 
ISxactly.

Q. Are there any statistics kept in your department as to the various persons wb0 
are pensioned, such as labourers, professional men, and so on?—A. No, there are ,l0 
statistics of that kind.

Q. Have you any idea of the percentage at all along these lines ?—A. No, nothin»’ 
except in a very general way. Such statistics may be kept because the occupation 0 
each individual is given.

Q. Those statistics, however, are not kept by you?—A. No.
Q. You have no idea by what department they are kept?—A. I do not think thw 

are kept at all, but we have the information by which they may be kept.
Hr. Sutherland : Do you know of any such, Mr. Archibald ?
Mr. Archibald : No, there are no such statements at all. Section 7 of the regu|9 

tions says that all pensions awarded to members of the forces shall be determined * 
the disability of the application without reference to his occupation prior to enlistm®11 ’ 
and section 9 says that no deduction shall be made from the amount awarded to a *. 
pensioner owing to his having undertaken work or perfected himself in some forni 0 
industry. I think the Military Hospitals Commission took into account the previ° 
employment of men who returned to Canada.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Do you know why section 7 makes that specific exception “ without reference 

his occupation prior to enlistment ” ?—A. No, that was before my time.
Mr. Nesbitt : That was the basis of our recommendation on a previous occasion-

By Mr. Sutherland: i
Q. You stated that the first board was really the most important one with re^e 

to the soldiers’ pensions. Do you see any reason why the soldier should not select 
of the board to make the examination ? He is the most interested party. His 
physician would understand his condition better than any one else. Would y°Ujllst 
any objection to having a representative of that kind on the board ?—A. On the 
board I think you mean?

[Col. C. W. Bolton.]
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Q. No, I mean the board that examines him before he gets his discharge.—A. It 
would be practically impossible to arrange such a thing. We have boards doing this 
sort of work in all the centres and they are busy night and day and they have great 
difficulty in connecting up with the men and getting the examination done. There is 
one way in which we could get the opinion of the man’s own personal attendant if he 
wishes to give it and that is through a medical certificate, and we get a lot of medical 
certificates as to the condition of these men, but because these gentlemen do not under
stand the basis on which a man is given a pension, it is not a very intelligent certificate. 
That is to saÿ, in regard to the disabling condition. The history of the man’s case, 
the wounds he has had, and the sicknesses he has gone through loom very large in 
their minds, whereas the actual inability to do something by which he earns his liveli
hood they do not consider at all. We have frequently had 75 per cent estimate made 
by the family physician when the man had no disability whatever.

By the Chairman:
Q. When a man is suffering from nervous trouble or shell-shock it is not apparent 

to anyone for possibly weeks at a time, and it may come on very suddenly. His 
Private physician would realize the condition the man was in, whereas the other doctor 
would not know anything about it. He is only before him a very short time and 
brakes a cursory examination and it would not be possible for him to describe the 
pondition so that the Pension Board could do justice to him. The soldier is the most 
mterested party. Why should he not have the right to select, if he saw fit, one of the 
examining board previous to his discharge? I know cases where a very serious injus
te has been done to soldiers in not being given an adequate pension.—A. If there 
are any such cases we will be only too glad to hear of them and remedy them. Take 
*he soldier who has been for months in a convalescent home and his condition noted 
j'r°m day to day by medical attendants ; the family physician cannot have that
knowledge.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. Take the city of Kingston for example; why is not a man like Dr. Connell 

“pnl the other doctor in connection with the hospital there and other doctors who have 
,.e men under their eyes from time to time, capable with your scale of pension disa- 

1 rty before them, to reach a better conclusion as to a man’s condition, than some doctor 
°n the corner of Sparks and Elgin street, who only knows what others have written 

°Wn? Yet this doctor overrules this board repeatedly ?—A. Tes, these gentlemen are 
exPorts as professional men, but they are not experts in awarding pensions.

Q. Why not?—A. Because it is impossible to educate them along that line. It 
*S an impossibility.
, Q- Take your own case; I think you arrogate to yourself a superiority that is 

ard]y just;fied, and you criticize the outside men much more than they deserve. 
emre the war you had no experience in awarding pensions to any great degree, had 
u 1--A. I had experience, but not a large one.

, Q- Dr. Connell has been overseas in France and Egypt and came back to take 
ar-£ï<? of the hospital ?—A. Yes.

Q- Why is he so signally ignorant?—A. lie is not.
Sc., Why can he not determine the pension on the scale of disability having the 
"--A6 ^e^orc him, just as accurately as some of the men you take into your department? 
la-V "*m many cases he certainly can be, for instance in regard to the loss of limbs as 
tice d°Wn exactly in the table of disability he would be all right, but we find in prac- 

jmvertheless that these men do not follow the table, and we have to correct them, 
hioi 11 ' ^hy cannot the men who have had these men under them for weeks and 
it { 's better judge the disability than a group of men who theoretically determine 
nlC(j. ttawa ?—A. I can only say that in practice they do not. We may have the best 

ca men of Montreal express an opinion about a case and the best men in another
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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centre express an opinion. Their descriptions are all right, but when it comes to 
estimates they are as far apart as can be.

Q. But you have given them the yard stick in scale of disabilities?—A. No, it 
is not complete to that extent.

Q. It is a fairly accurate yard stick?—A. Yes, as far as it goes.
Q. In some of your districts, as Col. Cameron said, your outside medical service 

is no't up to the mark ?—A. It varies from time to time. These hoard's change. One 
medical board may be doing very fair work and may have got on to the game well, 
and Some member of it is taken away and a new man comes in, and he has to be 
educated.

Q. Bift you bring new men down here when you revise all those pensions—A. 
Yes, and they do not pay a pension for three months after they come here. Every 
bit of work they do is revised.

Q. And yet you tell-me that 15 médical men brought in from the city ;of Ottawa, 
who had no practical experience, certified that your work was so accurate that there 
was only ,1 peir cent in 10,000?—A. That was just va tribute that comes from the -out
side profession. They had to have many things explained to them.

Q. Is the outside profession in Ottawa so superior to the outside profession in 
the Dominion that the tribute of accuracy is of greater value than the criticism of the 
outside medical profession?—A. No, I do not say that.

By Mr. Power:

Q. In -reference to a question you answered a short time ago as to some of these 
men who have a disability which is pot apparent; that is to say, not a Wound or any
thing which the medical board point to. but there is a man called Morency who 
returned here and Was discharged, as suffering from tachycardia, D.A.H. ?—A. Dis
ordered action of the heart.

Q. I was told he had a slight irritability of the heart on exertion, and he coin- 
plains of being short of breath. At present he is able to walk a distance not exceeding 
five miles. All other symptoms are normal .and the decision of the medical adviser 
was that the previous 'disability was negligible ,-and pension was not allowed. They 
enclosed a certificate of incapacity to be filled in by ,-a private practitioner aim 
returned to the 'board and the case would be given further consideration, but they 
add that should he show the disability was aggravated by service, the board WOiUa 
pay the charges up to $5 ; otherwise they would not. pay any charges. I haye 
had this man under observation by a practitioner in (Montreal and he states he 13 
suffering from loss of memory -and -organic heart disease. I know he is suffer111” 
from loss of memory, fiechuse he obtained 'a position in Which he was doing cleric® 
work, and he was unable to hold it because he couldn’t carry it on. Would t*16 
board take this into consideration?—A. That certificate.

Q. Would they take a certificate of this kind-into consideration ?—A. Certain^’ 
they must consider it.

Q. What adtion would the board take upon that? Would the board also ha 
this man looked after for some time, in order to see that he neally was suffering fr011’ 
loss of memory, -or would they just examine him for five :or ten minutes?—A. In 1 , 
first place that certificate would be sent in to the Board of Pension Commissioners 11,1 
it would be considered, and if it appeared the man’s condition had not been prop611 -, 
described before, or that it had become worse on account of s'omdth'ing that hapPellL ( 
to him on war service a re-examination would be ordered and on the result of t 
examination his pension would be re-considered. j

Q. But the crux of the situation is that it would fie up to him that this hapP611® 
on war service. I think this jman was discharged three months ago, and at ^ 
present time he is suffering from loss -of memory. Is it implied that 'this lofiS . g 
memory 'occurred on service, or ,has he got to prove it?—A. Well, the history of 

[Col. C. W. Belton.] ,
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ease might make ft very probable, or the history of the case might exclude it. It 
Would depend upon that.

Q. The history of the injury?—A. Yes, and what followed the injury. If he had 
loss of memory and other disturbances of that kind at the time of: his injury, and it 
continued on or temporarily disappeared, we would assume that loss of memory in itself 
arising four months after discharge had to do with the service.

Q. What will become of this man now? Supposing I hand this in to the Board 
°f Pension Commissioners what will become of the man ? He is in Quebec. He will 
rePort, I presume, to the board there ?—A. Yes, if called upon to go to the medical 
board.

Q. What will become of him then. Will he be sent to the hospital for observation ? 
~~A. Not necessarily. If considered necessary it would be recommended to me.

Q. How can they establish loss of memory unless they observe him in some way? 
"7^. They always have that means of observing a man by putting him in an institu- 
tlon and keeping him under observation.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. lie would be examined by the board, and the board would decide whether that 

Was the course to pursue ?—A. They would make recommendations, but if necessary 
We would put on a neurologist, a specialist, and he could determine whether there was 
any such thing present.

Q. By a temporary examination ?—A. Yes, largely.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q. As to loss of memory ?—A. Yes.
Q. Might such a man be well to-day and ill to-morrow ?—A. Yes.

, Q. A temporary examination would not prove or disprove that ?—A. Yes, it would 
ft°w some mental disturbances that were or were not consistent with such a condition 

as that.
Q- The only true way to do it would be by having this man under observation, 

^’°uld it not?—A. If the medical opinion is that he should be so observed he is put 
Utlder observation. We get the best medical opinion on these cases.

The Chairman : Col. Bussell deals with all these cases and he will be here 
°"Riorrow.

By Mr. Nicicle :
j Q- The report that the outside medical men submit to you only shows their find- 

1|gs’ does it?—A. Yes, their description of the case.
• Q- Is there any part of the form where what the man says is the matter with him

shown?—A. Yes.
f Q- All that I have here shows what the "board finds are the facts.—A. Here is a 

which shows it.
Q- That is a new form ?—A. Yes, printed February of this year.
Q- That is a form for the soldier’s statement to appear on the record ?—A. Yes, 

Wanted it a long time.
3ri T Supposing he wanted to have a private medical practitioner of his own make 
for exarnin&tion of his condition would it appear there too ?—A. Sure ; not on the 

it would be attached.
cpm- " -Nesbitt: I have always understood that in practice they got their own medical

nificate.
By Mr. Niclcle :

Are these forms in use now?—A. Yes, for some time.
How long?—A. Printed in February.

«■ Then they have only been in use a very few weeks?—A. Just since that time. 
cage I have heard a great deal of complaint from the men that their side of the 
Sen+-"as not presented to the board?—A. They are given every opportunity of pre- 

it.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. With this form their side of the case will be presented?—A. Yes, we want them 
to know what the medical board find as far as the description of the case is concerned.

Q. Why do you not put on the form a place where the man’s statement of the 
case may be taken down as a part of the record ?—A. That is there.

Q. I cannot see it?—A. It says, “I complain in addition”.
Hr. Power : A place where he can make a statement, “ I was wounded at such 

a time and have been in the hospital for such a time.”
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. I do not think he should do it as a complaint but as of right. What do you 
say about it?—A. This is a form used in the first place for the Militia Department, 
to make a recommendation for the man’s discharge, and the Board of Pension Con»' 
missioners from the beginning have been suggesting matters to help us on that form, 
and we would like some more made just now but they tell us, that they have 300,000 
printed and we must wait.

Q. It would not matter if you had 600,000.—A. If we got 600,000 of another kind 
we would soon want another change.

Q. You do not mean to say that because you have 300,000 forms printed therefore 
you must have 300,000 cases where injustice must be done?—A. No, not one.

Q. If they are wrong change them.—A. So far as the Board of Pension Com' 
missioners is concerned it does not prepare that form, and they have made recom
mendations to the Militia Department to have alterations made from time to time.

Q. You representing the Pension Commissioners know that you have power to 
ask for any report you want from the medical boards and they have to be furnished 
to you.—A. Yes, and we have succeeded in getting them.

Q. Why can you not put out a form you want sent in which the man’s state
ment of the case appears, not what the doctors think, but what the man alleges as to 
his condition and the development of his disability, not as overruling the medical 
men, but as a statement of his case?—A. Well, the necessity of such a thing has »ot 
appealed to us.

Q. It has appealed to the men?—A. If it is necessary to satisfy the men in that 
regard, that is another matter. It has never been put up to me.

By the Chairman:
Q. Are there any other changes that should be made in the forms used by the 

medical board to aid the Pension Commissioners in arriving at their conclusion ?—'-A- 
We keep these things constantly under advisement and constantly suggestions arc 
made about changes. We have three or four changes that should be made. The 
Invalided Soldiers Commission will require that some changes be made in it. VariouS 
bodies dealing with the soldier after he has been discharged may require some. 
have to come together on these matters and it takes time. We feel that we must »ot 
be too insistent upon things we need but can get along very well without.

Mr. Mills : In connection with the Childs case at the time of his discharge h® 
said to me that he had no regular discharge from the board. I notice in this file th« 
the board is dated July 9, 1917. His discharge I believe is dated September 1, ‘
He obtained work about the 1st of August and while he was working his discharê6 
came through.

The Chairman: I suppose the meaning would be that he was examined for d>5 
charge in July and the discharge came through in September. g

Mr. Mills : Yes. Would it be in order for me to ask the witness a question 
to the number of times the Board of Pension Commissioners held sessions to dec1 
on cases.

The Chairman : Col. Belton was not a member of the Board of Pension Com’®1® 
sioners. That would not come within his sphere. Anything further on this Chi 
case?

Mr. Mills : No.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Kenneth Archibald recalled.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Col. Belton says that cases are sent by the medical board into the Pensions 

Commission, and I would like to know what the procedure is after they have received 
the report.—A. After the reports are received in the medical branch?

Q. No, in the Pension Commission.—A. The medical officer makes a recommenda
tion. It is thereupon typed and the proceedings are thereupon checked carefully 
against the recommendation. They are finally signed for the medical adviser and 
checked by another checker. Sometimes the medical adviser signs them, but we con
fer he is too responsible a man, or too highly paid a man to bother putting his 
Signature on documents which might just as well be signed b, a checker for him. The 
proceedings then come to the Commissioners’ office. The Commissioners used to sign 
them themselves. They were busy practically three-quarters of the day writing their 
names and they decided it was not worth while writing their names, because they were 
u°t competent to cheek the medical opinion which had been given ; not being medical 
lnen they were not competent to check the medical opinion ; also they were not able 
to write their signatures more than a certain number of times a day, and they there- 
f01"e authorized their clerk who is in a fairly responsible position to sign the proceed- 
lPgs. She is a lady, but is receiving $1,200 a year, which is quite a lot for a lady, and 
^ey authorize her to sign the proceedings for the Commission. The proceedings 
thereupon go out of the Commissioners’ office through the pay branch. The pay 
,ranch simply take the proceedings giving authorization and pay the money, and it 

18 all through.

By Mr. Nickle:
^ Q. You are not saying that a lady is competent to express a medical opinion?— 

• Not a bit. Nobody but a medical officer can form an opinion.

By Mr. Green:
Q. What particular part do the board take in it?—A. They do not take any part 

all except when special cases are referred to them. Col. Belton frequently referred 
special cases to the Commission, and those cases are considered by all the Commis
sioners and nearly always the Commission’s decision is that they cannot decide, that 

ey cannot tell anything about the medical end of it.

By Mr. Nesbitt:.
j, Q- As a matter of fact they do not read over the reports ?—A. They read over the 

and they perhaps call up Col. Belton or one of the other medical officers to
xPlain.

r Q- As a matter of fact, you say the Commissioners themselves read over the 
0Verrt-s- but they have not time to sign their names, I do riot see how they can read 

r ^e reports ?—A. I said only special cases that were referred to them.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q- And they were not any wiser after reading the report than they were before? 

• No, not much, as the reports are of a medical nature.
£> 9' 1 suppose if the Commissioners should be in England for six months the

Gïlsi°n Board would go on just exactly the same?—A. Not a bit. 
ju . Q- Why not ?—A. The Commissioners have been appointed to have exclusive 
iu lsdicti'on to award and administer pensions. Up to the present we have been talk- 
a<ln1-a^°Ut awarding pensions. They award them through subordinates but they 

pister the pensions themselves.
start " .^at do they do?—A. They see to the organization of the whole board to 

w‘th. There are 525 or 530 employees at the present time. Th~y are divided
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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among about seven branches. The branches all have to be co-ordinated and run 
together properly. For instance, take a disability case.. It starts with the medical 
officer. It goes on to the medical branch. From there to the Commissioners, which 
simply amounts to the girl signing her name, and checking, and it thereupon goes up 
to the Pay Branch. Subsequently we get a report from the district that the man 
who is supposed to be suffering very severely from rheumatism is walking about and 
jumping on street cars. Or perhaps he has a stiff leg, and we hear that his leg is 
apparently quite normal. We get a report from the district through what used to be 
called the Investigation Branch, but which is now part of the Claims Branch, and in 
that case it comes up through the Claims Branch by the same procedure. The Com
missioners have to organize all and keep it organized, which is not easy.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Each one of these branches has a head ?—A. Yes.
Q. And the Commissioners depend entirely upon that head?—A. Yes, but there 

is the co-ordination of the branches.
Q. A competent accountant could organize the department in a month or two 

and let it go on?—A. We had an accountant in to organize the department and he 
did organize it, and got it running nicely and smoothly but it would not continue to 
run smoothly. At various times the organization has begun to get out of order and 
the Commissioners have had to come in solidly in a body and bring it up to efficiency 
again. They were losing efficiency all the time. If you did not have these Com
missioners—

Q. If we did not have the Commissioners as you have told us, we could have one 
first-class organizer for the whole outfit?—A. If we had one first-class organizer he 
might do the work, but he would have to be a big man and stick on the job every day-

Q. There are men doing business in this country who do double the business you 
do there ?—A. There may be; I am willing to admit that.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Is it any larger than a ministerial proposition ? I do not mean it in a religiouS 

sense.—A. I do not think it is any larger than most of the ministers here; at the same 
time I am sure it is run quite as well, if not better than any minister’s department-

Mr. Nesbitt: That may be true.

Col. C. W. Belton recalled. v

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Where in this sheet is there space for the report of the district medical boor^ 

that examined this man, or does it appear there?—-A. That is his original disability 
report. .

Q. Is that the report of the medical board?—A. No, this report is brought forvvar 
generally by the hospital where the man is or the convalescent home. One particule 
officer makes all this medical report. The opinion of the medical board is placed lm1'^

Q. That is the medical board of the district?—A. Yes. The question is ask® 
here, “Does the board concur with the preceding report ? If not, reasons, etc.” 
they may alter anything there if they differ with it.

Q. All this is filled up by the man who has had this particular applicant und 
constant supervision ?—A. Yes. , t

Q. Then this is the opinion of your board ?—A. No, of the board in the distrlC ?
Q. As to whether or not they agree with the report of the officer of the hospit,fl 

—A. Yes, with the man before them.
Q. And that all comes to you?—A. Yes.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. So you get the report of the condition of that man from the convalescent 
home by the medical officer of that home, plus the opinion of the medical district 
hoard, and upon that you act?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. Does the district board have the man’s medical sheet or history from medical 

hoards in the old country before it?—A. Yes, they have all the medical reports that 
accompany the man from overseas, if he has been overseas .

Q. Do you take that into consideration if there is any revision being made?— 
A- We take all this into consideration.

Q. 1 asked you on Friday about Sergt.-Major Tooke?—A. I have the file.
Q. That case, I think, may illustrate the process through which the soldier goes
his record as well as anything. Turn up the record and give it to us ?—A. I have 

’t here, but I was going to give it to you privately.

Kenneth Archibald recalled.

By Mr. Green:
Q. You spoke about special cases referred to the Commission.—A. Yes. 

j, Q. What percentage of cases were referred in that way to the Commission?—A. 
,roin the medical branch there is an extremely small percentage of cases referred to 

Commissioners. Most frequently they are referred from the point of view as to 
nether the applicant has been guilty of intemperance or improper conduct. The rule 

made by the Commissioner that no pension should be refused to a man on account
Tl unproper conduct without it first having been submitted to the Commissioner.

IOre is probably an average of two a day of those cases. Then there is a small 
Umber of cases which they bring up from time to time merely to tell the Com- 
'^sioners what is happening.

By the Chairman :
j . Q- You spoke of the duties of the Pension Commissioners, and you gave us certain 

les which they perform. What other duties, if any, do they perform ?—A. I only 
c^°lîe °f organization within the Commission. They also have a great deal to do with 
^ °r(linating the work of the Board of Pension Commissioners with the other 
inches of the Militia Department and the Soldiers Civil Be-establishment. I sup- 
■ ®6 that at least half the time of the Commission has been taken up with meetings 

Uer with the head of the branches in connection with outside organizations or with 
„/Tentatives of outside organizations in order to figure out procedure and policy 
£ ? that sort of thing. Yesterday the whole afternoon was spent in that way by Col. 
be att, I was there simply as an adviser. Since the other two Commissioners have 
S(Vl overseas I have been a member of a sort of advising body composed of the 

otary and myself, we spent the whole of yesterday afternoon with representatives 
le Invalided Soldiers Commission, the Post-discharge Pay Branch, and the 

to i)Utailt-General Branch, with regard to discharged men either to us for pension or 
lot Invalided Soldiers Commission for treatment previous to pensions. We got a 
We), 1 Work done. Now we have got to figure out the whole procedure. If somebody 

6 n°t there to figure out that procedure we would never get anywhere.
To frame a policy ?—A. Yes.

Lj)0 The Board of Pension Commissioners, I judge from your remarks, are called 
aU(]11.to Constantly deal with and settle question's of policy in relation to your board 

1,1 relation to other departments of Government.—(No answer.)

By Mr. Mills:
P' What procedure would a man have to follow in order to have his side of the case 
tuW to the Board of Pension Commissioners ?—A. He would simply write a

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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letter to the Board of Pension Commissioners and explain his case as thoroughly as 
possible. Most of the explanations we get in are more in the form of complaints than 
explanations, and when they are explanations they are very seldom of any value from 
a point of view of estimating the disability. The result is we have to send to the man 
a form which he will get his private practioner to fill in. We tell him if, as a result 
of his having got this form filled in the estimate of the disability is changed, we will 
pay for his examination up to $5. If his complaint is not justified he will have to pay 
for the medical examination himself.

Mr. Mills : It is the intention of our Association to appeal all these cases and the 
others we have here to the Board of Pension Commissioners. What would he the 
procedure in that case. We intend to obtain counsel—in fact we have obtained 
counsel.

Q. Yes, we want to.—A. You simply write to the Board of Pension Commissioners 
saying you wish to appeal a certain number of cases, giving the names of the cases 
and asking the Commission to fix a date when they will hear you. That is all that 
would be necessary. We will thereupon draw the files and "hear you upon every case. 
There is absolutely no red tape.

By Mr. Power:
Q. There are no delays in this appeal ?—A. Not any at all. At the present time 

there might be because two of the Commissioners are away.
Q. You do not fix any time during which an appeal shall be taken before the 

board?—A. No.
Q. If a pension were granted a year ago the man could still appeal?—A. He could 

still appeal, but I do not think that is exactly right. I think he should appeal within 
a year of the time he discovered his disability.

Q. Or from the time of his last medical board ?—A. He may get worse in six 
months. We could not refuse to hear him if he wanted to make a complaint within 9 
year afterwards. •

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Is there not some definite limitation of two years after discovery ?—A. It say5 

no application shall be made for pension after two years from the appearance of the 
disability, but we had to amend that rule because there are in the overseas service 
men who have been suffering from disability as much as three years. We amended the 
regulations to provide that time spent on service or in hospital would not be considered 
in such a case.

Col. Belton recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. Can you run hurriedly over the other cases, and make headway with them • 

We have a lot of work to do; what are the other cases that Col. Belton wants to expia’11 
to us?

Mr. Mills : Private W. Harper, No. 410209. This man suffers from valvuh’1 
disease of the heart ; he gets a pension of $7.50 a month, and our complaint was tha 
there is discrimination in this case on account of Colonel Labatt, who is also suffer!o# 
from valvular disease of the heart getting a full disability pension of $2,160, and jS 
also getting a salary of $5,000 from the Board of Pensions.

Witness: In this particular case this man’s disability is dyspnoea on continuo1’5 
marked exertion, that is he becomes breathless.

Q. What do you say about the percentage of disability?—A. He is given a 15 Pc 
cent pension.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. What was the report of the local medical board in this case? Was that when 
the boards were recommending the percentage, of the soldier’s disability ?—A. The 
hrst medical board says his disability is one-fourth for the first six months.

Q. And you give him 15 per cent? A. That is the first one. The first board was 
7nade overseas and he was placed on a Class 5 pension, old scale, for the first six 
months; that later was converted to the new scale. The man is overseas and when 
the renewal was made he was given a pension overseas and later this was approved 
hero. A later description is given and the estimate was made at 20 per cent.

By Air. Nesbitt:
Q. Twenty per cent on the new scale ?—A. Yes. Then the overseas medical 

hoard, on October 5, 1917, recommended a gratuity of $75, disability of 15 per cent, 
and this was readjusted under the last revised scale to class 15 because of this new
classification.

Mr. Mills : This is what our medical man says:
“This man is suffering from : condition of. heart apex fifth force within 

nipple line right border—centre of sternum—apical sound mitral cystoric 
murmur harsh in quality—basal—two sounds not altered. Patient is suffering 
from mitral regurgitation—without much dilatation or hypertrophy and in fair 
state of compensation.

He states that there is compensation, that means that the man’s heart is compen
sating, that is that the valvular defect is not affecting him in any way ; the leak is 
compensated by greater power and thousands of men are going about their ordinary 
business in that same condition.

Mr. Mills : Yet this same doctor attended this man for three weeks during the 
jKie he was in St. Luke’s Hospital and advised him when leaving not to tackle anything 
hat Would be heavy work ; the man was admitted to the hospital on account of taking 

®Pells of weakness when in the Union Bank elevator ?—A. Of course he would not 
ke hard work under those conditions.

Mr. Mickle: Running an elevator is not hard work.
Mr. Mills: He was not running it, he was in the elevator. The next case is that 

0 Pte. Robert Finter 40109, 144142. Valvular disease of the heart is the trouble.
Mr. Nesbitt : What does he get?

^ Mr. Mills : He states he gets no pension and the Board of Pensions state that 
gets $5 per month.—A. The man was examined for discharge in 1915; he was 

<: arfied a gratuity of $25, and on readjustment was placed in class 19, that is 10 per 
t() $5 per month. The gratuity was absorbed in November, 1917; apparently efforts

opate this man for re-examination have not been successful to date.
^ -Hr. Mills: I would like to ask what efforts have been made to locate this man; 
to Pension was granted in June ?—A. The matter of locating the man is turned over 
hi ] *'cad °f the local branch ; there are branches for this purpose in all the districts, 
to ]arge centres, and it is up to them. They get the old address of the men, they have 

°cate him for re-examination and so far they have not been able to find him.
Hr. Mills : As a matter of fact there are $30 coming to this man from the Pension 

be ar<* and they made no effort to locate him at all, because the gratuity should have 
• ,l taken up in pensions in November, and since November the man has been draw-Oig

Pension and not getting it, and there has been no efforts made to locate him.
By the Chairman:

Q- Whereabouts does he live?
Oat • ' Mills: In Ottawa, and has always been in Ottawa, and they can find that

111 fi'e minutes by drawing the file from headquarters.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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A. The gratuity has been converted into a pension and review in this case 
was desired in November last. Hr. Chairman, you will understand that in the case 
of gratuity the office is no longer in touch with the men, it has not got to pay him a 
monthly pension. In order to get into touch with these men the Commissioners have 
advertised in the War Veterans’ publication, and in the newspapers, asking these men 
to give their addresses.

Hr. Nickle : Are there not hundreds of chequess in drawers there waiting for the 
men who have yanislfed, and they do mot know where to find them ?

Mr. Archibald: Yes, we have a lot of cheques there for men we cannot find.
Mr. Mills : The .next case is that of Joseph Rigby, .7788.—A. “ English Board, 

October 20, 1915. Loss of memory for past events. Morning headaches over eyes 
and right temple region. Writes well, remembers figures .anid letters, improving- 
History of shock -at ,Ypres. Estimate §0 per cent -for three mPnths. The second 
Board February ,15, 1916—Traumatic hysteria. Improving.” That is to say hysteri
cal manifestation is due to injury. “ Board July 12, 1916—Ootiatiisional attacks of 
hysteria. Easily excited and nervous on excitement. Attacks pf loss of mem'ory 
which prevent work. Is working and doing fairly well. Forty per cent estimate- 
Pension at 40 per cent for six months is awarded October 26, 1916. Re-examination 
January rl, 1917—attacks of unconciousnbss every three ,or four vweeks. Does not 
bite tongue 'or lose control of rectum and bladder. Attacks followed by loss of 
memory. Estimate ,20 per cent. January 24, ,1917, Pension 20 per cent for one 
year. Ifoard of re-attestation June ,7, 1917—no sign of organic dise'ase. Three fit3 
during past month. Loses consciousness for an hour or more. Recovers with severe 
headache. Reflexes exaggerated. No incontinuance of bowel or bladder during 
attacks. General condition go-'od. Board October 4; 1917—General condition good- 
.Ne evidence of true epilepsy. Reflexes exaggerated. Suffers fflom attacks oi 
appa'rent unconsciousness with clonic ^movement .and stiffening of whole body, about 
once monthly and1 these are.dot 'severe. Diagnosis .hysterical attacks. Estimate 1» 
per cent for six months. December 20, 1917. Pension awarded at 20 per cent fo* 
six months. Reaskms for .estimate of pension :—(1) Pension given agrees wd11 
estimates various medical boards. (2) We agreed with boards because it is th® 
concensus of -opinion .th-at a high estimate for functional disabilities is not fair t° 
the country. ,

By fllr. Nesbitt:
Q. Wha't do you expect that glass of man to do ?—A. Colonel Russell will adv's® 

you about that. We increase the man’s disability if we give him too much pensif

By Mr. N icicle :
Q. In the meantime what are you going to do with cases such as that ? _

Practically he should be jtaken into la place for treatment, and lOol'onel Russell » 
been trying to establish sudh homes in this country ; that Is what should be done-

Witness retired.

Major George Ussheii Stiff called.

By the Chairman: Ÿ-
Q. You are in charge of----- ?—A. The Separation Allowance and Assigned F

Q. In the Department of Militia?—A. And under the Paymaster General, ye®'.s, 
Q. Will you just tell ns what work is included in your branch ?—A. The 

bursement of the separation allowance provided by the Government under Order 
Council 2375 as amended by Order in Council 3257, which settles the scale of ra 

[Major George Ussher Stiff.]
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and also the disbursement to the assignees of assigned pay; that is the pay assigned 
by the soldier which he desires to have deducted from his pay or remitted to his 
assignee in Canada. The branch here in Ottawa at the present time only pays the 
separation allowance and the assigned pay to beneficiaries or assignees resident in 
Canada of soldiers who are overseas.

Q. What is done in the case of those who are not resident in Canada?—A. If 
they are resident in Great Britain, Ireland, or the East, it is paid by the Chief Pay
master in England.

Q. Supposing they are resident in the United States?—A. We pay for residents 
111 the United States or the West Indies, and we have some in Honolulu.

h

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Supposing the man is not overseas ?—A. If the man has not gone overseas it 

ls Paid by the District; the District would really be the regimental paymaster, under 
'"be District Paymaster.

Q. You only pay the assigned pay to those who have lost their sole support ?— 
A- Oh, no, we pay the assigned pay to anybody or for any reason.

, Q. I mean the separation allowance?—A. We pay separation alowance to the 
'Vl^e. to the guardians for children—if you will excuse me referring to the regula
rs. I may say that I am only in charge of the work for a few months, and as I 
ave good assistance I confine myself to organization. We pay to dependents, and 

j dependents” within the meaning of the regulations include (a) wife, (b) mother- 
children, (c) widowed mother, if the officer or soldier is her sole support and is 

PQinarried within the meaning of these regulations, (cl) The mother, deserted by 
Pr husband, if the officer or soldier is her sole support and is unmarried, within the 
catling of these regulations, (e) Mother whose husband is alive but totally inca- 

1 'Stated from earning a living, if the officer or soldier is her sole .support and is 
married within the meaning of these regulations. (/) Woman with whom an 

as t,riarrmd officer or soldier was living in domestic relations and publicly represented 
tlls wife for a reasonable period immediately prior to enlistment. In the case of 

b,6 suPP°rt, those are matters, after all the evidence has been collected, which has to 
^ taken by means of statutory declarations, and the reports are dealt with by the 
cparatiçn Allowance Board. Major Margeson, whom you will probably have before 

’ will be able to explain that part better than I can.
Q- Perhaps you can give us the names of those who constitute the Separation 

jr| °'vance Board?—A. The Separation Allowance Board was constituted under Order 
C ouncil 2501; the original Order was 447, amended by 2501, about a year ago. 

ai ,consisted originally of Major Margeson, President, Major T. W. Beatty, M.C., 
blr. Philip IT, Morris of the Canadian Patriotic Fund. The board has since been 

c a^Sed owing to the volume of work, and it now consists of six members, or will 
s>st of six members when the appointments are made.

'-A % ^re there just the three you have mentioned on the hoard at the present time ?
•The three I have mentioned ; these other three are working with them.

H i" T>°es that board deal with all the cases; do they determine all the cases 
cbf, Gr is sole support or not?—A. All sole support cases, and any cases that I 
a(jv?S6 to refer to them, where I am not clear in my own mind. In fact, they are an 
t}la’Sory board. I may impose on them, but I get their advice on a good many things 
t}lat Perhaps I should take a chance on myself. As a matter of practice, wife cases, 
"’i'th 1S, CaS6S wllere there is no question as to the legality of the marriage of the wife 
t0 1 Y16 man, that consent has been given to his marrying, those cases do not require 

“before, a board to be paid; the District Paymaster can pass cases of that sort. 
Then on all the cases that arise on the question of sole support, Major Mar-Ses,, ----—» VU CIXJL VI1 Xv va OVO UH Cl u «.A VW VZAA. “ -a

vvill be the officer who has the fullest information ?—A. Yes.
[Major George Ussher Stiff.]
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By Mr. Ross:
Q. Are there any cases at all in which you know that sisters have been admitted 

as dependents ?—A. Yes, sisters have been.
Q. How does that work out, you did not mention sisters in the regulations ?—A- 

That is so. I did not. Major Margeson perhaps could explain it, and he can tell you 
the principle on which they worked in coming to a decision.

Q. Is there any one else besides those you have mentioned, who receive separation 
allowance?—A. I have heard of claims being made by fathers.

Q. I do not see how they can work that out.—A. Well, incapacitated fathers.
Q. The regulation provides for that?-----
Mr. Nesbitt : No, it does not.

A. The Separation Board, I believe have had cases, I do not know that there have 
been cases in my time, but I believe they have had eases of fathers who have clearly 
been dependent on the soldier.

Q. You could hot tell me the facts that led you to that conclusion ?—A. Major 
Margeson can ; I have had enough to do with the organization without interfering 
with things that I have better help to attend to.

By the Chairman:
Q. You might let us have copies of these general orders covering the separation 

allowance, so that all the members might have copies.—A. I shall be glad to do so 
if we have enough, we are running short.

Q. Have you copies of the Orders in Council ?—A. Yes, I can give you type* 
written copies.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. There is nothing here to allow you to pay anything in the way of superan

nuation where the soldier was the partial support of his mother ?—A. No, the sole 
support. That is a great question that has been raised as to whether they should be 
the sole or the main support.

By the Chairman:
Q. If you have any information that will throw any light on the situation, we shall 

be glad to receive it; we are very anxious to have any light you can give us on the 
subject.—A. As a general proposition^there are some cases that have come under nu 
notice; the conditions of dependents vary so much that where six hundred dollars a 
year income might be amply large to take care of one dependent, that $600 would be 
comparative penury for another. That has always struck me although I have Bot 
given the matter a great deal of thought, that is the question of the previous c011 
dition of the dependent.

By Mr. Green:
Q. You cannot take that into consideration.—A. You cannot do it perhaps, l,u^ 

you were asking my opinion, and I am giving it; if it is interpreted liberally ther® 
is that point that $600 would be penury to one while to others to get that an>°u" 
would be an increase.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That is quite true, but they are all giving the same service. What I want * 

get at is supposing a woman has two or three children and they are all contributif 
to the support of the house ; the mother, we will say, is keeping house for the fa01* 
and the children are all working and all contributing so much a week ; now one or ^ 
of them are sent to the front, and the contribution they were making is taken 0 

[Major George ITseher Stiff ]
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and the one that is left is not earning enough to keep the house on. That breaks up 
lhe house in some form or other because you are not paying anything in cases of that 
hind.—A. In a case of that sort, is not that family assisted by the Patriotic Fund? I 
think you will find it is.

Q. As far as the Patriotic Fund is concerned, the type of people that I mean 
vvould not apply to that fund.

Mr. Power : Take the case of an officer's dependent.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. The Patriotic.Fund is, after all, looked upon to a great extent as a charity, 
there is no getting over it, but the separation allowance and assigned pay are not.—A. 
WeU, I must confess that any ideas I might have on the subject would really be of no 
V£due to you; I have not studied the sociological side of it. Major Margeson will be 
<>ble to give you the result of a year’s study of that question.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. With regard to the sociological side of it, do you not think now that the men 

are drafted, the conditions are going to be very much worse than they were formerly ?
I think there is a class of man who will be drafted who is suffering in his heart 

j1 s*aying at home because he had a charge at home* and he will very likely have to 
ave that charge, and that charge will suffer.

. Q. Have you elaborated or considered any suggestions to meet that condition?— 
No, I have not.

Major Margeson examined

By Mr. Power:
f Q- With regard to the regulations, Major Margeson, I understand that the claim 
j separation allowance must be made within two or three months, and that a certain 
0j.' in the application debarred the dependent of a man overseas ?—A. In the case 

Widowed mothers, not in the case of guardians or wives.
, Q. I will give you a specific case; a mother who has two sons who enlisted in 
^ and both were sent overseas, she has been earning her living as a cook on a barge. 
#l'Jtne time last year she heard of the separation allowance for widowed mothers and 
\ e made application for the allowance. About one month ago she received the separa
te011 allowance dating from the 1st January to the 1st April, but she also was told 
4 at„,she would receive no back separation allowance, only from the time she applied.— 

*hat is under that Order in Council P.C. 2375, that you have there.
Q- Surely if it is fair not to collect the overpayment made to people on account 

<]l| SeParation allowance, and I understand it was the policy of the department not to 
S°T ?—A. I have not heard that is the policy.

At any rate certain sums are being written off.—A. The uncollectable part. 
PavrvJ ^ it is the policy to write those off, surely it should be the policy to pay back 
O^ts,—A. I might say, so far as the writing off is concerned that there is an 
t0 j61 jn Council being framed to-day by which the Separation Allowance Board are 

^’de as to the cases which shall be written off, we have that additional work. 
the ^ should not this woman receive the back separation allowance?—A.
6daysns

In
when the woman applied for the separation allowance, before the Board 

0v °rganized, she would write in, perhaps six to ten months after the soldier went 
thftt^eas’ and the policy then was to write to the Canadian Patriotic Fund and ask 
ho twW**at arrears they thought should be paid; that was the old policy. There are 
the ,. ° Patriotic Fund Committees that run it on the same principle, particularly in 

U11 try districts. In one case they would say that pay was out of the question, 
2__ [Major J. W. Margeson.]
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and others would say pay two or three months altogether. We found that did not 
work, and after the Board wTas organized having found that it was unfair, and there 
was no uniformity, on the first day of September last P.C. 2375 came into force. We 
have had very few cases of arrears since that date.

Q. That is as much part of the country’s debt to the soldier, as his pay, just as 
much, and he would receive his back pay under similar circumstances.—A. I do not 
know your particular case; it may be that the assigned pay was not in force at the 
time your soldier enlisted. If you will give me the name and the number, I will draw 
the file and have it with me the next time I come here.

Witness retired.
Committee adjourned until Thursday, 10.30 a.m.

[Major J. W. Margeson.]
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 117,
Thursday, May 2, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell,
Residing.

^ Members present: Messrs. Cronyn, Green, McCurdy, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, 
°wcr, Redman, Ross, R-owell, and Sutherland.—11.

The Minutes of last meeting were adopted as read.

By unanimous leave of the committee, Colonel Belton was permitted to revise a 
urtain statement relating to venereal disease as given in his evidence of Tuesday, 

APril 30.

\r r, *'^e committee then proceeded to consider the evidence of Lt.-Col. Colin K. Russel, 
, B. and specialist on the treatment of cases resulting from shell shock, which he 
escribed as psycho-genetics, giving numerous instances of effective treatment, the 

'^nirnittee to further consider Colonel Russel’s recommendation in respect to a pro- 
Sed scheme of self-support for a certain class of returned soldiers. See evidence.

committee, on motion of Mr. Nesbitt, then adjourned until Friday, May 3, 
o’clock, a.m.

V." Cloutier, 
Cleric, F. B. McCURDY,

Vice-Chairman.

2-
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,

Committee Room, 117,
Thursday, May 2, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding’

Lt.-Col. Colin K. Russell appeared at the request of the committee.

By the Chairman:
Q. Colonel Russell, what is your position at the present time in the military ser

vice ?—A. I am a member of the Board of Consultants ; I am consultant for the nervous 
and mental cases.

Q. How long have you occupied that post?—A. Since the 24tli December, 191 
since I returned from England.

Q. What were you doing in the army before that?—A- I went with No. 3 Canadian 
General Hospital, and I was stationed with them in France for six months. I b»d 
charge of a ward in that hospital, where all the nervous patients were sent. Then 
was recalled to England when the Canadian Military authorities opened the GrenviH6 
Canadian special hospital, to take charge of the medical side of that, that is for the 
nervous cases. I was there until September, 1917, when I went to France on what y°d 
may call a course of instruction, to visit all the special shell-shock centres, or sever» 
of the special shell-shock centres in the British and French armies.

Q. Where had you been practising your profession before you went over?—A- 
was practising in Montreal.

Q. And devoted yourself specially to nervous diseases?—A. Yes; I am neurolog16 
at the Royal Victoria Hospital and lecturer in neurology at McGill University.

Q. Would you tell the committee about shell-shock cases—the causes, duration 
and treatment?—A. It is a very broad subject. The term shell-shock should not ^ 
used. In the British army in France that term “shell-shock ” is not allowed to 
used except by the commanding officer of one of those special shell-shock hospit» ^
The orders are that any soldier who is disabled, not able to carry on, but who has ^ 
physical wound, or no evident illness, is not to be diagnosed shell-shock, but is to 
sent up simply with N.Y.D.N.—Not yet diagnosed; nervous. That is by the batta 1 
medical officer. ' When those initials are put on his field card, it is the duty of . ,
field ambulance to which he comes to see that he is turned into one of those sp,e<

T b»1
igh 9

shell-shock centres. Immediately on admission, a form, No. 3436, is made out. 
states that Private "So-and-so, No. so-and-so, was admitted to this hospital threat 
certain field ambulance ; that his present condition is—giving a description oi . 
perhaps that he is shaking all over, perhaps he is paralyzed in his legs, perhaps he ^ 
lost his voice, or cannot see. He states that on such-and-such a date, in such-ano-- 
a trench, he was under exceptional exposure, in that he was heavily shelled" 
giving a description of his statement. That form is then immediately sent to

tbe
JjiS

O.O. of his battalion, who looks into the matter and either confirms or refute ^
statement. If he confirms the statement, and it is judged exceptional exposure, t

- otu ,

eve0
if the man has no organic disability, he is diagnosed as shell-shocked. If, on the ?oJl»l 
hand, his 0.0. says that that statement is not true, that there was no except1
exposure, then that form is sent to the Acting Adjutant General, 
ni cates with the 0.0. of the hospital, finds out about the case, 
whether it will be taken up as a military matter or not, as a 
whether that man will be court-martialed. If that man has been, for instanc

cru° ,

I

I
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Very long time in the trenches, and there is reason to suppose that he has become 
exhausted by the effort to sustain his self-control, he is put down as neurasthenia and 
illness. If he has been under exceptional exposure and he is broken, as it were, he 

put down as shell-shocked, and he is entitled to wear the gold stripe for wounds. 
rom these" shell-shock centres they send back to duty between 70 and 80 per cent 

°f these cases, of shell-shock. Of the total number admitted to those hospitals, between 
*0 and 80 per cent go back to duty.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Which army are you referring to?—A. The British army.
Q. Does that include the Australians? Are you speaking of the British army 

Proper?—A. Yes, I think so; I mean that I visited several of those centres, and that 
Was the average return.

By the Chairman:
Q- That would include the Canadians also ?—A. Oh, yes. The other 20 to 30 

*>er cent are sent back to the base, to special hospitals there ; and of that 20 or 30 per 
aeilt, 50 per cent are sent to some duty in France. The other 10 to 15 per cent are 
t®nt to England; and my recommendation was that they should be returned straight 
0 Canada as of no further use to the army as soldiers, while they might be of further 
5e In civilian life. That is the general outline. From my experience, to explain 
°rtl,y to lay people the matter of shell-shock, it is a matter of going back to the 
lrmtive instincts. I mean that we all have our instinct of self-preservation and 
r sexual instinct. I mean that these are primitive; those were with us in our 

"îi ^ stllges’ an(l if they had not been there it would guarantee that the individual 
ft10 not possess them would not be represented in this generation. Therefore 

are primitive instincts. An instinct is a tendency in a certain direction, and 
]] °Se Primitive instincts are born in us. Now, any soldier going out to the front 
VihP *las his instinct of self-preservation stimulated; he recognizes it is a very 
jjis Gll‘thy place for him to be and his instinct is to get.out; it is only his discipline, 
a self-respect, his higher intelligence, that makes him stay where he is and do his 
Ph hut that requires an effort of self-control, and that effort really amounts to a 
is *Sl<ia^ effort. A man sitting in the trenches and taking his medicine, even if he 
v c,king no physical exercise, is physically tired at the end of the day. Now, we all 

G °ur physical limitations; some meft can run ten or fifteen miles, and want to 
Ph .lt- *he next day ; others cannot, or certainly would not enjoy it. We all have our 
fijf SlCal limitations; and after a man has been at the front undergoing that strain 
re a certain length of time, he may become exhausted, his physical limitation is 
ip C ‘n^’ an<l h® can no longer make that intellectual effort at self-control, and gives • 

, 'ut the great majority, in my experience, of shell-shock cases as we see them in 
tW(. 10sPital, are men who have only been over there under a month and a half or 
try’ m°nths- They have made insufficient effort. If you .gee a man in the trenches 

^ to cover himself with his rubber sheet, to hide himself from the shells, you 
1Ze that his thinking apparatus is not working very much. He gets a certain 

c°ujfl!ut of comfort out of it. If he thought about it he would know the rubber sheet 
Ijjs Pot protect him from the shells. In other words, his intellect is not working, 
tkjj tPimitive instincts have control over him. Under those circumstances if some- 
he j laPpened and a shell landed somewhere in the neighbourhood and he is buried 
cPps 3y. bruised in the back. His higher critical faculties, in othef words the 
ttjs .r absent, and the suggestion is that he has a very serious injury to his back. 
the U.lstinct is to get out of it, and to relieve the anxiety of that primitive instinct in 
Pii,l(| aePce of the censor he thinks he is paralyzed. The suggestion comes to his 

% back is broken.” In the absence of the censor he becomes paralyzed. If
[Col. Colin K. Russell..*
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his thinking apparatus were working he would try and move his toe to see whether 
he was paralyzed or not, but he does not, and he becomes paralyzed in his legs. He 
is ordered put on the stretcher and the medical officer says to the stretcher bearer, 
“ Be careful of that man, his back may be broken.” Then he takes it that his back is 
broken in the absence of his censor, and he is paralyzed. That is what we call a 
functional paralysis. In this particular case there is no organic disease. It is psycho- 
genetic: that is born in the mind. The French school under Prof. Babinski has 
called this condition pithiatism, from , “ I suggest ”, indicating that all these
things are the result of suggestion. It may be a suggestion, some word dropped by 
a comrade or medical officer, or it may be a suggestion from the man’s own mind, 
auto-suggestion and according to the suggestion the symptoms that that man may 
suffer from may be varied. Any number of suggestions may present themselves to 
him and will give rise to just as varied symptoms. You see the man paralyzed in 
both legs, or one leg, or one arm, or both arms. You see a man with loss of vision, 
you see a man apparently blind, or with loss of hearing, and you see a man shaking 
all over.

Q. Would the effect of the mental suggestion be that it would produce the condi
tion?—A. Apparently total deafness. I am just speaking of the cases where there is 
no organic injury. If a shell burst near a man, and breaks his ear drums, of course it 
is a different condition.

Q. I am speaking of the case you refer to?—A. We were referring to the functional 
cases where there is no organic lesion. These men of course are disabled, the censor 
being absent, it is remarkable that these functional conditions always fit in with their 
inward desire, and meet their inward desires for the reason that it gets them away from 
that point of danger. When I was in France it was remarkable that I never saw any of 
these functional disturbances or functional disabilities in cases that had received a 
serious wound. One accounted for that in this way : that a man who received a wound 
had got out of the fight, he was no longer exposed to danger. He had received a wound 
of which he was proud.

Q. His blighty?—A. He had got his blighty and was proud of it and had done hi9 
bit and had no further excuse to develop anything further. For some time in England 
I did not see any cases that were associated with a wound. Later I did, but they 
developed in England. When the wound had healed, and when they were again fit 
go back they had developed a functional disability. Now, to describe some of these 
cases; for instance two of the most striking ones that I saw at Ramsgate—they were 
two of many hundreds, but they were striking in the length of time they had lasted-" 
one man was sent to me. He was a British soldier and he had been wounded in the 
retreat from Mons, and the only wound he received was in the arm, and his arm had 
been paralyzed for twenty-two months. He had been discharged from the British army 
and received a pension for a year, and had gone up to have his pension renewed, 
the board at Canterbury had recommended further medical treatment, and had referre 
him to me at Ramsgate ; well, in fifteen minutes he was using his arm as well as he ever 
did, and when I threw a poker at him, he caught it with his bad arm. Another maI1 
who had been paralyzed in both legs for sixteen months and carried round on a stretcher> 
within an hour was walking perfectly well, went out for a walk on the promenade th 
afternoon, wore his ammunition boots, and the only complaint he had was that his t 
were tender. He was walking perfectly well and has walked ever since.

Q. What treatment produced that result? Another shell-shock?—A. As a ®atter
of fact in both those cases I explained to them how their disability had developed aI^ 
explained that it was mental and there was no organic reason why they should not 
and then I showed them that they could move the affected limb. Once they were sho^ 
that they could move the limb, that I was right, and that there was no reason why t*1 

[Col. Colin K. Russell.].
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°ould not move it and it was proved to them that they could ; then they simply had to 
move it and they did. These are two cases of many hundreds. We had many who had 
been paralyzed in limbs for four, six, nine, or twelve months.

By Mr. Boss:
Q. And were similarly cured?—A. Yes. I can say that from the time I took on 

at Grenville on 2nd December, 1916, until September, 1917, I do not think I exaggerate 
when I say there was not a patient came through that hospital who had a functional 
Paralysis and went out with it, and I do not think there was any patient who took more 
than an hour or two to cure that paralysis. I do not mean to say we just kept him in 
two or three days. We kept him in on an average of about two months, because I 
Walized that this functional paralysis was simply a symptom of the mental condition 
from which he was suffering, and I kept him in two months in order to influence his 
Cental condition, and re-educate that condition, to try and get him more under control.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. You mean by functional paralysis, an imaginative paralysis ?—A. I would 

n°t call it imaginative. That is the popular term for it. It is really a misnomer.
Q. Is it a result from a mental condition ?—A. I call it psycho-genetic, born of 

e wind. It is not imagination. That is not the right term at all.
Q. I said imaginative.—A. That gives a very wrong description of it.

By the Chairman:
-, Q- The man honestly believes he is suffering from a particular disability?—A. 

*at is a very difficult point to elucidate.

Br Mr. Nickle:
XlT Q- I use the term “ imaginative ” in contradistinction to the term “ real.”—A. 
Well it is real. .

Q- It is mentally real?—A. Yes.
Q- But it is not real in the sense of the pressure being on the brain?—A. No, itis Pot organic. There is no organic lesion.

By Mr. Bower:
Q- Could you move this man’s arm?—A. Yes, I could move the man’s arm in 

t st cases. It just depends upon the suggestion. For instance, one man whom I 
eo .ern*)er very well, a big husky Frenchman, came in with his foot in position of 

Wo varus—the foot turned round. When I examined him I knew there was no 
if t1UC ^es'on underlying that. Then, knowing that, I knew he could straighten it 
0^.-1°, **ad the will to do it. I got it in my hand and tried to straighten it. But I 

Pot; he was stronger than I was, that is all. But I went about it by other 
ans Qnd very soon persuaded him to straighten it.

Q' He willed it to be crooked ? His will was working against yours ?—A. His

c°uld 
Pie;

Mil was not working; it was his instinct, his lower centre. The censor was absent.

By Mr. Boss:
Mil ^ ^hat did you do with that man ?—A. I explained to him in the first place— 

’ J must not give away all my box of tricks, you know.

By Mr. Power:
cau„^' f3 it a painful process?—A. That depends. Sometimes it is necessary to 

8°®e pain,
[Col. Colin K. Russell.]
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By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Would it be fair to say that the higher brain centres have ceased to work in 

those cases, and the lower centres have taken control ?—A. I explain it in this way: 
We must first of all admit the Darwin theory of evolution. It would be a long story, 
and I will take it for granted for the sake of argument. We have gone through in 
our evolutions the stages of the lower animals from the one-eelled organism up. I 
mean the history of the foetus 'is the history of the race. In some of the lower forms 
of animal life the worm, for instance, only has that primitive instinct. It has no 
higher centres at all. Its movements are simply the result of the instincts which are 
located in the basal ganglia. In the course of our evolution from that basal ganglia our 
higher brain develops, and in that higher bfrain finally our intellect develops. First 
of all at one stage in our evolution we have only had instincts. We have been governed 
by our instincts, and it is only later as cur higher brain develops that we have learned 
by experience to govern those instincts.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Does the experience of other practitioners in the same line coincide with 

yours?—A. Yes, I am sorry I did not bring some of the French journals which have 
taken up this matter. In Canada we are unfortunate in having very few men trained 
in this line of work, but the result of the English experience and the English specia
lists in this line coincides with my work, I think, and certainly the French experience 
coincides with it. I can show you the extracts from members of the society in Paris, 
such as Babinski, Froment, Boussy and many others, who have had similar experience 
to my own.

Q. Have you had similar results in cases in Canada?—A. Yes. I will quote them 
in a minute. These functional disabilities always fit in with a man’s inward desires- 
They may not be his expressed desires, but in treating these patients it is necessary 
to get their confidence to absolutely cure them, and to find out those inward desires, 
and it was in that way that I think I was able to have the success I did have.

By Mr. Power:
Q. Would you suggest that the more highly educated men would be less apt t0 

receive shell-shock ?—A. Well, it is not a matter of book learning.
Q. By education I mean intelligence, also, and culture,—the more highly culture 

people ?—A., Yes, I would say they were less apt, chiefly because by their high6”; 
education they may have learned self-control in that way, but in that way only- A 
mean there are lots of men who have been labourers and who have had no educatio* 
as far as book learning is concerned, and no culture, but they have the self-control- 
Their environment and bringing up has taught them to control themselves.

Q. Has that been your experience ?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Suppose that you have cured one of these men and he is discharged, would tb® 

fact that he has gone through this condition affect him in after life?—A. That 
about the end of the story. We will take it up later. As I said, these function9 

disabilities always fit in and meet their inward desires. To illustrate that, I nng 1 

quote two cases that I have seen in Canada. It is not necessary to mention whe j 
they came from. One man when I saw him about a month ago was in a hospital an^ 
he had been ordered by someone else to go to another hospital to which he did not want 
go. He said so His disability had lasted about twelve months or longer. His dis8'11 
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ity was that he could not walk without two sticks, and in walking his legs shook very 
strenuously under him. He had no control over them. He was a most pitiable object in 
the street, pulling his legs behind him, shaking very badly. When he was ordered to go to 
the other hospital he got very much worked up and lost his speech. I happened to be in 
the city and was asked to see him. He was speechless and could not make a sound 
and was shaking very badly. His disability in his legs had very much increased. I 
Sot his confidence to a certain extent, and I tried to show him and prove to him the 
Mature of his trouble so that he would be persuaded that I was right, how his disability 
°f speech had developed, simply because he had been told to do something he did not 
want to do. His emotion had been aroused and he had lost his- speech and in a little 
while he regained his speech simply by persuasion. I got him walking a little bit, still 
shaking very much and as I had to leave town that night I simply suggested to him that 
the disability in his legs was of the same nature as the disability in his speech, and 
that if he were sincere in his endeavour to get better there was no reason why he should 
a°t be better the next day. If he were not sincere he could keep it up. as long as he liked, 
"ut there was no organic reason why he could not walk as well as I could, I went back 
to that city in about a week or ten days and the medical officer in charge told me that 
his man was very much better, was walking without sticks, and wanted leave to go 

home on ten day’s furlough. This medical officer had told him “ As soon as you can 
Walk without sticks I will recommend you for leave.” I said, “ Why don’t you make 
a S°od bargain with him, and tell him that as soon as he can walk perfectly you will 
^commend him for leave. If he can walk without sticks he can walk perfectly.” The 
^Latl was paraded and he came in without sticks, but as he.stood in front of the desk 

6 Was shaking somewhat and his legs were wabbling. He was told that that was very 
u°h better but not good enough, no reason why he could not keep his legs quiet and 
allt Perfectly. He was staggering around when he walked. He said the medical 
mcer had promised him that he could have leave if he walked without sticks. I said, 

Y am sorry I must exert my authority, but you cannot leave until you walk perfectly. 
ti°P 866 was right when I told you you could walk without sticks, and I am just as 

when I say you can walk perfectly. The medical officer tells me your train will 
e this afternoon, there is no reason why you should miss that train. You can 

ten r°^ ■sr°urse^ and walk perfectly.” As a matter of fact with a little persuasion in 
^ 0r fifteen minutes he walked perfectly ; in fact he ran; he got his leave and I 
fp *)?6ne<^ to be in the city when he came back from his leave and he was walking per- 
in y then. Then there was another case where a man had been in the home for 
je tables. He had been disabled for almost a year and completely paralyzed in both 
8 ’Unable to move them, and I was not satisfied with the way he was getting on. I 
Su ,Urn first early in February and I tried to get the medical officer in charge to per- 
Pii a *'*m that he could walk, but this man was very antagonistic, and he made up his 
him'i' 6 wouhl not be better, and he had been there a certain length of time and was 
Ij0 ^lar with the place, and they could not cure him. I got them to send him to Montreal. 
°f t)88 rnore complaints to the square inch than any man I ever met before, and most 

lein are unreasonable, more or less. Absolutely you can not tell him any- 
’ he knew all about it. When I got him to Montreal I found he had 

the c" Severe heart trouble. It looked pretty bad on the face of it on
itl r®t examination. I was afraid to take any strenuous measures with him, 
af|,j ,6 Way of proving that he could move his legs, and I had to go at him very gently 

simply persuade him, but he was absolutely antagonistic to any form of per- 
the ^°n' One statement he made to the house doctor who was looking after him at 
y6ar °sP'tal was that if he required an attendant he would get, I think, some $350 a 
aeti-tra pension. Another statement was that if we cured his legs he was such an 
alt0_.e ®lan that he would go around so much that his heart would give out, and 
askefj ^er it was a very difficult case. Finally last week-end when I was there he 

1116 when he was going back home. I said: “ When you can walk ; there is no
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reason why you cannot move your legs. I know that, and I would be silly if T sent 
you back home with your legs still paralyzed.” Well, he said: “They promised me 
I would only be here a month.” I said : “ I cannot help what anybody promised, but 
you will stay here until you can move your legs, and what is more, we have opened 
a special hospital, and I am going to send you there, where you will be under a 
specialist’s observation all the time, and, moreover, we have brought an officer out just 
to take charge of this hospital, just for your special benefit. You will be under him.” 
He objected very strenuously to being under any other medical officer. He was not 
going to be made an exhibition of, and so on. That was ridiculous, and I told him so, 
and I told him to be reasonable if he wanted to get well, and that he would stay there 
until he was better. He said: “ Unless you will give me a definite answer as to when 
I can go home, I will write the A.D.M.S. of my home district.” I said: “Write to 
whoever you please, but you will stay here until you can walk.” The next morning 
when I went up I saw the medical officer, and asked him how the man was getting on, 
and he said: “ Fine; he is doing better. I got him to move his legs. He said to me, 
we must have some improvement for Col. Russell when he comes, I do not want to 
go to the Presbyterian College.” How, it was just a show down, and when I gave 
him the impression I had the authority to keep him there and that I was determined 
to keep him there until he could walk, he was able to move his legs, and he decided to 
do better. His desire urged him along the way I wanted him to go.

By the Chairman:
Q. Between the prospect of being sent home and of being sent to the Presby- 

terian College he was troubled?—A. Yes, that influenced him. I also told him that 
such a functional paralysis would warrant no pension. I told him that. Perhaps 1 
drew a long bow at that, but that is what it should be. You have to make their desires 
go along the right way, otherwise you have no incentive to offer them to get better.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Is this man perfectly cured now?—A. Ho, but he will be, he will come right’ 

I have no doubt.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Can you give another illustration of paralytic cases, where you have been aid6 

to effect a cure?—A. Oh, absolutely. For instance, there is another case of one chap 
whose name I have forgotten for the moment, who was sent to me at Ramsgate, para- 
lyzed in both legs for six months. The story of that boy was this—this was a genuhlC 
case—he came of a fighting family, all his brothers were in the war ; he was not robust’ 
and he had no stomach for the war, for fighting, he was not a fighting man, but he ho 
to hold up his end in his family, he had to enlist. Well, he paid $150, he told me, ^ 
have his teeth fixed so that he could be taken on. He got over to England ; he marn6 
without permission of his O.C., so that he did not get his separation moneys at m 
time—there was some delay about it, and it had to be fixed afterwards. His w' 
became pregnant. He only had his pay, and naturally he did not want to leave b6*’ 
especially in that condition. He went out on a long route march, and it was either 1 
the fall or spring of the year, I have forgotten, but with his great-coat, full equipm6'1.^ 
and so on, and not being robust he had to fall out. He had naturally to report to 1 ^ 
medical officer. The medical officer was a man who was doing “ locum,” he was 
the regular officer, and he made a statement to that man that he had weak fe®* 
ankles and that they would always be a source of trouble to him ; he took him off ■ 1 j 
and let him lie around the huts. The huts are cold, they are raised off the ground, n' 
the drafts come in under the floor; and lying around the hut, getting no treatm6 ^ 
except perhaps some aspirin, I have no doubt he got pains in his ankles and feet, aI 
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his feet were sore. Well, just that suggestion of the medical officer—that he had weak 
feet and ankles—fitted in with his desires, and his feet became worse until they became 
Paralyzed, his ankles became paralyzed, and then his knees became paralyzed, and when 
he was admitted to the hospital, as I say, it had lasted six months. When I examined 
him he could not move his legs, could barely move his knees, and he had a loss of sen
sibility, like a stocking, up to his knees—could not feel a pin-prick. You could push a 
Pin through a fold of the flesh of the leg, but he could not feel it and it would not bleed. 
He was Carried from the ward down five or six or seven steps to my examining-room, 
®nd within about half an hour or three-quarters of an hour he walked back upstairs 
into the ward. As soon as he got control of his legs he could feel an ordinary pin
prick, and it bled naturally.

By the Chairman:
Q. It is marvellous.—A. It is comparable to the blushing and turning pale from 

nniotions. It is the control of the blood vessels by the nerves under the control of the 
annotions. It is nothing marvelous ; it is natural.

Q. Marvelous to the uninitiated?—A. Yes ; but that man had just got the sugges- 
hon that fitted in with his desires—got the suggestion through the remark of that 
niedical officer. Now, that man carried on. He was not a robust sort that would make 
a Jirst-class soldier ; so we attached him to the hospital, and he carried on very, very 
anciently in the quartermaster’s department or the registrar’s department fo,r several
Months.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. Was there any relapse of that trouble at all?—A. Absolutely none. Speaking 

°f relapses, these are not apt to occur when the patient is taught something of the 
?°tion of his mind. Most of us understand our stomachs ; we know what indigestion 
l8, and we know the cause, and we do not worry about it; but we do not realize thatwe can get mental indigestion, and when we get it, we do not recognize it, we do 

know what it is, and we do not know what to do. Talking about that, there were
ttyo men who came in to the Granville Hospital. In the case of one man the medical
^ Cer in charge of the ward sent down a note to one that he could not come down to 
j,e examining-room as he was too ill, and he recommended that he should be sent to 

l’xton because he thought he would be hurt by the air-raids. We were having a£ood ttiany air-raids, and they were getting more dangerous about that time. I went.. J dll 1 Cl 1UO, anu A UUVUU VXAtA V x noun

to the ward to see this man, and found him lying in bed, legs paralyzed, arms and 
Pat" an(* neck shaking and stuttering very badly. As I have intimated, all those 
su lLrits are very suggestible, that is, the censor is absent, they do not criticise any 
rj,gestion that is made to them. So I went to this man and got his story from him.

Persuaded him to relax and stop shaking and stuttering so that he walked and 
0f u; fairly well. Next day he came down to the examining room. He had loss 
jO^'-'mory for some four or five days, so I purposely hypnotized him then and got his 
ti0n°ry back. Hypnotism is not a mode of treatment; it is rather a form of examina- 
i > and is better used as a method of examination, than as a method of cure, because 
sinn0*18111 *s induced hysteria, and you cannot hope to cure hysteria by inducing a 
tjjis ar condition. You simply divert the symptom. Also these men have got into 
tllet)ic'on<btion by losing their self-control, and it does not seem reasonable to ask 
It further to give up their self-control to you in order that they may be hypnotized.

however, a very useful method of examination to get at their innermost desires, 
ffiis ’ W° were talking about relapses. I think it was about four or five days after 

was admitted—and remember that he had been recommended to go to 
\v6 because the air raids would hurt him—four or five days after he was admitted 
Prett ' 11 very bad raid ; nine Gothas came over one morning, and they bombed us 

y thoroughly ; they got two direct hits on the hospital and wiped out a number
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of beds, and killed and wounded a certain number. They played some havock in 
the town too. I saw that man immediately after the raid, and he had a perfect control 
of himself; there was absolutely no relapse. He looked a bit pale, and he was tired, 
but he understood his condition, and he was willing to and did make a mental effort 
at self-control, and succeeded. Now, I tried a little experiment with that man in a 
mild way. I always saw these patients every day and without making any direct 
suggestion, I would purposely imply, at first, “Well, you are not of much use as a 
soldier ; we will recommend you for discharge to Canada and he got along famously, 
so famously in conformity with my suggestion, that he was really so well ; that I could 
appear to hesitate about sending him to Canada, so then I would just throw in an 
implication, whether or not he would be fit for France. He immediately relapsed; and 
there were several Medical Officers there to whom I would point out what I was going 
to do, and just watch.that man on the balance.

By the Chairman:
Q. Speaking of that air-raid recalls an incident that Mr. Mills related here the 

other day in evidence; I would be glad if you would just comment on it, as it touches 
the point you are mentioning. He said a number of nervous cases were stationed at- 
Miss Richardson’s Hospital in the northern part of this province, and a heavy thunder
storm came up, and although they all went out well in the afternoon, at least a dozen 
patients became incapable of self-control immediately following the thunderstorm.
A. Absolutely. In my opinion, that is absolutely an indication of the competency in 
this particular line of work of the medical officer who was looking after them. As I 
say, that is my experience at Ramsgate. I made the statement before, on the occasion 
when the Bruce Commission went into the C.A.M.C.—they had criticized Ramsgate 
as a place for treating shell-shock cases—and I made the statement there that I thought 
there was no contra-indication in the raids as they were then; I mean, the raids at that 
time were not serious, and that I would much rather treat the patients there than m 
any quiet place, because in a quiet place they do not know when they are better, but 
when there are some few raids, or something like that, they know that they are better, 
like those fellows at Ramsgate who went through the raids without giving way. That 
is a case I quoted, and other cases that I could quote. Another case with which I was 
very much struck at the time also, a similar case, was that of a man who had been 
receiving pension for a long time, who came in to me stuttering-—the most pitiable 
object you could imagine. He had been discharged in England, and had been receiving 
pension for about a year and a half. When you spoke to him, he snapped his fingers, 
saying, “ You know, you know, you know,” and you could not get anything, you coum 
understand out of him. He would shake his head, snap his fingers, and it was enough 
almost to make you dizzy to talk to him. He was certainly a very pitiable object- 
He had been going on like that, apparently from his story, and had been receiving 
pension for a year and a half. Within three days he was perfectly well. That bo> 
went through that raid without turning a hair. Now, I visited Oxford, and there the? 
had some outhouses, a lean-to against the old city wall, and there are a lot of chestnllt 
trees, and the medical officer took great care to explain to the authorities that when 
chestnuts began to fall they would have trouble with their shell-shock cases. Sure 
enough, when the chestnuts started to fall at any hour, every shell-shock case W@s 
right out on the ground raising Cain ; there was absolutely no occasion for it.

Q. Is it the recurrence of their thought of the battle?—A. No.
Q.- What is it that produces the condition described after a thunderstorm'C"-"' 

It is this: that they have not been cured; they have not been taught; it has not beeU 
explained what their trouble is. Naturally a sudden sound will give them a sto>*| 
but now they are in that condition where they have been frightened and lost contr 
of themselves. With this sudden start anybody else might simply look up, but thos
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fellows, their control not having been re-educated—i.e., their censor not being pro
perly re-established—they let themselves go. That brings me to another point. Just 
after I went to France on that tour of instruction I had the privilege of sitting for 
some time on Sir John Colley’s special medical board in England. That was a special 
board to deal with shell-shock cases, neurasthenic eases, and nervous cases. I saw a 
great many of those cases come in with various disabilities. There were two especially. 
One had been discharged from a special hospital as fit for some sort of duty at the 
base. He was on his way to his command depot, and in the train he had his head out 
of the train window, and the whistle sounded, and he fell back into the compartment 
shaking all over; and instead of going back to his command depot, he was brought 
up as a total disability. The other man had been discharged into civilian life. He 
was in Paddington 'Station; there was an air-raid warning—just a warning— 
and everybody was going towards the Underground for safety ; an engine whistled, 
and this man, in his own words, fell down in a severe hysterical convulsion. Some
body took him and chucked him into the baggage car, and the train ran out of the 
station, and the first station that it stopped at was Taplow. He was put out there 
and sent to the hospital. When seen he had developed a complete paralysis. He was 
Walking on crutches, dragging his two legs behind him. There was no sign of organic 
disease. In England such a case comes up before the special medical board ; he is a 
discharged soldier ; he is a free agent ; he comes up to the special medical board, and 
they recommend him to what they call their first Home of Recovery, up at Golder’s 
brreen, a beautiful house which used to be a fashionable girls’ school, with beautiful 
pounds. He is put in there ; he is given some sort of occupation if he likes—they 
nave little workshops ; they have beautiful grounds, a billiard table ; and while he is 
’n there he gets twenty-seven shillings and sixpence a week (they take off seven sliil- 
Jlngs a week for hospital expenses), he has thirteen shillings for his wife, and I think 
px or eight shillings for the first child and five or six shillings for every other child, 
tie lives there—he may have been- an electrician or he may have been a street sweeper 
phe lives there like a gentleman of means. If the man does not like the treatment, 
ne does not have to take it; he is an independent agent; his family are looked after ; 
®nd he is, as it were, on a holiday. Then he comes up before a special medical board 
°r examination, and they probably give him a little increase of pension on account 

bis nervous instability. As I say, in the first place it was only an idea that caused 
n,s disability, and the only thing that will appeal to an idea is reason, and every 
eason that has been handed up to that man is such as to encourage him to continue 
0 have that idea that he has that disability and will have a return of it every six 

Souths. Any man if he is to get his holiday is looked after like a gentleman of 
^eans, and probably gets an increase of pension in that way, is certainly not sup
ped with any reason to get better, and it is only reason that will appeal to his ideas.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Will the reason always appeal ?—A. If the man has sufficient intellect.
Q- But assuming he has not?—A. If he has not, he has nothing that you can 

' h,,6al to in a case like that; for instance, mental deficiency. The only way you can 
P5e these things is by force, you cannot appeal to his reason, you have to make him. 
.per my examination I know at once and in my own mind there is no question about 

’ 11 is simply a functional condition or an organic condition. 
a Q- And where the functional condition is so perverse that you are not able to effect 

Cure, or restore him to normal condition, will you say that no pension should be 
Wanted ?-A. 1 would.
^ Q- How do you suggest his wife and family should be looked after ?—A. That does 

enter into consideration.
1Q , Q- Unfortunately it does under our system.—A. In this way, if he knows you will 
ïeç after him and his wife and family, you are taking away one great incentive to his 

°Very ; I think you are kinder to that man if you put it right up to him.
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Q. I put to you a hypothetical case, and you are trying to put another hypothetical 
case to me. I put to you the case where you are unable to restore the normal condition, 
and asked you if there is any suggestion to make, and I followed that with another 
question with reference to looking after those who are dependent on him.—A. I have 
no suggestion ; as a matter of fact, I have not yet come across a man of this type whom 
I have not been able to cure given that he had average intelligence.

Q. Then what about those who had not?—A. Then we come to the question of 
mental deficiency, and, if you will allow me, we will put those in a separate category, 
and come to them later.

By Mr. Green:
■ Q. Owing to the very fact that they are susceptible to these conditions in the first 

instance, the return of them makes them much less amenable?—A. Put it this way, 
that all functional conditions are essentially curable.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. In the case of a man who was not getting any pension, but was determined by 

will power to overcome the disability, and had his discharge, and was not able to over
come it, would that indicate organic trouble?—A. I do not just get that question 
clearly.

Q. In the case of a man who did not receive a pension, or only a very trifling one, 
who had received his discharge, and who was determined to overcome his nervous insta
bility?—A. You are taking a great deal for granted there. If he has sincerely deter
mined to overcome his disabilty, he can do it, if it be functional.

Q. That is the question I am asking, if he were unable to do so it would indicate 
that it was organic, would it not ?—A. Can you guarantee that his desire to get better 
is sincere?

Q. I think so.—A. You must not take that for granted; I can give you two or three 
instances of that ; he may have some organic trouble, I cannot answer that ; but granted 
that his desire to get better is sincere it would suggest an organic cause. When the 
man is wounded also, that, I think is too hypothetical a question to answer, I would 
have to see the man to form my own opinion.

Mr. Power:
Q. Have you not seen many cases of wounded and shell-shock; you have a large 

number of cases reported?—A. I saw these wounded and shell-shock, I stated that while 
a little over six months in France, I never saw one. Since then, in England, I have 
seen quite a few, but in mose of these shell-shock cases the patients have developed the 
functional disability as they are getting better from the wounds.

Q. You also said that as a rule these shell-shock cases occurred to the men who 
have been there about a month?—A. I went over sixty-six cases. I think it wa» 
between sixty and seventy in any case. I had not kept a list of these cases and simply
got one of the medical officers to go over the files and take out a certain number Î
cases; some of these cases had been there eighteen months and some twelve months.' 
but the average of the whole was under three months and many of them had been th<.re 
three or four days or a week.

Q. Would you not think the condition of which we are speaking—a constant fig^ 
between the will to stay and the instinct to get away is wearing upon the man’s physica 
nature?—A. Yes.

Q. Do you think that six months of this constant strain would operate to weak611 

the man’s strength?—A. I do not like to give any specific time.
Q. The longer he stays the worse it will be?—A. Yes, I always feel more sympa 

thetic towards and try to be more generous to the man who has been there for £l11^ 
length of time, one always appreciates the fact that he has done his best and has playe<1 
the game as a rule.
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By Mr. McGibbon:
Q. I understood you ta say all shell-shock are functional ?—A. No, as I have already 

explained it is a case of diagnosis ; a man who has been twelve or eighteen months in 
the front line, that in my mind is a legitimate exhaustion ; there is also the temporary 
shell-shock where he has been under extreme or exceptional exposure and loses control 
°f himself temporarily ; he has got scared, and well scared, and lost control. We do 
flot blame him for that—that man is temporarily shell-shocked.

Q. The object of this committee as I understand it is to regulate the pensions of 
soldiers and I would not like to have any false impression given regarding the class of 
°ases you are speaking about.—A. Of course you refer to cases of real concussion, do 
you not ?

Q. Yes?—A. Unquestionably concussion of the brain and nervous system may 
occur without external wound and it may be so severe as to cause death due to multiple 
hemorrhages in the brain but that is an organic condition and we are not discussing 
that. By my examination I can tell whether there are any organic lesions left after 
the hemorrhages. In the acute stage examination of the cerebro-spinal fluid will give 
the correct diagnosis. But even if that man has had an organic injury at that time, 
r°m concussion, we find in three, four or six months, or even longer, when he comes 

^nder observation in England or Canada no evidence of organic disease. He may have 
lad concussion in the first place but it has become healed in the majority of cases.

Q. Concussion does have an affect upon his brain cells that cannot always be 
etermined by examination?—A. I think so.

Q- In my experience I have had a number of cases which were diagnosed as func- 
t'0,lal that were organic, but the tendency is the other way?—A. Yes, many cases come 
° me diagnosed as organic nervous diseases, but they are not. I am only speaking of 
y own experience in diagnosis, and I cannot talk about what other people have done.

By Mr. Redman:
j Q- Have you a system in Canada which is likely to affect the permanent cure 

such cases?—A. A. That is General Fotheringham’s aim. He is organizing special 
^/■'Urological centres, at Halifax, at Montreal, at Toronto, at Winnipeg, and at 
^«Uicouver, and we shall have medical officers who are specially trained to take 

of thesé. They are being organized now,, and we hope that will be efficient. 
0re than that I do not propose to say.

By Mr. Power:
Q. Will there be a sufficient number of centres with a sufficient number of 

^‘Uilitind practitioners to look after them?—A. I wo have been recalled iiom England, 
°Ue for Toronto and one for Montreal. I believe another is on his way, in fact there 

two on their way, one for Vancouver and one for Winnipeg, but another must be 
,uUd for Halifax. Xs I say they are very hard to get, and officers are being trained 

^lth this object in view.

By Mr. McGibbon:
Q- Have you any figures to show the number of cases of that kind requiring 

!ii<")trnent —A- No, the only figures I have with regard to that, come from the report 
re c by Captain Farrar, who was with the Military Hospitals Commission. He 
Cil rtc,l that about 12 per cent of the return casualties, were nervous ,and mental 
rCeCs" The point I want to emphasize is that the onset of these conditions, and the 
feel rrence °f them always concurs with the man’s real desire. A point on which I 
8i Vcry strongly, and which has been adopted in France, is that these conditions 
hv , . Warrant no pension or gratuity nor a discharge from the Army, that is these" 

q*cu1 conditions.
ea$ . ^ ou have engaged your staff, and when the centres are organized all these

6s be classified properly, I presume ?—A. We are all trying to do the best—that
°Ur aim and object in the service—to have it efficient.

tCol. Colin K. Russell.]
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By Mr. Power:
Q. Why should such cases not be discharged from the army ?—A. Because if it 

it is functional there is no reason why he should not be made physically fit, and that 
condition does not warrant his discharge from the army. If they think it is right to 
discharge him on account of his mental condition that is one thing, but he will not 
get his discharge on account of the physical disability; we shall cure him of it.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. What is the experience in connection with these cases?—A. Well, they turn 

back about 70 to 80 per cent to duty.
Q. That is the French?—A. No, the British. The French army has decided 

that these hysterical disabilities do not warrant pension or discharge from the army- 
If a man has a wound or disability from a wound, and it is associated with a func
tional disability, the instructions are to neglect the functional disability in recom
mending a pension. The French, of course, are absolutely up against the necessity 
for men, and in a French hospital I saw one man who had received a wound in the 
wrist. The tendons were cut and he could not use his hand properly, and the blood 
vessels were injured. He was wounded in the winter. He was not discharged, but i*1 
the summer went back to duty. If it had been one of our men we would have sent 
him back to Canada, but they sent him to the trenches. With the onset of winter 
he must have suffered with the bad circulation in his hand. He was' brought back 
to the hospital -and worked around there during the cold months, and in the summer 
he will go out again. I was speaking to the consultant of the French army in France, 
and he said to me: “We do not get shell-shock cases, except the temporary ones, the 
legitimate ones, where a man has temporarily lost control of himself.” It is not worth 
while in the French army to develop shell-shock. If a man comes to them with the 
idea that he has shell-shock, they explain to him how it develops, and he must go back-

By Mr. Power:
Q. I have seen a good many cases of shell-shock and I have never seen a case 

where a man has been sent back.—A. I have seen several where they have been sent 
back. ,

Q. As a rule if a man is suffering from shell-shock it is absolutely useless to. send 
him back. He will run away on the slightest provocation and is no use. He mig^lt 
run away and be shot for cowardice?—A. They are sending between 70 and 80 Per 
cent of them back.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. In the British army?—A. Yes, and in the Canadian army, and they would 

be doing it if it were not successful.
no*

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. What is your observation in regard to shell-shock among Germans take1*

prisoners ?—A. We do not see shell-shock among the German prisoners. And wh? ' 
They have had the same experience our men have and been shelled just as heavily* 1 
not more heavily, but once they are taken prisoners they know they are under no apP*r 
hension of being sent to the danger line, and pension considerations do not come 1 
Men come back here who have lost control of themselves, whose censor is not worki**^’ 
and then the instinct of acquisitiveness comes into play.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. What is that?—A. Acquiring something for nothing. There is no quest*l’^ 

about it. I have every sympathy with these patients otherwise I could have no suce ■ 
[Col. Colin K. Russell.]
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with them in treating them. It does not matter to me whether they are given pensions 
or not, but there is no question that pension gives them a reason for continuing their 
disability and gives them no reason for exerting self-control which is going to deprive 
them of their pension. That is only human nature.

By Mr. Green:
Q. It is a deterrent to the cure?—A. Yes.

By Mr. McGibbon:
Q. Is it not a fact that a large pàrt of the 80 per cent who are sent back are simply 

rrie,i who have diagnosed their own cases?—A. No, they are not allowed to diagnose 
their own cases.

Q. Things have changed since I was there.—A. When were you there?
Q. 1916.—A. Things have changed since then. These hospitals were started since 

then and the reason of it was that a lot of people were diagnosing their own cases, 
have still in Canada a lot who have diagnosed their own eases.
Q. In every battle a large percentage of men will turn and run?—A. Yes.
Q. That is the class of case I had reference to. It would make up a large percen- 

aSe of the 80 per cent you spoke of?—\. Yes.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
, Q. Did you follow their history afterwards ?—A. They went back, and I am per- 
ec‘tly certain that the great majority of those men would in future exert their self- 

c°ntrol and stay there, otherwise the army would go to blazes.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
. Q- Have you any data about the mental condition of other prisoners ?—A. I was 

p to speak about the German prisoners. We do not have shell-shock with the 
’'■'rman prisoners, and in the Review of the foreign press for the 1st February there 

6 t’Wo or three articles from medical men in Germany, and they make the same recom- 
'l(‘ati°ns that I am making to you now, and which the French have already made. 

v ®re was one article also by Bonchoeffer, I think it was, a German specialist with a 
p?y good reputation as a scientist, who stated that among 10,000 Serbian prisoners 
, en in the Serbian retreat—-which was a retreat terrible—well, it was worse than the 
Wf)ref,t from Moscow for exposure, hardship and terror—there were only, I think it 
aljS’ ®Ve cases of psychosis developed among those 10,000 individuals. That is not really 

°Ve the average, for civilian life.

By the Chairman:
To what do you attribute that?—A. They were prisoners; they were out of 
it was all over.

the g ^That is the explanation of this? I happened to see a French war picture of 
cf0w °®me battle and I saw the German prisoners coming in. They looked like a 
hotly men returning from a football match, happy, smiling, and so on.—A. They had 

to worry about. I happen to have here the report from one of these special 
a^s’ No 3 Canadian Hospital, where Capt. Dillon of the R.A.M.C. and Capt. 

-Is r-T °f the R.A.M.C. were the specialists at work. This is for August,and reads
Allows

^hell-shock wound1, 75, or 56-9 per cent,
y.®urasthenia (they call him sick), 57, or 43-2 per cent.
,, lsPosal of shell-shock wound cases to date, 64 or 88-3 per cent.

0 hase, 11, or 14-7 per cent.

-10
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Q. Why did' you use the expression, shell-shock wounds?—A. Because it is es
timated that his exposure has been sufficient to justify his losing control of himself 
and justify his symptoms.

Q. It is not a case of an actual wound?—A. Xo, these are functional disabilities. 

By Mr. Cronyn.
Q. He would be entitled to the gold stripe?—A. Yes.

By Mr. McGibbon:
Q. It necessarily follows that the army should look after these men until they 

are cured?—A. Absolutely, cured of disability. Referring to Dr. Dillon’s report again, 
the disposal of the neurasthenic cases, (these are cases possibly where the men have 
been up in the front line for twelve or eighteen months, possibly longer without break.) 
—To duty 32 or 56-9 per cent. One does not get as good a result in these cases, 
naturally it is a slower process.

To base, 25 or 43-1 per cent, a very much larger percentage.
Disposal of both classes of cases combined, 2.
To duty 99, or 72-7 per cent.
To base 36, or 27-3 per cent.
That is the report from one special hospital.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you think that would be typical of these special hospitals?—A. Yes, they 

were doing very good work in these hospitals.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Would you describe that neurasthenic condition?—A. That is a matter 

exhaustion, and that man requires a long term of rest. There is no gross lesion of tb® 
nervous system. It is simply that the fight between his higher centres, self-contr° 
and his instincts has been more prolonged and he is exhaused. That requires simply 
longer period of rest, but being functional it is curable.

By the Chairman: JM
Q. Is it something akin to what we popularly call a nervous breakdown?'' 

Yes, nervous exhaustion. The only thing is having a d'efinite cause it is remova 
In civil life you have those cases. The cause is very often not removable, constat ^ 
present, you cannot remove it, and you get cases in which you cannot get as g°° ^ 
result, but here in the war the cause is removable. Get the man out of it, so that 
can get mental rest and he recovers. up

Referring again to Capt. Dillon’s report. Then there are cases that turned 
again after being discharged from that hospital, returned cases formerly treated ^ 
this or a similar centre, 44, or 4.6 per cent. Those are cases that have been sent 
to duty and have come out again, so that shows it is pretty practical.

CO»

By Mr. McGibbon:
Q. Does that mean duty in the front line?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is there any other point you think you should mention to us before yoU <}- 

to the question of thé mentally deficient?—A. I have here a copy of my recoin#1^, 
ations which I have headed, “ Recommendations re the final disposal of cases ot ^ 
rasthenia and so-called ‘ shell-shock ’ and the influence of the man’s expectation 
this respect on the treatment and course of the disease.”

[Col. Colin K. Russell.]
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Q. We should be very glad to have this. A. 1 can give you a copy of that.
Q. In the meantime explain them, so that there may be questions asked by the 

Committee about them. A. I have also an administrative scheme for neurological 
centres, and also an appendix to that administrative scheme.

Q. Will you kindly put those in also. You were about to give us certain récom- 
Ntcndations as to the final disposal of cases of neurasthenia and so-called shell-shock ? 
~~A. Yes. Referring now to my recommendations re the final disposal of cases, of 
Neurasthenia and so-called shell-shock, I might read the opening paragraphs :—

These functional nervous, or psychogenetic (born in the mind) conditions 
will be treated primarily in the special military hospitals, and it is to be 
strongly recommended that no such case shall in future be discharged while 
still exhibiting any objective functional disturbance.

In the event of such a patient relapsing, I would strongly recommend that 
he be sent to the special military hospital from which he was discharged, for 
the reason that the medical officer who has already worked out his case and 
persuaded him once can more readily repeat this than one who does know the 
case.

For instance, that chap I was speaking of a moment ago, who had been recom- 
euded for leave, when he came back from leave he went to the hospital where I had 

^.en him. Meantime we had started one of those special hospitals, and they sent 
lln from there over to us at this special hospital. I saw the medical officer who had 

* him when he was re-admitted and he told me he was not quite right, he was not 
iking normally. Now, when, he came to me he was walking absolutely well. The 
1 is, he was just putting it over that other man a little bit. I do not mean to say 

at he was faking.
Q- He was not exercising the same self-control ?—A. Not exercising the same 

flj^~c°utrol that he knew very well I would make him do. I mean to say that it 
°1(1 ^ s*r^es me that the old soldier feels that is always a legitimate game for an 
« ■ ®°ldier to play the old soldier, and put it over the medical man if he can ; and I

„ * 1 1,1 1 1 • • ,1 <• 1 • r ,1 ________xf____ A- Al___A

hr,'Nh one is absolutely lacking in the sense of humour if one takas exception to that,
ln°V^ec* it is not carried to extremes. The old soldier looks upon that as his privi- 
u8e.Serj ' atl<^ ^ he can put it over the medical officer, he will do so. It comes to be a very 
re 01,8 thing, sometimes, though. I would like to give you another extract from my

c°ininendations :—
“ Also if this idea be not followed special institutions will have to be dupli

cated and what will be more difficult a duplication of specially trained men will 
have to be found.”

The difficulties of a medical officer taking up a case whom he has not known 
in the earlier stages is illustrated by the following case from my own experience 
Vhich is by no means isolated :

Corporal P.—whom I personally spent much time and energy in curing at 
the Granville special hospital, Ramsgate, some two years ago, is still well but 
hejiow tells the story that he was buried for three days, and this neccessitated 
thirteen months hospital treatment. He certainly had all of thirteen months 
treatment in the various hospitals he was in but he was not buried three days

I'hiit n°r anything like it.
boj ITlan had been through three hospitals ; lie had everything done for him that any- 

Nould think of.
i>ig buffering many things of-many physicians?—A. Yes, and his legs were shak- 
% % when I got him up to walk and the only thing that stayed on the ground, was
%].■ " °f his stick; he was jumping around like popcorn on a griddle. His jaw was 
the s<> that he thought he had to have his pipe or chewing gum .in his mouth all 

'e to stop this. When he was going along he insisted on having his pipe in his
2-io4 [Col. Colin K. Russell.3
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mouth. That was not good discipline, and we settled that, and we did not hear any
thing more from that ; but I had to use a great deal of pursuasive eloquence and energy 
to get him right. In regard to his case my memorandum proceeds :

“ The disability he was sent to the base for a small wound of the hand, 
and he was judged fit to return to duty in a week or ten days. He then developed 
a headache.”

He went to the medical officer and complained of this, and the medical officer gave 
him a pill, No. 9, without any further examination, he saw there was not anything very 
much the matter; but this man, the corporal, was very indignant that he had no* 
received more consideration from the medical officer, he thought the medical officer 
had been somewhat superficial, and the corporal was sent up the line. When he was 
met by the officer up there he was complaining of headache, and his jaw was shaking) 
so he was sent back again. Then not only his jaw shook, but his legs began to shake, 
and he was sent back to England. There is the history of the case as I got it fro1® 
him and his medical officer, who turned up later. Now this man says he was buric 
for three days. I just quote that as an instance of how difficult it is to deal with these 
cases when seen for the first time a year or so after the outset of the disability. Tv 
comments on this case conclude with these words

“ No serious principle is involved in this case, and one is simply amused’ 
but unfortunately there are a great many such cases, where very definite Prl® 
ciples regarding the pension are involved and it is these cases against whic 
the country must be guarded.

I would recommend that such psychogenetic conditions warrant no pens'0? 
or gratuity. This would allow the medical board to recommend a pension 01 
gratuity if they thought justifiable in any particular case, but the patient wo" 
have no legal claim to one.”

Illustrative cases may offer better explanations. I have given you the case of 
man at Paddington station.

ited
By Mr. Sutherland :

Q. In such a case as that you would not permit the discharge to be grant»-, 
unfit for further service, would you ?—A. He had been some thirteen months in hosp1 
in England. . 3

Q. But I am speaking of-another case; you recommend that no such pens' 
should be granted in such cases; but in the event of a discharge being given this 111 
from the army as unfit for further service, surely he would be entitled to pension • 
A. That man ?

Q. Provided he had been discharged from the army.—A. Still shaking? ^
Hon. Mr. McCurdy : Mr. Sutherland’s point, I think, is that the very fact th8^ s 

was discharged, having been enlisted sound, and discharged unfit for duty, is Prl 
facie evidence for a claim for pension. j

Witness: No, this man is unfit. I recommended that this man be disci19 
from the army.

By lion. Mr. McCurdy : iy
Q. For what reason ?—,A. Because he was no good as a soldier, but he is abso 

good for civil life, and he is carrying on in civil life.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. I have followed you very carefully ; a case occurs to me; you stated a 11111 

ago that a man’s desire in the matter had frequently to do with his condition?
Q. The case I have reference to is one where a very trifling pension was re 0ji 

and about three weeks ago the man purchased a ticket to come from Mon11
fCol. Colin K Russell.]
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business, and was very anxious to come, and had been working right along so that his 
health could be such that he could come, but his health broke down, and he had to stay 
against his will.—A. I cannot speak of the case to which you refer without having 
seen him. I mean that that case is evidently not cured.

Q. Quite evident.—A. Quite ; and what I say is that in the future we shall attempt 
n°t to discharge any patient with a functional disability.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Your recommendation, in short, is that they be treated at those special 

hospitals until they are cured before they are discharged?—A. Yes, and that if we 
Send them out saying we think that man cured, he should be able to carry on. If he 
relapses—the man in whom Mr. Sutherland is interested may have some organic 
disease, but if he has, there is no reason why we should not influence his mind so 
that he can carry on, if this is simply an idea. We should be able to give him 
sufficient reasons to change his mind, to change his ideas, and make him carry on.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. The findings of five medical boards, which I asked for yesterday, and which 

ai'e here on the file, indicate, that he has no organic trouble?—A. Then nobody has 
at his ideas, evidently.

By the Chairman:
Q Then he should come back for further treatment.—A. I would recommend that 

ln a case like that he should be sent to one of those special hospitals and see if we 
“'Unot get at the ideas that are underlying the whole thing, and cure him.

By Mr. Green:
, Q- I take it that your recommandations as against pension is coupled1 with the 

that, you want to remove the incentive to keep on the same constant trouble ?—A. 
es> absolutely ; that is really part of the treatment.

By Mr. Me Gibb on:
But if you fail to cure him, it necessarily follows that when he is discharged he 
get a pension ?

, Mr. Green : No, I would not take that from the Doctor’s remarks ; I think the 
^auction would be that if they finally convince themselves that it is not functional, 
“Vhe contrary, they have the right to recommend a pension, but not to tell them now, 

e cannot cure you, you have a pension.”
^ MTtxess : Then you have thrown away your whole cards ; you have thrown away the

Ur aces.

By Mr. McGibbon:
Q- It is up to the Army to make a cure.—A. It is up to the Army to do our best, 

an “îre not guaranteeing anything; but here is a matter of fact, if that man has got 
ldea in his head there is no reason why you cannot change his mind, if you can

We
aPpea] 

im.
of to the idea, if you can get the idea and appeal to his confidence and get it out . hir
the ' y°u never fail in functional diseases ? Because if you had to assume it being 
te<.f < aSe °I that idea of getting into his head, if you cannot get it out, it is up to you to 
\v(, ^ Pense him?—A. At that rate I would say we do not fail; there is no reason why 

°u'd fail, granting the man is sincere in his wish to get well. 
lt.gal^be Chairman : The Colonel’s recommendation here is that there should be no 
in „ r'gbt for pension, but that the Pension Board should have power to grant pensions 

crtain cases.
[Col. Colin K. Russell.]
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Witness: Take the case of a man who has come under my observation in Mon- 
treat ; that man is absolutely an impossible man, he will not get better, he cannot work 
or talk with you without being impudent. With regard to the mentally deficient, of 
course one cannot expect to call on their higher censor to make the intellectual effort 
at control, because they have not got the intellect. Unfortunately under the volunteer 
system, and under the stress and enthusiasm of the earlier days of the war, *we got in a 
great many men, to make up the battalion, without any consideration as to their 
mental condition at all. Many of these men came back diagnosed as shell
shock because they could not make the intellectual effort to control their instinct. 
They are no more mentally deficient now than they were then. Now, I feel very 
strongly that it is unjust to burden the country with a pension with regard to these 
cases ; it was not acquired in war, it was not acquired on service, but I feel very 
strongly from the view point of national economy, that these men would be better if 
they were kept on as soldiers. If they were taken and put into institutional colonic5 
or farms, or whatever you call them, and made self-supporting. There is no question 
in my mind about that, as I have seen since I have been back in Canada men who have 
been discharged from hospital with no physical debility, but simply deficient, men who 
have said they will not work and who have made up their minds that the country 15 
going to look after them. Or if they happened to try to work, they stayed only three 
or four days, b(ut would not keep at it, or some friend comes along and offers them 8 
drink, and with that one drink they go bad and in any case they are shipped back to 
the hospital. Now, with a man of that kind, nothing we can do can remedy his defect» 
and the future of that man is that he will wander away from that particular place» 
from Quebec to Ontario, or from Ontario to Quebec, or anywhere else, and he will 
simply join the tramp, the ne’er-do-well or the criminal class, that always follows 8 
war, and we in this country will pay millions of dollars from the viewpoint of crimi’18 
proceedings, and in various other ways. On the other hand if we take these men, «n“ 
put them under supervision, we can make them self-supporting. If we can do that, 
we can save the country millions of dollars. It will require some legislation to do so» 
but if they can be kept as soldiers and sent to these institutions, it woidd be a nation8* 
economy. There is another point I want to bring up, and that is with regard to the 
man who before the war was what we call psychopathic. For instance, one case W»s 
referred to me by the Central Board the other day ; I saw him, I believe, in Kamsgate’ 
and I have a recollection of him, at any rate he had some marked functional disability' 
He! gave a history of two or three nervous breakdowns before he ever enlisted, that 8 
his brothers and sisters were hysterical, insane, or something else, that man was borU 
that way; the Army aggravated it to some extent, and is responsible for that aggrü'/il 
tion. I feel that what the country owes that man is to bring him back t0
the condition in which he was previous to enlistment. The country should not g° ofl
keeping him all his life. In that case I think I was responsible for recommending

id 
ndthat man should be discharged from the Army with a disability of 100 per cent and 8 

pensionable disability of 60 per cent for three months, that is for the aggravation, 811 
I recommended that 60 per cent pension should be given him for three months and 11 
longer.

toPBy Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Then you would review and re-examine?—A. Yes, hut that pension should , j 

and he has to have some incentive to get better, otherwise he will be hunting men1 
men for the rest of his life.

By the Chair’man :
Q. I suppose, it is in some respects the same with regard to soldiers as laW' e g 

find in their practice that their men are suffering from injury affecting their nerVgej 
system, that as the man always materially improves after his case is finally disP0 

[Col. Colin K. Russell.]
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°f?—A. Yes, after his case is finally or definitely disposed of, and that is why there 
should he some definite pronouncement that that is the law; for instance with regard 
to this man to whom I have referred, I made a definite announcement, I took it upoil 
myself to make it, that for functional disability he will get absolutely no pension and 
also that the allowance of $350 for attendance would also go by the board.

By the Chairman :
Q. Are these recommendations you have made as to the method of treatment your 

°wn personal recommendations, or have they been concurred in by the Consulting 
Board?—A. They are my own recommendations, which have been concurred in by the 
Consulting Board, and General Fotheringham.

Q. Who comprised the Consulting Board ?—A. Colonel J. C. Cameron, Surgeon, 
Toronto ; Colonel J. D. Courtenay, Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat, Ottawa ; Lieutenant- 
Colonel McGillivray, Physician, Toronto ; Lieutenant-Colonel Starr, Orthopaedic Sur
geon, Toronto ; Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Wilson, Physical Therapy, Montreal and 
myself.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Your recommendation that these mental defectives should be put in institu

ions in order to save the country unnecessary expense in the future applies only to 
men in the Army, does it ?—A. I would like to see it apply to every man, woman and 
child in that condition in the country.

Q. You can scarcely do it with the men who have been discharged ?—A. That is 
a Question that I leave to somebody with more experience, and who is in a better 
Position to form a plan.

Q. I inferred from your remarks that you were referring to men who had been 
discharged ?—A. No, I think the more feasible way would be to keep them in the Army.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy :
Q. For what reason ?—A. On account of being able to control them, otherwise 

'y°u could not order them. Of course at present we certify insane persons, two medical 
officers can certify to the insanity of a person, and these men are just as much a menace 
° the community as those insane persons, perhaps legislation might enable us to certify 
hem. There is another question that I would like to bring to the attention of the 
imrnittee, and that is with respect to the genuine epileptic. It does not matter 

(w*‘tither his condition was caused by the war or aggravated thereby if he is having
fit! every three weeks or a month, he cannot hold his position; if he gets a position

ere today as a clerk, and if he were to throw a fit in the middle of this meeting, he 
^°uld lose his job, no employer would keep a man like that, and the consequence is 

at the worry about making a living and not being able perhaps to get sufficient food 
taHses them to get worse and worse, whereas if they were put in an institution where 
"ey Would be free from that anxiety, and from the disturbing conditions, the experi-tfi, 

«nee ;is that a larger percentage are cured than is otherwise possible

Witness retired.

Committee adjourned until 10.30 a.m. Friday.

[Col. Colin K. Russell.]
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APPENDIX TO EVIDENCE OF COL. COLIN K. RUSSELL.

Board of Medical Consultants,

Ottawa, Ont., March 1, 1918-

REPORT BY LIEUT.-COLONEL C. K. BUSSELL.
Neurological.

An administrative scheme for the care and treatment of Officers and men suffering 
from organic diseases or' lesions of the nervous system, “ Shell Shock ” and other 
functional disorders.

The success of the scheme herewith submitted for consideration depends upon the 
recognition and adoption of certain principles in the treatment of soldiers who arc 
suffering from functional nervous disorders.

These principles differ from these which have governed hitherto the treatment of 
these patients and may be summarized briefly as follows :—

(1) The direct transference of all patients of this type coming from over
seas, into special neurological hospitals in Canada.

(2) The immediate ségrégation of these patients of this type already re' 
turned to Canada, for the purpose of treatmennt, into these special hospitals 
under the care of specially trained medical officers. Before such medical officers 
are appointed their special qualifications should be carefully considered by the 
Board of Consultants.

(3) The retention of these patients in these hospitals until (a) They are 
fit for some form of military duty; (b) They are fit to pass under their own 
control; (c) They are discharged as unfit for further treatment in the hospital3,

(4) At the termination of treatment, these patients shall appear before fl 
standing medical board composed of medical officers of the special neuro
logical institution and its decision shall be final in regard to: (a) Return 
to duty and reclassification ; (b) Discharge from service.

The reclassification of a soldier returned to duty from a Neurological Hospit8 
shall not be altered except on the recommendation of the Standing Medical Board 0 
that hospital or of one of the other neurological hospitals

Existing System.

The shortcomings of the existing system, which are not of trivial importances, nrL 
attributed largely to the following causes:—

(1) The majority of these patients after returning to Canada have had ua 
special treatment or have it too late or under unfavourable conditions.

(2) Many of these patients have been allowed to go to their homes or hav'^ 
been transferred from one hospital to another, or to auxiliary institutions, 9ul 
unsuitable for their treatment.

(3) The medical officer in charge has often been without the special kno'' 
ledge and training requisite for the treatment of his patients or without 
power to carry it out.

It must be remembered that these disorders are in the main curable in their earÜer 
stages, but when neglected become more and more likely to remain permanent.
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Should the scheme be adopted one might justifiably expect :—
(a) An increase in the useful and productive civilian man power of the 

country.
(b) A decided decrease in the financial burden on the country in respect 

of pensions.
The following scheme is therefore, herewith submitted
Special military neurological centres for the treatment of functional disorders 

and organic diseases and lesions of the nervous system should be established.in close 
relation to the Military General Hospitals at Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, 
and in British Columbia.

These centres should wherever possible be closely associated with the orthapaedic 
centres in these districts, as this will entail a saving in staff and appliances for 
mechanical treament which is similar in both types of cases and also in the upkeep of 
Workshops.

Besides, a neurological consultant is often necessary in orthopaedic cases and vice 
Vei'sa. It would thus save in consultant staff.

Medical Staff.

The medical staff should consist of one officer who shall be in charge of the 
department under the O.C. of the hospital. He shall have special knowledge of, and 
niterest in, the subject. There shall be also junior medical officers in the proportion 

one officer to 50 patients.
These officers should have had experiences overseas, preferably in special centres 

and should have had special training in both psychology and neurology.
It is desirable that the nursing staff should be carefully chosen and that, some 

Permanency of employment should be assured.

* Neurological.

Certain of these hospitals shall serve as training centres for junior medical
officers.
, The same principles should apply both to officers and men. This can best be done 
^ attaching to each special hospital an officers’ section which will be under the 

medical officers in charge of the neurological centre.
It is strongly recommended that in future no soldier suffering with a gross objec

tif functional disability should be discharged to pension, but all such cases which
^ntinue obstinately resistant to treatment, should be sent to the special centre in 
Montreal before being finally disposed of,—In the case of the recurrence of a functional 

Inability in a patient after discharge he should be sent back to the special hospital 
0111 which he was discharged.

(. The place for the treatment of lesions of the peripheral nerves, whether in the 
j hopaedic or neurological centres, will probably be influenced by local conditions.

England the following was found to he a good working arrangement :— 
adv. Usions of the peripheral nerves were considered neurological until operation was 
t|(;||1Sod when they became surgical. When the wound was healed they again became 
i,0cro^°gical. Consultation with the orthopaedic surgeon was always sought when 

efisary regarding the posture and application of splints and mechanical clinics.
If is only by such team work that the best results can be obtained.
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Appendix to General Recommendations.

APPENDIX TO ADMINISTRATIVE SCHEME FOR NEUROLOGICAL
CENTRES.

All cases of suspected mental deficiency, or feeble-mindedness, and all suspected 
cases of epilepsy, should be sent to the nearest Neurological Centre for observation 
and completion of diagnosis;

If the diagnosis is confirmed, all such cases will be discharged from the Service 
and transferred with a Specialist’s Report to the Invalided Soldiers Commission.

All cases of feeble-mindedness must be graded according to the Binot-Simon Scale 
and their approximate mental age stated.

Copies of “ A Method of Measuring the Development of the Intelligence of Young 
Children.” Binot & Simon, translated by C. H. Town, Ph. D. , Director of the Depart
ment of Clinical Psychology, Lincoln State School & Colony, Lincoln, Illinois, pnb 
lished by the Courier Company, Lincoln 'Illinois, price about $1.00 should be at the 
disposal of all the Medical Officers in these special centres.

LIEUT.-COL. C. K. RUSSEL, C.A.M.C., CONSULTANT, NEUROLOGICAL
AND INSANE.

Ottawa, March £i, 1918.
Recommendations re the final disposal of Cases of Neurasthenia and so-calle”

“Shell Shock” and the influence of the man’s expectation in this respect on

THE TREATMENT AND COURSE OF THE DISEASE.

These functional nervous, or psychogenetie (Born in mind) conditions will be 
treated primarily in the special Military Hospitals, and it is to be strongly recom
mended that no such case shall in future be discharged while still exhibiting any objec 
tive functional disturbance.

In the event of such a patient relapsing, I would strongly recommend that be D 
sent to the special Military Hospital from which he was discharged, for the reason tha 
—the medical officer* who has already worked out his case and persuaded him once 
more readily repeat this than one who does not know the case. Also, if this ic*ea 
not followed special institutions will have to be duplicated and what will be more d> 
ficult a duplication of specially trained men will have to be found.

The difficulties of a medical officer taking up a case whom he has not known 
the earlier stages is illustrated by the following case form my own experience which 
by no means isolated : . g

Corporal P.—whom I personally spent much time and energy in curing at .,s 
Granville special hospital, Ramsgate, some two years ago,’ is still well but he now t® 
the story that he was buried for three days, and this necessitated thirteen m011 ^ 
hospital treatment. He certainly had all of thirteen months’ treatment in the var1 
hospitals he was in but he was not buried three days nor anything like it. , 0

The disability he was sent to the base for was a small wound in the hand, a*îd j,e 
was judged fit to return to duty in a week or ten days. He then developed a heada^ 
and began to shake in the legs and jaw and was again returned to the base, and m , 
to England. No serious principle is involved in this case, and one is simply anU!" jeS 
but unfortunately there are a great many such cases where very definite prinCiP 
regarding a pension are involved, and it is those cases against which the com1 
must be guarded.
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I would recommend that such psychogenetic conditions warrant no pension nor 
gratuity. This would allow the medical board to recommend a pension or gratuity 
if they thought justifiable in any particular case, but the patient would have no legal 
claim to one.

Illustrative cases may offer better explanations : x
While in England, in November last, I sat for a week on Sir John Collie’s Special 

Medical Board for Shell Shock and Neurasthenia cases. Many cases were brought to 
mv attention among which the following were typical examples :

Case “A”.—Has suffered from so-called “ shell shock ” but had been discharged to 
civil life with no physical disability. While he was in Paddington station there was 
an air raid warning and people began to move towards the underground—“A ” with 
them, just then however an engine whistled, and, in his own words, “A” fell down in a 
severe hysterical convulsion and developed a paralysis of both legs which rendered him 
a total and complete disability. Examination showed no evidence of organic disease. 
It was evidently only the emotional excitement and the apprehension of danger that was 
the causal factor, in other words, an idea.

'Such a case would appear before the special medical board and be sent to one of 
their homes of recovery. Beautiful homes with large gardens in pleasant surroundings. 
The house has billiard tables and is fitted up with as many attractions as possible.
I he pensioner who is a perfectly free agent can spend six weeks, two months or longer 
here living like a gentleman of means, and at the same time receive 27/6d a week less 
seven shillings for hospital expenses, separation allowance and special allowance for 
each child. If he does not like the treatment he can refuse it and leave it at any time, 
cle was only getting one shilling a day in the trenches.

At the end of his time in the home of recovery, he comes up again before the 
sPecial medical board who will reconsider his pension and probably raise it a little on 
aecount of his nervous instability.

Now we saw in the first place his relapse was due to an idea and we know that the 
mdy thing that will influence an idea is reason. If all the reasons that are offered to 
a man are such as to influence hirrf to give way to these ideas of his and not control 
them we cannot expect any other result than that on the slightest pretext he will again 
8*ve way, and in fact about every six or nine months he will take a holiday in one of 
mese homes and have his family cared for by a grateful country.

I was informed that after the explosion at Silver City, just outside London, in 
'January 1917, many of these cases who had been discharged from the Army and who 
Wei’e within about seven miles of the explosion again relapsed. Even though they could 
°nly have heard the explosion in the distance.

It is well to remember that, first, we do not see shell shock among our German pri
mers, and this can only be accounted for by the fact that they recognize they need be 
!Jl|der no apprehension of being exposed to the danger of the battle again, and there 
ls n° question of Pension in their cases.

Also, in severe wounds of the brain and cord, one does not see the symptons of so- 
VHlled “ Shell Shock ”.

I was informed also by Major Abadie, Consultant Neurologist to the Fifth Army 
■*' ranee, that they very7 rarely get cases of “Shell Shock ” in the French Army now 

1jX'CePt the merely temporary ones who return to duty after a short rest, and they attri- 
U*e this to the recognition and carrying out of the principles described above, 

j If these recommendations are adopted, one can justifiably expect a decided decrease 
11 Ihe amount of Pensions paid, and secondly, the return of a much greater number oo 
l'0fiuctive work in Civilian life.

LIEUT.-COLONEL, C.A.M.C.,
Consultant,

The Neurological and the Insane.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 318,
Friday, May 3, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a. m., the vice-chairman, Hon. F B. 
McCurdy, presiding.

Members present: Messrs,, Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), McCurdy, 
Nesbitt, Pardee, Ross and Sutherland.—8.

The minutes of the previous meeting were adopted as r$ad.
The vice-chairman directed the clerk of the Committee to read a communica

tion received from the Officer Paying Imperial Pensions, which was ordered printed 
and to be further considered. See Addendum (c) in No. 7, copy of proceedings.

The committee then proceeded to consider the evidence given by Col. C. W- 
Belton and Mr. Edward R. R. Mills, who were recalled, and Major J. W. Margeson, 
of the Separation Allowance Division, Militia Department.

During the consideration of the evidence given by Col. Belton, the case of Sgt.- 
Major Arthur R. Tooke was presented by Mr. Sutherland, M.P., who, after reading 
extensively from the official file of records, submitted that the case should be re
opened for further investigation by the Pension Board. Col. Belton pointed out the 
usual course of action in such cases. See also minutes of evidence thereon.

Mr. Cronyn, M.P., directed the attention of the Committee to a lecture delivered 
by Col. Sir John Collie, M.D., A.M.S., on the subject of “ Neurasthenia and Allied 
Disorders.” Excerpts from the said lecture, which are of interest in the present 
enquiry, were ordered prepared for next meeting.

The committee requested its clerk to obtain, according to instructions given bin1 
by Mr. Cronyn, the following records :—

(1) The scale of pensions allowed or to be allowed to Canadians who are mem
bers of the Royal Flying Corps and to the dependents of same, namely, cadets or 
pilots or flying officers and mechanics^—whatever their rank;

(2) The scale in the case of Canadians enlisting in the Mechanical Transport3 
Engineers or other corps recruited for Imperial Forces in this country ; and

(3) The pensions granted to Canadian officers and other ranks, who, after pr°^ 
ceeding to England with the C.E.F. have been transferred to branches of the Imper10 
Army.

Copies of Orders in Council P.C. 447, dated 16th February, 1917, and P.C. 
dated 13th September, 1917, re Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay, as produce 
by Major Margeson and a tabulated statement re comparison of rates of separate 
allowance, as submitted by Major T. W. Beatty were ordered printed and for furm 
consideration. See Addendum (a) and (b) in No. 7, copy of proceedings.

The committee then adjourned until Tuesday, May 7, at 10.30 o’clock, a.m.
V. Cloutier, N. W. ROWELL,

Cleric. Chairman
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room 318,

Friday, May 3, 1918.

The special committee appointed to consider and report upon the Pension Board, 
•he Pension Regulations, etc., met at 10.30 a.m., the Hon. F. B. McCurdy, in the 
absence of Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding.

Colonel C. W. Belton, recalled.
The Chairman : I think you have some further replies to make in reference to 

cases brought before the Committee by Mr. E. R. R, Mills, representing the Great War 
Veterans’ Association.

Colonel Belton : I think Private G. H. Clark, 113136, was the one we were at.
Mr. E. R. R. Mills : Captain Waddiaigton, tubercular, is the next case, but Colonel 

■Belton informs me that there is no file for Captain Waddington yet; that is the case 
a captain where he had been discharged, if you remember, and was not given a 

Pension. He was discharged on March 21, they would not keep him in the service, 
and they would not give him a pension. However, there is no file for that case.

Colonel Belton : That case has not come up to the Board of. Pension Commis
sioners yet.

Mr. Pardee : How long since he was discharged?
Mr. Mills : On March 21, of this year.
Tlie Vice-Chairman : It must come before the Board, must it not?
Colonel Belton : It must come there.

By the Acting Chairman :
Q. Is there, in your opinion, any delay in these cases reaching you?—A. The 

Practice is now that they are sent from the District Board to the Board of Pension 
Commissioners; they do not come before the Militia Department at all.

Q. How long delay in time would you expect before receiving the report after the 
Medical board is held?—A. Just the time it takes the mail to carry it.

Q. Take this case, the man was discharged on March 21?—A. Yes, this is an 
'’•Beer’s case, and they are dealt with by the Adjutant-General s Branch, regarding his 
'-'orrimission and matters of that sort.

Q. There should be some normal time in which you could expect to receive the 
ePort of the medical board ?—A. Yes, one would naturally think that a month 
at 'Post would be long enough, but still there may be special questions involved.

Q- If all these difficulties had not been solved, it is time to get these cases dealt 
in a systematic way, is it not?—A- Yes, but there are so many unusual things 

k*at Play happen; in a great majority of cases, where these delays appear to us not to 
" C£dlcd for, on inquiry we find out there was a reason for the delay.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q- As a rule, how long is it after a man is discharged that his case is brought 

•itrie?-°re the Pension Board; on the average, what would you say would be the length of
'A. It is a matter of a couple of weeks, 

of ^*r- Mills : The next case is that of G. H. Clark, inadequate pension on account 
1 • knee and a weakened constitution; that is the complaint.
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Witness : In this case the file of Private George H. Clark shows : The first 

Board is the English Board, December 10, 1916, which reports ankylosis of left knee. 
Healed wound of left thigh and groin with no disability. History of gunshot wound 
at knee resulted in ankylosis. Fit for duty C-l. Board July 11, 1917.—Firm ankylosis, 
left knee at 170 degrees. No disability from other wounds. General condition good. 
Estimate 25 per cent. August 28, 1917.—Pension at 25 per cent for one year. Novem
ber 12, 1918.—Adjustment to 20 per cent for one year. Reason for award.—Twenty 
per cent is fixed award for ankylosis of a knee in good position. The reason they 
awarded that 20 per cent pension is that that was the percentage fixed by the Parlia
mentary Committee for ankylosis of the knee.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Is there anything more wrong with him than just that?—A. That is all we 

have a history of.
Q. Mr. Mills says he has a weakened constitution?—A. There is no description of 

that on the file.
Mr. Pardee : In what way was his constitution weakened ?
Mr. Mills : The report I have here is “ anklyosis knee, hip gives pain and is weak; 

left side also weak and unable to engage now in heavy work. This man works in the 
Estates Branch in the filing room and finds that even the work of pulling out the files 
is tiring, and he has to lay off work, and they have even to change him from that 
work of drawing out and putting in files to work where he is sitting down.

Q. Can he not stand?
Mr. Mills : He gets played out and tired.
Mr. Pardee : How much time has he lost ?
Mr. Mills : I cannot say for sure, but during March he was off twice that I 

know of.
Mr. Pardee : You do not know for how long?
Mr. Mills : Only for a day or so.
Mr. Pardee : How much money does he get ?
Mr. Mills : $70 per month.
Mr. Pardee : That is at the work in which he is engaged ?
Mr. Mills : At the work at which he is.
Mr. Pardee : What is his pension ?
Mr. Mills : $10 a month. As a matter of fact he had been re-attested in the 

special company. The Canadian Government has taken him into the army again-
Mr. Pardee : What class do you say he sh uld come under ?
Mr. Mills : I think he should come in the v5 per cent class anyway, just at present) 

until his constitution becomes stronger. Eventually perhaps, $10 will be sufficient-
Mr. Nesbitt: Is he single or married?
Mr. Mills : He is married.
Mr. Nesbitt: How much is he giving his wife?
Mr. Mills : I have no particulars as to that, he was married in January of t^llS 

year.
Colonel Belton : He was wounded in April, 1916, that is two years ago.
Mr. Mills: He showed me his wound, and the piece of shrapnel which came 0 

of it, which was the size of a good sized alley and jagged, it was taken out of the hip-
Mr. Pardee : Is it healed ?
Mr. Mills : It is healed all right.
Mr. Pardee: How old a man is he?

rOol. n. tv. Belton.]
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Mr. Mills: A man of 27.
Colonel Belton : There is no mention of anything of that at all in any of the 

Boards.
Mr. Mills : This is a ease where the regulation calls for a certain percentage for 

ankylosis. I think there should have been a considerable leeway given the Board of 
Pension Commissioners to allow them to give an additional pension where common 
sense would suggest that it was necessary.

Mr. Pardee :“ This man is getting $70 a month from the Government salary, and 
$10 per month pension. What was his occupation before he went into the service ?

Mr. Mills : He was a farm labourer.
Mr. Pardee : And the time that he is laid off is not deducted by the Government.
Mr. Mills : He was docked by the Government for any time that he was off, but 

not since he has been put in the Special Service Company, he is not docked there.
Mr. Pardee : So that his position is better now than it was before.
Mr. Mills : It is better than it was.
Colonel Belton: Do not gentlemen, misunderstand the statement which Mr. 

Mills made. Allowances are made for every disability; the allowance is for anything 
that lessens his ability to earn a livelihood. Because he has ankylosis of the knee, that 
does not stop him from getting an increase of pension from any other disability due 
to service, if his ability to earn a livelihood is lessened thereby. They are all put 
together. It is not, however, a matter of simple addition, because a man may have 
three or four disabilities which if added together would amount to 100 per cent, say, 
the loss of an eye 60 per cent, and of a leg 40 per cent, but that would not make him 
100 per cent disabled.

By the Vice Chairman:
Q. If all these disabilities were added together, you would give a man more than 

!00 per cent disability?—A. It would in some cases amount to 150 per cent; for 
instance, if he loses the two legs, that would be 100 per cent disability, and if he has 
’J1 addition the loss of an eye—40 per cent you could not increase the pension beyond
tlii maximum of 100 per cent.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. Have you any record to show whether the board who examined this man 

P^erseas, and the board, that examined him on his landing here, and the one at the 
strict point to which he was sent agreed or disagreed in their findings?—A. They 

0tlly differed as to the amount of the estimate, as the case progresses.
, Q. In this case to which Mr. Mills is referring, is there any variation ?—A. Yes 
r°m 25 to 20 per cent.

^ Mr. Mills : The next case is that of Drummer C. J. Ward, 410215. This man is 
bercular and his pension has been reduced, we consider it is not adequate.

By Mr. Pardee:
, Q. What have you to say about that case, Colonel Belton ?—A. This man was dis
used October 1, 1916, suffering from nephritis contracted on active service, and 

lOn °nary tuberculosis aggravated on active service, and got a " class 1 pension, of 
(jj Pei" cent for six months ; a medical board on April 9, 1917, stated that his con- 
a l0tl had improved but he was continued on Class 1 for six months for a period of 
^'■mmodation. The medical board in October, 1917, stated that condition had still 
(Jibber improved, that the pensioner was able to do secondary work, and estimated 
(, ability at 60 per cent. Pension was continued for six months in Class 9 (60 per 
a h Medical Board March, 1918, stated that condition had improved and that the 

Ovation of pulmonary tuberculosis due to service, had ceased and estimated his
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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disability at 50 per cent. Pension was continued for six months at Class 11, (50 per 
çent). A communication was received from G.W.Y.A. on April 2, 1918, concerning 
decrease in pension, and reply to same is on file.

Q. Had that man been treated at one of the tubercular homes we heard of in 
the soldiers’ committee last year?

Mr. Mills : He was at Miss Richardson’s convalescent home at Chaffey’s Locks 
last year for about two and one-half months.

Q. Is that the only place he had been?—A. Yes.
Q. In that case the affection was only aggravated on service ? —A. The pulmonary 

affection was aggravated.
Q. Outside of that, he had nothing wrong with him?—A. Well, perhaps I should 

read the letter written to the secretary of the War Veterans’ Association, which 
reads :—

“ I have the honour, by direction, to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
March 28, requesting information as to why pension of the marginally-noted 
N.C.O. was decreased from Class 1 to Class 9. In reply, I beg to inform you 

' that the medical board in October, 1917, indicated that this pensioner’s con
dition had improved, and he was able to do sedentary work. Hence his award 
was reduced.

“2. The medical board of March 27, 1918, states that his condition has 
further improved and that the aggravation of the pulmonary condition has 
ceased, but that he still suffers from nephritis contracted on service, and they 
estimated his disability at 50 per cent. '

“ 3. You will, therefore, see that this man is receiving a very generous 
award, which, under the present scale of disabilities now in force, could not be 
increased.”

That is signed, “ The Secretary, Board of Pension Commissioners, Canada.”
Q. What is nephritis?—A. Inflammation of the kidneys. I have criticism t0 

make of that letter. We do not give generous awards, and I am very sorry that state
ment appeared in the letter. It was not my dictation. We just give awards, not 
generous.

Q. Nephritis was contracted actually whilst in service?—A. Yes.
Q. How much less able a man does that make him?—A. In this case it is con 

sidered 50 per cent. I will read you the last description, if you like.
Q. Just give it to us briefly ?—A. It is very short. “ Debility is moderate.” Ih^ 

means his strength. The weakness is moderate. Then the memorandum says, “ LUIlfe 
shows slight----- ” I cannot make it out.

Q. Is it your writing ?—A. No; it is immaterial anyway. “ But one hour 
eating he has pain in the stomach, no evidence of active pulmonary disease.” ' 
can understand that. “ The urine analysis shows acid, 10/20, no albumen, a c, 
casts, chiefly granular. The debility due to the aggravation of the tuberculosis 
passed away. The present debility is due to his convalescence from the nephr’- 
which was contracted on service.”

Q. Will that nephritis he cured?—A. Not surely at all.
Q. Very, very uncertain ?—A. Quite, with a chronic case. . i|t
Q. And it reduced his disability very much?—A. This is the basis on which 

pension is awarded ; there is necessity for restriction in occupation because of j5 
peutic reasons so that he may not become worse. He must not be exposed to all kin 
of weather. ^gg.

Q. A man with that ailment has to take the greatest care of himself ?—-A-
Q. How much pension does he receive?—A. Thirty per cent.
Mr. Mills : $25 a month.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. Then you have this condition with that man: granted that he was pre-disposed 
to the tubercular trouble before he went away, he was passed by the medical examiners, 
he comes back with that trouble much aggravated, likewise plus nephritis, which makes 
him a fourth-class man as long as he lives. That is about right, is it?—A. I do not 
know what your scale is.

Q. Any man with an affection due to the kidneys which it at all scouts, is a pretty 
'veil down-and-out man?—A. No, not for present employment.

Mr. Nesbitt: Particularly for inside employment.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. He is easily affected by the weather and other conditions ?—A. I should think 

he would have to take very good care of himself.
Q. Do you think $25 a month is enough for that man ?—A. Well, truly, Mr. Pardee, 

"’e do not consider the money at all. That is your affair. We only consider the 
classification of the man.

Q. The classification is 5 per cent in this case?—A. Yes.
Q. That man is liable, with nephritis, to be laid up at any time?—A. Possibly,

yes.
Q. And if he is exposed to the weather, and gets a chill or cold, he is liable to be 

hiid up for a very long time?—A. Yes.
Mr. Mills : He has been laid up off and on during the winter.

Witness: But if he was laid up he gets a pension during the time he is laid up 
^°r total disability.

Q. He gets a total disability pension that time?—A. Yes.
Q. Would he get 100 per cent?—A. Yes.
Q. If he is laid up a month he gets 100 per cent disability?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. How does he get that ? By reporting ?—A. By reporting his case.

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. Does he have to be boarded again before getting his pension ?—A. Yes. You 

?6e - there may be such a thing as a man taking sick three or four days, and it is 
ltnPossible to put him on full pension for a few days.
^ Q. What is the reasonable time for which a man is allowed full pension ?—A. We 

aVe not set any minimum. We have dealt with each case on its merits.
By Mr. Pardee:

^ Q. Supposing a man was away from here and taken ill, what proceeding would 
e 8° through to get the 100 per cent?—A. If the Board of Pension Commissioners 

^ re advised of his condition they would ask him for a medical certificate, and getting 
e a* certificate if he were in the United States, for instance, they might ask that he be 
SetT'^d another physician nominated by the Board, and on that report he would

, 18 pension. If in our country, the usual procedure would be followed by the usual 
edlcal board.

-^r. Mills: The next case is Pte. Robert W. Pearson, No. 409477, inadequate 
°1(161011 through, I call It, a weakened constitution, but this man, went back to his 
0nj UPployment. He was a mechanic of some kind in the Munitions Board, but he 
t0 ,stayed just one month, and had to give the work up, and come back as an orderly, 
here le General Auditor of the Militia Department Branch. His employer states

This is to certify that R. W. Pearson was in my employment as a machinist 
from March 1 to March 26 inclusive. The above mentioned man was unable

[Col. C. W. Belton.]2- ■11
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to continue in my service, owing to his following disabilities received on active 
service in France:

(1) the failure of eyesight;
(2) gunshot wound in the right elbow.

Tours respectfully,
Modern Machine Company, 

per W. Law.

His elbow and arm seemed to be so weak he could not continue his work as a 
mechanic. His medical man examined him on April 20 as to his eyesight, and he 
says :—-

“ Ottawa,
To Whom it May Concern : This is to certify that I examined Mr. E. W- 

Pearson’s eyes March 13, 1918, and found considerable hyperopia, with consider
able retinal irritation, finds difficulty in using the eyes in artificial light.”

He had to use his eyes at night as a mechanic.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. In that particular shop?—A. Yes. He is getting a pension of $12.50 a month- 

By the Vice-Chairman:
Q. What does he claim?—A. He thinks he should get a higher pension.
Witness: There is nothing about the eyes in this report whatever. The who!6 

trouble is at the elbow joint. There was a fracture there. The elbow joint is free, and 
the flexion full, and the extension limited 5 per cent. He does not get his arm quit® 
straight. This movement of pronation and supernation is limited to one-quarter. He 
has been given a pension of 15 per cent indefinitely, and the reason, " it is considered 
that condition is not as bad as ankylosis of the elbow in good position.” That is 
established as a 20 per cent disability. That is, absolute fixation of that joint in that 
position is considered to be a worse condition than this man has. Therefore, his 
pension is less, but there is nothing about his eyesight whatever.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Would it not be a good tiling to give the man another medical board, and se® 

if there is anything wrong with his eyes?—A. We have had no complaint about it.
Mr. Archibald: You have one now.
Witness: Yes.

By Mr. Pardee :
Q. This is the first one you have had?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Sutherland: ^
Q. When a complaint comes in does it receive special attention at the hands 0^ 

the Commission?—A. Yes, the complaint when it comes in is passed to the medi®^ 
officer who made the original award, and he is required to show that his original awar 
was correct, or to alter it. ^

Q. It might not come before you, and it might not come before the
Commissioners—not likely that it would?—-A. No. Not likely that it would- 
in cases where it appeared that anything new is brought forward, any addi*1® 1(

,1
material facts brought out, another medical board is held on the case, and the 0 
matter is reconsidered. . n

Q. For instance, if a pensioner complains that he is not able to work, exC -«u, 
very small proportion of the time, say one-half, and he is only getting a trifling FerlS^ jt 
and he deems that he is not getting what his disability would entitle him to, ," 

[Col. C. W. Belton.1
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Possible that the request or complaint of that man would be refused?—A. No. The 
answer to that complaint would be this: That if he considers there is any information 
With regard to his case which is not on record with us, if he will be good enough to 
have a medical certificate filled in, in the form we send him, and if it appears from 
that medical certificate, and as a consequence of further inquiry his pension is in
creased, we will pay the medical fee up to $5, and his pension will be dealt with.

Q. Is he notified to that effect?—A. He is notified to that effect.
Q. I have had several cases called to my attention during the past six months 

6lld one of them appeared to me to be a very just cause for complaint, and that was 
** the time the announcement was made in the press that Sir James Lougheed 
,8(1 been appointed Minister to the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Department, and 
lhat the Pensions Commission was coming under him. I wrote to Sir James who 
turned my letter, and also the letter from the soldier, over to the Pensions Commission, 
atld I see by the file that I asked for the other day that these letters are on file there, 
Aud the whole correspondence, and the record before the medical board in England, at 
tUebec, London and here, are all in that file, and in view of the discussion that took 

Place here yesterday, from the statements that were made by Col. Russell with regard 
0 Uerve cases, it struck me that this was one of those cases which were so well de

scribed by him, and I think it would illustrate the procedure which these men who' 
>r® suffering from these disabilities have to go through before they receive a pension. 
fr.ls here and it would not take very long. I believe if the file were read to the Com- 
uttee it would give the witness an opportunity of dealing with it, and explaining the.- 
Uation, and would save time.

Mr. Nesmtt: Why not put it on the file?
Mr. Sutherland : I would like to have it discussed while Col. Belton is here.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q- I would like to ask Col. Belton if he has not a specialist on his board for the 

6*es-A. Yes.
Q. Would it not be practical and decent to send that man who complained of his 

u 8 to your specialist and let him be examined by him?—A. If the facts that are 
„>t forward warrant it. If the facts warrant another medical board, that board 
i , he held, and there will be associated with that board a specialist, wherever it is 

U- If in Ottawa, a local specialist will be associated with the board.
„ Q- If you have a specialist in which you and the Pensions Board have faith, why 

et him see that man?—A. We will. We have specialists in all the centres. Per- 
Ps Vou have an idea that the specialist is in our office.

"ill | ^°> no- He is in the city here, I understand.—A. Yes, that is the man we 
n have. Then we have Colonel Courtenay, who is a specialist on the Board of

"citants.
0i,e 9- You must use the fellows humanely ?—A. Always. We have a specialist when 

lh required on lung or heart trouble.
he njjlle Vice-Chairman : Mr. Mills explained that a number of the cases to which 
sill,] jP'les have not been formally brought before the Pensions Board by way of appeal.

says he will outline only the cases which involve a general principle.
^?a]s r‘ ^,LLS: The next four are people with weak constitutions, and the other one

''rheumatism, which I think we have already taken up. The next deals with 
ntery.
i/- Mksbitt : Let us hear about that dysentery case, 

kfçj.pt r‘ ^,LLS : That is R. T. Moore, Private, No. 50779. The man was at Salonika, 
6ets ’ aud France, and was sent from Salonika with dysentery ; he was discharged; 

tension or gratuity.
r‘ Harder : In what condition is he now?

[Col. C. W. Ballon.]
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Mr. Mills : Chronic dysentery.
Mr. Pardee : To what extent does it impede him in his work.
Mr. Mills : He states to me that he is unable to go out socially because he has 

always to arrange for somewhere to go; and in his work he is sometimes a couple of 
hours off in a day or longer.

Mr. Pardee : How long has that gone on?
Mr. Mills : I have no particulars of the date of discharge.
Mr. Nesbitt: What do you say about him, Colonel?
Colonel Belton : This man enlisted in May, 1915, had an attack of dysentery in 

May, 1916 ; enlarged thyroid appeared during the summer of 1916, he was returned to 
Canada in October, 1916 ; the Medical Board of February 4, 1917, stated—No dis
ability shown ; cured under treatment ; thyroid causing no symptoms ; Medical Boat'11 
of September 17, 1917, stated condition had recurred and recommended re-attestatioi' 
for further treatment. Re-attestation was refused because he was drawing more Pn? 
from the Department of the Interior than he would receive if we re-attested. But he 
was admitted to hospital for treatment. Medical Board of December, 1917, states-^ 
This man’s slight disability will still continue after treatment but will not incapac1' 
tate him in any way; no disability.

The Vice-Chairman : What employment, is he following ?
Mr. Mills : A civil servant.
Colonel Belton: The history of the case is: Dysentery on active service; improve 

under emetine and cured except for slight daily bowel looseness. Subjective symptoi>ls 
two or three motions of bowels per day, rarely any pain; healthy looking man; h»5 
been under treatment at St. Luke’s hospital, Ottawa, for five or six weeks ; fit>cCS 
show no signs of amoebia ; no other sign of abnormal condition.

Mr. Pardee: Do you mean, Mr. Mills, that this man loses a couple of hours 
day from the actual dysentery itself

Mr. Mills : That is what he states to me.
Mr. Pardee : But that man would be dead, if that were the case. Colonel Belt0”' 

how would that affect a man’s health, if he lost two hours a day with dysentery - ^
Colonel Belton : If two hours were engaged, for that length of time he 

be very greatly debilitated.
Mr. Pardee : Could he work at all?
Colonel Belton : I do not think he could continue the work if it kept up

larly.
Mr. Pardee : Your records show two or three times a day.
Colonel Belton : Yes. I think, gentlemen, that possibly this man has a di; 

now. I think his case should be brought up. It is one of those cases that, despV 
improvement for the time, it will get bad again, and the only thing to do is tlia 
must be told if it got worse.

ablW 
the

Mr. Pardee: Has this been brought up? date"Mr. Mills: Yes; I have a letter from the Board of Pension Commissioners,. ‘ 0f
February 1, addressed to the man at Ottawa, acknowledging receipt of his letter
January 22 in reference to the matter of pension, saying that the case of his rcCt.|j be 
or not receiving pension will be taken up and a further communication vV1 
addressed to him when further information is obtained.

fig

Mr. Pardee: Has anything been done since that? ^{0te
Mr. Mills : No, I understand nothing has been done, because on the, 25th l'1 ^<)£ird 

to the Great War Veterans’ Association, Ottawa, saying: “ I have written to tJ,c^ 
of Pensions in regard to my pension, and am enclosing a few replies receive^^ 
the board, which I do not consider satisfactory.” Since then nothing has been 

fCol. C. W. Belton.]
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Mr. Nf.sbitt: You must have a copy of the correspondence there, Colonel Belton; 
Mr. Archibald had better take that up and she what that man writes.

Col. Belton : There is no such letter on this file. It would almost appear that 
that is in regard to another man, because a copy of the document must be always on 
file.

Mr. Mills : We have a number of letters here in regard to faults of administra
tor delays that cause a lot of annoyance to the men. We intended to hare all those 
“fought up first, but we might have it done by next session.

Mr. Pardee : You mean delays in dealing with pensions ?
Mr. Mills : In the hearing of our complaints and attending to the complaints 

"'hen we do bring them to the attention of the Board of Pensions.
Mr. Nesbitt: I should think you ought to be careful, Mr. Mills, not to take up 

e°rnplaints in your branch that are not authorized.
Mr. Mills : Authorized by whom ?
Mr. Nesbitt: By the necessity of the case.
Mr. Mills : Of course, often we do not know the necessity until we see the files, 

atld once we see the files and see there is no necessity we advise the man immediately.
Mr. Nesbitt: Otherwise it may be thought that the fellows are simply liable to- 

e growling around.
Mr. Mills: We quite understand that. We found a number of complaints that 

"ere not grounded, and we told the men. I had a suggestion to make, coming from 
tle association which is that we have a man to look after these complaints, either 

aPpointed by the men themselves, or having the confidence of the men.
The Vice-Chairman : You mean a complaint officer in the Pensions Board ?
Mr. Mills : A complaint officer.
The Vice-Chairman : Appointed by the Pensions Board?

^ Mr. Mills : Yes, or a man they have confidence in, anyway, and he could hear 
°se cases and advise them and he would be discharged by the Great War Veterans’ 
s°ciation, if possible, if he did not give satisfaction.

The Vice-Chairman : Would you hold him responsible for the actions of the 
ass°ciation?

Mr. Mills : Well, in attending to the complaints.
t Mr. Nesbitt: In reference to that dysentery case, Colonel Belton, I would like 

Sa.y I know a young fellow who was at Salonika, or Mesopotamia, a very fine type 
t- °fiap, who is very much weakened by that dysentery. It will leave him for a short 
e but when he goes to work it will return, and he is subject to other diseases very 
f‘Sl y> such as fevers and that sort of thing ; in fact, he has never got rid of the trench 
gQ^er> malaria, or fever they have in those hot climates. I do not know that he has 
bit a ^ens'oni I am not speaking from that point; but his case is what gives me an 
feljGrest in this other one, because I have obtained positions, once or twice, for the 
t6j. ", I mention, and he could not continue on with them on account of this dysen- 
Pot ’ ^ Weakened him so. He would be all right for perhaps a week or two, and when 
Waking he would seem to be rather better, when just sitting around at home, it 

P not affect him so much then.
Colonel Belton: I think in all probability, this man has a disability.
Mr. Nesbitt : That ought to be looked into. 

j8 Colonel Belton : Yes. But the attitude of the Board of Pension Commissioners 
a’> open one. They encourage that; they ask for it. These men should present their 

t0_6s if they have any difficulty, because a man may be given a pension to-day, and 
‘Porrow his ability may be twice as great—something happens to him on account

[Col. c. W Bolton.]
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of that service. We can only depend on the information from the outside given by 
the man himself in order to start the ball rolling.

Mr. Nesbitt: Who is the next one, Mr. Mills ?
Mr. Mills : I have others, but they are all on weakened constitutions.
Mr. Archibald: You are going to bring up all these cases?
Mr. Mills : Yes.
The Vice-Chairman: That is our agreement with Mr. Mills. We are not investi- 

gating individual cases here.
Mr. Mills: I would like to ask Colonel Belton just what he would think of having 

a complaint officer, because a great percentage of the men are quite unable to present 
their complaints ; they go .up there, but it is just merely complaining, except the 
grounds for complaint are stated, and they are quite unable to present their cases! 
they do not know what to do.

Mr. Nesbitt : And they are looked on as grouching?
Mr." Mills : They are just looked on as grouching by the people that they see, 

and by ourselves, and you.
Colonel Belton : This is what is being done: In every Military District in the 

■country, in all the large centres, there is a branch of the Board of Pension Comnu3' 
sioners, a branch office. That office is a place where complaints may be made, and the 
^pensioners are informed that their complaints may be taken there ; their address 1® 
given; the head of that office is supposed to explain to the pensioner tactfully alio 
sympathetically his condition, and just where he comes in as a disability and expla>n 
to him as fully as he may the pensions law. Now, it must be understood that P 
educate men for that work takes a little time. It is being done all the time. It 
now proposed—in fact it is being done—that we should have a medical officer attache1' 
to each of these offices. These gentlemen are .to come into our office to spend a coupP 
of months or three months with us, to understand the conditions for which pension 
are given and how they are given, and all about it, and then to be available in tho=e 
offices to re-examine those men, to explain tb them anything and everything about the'r 
disability that they can. I think that meets the bill.

Mr. Nesbitt: Let me give you a case in point. So far as I know, there is n° 
representative of the Pension Commission in either Ingersoll or Woodstock—tow"5 
very close together, one being in Mr. Sutherland’s riding and the other in raPe' 
Suppose that they had a complaint, and a man wrote to the Pension Board du"e. ' 
would they send a man from London to look into that case, or would that man ha 
to go to London?

Colonel Belton: It might be one thing or the other, but if he had to 8° 
London his expenses would be paid.

Mr. Nesbitt : The expenses would not be paid if his complaint was not justi
Colonel Belton : No, not if his complaint was not justified.
The Vice-Chairman : Have you not a system of visitors?
Colonel Belton : Yes; the further work of those district officers, of course, 

visit cases ; and to visit once a year, if possible, all the pensioners. But that is 111 
particularly for dependent pensioners rather than for disabled pensioners

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Colonel Belton, are those visits being carried out? Is each dependent 

sioner being visited once a year?—A. I believe so.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. It struck me that there should not be much difficulty in having a medic® ^ 
in whom the Board had faith, in a town like ours or a town like Ingersoll.

[Col. C W. Belton,]
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first-class medical men there, very reliable, probably as much so as you have in any 
city, to whom cases of that kind could be referred?—A. We permit the man to refer 
his case to any medical man, and deal with that medical certificate when it comes in; 
hut remember, although it is a very simple thing, as I explained, the difference 
between a disability and a disabling condition, many of the profession do not recog
nize it, and many of them think that the length of a man’s sendee, the circumstances 
of his service, the size of his family, and that sort of thing, and the fact that he 
served in the Boer war, or something else, should affect the estimate of his pension.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. I know there is a tendency by local men to exaggerate to some extent, because 

I happen to be in the Accident Insurance business, and no doubt the tendency of the 
local doctor is to exaggerate the injury; but I do not see why they could not have a 
really reliable man, absolutely reliable, in any of those towns, one who could be con- 
sulted in cases like that; I could easily select you a man who would be thoroughly 
Pliable.—A. To be of any service, he would have to serve a couple of months here.

The Vice-Chairman : Mr. Mills, is that all of your cases ?
Mr. Mills: There was one just like my own case, from District No. 3. The man 

ls Gr. B. Blackburn, Private, No. 18324. He was discharged August 31, last year. He 
Was an under bank manager of the Bank of Ottawa, at Edmonton, when he enlisted, 
and he won the Military Medal twice. He returned here on August 31, and he has 
n°t any pension. I have asked Colonel Belton for his file, and he has not any file, 
^hat case is similar to my own, and shows that they are prevalent. Another one 
Came to my attention where we consider that there has been favoritism or otherwise 
shown in the case of an officer who has been discharged, a Senator, Colonel Bradbury, 
Who rèceived a pension of $720 a year. He was just two weeks in France. He is a 
Itlan of about 60, and he has represented my constituency for the last twenty years, 
and for the last ten years, I can remember, he has been feeling not well when he came 
around at election time.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. What was his disability? What percentage ?
Colonel Belton: Angina pectoris.
The Vice-Chairman : Which, being interpreted, is what?
Colonel Belton : That is, those terrible attacks of pain you hear of people getting 

at the heart. Sometimes they die the first time they- get it, and sometimes it goes on 
tor years.

The Vice-Chairman : A species of heart disease?
Colonel Belton : Yes.
Mr. Mills : We do not object to the Senator’s getting it as long as our other men 

^ the same disability, suffering from the same disease.
Mr. Nesbitt : Well, what does it say about him?
Mr. Pardee : Disability to make a living in the labour market of the world is 75 

r cent; but the Senate is not a labour market.
By Mr. Pardee:

t, Q- Colonel Belton, a pension allowance is always reduced by reason of the fact 
,, M there was always some predisposition to disease or other ailment.—A. Because 

ere was a disability.
h Q- If there is a disability you do not give the same pension as if there were a 
^disposition ?—A. If it was a disability.

pf Q- And so a predisposing disability reduces the pension, is that right l—A. Why 
iti ! lsP°sing? The man had a disability, he was not predisposed, it might become 

’’eased, that is all.
[Col. C W. Belton.]
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Q. The recommendation is that this officer be discharged. “ I am of the opinion 
that this officer’s age and most probably high-blooded pressure was a predisposing cause 
of this condition.” He gets a matter of 50 per cent pension. Then it says “ This 
Board is of opinion that this disability reduces this officer’s earning capacity 75 per 
cent in the untrained1 labour market for six months.” Two-thirds of this disability is 
due to aggravation by service. He is carrying out treatment under his own physician 
and will require treatment for six months. The pension only lasts for six months Î— 

A. Yes.
Q. And he is then re-examined ?—A. He is then re-examined.
Mr. Nesbitt : What is the pension 50 per cent ?
Mr. Pardee : He gets $780 a year.
Mr. Nesbitt: Have you any privates that come in the same category, Mr. Mills?
Mr. Mills : I have four cases that I have given to the committee.
Mr. Nesbitt: Those are cases of valvular palpitation, that is not the same at all-
Colonel Belton : No.
Mr. Mills : You asked for particulars as to the number of different complaints 

I have received. The following statement gives the information asked for:

COMPLAINTS RECEIVED AT G.W.V.A. OTTAWA BRANCH.

Presented by E. R. R. Mills.

1. Without pensions—Not notified........................
2. Without pensions—Notified..............................
3. Pension decreased.............................................
4. Pensions inadequate..........................................

No. Percentage.
21 31

2 3
4 6

28 42

1. Nerves.................... 2 2
2. Heart..................... 3 4-5
3. Tubercular.............
4. Weakened constitu-

6 9

tion...................... 13 19-5
5. Rheumatism .. .. 3 4-5
6. Dysentery.............. 1 1-5

28 42
5. Administration........................
6. Complaints on Medical Board
7. On Imperial Pensions............

8 ' 12 
2 3
2 3

Total 67 100

Cases brought before Parliamentary Pensions Committee, 29.
There is also another point about which Mr. Pardee asked, that is with référé» 

to Insurance. Many of the returned men are unable to obtain insurance from cor°
panics owing to their disability-pensionable or otherwise. These comrades are, there
fore, unable to provide their families with the same protection that they would ba'^ 
been able to do, if they had not proceeded overseas. This is a distinct hardship chwill become even worse, when the married men worry as they will do. This BraI|jig 
of the G.W.V.A. urges that National Insurance for returned men be taken up by 
Government. ^

Mr.Archibald : Under that heading I would like to say that if the man is marr|®g 
already, and he dies as a result of his disability his wife will get a pension just i» 

[Col. C. W. Belton. 1
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same way as if he died on service ; if there is some other disability he will not get a 
Pension, unless his pension is classed from 1 to 5 that is 80 per cent or more, then his 
widow will get the same pension as if he had died on service.

Mr. Nesbitt: Supposing that his death is caused by service?
Mr. Archibald : If his death is eventually caused by disability on service, his 

widow if she were married before he went overseas, will get a pension, which will he 
a little more than the amount of insurance.

Mr. Nesbitt : You say that men who have been refused pensions cannot get 
insurance.

Mr. Mills : A great many of the native companies will not take them.
Mr. Nesbitt : Supposing the Pension Board do not consider him sufficiently injured 

or sick?—A. Usually the Insurance Companies will not insure them ; they will not in 
ttany cases.

Mr. Archibald: That is because of predisposing conditions before they went 
overseas.

1 Mr. Mills : During the winter there were a large number of complaints in Ottawa, 
a,1d I spent a large ' part of my time trying to get the insurance companies to 
straighten things out.

The Vice-Chairman: We should like, Mr. Mills, to see you take up these uncom
pleted cases with the Pension Board.

Colonel Belton : Mr. Mills understands that the majority of his complaints are 
cases that have not been brought to the attention of the Pension Board yet.

Mr. Mills : I quite understand that. We expect to have them all completed by 
llext session. On behalf of the G.W.V.A. I thank the Committee for their attention 
atld patience in hearing our complaints. Personally I am also grateful to the Com- 

for their sympathy, as that made my labour easy.

j ^r- Sutherland : On Friday last I asked Colonel Belton to have the file brought 
^Qjvn, No. 10822, Sergeant-Major Arthur Tooke, 4th Battalion, C.E.F. This man 

l|,sted at Barrie on the 17th August, 1914, and was sent to Valcartier and attested 
the 22nd of September. He was discharged at London, Ontario, on 27th Decem- 

er- 1917, and got employment at Ingersoll, at the foundry there. My attention was
ingcalled to it by the superintendent of the foundry, who felt he was not receiv

^Sicient pension. I interviewed the man, and he seemed to be a very intelligent 
^.an’ reasonable in his complaints, and I asked him to write out a statement as to 
yj Rcrvices and to the trouble that he had. and told him that I would place it before 
j, 0 ]>ensh°n Commissioners. That was just at the time the announcement came out 
j> . Press that Sir James Lougheed had been appointed a minister, and that the 
Ï6 181011 Commissioners were subject to him as minister. I sent the letter which I 

eived from Sergeant-Major Tooke to Sir James Lougheed, along with a letter 
3j.Jp* I wrote myself, and I see that there are copies of those letters on the file here, 
pia J have an acknowledgment from Sir James stating that the matter had been 
I before the commissioners; the letter is just a little bit lengthy, but I think if 
n a< it you will have a pretty thorough idea of the service and what this man went

r°ugh.
“ Ingersoll, February 17, 1918.

“ To D. Sutherland, Ingersoll.
" Sir,—-I enlisted at Barrie on the 17th August, 1914, and was sent to Val

cartier and attested on the 22nd September, and proceeded to England with 
the 4th Battalion, Canadian Infantry, 11th Brigade. Was promoted to- lance- 
corporal November 13th, 1914. Proceeded to France with the same unit on 
the 7 th February, 1915. Received a little gas at the second battle of Y pres

[D. Sutherland, M.P.)
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(23rd April, 1915), but not enough to report sick with. At the battle of Festu- 
bert, in May, I received a slight shock by being blown up with a shell which 
demolished part of our trench. I was sent to the casualty station and from 
there to a clearing station, and then to a rest camp behind Bethune. My 
wounds were of so slight a nature that I was fit to return to duty after a few 
days.

“At the battle of Givenchy, in June same year, I received a shrapnel wound 
in the forehead, which caused me to be sent to a hospital near Havre Etaples ; 
after fourteen days I was sent to the base camp at the Havre, and proceeded 
up the firing line after three days.

“ I arrived as the battalion was proceeding into the trenches at Ploogstreet. 
and while there I got buried with a party of men by shell fire. This caused 
shell-shock, and diagnosed by the doctors as neurasthenia. I was sent to hos
pital at Le Treport, and from there proceeded to London, England, and entered 
No. 4 London General hospital with several other nerve cases. The doctors 
here were all nerve specialists, and I remained here three weeks. From there 
I proceeded to a convalescent camp at Dartpool and then to Epsom. 1 ron1 
Epsom I joined my reserve unit (12th Brigade) the end of December, 191®' 
At this period I had been promoted to sergeant and was employed as scout 
sergeant instructor to the recruits. In January I proceeded to France aga'1' 
on conducting duty, and returned after two weeks in that country conducting 
troops up to the trenches. On my return I was transferred to the 23rd Reserve 
Brigade, and became Bde. engineer and trench warfare instructor. At tb,s 
time my nerves played out, and I was again admitted to Moore Barrac 
hospital. After three weeks I returned to my unit. All through the sum®6 

-I was in charge of the brigadè training, and over five battalions passed throng^ 
my hands and received instructions in trench warfare and entrenching Bp- 
bombing, and for services rendered I was promoted to company aergeant-maJ" 
August 30th, 1916. ^,

“In December my nerves again broke down, and Capt. Wood, C.A.M- ^ 
received special permission to send me to my home in Suffolk, England, as ^ 
was of the opinion that hospital treatment was not applicable to my case, 
remained at home 21 days and returned to duty December 31st. In Februa 
I had another breakdown and Capt. Muir, C.A.M.C., medical officer ior 
23rd Res. Bn., sent me home for 14 days and he was of the opinion also g 
hospital treatment would not do me any good. In August, 1917, I was be 
a medical board and classified C 3, and to be returned to Canada. In the 
time my nerves were getting in a bad condition again. , c

“I returned to Canada on the R.M.S. Metagami, and landed in Q110 
on the 25th September, 1917, and I was boarded at Quebec and sent to 
Special Service Company, Queen’s Park, London, for duty. One day’s duty . 
my nerves played out, and I made application for my discharge. I was boar ^ 
and sent to the Convalescent Hospital, Hollaway Ave., London, for treat1'16 j 
after having been before two boards and been interviewed by a special's • 
was discharged with effect, 27/12/17, after three years and four months 
vice. I obtained employment at the Ingersoll Machine Company as rep 
man. The work entailed a great deal of manual labour. ore

“ My nerves and my physical condition is such that I can not do ^ 
than six hours work per day, that makes my weekly wages amount to abou gU^- 
a week, and out of this I have to keep a wife and one child. This is not g 
cient. On February 15th, I received a pension paper and cheque f°r ' ' jy 
being pension money for two months, at the rate of $2.66 per month. I r ^et 
believe thtft eventually I can cure my nerves by will power, but while I aI^tajn 
incapacitated I expect more support from the Government in order to a 
this.

[D. Sutherland, MF.]
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“ By profession I am a cash accountant, but before the war, I was doing 
manual labour and as on my discharge from the army I could not obtain a 
position as cash accountant, I have had to resort to manual labour, the whole 
difference and one on which I base my claim for a bigger pension is this, before 
the war I was capable of hard labouring work, to-day I am not, and $2.6(5 is 
not the equivalent of my disability. ,

(Sgd.) Arthur Reginald Tooke,
Late 10822 C.S.M. Tooke, A.R.,

4 Battalion Inf.,
Pension No. 23753.”

If that man’s statements were correct, I was satisfied it could be verified by the 
documents in the possession of thè Militia Department, so I wrote to Sir James 
Lougheed in connection with the matter. I might say that I had a number of other 
complaints at this time, and I possibly wrote a little more severely than I would 
otherwise have done. My letter to Sir James was as follows :—

“ Ingersoll, February 26, 1918.
Sir James Lougheed,

Minister of Soldiers’ Re-establishment Dept.,
Ottawa.

“ Dear Sir,—I am very glad to know that you have been appointed head 
of this new department of the Government. The need for a more clearly defined 
responsibility has been appparent for a long time.

“ It was thought the amendments to the Pension Act of last session would 
ensure decent treatment for returned men in the matter of pensions, parti
cularly during that period immediately following their discharge and while 
endeavouring to re-establish themselves in civil life again. The wholly inade
quate pensions being allotted to men suffering from a partial disability who 
may be compelled to accept labourer’s wages and who might well be classed 
as in a convalescent condition, has become a scandal and demands immediate 
attention on the part of the Government.

“ The most recent instance of this nature to which my attention has been 
called, being that of A. G. Tooke of Ingersoll, late Sergeant-Major, 4th Batt.. 
Infantry, who received his discharge on December 27 last after three years and 
four months’ continuous service, having been many times among the casualties 
and finally returned to Canada classified as C-3. My attention was first called 
to this case by his employer. I afterwards met him and asked him to submit 
to me a statement of his case, which he did, and which I enclose herewith. The 
brutal callousness of those responsible for turning this man off with a pension 
of $2.66 per month, in view of the services he has given, and his present condi
tion, should be fixed where it properly belongs. I am therefore recommending 
that the case of this man should be immediately investigated.

Yours truly,
(Sgd.) Donald Sutherland.”

To which I received an acknowledgment from Sir James Lougheed as follows :—

“ Ottawa, 1st March, 1918.
“ Dear Mr. Sutherland:—

I have just received yours of the 26th ultimo, re pension of Sergeant-Major 
A. G. Tooke, late 4th Battalion. I shall have his case looked into and write you 
again later on. Believe, yours faithfully,

James A. Lougheed.”
[D. Sutherland, M.P.]
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This was followed by a letter dated Ottawa, 7th March, 1918, as follows :—
“ Dear Mr. Sutherland :—

Re 10822, Segt.-Major Arthur R, Tooke.
In further answer to your letter of 26th ultimo, I enclose you a report 

received from the Board of Pension Commissioners which fully explains this 
case. Believe me,

Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) James A. Lougheed.

That is the last communication I have had regarding the matter, and Sergeant- 
Major Tooke has not received any communication from the board as a result of the 
correspondence which took place.

This is a copy of a letter received from the Pensions Commissioners which Sir 
James Lougheed enclosed :—

Ottawa, March 6, 1918.
No. 10822f Sgt.-Major Arthur R. Tooke,

4th Battalion, C.E.F.
Sir : I have the honour by direction to acknowledge receipt of your letter 

of the 1st inst., addressed to Col. Labatt, enclosing correspondence from Mr- 
Donald Sutherland of Ingersoll, relative to the marginallymoted soldier’s case 
for pension.

2. The information on file in this case is as follows :
The Medical Board which examined him at Shoreham, August 23, 1917* 

stated :
“ He is nervous, heart beat is rapid, 140 per minute, general condition is 

poor. Will not be fit for higher than 0-3 category.”
3. On return to Canada Private Tooke was examined at London, Ontario* 

on November 12, 1917, his condition being described by the Medical Board as 
follows :—

“ There is a marked tremor of the hands and also of the toes. Nervousness 
is exhibited in his manner and speech, and by tacchycardia. Heart beats 12® 
per minute on standing. There is a gun shot wound at the back of the scalp 
and one on the forehead which he says contributed .towards causing the nervous 
debility.” _

This Board recommended that he be transferred to the Military Hospit° 
Commission Command, “ F ” Unit, for convalescence and treatment.

4. Further medical re-examination before a Board of Medical Officers 3
London on December 6, 1917, disclosed the following facts on his condition 3 
that time :— ,arked“ During past two weeks soldier has been home apparently with very rnai Hepersonal benefit. He can now sleep ten or more hours without interruption, 
eats well and feels cheerful and contented. Says he can walk five miles at 
own pace without getting over tired. Pulse 100. Respiration 18 at rest. A ^ 
jogging up and down 45 steps, pulse 1101 and respiration 20 with very 1* 
dyspnoea. Palpitation is noticeable to soldier on excitement or extra exerti ^ 
Says he has not suffered from depression in the least during his two weeks 
home.” , Qiir

This Board certified that he did not require further treatment and reC 
mended that he be discharged. g]

5. The case for pension was then considered, and based on the MÇ 
Board proceedings, referred to above, the Medical Advisor of this CommlSu - 
was of the opinon that his disability was such as to entitle him to a

[D. Sutherland, M.P.]

elas
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pension for six months from December 28, 1917. This opinion was confirmed 
by the Commissioners, pension being awarded accordingly.

6. The facts of the case appear to be perfectly clear and it is not thought 
that further reconsideration of the case would make any alteration in the deci
sion arrived at.

7. The correspondence enclosed in your letter of the 1st instant is returned 
herewith.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant.

(Sgd.) STANLEY B. CORISTINE. 
Secretary.

Board of Pension Commissioners, for Canada.

It does not even indicate that the Pension Commissioners or medical adviser or 
anyone else had anything to do with the letter. It is simply signed by the Secretary 
°f the Board of Pension Commissioners. In bringing the file down, I find that it 
confirms, to the very letter, the statement made by Sgt.-JVIajor Tooke in his letter to 
toe, with the exception that he did not state that his conduct had been reported as 
exceptionally good. I have written to him twice asking as to his condition, but he 
'toglected to reply. I took the trouble to call at the works where he is employed on 
Monday of the present week, and the foreman, Mr. Tees, stated to me that he was an 
exceptionally faithful and reliable man, and that they were keeping him there largely 
because of the fact that he was a returned soldier, and I asked him would he mind 
giving me a statement bearing on the case and he gave me the following letter :—

Ixceusoll, Ont., April 29, 1918.

Donald Sutherland, M.P.,
Ingersoll, Ont.

re A. E. TOOKE.
Dear Sir:

The above man has been in our employ for four months. We have kept him 
on light work, but he has been frequently absent on account of sickness. These 
sick spells come on suddenly and vary in duration from one to ten days. On 
account of this we have to keep him where it does not interfere with our output.

This man is willing to work hut he is not in a position to do so. He has a 
family to keep and deserves some assistance commensurate with his injuries.

We trust you will be able to place this in the proper light to the Pensions 
Board and secure justice for him.

Yours sincerely,

W. Herbert Tees.

Mr. Tees advised Mr. Tooke that I had been inquiring about him, and he met me 
v *‘le train when I was leaving for Toronto. He said that physically he had improved 
ftoùch, but these spells came on occasionally, and necessitated him being laid up 
as°ltl two days to a week at a time, that he had lost 28 days in the last four months 
^ a result of his disability. He also stated that he had purchased a ticket for Montreal 
ah'] W°ck before, intending to go there on business, and that in consequence of his dis- 

lty, he was unable to go to Montreal.
Mr. Pardee : Can he travel?

h? f^r' Sutherland : Well, he said he could not. His nervous breakdown was such that 
6lt it would not be safe for him to leave at the present time. In the file which

[D. Sutherland, M.P.]
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has been brought down I see the proceedings of the medical board at Shoreham on 23rd 
August 1917, and I find the following:—

“ Present condition—in France 9 months, returned October loth because of 
shell-shock. Now complains of being hardly able to carry on at light work be
cause of nervousness. He is nervous. Heart beat is rapid, 140 per minute, 
general condition is poor. Will not be fit for higher than C3 category.”

He arrived in London and was before a medical officer, Lieut, A. J. Shore, who 
reports, practically repeating what is stated in the letter. He says:—

“ There is a marked tremor of the hands and also of the toes. Nervousness 
is exhibited in his manner and speech and by tacchycardia. Heart beats 120 per 
minute on'standing. There is a gunshot wound at the back of the scalp and one 
on the forehead which he says contributed towards causing the nervous debility.”

Vice-Chairman: Those were reviewed in the letter from the Pension Commis
sioners?

Mr. Sutherland: No, this is a little different from what was reviewed by them. 
On the back of the page I find the following:—

“ What is the probable duration of the disability or of each disabling condi
tion, if more than one contribute?

And the answer is. “ Two years.”
“ To what extent will it prevent his earning a full livelihood in the general 

labour market? Please state in fractions.”

The answer to that is, “ 20 per cent ”
This is evidently reviewed by three medical men on the Commission. I do not 

know whether they saw him or not.
Colonel Belton : Yes, they saw him.
Mr. Sutherland: This is signed by A. J. Shore. They agree with part of the 

findings, except No 11. They say the insomnia and depression are marked features 
of the case, knee jerks and other reflexes are slightly exaggerated. Lungs and other 
organs, normal, and they recommend six months, at least, as a probable duration of the 
disease, and he is unfit for military service. They put him in category D3 and reconi' 
mend, that he be transferred to the M.H.C. command “ F ” unit for convalescence and 
Ireatment. The report from the Military Hospitals Commission command is as 1 have 
read, as indicated in this letter to Sir James Lougheed.

In that report I find the following:—
“ What is the probable duration, in months of the disability or of each oi 

the disabling conditions, if there is more than one?”

The answer is, “ one month.”

, “ Is further treatment in hospital, convalescent home, etc., likely to be
material benefit?

The answer is, “ No.”
“ Can the former trade or occupation be resumed?”

The answer to that is “ Yes,” and the recommendation is that he sh°u^ 
pass under his own control. Now, instead of remaining in the hospital comma’1

[D. Sutherland, M.P.]
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they permitted him to go home and remain there two weeks. He comes back 
and claims that physically he is improving, and he is anxious to obtain em
ployment, and it is after this that the case is brought to the notice of the board. 
Ihe particulars of the discharge are also on the file, and it gives the date of his enlist
ment and his discharge, and says. “ The above man is discharged in consequence of 
being medically unfit for further service.” That hardly agrees with the finding that this 
man at the end of the month would be as good as ever and would be able to resume his 
occupation, when he is reported as medically unfit for further service as the result of 
Pervous debility.

The confidential information on the file reads as follows :—
“Condition which prevents the soldier from earning a full livelihood : 

Soldier wounded in forehead, back of head, left ankle, both hands 18/6/15. 
Complains now of nervousness, sleeping poorly and frequent headaches. States 
he had some gas 23/4/5. Physically, condition good, heart is sound, lungs are 
normal, nerve reflexes normal. There is slight dizziness on exertion for ten 
minutes. There is slight depression in mid-line of forehead. No disability 
arising from other wounds. This man is capable of light duty.”

It shows also that he has a wife and one child, that previous to the war he was 
a book-keeper by profession. He had been just recently employed at Penetag earning 
V*I a week in a tannery.

Mr. Pardee : What is your contention in regard to this case?
Mr. Sutherland : My contention is that the medical boards have differed all along 

Mth regard to his condition, and that when it finally came before the Pensions Board 
JJere at Ottawa, without seeing the man, they cut his pension down even from the 
tiding of the last board, which I will show you in a moment or two. Here is the 

l/commendation re disability pension, which finally comes before the head of the board, 
"ey recommend 10 per cent disability, but that is struck out and 5 per cent is insert- 

• This is signed “ M.C. 11. Head of Proceedings.” That is all the signature there 
’ atid as a result the pension is authorized in his case.

Mr. Nesbitt: At $5 a month.
Mr. Sutherland : No, $2.66 a month. A notice is sent to the board from the 

c°tiimanding officer at London district, and he does not receive his pension for con- 
^ derably over a month after he receives his discharge. In this case the man is evi- 
eu% either fit for service, or he is not. He is recommended to be discharged as a 

ySMt of the injuries that he has received, and I think that the letters that are on the 
° indicate that the statement just made by Col. Belton, that the complaint received 

,,e ‘Attention of the board, has not been confirmed in his case. I want to say further, 
^ j I thought that possibly, by sending a letter of my own in regard to this case,
or®lQ8 Perfectly satisfied as to his condition, it might strengthen his own application 
c re9uest for consideration. It is quite evident that nothing has been done in this 
8: e> and I do not know whether the matter has ever reached the Pension Commis- 
;r| llers or not. The letter received would indicate it had been attended to, I am stat- 

case now 80 that it will not be necessary to interrupt Col. Belton when he 
‘ -s his reply. Col. Belton’s signature is attached, not by stamp, to a recommend- 
0tl for 5 per cent, and there is also the signature of J. K. L. Ross. 

j^.My contention is that this man is anxious to work and is not a complainer or 
Ca^’tigerer. He has a hard struggle to support himself and family. His letter indi- 

that he feels satisfied he can overcome his trouble by will power eventually, 
if listening to Col. Russell yesterday I have almost come to the conclusion that, 

6 is right in his contentions, the trouble is not altogether functional, but may be 
aillc> as a result of the wounds he had received, and of which he may not be aware,

or(
atid

M
is very important that this man should have a further examination.

1 r- Nesbitt: That would appear to be a wise thing.
[D. Sutherland, M.P.]
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Col. Belton : I do not know that I quite understand, but if not, you can put me 
right. In the first place, it seems to me that when the Minister’s letter was received 
i,v the Commissioners a very full and complete reply was sent to him.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. That will hardly correspond with /the statement you made a moment ago, that 

complaints would receive attention, and that branches of the Commission are being 
established throughout the country with a view to hearing complaints—A. Yes, quite 
true, but this complaint was from the Minister. The Minister brought the matter to 
our attention, and he received a complete reply. If it was not satisfactory, of course 
we would expèct him to follow it up. My connection with that case would be in out
lining the history of it for that letter, no doubt about that, or one of my staff.

Mr. Archibald : May I make a statement of that case? When Sir James Lougheed 
addressed the letter to us, I personally saw the letter and went into it very carefully- 
I took it up with one of the doctors, I do not know which one, and he pointed out to 
me that the last medical board showed a disability of 10 per cent for one month. We 
could not, under ordinary circumstances, grant a pension of 10 per cent for one 
month ; we therefore granted a pension of 5 per cent for six months, which would 
amount to 30 per cent in all, and the man would be subject at the end of six months 
to medical re-examination; but according to the information which was placed before 
the board by that medical board, that man’s disability was 10 per cent, but it would 
cease at the end of one month.

the
x By the Vice Chairman:

Q. Your contention being that if the medical board were right, you gave 
man three times the pension that was recommended.

Mr. Archibald : Practically. That is to say, as a total.
The Vice Chairman : Mr. Sutherland’s opinion is that is not sufficient; that the 

man’s condition has not improved.
Mr. Sutherland : Physically it has, but he has those break-downs.
Mr. Nesbitt : Then physically it has not.
Colonel Belton : That is the explanation of the letter. It did not seem apparent 

that anything further was to be done after giving that complete reply to the Minister® 
letter. The description, however, has been given you, and may be reproduced again :
“ During the past two weeks the soldier has been home, apparently with very mark6 
personal benefit. He can now sleep ten or more hours without interruption ; he eat® 
well, and feels cheerful and contented, says he can walk five miles at good pace wit 
out getting over-tired ; pulse 100, respiration 18. at rest; that he can go up 45 step 
and his' pulse will be 110 and respiration 20. Palpitation noticeable, but slow, 0,1

the lea®1excitement or e^tra exertion. Says he has not suffered from depression in 
during his two, weeks at home.” As has been said, they recommend a ten per ce 
disability, and for a period of one month.

zit

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. That is while he was under the Military Hospitals Commission?—A. Yes, t 

is the last Board.
Q. When was the other one?—A. November 14th.
Mr. Nesbitt : That looks to me as if the fault were with the Medical Board, 11 

with the Central Board.
By Mr. Sutherland:

Q. As a matter of fact they did not examiné him at 
day feeling very well and quite optimistic, and made his 
they accepted without any examination. You have the 

[Col. C. W. Belton.]

all. He walked in there 
statement of the facts, w 
examinations of the rue 1
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boards, previous to that, and those would indicate that it was so entirely different that 
•t ought to receive very careful consideration, if you have nervous specialists in the 
Department, in view of the statements that we had yesterday by a member of the 
Pensions Board, that their conditions vary so. This man’s being at home, in the quiet 
°f his own home, and coming back when he felt like it, he w'ould1 naturally not be in 
the same condition. But what I object to in the whole matter is that no action was 
taken by the Board in view of the complaints that had been made by myself, and by 
this man to me, and he had not been notified that he would be given an opportunity 
°f further examination, which is quite opposite to the statements you have just now 
tnade, that opportunities are afforded to those men. In this case it was not.—A. The 
brst thing that is done is to reply to the letter of complaint and give all the informa- 
tion we can, and endeavour to straighten the matter out so that it will be understood. 
If, after that, there is no satisfaction on the part of the recipient of the letter, we 
exPect a reply.

Q. But the reply -was not sent to him?—A. It was sent to Sir James Lougheed, 
from whom the letter was received by the Board of Pension Commissioners. That took 
fbe same channel for reply ; it would not do to take any other ; it would have been a dis- 
c°urtesy if they had .written to you and not the Minister.

Q. Do you mean to say that on a personal complaint from a soldier you are not 
e'Jtitled to communicate with that pensioner, but that you are going to communicate 
^'fh some other source? This man complained, and I took charge of that complaint. 

0 you mean to say that a complaint coming from that man, no matter through which 
tlannel it comes, through the representative of the constituency, that that man is not 

ePtitled to consideration by the Pensions Board?—A. He certainly is, and the best 
î^eans were taken to reach him by sending the letter back along the same line by which 

°ame. That is the principle on which our correspondence is carried on.
Q. And not with the soldier at all?—A. Certainly with the soldier direct if he 

'Vr*tes directly.
The Vice-Chairman : Is there any further question to be asked of Colonel Belton?
Colonel Belton : Another matter I would like to bring up. When we were eon- 

dering aggravations we did not go into the question of aggravation of disease due to
man’s own improper conduct, that is, in venereal troubles. Those differ from the 

1 lers, and perhaps in legislating you might want to consider them particularly.
By Mr. Pardee:

''’h D- What is your course, Colonel Belton?—A. Our course now is to deal with them 
jm they are aggravated by service, in contradistinction to the others which are

aSgraabated while on; that is to say, if a man has an innocent trouble, and it has natur-
he Progressed, if the same progress that would take place in our civil life continues, 
^ 18 Pensioned for that aggravation ; but if it is one due to his own misconduct it is 

essary to show that the stress of service has increased it. That is not an easy^att,
°aSl er> but with the information that is obtainable and the medical knowledge of those
jTles. we handle them, and give the soldier the benefit of every doubt. 1 here is a great 
merence of opinion as to whether syphilis will not go on in some cases to general 

j aralysis of the insane under ordinary circumstances, while some of the profession 
j. that some stress must occur that will induce that particular manifestation of the 
^Sease. Jn these we give the soldier the benefit of scientific doubt, and treat him 
'■^rdingly, when there has been exposure and stress of service.

%
Ti

tie Vice-Chairman: Colonel Belton, we shall send for you again in case other
6stions arise.

Witness retired.

9. 12
[Col. C. W. Belton.1
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By the Vice Chairman:
Q. You are resuming evidence which was begun a few days ago.—A. I am not 

sure that they took my name the other day, Major Stiff was giving evidence, and I was 
asked a question during his examination.

Q. What evidence are you asked to bring ?—A. Major Stiff stated that he dealt 
entirely with administration, and the Committee wanted to get some evidence with 
reference to the regulations governing separation allowance, and they asked me to 
bring our regulations on that, and also the Order in Council under which we work, 
which I have done.

Q. Perhaps you would give a brief statement of the practice you have followed.-' 
A. I produce the printed General Orders for 1917 ; also copy of P.C. 447, dated Feb
ruary 16, 1917, as amended by PJC. 2501, dated 13th September, 1917 ; and P.C. 2375. 
P.C. 2375 are our regulations, and P.-C. 447 and 2501 are our powers in dealing with 
those regulations contained in P.C. 2375. I might say that 2375 has been amended in 
one particular, namely paragraph 11. As shown in 2875, the Rank and File is $20 per 
month, now it is $25 ; that is the only particular in which it has been amended.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What about Sergeants ?—A. Sergeants and privates to-day get the same separa

tion allowance, since the 1st December, 1917.
By the Vice Chairman:

Q. Why ?—A. Well, the people throughout the country thought that as the privates 
Comprised the greatest part of the Army it would help them out somewhat to increase 
it by $5 and then it helped the administration problem. I mean to say, in England 
the men are reverted or get promotion from Private to Sergeant, or back to Private 
before we get word here and there was a great number of small overpayments that were 
causing a great deal of annoyances to the people and a great deal of extra work in the 
office, and we found we could reduce the staff a good deal by making that one change- 
and saving in that way what we gave in the other. Then it means that "everyone 
except an officer to-day gets the same separation allowance. The first class, Warran 
Officers, get $30. It has worked first-rate since the change ; everybody seems wei 
satisfied with it; no one objects to getting the $25—none of the privates.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. I see by your regulations that you can only give it in cases of sole support 

A. Yes, in regulations, P.C. 2375, we deal with six classes. The first is wife. I1, 
straight case of a wife does not come before the Separation Allowance Board ; all t 
is needed is the production of a marriage certificate, and the district paymaster oPe 
the Separation Allowance and it is continued here at Headquarters, when the sold1 

, goes overseas. But there may be a case of a wife, for example, being separated from b 
husband prior to enlistment, or some dispute about her legal marriage, or some disp11^ 
as to her moral character, or something of that kind ; the District Paymaster doe-1.1. 
settle that case, but he sends a Statutory Declaration, completed by the wife, of w11 
I produce a copy, he sends that forward to the Board, and the Board decide whe 
separation allowance shall be granted to the wife or not.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. In the case of a woman who, had not been married at all, and had a son who ' j 

her sole support, what would be done in that?—A. Perhaps I could touch that w|. 
get to the “ sole support ”. You take a case where a woman is not married at all, 11 , je 
with a man to whom she is not married, if she has lived with him for a reason ^ 
time prior to enlistment, "and has been regularly supported by him, on a bonfl 
domestic basis, we treat her as a wife, and grant separation allowance according^' 

[Major J, W. Margeson.]
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That was in accordance with the recommendation made bey the last Committee ? 

'—A. I think so, it has been so ever since I have been on the Board ; and we find some 
cases where a soldier has been living with a woman to whom he is not married, separa
te® allowance has been granted; he goes overseas ; then the legal wife turns up, either 
111 Canada, the United States or England, more particularly in England, because after 
*le gets to England he forgets his wife in Canada and makes up to his other wife in 
England, and the other one wants a separation allowance, and that is why sometimes 
't is not granted. We keep the woman in Canada, who has suffered by the enlistment, 
and we look after her and her children. We have found nothing in it except the 
disappointment of the wife in England, and we do not have much objection along that 
line.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. That did not cover the case of the woman who was not living with any man at 

aH and has a son?—A. The son comes under another class. That is just the wife’s 
case I have been giving. Now, we deal with all cases of motherless children, and all 

‘at we require in those cases is a statutory declaration from the guardian of which 
ais is a copy (Form of Statutory Declaration handed in by Witness). The only 

t<Ue the local paymaster deals with is the straight case of a wife; as I say, we require a 
statutory declaration from the guardian of the motherless children, and we require a 

*rth certificate, or if they cannot procure the birth certificate, sworn evidence showing 
he age of the child, because if the boy is sixteen, separation allowance is not payable 

^?r him, nor for a girl over seventeen. When we get the statutory declaration and the 
’lrth certificate we make a note on the ledger, or, at least, Major Stiff’s Department 

,tlahes a note of date on which the allowance stops. We are pretty particular that the 
Sardian that receives separation allowance shall be the one with whom the children 
are living; we have many applications where the children are not living with the 

‘ardian, but if they are not living with a guardian, but are in some college or 
°oiivent or institution to be looked after, we recognize that fact and in that case 
accept the word of responsible people in the district.

Mr. Pardee : Does the committee take up the question of pensions, or is it taking 
a** Questions of pensions and separation allowance? I am not objecting to this evidence 

Ml, but as I understand it the committee was formed for the purpose of considering 
Usions and as we are within reasonable time of the closing of the session, it does not 

‘ PPear to me that we can take up the questions of pensions and separation allowance 
‘u ®ake any sort of report at this session. I am just asking this question for my 

information.
The Vice Chairman: (After reading Order of Reference). Only in so far as the 

estion of separation allowance enters into the matter of pensions.
Mr. Archibald : It has reference to the matter of pensions in two ways. In the 

f st place it has reference to the matter of pensions from the point of view that the 
j/Qulations for separation allowance are not just exactly the same as the regulations 

r Pensions, in the case of widowed mothers, fathers, etc.
*Uv Mice Chairman : That being the case, it would be better to continue our 

estigation on those particular points, if you will indicate wherein the separation 
Cel°pance enters into the question of pensions, we may be able to shorten up the pro- 

lllgs of the committee.
w Mr- Archibald: The second point is this: Because separation allowance or assigned 
th;,t*Continued from three to six months till the granting of a pension to dependents; 
rqf 'Us been found fairly satisfactory, but there are probably more satisfactory 
Pay tlTes to be taken than the mere continuing of the separation allowance and assigned 
URr] ' the pension is granted. It has resulted in a great many overpayments being 

' 'Miicb should not have been made, and it has resulted in a great many under 
0 [Major J. W. Margeson.]
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payments being made to widows on account of the fact that the separation allowance 
and assigned pay is not as much as the amount of the pension the widow would other
wise have been entitled to.

Mr. Nesbitt: The reason we took up this question of separation allowance is that 
our chairman brought it up at the request of the Premier, who asked him to refer it 
to this committee and gave them power to deal with it if there were any complaints as 
to the separation allowance. Mr. Rowell so informed the committee when it first met.

Mr. Pardee : I would make a suggestion under those circumstances, that, as 
several members of the committee are not here, Major Margeson’s evidence be post
poned and that he be asked to attend on Tuesday morning next, when «the committee 
will make up their mind what further action they will take, and if it should be de
cided to proceed with the evidence in reference to separation allowance I think it 
would be better to decide whether we should not make an interim report with regard 
to pensions which I understand is the burning question at the present time. I would 
suggest that the committee bring in a report on pensions this year, and have >t 
threshed out, and hold over the question of separation allowance and assigned pa" 
which will require thorough consideration until the next session.

Suggestion of Mr. Pardee concurred in, and committee adjourned until Tuesday 
next, at 10.30 a.m.
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ADDENDUM TO No. 7 COPY OF PROCEEDINGS.

P.C. 447.

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by His 
Excellency the Governor General on the 16th February, 1917.

650-464.
The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 13th 

February, 1917, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, representing that some 
eighty to one hundred applications for Separation Allowance are received daily. These 
aPplieations emanate from dependents (resident in Canada) of soldiers who have pre
ceded Overseas and do not thus come through the regular channels.

The Minister submits that it is essential that such cases should be carefully con- 
Sldered on their merits.

The Minister states that it is often necessary to institute exhaustive inquiries 
as to the, status of the applicant to determine whether entitled to receive Separation 
Allowance; that an experienced Military Official is at present dealing with these cases 
and by his report it is decided whether Separation Allowance can be properly paid.

The Minister further states that in addition to the type of cases referred to above, 
others come under review that may be classified as follows :—

(a) Reports on the conduct of a beneficiary, raising the question as to 
whether or not the payment of Separation Allowance should be stopped from 
a certain date.

(b) Reports on a change in the status or in the conduct of the beneficiary, 
raising the question as to whether the payment of Separation Allowance, already 
stopped, should be resumed.

(c) Applications not strictly coming under the Regulations (such as the 
application of a soldier’s mother whose husband is bedridden).

The Minister, having regard to the multiplicity of issues involved in dealing with 
j^ese applications, is of opinion that they should be adjudicated upon by Officials 
earned in the Law, rather than by a Military Officer, however experienced.

The Minister, therefore, recommends that a Board be constituted to sit in Ottawa, 
uPon which shall rest the responsibility of considering and deciding upon the, validity 

all applications, not received through the usual channels, that appear to conform to 
10 Regulations, and of preparing for submission to the Governor General in Council 
Commendations on all other applications, together with such a report on each case 

8s Paay be deemed necessary.
The Minister further recommends that the said Board do consist of a Field Officer 

as ^resident, a Captain (both capable lawyers, and, if possible, such as have returned 
ro»i the Front, medically unfit) and a representative of the Canadian Patriotic Fund 

j? he nominated by that body as an associate member in an advisory capacity only ; such 
‘°ard to be known as “ The Board of Review on Separation Allowance ”.

The Minister observes that all correspondence bearing on cases coming within the 
'^isdiction of the Board would be forwarded by the Officer in charge of the Separation
All,
eh: °wance and Assigned Pay Branch to the President of the Board who would be 
cl,. rge<* wRh the duty of communicating all decisions of the Board to the Officer in 

arSe of the Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay. Branch.
t *s anticipated that with the formation of such a Board, the course of business 

be expedited to the better satisfaction of all concerned.
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The Committee concur in the foregoing and advise that authority be granted to 
constitute a Board as above recommended.

All of which is respectfully submitted for approval.
(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU.

Cleric of the Privy Council.
The Honourable,

The Minister of Militia and Defence.

P.C. 2501.

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council, approved by Hi* 
Excellency the Governor General on the 13th September, 1917.

593-1-12-

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 6tb 
September, 1917, from the Minister of Militia and Defence, submitting that by Order 
in Council of the 16th February, 1917, (P.C. 447) a “ Board of Review on Separation 
Allowance ” was constituted to sit at Ottawa.

The Minister recommends, in view of the fact that it is considered advisable that 
the above mentioned Board should have the responsibility of considering and deciding 
upon the validity of certain classes of cases not delegated to them under the above 
mentioned Order in Council, that the said Board do consist of two Military Officers, 
and a representative of the Canadian Patriotic Fund, as an Associate Member 111 
an advisory capacity only ; that the said Board be known as The Separation Allowance 
Board and that the said Board shall have the following responsibilities and powers

1. Deciding upon the validity ef all applications for Separation Allowance received 
through irregular channels.

2. Preparing recommendations on all applications not conforming to the reguD 
tions, but, which appear to the Board to be cases in which grave injustice would b 
done if Separation Allowance were not granted, together with a report on each case, 
said cases to be considered and decided by the Deputy Minister of Militia and Defer1^ 
and the Accountant and Paymaster General, acting in conjunction with the sal 
Board.

3. Deciding all cases of “ Sole Support.”
4. Deciding all cases under paragraphs 19, 29, 30, 33, 35 and 36, of Order 1

Council of 25th August, 1917, (P.C. 2375). ^
5. Authorizing the payment of Separation Allowance or Assigned Pay, or. °0f 

to a dependent, who, prior to the death of the officer or soldier, was not in receipt 
any such payments.

6. Authorizing the transfer of Assigned Pay or any portion of it from the ^e.Pe^0t 
ent in receipt of Separation Allowance to another dependent or to a person who is
a dependent if in the Board’s opinion there are good reasons for so doing. . n

7. Authorizing a compulsory assignment of pay in favour of the wife or cb» ,
of an officer or soldier where the circumstances in the opinion of the Board vva 
such action being taken, the amount in such cases not to exceed 15 days’ pay of _r‘l 
working pay and field allowance excluded. M)j-

8. Appointing an interim guardian for the children of an officer or soldier, I y 
ing the appointment of one in writing by the officer or soldier himself, satis™
to the. Board.
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9. Authorizing the continuance of Separation Allowance or Assigned Pay or both 
to a dependent of a deceased officer or soldier for a period not exceeding three months 
after the expiration of the limit fixed in paragraph 18 of Order in Council No. 2375 
of the 25th August, 1917.

10. Authorizing the discontinuance of Separation Allowance or Assigned Pay, or 
both, to a dependent not eligible for pension and transferring same to a dependent 
whom the Board of Pension Commissioners consider eligible for pension.

11. Deciding all other applications and questions concerning Separation Allowance 
which the Officer in charge of the Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay Division 
Hiay desire to refer to the Board.

The Minister further recommends that the Order in Council of 16th February, 
1917, (P.C. 447) in so far as it conflicts with this Order in Council, be cancelled.

The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendations and submit the same 
for approval.

(Sgd.) RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of Privy Council.

Submitted by
J. W. MARGESON,

Major

COMPARISON OF RATES OF SEPARATION ALLOWANCE. 

(Rates per Month for Private.)

Dependent.

Canada.
Great

Britain.
Australia
Imperial
Forces.

United
States.

Separation
Allowance

Patriotic
Fund. Total.

$ $ $ s • $ $

............................................ 25 00 5 00 30 00 9 00 10 00 15 00
\y'.‘e and one child....................... •............ 25 00 15 00 40 00 16 00 13 00 25 00

and two children............................. 25 00 18 00 43 00 21 00 16 00 32 50
r\ lte and three children..................... .. 25 00 22 00 - 47 00 24 00 19 00 37 60

25 00 25 00 7 00 5 00
25 00 5 00 30 00 25 00 30 00

v'dowed mother...............................  ... 25 00 10 00 35 00 9 00 10 00 10 00

Submitted by
T. W. BEATTY,

Major.
2nd May, 1918. 

PWB—71.
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DEPARTMENT OF MILITIA AND DEFENCE.

Imperial Pension Office.

Ottawa, Canada, May 1, 1918.
Dear Mr. Clouthierj—

In compliance with your telephonic request, I beg to state, for the informa
tion of the committee, that a number of men who proceeded from Canada for 
Service in the Imperial Army, and who are on record in this Office, are as 
follows :—

Army Reservists............................................................  2,750
Mechanical Transport Drivers.......................  1,200
Inland Water Transport, R.E..................................... 700
Pensioners re-enlisted................................................... 350

Total................................................................ 5,000

These figures do not by any means, however, include all Canadians who are 
serving in the Imperial Army.

The Royal Flying Corps, Toronto, Ontario, has enlisted a very large number 
of young Canadians, for Service in that Unit; likewise the Inland Water Trans
port, Royal Engineers, have enlisted, and are today enlisting men for Service 
in that Unit, and who do not appear in our books whatever in any way in con
sequence of their not having Dependents residing in Canada, and it is. really 
only the payment to the Dependent which concerns this Office.

You will therefore see that my figures are necessarily, very incomplete, and 
if we could get together all the figures, I feel sure that the number would not 
fall far short of 10,000.

I regret that my information cannot be more specific for the reasons whid1 
I have stated herein.

If there is any other information which it is in my power to give, I shall be 
pleased to place it at your disposal.

Yours very truly,
W. STOCK VALE,

Officer Paying Imperial Pensions-
V. Cloutiiier, Esq.,

Clerk, Committee on Pension Regulations,
House of Commons, Ottawa.

)

;
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 117,
Tuesday, May 7, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, 
Presiding.

Members present.—Messieurs Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), McCurdy, 
Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, Parent, Power, Redman, Rowell and Sutherland.—12.

The committee considered the following communications received :—
(1) Letter from the Director of Records (Col. Houston), re certain records 

requested by the committee,—Further consideration deferred to await further informa
tion.

(2) Letter from the Officer Paying Imperial Pensions (Mr. W. Stockdale), with 
eopies of British Army Orders, 1917, accompanying same,—Ordered that said communi
cation and quoted references with letter from the committee clerk to Mr. Stockdale, 
ae printed. See Addendum (b) in No. 8 proceedings.

(3) Excerpts of a lecture delivered by Col. Sir John Collie, M.D., A.M.S., re 
Neurasthenia and Allied Disorders ”.—Ordered printed. See Addendum (a) in No.

® Proceedings.

The committee, on resuming the enquiry in respect to the subject of separation 
’•Howance in its relation to the subject of pensions, resolved to proceed with further 
^''dence. Major Margeson was accordingly recalled. Further evidence given by Col. 
^elton, in respect to the disability pensions of Col. Labatt and Lt.-Col. Bradbury, was 

aNo considered.

Mr. Nesbitt moved, seconded by Mr. Redman, that the clerk of the committee be 
’Pstructed to request the printing of additional copies of Nos. 1, 3 and 6 proceedings 
aud evidence of the committee.

The committee then adjourned until Wednesday, 8th May, at 10.30 o’clock, a.m.
Cloutier. N. W. ROWELL,

Chairman.Cleric.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room No. 117,

Tuesday, May 7th, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, 
presiding.

Major J. W. Margeson, recalled.
By the Chairman :

Q. There were some points raised with regard to pensions. What have you to say 
in regard to that matter?—A. The only point where the Board which I represent deals 
with pensions is that under P.C. 2375, which I laid on the table the other day, separa
tion allowance and assigned pay is continued after the death of a soldier for three 
months. Then if pension is not granted at the end of three months, the Board of 
Pension Commissioners make a request to the Separation Allowance Board, and we 
have power under P.C. 2501, which I laid on the table the other day, to continue that 
separation allowance and assigned pay for three months longer. In other words, separa
tion allowance and assigned pay can continue for six months if pension is not granted 
in the meantime. That is the only connection I had with pensions. We want that 
remedied. What the Branch desires, and what the Paymaster General and the Board 
desire, is that at the end of the month, when the casualty is reported,—not when it took 
place, because it may not be.reported for three months afterward—separation allowance 
and assigned pay shall cease in the Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay Branch’ 
and the Pension Commissioners shall immediately take this case over, and that we win 
have nothing to do with the account either as a branch or as a board-

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. They are very slow in taking it over and giving the pensions. What is the p°°r 

man to do?—A. It is up to them not to be slow. It will only be an interim pension’ 
pending the final pension. I might explain to you how the present arrangement wot 
out very badly. The separation allowance and assigned pay continues for thr 
months automatically, and they ask us to continue it for three months, or until tn 
pension is granted. The pension is granted, and notice does not reach the Separation 
Allowance and Assigned Pay branch. We continue payments for a month "or t'vv0’ 
until the error is discovered. You have therefore an over-payment, and you have 
write to the woman to see if it can be recovered, or taken out of the pension, and t - 
always causes hardship and trouble to the person,concerned and to the public. We b* 
a conference with the Pensions Branch, and they are willing, if we will continue I 
two months after the casualty is reported, to take it over themselves after the t ^ 
months period. We submit that two months is no better than three months. We a 
no further ahead than we were before. We might as well go on for three months as ^ 
two, and we submit that if they can take it over at the end of two months, they s^l0U j 
take it over after the casualty is reported, as it is not a matter of assigned pay a 
separation allowance at all.

Mr. Pardee : Is it not all a matter of regulation?
The Chairman : The order-in-council covers any matter relating to pensions-
The Witness : Your Committee could decide from what date the pension 

start. Pension does not start from date of death under this arrangement. It 8 ‘ rt 
when we stop the separation allowance and assigned pay. We submit it should 3 
from the time of the casualty report.
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By Mr. Nesbitt :
Q. Dated back from the day of death, or the day it was reported to you?—A. We 

carry it on until the end of the month when casualty was reported. I might say that 
in a case where there is no separation allowance in force, assigned pay drops automati
cally, and if a woman desires a pension she has to apply herself. Pensions do not take 
the initiative, but in a case where separation allowance and assigned pay are both 
in force, it goes on automatically, and the Pensions Branch send out an inquiry to the 
beneficiary.

Q. If a person is given assigned pay and separation allowance, does that-go on?— 
A. Yes.

Q. Supposing the party is not getting separation allowance does it go on?—A. 
bio, assigned pay stops from date of casualty, if the soldier is missing, because assigned 
Pay is a portion of his pay.

Q. Supposing he is reported prisoner of war?—A. It gtfes on.
Q. Men are often Reported missing and afterwards reported prisoner of war?—A. 

Assigned pay stops automatically if soldier is missing, but if he is found to be a 
Prisoner of war or returned to duty it starts again. That is the rule in all cases. I do 
Hot say that they have not made mistakes. In some cases they may have made mis
takes and have not followed that rule, but that is the fault of the system and not the 
fault of the regulation.

By the Chairman:
Q. That is the point you wanted to explain to us?—A. Yes. In the Branch or 

"oard, we do not wish to deal with pensions when the casualty is once reported. We 
desire Pensions to take the payments over, as I have stated.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. There is a point we should deal with, but I do not know how deeply you can 

8° into it, and that is the order. Separation allowance is only ordered to a dependent 
as distinct from a wife where there is a sole dependent ?

The Chairman : Mr. Margeson explained that the last day.—A. I was just going 
to deal with that, and objection was taken to it.

Q. If you do not go any further, I think a hardship will result just the same as 
uuder the pension regulations.—A. In the old days, in 1916, when a person was killed 
°r missing, assigned pay automatically stopped and separation allowance went on 
°r three months, and that caused a hardship. Under P.C. 508, passed about a year 

j’&°> separation allowance and assigned pay was continued, not for three or six months, 
'ut for an indefinite period. We then passed P.C. 2375 limiting separation allowance 

a,1d assigned pay to three months.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q- A woman has an income of $250 from an investment. Both sons enlist, and the 
a,)e son assigned $16 per month, and they write her that they think she has enough 

Oh $250 and the $16 per month, and they do not give her separation allowance. I do 
ot think any woman can live on $250. Have you authority to deal with that question 

a reasonable basis, and not on the idiotic basis suggested in that letter ?—A. I do 
°t know what you mean by an idiotic basis.

j Q. No woman could live on that amount.—A. Before I could deal with any case 
y Particular, I would have to have the file. We settle everything by statutory declara- 

It may be when the declaration comes in it will show that neither of these 
mers ever gave her a cent in their lives.

s Q- That is absolutely true. She sold her farm, which was mortgaged, and she 
aiid'*" money educating the boys. Before they began to earn money they enlisted
e°Uld"went to the front.—A. I would have to speak generally in regard to the case; I

not speak specifically. So far as we are concerned we interpret the expression
[Major J. W. MargesonJ
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“ sole support ” pretty liberally. That is to say if a woman has a small income and 
the boys were doing the best they could to help her or if they were not of an age that 
they could help her, or if they were in college, where they were not in a position to 
help her, we take all the circumstances of the case into consideration. We get what 
reports we can from the Patriotic Fund or Soldiers’ Aid Commission, and we take all 
into consideration and decide whether it is a case of “ sole support ” under the regula
tions.

By Mr. Niclcle:
Q. Why do you use the word “ sole” if it does not mean sole?—A. We could not 

find a better word to use. When we were making the regulations we talked it over 
with you. In England they use the word “ main,” but I have a statement showing we 
give certain assistance to the family which they do not give in England. I have had 
Major Beatty make up a statement of the practice in Great Britain, Canada, Australia 
and the United States, to show that under our system of sole support, the woman, the 
children, the family are much better provided for than in any country in the world, 
and we have the figures to prove it. There may be a few cases of hardship. If there 
are cases of hardship, we have the Patriotic Fund to meet such cases.

Q. Are you construing the word “ sole ” as meaning “to a material extent ” ?—A-
Yes.

Q. Why do you not say so?—A. We could not get a better word to cover it. “Mat
erial extent ” is not a good legal expression. We have applications coming in now 
claiming that a widow is sole support, when such is not the case. Many claim main 
support and a good many claim sole support. We threshed it out last year, and had 
conference after conference, and we decided as a board we would construe that word 
“ sole ” liberally, and I must say that we have had mighty few complaints concerning 
it, considering the number of applications.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Personally I might say if you have the authority to deal with a case of tbajj 

kind, I have no objection, but if you have not authority I would like to see you get i* 
—A. We have authority to deal with a case like this, if we come to the conclusion tha 
these soldiers, the two together were her sole support, or practically her sole supp°rt’

Q. I understand they were all the support she had.—A. I agree that this is ®n 
idiotic letter. I do not know who wrote it. It was written by some clerk. We maK 
our decision as a Board and the letters are sent out from the Branch, written by t”, 
dictation staff. The expression, “enough to keep you in comfortable circumstances 
is an idiotic thing to write, but we must not be held responsible for the letters that s 
out from the Separation Allowance and Assigned Pay Branch. Mr. Stiff, the Direct® 
of S. A. & A. P., has the whole dictation matter under close observation, and I 
sure there will be very little complaint in the future in regard to the type of **' 
written.

Col. C. W. Belton recalled.

By the Chairman:
r<Q\,

Q. Kindly give us the medical reports upon which the pension was granted to v 
Labatt. Take it in chronological order. Was the question of his health on enlist®6, 
before you when you considered the pension ?—A. Nothing appears on this &e ^ 
regard to the condition of Col. Labatt’s health on enlistment, unless it may be expi"esS 
by some of the medical boards which were held.

By Mr. Niclcle:
Q. By what method of reasoning did you reach the conclusion that when he en 

he was not troubled with the complaint which subsequently incapacitated hi® 
[Major J. W. Margeson.]

listed
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"e know that the officer was examined at the time of his appointment and pronounced 
fit. Unless otherwise stated, we assume he was fit.

Q. That is not the position that has been taken in regard to the soldier. The 
Position taken with regard to the soldier was that any disability he was suffering 
from prior to enlistment, even if he were found fit as a soldier, must be deducted from 
his pension when he is discharged ?—A. Yes.

Q. Why not apply the same principle in a case like this?—A. We do.
Q. How did you do it if you had not the file before you ?—A. In this case he is 

given a commission. There is nothing stated as to whether he is in good health or not, 
hut he must be in good health to get the commission. We know that but we have no 
statement of it.

By the Chairman :
Q. You do not have the same statement in this case that you have in the case of 

soldiers where you grant a pension?—A. Not exactly, but in every case where the 
soldier is taken into the service he is taken in as fit.

Q. In what respect does your record here differ from your record in the case of a 
Soldier ?—A. There is nothing on record regarding the original examination of Col. 
fiabatt.

Q. Do you have that record in the case of a soldier ?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Pardee :

Q. Why do you not have it in this case?—A. It is not the practice to put it on 
the files. That is all. When he gets his commission it is certified on the commission 
ffiat he is in good health.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. Would you not when granting pension, ask for it, no matter what the practice 

was? Would you not ask for the record ?—A. No, not in this case.
Q. Why not?—A. We see no reason for it. It could contain nothing else but that 

‘fie man is in fit health.
By Mr. Pardee :

Q. Is there any difference in the granting of a pension to officers and the grant- 
lug of a pension to men?—A. Absolutely none.

Q. Do you have exactly the same information for officers as for men in the con- 
sideration of the pension?—A. Exactly.

Q. When you consider a man’s pension as you have told this Committee, you
the disability that he may have been suffering from prior to enlistment into con- 

s*deration, in the granting of a pension to that man?—A. Yes.
Q. In the case of an officer, do you do the same thing?—A. Yes.
Q. Where do you get the information regarding a man’s disability prior to enlist

ment?—A. From the medical board.
Q. Do you get the same information from the medical board regarding an 

officer?—A. Exactly.
Q. Where is the information regarding Col. Labatt?—A. Right here in this file.

you?-.

By Mr. Niclcle:
Q. When you consider a man’s pension do you have his attestation papers before 

-A. Not always. We expect them eventually to be put on the file, if they are not 
l<are and sometimes ws require them, because the questions of age and questions of 

of attestations are matters for us to consider.
. Q. And condition of health at the time of enlistment?—A. No, because that is 

a|'V£>ys complete. Sometimes identification may be proven by the papers.
8 Q. In a man’s attestation papers he is asked the question, “ Did you ever have 
' ' hfiilis? ” That would show on his attestation papers ?—A. Yes.

Q- In regard to an officer is there an attestation paper?—A. No.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. The difference is that in the case of a man there is an attestation paper which 

shows his health at the time of enlistment?—A. Yes.
Q. In the case of the officer there is no such document?—A. None, excepting his 

application for commission, which contains a certificate.
Q. But it is not as full a statement of his condition of health as the attestation 

papers of a man?—A. That question you speak of is not referred to.
Q. An officer might have been suffering from some latent diseases prior to enlist

ment and be taken on strength, and no consideration would be given to that in the 
granting of his pension ; nothing would show at all on his attestation papers, or nothing 
would show on his previous examination. For instance, we have heard here that in the 
case of the ordinary soldier he is asked the question as to his having had rheumatism 
prior to the time he went in. He is taken on the strength. The disease is aggravated. 
When you come to grant his pension it is taken into consideration that this man is 
only damaged to such an extent by reason of the fact that he was suffering from some
thing before he enlisted?—A. Yes.

Q. Is there anything of that kind in connection with the officer ?—-A. There is 
nothing of that kind in either case. If a man were suffering with these conditions 
he would be rejected.

Q. Have you not taken hundreds of men that were suffering with these diseases 
and given them pensions?—A. Yes.

Q. And deducted from their pensions accordingly ?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you do that with the officers ?—A. Yes.
Q. What is' there in this case to show whether Col. Labatt was a first class risk 

prior to enlistment. (No answer).

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Do you not get a knowledge of a man’s prior condition, not from his attesta

tion papers, but from the medical board which examines him after his disability has 
occurred ?—A. We get it from the medical board always.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. But in the case of a man you have his attestation papers produced and examine 

them ?—A. Only if some other question arises in regard to age or date.
Q. If some question arises you can get his attestation papers ?—A. Yes.
Q. And they are supposed to show his condition of health prior to and at the 

time of enlistment?—A. It invariably shows his health is good or he would not be 
enlisted.

By the Chairman:
Q. What do the attestation papers show in reference to a man’s health at the tm'e 

of enlistment?—A. The attestation papers, as far as the medical part is concerned, g1'® 
a man’s height, weight, complexion, and the colour of his eyes and hair. It is large .V 
for identification, and then it gives the scars and marks or anything of that kind bj 
which he might be identified, and it contains a-certificate that the man has been cx 
amined, and that he is physically and mentally fit for the duties of a soldier.

Q. Does it contain any question as to diseases which he may have suffered fr<1I1l 
prior to enlistment?—A. There is such a question now, and that question was suggfS 
hv myself to be put on the paper.

Q. How long since that was put on?—A. Just what its later form is I am un£l 
to say. Mr. Nickle says syphilis is included.

Mr. Nickle: No, I do not know.
Witness: Well the man is asked if he had an attack of epilepsy, because 

a thing a medical man could not find out for himself; and rheumatism—those arc 
only things I remember.

[Col. C W. Belton.]
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By Mr. Nichle :
Q. Does not the original paper, if a man made the statement, “ I occasionally had 

bronchitis ”, show that? Does it not appear that the man had bronchitis, and perhaps 
the words “ not material ”, or slight varicose veins,—not material? Did that not appear 
on the man’s paper?—A. Yes, it might, the varicose veins would, but not the bronchitis.
They would appear as slight defects but not sufficient to reject him.

Q. The attestation paper shows the man’s condition at the time of enlistment, 
and also the disabilities from which he is suffering provided the same were not suf
ficient to disqualify him from being a soldier ?—A. Yes, it should.

Q. And it did?—A. In most cases it did.
Q. In the officer’s case, did anything of that sort appear ?—A. No.
Q. In the ease of the officer there is no attestation paper, and that would not 

Appear ?—A. No.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then you have not the same material in dealing with an officer that you have 

lrt dealing with a private, because you have not got his attestation paper or any
thing corresponding to it?—A. No.

Q. Just tell us what you have in this particular case.—A. On 26th January, 1915, 
fte Board reports that :

“ He has suffered occasionally from a duodenal ulcer of many years stand
ing, and that a severe hemorhage occurred from it two weeks ago, with malaena 
following, and that it would be unsafe for him to proceed to the front.”

'Then a medical board was held at Osborne, Isle of Wight, 17th June, 1915, and the 
rePort says that they proceeded to examine the above-named officer and find that :

“ Last February he had a gastro-enterostomy performed and went to France 
on 13th May. About a fortnight ago he complained of shortness of breath and 
palpitation and was sent to the hospital where V.D.H. was diagnosed. He has 
marked aortic regurgitation with dyspnoea on exertion. Has been an athlete 
but has never had a sign of heart trouble before present attack.”

, Q. What is “ gastro-enterostomy ?—A. Operation opening into the stomach and 
b°Wels.

By Mr. Redman: • ,

Q. Do you know what Col. Labatt did in France?—A. No.

By Mr. N icicle :
Q- lie had an operation for an ulcer?—A. I think so.

By the Chairman:
Q- Give us the names of the medical board which examined him on 26th January? 

vj Tt. Mayrand, Capt. C.A.M.G., G. W. Ogilvie Dowsley, Capt. C.A.M.G., J. H. 
Montgomery Bell, Lt Col. A.M.C.

Q- That relates solely to this ulcer of the stomach ?—A. Yes.
Q- There is nothing in the report of the first board touching the heart trouble ? 

Y No.
Q- It relates solely to the stomach trouble?—A. Yes. Here are some of the

Tiesti]°ns which were answered in the second report :
“Is the officer fit for general service ?—Ans. No.
“If not so fit, how long is he likely to be unfit ?—Ans. Permanently.
“If unfit for general service, is he fit for service at home ?—Ans. No.
“If not so fit, how long is he likely to be unfit for service at home?—Ans. 

Three months.
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“If unfit for general service at home, is he fit for light duty at home?— 
Ans. No.

“If not so fit, how long is he likely to be unfit for light duty at home?— 
Ans. One month.

“Was the disability contracted in the service?—Ans. Yes.
“Was it contracted under circumstances over which he had no control ?— 

Ans. Yes. '
“Was it caused by military service ?—Ans. Yes.
“If caused by military service, to what specific conditions is it attributed ? 

Ans. To active service.”

In the report of January 26th, 1915, he is asked :
“Is the officer fit for general service ?—Ans. No.
“If not so fit how long is he likely to be unfit ?—Ans. Six months.
“Was the disability contracted in the service?—Ans. No.
“Was it contracted under circumstances over which he had no control?—

Yes.
“Was it caused by military service?—No.”

Q. What is the next?-—A. The third is the board at Hamilton, 6th October, 1917? 
and I find the following questions:

“Disease of disability?—Dyspnoea.
“What is that?—Breathlessness.
“Date of origin ?—June, 1915.
“Place of origin?—France.
“Cause?—Poor tone of heart muscle.

' “Present condition?—This officer becomes short of breath upon slight 
exertion. He cannot walk briskly at all. Upon walking at a moderate pace f°r 
100 yards he is quite out of breath. He cannot go up stairs without resting on 
the way. The heart is enlarged outward and downward, and point of maximuiD 
impulse is in sixth interspace one inch outside of nipple line. The cardia® 
rythm is irregular. There is a murmur at aortic valve, regurgitant and 
diastolic.”

By Mr. Nichle :
Q. Is this weakness of the heart and t> s enlargement of the heart a matter of 

development, or does it occur spasmodical >il if I may use that word ?—A. It is a 
matter of development. i • '

Q. How long does it ordinarily take a c e of that kind to develop ?—A. It may b 
many months, or but a short time.

Q. What would you mean by a short time? Weeks or days?—A. Days perhaps- 
Q. What is the cause of it?—A. Want of tone.
Q. What brings it on?—A. It may be associated with any debilitating cam1» 

many of the acute affections such as typhoid fever and scarlet fever.
Q. They do not occur in this case?—A. No. i
Q. In other words, can a man in normal health one month be a total wreck tr 

this complaint in another thirty days?—A. Yes, in less time than that.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. What is the date of that second examination which you read first, where ,fl 
was found to have heart trouble?—A. That was in June while the other vvaS 
January.

Q. This last examination says be contracted it in June, 1915.—A. Yes. Tl‘e 
examination was 26th January, 1915, and the second one 17th June, 1915- 
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Q. The third one says he contracted in France in June when you say he just 
had an examination in June. The statements seem to clash.—A. There is another 
hoard 17th July, 1915, after his return from overseas.

By the Chairman:
Q. Try and get them in chronological order ?—A. The board report that he has 

been invalided home from service in Flanders, suffering from exhaustion and heart 
Weakness. Then there is the statement : “ The opinion of the board upon the ques
tions herein is as follows :

“1. Is the officer fit for service ?—No.
2. If not so fit, how long is the disability likely to continue?—For active 

service overseas, permanently ; for home duty till 1st September next, but could 
be employed for light duty, such as lectures and so forth very shortly.

3. To what extent does it prevent his earning a livelihood?—Full extent.”
That is signed by George Acheson, Lt.-Col., 1st Inf. Bde., Act. M.O.; C. A. 

Warren, Major, A.M.C. ; John W. McCullough, Major, A.M.C.
Q. Are there any questions and answers in this board similar to those you read 

Us in the earlier board ?—A. I read them all in this board.
Q. Are there any others in this board of 1917 ?—A. I had not completed the 

description when Mr. Nickle asked the question.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q. Description of what?—A. Of the present condition from this last board.
Q. What is the date of that?—A. October 6th, 1917. The board continues :

“ There is a murmur at aortic valve, regurgitant and diastolic in time. The 
apex beat is heaving and diffuse. There is some cyanosis. Cardiac muscle tone 
is very bad.”
Q. What is cyanosis?—A. Blue from bad circulation. The board continues:

“ Disability is weakness and necessity for complete rest.”

"'aijd because the natural place where t’ 
P°sitidn towards the left. It shows the 1 
%
thi

By the Chairman:
Q. Will you put that in every-day language for us?—A. The dyspnoea on slight 

6Xertion is apparent in this gentleman ; he cannot walk briskly at all; upon walking 
a*; a moderate pace for 100 yards is quite out of breath ; cannot walk up stairs without 
Jesting on the way. The heart is enlarged outward and downward. I read the 

escription to you. That simply goes to --how that the heart is outward and down-
apex beat is has passed from its normal 
rt is, enlarged. The enlargement may be 
muscle tissue of the heart, and increases

. „„„ ________________ , __ ay be from dilatation, in which the hollow
art of the heart the auricles and ventricles are enlarged and the muscular tissue of 
6 heart is weakened, which is a much more serious condition of course.

^ Q. Are you able to tell from looking at the three boards the one held before 
j/J - Labatt left England for home, the one after he returned home and the Ham- 
^/>ri board, whether his condition was worse in September, 1917, or better than 
|, 8,1 he left England, or immediately after he returned home?—A. These earlier 
itr>ar(*S are hy no means as complete in their description as they should be. It is 

Possible to tell just what change has taken place. The first board that speaks of 
6 heart affection simply says :

Per trophy, which is a thickening of tt 
6 Power and strength of the heart, or it

‘Aortic regurgitation with dyspnoea on exertion,” which means that the blood, 
tyi . <>ild of being driven out of the heart into the aorta which is the main vessel 
l)a carries it into the system, on account of valvular weakness the blood comes 
ba 5 like a defective pump, while in a normal heart, it is prevented from coming 

hy the action of the valve.
2-13
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By Mr. Nickle :
Q. It is commonly known as valvular disease of the heart ?—A. Yes.
Q. Now, having read these reports of medical men, would you be prepared to 

say that in your opinion the disabling condition developed subsequently to his enlist
ment, and was not an aggravation, but a distinct disability, incurred subsequent to 
his becoming a member of the Canadian Expeditionary Force?—A. That is a pretty 
hard question to answer, and I would think that it might have something to do with 
the liability of the heart to break down under service.

Q. Would you say this was only an aggravation ?—A. No, I would not say that.
Q. Say one thing or the other.—A. I have no reason to believe he had any dis

ability up to that time.
Q. Up to what time?—A. Up to the time when the gastro-enterostomy was per

formed.
Q. You think that was what brought on the heart trouble?—A. No, I do not 

think directly it brought on the heart trouble. It may have been a contributor to 
some extent.

Q. In your opinion this disability was all incurred subsequent to enlistment?-^ 
A. As far as the information goes.

Q. From that record ?—A. Yes.
By the Chairman :

Q. Have you any further boards on your file?—A. I may say that on the 
information I have already given you a pension was based. He was given Class 1 
pension.

By Mr. Nickle :
Q. What medical officer signed that ?—A. The recommendation was signed W 

Coi. Philp.
Q. Is he a member of the staff?—A. Yes, and it was initialled by myself. Evr 

dently he brought the case to my attention.
Q. Your opinion to-day confirms your finding on that report ?—A. Yes.
Q. Whose signature is affixed to that as Pensions Commissioner?—A. J. Iv. U 

per, somebody else.
By Mr. Pardee : ft

Q. Is he the only one?—A. Yes. These are copies of course. It is per “C. D" 
or “G. D.”

Mr. Archibald : The original goes to the Auditor-General ; he keeps it. 
By the Chairman : toQ. Is there a further board ?—A. Yes, there is one more. It is customary 

make re-examinations in these cases. The first pension was given for a period 
six months from October 16, 1917.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That is the date of it?—A. Yes, but before that period had elapsed anot ^other

The medical board were given the information that was already

s o$

board was held, 
the file.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. What is the date of that?—A. 27th March, 1918. Might I explain the re£l' 

of this from my knowledge, aside from what is on the file? .gejj
Q. Yes.—A. Col. Labatt spoke to me .about this matter. He said there had . 

criticism regarding it, and he said he proposed to ask Gen. Fotheringham, I”wpl)ld 
General of Medical Services to nominate a board for his examination, so that he 'v jjiifl 
have a board that would have no connection whatever with the Pensions, and 11° c0jj- 
I thought that was a most desirable thing under the circumstances. It waS 
sequently done.
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Q. Who were the board ?—A. I. H. Cameron was the president, and there was Col. 
J- D. Courtenay, Lt.-Col. D. M. McGillivray, and Lt.-Col. Clarence L. Starr. These 
gentlemen are on the Board of Consultants of the Militia Department.

Q. Col. Cameron is Chairman of the Board of Consultants?—A. Yes. Their 
description is as follows :

“ His heart is very definitely enlarged to the left, extending fully an inch 
beyond the nipple line. The cardiac impulse is very diffused, and the apex 
beat not definable. Impulse in the neck marked. Pulse slow and very irregular. 
The heart sounds are of poor quality, indicating marked impairment of the 
heart muscle. The adventitious sound are a murmur, systolic in time, best 
heard at the apex, and along the left sternal margin, well transferred from the 
apex into the left asilla and easily audible at the lower angle of the scapula, the 
radial artery is slightly thickened. Systelic blood pressure 210, diastolic 140, 
Albumenia present.

3. To what extent, if any, has disability diminished or increased since last 
examination—Not at all.

4. Will it materially increase or diminish—No.
3. Is the disability permanent?—Yes.
6. The entire disability—without regard to his regular occupation, to what 

extent is the capacity lessened at present, for earning a full livelihood in the 
general market?—100 per cent.”

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Do they make a finding as to whether or not this disability was incurred during 

Service or prior thereto ?—A. They make no remark about that.
Q. It is just a statement of the present condition?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
, Q. Will you tell us who signed the ordet for the pension for J. K. L. Ross?- -A.

W'18 simply an initial, 
ks like “ G. D.”

I cannot make it out. These copies are not very distinct. It

By the Chairman:
Q. Upon the boards as presented there, is there any question that as far as the 

°sent condition is concerned, it is a case of total disability under pension regula- 
l°ns ?—A. Undoubtedly.

Q- And what you say as to prior condition is that there is nothing in the record to 
0 °w any disability prior to enlistment?—A. Yei. You must understand that when 
th° speaks of a-man’s whole life leading up to a condition that may come about, that 

too indefinite a thing to be taken into consideration. We know that certain 
is>s arise because of conditions that have begun in early youth, possibly, but that 

°o remote a thing to be taken in. There must be some definite thing established as 
'sting before enlistment.

Q- How do you draw the line in dealing with pensions between what you describe 
taj.a general condition, giving the course of life, and these causes which you cannot 
tlif,6 lr!*° account in awarding pensions* and those cases where you are enabled to take 
bet^rior condition into account in awarding pensions ? How do you draw the line 
i;, "Gen the two?—A. Amongst the causes for heart affection, one of the commonest 
dip leurnatism, and where there have been before enlistment one or more attacks of 
aff P^t'sm, and of a pronounced nature, there would be a suspicion that the heart 
dip lon is due to that. In most cases where we speak of aggravation of that sort, 
iiif ^ens'oner has admitted that he was told his heart was affected at that time. This 
latcrrtnataon *s g'ven of course when he is first taken sick overseas. It is often denied

' One can quite understand how that might be.

~ 13 £
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By Mr. Nickle :
Q. Col. Labatt suffered from this ulcer overseas. Before entering the service could 

that in anyway affect his heart or would it indicate his heart had been affected?—A. It 
might not have affected it in the least.

Q. Would it indicate anything ?—A. No.
Q. There would be no connection between this ulcer and the heart?—A. No direct 

connection.
Q. Or indirectly?—A. Very remotely, any debilitating thing affects the whole 

system.
Q. If he had this ulcer overseas, would it be likely to affect the muscular structure 

of the heart?—A. That is too much a refinement for me to say.
Q. The first report says that he has suffered occasionally from a duodenal ulcer 

of many years’ standing. Would that in any way affect thp heart ?—A. If it had affected 
the heart its effect would have been apparent in the man’s general condition.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Could you put it the other way around? Would an ulcer be apt to develop 111 

a system which had a poor heart action ?—A. Well, poor circulation is one of the con' 
tributory causes and has always to be taken into account, but one would be going °u* 
of the way to reason in that way. My opinion was based on the information contain6*1 
in that file as. interpreted to me by the medical officer who went over it, and on tl>at 
I was satisfied that he was a Class I pension.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Knowing Col. Labatt’s present condition, being well acquainted with the 

and his condition, and with that file and the information before you, are you prepar6 
to state to this committee that he should under the present pension regulations 
given a total pension in respect to a disability that was not an aggravation, but resum
ing subsequent to his becoming a member of the C.E.F.?—A. Yes, sir.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. At the time of the first examination in January, where they operated on hl!f 

for that ulcer, if his heart was bad, should they have discovered it?—A. I should thin 
so.

Q. And they should have made a note of it?—A. Surely.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q. Would you in case of a man enlisting take into consideration in awarding 
pension or in the deduction therefrom, by reason of previous aggravation, the fact t 
a man had suffered from an ulcer for a number of years?—A. With regard to 
abilities—and I can only go over what I said in commencing my evidence—if a 111 ^ 
had disability, it makes no difference what his history had been, if he had a disability 
that is if he was unable to do something that a normal man should be able to

dis'which he would earn a livelihood,—he then had a disability. If that condition was
there he had no disability. This thing had no doubt produced in Col. Labatt a ^ 
ability at the time he was operated on which was a weakness. I think there W°u gS 
digestive trouble, poor assimilation and poor nutrition and some degree of weal- 
from the ulcer at the time they operated on him. ^

Q. Would it continue after the operation ?—A. There would be a period 
valescence.

Q. I mean in his every-day life?—A. No, not after that.
By Mr. Sutherland: j,e

Q. But the board, when they had the operation on him, recommended *1 

should not be fit for further service overseas ?—A. The first board simply referre- 
[Col. C. W. Belton ]
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fact that he had a duodenal ulcer of many years’ standing, and that a severe hemorrhage 
occurred from it two weeks ago, with malaena following, and that it would be unsafe 
for him to proceed to the front.

Q. That was previous to the operation?—A. Yes.
G-. But the board which operated on him?—A. That next board is after the opera

tion.
Q. The one you have just read?—A. No, that is before. The next was after. 

^Vould you like some information about that?
Q. Yes.—A. The opinion of the board upon these questions is as follows :—

“ Is the officer fit for general sendee?—No. (b) If not so fit, how long is 
he likely to be unfit?—Permanently.”

Q. The other board points out that this ulcer was the result of growth of long 
'landing, and the next board says he is permanently unfit for service, and in view of 
tiiose conditions, he should not go to France.—A. It is based on their finding where they 
discovered the condition of tbe heart—aortic regurgitation.

Q. You do not know how long he was in France?—A. No, I do not know.
Q. What is the date of the board where they say he will not be fit for further 

service?—A. Fit for general service in six months.
Q. No, the one which states that he is not fit for service overseas ?—A. 17th June, 

°lr>; In this ease of Col. Labatt, and in all other eases, we depend upon the descrip- 
l'°n and largely upon the advice of the medical board, when they advise as to condition. 
; ’8 up to us to recommend the award, but we must depend upon medical boards out- 

Slde, and if we were to require any more definite information about him, we would 
1'pturn the report to the medical board to get it.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you ever send for a prospective pensioner and ask him to appear before 

^°Ur board?—A. Never.
By Mr. Nicicle:

. Q. Why was Col. Labatt’s standing in the C.E.F. brought in question after he had 
Jpen reinstated and shown as seconded for service?—A. It only appears that he was 
d(-‘sirous of being continued in the C.E.F. simply that he desired to have an extended 
Service in this war, I suppose.

Q. Why was he retired again ? On whose initiative was action taken ?—A. I think 
11 Was on the advice of the Judge AdVocate-Oeneral. I was going to speak of this 
pPeet of it: That is to say, the finding of that medical board was to the effect that 
n'°l- Labatt should have complete rest. That was something he did not take. We have 
hat difficulty oftentimes. Would it be possible to legislate so that if men were given 
‘Pension because of the necessity for complete rest, that they should take that com- 
Mete rest?

By the Chairman:
Q. What penalty would you suggest if they do not?—A. I leave that to you 

Gentlemen. It is a difficult question we have oftentimes. Supposing a man is tuber- 
Cular, he goes into an occupation which is detrimental to him. Lots of our tubercular 
^ses are 100 per cept disability, and they go to work at something that injures them.
It
aec,
Set
tick

18 not that they have not the strength to do it, it is that they must not do it on
ount of their physical condition, because it prevents them getting better, and they 
worse. I spoke to Col. Labatt personally about this matter. I considered him a

k ‘ rnan right along. I did not know bis condition as it was expressed by the medical 
arn, as I had not examined him. I was alarmed about it then. I urged him to take 

j,. 'Plete rest, and at the time he said his fellow commissioners were overseas and it was 
nr °Ss*ble but just as soon as they returned he would take his rest. I felt particularly 

0llsly about him, and I felt much exercised, because we had a gentleman associated
[Col. C. W. Belton. 1
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with us up there on the medical staff who is dead and gone now who simply killed him
self by carrying out the work that was there to be done, under the same circumstances 
—heart affection.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. The recommendation that this man should be compelled to take rest is one 

that should! be given consideration but a great deal would depend upon the number 
of medical boards the man appeared before. The case I referred to the other day was 
that of a man who went over with Col: Labatt, and it shows the different treatment 
certain individuals in a battalion may receive and the treatment accorded certain 
officers. This man after three years’ service is recommended for a furlough of six 
months by the British board. He comes over here, and six months’ furlough is also 
recommended by the Canadian board ; with full disability, sent home for two weeks, 
and he comes back, and another board says he will be all right in a few weeks, but unfit 
for military service. What can you make out of findings of boards of that nature? The 
commissioners act on the finding of that board and the man is turned off with « 
pension of $2.66 a month, and has to go to work, and can only work a certain time, with 
the result you have just predicted, that he may recover, and he is in a worse condition 
than before.—A. I would not predict it in a case of that kind. He was a good deal better 
working than not working. He would be better in Col. Russell’s hands and would have 
that idea knocked out of his head, or he would be persuaded out of it.

Q. He has not the chance to get in Col. Russell’s hands. He was discharged from 
the service.—A. We are getting wiser every day.

Q. He was before the board from month to month, and no action taken.—A. I 
think every action was taken.

Q. In the ease of his superior officer every possible latitude was given with 1^ 
per cent disability. He is one of the men responsible for the fixing of pensions and is 
drawing a salary such as we hear of.—A. Under the regulations.

By the Chairman :
Q. You have the file of Hon. George H. Bradbury there?—A. Yes.
Q. Give us a record from the file, chronologically, if you can.—A. It is diffim'^ 

to do that as they do not occur chronologically here. There appears to be only oU? 
medical board on this, so there is no difficulty about that. It is here in duplicate, dated 
January 21st, 1918. I find the following:—

“ (8) Disease or disability?—Angina pectoris.”
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. \Yhat is that?—A. Pain in the breast.
Q. I often have that.—A. The next question is :—

“ Date of origin ?—November 1916.
Place of origin ?—England.
Cause?—Unknown.
Present condition?—Apparent physical condition good. This officer c0lfl 

plains of daily praecordial pains which occasionally goes down the left ®r ’ 
gets short of breath very easily, often having to rest a couple of times in wa_]it 
ing one-half mile, also has praecordial pain at these times. Mental excitem 
will also induce condition. Lungs negative. Heart not enlarged. ®yst j, 
blood pressure 145. Diastolic 110. Pulse rate 60 per minute—urine nor 
Pain at times is sharp.”

By Mr. Nickle: j
Q. What is meant by “ lungs normal ” ?—A. It means there is nothing abno 

to record. The description continues :— .^g
Pain at times is sharp and stabbing out, but as a rule is. of a dull ^ra^ege 

character and may last two or three hours, also feels very nervous during 
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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attacks. This officer has not-been discharged as yet, and has been on leave with
out pay since December 24th, 1916. While at Camp Hughes in August, 1916, 
found he had a high blood pressure (systolic 170 m.m.) Reached England Sep
tember, 1916, and in November, 1916, had first attack of pain in chest which he 
thought asthmatic in character. End of November, 1916, went to France and 
had pain at all times, remaining only two weeks, and reached Canada December 
24th, 1916.

Then I find the following questions.
(11) To what extent, state in percentage, is incapacity to earn a livelihood 

in the untrained labour market reduced? If there is more than one disabling 
condition, estimate the incapacity due to each and that due to all combined?— 
75 per cent.

(12) Did the disability arise on or off duty?—on duty.
(13) Was a court of inquiry held?—No.
(14) If the disabling condition had its origin before enlistment, has it been 

aggravated on service?—Officer says, never ill.
Q. What does the medical board answer ?—A. This is the officer bringing forward 

the case and the medical board’s opinion comes after. The recommendation fnade is:
That this officer be discharged. I am of the opinion that this officer’s age 

and most probably high blood pressure was a predisposing cause to this con
dition.

The medical board recommend—
This board is of the opinion that this disability reduces this officer’s earn

ing capacity 75 per cent in the untrained labour market for six months, two- 
thirds of this disability is due to aggravation by service. He is carrying out 
treatment under his own physician and will require treatment for six months.

Q. That would give him a 50 per cent pension would it?—A. Yes.
By the Chairman:

Q. Who are the medical gentlemen ?—A. G. S. McCarthy, A. F. MacLaren and 
A- H. Laidlaw, of Ottawa.

Q. Who is the medical officer whose report went before this board ?—A. J. Fenton 
Argue, Lt. Col.

By Mr. Sutherland:
. Q. Was this considered a case where further treatment would be considered bene- 
cial?—A. Yes, he was under treatment.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Did they grant a permanent pension there?—A. Just six months.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. That is not a functional disability of the same class to which Col. Russell

Ieferred?—A. No.
Q. IIow do you make a distinction between angina pectoris, and a functional case 

, ch as Col. Russell referred to?—A. Angina pectoris is a disease that frequently is 
tab A man dies in the attack. It is associated with changes in the vessels called 

arterio schlerosis. That is in the arteries supplying the heart itself.
^ Q. It is developed slowly ?—A. Yes, the case goes on slowly. In these cases a man 

Ust take marked care of himself. He must not exert himself mentally or physically.
Air. Green : Suppose I come and tell you I have all these symptoms and present 

yself before the board, could the board not tell whether I was suffering from the
[Col. C. W. Bolton.]
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disease or not?—A. The Board could tell. Of course the diagnosis might depend upon 
the inconsistent things you would say if you had not the trouble, and if you had it 
your story would be straight and logical.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Is not hardening of the arteries a forerunner of the other disease?—A. Yes, 

it is thought to be so in this case.
Q. That takes how long to develop ?—A. A matter of years.
Q. And hardening of the arteries is not a sudden disease?—A. No.
Q. And before a man gets acute angina pectoris, the hardening of the arteries has 

been going on for a considerable time?—A. Quite possible. It is so stated in this case.
Q. How long would it be?—A. It might be a matter of a couple of years or longer-
Q. Not ’less than a couple of years ?—A. That is asking too close a question, 

because the association of arterio schlerosis and angina pectoris is not altogether 
established in all cases.

Q. Is it not established in this case?—A. We have taken it to be.
Q. If we take that as a premise, we can say the hardening of the arteries was 

going on at least a year prior to the definite trouble ?—A. Yes.
Q. That would be a fair deduction ?—A. Yes.
Q. And possibly longer ?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Then how do you get past the medical officer who was supposed to have 

examined him before he was taken into the army ?—A. Mr. Pardee has spoken of the 
army, but this man was in the service a year, was he not ?

By the Chairman:
Q. I think you said two years ?—A. It was at Camp Hughes he first discovered the 

trouble.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. But supposing he were not in the army before, how would such a case get Pa8V 
the medical officer?—A. I cannot answer that.

Q. That seems to refute what you said earlier, that a man could not suffer itotu 
these troubles and get past the officer.—A. Oh no, men suffering from much mot6 
serious troubles have got by the medical officer. I am not responsible for that.

B'ij Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Was he not a colonel in some regiment ?—A. Yes. _ .
Q. He would not have a medical examination ?—A. He should have a medic*1 

examination.
Q. He would be authorized to form a battalion ?—A. He should have an exam111 

ation.
By Mr. Sutherland :

Q. Would you consider his present occupation would be liable to aggravate tl'C 
disease, either mental or otherwise ?—A. I could not say. To follow up the case I 
say that Col. Bradbury is not at all satisfied. On April 10, 1918, I made the folloW>,lr 
memorandum:

“ File with letters lately received was referred to Lt.-Col. Philp who 
no action is indicated. Col. Bradbury called and after explanation was P1 
but not accepted as satisfactory, I suggested a medical board composed ot ^ 
Board of Consultants. Col. Bradbury said he would consider that but dm 
acquiesce in the arrangement.”

By Mr. Nickle: ,
• t i.| j j ll **

Q. There is some correspondence in the file wdth Dr. McClure.—A. Yes, 1 
there is.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. I think in justice to iCol. Bradbury it might be read.—A. Gentlemen, there is 
another document on file that I was not aware of. That latter examination has taken 
place.

The Chairman : Better give it to us.—A. This is the description given by D. D. 
McTaggert, Lt.-Col. ; J. R. Spier, Lt.-Col. ; A. A. Robertson, Capt. This board was in 
Montreal. I understand the arrangement was made later, that instead of having the 
board here he would have a board in Montreal the same as he had had in Ottawa. 
The report reads :

“ General appearance good. Heart sounds distant and relatively accentu
ated, B.P. 150—100. Pulse 72. Dull heavy pain at upper part of left chest. 
Shortness of breath on very slight exertion.”

Then the following questions are put:
(1) Is arterial degeneration the underlying cause of this officer's disability? 

—Yes.
(2) To what extent had it advanced to time of appointment to C.E.F. ?—at 

the time of appointment there is no record of symptoms to show he was in other
wise than normal health.

(3) When did symptoms assert themselves ?—Ten months after appointment 
to command the 108th Battalion, C.E.F.

(4) Had this officer a disability in general labour market at time of appoint
ment?—No.

(5) Not applicable.”

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. When is that dated?—A. April 26, 1918.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. There is no record of any sort of his specific condition at the time of his 

appointment ?—A. Just the opinion given by the medical board that I read—nothing 
a* the time of his appointment, no. Then the next question :

“ To what extent, if any, has disability diminished or increased since last 
examination? If increased, is increase due to intemperance or improper conduct ? 
—Unknown.

Will it materially increase or diminish?—Yes, may be slow or rapid.”
By Mr. Nesbitt:

^ Q. Does that mean diminish or increase?—A. I assume it would mean increase, 
ut they have not made it plain.

“ Is the disability permanent?—Yes.
The entire disability. To what extent is his capacity lessened at present 

for earning a full livelihood in the general labour market ?—8|0%.
Pensionable disability. To what extent is his capacity lessened at present 

for earning a full livelihood in the general labour market by that proportion of 
his disability due to or incurred during service?—All during service, 80%.”

By Mr. Green:
Q- Any action taken on that?—A. No.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q- Is that board recognized ?—A. Yes.

L Q- If a man makes an application for a larger pension you tell him he must be 
arded again?—A. Yes.

Q- Has he a right to take whatever board he chooses ?—A. Not exactly that.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. How far do his rights go?—A. If he objects strenuously to the board which 
previously examined him arrangements will be made to have another board.

Q. Who picks out the men for the other board?—A. Nearly always the local 
officer. That is to say in this district the General Officer Commanding at Kingston 
through his A.D.M.S.—that is his medical adviser—would suggest the board.

Q. And that was done in this case?—A. The correspondence with regard to that 
case is here. We had better have it.

Mr. Power : Where is Col. Bradbury’s home ?
Mr. Nesbitt: Selkirk.
Witness: Here is a memorandum made by myself to the Claims Branch:

“ Col. Labatt is asking me to arrange for the examination of Lt.-Col. 
Bradbury in Montreal. Col. Bradbury is a Senator in present attendance at 
the House. It is suggested that the form 800 be sent at once to the district office 
with instructions that arrangement will be made for two alternate dates for 
examination, and that the head of the office advise by telegram of these dates 
direct to Col. Bradbury or through you as' seems best.”

In this case the instruction was to send the form and instruction to the Board of 
Commissioners’ Office in Montreal and they would see that arrangements were made 
with the local medical board to examine Col. Bradbury.

Q. Is it often the case that men having been examined by a board refuse or dislike 
to be submitted to that same board for re-examination?—-A. There are such cases.

Q. Are they rare?—A. Probably. I am aware of three or four of them.
Q. Upon what ground do they want any other board rather than the men who 

are supposed to be familiar with the case and who have passed on it before?—A- 
Logically I cannot see any ground because the medical board can only describe the 
conditions they find at the time.

Q. As a medical man would you not say that the men who had examined the man 
formerly and had passed upon disability, would be better able to say whether he wa= 
better or worse, on a subsequent occasion ?—A. Yes.

Q. That would be your idea as a medical man?—A. Yes.
Q. Speaking for yourself you see no reason why the first medical board should n<A 

have re-examined Col. Bradbury?—A. Col. Bradbury did object to that board.
Q. He objected to the first board re-examining him?—A. Yes.
Q. And it is upon that I am asking you those questions.—A. Yes.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. A pensioner might have the idea that the board had not given him the coir 

sidération he thought he was entitled to, or might be prejudiced in his case?—A. A"®9’ 
it has been stated sometimes, that in the matter of awards or estimates some board” 
were giving larger estimates than others. I suppose that suspicion might obtain. 1 3 
a matter of fact it was the fact in the beginning that in some sections of the country 
medical boards made higher estimates than those in other sections.

By the Chairman:
Q. I thought you had done away entirely with the recommendation by local bo»r 

of the percentage of disability ?—A. Yes, sir. .
Q. How is it you have this recommendation as to percentage of disability in t1 

report made last month?—A. These gentlemen were not following out their instiu 
tiens. ■

Q. Just as a matter of procedure, what would the practice be in a case sin" 
to this where you have a board recommending that the disability from which the 1,1 ^ 
is suffering is due, two-thirds to active service and one-third to the condition of he® 
at the time of entering upon the service? You have a subsequent board which 
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that in their opinion the whole disability is due to service. What would your pro
cedure he in a case like that?—A. The procedure would be to consider those two 
statements and all the surrounding circumstances and come to the best conclusion we 
could. While it is not on record what Mr. Mills has said to me, it is impossible to 
set aside the impression that what he did say to me will have on my mind.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. What do you mean by that?—A. Mr. Mills said that Col. Bradbury had been 

a sick man for many years to his knowledge. That will impress me, but it may not 
affect me, except making me particular to draw out all the information I can get.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. For the enlightenment of the lay mind, how do you account for the difference 

of medical opinion on a matter so common as angina pectoris, as to whether this was 
a case of aggravation or original disability? There is practically a spread of 30 per 
cent?—A. No, there is only a difference of 5 per cent.

Q. The Montreal board say the whole 80 per cent of disability was incurred sub
sequent to enlistment and none of it at the time of enlistment ?—A. Yes.

Q. And the Pension Board here found he was entitled to 50 per cent pension. 
I'hat is only two-thirds of 75. You put it down that two-thirds of the trouble was 
there before enlistment, and the other third occurred after enlistment, and the medical 
board say the. whole 80' per cent was post-enlistment, and none of it anti-enlistment. 
How do you account for that?—A. The difficulty was not ours.

Q. I am asking for an explanation ?—A. I think the gentleman who brought for
ward the case in the first instance knew more about the facts than the last medical 
board knows.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Would that lead you to the conclusion as a matter of administration that your 

consultants that you have here ought in all cases to re-examine these men when pos
able, instead of taking another board altogether ?—A. No, sir, that is a physical 
lrnpossibility. These cases are not frequent. These cases are with regard to the 
Medical opinion as to the necessity for rest for therapeutic purposes. There we have 

depend upon the medical opinion more than anything else. If the man described 
the loss of a hand there is no trouble about that ? No, it is plain enough, and when 
he says a man can only work 75 per cent of his former time, you have to accept that.

Q. Here you have two boards, one in Ottawa, which is admittedly a good board. 
^ man wants more pension, and you tell him he will therefore have to be re-examined 

this board to which he objects. Then, finally, through some course I do not know 
<lbout, he gets another board in Montreal, and as Mr. Nickle pointed out and as the 
Papers show there is an absolute difference of 30 per cent. Now, if that is the case 
as a matter of administration, would it not be better to have one board, say for 
*bis district if you like, or at least one board to re-examine the men, from whatever 
•strict, on the second examination when they claim more pension. Is not that board, 

as you told me a few minutes ago, more apt to know that man’s condition; whether 
etter or worse, by a second examination ?—A. Agreed. The Board of Pension Com

missioners is trying to meet public opinion and public feeling and satisfy every man in 
v ery possible way. Col. Bradbury was treated just the same way as if he had been 
0rivate soldier.

■ tj. Is it your opinion that when once a board examines a man and he asks for 
^m-eased pension, that the same board should re-examine him?—A. Not if he objects 
i. that medical board as being personally opposed to him, or has some such idea in 

8 lnind. I think in that case they should get an independent board, 
c Q* Hid Col. Bradbury think there was something personal in the finding of this 

hoard, do you know?—A. He was not pleased about it any way.
[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. Was that in the back of his head?—A. Surely it was.
Q. So that he is allowed then, to go before an entirely different board and take 

up his case de novo, and the probability is that the Pension Commissioners will act 
upon the recommendation of that second board?—A. I would not go that far. Both 
those boards are there iand we have still a considerable problem to meet.

Q. And the problem is made all the greater by transferring from one board to 
the other?-—A. No. It is putting it in a doubtful position, whereas we were satisfied 
with the arrangement before. It is certainly a difficult case to deal with. There 
are a number of documents on file from his private attendant physician and from Bat
tle Creek Sanatorium which also assist in getting at the facts of the case. They are 
not important though.

By Mr. Nickle :
Q. Hardening of the arteries, once it begins, moves irrestibly forward at varying 

speed, according to the exertion and stress under which the man lives?—A. Tes, its 
progress is more or less rapid,

Q. It really means his arteries are older than his years?—A. Yes, you might 
say so.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Col. Bradbury has just been paid his pension for one month?—A. The date 

of the commencement of the pension is on the proceedings.
Mr. Archibald: There has only been one payment made.
Witness: I find a letter addressed to Col. Bradbury enclosing cheque for $69.64, 

which was mailed to him, but returned by the post office authorities. Other cheques 
may have been sent out, and they would have been in the ordinary course.

Mr. Archibald: No, they have not been sent.
Witness: Did he accept the cheque?
Mr. Archibald: I do not know, but the claim forms are there among the docu

ments, and therefore it could not have been paid.
By Mr. Nesbitt :

Q. Had he been paid as a regular soldier up to that time?—A. No, he had not-

Mr. Archibald: I find a note here as follows:
“Please note the officer named in the margin was struck off the strength 

of the C. E. F. from 36th February, 1918.”
He was on up till then.

By the Chairman:
Q. On leave of absence without pay?—A. Yes. He had leave of absence with 

out pay. That was the time he left the service and his pension commenced the dliy 
after.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. From when did he have leave of absence without pay?—A. Here is something 

pertinent that I have discovered. This is a memorandum from J. Fenton Argl,e" 
President, Standing Medical Board, to the A.D.M.S., Kingston, Ont. :—

“ I herewith forward M.F.B. 380 in the case of the marginally noted
th

f pr.This officer has been attended by a private practitioner in the person oi
H. A. Lafleur, of Montreal, whose certificate as to his condition is herewi 
attached. The Medical Board felt that all this man’s disability was not 
service, in view of the fact that he had a high blood pressure while in tra1’1
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at Camp Hughes in August, 1016. The delay in forwarding this return was 
due to the fact that we had to have some correspondence with regard to his 
medical attention.”

By the Chairman:
Q. Can you find the date of the leave of absence ?—A. Here it is, January 21, 

1918 : “ This officer has not been discharged as yet and has been on leave without pay 
since December 24, 1915.”

The committee adjourned until 10.30 to-morrow.

'
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ADDENDUM TO No. 8 COPY OF PROCEEDINGS.

(a) Excerpts from a lecture delivered by Col. Sir John Collie, M.D., A.M.S.

(b) Communication from the Officer Paying Imperial Pensions re British disability
pensions.

Extracts from a lecture delivered in June, 1917, at the Royal Institute of Publie
Health, by Colonel Sir John Collie, M.D., A.M.S., President of the Special Medical
Board for Neurasthenia and Allied Nervous Diseases.
(a) Never before in the history of the world has mankind been subjected to so 

much strain and shock resulting in stress of mind and body as in the past three years,. 
and never before has there been such an apparent necessity for the sane and effective 
methods of treating the resulting disabilities.

(b) Most, if not all, of the cases of neurasthenia arising in the army are the- 
result of actual concussions—shell-shock or the conditions prevailing in modern war
fare. The predisposing causes are fear, the fear of being afraid, terrifying experiences, 
want of sleep, cold, wet, and the appalling sights at the Front. These emotional con
ditions, when extended over periods varying from days to weeks, produce irritability 
and loss of self-control ; emotional disturbances lead to loss of sleep, and loss of sleep 
to more intense emotion. To this vicious circle are added the countless discomforts, 
both major and minor incident to trench warfare. Even the suppression of emotions^ 
which every good soldier cultivates, adds its contribution to that state of anxiety 
which predisposes to the condition we are now considering.

(62) At the end of 1916 the Military Authorities in France, in order to cope 
with the serious leakage of men from the Front, decided to abandon the use of the 
term “ neurasthenia ” and “ shell-shock ” in official nomenclature, and to replace them 
by the terms “ neurosis A and B,” thus replacing terms which had become too familiar 
to every soldier, and rolled rather too glibly from the lay tongue.

(c) It is obvious that the origin of the conglomerate collection of symptoms which 
go to make up the content of neurasthenia is mental. T honia and deaf-mutisn) 
are accounted for by an abnormal control of the unconscious mind over the speech 
centres is proved by the sudden and dramatic cures which sometimes take place, and. 
by the fact that suggestion not infrequently cures these conditions.

(d) The idea of illness and its possible consequences obsesses most neurasthenics. 
Their pains are real but often only psychic; they are victimized by their unstable 
nervous systems and too often make no stand against morbid introspection. Them 
injuries seem to pervert their mental outlook so that they persistently dwell upon 
them. They exaggerate all unusual sensations, so that these in time come to fill a 
large portion of their field of consciousness. The repeated rehearsals of the awful 
details of warfare revivify arid accentuate the ill-effects which were induced by then" 
original injury. In many cases the idea that they will never recover becomes fixed' 
and has a baneful effect on the progress which should be made. Misplaced sympatic 
and unintelligent nursing frequently result in the manufacture of severe cases.

(e) Neurasthenia is not fraud, it is not malingering, it is not wicked self-deceP' 
tion, and, above all. it is not cowardice. It is a real disease.

(/) It must not be forgotten that the mental impression of invalidism, the resv ^

ofperhaps of months of thought, is a very real one to the patient. The only way 
effect a cure is to convince him that he certainly will recover ; indeed, in the case 
the neurasthenic the whole environment must be one of confident assurance of c°,n 
plete recovery.

(h) Fussiness over treatment and tenderly expressed sympathy only accentuflt,® 
the trouble. Kindness combined with firmness, and a strong unswerving faith in 11 
mate recovery are the keynotes of success.

(i) Dejerine, Dubois, Babinski, and many other eminent neurologists, both ' 
France and this country, have pointed out that practically the only treatment for

ZZ
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vaét conglomeration of war psychoses grouped indiscriminately under the term “ shell 
shock,” consists in getting the patients to appreciate that their fears are abnormal, 
and that their mental outlook is perverted, and in using all the means possible to pre
vent their aberrant fancies running along the lines of least resistance. The neuras
thenic should be encouraged as Dubois says, to make an “ opto mistic inventory of his 
mentality." Neurasthenics are amenable to reason, and generally repay the trouble 
expended on them and the effort made to get their thoughts to run along new and 
healthier lines.

0) No doctor or nurse is of any real value for the treatment of the neurasthenic 
unless they have confidence in themselves and can commandeer the confidence of the 
patient. Infinite patience, common sense at every turn, and real but thoroughly dis
guised sympathy are essential in those who undertake the care of such cases.

(k) Persuasive conversation should be systematically arranged for, in which the 
patient and doctor can have quiet talks, so that the man is led by tact and guarded 
sympathy to lay bare what is, as it were, at the back of his mind.

(0 There is always one proviso to make wdth regard to all treatment, and that is: 
unless a patient desires to get well no treatment can cure him.

After describing the various Remedial Homes established to treat these cases 
and maintained by the Pensions Ministry the speaker epitomizes the principal methods 
adopted in these homes which are as follows :—

(m) First :—An attempt is made to gain the confidence of the patient, and teach 
him to believe that he will recover, and continuous and painstaking efforts are made 
to persuade him to adopt an optimistic frame of mind.

Second'.—The application of the usual remedial methods, such as massage and 
electricity.

Third:—Outdoor work and recreation are insisted on.
(n) I am given to understand that in the advanced stations for dealing with these 

functional conditions the percentages of cures are very high indeed, and that the dura
tion of the conditions is remarkably short. An immense proportion of this class of 
C£tse is curable. Failures depend upon the stubbornness, lack of will power, or refusal 
°f further treatment by the patient.

Memorandum :

House of Commons,
Committee Room 318,

Friday, May 3, 1918.

To Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada.
From V. Cloutier, Committee on Pension Regulations,—For the Committee.

1. What is the scale of pensions allowed or to be allowed to Canadians who are 
Members of the Royal Flying Corps and to the dependents of same?

(1) Cadets or pilots or flying officers (whatever may be the correct term) ;
(2) Mechanics whatever their rank.

2. What is the scale in the case of Canadians enlisting in the Mechanical Trans
its Engineers or other corps recruited for Imperial forces in this country ?

3. What are the pensions granted to Canadian officers and other ranks, who, after 
iuoceeding to England with the Canadian Expeditionary Force, have been transferred 
0 branches of the Imperial Army?

4. If these pensions are the same as those paid to British officers and men could 
6 have a compact schedule setting out the rate of Imperial pensions ?

V. CLOUTIER,
Clerk of the Committee.
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(Reply to Memorandum, dated May 3, 1918, received from the Clerk of the Committee
on Pension Regulations.)

V.

Department of Militia and Defence,
Imperial Pensions Office,

Ottawa, May 6, 1913.
Cloutier, Esq.,
Room 325, House of Commons,

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Dear Sir,—Your memorandum of the 3rd of May, 1918, on the subject of Imperial 

Army Pensions, addressed to the Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada, has been 
passed to me this day, for reply.

In answer to questions one, two and three, I beg to state for your information 
that the pensions paid in these cases, are the. same as is paid to corresponding ranks 
in the Imperial Army.

In order that the Committee may have before it, the information required, I am 
, sending herewith a copy of Army Orders for September, 1917, and would invite your 

attention to pages 25 onward, which have a bearing on the question of' pensions for 
families and relatives of officers deceased, and for the officers themselves.

The rates payable are laid down in the first, second and third schedules to the 
Army Order and will be found on pages 40, 41, and 42.

With reference to the pensions of soldiers, and widows of soldiers below the rank 
of commissioned officers, these are covered by the Army Order dated the 2nd of May, 
1917, of which I am also sending to you a copy.

The rates payable are laid down on pages 16 and 17.
A very important feature of the Imperial Government Pension Regulations, with 

regard to disabled soldiers, is the alternative, which is given to the man to have his 
pension award based on his earnings prior to the war, instead of the scale laid down 
on page 16.

The conditions under which such alternative pensions may be granted are laid 
down on page three, paragraph three, of the Army Order of May, 1917, previously 
referred to.

If there is any other information I can furnish on this matter, I shall be pleased 
to do so, if you will let me know.

Yours very truly,

W. STOCKDALE,
Officer Paying Imperial Pensions.

ARMY ORDERS.—SEPTEMBER, 1917.

(Pages 25-31.)

Royal Warrant for the Retired Pay of Officers Disabled and for the Pensions of
Families and Relatives of Officers Deceased, and for the Pensions of NurseS 
Disabled in consequence of the Present War.

George R.I.
Whereas we deem it expedient to consolidate and amend the provisions concer^ 

ing the retired pay of officers disabled, the pensions of the families and relatives ^ 
officers deceased, and the pensions of nurses disabled, in consequence of the pres®1^ 
war, and to provide for their administration by Our Minister of Pensions, in acccr 
ance with the Ministry of Pensions Act, 1916 ;
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This Our Warrant shall apply to all officers and their relatives whose claims to 
retired pay, pensions or grants of the nature dealt with therein arise out of the present 
War, and to the members of Our Nursing Services hereinafter specified whose claims 
similarly arise, and it shall have effect from April 1st, 1917. In the case of such 
Persons whose claims to retired pay, pensions or gratuities have been dealt with or 
arose under previous Warrants the terms of this Our Warrant may, if more beneficial 
to them, be applied with retrospective effect from the above date, on such dates as Our 
■Minister of Pensions may find it practicable and convenient to re-assess their claims 
Hi accordance with instructions to be issued by him. Such instructions shall also 
regulate the assessment of any case in which a gratuity has been granted and shall 
determine the manner in which any arrears shall be paid.

The retired pay of an officer or pension of a nurse who has served as such before 
the date of this Our Warrant may be-assessed under the terms of Our previous War
rants regulating retired pay or pensions if more favourable to him or her than this 
Our Warrant; and no grant to an officer or to the family or relatives of an officer, 
0r to a member of Our Nursing Services, shall be re-assessed to their disadvantage ; 
and any widow, child or dependent of an officer promoted from the ranks during the 
wav shall not be less favourably treated than if the officer had continued to serve as a 
soldier.

If in Receipt of Pension as a Soldier.—If the officer is in receipt of a service pen- 
Sl°n as a soldier and does not hold a permanent commission in Our Regular Forces, 
he may be granted either (a) that pension with an addition for his disability as in 
the last column of the First Schedule to this Our Warrant, or (6) the retired pay for 
which he is eligible under the schedule according to the degree of disablement which- 
ever is more favourable.

(5) If totally blinded in action.—An officer who has lost the sight of both eyes 
?s a result of wounds received in action shall be granted not less than £300 a year 
111 Wounds pension and retired pay taken together.

(7) Disabled after retirement.—If an officer on or after general demobilization, 
°.r after retirement, or relinguishing his commission, or transfer to or reversion to 
,ae Reserve, otherwise than for misconduct, or at his own request, is certified to be 
msabled by wounds, injuries, or disease attributable to or aggravated by military ser- 

in the present war, such disablement not having been caused or aggravated by 
fls serious negligence or misconduct, he may be granted retired pay or gratuity as if 

6 had retired as medically unfit for further service from the date from which his 
C is established.

(11) The widow of an officer may be granted—
(1) Pensions to officers widows.—A pension as in the second column of the 

Second Schedule to this Our Warrant, if the officer (a) is killed in action, or 
suffers violent death due directly or wholly to war service, or is killed or dies 
of injuries sustained on flying duty or while being carried on duty in aircraft 
under proper authority, or dies within seven years from wounds or injuries so 
received, or (6) dies from illness which is certified as directly traceable to 
fatigue, privation, or exposure incident to active operations in the field within 
seven years after having been first removed from duty on account of such ill
ness, or (c) dies in consequence of injuries received in the performance of 
military duty otherwise than under (a) within seven years after having been 
so injured.

(2) A pension as in the third column of the Second Schedule to this Our 
Warrant if the officer (a) dies of disease attributable to or aggravated by mili
tary service other than under subsection (1) (?)) of this article within seven 
years after having been first removed from duty on account of such disease, or

2-4.4
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(b) dies of injuries attributable to military service other than under subsections 
(1) (a) or (1) (c) of this Article, and not through his own serious negligence 
or misconduct, within seven years after having been first removed from duty on 
account of such injuries.

(3) Gratuities to officers’ widoivs.—A gratuity addition to pension as in 
the fourth column of that schedule, if the officer dies in the circumstances 
referred to in sub-section (1) (a) of this Article.

12. Children’s allowances to officer's’ widows.—(1) The widow of an officer awarded 
a pension under article 11 (1) of this Our Warrant may be granted a further allow
ance as in the fifth column of the Second Schedule of this Our Warrant, and a widow 
awarded a pension under Article 11 (2), a farther allowance as in the sixth column 
of that schedule for each child maintained by her.

These allowances may be granted or continued up to the age of 18 in the case 
of sons and up to the age of 21 in the case of daughters, unless the child is otherwise 
provided for or marries, and may be granted or further continued after the age of 18 
in the case of a son who is an apprentice receiving not more than nominal wages, or 
is being educated at a secondary school, technical institute, or university.

FIRST SCHEDULE. 

(Page Jfi.)

Retired Pay to Disabled Officers.

Degree
of

Dis-

Per
cent

Degree
of

Retired Pay on account of Disablement

ab la
ment.

Dis
able
ment.

Officers not holding Permanent Commissions in 
Regular Forces.

Major
Gene
ral.

Briga
dier

General. Colonel.
Lieut.
Col
onel.

Major.
Capt., 

Lieut, or 
2nd Lieut.

a) (2) (3) (4) .(5) (6) (7) (8)

• p.c. £ £ s. £ s. £ £ s. £ s.

i............ 100 350 325 0 275 0 250 225 0 175 0
2............ 80 280 280 0 220 0 200 180 0 140 0
3............ 70 245 227 10 192 10 175 157 10 122 10
4............ 60 210 195 0 165 0 150 135 0 105 0
5............ 50 175 162 10 137 10 125 112 10 87 10
fi............ 40 140 130 0 110 0 100 90 0 70 0
7............ 30 105 97 10 82 10 75 67 10 52 10
8............ 20 70 65 0 55 0 50 45 0 35 0

Officers holding . 
Permanent Commis--1'011 

on Regular Forces.

All ranks.

(9)

n addition to rfi*L.9l 
pay under pe- 
Warrant of ] 
ceipher, 19H-
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SECOND SCHEDULE.

(Page 1,2).

Pensions, Gratuities, and Allowances to Officers’ Widows and Children.

Rank.
(1)

Widow’s Pensions.

Art. 11 (1).
(2)

Art. 11 (2). 
(3)

Widow's
Gratuity.

Art. 11 (3).
(4)

Children’s
Allowance.

Art.
(5)

12 (1). 

(6)

£ield-Marshall.......
general....................
C'-Ut.-General......
j’ . }or-General.......
,'Kadier-General..
Colonel.................

tjaeut.-Colonel.....
r,aWr... .
V?Ptain.................
soutenant.............
‘ econd Lieutenant

800
600
500
400
300
200
180
140
100
100
100

600 3,500
450 3,000
375 2,000
300 1,100
225 900

15 600
135 450
105 300
75 250
75 140
75 100

30 25
30 25
30 25
30 25
30 25
24 20
24 20
24 20
24 20
24 20
24 20

0 . Colonel means a Colonel who has been employed as a substantive Colonel if a combatant, officer, 
10 the rank of Colonel if a medical, veterinary, or Departmental officer, 
tlncluding a Colonel not employed as above.

THIRD SCHEDULE. 

(Page 43.)

Pensions to Disabled Nurses.

^egree of Disablement.

(1)

Percentage 
degree of 

Disablement.

(2)

Disablement Pension.

If not entitled 
to Service 
Pension. Addition 

to service 
Pension 

if entitled 
to sue h.

(6)

Principal 
Matron or 
Matron in 

Chief.
(3)

Matron.

(4)

Staff nurse 
or Sister.

(5)

per cent. £ s. £ s. £ £ s.

2'- ■ 100 175 0 125 0 100 75
3 80 140 0 100 0 80 60
4 70 122 10 87 10 70 52 10
5 60 105 0 75 0 60 45 0
ti 50 87 10 62 10 50 37 10
7 '•••.. 40 70 0 50 0 40 30 0
8 30 52 10 37 10 30 22 10

....................................
20 35 0 25 0 20 15 0

2~-14J
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FIRST SCHEDULE.

(Page 16-17).

Pensions that may be granted for Specific Injuries.

British Army Order, May, 1917. Page 8.

3. Any disabled man pensioned under Article 1 of this Our Warrant who makes 
application and shows that the minimum pension with children’s allowances (if any) 
which he has been granted, together with the average earnings (if any) of which he 
remains capable, are less than his pre-war earnings, may be granted, temporarily °r 
permanently, in lieu of the minimum pension and children’s allowances, a pension 
which, together with the average earnings (if any) of which he is judged capable» 
shall not exceed his pre-war earnings up to maximum of 50s. a week, plus half of auî 
pre-war earnings between 50s. and 100s. a week.

2. (1) A disabled man pensioned under Article 1 of this Our Warrant may he 
granted during the continuance of the pension a further allowance for each child under 
the age of 16 at such proportion of the following weekly rates, as corresponds to the 
degree of disablement at which the man is assessed for pension :—

s. d.
For a first child........................................................................ 2 0
For a second child...................................................................  4 2
For a third child......................*.........................................1 .. 3 4
For each child after the third.................................................. 2 6
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Specific Injury. "3 " 
o ^

S o

aa
£-3

Disablement Pensions.

If not entitled to a Service 
Pension.

S
5

Ec
7=c5
3

'E
.O
id
Î2

O

E
O

_r:
5

eo
q
£

Ec
q
£

se&h
o g
d'E

C3a»

S §

U.K.'S

8*o. o

4

Loss of two or more limbs.
Loss of an arm and an eye.
Loss of a leg and an eye.
Loss of both hands or of all fingers and thumbs. 
Loss of both feet.
Loss of a hand and a foot.
Total loss of sight.
Total paralysis.
Lunacy.
Wounds, Injuries or disease resulting in abled man 

being permanently bedridden.
Wounds of or injuries to internal, thoracic or 

abdominal organs, involving total permanent 
disabling effects.

Wounds of or injuries to head or brain involving 
total permanent disabling effects, or Jackson- 

x ian epilepsy.
Jery severe facial disfigurement.
Advanced cases of incurable disease.

Amputation of leg at hip or right arm at shoulder 
„ joint.
Severe facial disfigurement.
1 °tal loss of speech.

^hort thigh amputation of leg with pelvic band, 
or of left arm at shoulder joint, or of right 

-, arm above or through elbow, 
total deafness.
Amputation of leg above knee (other than 3), and 

through knee or of left arm above or through 
elbow, or of right arm below elbow.

Amputation of leg below' knee (including Symes’ 
and Chopart’s amputation), or of left arm 

, below elbow, 
toss of vision of one eye.
W of thumb or of four fingers of right hand.

^°ss of thumb or of four fingers of left hand, or of 
three fingers of right hand.

^°ss of two fingers of either hand.

Per
cent.

100

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

s. d.

42 6

34 0

29 9

25 6

21 3

17 0 

12 9

8 6

s. d.

37 6

30 0

26 3

22 6

18 9

15 0 

11 3

7 6

s. d.

35 0

28 0

24 6

21 0

17 6

14 0 

10 6

7 0

s. d.

32 6

?6 0

22

19 6

16 3

13 0 

9 9

6 6

s. d.

30 0

24 0

21 0

18 0

15 0

12 0 

9 0

6 0

s. d.

27 6

22 0

19 3

16 6

13 9

11 0

8 3

5 6

s. d.

27 6

22 0

19 3

16 6

13 9

11 0

8 3

5 6

ar-^’wE—In the case of left-handed men, certified to be such, the compensation in respect of the left 
’ wc., will be the same as for a right arm, hand, &c., and vice versa.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 307,
Wednesday, May 8, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell» 
presiding.

Members present—Messrs. Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), McCurdy, 
Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, Power, Rowell, and Sutherland.—10. In attendance.—Mr. 
Fraser, M.P. of Welland.

Communications received were read and considered as follows :—

(1) From the Chairman of the Pensions Committee, G.W.V.A., Ottawa Branch 
(Mr. Edward R. R. Mills) re amendments desired to the present regulations. Further 
considerations ordered.

(2) From Mr. John Rankin, of the Pacific Construction Company of Vancouver, 
re taxation for pensions,—Ordered referred, on motion of Mr. Green, seconded by Mr- 
Pardee, to the Finance Department.

(3) From the Corporation of the City of Toronto, re recommendation adopted by 
the City Council, in respect to the insuring of all members of the Canadian Expedi
tionary Force on military and naval service, etc. Resolved that said petition be con
sidered when the subject of pension allowances is taken up by the Committee.

The committee then proceeded to consider the evidence given by Commander J■
L. Ross, chairman, CW. R. H. Labatt and Major J. L. Todd, members of the Board oi 
Pension Commissioners for Canada and Mr. Archibald who was recalled.

V. Cloutier, 
Cleric.

F. B. McCURDT,
Vice-chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Eoom 207,

Wednesday, May 8, 1918.

The special committee appointed to report upon the Pension Board, Pension 
Regulations, etc., met at 10.30 a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding.

The Chairman : This morning the members of the Board of Pensions are in 
attendance here to give us any information we desire in connection with the general 
organization of the work of the Board of Pensions. Perhaps, Mr. Ross, as chairman, 
will first give us information upon the matter. ,

Commander J. K. L. Ross called.
The Chairman : Mr. Ross, the members of the Committee are assembled for the 

Purpose of considering matters in connection with the pensions Board, referred to them 
Under the following Order of Reference :—

“ That a special committee be appointed to consider and report upon the Pension 
Roard, the Pension Regulations and the sufficiency or otherwise of the relief afforded 
thereunder, the pension list in force in Canada for disabled and other soldiers, and 
the dependents of those killed while on active service and any other matters relating 
thereto or connected therewith.” Questions have arisen in the course of our investiga
tions as to the organization and the work of the Board and how the work is carried on, 
and we shall be glad if you will just give us a statement as to the duties of the Board 
°f Pension Commissioners and the work of administration.

Mr. Ross : My first intimation of your Committee was when I was in England by 
eable despatch in the newspapers and I presumed at first glance that this Committee 
was to go into the adequacy or inadequacy of the present pension legislation, in other 
'fords, the Order in Council. As time goes along we have found some things that 
'’an be improved under the Order in Council, and I had hoped that was one of the 
Il)ain things in the work of this Committee.

The Chairman : This Committee has been giving a good deal of consideration to
that.

Mr. Ross: As regards the duties and the powers of the Board of Pension Com
missioners, as far as I am concerned, and I think that the other members of my Board 
a8ree with me, I have said this on a great many occasions, that we have been appointed 
by the Cabinet, and our duties come under two heads ; firstly, that we are to see that 
ttle returned soldier or his dependents, receives all that is due to him, under the present 
re&ulations, and secondly we are also to see that the taxpayer of Canada is dealt 
SflUarely by and at the same time to see that all the benefits that are due to him come 
to the returned man or his dependents. Now, I consider that everything in regard 
to our duties is centred around those two points. In other words we are to establish 
aH organization throughout Canada, or wherever we have pensioners to see that the 
Pensions are paid promptly to the men and their dependents. We are also bound to 
Sbe that no men get their pensions unjustly ; in other words that is we are looking 

the taxpayer generally. The pensions are growing every day; when we first 
°°k hold, before we had the organization that we have now, with a fewer number of 
Visions, we could keep in closer personal touch with all the pensions, but at the 
r,,sent day it has got very large and it is impossible for two or three of us to give

[Commander J. K. I,. Ross.]
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the personal individual attention to single cases. The only time we have an oppor
tunity to do so is when a man or his dependents take it upon themselves to not be 
satisfied with the pension that is granted, or the pension that is not granted and 
appeals to us personally. Then we take the cases up personally. Under the Order in 
Council, reading between the lines, that is evidently recognized because it says that 
pensions granted in the ordinary course of administration.

The CUairma'x : Will you tell us just in a word as Chairman of the Pension Board 
what your procedure is.

Colonel Labatt: A lot of the procedure has been changed since Mr. Ross went 
away and probably he is not as conversant with it as I am.

Mr. Ross : I might say that J have been absent in England for practically four 
months, and I think Mr. Archibald has already given you a good deal of information 
about the procedure.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy :
Q. You have been overseas, on the business of the Pension Board, and it will be 

interesting to hear from you what changes have been made.—A. I should be very 
pleased to tell the Committee what we did over there, and 1 take a good deal of 
criticism to myself for not having gone over before, Mr. McCurdy. But, as you are 
aware the Orders in Council were changed, and the last Order in Council was only 
changed at the end of last year. I ought to have gone over before, but I had to take 

trip through the West so that I could not go over before, 'because we had to organize 
the whole thing. Before I went over there was in England a board of which Sir Mon
tague Allen was chairman, and we were looking over the files of pensions ; there was 
the High Commissioner’s office which was paying a certain number of pensions, and 
there was the Pay office doing work, and likewise there was an organization of the 
Imperial friends that were dealing with a certain number of cases, so that the thing 
was practically under four different controls, and the one office over which we had 
jurisdiction was Sir Montague Allen’s office in Berners street. When we got over 
there it was discussed, and before I left there it was all put under the jurisdiction of 
the Board of Pension Commissioners in Ottawa. That arrangement was made, and 
we now have an office in London in which the whole thing is concentrated, and it is a 
miniature of our Ottawa office, with the same procedure, and they are paying pensions 
over there ; but these pensions that are granted by the office in London are only 
granted as temporary pensions, subject to the approval of this board here. The cheque 
goes out immediately from that office, just as it does from the office here.

Q. Who is in charge of the office over there ?—A. Captain Pidgeon.
Q. What staff have you there at present?—A. At present I think we have a staff 

of thirty-eight. I was just going to say that for the first nine months we have that 
staff, which is too large a staff, and within nine months the staff will be considerably 
reduced. All these decisions which were made in England previous to the new offic® 
being established there were done by volunteered people, and I do not think any 0 
these reports made on these cases are worth the paper they are written on. In con 
junction with that I would like the opportunity of bringing before this committee one
very important point that we had recommended for a long time for the improver» 
of the present pension regulations. Now, this is a point which will appeal to

en* 
the

people as taxpayers, and it will not be a hardship to the men or to their dependents- 
At the present time the father or dependents are entitled to an <80 per cent pension> 
that is to say in the case of a private must give them $40 a month or nothing if 
prove dependency. Now we do not think it is fair to the taxpayers of Canada, bee* ' 
the percentage will run very high. I would not like to say the percentage, especially^ 
England, where a boy had given his father or mother, 5, 10, or 15 shillings a wC ’ 
that is $5, $10, or $15 a month. That comes before us, and we have to prive jp 
woman $40 a month or nothing. If we give her nothing it will probably bye a hards ^ 
to her, so that we have to give her at least $4j0 a month. In my opinion, and 1 

[Commander J. K. I, Ross.]
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in that of the other members of my board, that is putting a premium on death, and 
I do not think that this country should be asked to pay that over-amount ; I think 
the Board of Pension Commissioners should have the jurisdiction or the option of 
deciding how much those dependents should be paid, depending on what had been 
contributed before. I cannot say the amount that is being paid in England to-day, 
because we have not got those cases investigated, but the dependents are being paid 
a great deal more in Canada than should be paid by this country.

Q. In a certain class of cases?—A. In all the dependents’ cases.
Col. Labatt : Dependents other than widows ?
Hr. Boss : Dependents other than widows. Widows are entitled to it anyway. 

Now. as I said, we have got this larger staff in London because we are re-investi- 
gating every case in Great Britain ; and I have also given the order to re-investigate 
it with the idea in view that you are going to change that legislation, so that when 
you do change it we will have all the figures in front of us and know just how to 
readjust those pensions.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Those 38 clerks were not employed under the system as you started it?—A. 

No, we had 58 there in those different offices.
Col. Labatt : The salaries of those 58 clerks were $62,900 a year. Our salaries 

and administration charges of every kind in England now amount to $58,000 a year.
The Chairman : How much has that been reduced now ?
Mr. Boss: The staff has been reduced from 58 to 38.
Col. Labatt : The salaries alone were $02,900. Our whole cost for running the 

office now is $58,000; that is the estimate.
By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:

Q. That covers salaries, rent, taxi cabs and all expenses ?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is there anything further in connection with the administration of Great 

Britain that you desire to comment upon, Mr. Boss?—A. That office is a miniature 
°f the Ottawa office to-day. and for that office over there I might say it is really 
Necessary, being isolated. The expenses for the amount of pensions will always be 
higher than here, on account of the output, and to-day it is larger because we are re- 
lnvestigatirig every one of the cases, and at the end of eight or nine months we will 
have that cleared up.

Q. In the Committee the other day the question was asked as to whether the 
Members of the Pension Board themselves have assigned duties ; that is, do you 
divide the work in connection with the operation of the Pensions Board? Is there 
aHy particular branch entrusted "to any particular member to administer? How do 
y°U deal with the general situation?—A. Bo uglily speaking we all three meet to 
discuss policy as to procedure and office organization. I have been away the last 
-°ur months, and Major Todd has, and that has devolved in the last four months 
tilUirely on Col. Labatt. Major Todd has somewhat specialized on the medical end, if 
^ssible, but not leaving the general policy, because Major Todd is a medical man.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
j. Q. You get your report from the medical man, who is Col. Belton ?—A. Yes, 
ut Major Todd generally looks at these reports first.

„ Q. Does he revise them any?—A. I mean reports from Col. Belton, he reports to 
any medical matter comes up we leave it to Major Todd to look into, not being 
men ourselves.

If ; 
^dical

['Commander J. K. I,. Ross.]
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Q. According to the evidence here, the Pensions Commissioners did not revise 
I lie report of Col. Belton, but just based their pension on that report.

Major Todd: Col. Belton has his instructions, and these instructions are that if 
a case comes within the four corners of that instruction, to act ; if there is anything in 
which that case is not within the four corners of these instructions then it must be 
referred to the Pensiop Commissioners.

Mr. Mickle : That is not the evidence he gave here.
Major Todd: I have read the first four sections of evidence, and there is no dif

ference between what I have said and the evidence as I read it.
Mr. Mickle : We are wrangling in regard to language, but the impression created 

by his/evidence is not the impression that your language might reasonably bear.
Major Todd : Probably so.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Supposing a-claimant for pension comes along and puts in his claim ; is that 

submitted to Col. Belton in the first place, if that comes from the district board ?—A- 
Mo, that will go through the Claims Branch.

Col. Labatt : Not for disability pension. Col. Belton has his staff divided into 
nervous diseases, wounds, and all that; he has a staff of about 15. If it is a nervous 
disease it goes to one of these three doctors. They go over the case, and if they are 
not satisfied they consult with the other two doctors that are in the office with him; 
and if they are not satisfied, or if they want further information, they consult Col- 
Belton. Col. Belton simply takes up the kinky cases, but remember that he signs 
nearly every one of those cases that pass for pension.

Q. Then unless there is something in the case out of the ordinary, whoever this 
case goes to amongst the various ones that you have mentioned here, do they decide 
upon that?

Col. Labatt : Yes.
Mr. Pardee : Under the four corners of the Act, as to how much disability?
Col. Labatt : Yes, we have a disability table.
Mr. Pardee : Then supposing there is something out of the ordinary, Col. Belton 

examines it?—A. Yes.
Mr. Pardee : What are his duties exactly ?
Col. Labatt : He is medical director to the Commission. You might say he 13 

the same as the medical referee of an insurance company.
Mr. Pardee : What are his duties, Col. Labatt ?
Col. Labatt : His duties are that he is head of the medical advisers branch of 

the Board of Pensions; he is responsible for the work done by his subordinates ; if 
make any mistake it is up to him to see that his doctors are instructed properly.

Mr. Pardee: Let us get at it in another way, perhaps we do not understand 
another ; suppose a report comes from one of those various heads, it goes to Col. Belto» •

Col. Labatt: Yes.
Mr. Pardee : Does he look after it?
Col. Labatt : Certainly.
Mr. Pardee : Does he look over every claim?
Col. Labatt : Every claim that comes in? Absolutely not. He reads over 

finding of the medical adviser ; he absolutely could not get over them all.
Mr. Pardee: Then after that claim for disability has passed one of those vari°l 

men, is there anybody that ever overlooks it?
Col. Labatt; No.
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Mr. Pardee : Their finding, then, is absolute?
Col. Labatt: Not necessarily, no.
Mr. Pardee: It is, unless there is something extraordinary in the case?
Col. Labatt : Yes.
Mr. Pardee : Who decides whether there is anything extraordinary or not?
Col. Labatt : The man himself who goes over it says, “ Now, this is a complicated 

case.” If a man has his arm off, that is an ordinary disability. It is not so much a 
question of wounds as of disease that we have to look after. If he finds disease and 
is not quite satisfied he will probably turn around to the other two men in the room 
with him and say, “ Now, listen to this case; what do you think about this?”

Mr. Pardee : Then it is left to themselves entirely ?
Col. Labatt : Yes, but they may refer it to Col. Belton.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. In the meantime it is left to them entirely.
Col. Labatt : Yes.
Q. And unless they want to refer to Col. Belton they do not need to?—A. No, but 

if they make a mistake and it is found out-----
Q. I will come to that. It stops there unless of their own volition they want to 

refer to Col. Belton?
Col. Labatt : Yes, and they also may say, “ This board is not satisfactory, we will 

send it back and ask for another board, and have further information from the man 
who wanted this board.

'Qi. Then it is only the extreme cases that Col. Belton gets.
Col. Labatt : Yes.
Q. After he has got those cases is he the sole judge as to the amount of disability 

that is to be granted ?
Col. Labatt : He does that in consultation with the other man. He would not be 

arbitrary about it. It would be just the same as a matter between yourself and your 
Partners in law; you might be influenced by what they had to say if you discussed 
some question with them.

Q. Then what he does is to consult with the man who sent the‘case up?
Col. Labatt : Yes.
Q. Is their decision final?
Col. Labatt .- It is final at that time, unless they want to send it on to the 

Commission.
Mr. Boss : They can only send it on to the Commission.
Q. I was trying to trace the thing step by step. In those cases, Col. Belton’s 

report, after consultation with the man who sent the case up to him, is final at that 
time.

Col. Labatt : Yes, but the man has a right to appeal.
Q. When does the Commission ever see any case, or does it ever see a case at all.
Col. Labatt : We see from 15 to 20 cases every day.
Q. How do you get them?
Col. Labatt : They are sent to us from the medical officer or 'Claims Branch, 

it is a dependent, it is sent in by the Claims Branch, and if it is a claim by the 
Pensioner, it is sent in by the medical adviser, and he writes a précis and sends it on 
and wants a ruling of the Commission. Of course we jare not medical men.

Q. He wants a ruling of the Commission on the amount of disability the man is
flowed ?

Col. Labatt: Not necessarily. I would judge it may be some case that comes 
UP where it is more a question of policy in the case of a medical matter, except the
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case where a man probably has a disability, we wdll say he has shot himself in the 
hand, and it may be that the evidence is not quite clear whether they should grant a 
pension on that, because the man inflicted that wound purposely, or it may have been 
accidental or something of that kind.

Q. Under what circumstances do the Commission s^y whether the disability 
allowed to a man is sufficient or insufficient?

Col. Labatt: Weill sometimes we do that, Major Todd will take a case and say, 
“ Now, I think he has been a little parsimonious—”

Mr. Boss: There are two classes of eases. If the mpdical case comes before us, 
nine times out of ten we would ask Major Todd to go over Colonel Belton’s report, 
or his medical adviser’s report. We have had cases where, after the decision, the man 
at the front has perhaps committed suicide or something of that kind—general cases 
of policy, and the question is whether they are entitled to a pension. We want to 
get at the string of cases which come before us.

Q. Where it goes and how it goes, and finally how it reaches the final conclusion 
as to how much a man is to get.

Mr. Ross: When we first came here and took hold, the pensions were small, and 
we went over every case ourselves, and that was an ideal system, but it has got to such 
a stage that we cannot do it and oarry on the administration, and we are trying to 
do it as well as we can, and Colonel Labatt has been doing a great deal of it, and the 
load has got very heavy, but he has done more than .any of the three of us on the 
Commission.

Q. In the first place are our pensions sufficient? In the second place if there are 
any defects -in the granting of pensionà, how can they best be remedied ?

Colonel Labatt : That is exactly the question.
Mr. Ross: As I said to your Chairman, I had hoped that the main thing you 

wanted to see was in regard to the legislation looking at it from the man’s point of 
view and also from the taxpayers’ point of view. In regard to that I would like an 
opportunity to say something in regard to legislation.

Mr. Nickle: Are you through with that point, Mr. Pardee?.
Mr. Pardee: No.
Mr. Nickle: Better deal with one point at a time, I think we had better let Mr- 

Ross give evidence and take Colonel Labatt afterwards; otherwise, we will get into 
confusion.

By the Chairman:
Q. Finish your statement and we will take up Colonel Labatt?—A. I would rather 

Colonel Labatt should answer the questions Mr. Pardee is asking because he is more 
conversant with that phase of the matter.

Q. Then tell us what suggestions you have to make in reference to changes y°u 
think should be made in the existing legislation.—A. One of the main things, of course 
we have many of these things there, Mr. Rowell, but the main thing I speak of was 1» 
regard to these dependents’ pensions. But since we have been away in England 
Major Todd and myself,—1 might say there is one Order in Council put through that 
I cabled a very strong protest against and I am very strongly against it. If it lS 
going to be enforced, you are going to hamper the organization and the administra' 
tion and the economy of handling pensions in Canada, and that is putting the Boar 
of Pension Commissioners under the Civil Service Commission.

By Mr. Green:
Q. In what way will it hamper you?—A. If wTe are under the Civil Serice, it 

hamper us so much that we shall be run like the other organizations of the Govern 
ment under the present Civil Service Commission. When I was asked to take o'c 
the chairmanship of this Board I did not want to take it. Sir Robert Borden ?en 
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for me on the 1st July, 1916, and I asked two things. Firstly that we could be run 
as a business organization, and not as a part of the Civil Service, and secondly who 
could pull a string behind our backs, and I was told that we are the last court of 
appeal, that no one could pull a string. I wanted to be clear of patronage, and to run 
it as a business organization; now it has been taken out of our hands.

Q. How do you understand you are prejudically affected by being placed under 
tho Civil Service?—A. If we want to get employees, or want to get a staff, we have to 
send to the Civil Service Commission.

Q. It is not an interference in any way with the Board that you fear?—A. No, it 
is in respect to getting a staff ; we cannot get an efficient staff, if we have to go to the 
Civil Service. I say the Civil Service is incompetent to supply the staff we want, and 
then we have to wait, but when we want a man now we go and get him, we are doing 
it to-day.

By Mr. N icicle:
Q. What else have you to suggest, Hr. Boss ?—A. I have not anything more, but 

so far as the change in legislation is concerned, we have a list prepared showing what 
we would suggest, but that one point is a very strong point ; I have a great objection 
to working under the Civil Service. As a matter of fact I do not care about resigning, 
but when I heard it in England, I sent a very strong cable to Sir Bobert Borden.

Q. How many have you on your staff now?
Colonel Labatt : 538, that includes 88 district officers.
Q. That does not include the overseas staff?
Colonel Labatt: No.
Wit.ness : Last month we granted 3,390 new pensions and we have to increase our 

staff, and when we want to get a staff, we have to get them through the Civil Service. 
Previous to that my secretary travelled from the Atlantic to the Pacific picking up a 
staff of returned men and women, but to-day we have to send to the Civil Service of 
Ottawa, to get brakemen and farmers to do clerical work. There is no business organ- 
nation in this country will back the Cabinet in such a thing being put over. Of 
course, I confine myself in these remarks to the staff of the Board of Pension Com
missioners.

Q. Is the Board of Pension Commissioners in any way different to the other 
departments of the Government ?—A. I do not know anything about the other depart
ments of the Government except those 1 have been in touch with, and I consider the 
Board of Pension Commissioners have to deliver the goods.

Q. Colonel Labatt, in speaking, said that all doubtful cases were brought before 
the Pension Commissioners for special consideration prior to the final award being 
made. Some of the most difficult and complicated cases we have had before us have 
been stamped “ approved ” with a rubber stamp. How does that rubber stamp come 
t° be used, and by whom ?—A. When Colonel Labatt says “ all doubtful cases,” that 
18 the rule that all doubtful cases should be brought before us ; whether all doubtful 
Cflses are or are not brought before the majority of the Commissioners I would not 
Say, because sometimes things may slip through ; but we have a précis drawn up giving 
a synopsis of the case and two or three of us will read that over, and we will initial 
011 the bottom “ Pension ” or “No pension,” or make some other suggestion, and then 
the proceedings are drawn up and when the secretary, or whoever does it, sees the 
mitials on the bottom she stamps my name on it. Instead of reading through all the 
Papers we get a synopsis of the case or a précis.

Q. I am asking that question because it is said that the Medical Board in the 
“ension Department very often refer to one member or another, as the case may be, 
^ho determines according to your scale of disability what the pension should be?— 

1 am not talking of one case, but of the general rule for all cases.
Q. I wanted to find out the method of procedure, and whether your private secre

cy or Colonel Labatt’s stamped “ approved ” in a perfunctory way?—A. All the cases
[Commander J. K. L. P.oss.]
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to-day will probably not be seen by any of the Commission unless they are stamped, 
but the cases that do not come inside the four walls of the procedure or regulations, 
or whatever precedent you establish, then a précis is drawn up.

Q. Who determines whether or not they come within the four walls?—A. It might 
be a claims case-----

Q. Take the ordinary case?—A. In a medical case it would be the medical officers.
Q. Then the doctor who had the case before him for consideration, on him rests 

che responsibility of determining?—A. In a medical case, and in a claims case it will 
be the claims department.

Q. So that it really falls back on one man ?—A. But we are trying to lay down the 
rule that everybody that is not satisfied gets personal attention.

Q. We were all impressed by Colonel Belton’s evidence of why so many of these 
cases were stamped, and Mr. Archibald said that the work was so great that it was 
practically impossible for each case to have the attention of the Commissioners?—A- 
We have to delegate our authority for granting pensions to the responsible members 
of the staff, with the exception of the difficult cases when we want to know about 
them.

Q. But the work has become so great that you practically found it necessary to 
delegate to the staff the awarding of pensions and you rely upon their judgment and 
attention to do justice, is that correct?—A. Yes.

Q. When a medical board outside, when the board for discharge sends in a report, 
that is referred’ to some one or other of the doctors on your staff, who determines 
whether or not the pension is correct in relation to your scale of pensions; if he 
makes any change does he advise the outside board of the change made by his ruling, 
or is his decision final without the attention of the outside board being called to the 
matter?—A. I cannot answer that question directly, because just before I went away 
that question was brought up in one case.

By Mr. Pardee :
Q. Now (producing file) here is a case I just happened to have cited, what pr°' 

cedure was gone through by you on that?—A. (After examining the file.) That was a 
case that went through our ordinary routine. There is no précis drawn up in that case- 

Q. Then, probably in that particular case one man decided?—A, He decided i* 
here, this was the Medical Board (indicating).

By the Chairman :
Q. In speaking of the Civil Service Regulations, I understand your objection i® 

one of principle, that you object to any person, other than the Board of Pension Com
missioners, having a voice in the appointment of the staff?—A. Not exactly, it is 
principally in that way, but it is more than that, we are not going to get an efficient 
staff.

Q. You said that you cabled as soon as you heard it. I took it from that fact that 
your objection was based on principle because at that time you had no knowledge of 
what the operation would be.—A. I had a pretty good knowledge of what it was, an 
I know that if we had to get our staff from the Civil Service that we would not get tbe 
men we wanted.

Q. Why do you say that you would not get from the Civil Service thé ones that
you wanted?—A. You know more about it than I do, I think you can answer that

A.1question yourself.
Q. But the whole basis of the Civil Service Regulation is to get efficiency.- . 

know in a general way about it,—but I know no details—I was told, yesterday, ^
there are certain holidays that we have to observe under the Civil Service, I d° n 
know how many days exactly, but it is 12 to 15 days; then they make the office ho 
from 9 till 4 when the House is not sitting, in the summer.

Q. The hours are from 9 till 5 as a general rule.
[Commander J K. L. Ross.]
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Colonel Labatt : There was an Order in Council passed in 1909 saying that when 
the House was not sitting, in the summer months, June, July and August, the Civil 
Service people will stop work at 4 o’clock in the afternoon.

Mr. Ross: And then if we want certain clerks they are sent to us by the Civil 
Service, and I do not know how long we have to keep them. I think it is 6 months but 
I understand we have to keep them a long time before we can get rid of them, and then 
we have to state why we do not want them ; that is no way to run a business.

Q. Speaking subject to correction, I do not think you have to keep any employee 
six months.

Colonel Labatt: They say we have to keep them six months.
Q. There may be some such regulation but I am not aware of it.—A. The thing 

comes down, Mr. Rowell, to this, if we are going to run this as a business organization 
let us run it, but we are not going to travel under the Civil Service.

Q. Of course the Board of Pension Commissioners will have to travel under 
whatever regulations the Government finally decides they should travel ; the whole 
object of the Government is to improve the efficiency of the service in connection with 
the regulations, but I am not aware of anything that requires you to keep a person six 
months But as far as office hours are concerned, I know that members of my staff 
Work till late hours at night whenever they are required, and they do not get any extra 
Pay. They are under the Civil Service and that is the work they do, and they do not 
get away either when they are required. All I wanted to get from you is whether your 
objection was a matter of principle,—A. Yes, a matter of principle. I have never been 
m politics, and the only way to run a business is to run it in a business way and I 
want to run the business of the Pension Board in the same way you would run an 
ordinary business. There is no consideration of politics affecting competency with us.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. You have been on the board since the beginning?—A. Since September, 1916.
Q. And you have full powers, of course, to deal with matters according to the 

regulations provided. How much of your time do you devote actually to the work 
of the Commission ?—A. I could look over my diary and see the times I have been 
here. I go down to Montreal, sometimes on Friday and sometimes on Saturday ; I 
go down once a month to only one meeting ; there is one meeting that occurs once a 
month, which 1 attend, but I have not been down to all of them since I came to 
Ottawa. I do not look after my own personal affairs ; I am not in any business, I am 
°n two or three boards, but there is only one board whose meetings I have left Ottawa 

attend.
Q. Practically the whole of your time is taken up with the business of the 

pension Board?—A. I have a private office with a secretary of my own there, just 
keeping track of my own office; I am not managing any business, I am on two or 
jbree boards, and I have resigned from a number of boards since coming on the 
■*’°ard of Pension Commissioners, and the board that I go down to in Montreal 
meets in the beginning of the week as a rule, or I go down that week-end, or stay in 
■Montreal over the Monday.

Q. So that outside of your trip to the old country, which was in connection with 
ke Pension Board----- A. And my trip to the West.

r. Q. Your time is all practically devoted to the work ?—A. Last summer I went off 
Je or six days at a time occasionally, sometimes at the week-end from Friday to 
Jlond'ay. The secretary wdiom I have taken on the Board of Pensions Commissioners 
^ Paid personally, and wherever I am he is constantly in touch with me, either by long 
'stance telephone or by telegraph.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. That is another secretary from the one you have in Montreal ?—A. Yes; 

6 secretary in Montreal has nothing to do with pensions. The one I have here in
[Commander J. K. L. Ross.]
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Ottawa, who is with me all the time, is a man I took on, I think, in October, 1916, 
about a month or so after I took the work over.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. At your own expense?—A. At my own expense.
Witness retired.

Col. Labatt called.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Col. Labatt, will you please go on where I left off?—A. Well, you were talking, 

as we were, with the idea of what is the best way to improve getting---
Q. No, I am not asking that; I will endeavour to draw my own conclusions as to 

what is the better way when I find just what is done now. Let me take this actual case 
here, and perhaps I can better illustrate it that way. Here is a man, Gordon Miller, 
about whom I happened to have a letter yesterday morning, and I asked for his file to 
be brought. Now, if you will notice this man was granted a pension of $5 a month.—■ 
A. Yes, that is a Class 19 pension.

Q. Here are the disability conditions; here it is signed by the Commissioner, and 
so on, and by Col. Belton.—A. Yes.

Q. Now, this board says, “Condition fairly well nourished; much deformity of 
right fore leg, | shortening of ankle; stiff in movement.” Now, you have this man 
here, and you grant him $5 a month.—A. Yes; that is not the board that grants the 
pension.

Q. Who decides finally that that man is entitled to that amount of money, and 
how is it arrived at?—A. Well, may I tell you the procedure?

Q. Yes.—A. You are probably disabled in the old country. You may have two 
or three medical boards there.

Q. This man was.—A. Well, you may have two or three medical boards there. 
Each medical board may assure you that you are getting better; you may be getting 
worse. You come here, and there is a board at the discharge depot—at the present 
time that is done away with but at this time it was not. The man then goes to the 
district from which he was recruited. If he needs more attendance the Militia Depart
ment puts him in their hospital, attends to him; he may be an out-patient, or he 
may be an in-patient. Then when he is discharged, he is discharged on the 227, that 
is, his final medical board. Then all his medical boards are sent in to the Board ot 
Pension Commissioners, and sent on to the medical advisers’ department, and they 6° 
over all his boards and his final medical board ; and whoever does that, if it is not a 
kinky case, he says, “ So much pension.” Now, there is the final medical board here-

Q. Who says, so much pension?—A. Whatever doctor looks after it.
Q. That is a single doctor?—A. Yes.
Q. What then?—A. Then it goes before Col. Belton to sign.
Q. Does Col. Belton in any way review that cgse?—A. Not unless it is a——"
Q. He never reviews that case unless his attention is speciàlly called to it by 11 

man who has recommended the pension ?-»-A. No. „ ,
Major Todd: If this is a new doctor who has been there only a few days, v 

Belton goes over it carefully; but if we have had the doctor some time, and he is 
in whom Col. Belton has confidence, who knows all the orders, with the policies 
followed down, then the statement is taken as accurate.

Q. Then Col. Belton does what when it is brought to him? t
Col. Labatt: He goes over that case with the doctor, and then they decide w 

they think is the proper percentage to give him. , 0f
Q. Then am I right in saying that in the final analysis, in the large majority _ 

cases, the doctor who brings this case before Col. Belton and Col. Belton finally dec1 
[Col. R. H. Labatt.]
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upon the amount of disability and of pension ?—A. Yes. Of course he may discuss 
the thing with the other three doctors in his department first, and then he goes in with 
his decision. Then if Col. Belton is not satisfied himself, this doctor makes out a little 
précis of the case to Col. Belton. Col. Belton then makes out a little finding of the 
facts, and the thing is passed by the Commissioners.

Q. Then if it is an extraordinary case does it come before the Commissioners 
themselves ?—A. Yes. That is not in a medical question, which would come before 
Major Todd.

Q. In a medical way?—A. Yes.
Q. But does it not come before the Commissioners, and do they discuss it, and 

as Mr. Ross has told us, if it is a medical case Major Todd is asked to look into it?-1- 
A. Yes.

Q. Then if that is done, do the Commissioners alter anything, even the pension? 
—A. They have done so. Of course, mind you, the pension has not been given at 
that time.

Q. But the recommendation has been made?—A. The recommendation has been 
made unless the Commissioners otherwise decide.

Q. Then the Commissioners do take up some of those cases?—A. Yes.
Q. Revise them, and perhaps ask for another board ?—A. Yes; very often a case 

comes up and we will say, “ You are not satisfied, and we are not satisfied; send back 
and give this man another board, or an independent board.”

Q. Then would I be right in saying that as to reconsideration it is practically 
Up to the man himself to keep hammering away until he is satisfied?—A. There is 
no hammering away. What I mean to say is that when a man sends a communication 
to us about his pension it is immediately put on his file, on the left-hand side, and 
brought up before the Commissioners. When that information is got it is put on 
the right-hand side, showing his application has been dealt with. A man may make 
a claim that he has not got his pension and that he is worse than he was. Then we 
Send back and get another medical board on him. If he shows us that his conditions 
are so-and-so, they will go and compare his letter with his medical board, an(J they 
^ill say, “ This is all on the medical board—the man is not any worse.” And we will 
simply say to him, “ The conditions you name in your letter are already shown in 
your medical boards, and your condition is no worse. Now, if you are not satisfied, 
go to a private practitioner and get a finding from him, and if he finds anything that 
is worse than you state we will give you a medical board, and if that medical board 
mcreases your pension, we will pay for your private practitioner.” But in most cases 
''ve just send him back and get another medical board.

Q. In your opinion, as having had considerable experience with that, is there any 
improvement that you can suggest to this committeè ?—A. Yes.

Q. What is it?—A. A thing that we have under consideration at the present 
tlrtie is that we propose that we should have the medical adviser, that we now have 
lu each district, to look over all cases ; that is, that he takes all medical re-examina- 
tlons, and goes over with the man personally himself. A man won’t go before a 
iUedical board after he has once got his pension, but if he is not satisfied he can go to 
°Ur medical adviser, who will be at the office so many hours a day, and 
^le medical adviser can say to the man, “ I don’t consider you are any 
\vorse,» or, “I Consider you are worse, and I will recommend that you have 
a greater disability pension,” or “ I think you will have the same as you are now 
getting, but you will have the option of appealing, and you can have another medical 
°ard if you are not satisfied.” In addition to that, we want to have three travelling 

Representatives who will be absolutely familiar with our procedure, and whose findings
all be the same, so as to level the disability all through the country, because the 

^abilities that are sent in from one office vary greatly from the disabilities that are 
6nt in from another office. I will give you an instance. There was a board sent in from
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Vancouver in which they gave a man’s disability as 15 per cent. There was another 
board came in from Montreal. If you read the two boards you would consider they were 
exactly the same cases and the same man. The Montreal board gave the man 75 per cent 
disability. As a matter of fact if they had gone to the disability table they would both 
have found that the right disability for that case was 40 per cent. Therefore the man 
in the West who got 15 per cent on his board received 40 per cent disability; the man 
in Montreal who got 75 per cent only received 40 per cent. The man in the West was 
perfectly satisfied, because he expected 15 per cent and got 40 per cent; while the 
man in Montreal expected 75 per cent and got 40, which was the correct figure. Of 
course, that sort of thing comes up, but you never hear of the case where the man’s 
disability is increased; you always hear of it when it is decreased.

Mr. Ross: We had that thing brought up in our trip to the West last year, and 
we pointed that out to the men, and they would not believe that we ever increased 
the amount of pension. Since we came back, Col. Labatt has been keeping tab on 
the amount of increase and decrease, and when I left for England, there were more 
increases than decreases.

Col. Labatt: It was almost even. The expectation and hope of this country is 
that when you are re-examined you are going to get better. You have had my own 
case up here. I was a 100 per cent disability. I hope in six months I will be 80 per 
cent disability, but that all depends.

By the Chairman:
Q. Your remarks show that the calculation has increased the pension in more 

cases than it has reduced it?—A. No; we are referring to medi,cal re-examination- 
The great trouble is this, that doctors will differ on a man’s disability, just the sanie 
as a lawyer would take a stand in a case, and another lawyer would take a different 
stand in that case, diametrically opposite, and according to the judge, one is right 
and the other is wrong. It goes to the court of appeal, and as it goes up it may be 
reversed each time. It is an absolute impossibility to get down to an absolutely 
correct finding, but we want to give the men everything that is coming to them and we 
give them the benefit of every doubt. But remember, gentlemen, that we have 9® 
per cent of the men, whom we never hear of again; they are perfectly satisfied, and 
we get very nice letters from them. There are some men who have legitimate cases 
and there are others who are trying to get more all the time. That is what we are np 
against; we want to protect the country so that men who are not entitled to a pension 
do not get it, but the man who is entitled to a pension, we want to give him every' 
thing we can.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. Your experience, then, has been, that the findings of medical men differ aS 

much as those of lawyers who are paid to handle a case on the opposite side?—A. Web’ 
I just put that up as an illustration.

Q. But as a matter of fact you have found that there is a very great different 
of opinion among medical men?—A. In some cases. It is getting much better no"’ 
because we bring in the presidents of all those medical boards, if we can, and "’e 
ask them to stay with us for two or three weeks, and then they get down to the syste,n 
and find out how it is based.

Q. Would you consider it any advantage for a medical man to see an applicarl 
for a pension and examine him thoroughly? Would he be in a better position tba'* 
one who did not see him and did not know about the symptoms he showed?—A. 
we want him to do is to give an absolute, thorough description of the man’s conditi0 ^ 
as he finds it. Then we base that on our disability table. If there is any doubt in 
mind we either send it back to the medical board to ask some further questions, or 
re-board the man.

[Col. R H. Labatt.]
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Q. But are the previous boardings all different—one board giving one opinion, 
the next board an entirely different one, and the third quite different from either of 
the other two, and so on? In a ease of that kind would it be an advantage or not for 
a medical man on your staff to see the individual applicant ?—A. That would be abso
lutely impossible.

Q. But assuming that it was not impossible, would or would it not be an advan
tage?—A. I suppose there is an advantage for any man to be seen by a medical man; 
and that is why I say we want to have those travelling representatives, one in the East, 
one in the centre and one in the West, so that they will go around and see those men 
and we will save the Government money.

Q. We were told here the other day by one of the members of your staff, I have 
forgotten just which one, that it was better for a revising medical officer not to see the 
Patient; that he would be apt to handle the case to better advantage than a man who 
had actually seen him?—A. Well, the matter of sympathy might come in if you saw 
the man.

Q. That is something that ought to be eliminated entirely?—A. Yes, absolutely ; 
that is the trouble with some medical men, they are too sympathetic, and others are 
the other way.

Q. You have the two extremes?—A. Yes, we are all human, you know.
Q. And between the two extremes the pensioner might suffer a great injustice?— 

A.- He might, but I hope he will not, for he has the right to come back to us.
Q. In regard to that right, sometimes you have had appeals, and you say that those- 

always come before the Commissioners?—A. What I say is, the man writes in about, 
his case, that he does not think he is getting enough.

Q. All cases of that kind come before you personally ?—A. Ho, not all; these are 
c°mplaints.

Q. When Col. Belton was giving evidence here the other day along that line I 
brought to the attention of the Committee a case in which I had written in connection 
^Pth the matter of a pensioner who had received his discharge on the 28th of December, 
1917, and on the 8th of February a pension was issued to him ; he did not think that 
that was in proportion to his disability and at my request he made a statement to that 
®ffect which was forwarded to the Pension Commissioners and from that date to this 
Ibat man has not received one word, nor has he received any further attention from

Commission?—A. Will you give me that and I will have it looked up.
Mr. Archibald : That is the same case we discussed before ? ' i
Mr. Sutherland: Yes; Sgt.-Major Tooke.
Mr. Archibald [ I think Col. Belton explained that the inquiry came through Sir 

’ ames Lougheed, and Sir James Lougheed was given a full detailed description of 
'vhy the award had been made, and I suppose Sir James Lougheed passed it along to 
be proper parties, either to yourself or to the man himself, and we have never heard

thing further. It is up to the man now to say if the explanation does not satisfy
him.

Mr. Sutherland : I brought that matter before the Committee the other day, that 
his man had made a complaint, and the Commissioners were aware that he was not 

katisfied. They were also aware that he had made a statement in which he said : “ My 
JhfiVes and my physical condition is such that I cannot do more than six hours’ work 

r day. That makes my weekly wages run to $10 a week, and out of this I have to 
* '*P a wife and one child. This is not sufficient. On February 15th I received a 
"Mon paper and a cheque for $5.32, being pension money for two months at the 

x^e of $2.66 per month. I firmly believe that eventually I can cure my nerves by 
j 11'Power, but while I am as yet incapacitated I expect more from the Government 
jb order to maintain them. By profession T am an accountant, but before the war 

'ad been doing manual labour. I am discharged from the army, and could not

2^154
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obtain a position as cash accountant. I have had to resume manual labour. The 
whole difference, and one on which I base my claim for a bigger pension, was this : 
before the war I was capable of hard manual labour ; to-day I am not, and $2.66 is 
not the equivalent of my disability.” Now, that matter was brought before the Pen
sion Commissioners, I presume, and received their careful consideration ?

Col. Labatt : Major Coristine, Mr. Archibald, and Col. Belton saw the case.
Q. It did not come before the Commissioners ?—A. Well, in the absence of the 

other two Commissioners, Mr. Archibald and Major Coristine were acting in their 
places as Commissioners and doing their duty.

Q. Then I understand that there is not a member of the Pension Commissioners 
who paid any personal attention ?—A. Not in that case. There was not any reason- 
If there had been anything that was not quite clear through the several boards and 
the man’s letter, then it would have come before the Commissioners.

Q. Then your contention is that this man had no grounds for complaint, and 
had received at the hands of the Commission every consideration to which be was 
entitled ; that is the deduction?—A. I presume so; of course I don’t know the case.

By the Chairman:
Q. Have you seen the Commission’s reply ?—A. Yes, I have it here; I read it the 

,other day.
Mr. Archibald : I could explain the case very briefly.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. What I want to find out is whether this case had been brought before yo«; 

you have made the statement that those extraordinary cases received the personal 
attention of the members of the board?—A. Well, then it has in this case. Maj°r 
Coristine and Mr. Archibald were acting with me as co-Commissioners in the absence 
of the other Commissioners.

Mr. Ross: When Major Todd and myself went to England, Mr. Archibald and 
Major Coristine, the secretary, acted in the place of Commissioners to take up those 
cases during our absence in England.

Mr. Sutherland : So that the responsibility does not rest upon a member of tb® 
Commission, but rests upon a substitute for the Commissioners during your absence ■

Col. Labatt : Will you tell Mr. Archibald to explain this?

By Mr. Sutherland :
Mr. Archibald has been before the committee at every sitting, and this is the 

time that we have had members of the Commission here. What I wanted to find °u 
was whether, in view of the statement you have just made, these extraordinary casL= 
rceive attention from the board. I understand in this case it was attended to by 
substitute for a member of the board?—A. That was not an extraordinary case; 
an ordinary complaint. ,t

Q. It was not deemed of sufficient importance that the soldier should be notihe j 
—A. It was dealt with by the members of the Board who took it up. A medic1
question comes up, and we have got to go by what the other boards say, and they say
the condition this man complains of existed before. They took that into considerlJ 
tion at the time the pension was granted. .

Q. Which means that Col. Belton, by a stroke of his pen cut the last recommen 
tion down to 5 per cent disability, and we are told that Col. Belton had not sec»^ 
great many of these cases at all ; that it was done by a substitute for Col. Belton- 
A. Yes, but that case would come before Col. Belton. Ÿ

Mr. Power: Why should that case come before Col. Belton any more than - 
other case?

[Col. R. H. Iiabatt. 1
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Mr. Archibald: I could explain it simply.
Mr. Sutherland: The file has been sent for.
Mr. Archibald : I almost remember it off by heart.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. This letter was directed to you, Col. Labatt, by Sir James Lougheed and It 

was replied to by Mr. Coristine.—A. He replied for the Secretary. Probably I was 
at home in bed for about ten days, and this case may have come up in my absence.

Major Todd : It is a rule of the Board that all letters shall be replied to?
Witness : Yes, absolutely.
Major Todd: It is our invariable rule to avoid all possible hint of interference 

in these cases. Official communications are replied to by the secretary, so that the 
mere fact that it was replied to by the secretary is quite in order.

By Mr. Cronyn :
Q. The inquiry coming from Sir James Lougheed, the answer was sent through 

the same channel, presuming it would reach the man.—A. We have many communi
cations from members of Parliament and Cabinet Ministers enclosing a letter say
ing,' “ Will you kindly attend to this case and let me have a reply,” which we do and 
then we presume they deal "with the men themselves.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. The summary of the letter by Mr. Coristine to Sir James is, “the facts of 

the case appear to be perfectly plain. It is not thought that any further considera
tion of the case will make any alteration in the decision arrived at.”—A. If that man 
Wants to make an appeal, he has a right to make it.

Mr. Ross : For the personal consideration of the Board ?
Witness : Yes, or they will give him another medical board.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. He is not even notified that if he is not satisfied he can make an appeal. Would 

't not be an easy matter to notify these men who are supposed! to be conversant with 
aH the procedure.—A. As I understand it this letter was sent to Sir James Lougheed 
and the reply was sent to Sir James Lougheed. The supposition is that he was the 
ttlan who made the inquiry. The letter was written to Sir James Lougheed. He 
w°uld take the matter up with them then.

Q. And you do not intimate to him that there is provision for him to make an 
aPpeal?—A. Every man knows or should know that he has the right of appeal. It is 
111 the Act.

Q. Every man does not know?—A. We try to impress it on him.
Q. But you do not try to impress it on him. This man has not heard from the 

p ension Board since he received his discharge ?—A. Because he has not communicated 
direct with the Board.

Q. And yet you have a staff of 500, and with that staff you cannot notify the man? 
7T"A. He has never communicated with us. He has communicated with Sir James 
L.ugheed. If he communicates direct with us we take the case up with him.

Q. Is that not beating about the bush?—A. Ho. That soldier feels he has a
Grievance—

Q. You are a commission appointed to attend to the requirements of the returned 
soldier, and you personally should have known something about this man, because I 
^lieve he went over with your battalion from Valcartier?

Mr. Ross: No, it is not beating about the bush. The presumption is that Sir 
‘ni1aes takes up the case personally, and we reply personally to Sir James. The pre-
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sumption is that he will notify that man and that he will take it up with Sir James 
Lougheed. Sir James knows the pension regulations, and if a man is entitled to any
thing Sir James can tell the man what course to take.

Q. He is not in correspondence wdth the man at all ?—A. How does he get into 
.the case?

Q. His letter is brief and reads :—
“ In further answer to your letter of the 26th, I enclose you a report 

received from the Board of Pensions Commissioners which fully explains this 
case.”

And the report of the-Board of Pension Commissioners says:—
“ The facts of the case appear to be perfectly clear, and it is not thought 

that any further consideration of the case would make any alteration in the 
decision arrived at.”

Even though that had been conveyed to the soldier, would it make any difference ?
Mr. Boss: Would not you or Sir James know the legislation well enough to 

know that you could have the case brought personally before the Board ?
Q. What I am supposed to know, or what Sir James is supposed to know, does 

not affect the matter one iota. The Board of Pension Commissioners was aware that 
there was a grievance here, and the case is such that I cannot imagine how any one in 
the department could write such a letter, and say that the case was perfectly clear 
and that nothing further could be done. And yet this man is not notified. There are 
four boards held, and the statement you have made about doctors differing as well as 
lawyers is verified to the very letter. One board recommends that he be given six 
months’ leave with full disability, and the next one says one month, and it comes down 
here. You cannot give a soldier a pension for one month, can you?—A. Yes, cer
tainly.

Q. You do not award pensions for one month ?—A. We can award a pension 
and review it at the end of the month.

Q. I am told when it comes before the board that Colonel Belton, instead of giv
ing him a month’s pension, has given him two months ?—A. Six months.

Q. At 5 per cent disability ?—A. Yes.
Q. The board that examined him when he came back from London recommended 

a full disability for six months, and the Board in the Old Country recommended 
a six months’ furlough, as they thought it would be two years before he would recover- 
—A. That would not come before us, he was not discharged.

Mr. Archibald: I think it would be much better if you would get the file befo*e 
you make those statements, because the statements are not quite accurate.

Q. In what respect ?
Mr. Archibald : You said that when the man came back the board recommended 

full disability for six months. The medical officer bringing up the case recommends 
a twenty per cent disability for six months, and the/board itself recommends a one 
tenth disability, namely, ten per cent disability for one month, and the commissioner9 
gave a five per cent disability for six months. These are the facts.

Mr. Power : It seems to me the question is whether the fact that Sir James Long 
heed, or a member of Parliament, or anybody else, brings the case of a soldier bef°re 
the board entitled the man to more consideration than if the soldier brings it himsel ' 

Mr. Archibald : No.
Witness: No.
Mr. Power: The soldier does not know what his rights are or what he is entit

Major Todd: We are there to see he gets his rights.
[Col. R, H. Jjabatt.]
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Mr. Power : You gave more consideration to the case brought up by Hr. Suther
land than you would probably give to another case.

Mr. Green: Mr. Sutherland says it is just the other way.
Mr. Sutherland : The board was notified on November 14, 1917, and the ques

tions were answered as follows :—
“What is the probable duration of the disability?—Two years.
“To what extent will it prevent his earning a full livelihood?”

And the final board says, “ Totally at present.”
Witness : Is that the last board the man had ?
Mr. Sutherland: No.
Witness : He is recommended for Category Do. He is to receive further treat

ment. He is not supposed to come before us.
Mr. Sutherland: Recommended for further treatment, and he was permitted to 

go home for two weeks, where he improved very much, and he came back feeling 
extremely well, and he came before the Board and was examined-----

Witness : You will find there is medical Board M.F.B. 227 ; that is the final 
Board.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. You do not revise the findings of the other Boards ?—A. We take them into 

consideration.
Q. Here is a Board three weeks later. The British Board says he will require two 

years to recover, and the next one says six months, and the next one says one month ?
A. He got better faster than the medical board thought Jie would.

Q. But you have the letter he sent telling of his condition, and stating that he 
was only able to earn $10 a week?

Mr. Ross: If the letter had been written to the man himself he would probably 
be told, “ If you are not satisfied with this decision you have the right of personal 
aPpeal,” but in replying to Sir James it would be presumed that Sir James knew 
that. We know that the man has a perfect right to appeal.

Q. A statement has been made before the committee that extreme care is taken 
to see justice is done to every soldier, and if he has complaint he is communicated 
with. This case was brought to the attention of the Commission by Sir James Loug- 
heed, by myself and by the soldier, and the soldier has not heard from the Commis
sion from that day to this. He did not receive his pension till six weeks after he 
received his discharge.—A. Well, he got it very quickly.

Q. And he has not heard from the Commission from that day to this and I believe 
about three months’ pension is still due.

Mr. Ross: If the man is taking it up with you or with Sir James Lougheed, we 
Presume you or Sir James would advise him as to his rights.

Q. I mentioned in my letter to Sir James that I had seen this case, and I felt a 
8reat injustice was being done, and that at my request he was making a statement of 
bis case, and was not complaining at all to the Commissioners or anybody else. So I 
think you are aware----- A. I think it is a misunderstanding.

Q. You are aware he was dissatisfied, as I substantiated by my own statement to 
Sir James Lougheed and Sir James Lougheed wrote personally to Colonel Labatt 
asking that the matter be looked into and he received a reply from a substitute and that 
is as far as the matter has ever gone.—A. The communication came from Sir James 
hougheed. It did not come to us "from the man and we answered Sir James’ letter.

Q. And the reply intimates to him that nothing further would be deemed advisable 
and that he had better take care of himself as best he can.—A. No.

Mr. Ross: I reiterate that there is a further appeal in the ordinary course of admin- 
’atfation as laid down in the Order in Council. Under the present Order in Council
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which we are working under, either Sir James or yourself could have advised that man 
to appeal personally to us and his case would be taken up but we had no thought of 
communicating with the man when we did not have a communication from him.

Witness: I think it would be a good thing if this committee were to come down 
to the offices of the Board of Pension Commissioners and see how the administration 
is carried out. I could give you the procedure if you desire with regard to dependents 
and how they are dealt with.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Will you kindly explain how you deal with dependents?—A. Dependents are 

dealt with in this way : we have what we call our claims branch with a claims adviser, 
who corresponds to the medical adviser and who looks after all cases of dependents. 
They go before him. We receive every day the casualty list of the men who have 
been killed or wounded ; when a man is killed, if his next of kin is his wife, we imme
diately communicate with her, and send her application forms, asking her if she 
is living in a city where we have an office, to produce her marriage certificate and the 
certificates of the birth of her children. These are verified by the district officer, and 
the certificates are handed back to her. Her application is sent in and her case is 
dealt with right off, as soon as it comes back.

Q. Does she make any affidavit or declaration?—A. She produces her marriage 
certificate on the claim here, or if she is an unmarried wife she has to produce evidence 
that she has lived with the man for a reasonable length of time.

By Mr. Power:
Q. How long will it tâke for a widow’s pension to be awarded to a man’s wife 

after you are notified that he has been killed?—A. We are notified when the casualty 
comes out.

Q. Would it be a week after?—A. It might take a little longer than that.
Q. What time will it be till she gets her first cheque?—A. It might be three 

weeks or a month, it might be more and it might be less, but, remember she gcts 
separation allowance all the time.

Q. Up till the time she is awarded a pension?—A. Certainly. We notify the 
Separation Allowance Division when the pension is awarded.

Q. Does she have to pay back that separation allowance ?—A. No, not unless 
there has been overlapping.

The Chairman : She is not entitled to both.
Q. Presumably, supposing her husband is killed on the 10th of Hay, she wn 

receive her pension on the 15th June?—A. The separation allowance and assign^ 
pay will be carried on for three months.

Q. You will award her a pension from the 7th May, and she will have to repaJ 
the difference between that and the separation allowance?—A. No, we will give hej 
the pension from the time we award the pension and the separation allowance an 
assigned pay will be paid up to that time.

Q. Presumably the two payments will overlap?—A. No, there will be no over 
lapping, that is exactly what we are trying to avoid all the time.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Will you complete your history of your procedure in the case of a widow 

Yes. The'pension is then made out, she is notified, and we send her the first pens 
cheque. Then there is the kind of dependents, fathers and mothers. Where th6-^ 
have dependency, we generally award a pension right off, and if they are rec.eiVJl1” 
assigned pay and separation allowance, we get into communication with them, flTj 
our visitors call on them and get all the evidence to see if they are wholly or man1
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dependent. That report is sent in to us and on the finding of that report the pension 
is granted or refused. This takes a little longer than the widow’s cases.

Q. How many visitors have you ?—A. We have sixteen offices, and we have a staff 
in those sixteen offices of eighty-eight, and I should say we have forty or fifty visitors.

By the Chairman:
Q. From the Atlantic to the Pacific?—A. Yes. You see our district offices are 

in Victoria, Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Saskatoon, Winnipeg, Regina, London, 
Hamilton, Toronto, Kingston, Ottawa* Halifax, St. John, Montreal, Sidney, C.B., 
and Quebec.

Mr. Archibald : And Charlottetown ?—A. Well, he has not been appointed; there 
is an officer there now. We make our own investigations, and we have awarded pen
sions where people are entitled to them and refuse pensions where people are not 
entitled to them; we have to take evidence as it comes to us. The visitor goes to the 
widowed mother, who says : “Jimmie gave me $50 a month before he went overseas, 
and he was employed at such-and-such a place.” We might go to that place and find 
that Jimmie only got $30 a month, and we find evidence that Jimmie did not support 
his mother at all.

Q. You have to check uip all these cases?—A. Yes, and sometimes we have appeals 
°n these cases which are considered.

Mr. Fraser : I would like to ask the committee if it is the intention to recom
mend some amendments to the Pensions Act, so as to allow the Pension Board a little 
Wider powers in regard to the granting of pensions. I have noticed several cases in 
"'hich they are not giving pensions because they cannot, but where they would award 
Pensions had they the power to do so. I thought this committee was formed with 
the intention of recommending to the Government some amendments to the Pensions
Act. 1

The Chairman : That is one of the functions of the committee, but we have not 
^ct reached that stage where the committee is taking up for consideration such amend
ments as it will suggest to the Act, but it will do so.

Mr. Fraser : I have received several petitions from prominent people—judges, 
cpunty councillors and others—laying before me special cases which deserve considera- 
h°n. I do not think it right to take up specific cases, but think it would be prefer
me for the committee to consider the general question.

The Chairman: If you send in a letter suggesting amendments to the existing 
''emulations, the committee will be glad to receive and consider it.

Colonel Labatt : On the very question that Mr. Fraser is speaking of, there are 
Probably four or five cases come up to us some days in which we would like to grant 
a Pension, and which in our opinion should have pensions, but the law will not allow 

to give them. We have a clause in our proposed new Pension Act which covers 
mat. Another question is that of the man who had disability that pre-existed enlist
ment. We think that if the disability does not appear within three months after his 
mdistment, he should be considered a whole man when taken, and should receive full 
Pension for disability he had irrespective of what he had beforehand.

Mr. Ross. Ho you not think, Mr. Chairman, when you reach the point of dis
easing the adequacy or inadequacy of the present regulations you could call upon 
.8 to go over things with you and make suggestions? We have accumulated a lot of 
^ formation,, and while we have no power to ask that you give us a hearing, if you 
esire it, we are in a position to give you suggestions based on our experience.

^ The Chairman : We had intended to have Mr. Archibald give us suggestions in 
6 concrete form in which you have them prepared, 

g-j Hr. Ross : We have spent weeks and months in going over these matters and eon- 
ermg them, and Mr. Archibald has all the information prepared.
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Colonel Labatt: Everything that Mr. Archibald has in respect to the proposed 
changes to the Act has been thoroughly discussed with Mr. Archibald by the Com
mission and we have called on the staff to see how it works out.

Witness retired.

The Chairman: We got a certain distance with Mr. Archibald and then I under
stood that he said he would rather hear what other persons had to say before finally 
concluding his testimony, so we still have to hear Mr. Archibald as to his suggestions 
in reference to changes. Perhaps we had better clear up this case in which Mr. 
Sutherland is concerned, if you have the record. I understand from Mr. Archibald 
that the greater part of this file was put in the other day when the question came up, 
therefore, it is not probably necessary; I was not there and did not know.

Mr. Archibald : After this file was brought up by Mr. Sutherland a memorandum 
was addressed to the secretary by Col. Belton asking whether it was desirable to take 
further action. The secretary considered that it might be advisable to have further 
medical examination. The memorandum states:—

“ Instructions will therefore be given that the man be brought to Toronto 
for re-examination by a medical board, and that the specialist neurologist 
selected by Col. Bussell be associated with the medical board so that the- desira
bility of further treatment may also be taken up.”

That is the action that will be taken in regard to this case.

Major J. L. Todd called.
By the Chairman:

Q. Major Todd, will you tell us for the benefit of the members of the Committee 
who are now members of the House, what has been your professional position and 
work before you took your place on the Pensions Board?—A. I graduated from 
McGill University in 1900. I was overseas at Liverpool University, for several 
years; then I was connected with the teaching staff of McGill University, until the 
war broke out; then I was sent overseas with the medical service; I was sent by Gen
eral Jones to take a place on the Pensions and Claims Board in 1915; then I was 
brought here in June, 1916.

Q. What branch at McGill were you teaching?—A. I am teacher in parasitolo£U
Q. In connection with the work of the Pensions Board is there any information 

on the medical side of it particularly, that you can add to what Commander Boss an
Col. Labatt and Mr. Archibald have said, that would help the committee in dealing irith
the situation?—A. You have traversed the whole ground pretty well. I think °n® 
point ought to be brought out extremely clearly. I have read over the first four cop1 
of the evidence. The point is, that the Board of Pension Commissioners is resp011 
sible for everything it does; and the C.A.M.C. doctors are employed because B 
convenient and in the public interest that the C.A.M.C. doctors should be used. ' , 
Board of Pension Commissioners is responsible for seeing that it gets good medi ^ 
advice, and I am of opinion that the medical advice we have had has been of ve 1 
high standing. je

Q. Col. Bussell, while giving his testimony here, drew our attention to the r 
in force in France, that men suffering from shell-shock, or whatever technical 
you choose to call the disability from which they are suffering, did not receive aI^ 
pensions; and some witness suggested—I am not sure whether it was Col. Buss® ere 
that it would probably aid in the recovery of such cases if no such pensions ' 
granted as of right, but only granted as of grace, by the board; have you an op1111

[Major J. L. Todd.]
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to express on that?—A. I think that a man should get a pension for every disability 
existing in him. That seems, perhaps, to evade your direct question, but it does not 
do so. because many of these shell-shock cases—to use the word which you under
stand—are cases where disability does not exist ; it is a thing in the imagination 
of the man ; and the greatest kindness you can do to that man is to get him back to 
a self-supporting, self-dependent, self-respecting basis. That is the ideal. May I 
give just one case? Our predecessors granted one pension to a man with a paralyzed 
leg. The man got a 100 per cent pension. He immediately went out and within a 
toonth got an excellent job where he was using that leg just as well as any leg ever 
Worked. He fooled the doctors. It was a case of hysterical paralysis. Nowadays, 
doctors know more about it; the tests are better ; that case would not get through
DOW.

Q. I am not sure whether the recommendation which Col. Eussell submitted to 
Us in connection with such cases has come before the Pension Commissioners for 
their consideration.

Mr. Archibald : Yes; Col. Russell came over and we had a meeting in the board 
room, at which were present Col. Labatt, Major Coristine and myself and all the 
doctors, and he made to us statements very similar to those that were made here the 
other day by him. From what I could understand, he convinced all our medical 
Uien, and he certainly convinced Col. Labatt and myself and Major Coristine, that it 
Would be of great advantage were a pension not granted for functional disability.

The Chairman : As you are making certain other recommendations to us as to 
°hanges, I would like to have your recommendation on that specific question.

Mr. Archibald: I will put that in with the others.
The Chairman: Would any members of the committee like to ask Major Todd 

aily question?

By Mr. Pardee;
Q. Major Todd, what do you think of Colonel Russell’s theory in connection with 

^'ell-shock. Do you agree with him?—A. Practically, absolutely and entirely. It is a 
tiling, though, that must be interpreted with the greatest amount of care. Mind you. 
'''here Colonel Russell has scored over some other medical men is that he has used 
careful method of diagnosis, of which every medical man knows, but which some 
Medical men do not use because they are troublesome and take a" long time to work out, 
a,ld demand a certain amount of adeptness and practice. But there is no doubt what- 
ever that good men, men who use careful methods of examination, can say categori- 
°aUy, with absolute accuracy, that “ this man is all right,” while other men, who have 
11 ot used those methods of examination would say, “ Why, the poor fellow has a par- 
alyzed arm.”

Q. Did the committee understand you to say a few minutes ago that you would 
a°t recommend the withholding of a pension for shell-shock cases?—A. No what I 
®aid was that a man should always be pensioned for disability that existed in him. If 
ae best medical opinion—and that is what we contend we always get, or should get, 

atld we can get the best in the country—if the best medical opinion says that there is 
1)0 disability present, then I do not think that that man should get a pension.

Q. Not even though he is suffering from one of those functional diseases which is 
'‘'Dually a disease at the time? That is what Collie says?—A. Again I say if he has 
to°Se things and cannot be cured, then he should have the pension. In England 
°'da.y they are treating men who have these diseases.

j, Q- And pensioning them?—A. If it turns out to be something that is not entirely 
Movable, then they are pensioned.

Q. Suppose a shell-shock case came up to-day for treatment, how long would you 
'thhold the pension?—A. Just as long as the best medical advice says that pension

[Major J. L|. Todd.]
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should be withheld. We are'only human beings. The best experience we have con
cerning the existence of disabilities is obtained from the medical profession. The 
Board of Pension Commissioners reviews their finding. If the best medical experience 
says there is no disability, no pension should be given.

Q. Even though that should last several months?—A. Treatment is carried on.
Q. Even though that should last several months he gets no pension?—A. That is 

my opinion. There may be cases where it is advisable to permit a man to pass under 
his control. Then, if there is a slight disability which may be removed, the man will 
have a temporary pension for that, but that method must be used with the greatest 
possible care, otherwise we will find the country flooded with shell-shock cases, and a 
man instead of getting better, will be nursing his ailment just for the sake of getting 
pension money.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. You treat them in hospitals ?—A. It all depends.
Col. Labatt : They would not come under us till they were discharged from the 

hospital.
Q. They would not come under you until they were discharged, but the whole 

treatment is a unit to a certain extent?—A. The disadvantage o£ hospitalization is 
very great. If you take a man and keep him in hospital for two years he will he 
accustomed to hospital life. If I am kept in a hospital for two years I will he 
accustomed to expecting my meals to be brought up on a tray every day, and accustomed 
to not being compelled to work; I will become out of touch with the outside world and 
become hospitalized. That is one of the biggest dangers we have to face. I wen* 
through a hospital ward with Sir Wm. Osier when there were 30 men there, and only 
about five of them had any business to be there. Some had functional disorders and 
some had real disorders, but these disorders were exaggerated because the men were 
depressed. The best thing to do would be to keep such men in the open working 
whatever they were best fitted to do, and getting their thoughts off themselves. A man 
in a hospital becomes introspective, and these men were imaginary invalids.

Q. Col. Russell would recommend that these men who imagined that they ba 
shell-shock or that their nerves were gone should be treated for that particular disease- 
—A. That is true, but in some cases the best treatment is to get them at work. 1 
other words where a man is almost insane, a border-line case as it is called, you wai 
very drastic treatment.

Mr. Nesbitt: Did the Commissioners say anything with reference to that question 
which has risen so often about the men being accepted ? They only receive pensions 
proportion as service has disabled them. There has been a good deal of contention 
that as they were accepted by the medical boards when they first enlisted, that disabn1 
previous to enlistment should not prevent them getting full pension.

Mr. Ross : That is one of the points we want to bring up in the new legislation 
in reference to the disability existing previous to enlistment. ^

The Chairman : Col. Labatt made a recommendation which was embodied ^ 
other recommendations which Mr. Archibald was to give us later that if the disab ^ 
from which the man was suffering did not develop within three months after enlistnj6^ 
he should be treated as physically fit when he enlisted and that his pension shou 
granted accordingly. ^

Mr. Power: That will be a question of evidence. I have seen men who q. 
months after enlistment could not take a long march, but would drop out. The 
would probably say they were malingering, but six or eight months afterwards 
men would suffer from angina pectoris or some heart disease and would be Sent ^ ^ 
Would his disability whilst in England before going to the war count, and 
whei;e is he going to get his evidence? These men have dropped out and are 
tered all over the country.

[Major J. L,. Todd.]
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Witness : If he were on hospital admission------
Mr. Power : It is not a question of hospital at all. It is a question of the man who 

would drop out, and perhaps the M.O. would say, “ Light duty.”
Witness : No record is kept of anything except hospital admissions.
Mr. Power : This man has no evidence, but he might have a disability.
Mr. Ross : It would be a question of whether he had a disability pre-existing his 

enlistment.
Mr. Power: This case would probably be pre-existing.
Mr. Ross : As Col. Labatt said, the Board of Pension Commissioners is not satis

fied with the fairness of the present order in council under which we are working. 
For example, take the case of a man who had some slight disability pre-existing enlist
ment. If he were to carry on in the ordinary civil life the chances are that the dis
ability would never develop, but the hard work of active service or training for active 
service would develop that disability pre-existing enlistment to such an extent that 
that man would be 50 per cent disabled for civil life in the future. A man may have 
something slightly wrong organically, but he might go through life and it would 
never bother him, but because he joined the service the ailment developed and his 
earning capacity was reduced. Is it not fair that he should receive a pension when 
disabled? Our recommendation is along that line.

Mr. Power: Referring to Col. Russell’s statement with regard to functional dis
ability, T quite agree with him that these are probably diseases of the mind. I wish 
to put on record the practical view that I do not think anybody who has once suffered 
from shell-shock can be sent back to the front. Col. Russell said he should be sent 
back to the firing line.

Witness: As to the first point, you must not misunderstand Col. Russell. His 
Point is that if a man has ah imaginary disease he should be treated and you should 
Hot turn him loose with a pension. Treat him first because you know you can remove 
that disease. Take the man with a paralyzed leg; if he had been properly treated he 
would have been turned out with a sound leg. He went out with a paralyzed leg and 
Sot 100 per cent.

Mr. Power : I do not believe you can carry on miracles of that kind. I agree 
that to a certain extent there are imaginary diseases, but I do not agree that you can 
lay down as a general principle that a man who has suffered from shell-shock, with 
a paralyzed leg, for instance, can be cured by talking to him. I think he should 
receive a pension.

Witness: I have seen a man walk into the Babinski clinic in Paris with a paralyzed 
arm, one arm in a sling; half a dozen different doctors examined it. The man was sent 
there by a surgeon to have his arm put in splints. The batteries were put on the arm 
and proof was given that the arm was all right. He was paralyzing himself. He was 
taken into a room and talked to, and was asked to hold up his arm. He held it up— 
though the arm was weak because the muscles were wasted. The doctor then said,
‘ Catch this,” and threw a ruler at him, and he caught it. The doctor said, “ Come 

back to-morrow morning and you will be all right,” and he did come back with his arm 
all right. You can see it yourself any day you want to. You ask how these miracles 
are done: the answer is, “by knowledge.”

Mr. Nesbitt : It was faith cured those fellows.
Witness: Exactly, sir.
Mr. Power : I do not think you, should refuse a pension on that ground.
Witness: If you put the batteries on a man, you have proof that his limbs are 

s°und, just as much as you have proof that you have a dollar in your pocket, or that 
y°u have not.

[Major J. L. Todd.]
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By Mr. Fraser:
Q. Do you think a man who has been ^hell-shocked ever is as good a man after

ward ?—A. No, probably not.
(Hon. Mr. Rowell left the Committee and Mr. Green took the Chair.)

By the Chairman (Mr. Green) :
Q. As to Col. Russell’s suggestion that there should not be a pension, as I under

stood him, he said that in those particular cases—I think he called them psycho 
genetic—his recommendation was that as a matter of right no pension should be 
granted, but that the Pensions Board should protect other cases that were really not 
functional cases if they were given authority to see whether a man was entitled to a 
pension, and that in his opinion it would aid in a man’s cure. In other words if he 
knew that he was going to get a pension it would be deterrent to his cure. Do you 
agree with that?—A. I do not see any necessity for change. I entirely agree with the 
statement that it is a detriment to a man’s cure to know that he has a pension which 
is going to continue so long as his disability continues, but I think we can meet that 
point quite sufficiently by leaving the Pension Commissioners as at present with 
exclusive jurisdiction of the matter, and we can instruct our boards of medical 
advisers that if they know absolutely that a man has a disease which can be removed 
by treatment, that they are not to recommend a pension.

Mr. Power : It seems to me the pensions are not large enough to induce anybody 
to remain a permanent invalid. The pensions are not sufficient to keep a man from 
earning an honest living.

Mr. Archibald: Col. Russell said that the man did not know he was doing it. ft 
was subconscious with him.

Mr. Power : Suppose he was doing it subconsciously and was doing it to get a 
living without working, no pension is granted a private which would induce him to 
abstain from working for the rest of his life.

Witness : My idea is that the pension should always be granted in accordance 
with the disability said to exist by the best medical advice that may be obtained, and 
therefore that there is no necessity for prohibiting the Pension Commissioners from 
granting pension in any class of case. That was Col. Russell’s suggestion.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. What do the French do?—A. I think they do exactly as I say. As a matter of 

fact shell shock cases are now kept in hospitals near the firing line. They see the ad
visability of holding out the inducement to the patients, “Now, if you get better 'v'e 
will let you go home,” and they put that forward as a stimulus for the men to do the 
best they can for themselves. Some men are broken down and you can never get them 
fit again. There is no use sending them to the firing line, but there are other men wb° 
can get control of themselves again and go back to the firing line, and they are better 
men than before because they know their weakness.

Mr. Nesbitt : Did the Commission make any recommendation with reference 
cases such as Mr. Sutherland referred to, where the pensioner was very much di’- 
satisfied, that the cases might be reheard?

The Chairman: They have that right now.
Mr. Nesbitt : But they do not get the pension.
lion. Mr. McCurdy : It is not an absolute right.
Colonel Labatt : I had a case in Hamilton where a man said, “ I want to be 

boarded, I want a new board. I do not consider I have been getting a suffimen^ 
pension. I do not want to be boarded by the board which dealt with my case before- 
I sent instructions to Hamilton and I notified Toronto, to be re-boarded.

[Major J. L. Todd.]
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Hon. Mr. McCurdy : You pay the man, do you not?
Colonel Labatt : We give the man his railway fare, $1.50 a day if he stays over

night, 50 cents a meal and $1.10 for every working day he is away.
Mr. Sutherland : How long has that regulation been in force ?
Colonel Labatt : I should think about six months.
Hon. Mr. McCurdy : Is there a class of case in which you refuse to open up again 

the question of pension ?
Major Todd: Yes, if we get a case of absolute finality where the case is finished 

there is no sense in putting the Government to the extra expense of re-examination.
Hon. Mr. McCurdy : I think I have written to the Pension Board in six or eight 

cases where the applicants wanted to be re-heard and the answer was the same in every 
case that it could not be re-opened.

Major Todd: If we have a case like an amputation case where there is no sug
gestion of1 pain, where there is nothing new in the case, it would be senseless to put 
the Government to the expense of another board. In that case the man is communi
cated with, and we say to him : “ There is nothing in your case to justify the expense 
of another board.” In some cases that satisfies the man, but if it does not he is told 
that if you will get another medical man who will say that is need for another board, 
and if that board supports the finding of your own practitioner, your own practitioner’s 
expenses wil be paid.

Hon. Mr. McCurdy : I am not questioning that at all, but I have been- forced to 
the conclusion from my experience in communicating with the board in such cases 
that if he will get another medical man who will say that there is need for another 
board, and if that board supports the finding of his own practitioner, his own prac
titioner’s expenses will be paid

Mr. Cronyn : Does not that involve the old question that there should be a right 
°f appeal from the decision of the board ?

Witness retired.

Committee adjourned until 10.30, Thursday morning, May 9.

[Major J. 1„ Todd.]
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 318. , ■ 
Thursday, May 9, 1918. '

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock a.m. Hon. F. B. McCurdy presided at the 
commencement of the proceedings owing to the Chairman’s unavoidable engagement 
elsewhere. Hon. N. W. Rowell arrived and took the chair.

Members present: Messrs. Cronyn, McCurdy, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, Redman, 
Rowell, and Sutherland—8.

The committee proceeded to hear the evidence of Mr. Archibald, who was recalled, 
respecting the question of pensions for Imperial reservists; also, upon various recoin- 
mendations which have been submitted to the committee from time to time during 
the course of its proceedings. The witness also .produced a classified list of disabilitieS 
showing a total number of 19,200 disability pensions from the commencement oj 
hostilities to 28th February, 1918. Lt.-Col. D. McGillivray, of the Medical Board of 
Consultants, was also recalled.

The committee again considered the letter and suggestions received- from the 
Great War Veterans’ Association, dated May 7, which was ordered extended in the 
records; also a letter from Mr. Knight, of the G.W.V.A. for Canada, which waS 
ordered printed.

The Chairman read a copy of his reply to the letter received from Mr. H- ■*- ' 
Stevens, M.P., relating to the case of Col. Labatt’s pension disability, which has been, 
and is being, considered by the committee. The attention of the committee was aL° 
directed to a statement which appeared in the Ottawa Citizen of Thursday May *’ 
and which is incorrect when it states that said letter was placed on the records of tn 
committee without being read ; and also to an item which appeared in the JournU 
Press stating that this letter had been made public by Hon. N. W. Rowell, which 18
also incorrect, as the members of the committee know. The letter has been in 
custody of the secretary ever since it was submitted, and the secretary also states 
the letter was not made public by him.

The committee, on motion of Mr. Nesbitt, then adjourned until Friday, Ma)r 
at 10.30 o’clock a.m.

the
th»1

10,

V. CLOUTIER, 
Clerk.

N. W. ROWELL, 
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room 318,

Thursday, May 9, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 a.m. Hon. Mr. McCurdy presiding Chairman.

Kenneth Archibald recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. You have a statement to make with regard to the policy of other countries in' 

Pensioning reservists of the allied forces ?—A. I have here a copy of the Australia war 
Pensions hand book, which was issued under the authority of the treasurer of the 
Commonwealth of Australia. It gives full and detailed instructions with regard to 
Pensions in Australia. I was asked the other day to say what Australia was doing 
with regard to the question of pensions for Imperial reservists. In this hand book 

find the following statement :—
“ Imperial reservists : The provisions of the Act extend to the case of any 

soldier of the Imperial Reserve Forces called up for active service who, at the 
commencement of the state of war referred to in the Act, was bona fide resident 
in Australia, as if that soldier were a member of the forces as defined in this 
Act.”

So that Australia does make provision for Imperial reservists.
Q. To the same extent as for their own soldiers?—A. Yes, for the ones living 

1,1 Australia at the time war broke out who were reservists of Imperial forces. It goes 
to say :—

“ A pension is not payable in the case of any such reservist to any person 
who is not bona fide resident in Australia.”

, That is the person must have been a bona fide resident in Australia before war 
ir°ke out, and have come back and been a bona fide reservist in Australia after his
Jeturn.

With regard to the question of prospective dependency regarding which I was 
asked the other day to find out what other countries were doing, this book states in 
'J,le Paragraph that the father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, etc., are entitledto
th,
It

Pensions at such rates as are assessed if they were wholly or partly dependent on 
6 member of the force within twelve months prior to his enlistment or appointment. 
Soes on to say in a subsequent paragraph :—

“Parents without adequate means of support : The parents of any mem
ber of the forces who at any time after the occurrence in the event resulting 
in his death are without adequate means of support may be granted pensions.”

So that in Australia they do grant pensions in cases of prospective dependency. 
I have here a returned soldier’s Hand Book published by the Government of New 

®aland. I can find nothing in it in regard to pensions for Imperial reservists. In
^8ard to the question of prospective dependency, however, I find that a dependent 

y be a wife, child, father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, etc., and except in
-16
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the case of the wife or child, must have been wholly or in part dependent upon the 
earnings of the soldier during the year immediately preceding the date of the soldier’s 
attestation.

Then it goes on to say in the next paragraph :—

“ A pension may be granted to a father or mother who is not actually 
dependent, but is without adequate means of support.”

So that again the question of prospective dependency has been dealt with by 
New Zealand and pensions are granted when the person becomes dependent or in a 
dependent condition.

Then, I was asked also to say what was being done with regard to sisters over the 
age of 17 wrho were crippled or incapacitated. I cannot find anything in either of 
these books, and I have not any means of knowing what other countries are doing for 
sisters over the age of 17, but we have in Canada a number of cases of sisters who were 
wholly dependent upon a brother at the time of his enlistment, and also at the time of 
his death, who cannot get pensions on account of the fact that our law only provides 
pensions for sisters who are under the age of 17. We have a case of a Miss X. who 
is a paralytic, and is continually in bed. She was wholly dependent on her brother 
at the time he went overseas and also at the time of his death, and is still in a dependent 
position. We have not jjeen able to grant her a pension ; we have a number of other 
similar cases.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. You are making grants of pensions to dependents over 17 years of age, irre

spective of their condition at all?—A. We only grant pensions to sisters under the age 
of 17 when they are wholly or mainly dependent on the deceased. We do not grant 
pensions at all to sisters over 17, because there is no provision in the law allowing us to 
do so no matter whether they are wholly dependent on the man or not. A dependent 
sister may receive separation allowance if her case is brought specially before the 
Governor in Council and the Governor in Council approves of paying separation 
allowance to her.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. In case of the death of a soldier that ceases?—A. Yes, and the pension does 

not begin.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Suppose a child of a pensioner attains 17 years of age, does the pension cease? 

—A. It ceases as soon as she attains 17, or if it be a boy, 16.
Q. Suppose she is an invalid and unable to earn her living, have you any power to 

continue beyond the age of 17?—A. Yes we have the power to continue to children i1(l 
the brothers or sisters of the deceased, until they reach the age of 21.

Q. Supposing that the child attains the age of 21 and he or she is mentally inca 
pacitated or is otherwise unable to earn a living, have you any power in that case 
No, there is no provision allowing pension in that case. j

Then I have here a classified list of disabilities, showing the number of cases, 
the percentage of the number of cases of various kinds, eye-sight cases, wounds, a_^.o 
injuries to leg, etc. It might be interesting to members of the Committee to have t 
statement before them.

(Statement filed and placed on record as follows) :—

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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THE BOARD OF PENSION COMMISSIONERS.
Ottawa, April 4, 1918.

The following is a classified List of Disabilities, for Canadian Expeditionary 
Force and Active Militia Pensioners, from the beginning of the war to February 28, 
1918 (cancellations, etc., included) :—

Per cent of Total 
Number of Cases.

Eyesight Cases—
Total blindness......................................................................................... 22
Loss of one eye........................................................................................ 276
Loss sight of one eye............................................................................ 112
Defective vision....................................................................................... 161

571 2'92

Wounds and Injuries to Leg (necessitating amputation)—
Loss, two legs............................................................................................ 6

“ one leg.............................................................................................. 377
“ two feet............................................................................................ 2
“ one foot............................................................................................ 30
“ all toes one foot........................................................................... 4
“ four toes and two great toes..................................................... 1
“ four toes............................................................   4
“ three toes......................................................................................... 2
“ two toes........................................................................................... 11
“ one toe.............................................................................................. 9
“ great toe.......................................................................................... 6
“ distal phalanx great toe......................  2

454 2‘36

Wounds and Injuries to Arms (necessitating amputation)—
Loss, one arm............................................................................................. 167

“ one hand......................................................................... 27
“ all fingers both hands............................................................... 1
“ all fingers one hand................................................................. 2
* four fingers........   6
“ three fingers..........................................................  14
“ two fingers........................................................................ 38
“ one finger...................................  68
“ thumb................................................................................................ 11
“ thumb and five fingers............................................................. 1
“ “ and three fingers............................................................ 1
“ “ and two fingers.............................................................. S
“ “ and finger.................................................................... 5
“ distal phalanx thumb and four fingers........................... 1
“ “ “ three fingers........................... 3
“ “ “ finger........................................... 3
“ two phalanxes, two fingers..............................  1
“ distal phalanx, three fingers................................................. 3
“ one finger......................................................... 1
“ “ thumb................................................ ............... 5
“ “ two fingers..................................................... 1

368 1-92

Wounds and Injuries to Leg (not necessitating amputation)—
1,854 9-65

Wounds and Injuries to Arm (not necessitating amputation)— 
Wounds, arm...................................................... .... .................................. 1,490 7-76

bounds and Injuries to Head— '
Fractured skull...........................
Injuries to head...........................
Injuries and fractures.............
Jaw—Loss, teeth.........................

514 2-68

244
198

59
13

W6i
[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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CLASSIFIED LIST OF DISABILITIES, ETC

Chest Complaints—
Pulmonary tuberculosis. . .
Pleurisy.........................................
Pneumonia..................................
Emphysema.............................
Empymema..................................
Influenza....................................
Asthma.........................................
Effects, gas—bronchitis, etc
Disease, wound, lung.............
Wound, chest............................

2,902 15-12

Heart Disease—
Valvular disease, heart........................................................................ 732
Disordered action, heart (tachycardia, etc.)........................ 478
Myocarditis................................................................................................. 94

1,304 6-79

.—Continued
Per cent of Total 
Number of Cases.

.... 1,522 7-93

.... Ill
.............  79
..................................... 34
.........  66
.........  11
..................................... 241
.............  624 3-25
.... 64

....................................  150

Epilepsy—■
Epilepsy....................................................................................................... 130 0"68

Nervous Diseases—
Effects shock and shell explosion...................................................... 912 4*75
Nervousness................................................................................................ 202
Neurasthenia.............................................................................................. 415
Cerebral meningitis, spinal, etc........................................................ 51
Partial paralysis...................................................................................... 17
Neuritis......................................................................................................... 27
Locomotor ataxia.....................................    6
Neuralgia..................................................................................................... 4

1,633 8-51

Insanity—
Insanity........................................................................................................ 131 0’68

Deafness—
Total deafness........................................................................................... 37
Partial deafness....................................................................................... 595

632 3-29

Disease leg.......................................................................................................... 1.161 6'05
Disease arm......................................................................................................... 52 0‘03
Nephritis cases................................................................................................... 465 2'42
Total number of disability pensions including gratuities. . .. 19.200
(Classified disabilities).................................................................................. 13,661 7V15
i Miscellaneous disabilities)......................................................................... 5,539 28’85
Then I was asked to bring forward certain suggestions as to amendments to the 

present regulations, I had hoped that this committee would be able to report on * 
whole pension regulations, but it seems that that will be impossible. I had drawn up 
draft bill, which consolidated or changes the regulations from beginning to end; M 
is'to say it puts the whole thing in different language, I have taken from that bn 
number of points which I would like to bring up.

By Mr. Cronyn: .
Q. These are the things, I take it, you think should be considered at this ses,sl0”c 

—A. These are the ones that I think are immediately necessary. It is not my busm ^ 
of course, to say that the committee should make one report or another report, o 
had hoped the committee would report in favour of amending the whole regulation® ^ 
Order in Council and then we could get the whole thing in the language which see^e 
last year to Mr. Nickle, Mr. Gisborne and myself, to be the best language to use. & 
language now used is the language of a report to Parliament, and the report has 
amended so many times by Order in Council, that it is somewhat difficult to an.

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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coining into the office to appreciate the regulations as a whole. If we could have the 
whole thing done over again as amended, it would result in increased efficiency in our 
office. That is why I drew up that Bill.

By Mr. N-icicle:
Q. When the report was adopted by the House you will remember that it was in 

the form or language of a report ; then the Order in Council that was passed simply 
made the report an Order in Council, changing the number of the sections. What you 
mean is that the whole legislation should be put in the form of an Order in Council, 
expressed as a statute should be expressed ?—A. Yes, and besides that, all the amend
ments which have been made can be inserted and compiled as it were. There must be 
I suppose 10 Orders in Council passed amending P.C. 1334 of June 3, 1916, and I 
have tried to put these amendments into this Bill. Some of the present regulations are 
a little bit incomprehensible. Sometimes the wording of it prevents the pension com
missioners from awarding a pension, when their interpretation of the intention of the 
committee which drew the regulations would warrant pension being granted. I feel 
confident in saying that not more than ten or fifteen of the sections are applied strictly. 
We have to go outside the regulations quite frequently, in order to do what we con
sider is absolute justice. This draft bill is so worded that if it is adopted, we shall not. 
have to go outside it at all.

By Mr. Pardee:.
Q. The Bill you have drafted here is giving effect to what your practical experi

ence of the past year or two leads you to believe is necessary, in order to carry out the' 
intentions of the regulation ?—A. That is what it amounts to.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. It is simply embodying the original Order in Council in all these regulations? 

—A. Yes, with modifications which have been shown to be necessary by experience.
I have taken from this Bill a lot of points which seemed to be immediately necessary, 
at the same time if the Committee desires to consider the draft Bill instead of con
sidering these points, it might be preferable.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. It, seems to me that if we have the time it would be a very much more thorough 

job to consider the draft Bill which could very easily be turned into a report.—A. It 
Would be very easy to do that. The report simply read “ That the following provisions 
should be incorporated in an Order in Council,” and then set forth the provisions of 
this draft Bill as it may be amended by the Committee. The Bill is drawn simply for 
the consideration of this Committee and may be amended.

Mr. Nesbitt : I think we should go over the Bill.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. This Bill was drawn after consultation not only with your staff but with others 

who were interested ?—A. Mr. Nickle, Mr. Gisborne, and I, last year, went over a Bill 
drafted by Mr. Gisborne, and we spent probably the whole of fifteen days on it. That 
^ill was supposed to be before Parliament last session, but it did not come up. Then 
*he Minister of Finance, who was at that time our minister, wrote to the Board of 
tension Commissioners and requested that the Bill be gone over again and made 
ready for us to bring up this session. I thereupon kept on going over it from time 
to time and made certain changes in that Bill which were dictated by experience, 
and this draft Bill is the former Bill changed sometimes in wording here and there, 

i 'n't mostly changed from the point of view of experience gained during the last year. 
1 might perhaps before you start to consider the Bill just state a few of the points 
which it seems are absolutely necessary for immediate consideration. One of the

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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points is this, that the regulation now in force with regard to the awarding of pen
sions to dependents—that is to say, parents or persons in the place of parents—should 
be amended to provide that pensions be payable to parents or persons in the place of 
parents who, although not wholly or mainly dependent on a deceased member of the 
forces at the time of his death, subsequently lose their means of self-support and who 
would have been, in the opinion of the Board of Pension Commissioners, wholly or 
mainly dependent on the deceased member of the forces had he lived. That provides 
for the case of prospective dependency. Another provision is “ that the full pension 
be not necessarily paid to a parent who has only been partially dependent on a deceased 
member of the forces, but that pensions to parents be paid in accordance with the 
amount considered sufficient by the Board of Pension Commissioners to provide 
such parents with maintenance when added to the income of such parent in accord
ance with the rank of the deceased.” This provision would apply to the case oE a 
woman who is now in receipt of an income of $20 or $30 per month. In such a case 
we would not necessarily give her the full pension of $40 a month, but only a sufficient 
amount which added to her income of $20 a month would give her sufficient to live on.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. You want authority to use judgment as to the needs of the dependent?—A- 

Yes; we very frequently find cases in which the dependent has an income of, say, $30 
per month, and if we are going to give her a pension at all, we must give her the full 
pension of $40, which gives her an income of $70. Another case may come up on 
the same day in which the woman has been absolutely dependent on the deceased, and 
we give her $40. We cannot give her more, although she may be living next door 4o 
the woman who has an income of $30 of her own, which plus $40 pension gives her an 
income of $70 per month. We think both women should be placed on a par.

Q. That is rather opposed to our theory that pensions should be granted regard
less of the earning powers of the soldiers?—A. Perhaps I had better explain the two 
ideas. The one idea which applies to the soldier and to his widow and children i9 
that the country owes an absolute debt of a certain amount of money figured in 
accordance with the pension scale. The principle which is applied to the widowed 
mother or parent is not the same at all ; it is this : that the country owes to the parent 
or widowed mother a debt of maintenance only ; not an absolute debt, but a debt which 
should be considered in its relation to the possible income of the person receiving the 
pension, and the support which that person has received from the soldier previously- 
The reason for the difference in principle is that the soldier is absolutely bound by 
law to look after his wife and children, whereas by law, except in the province 
Quebec, he is not bound to look after his mother or his father. Even in the province 
of Quebec the legal principle is that the parent shall only be entitled to receive frc®1 
the son support in accordance with his earning capacity and his or her needs, a,1': 
cannot get support at all from him unless he or she needs it. The proposal is to make 
the province of Quebec rule more or less apply to pensions to parents, namely, that 
they should receive pension when they need it, but should not receive pension when 
they do not need it.

Q. Except in the case of the wife and children?—A. Yes, when I speak of dep611- 
dent I mean dependent—father and mother.

Q. Outside of the wife and children?—A. Yes, they are called dependents in °ul 
law. The word “ dependent ” is only used in reference to parent.

By Mr. Cronyn:
ofQ. It is not used as to wife and children?—A. No, it simply says, the wid°vV 

the man, but when it comes to a widowed mother, wholly or mainly dependent u£ ^ 
the man. That is the only place in law in which the word “ dependent ” is ll&e 
except in regard to little brothers and sisters.

EMr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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Q. Was there not a line of reasoning that if you applied the dependent rule to 
the soldier, and to a less extent to his widow, you might kill all initiative or desire to 
better himself.—A. Tes, no doubt. In France and England'they had a rule that when 
a man was able to earn a living his pension should be discontinued. In England 
they used to give, I think, 25 shillings and sixpence. Ten shillings and sixpence was 
the minimum pension. You could not take any of that away, but as soon as the man 
began to earn, if he earned 15 shillings a week, they would take away 15 shillings 
from his 25 and 10 pence, and the result was, according to books I have read on the 
subject, that that produced a race of no-goods, that these people simply said, “I won’t 
work, because if I work I do not get any value out of my work up to 15 shillings ”, 
and the same thing happened in France. In England and France they have adopted 
the principle that the pension shall go on, irrespective of the earning capacity of the 
man. The principle, however does not apply to the widowed mother, because she is 
generally of an age where her work will not be much value to the country. She is 
generally between 50 and TO years of age, and it is not expected a widowed mother 
will work. It is only expected that she will continue to live in a fair degree of com
fort. It is also considered that $40 a month should maintain her in a fair degree of 
comfort.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. And she would be pensioned in accordance with her needs?—A. In accordance 

with her need and the rank of the deceased and naturally in accordance with the pen
sions scale.

(At this point Hon. Mr. Rowell took the Chair.)
The Chairman : We wish to obtain some information from Col. McGillivray and 

Mr. Archibald may resume later.

Lieutenant-Colonel Donald McGillivray appeared at the request of the committee.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. I understand the chairman asked you to appear this morning and give us 

some information in reference to Colonel Labatt’s pension ?—A. Yes.
Q. Were you one of the board that examined Colonel Labatt recently ?—A. Yes, 

here in Ottawa.
Q. Do you recollect the findings of the other boards, or would you prefer to have 

them before you?—A. Well, I understand the finding of the other board was total 
disability.

Q. Do you know the contents of their report?—A. Ho, I do not know what they 
based that on. It was referred to us for examination to see whether it was total dis
ability or not, and that is all we were called upon to do.

Q. Your report was only as to his condition at the time of his examination ?—■ 
A. At the time we saw him.

Q. In your judgment was Colonel Labatt at the time he enlisted suffering from 
the disability in respect ofi which he was allowed a pension?—A. The great prob
ability is that when Colonel Labatt enlisted his heart was not normal. What degree 
°f abnormality there was, if any, I cannot state, nor can anybody else, except those 
who examined him at the time of his enlistment. Certainly his heart could not then 
have been as it is now, because a tyro could detect the trouble without putting the 
stethescape on him in his present condition. At the time he eplisted the great prob
ability is that it was not normal.

Q. Then in your opinion Colonel Labatt’s disability was a progressing one?— 
Yes.

Q. The inception of which was prior to enlistment?—A. I should think so.
[Lieut.-Col. McGillivray. 1
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By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. In other words, if he had been as bad as he is now, he could not have gone 
to the front?—A. No, certainly could not.

Q. Have you any means by which you could determine to what extent his dis
ability had progressed at the time he enlisted ?—A. Quite impossible for us to state 
that. I would not think his heart could have been normal. The great probability is 
that his heart was not normal at the time he enlisted. The trouble could arise in 
that time, but it is not probable that it would. It is exceedingly difficult to say when 
these heart conditions start, and what provokes them, but under strenuous work they 
increase very rapidly.

Q. Would you think the ulcer from which Colonel Labatt had suffered and other 
troubles that he had-----?—A. You mean the operations he had?

Q. Yes. Did they result from his heart condition, or do you think his heart 
condition resulted from them?—A. I think certainly his heart condition was greatly 
aggravated by the severe operations he went through, undoubtedly.

Q. For instance, Colonel Labatt seemed to have been troubled with ulcers of the 
bowel ?—A. Yes; he had two or three major operations, I believe.

Q. Long before he joined the forces ?—A. I do not know whether he had an 
operation before or not.

Q. I said that he suffered with the ulcers ?—A. His heart at present is enormously 
enlarged, and it might cease functionating at any time. His present disability is 
certainly 100 per cent. As to when that started, when it was initiated, I cannot state, 
but the great probability is that it was prior to enlistment.

Q. The Board of January, 1915, states that he has suffered occasionally from 
duodenal ulcer of many years standing and a severe hemorrhage occurred from it with 
malæna following, and that it would be unsafe for him to proceed to the front. Would 
that ulcer have caused the heart condition, or would the heart condition have caused 
the ulcer?—A. I do not think that ulcer would cause the heart condition, and I think, 
judging from the size of his heart, that he has had myocarditis for some years. That 
means weakened heart muscles. That is caused by intestinal constipation. Anybody 
suffering from intestinal constipation is very liable to be affected with myocarditis, 
and the intestinal constipation not infrequently accompanies ulceration of the bowels. 
I cannot say whether that is the case with him or not. You can readily see that if i* 
was an accompaniment of the ulcer that it would tend to increase the toxine absorption 
from the intestinal tract, which does undoubtedly affect the heart muscles. His heart 
is now enormously enlarged and I should judge from that fact that he had myocarditis 
for some time. That is his heart is dilated and hypertrophied in part. He may Üve 
ten years. It is impossible to give a prognosis regarding the heart that one could 
depend upon.

Q. You would be prepared to say, judging from the conditions as you found then' 
on the last examination that the probability is that in your judgment it had preceded 
the enlistment and had been a gradual development ?—A. In my judgment that is t*10 
supposition.

By Mr. Pardee:

Q. Aggravated by service ?—A. Oh, very much.
Q. Will you state shortly what your position is?—A. I am on the Consult011* 

Board of the D.G.M.S.
Q'- What are your duties?—A. I have been going the length and breadth of tbe 

land visiting different hospitals and seeing if men are getting proper pensions, if t^1<’? 
are being held too long in hospitals, and regulating things, and seeing that there 1 
uniformity of treatment throughout the length and breadth of Canada.

Q. You are consulted upon cases such as Col. Labatt’s ?—A. Oh, yes.
[Lieut.-Col. McGillivray.]
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By the Chairman :
Q. As I understand it the Board of Consultants is composed of a number of medi

cal men, each a specialist in his own department?—A. Yes.
Q. What is your speciality ?—A. Internal medicine. I only deal with medicine.
Q. If a question were referred to the Board of Consultants relating to heart 

trouble, in a matter of this kind, would you be a specialist in that department ?—A. 
Yes, I would in all probability be called upon to pass judgment on it. An illustration 
of the difficulty presented in heart cases and the impossibility of making a prognosis 
of definite value, prior to my leaving early in 1915 I had a patient at home, a servant 
in the Ontario Government, a terribly bad heart case and I told his wife I did not 
think he would live more than a few months. Well, that is the first man I met in 
Toronto after an absence of two and one half years, and he was carrying on his work 
and I inquired from him with regard to his wife, and he said, “ Did you not hear that 
toy wife died of heart disease.” I knew she had a slight condition of heart disease, 
but he had a very aggravated form. He was carrying on and she was dead. So that it 
is very difficult to give a definite prognosis in relation to heart trouble. It is very 
uncertain.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. No doubt when you examined him he was fully incapacitated ?-—A. Oh, yes, 

100 per cent disability. He cannot go upstairs without puffing. He cannot engage in 
ordinary conversation without getting quite breathless.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. The board of June, 1915, answered the following questions, as this report 

shows :—
“ Was the disability contracted in the service?—Yes.
“ Was it contracted under circumstances over which he had no control ?—

Yes.
“ Was it caused by military service?—Yes.
“If caused by military service, to what specific condition is it attributable?

—To active service.”
^hat would you think of that?—A. That may be all right. I told you what the prob- 
ubilities were.

Q. You are just speaking hypothetically ?—Yes.
Q. Do you know anything about Senator Bradbury’s pension ?—A. I do not know 

a,iything about it except what I see in the papers.
Q. Does this arterio sclerosis develop slowly ?—A. Yes, quite progressive and

slow.
Q. What term of years does it ordinarily take to develop ?—A. I have seen a 

°uild of twelve years of age who virtually was eighty. There is an adage, “ You can 
Say in medicine that a man is as old as his arteries,” and there is nothing truer in 
’“edicine. You may get a child of twelve years of age who is really eighty, judging 
3y his arteries. On the other hand, you might get a man of eighty who is fifty or 
ai*ty, judging from his arteries. Arterio sclerosis usually starts in any time from 
°rty on.

Q. Dr. Lafleur, of Montreal, in his examination of Senator Bradbury states that 
!n bis opinion the disability all developed subsequently to his joining the C.E.F.; that 
ls’ in a period of eighteen months.—A. That would be very rapid.

Q. What would your judgment be in a matter of that sort?—A. I would judge it 
a very rapid onset.

Q. The first board that examined Senator Bradbury said he was suffering from 
? ‘5 per cent disability. The Pension Commissioners found that two-thirds of that 
ad developed subsequent to enlisting in the forces. The Montreal expert said he was

[Lieut.-Col. McGill!vray.]
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under a disability of 80 per cent, all of which was contracted since joining the forces. 
Assuming the present day disability between 75 and 80 per cent, would you think 
that would likely develop, or would it not, in the space of two or three years?—A. If 
it is just a straight arterio sclerosis with no complications—of course, heart conditions 
and kidney conditions are very quickly engrafted on arterio sclerosis—I cannot say 
whether he has those complications or not.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What condition ?—A. Heart and kidney conditions are very quickly engrafted 

upon or complicated with aterio sclerosis.
Q. That is the veins closing up?-—A. Getting hard and inelastic, and the circula

tion is interfered with on that account, on account of the collapsible elastic tubes- 
A continuous flow of blood is coming up from the tissue, and when the vessels become 
hard that flow is interfered with and the quantity of blood coming through the 
kidneys is interfered with, and very often you get kidney complications on top of 
your arterial condition, and the harder the vessels get the stronger the pump must be, 
which is your heart, in order to force the blood through. So that you quickly get a 
heart enlargement, and with that some dilatation, and with that a crippling of yoUr 
circulation.

By the Chairman:
Q. In the evidence of Colonel Belton given on Tuesday you will find a record 

of the medical board on Colonel Bradbury. You might read it. On page 27 of the 
evidence.—A. (after reading) Angina pectoris is not infrequent with arterio sclerosis.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Have you read the file?—A. Yes.
Q. Having read the file, what, in your opinion, is the probability as to disability’ 

under which Senator Bradbury was suffering at the time of enlistment?—A. The 
senator is 59 years of age now; born in June, 1859, that would leave him 59 years o± 
age in June, so that he would be about 56 when he enlisted ; well, I think 60 per cent 
because all the man’s arteries are beginning to thicken up at that time of life. H)S 
service undoubtedly brings on angina pectoris which is a part of his condition at the 
present. A man cannot do anything that requires exercise without being breathing 
and the pain of angina pectoris is very heavy, it totally incapacitates a man, there >9 
no question at all about that, and, judging from that history and the man’s age ke 
should have that 50 per cent which would not have been more than that man wfla 
entitled to.

Q. Fifty per cent disability, or 50 per cent pension ?—A. Oh a greater disabiW 
than of 50 per cent, I should have said 50 per cent pension was not excessive.

Q. You think that the pension granted was reasonable?—A. I should have thong ^ 
it was very reasonable, and certainly not excessive; it is a very reasonable award, 
should say.

Q. Would his case be aggravated by service?—A. It would be, very much.
By Mr. Pardee:

Q. What are the usual causes that bring about angina pectoris in arterial scleros1- 
—A. Angina pectoris is one of the symptoms of arterial sclerosis. . ]

Q. What brings that on ?—A. Sundry things, a man cannot do strenuous physl 
work or strenuous mental work over a length of time; again a terrible intestinal abso ^ 
tion tends very much ; alcohol, syphilis, and a number of things bring on arter 
sclerosis.

By Mr. Nesbitt: ^
Q. Alcohol is very bad is it not?—A. Well, I have known some men who Üve 

be 90 and who drank like fish all their lives. You see we are not all alike as re'-‘ 
[Lieut.-Col. McGillivray.]
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the tubing put in our human anatomy ; all of you who have anything to do with an 
automobile know of the difficulties you encounter in connection with the tubing, and 
the human system is the same. There is no truer saying in medicine than that a man 
is as old as his arteries, and we do not all start off even.

By Mr. NicJcle:
Q. Since I last spoke to you they have brought up Colonel Labatt’s file; will you 

look over that file and see if there is anything there to change the view you then 
expressed ?—A. When we saw Colonel Labatt, this is his file here, we took his condition 
as it was then, and as he expressed it to us; I examined him carefully and then he 
Went away; (examines file) there is no board here that goes into his personal history 
as to what he suffered at any time.

Q. The first Board is January, 1915.—A. There is nothing here except that it 
states that he was an athlete, and the probability is that he may have an athlete’s 
heart, I cannot say.

Q. Is there anything further you wish to say?—A. Nothing more.

Witness retired.

Mr. Kenneth Archibald (recalled) : “ The third suggestion was that brothers 
over 16 years of age and sisters over 17 years of age should be pensionable at the rates 
Provided for orphan children when the deceased was their whole or their main support, 
and when they are incapacitated through age or infirmity from earning a livelihood.”

the present time we only give pension to children under the age of 16 and 17, that 
15 to say, brothers and sisters under those ages, but we have a number of cases, as I 
Explained before of crippled sisters, who were wholly supported by the deceased before 
ne died, and probably before he enlisted, who are not provided for under the present 
Pension regulations.

By Mr. Nesbitt: ■
Q. You only provide for the “ wholly ” class there?—A. No, “ whole or main” 

and the provisions would be regarding brothers and sisters, the same as with regard 
'P Parents. That is to say, that partial pension might be given to them if they were 
°nly partly dependent and that the full pension would only be given when they were 
wholly dependent.

The next suggestion refers to allied reservists, as follows :
“ That in the case in which any person who was domiciled in Canada left 

Canada for the purpose of serving, and served with the Forces of one of the 
Allied Nations in the present war, and when he, his wife, his widow, his children, 
his parents or dependent has again taken up residence in Canada, or has con
tinued to reside in Canada, the pension awarded by his own country, should 
be supplemented in such a manner that the total pensions shall be equivalent 
to the amount of pension that would have been received had such person served 
in the Canadian Expeditionary Force. That if any such person should sub
sequently leave Canada the supplementary pension awarded by Canada should 
no longer be paid.”

^■hat simply provides that if a man is killed the widow will get the British Pension 
^ as a supplementary pension to make her total pension equal to that of the Canadian
Mdow.

By the Chairman:
, Q. Have you any figures upon which one could estimate the annual financial 
ainand this would make upon the Canadian Government ?—A. No, I have no figures 
hatever as to that. All that I know is that the Canadian Patriotic Fund, I think

['Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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it was Sir Herbert Ames, said there were a large number of wives of reservists over
seas being assisted by the Canadian Patriotic Fund—both British and French, I do 
not know whether he mentioned any Italians.

Q. Can you get for us the information which we asked for the other day as to 
the number of reservists of Great Britain and the Allied Nations, who were residents 
in Canada, and who have gone across to fight so that we should be able to form some 
estimate of what the financial charge would be if this recommendation were carried 
out?—A. I will try to find out. There may be some difficulty in it, but I shall try 
to get that information, probably from the Department of Militia and Defence, and 
probably I may get some information on the subject from the Patriotic Fund, but it 
may take some time to get.

Q. Your board has not considered what the financial charge would be to give 
effect to this?—A. We have not considered it in any way whatever.

Q. Have you considered what the financial charge would be to give effect to any 
of your recommendations?—A. No, I cannot say that we have worked it out from an 
actuary’s point of view in any way, but we have thought it over, and we simply put 
adjectives to it, big or small, or slight, but never figured it out actuarily at all.

Q. Can you give us any estimate at all under classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 what the 
financial charge would be, or whether it would be large or small?—A. With regard 
to the first suggestion, namely, that prospective dependency be taken into account, 
that would eventually cost the country a very large amount of money, because when 
a widowed mother or father reached a certain age, or become incapacitated, he or she 
would become pensionable, whether the son had supported him or her or not, provided, 
of course, that, in the opinion of the Board of Pension Commissioners, it was con
sidered the son would have Supported him or her. The result is that a very larg6 
number of old people will be pensioned for a short number of years. The second 
suggestion, which provides that a partial pension may be paid to the dependents "'ho 
are only partially dependent, would save the country a great deal of money, because, 
as it is at present, we must either give the full pension or nothing at all. If we 
could give them a half pension or quarter pension in those cases in which a half Pcn' 
sion or quarter pension would be quite sufficient to provide maintenance when added 
to the income of the mother or father, a great amount of money would be saved. * 

think the saving under Section 2 would offset the expenditure under Section 1. Wit*1 
regard to the third suggestion—that is the pension to incapacitated brothers an° 
sisters over 16 or 17—I think that would cost a very small amount of money indeed- 
I do not suppose there would be altogether more than possibly twenty-five cases 
altogether. Further, they would only be pensioned at a small rate, not to exceed 
per annum, which is the amount paid to orphan children.

By Mr. Pardee:

Q. I notice that you make that recommendation $192 per annum. Would y°u 
consider that adequate in the case cited this morning?—A. In that case this l’av 
ticular lady has a certain amount of other support. I do not think $10 a month 1 
adequate at all.

Q. Supposing they were totally dependent, would that amount be sufficient ? x ' 

I do not think $16 a month is sufficient to support any grown person.
Q. Would you under those circumstances leave a discretionary power with

a h*ed
-er-
i<rc

commissioner, or would you make it a fixed sum?—A. I think I would make it - 
sum, for the reason that it is not expected a soldier will support a sister for c' 
In fact, it is so little supposed that a soldier would support a sister on the avcr-lr’ 
that no provision was made for sisters.

Q. In the other regulations you have given us in other countries, are sisters P 
vided for?—A. I cannot say that.
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Q. In the other regulations which you have gone over, are dependents such as 
that provided for?—A. I think they are provided for as special cases only in some 
countries. In most cases they are not provided for at all.

Q. In Great Britain?—A. Not at all.
Q. In Australia or New Zealand ?—A. Yes, in Australia it provides for brother, 

sister, or mother-in-law, but they have to prove they are without adequate means of 
support. In Australia they provide for a father, mother, grandfather, grandmother, 
step-father, step-mother, foster-mother, son, daughter, grandson, grand-daughter, 
step-son, step-daughter, brother, sister, half-brother, half-sister, adopted child, 
mother-in-law, and ex-nuptial grandchild. Those are what they call ‘ other 
dependents.”

Q. Are the Commissioners there given a discretionary power ?—A. This is merely 
a booklet from which I am reading, and it is not the law. This simply is a handbook 
to be given the soldier, and tells him how to go about things and how much he is going 
to get.

Q. And you do not know exactly what the law is?—A. No, I cannot say definitely 
exactly what the law is. The conditions which obtain in Canada are fairly well known 
to us, especially on the Board of Pension Commissioners from the point of view of 
Pensioners, but we have not any idea what the conditions which obtain in Australia 
nre. In Australia they might have some reason for giving pension to an ex-nuptial 
Krand-child, but it seems to me you go a very long distance when you bring them in. 
I should say, if necessary that you should put a clause into the pension regulations 
which would provide that the pension commissioners should have discretion in case of 
hardship to award a pension at any rate they saw fit.

By the Chairman:
Q. There are two or three suggestions here on which we might have information. 

No. 5 reads :—

“ That members of all the Canadian naval and military forces should be 
pensionable at the rates which are provided for members of the C.E.F. and the 
naval force, provided that before disability or death of a member of the Cana
dian militia or permanent force becomes pensionable, proof be furnished that 
the disability or death is clearly attributable to service.”

Q. What point do you make in regard to that?—A. The point I mentioned the 
first day, namely that the disability is the same, and is suffered frequently under 
a*milar conditions, but the pension is absolutely inadequate when it comes to militia 
rfien. It is adequate, or presumed to be quite adequate in case of the C.E.F. A mem- 
fier of the C.-E.F. receives a pension of $600 for total disablement, and a member of the 
rpilitia receives a pension of $264. Furthermore there is no differentiation between 
^embers of the naval force who do not see active service—that is to say on sea—and 
ttiose who are on land. They are all entitled to pensions at the rates paid to the C.E.F. 
fi do not know much about the navy, but I know quite well that there are certain mem
bers of the naval force who have not seen active service, and are not intended to see 
Active service. It is similar to the militia men.

Q. They receive pensions at the same rate as those who see active service, but, as 
Understood the first day you were here, while we have changed the system so far as 

,*e C.E.F. is concerned, by abandoning the distinction between injuries sustained in 
Slght of the enemy, or injuries sustained not in sight of the enemy, a distinction still 
°°utinues in the case of the militia force ?—A. Yes, if there were a riot in Canada 
a'1d the militia were called out, and one of the men who were called out totally dis
abled, he would bo entitled to $264, but if there were no riot, and he were merely out 
.fining and became totally disabled, he would only be entitled to $192, because the 
lr>jury was not received in the presence of the enemy.
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Q. What have you to say to paragraph 6, which reads :—
“ That no reasonable refusal to accept treatment should be considered as a 

bar or partial bar to pension.”
A. At the present time it has been found that a very large number of men, 

especially men suffering from tuberculosis, are ready to sign a waiver relieving the 
country 'from all responsibility with regard to their disease in order that they may 
return to their homes. They do not receive the proper treatment. It is absolutely 
necessary that the country should treat these men, especially men who are suffering 
from active tuberculosis, or in fact any other disease. The second consideration is 
this : That if they had got treatment they would very possibly be cured, or their dis
ability at least reduced to a minimum, but if they do not get treatment, their disability 
will not be reduced to a minimum and the country will be obliged to pension them at a 
certain increased rate. It will save the country money in one way and will also assist 
the men in getting the proper treatment.

Q. No. 7 and No. 8 are self-explanatory. In No. 9 you say that where a man 
reverts to a lower rank in order to proceed to the front, he should be entitled to pension 
on the basis of the rank he held at the time he reverted ?—A. At the present time there 
is an order in council which has been passed providing that when a man reverts i” 
England in order to proceed to France, his separation allowance shall continue as of 
the rank from which he reverted, and in case of his death his widow shall he paid 3 
pension as of the rank from which he reverted. A large number of men reverted in 
Canada in order to proceed to England and France. Their widows are only entitled to 
pensions on the basis of the rank to which they reverted. There are also a number oi 
men who received promotions in England and they subsequently reverted in order to 
proceed to France. Their widows are not entitled to receive pensions at the rate pr°" 
vided for the rank they held when they were promoted and reverted back. There &re 
many inequalities in this question of reversion. Then, again, when a man returns 
from the front disabled, he is pensioned according to the rank he held when he was 
discharged, not at the rank from which he reverted, although his widow would be 
pensionable according to the rank from which he reverted. I have put in one para
graph the suggestion that when he voluntarily reverted he should be pensioned accord
ing to the rank from which he reverted.

Bp Mr. Nicide:
Q. When was that Order in Council passed ?—A. No. 1881, August, 1916.

By the Chairman:
Q. Supposing a man is promoted in rank after he has suffered his disability allC^ 

after he returns to Canada but before pension is awarded. On what basis is the ponsio11 
awarded?—A. He will get pension as of the rank he held at the time of his discharge-

Q. The effect might be this; that if he returns disabled from the front, by Pr° 
moting him in the service his pension might be increased?—A. Yes, no doubt.

By Mr. Nicide:
Q. I thought it was the time he suffered the disability ?- 

were going to put in the Act we discussed last year.
-A. No, that is what we

beQ. The draft bill of last sesion laid down the principle that the pension was t^ 
determined as of the rank the man held at the time he incurred the disability.—A-

Q. To prevent any log rolling or subsequent promotion prior to discharge ?—A- ^ 
but that is not the law. The matter was brought up last session, and we considérer! 
the matter with reference to men promoted for gallantry, and we said we thoug 1 
was hardly fair to give them a smaller pension when they were promoted for gal*a _ ^ 

The Chairman : My question was whether the pension was awarded on the ^aSlS f 
the man’s rank at the time he suffered the disability, or at the time of his disch-1 
The witness says it was at the time of his discharge ; so that a man might retui n 
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Canada, be promoted in rank, and by reason of his promotion in rank he would get a 
larger pension than he would have received had he retained the rank as of the time he 
suffered the disability.

By the Chairman:
Q. You do not recommend that the pension should be awarded as of the rank the 

man held at the time he suffered disability?—A. It is a very difficult question. A man 
may suffer disability, that is to say he may have a wound in the arm which is cured, 
or cured so as to allow him to go back to service, and in two or three months, owing 
to the cold or something like that, this wound breaks out again, and he is taken back 
and his arm is taken off. In the meantime, he may have been promoted. Now, if you 
say that his pension shall be at the rank which he held at the time he suffered, dis
ability, you immediately do him an injustice, because he has been promoted in the 
meantime, possible for gallantry or for some other creditable service. For that reason 
you have to define “ the appearance of disability ” very closely. If you want to provide 
that the man should be pensioned as of the rank he held when he suffered the dis
ability.

Q. Is it not possible that it might be open to grav~ abuse if the man were pro
moted after receiving disability ?—A. No doubt whatever that it might be. I am quite 
sure that a number of men that we have pensioned were promoted, probably not with 
the object of a higher pension, but after the disability was suffered, I do not know why 
they should not receive the pension of their higher rank. There are lots of men with 
ayes out, or arms off, who are serving at the base. They were promoted not for active 
Service in the field, but for the service in the particular capacity in which they are now 
augaged, and it is quite reasonable to pension those men at that rank, provided their 
Promotion has been the result of good service, and not the result of influence.

Q. That raises an important question and if you have any knowledge at all to 
show" us what the effect of any change will be we shall be glad to have it. Will you let 
Us know how many men have been promoted since disability was incurred which will 
result in increased pension ?—A. I am afraid it will be practically impossible to secure 
such imformation.

Q. You said there was quite a number, and I was wondering how many there are.— 
A-- The Department of Militia and Defence is the only Department who can tell you 
mat, because they know the number of men who have been promoted after disability ; 
there could be no promotion after discharge.

Q. You said there are a number who have been promoted since disability, and I 
'vant to see how large a class this change would affect.—A. I will try to ascertain that, 
hut it will be Very difficult to do so.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Suppose a man has temporary rank and a permanent rank, which rank will 

obtain?—A. The paid rank at discharge will obtain.
Q. The temporary rank?—A. If he is paid for it.
Q. If the man were a temporary Colonel, and a permanent lieutenant, which rank 

^'ould be taken?—A. If he is being paid as a Colonel, he will be pensioned according 
*o that rank. The rank for which he is actually receiving pay and allowances at the 
^Uie of his discharge governs.

The Chairman : (reads) No. 10. That when an applicant or pensioner has been con
noted of an offence within the provisions of the Criminal Code, Revised Statutes, 1906, 
'bap. 146, pension may be refused to him, or payments of his pension may be deferred, 

pr bis pension may be suspended, discontinued or cancelled in the discretion of the 
uuimission.”

That is self-explanatory (reads)
“ 11. That a pensioner shall not be paid any instalment of his pension which 

has remained unclaimed by him for more than two years from the date such
[iMr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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instalment became due and that any unpaid balance of pension due to a deceased 
pensioner should not be deemed to form part of the assets of his estate. The 
Board of Pension Commissioners should be given discretion to pay such balance 
to a widow or children, or other person maintained by the pensioner.”

Why should it not form part of the assets of his estate?—A. The pension is awarded 
a man for the purpose of maintaining him, not for the purpose of maintaining any 
other person. A man very frequently, unless he has a widow or children, may have a 
fifth cousin who comes in and claims a pension. That last clause was put in because 
when Mr. Nickle and I were down in the United States, they told us such a clause was 
in their regulation, and they had been able to save millions of dollars by the mere fact 
that the pension should not form part of the assets of the man’s estate.

The Chairman : (reads)

“ 12. That when the estate left by a deceased pensioner is not sufficient to 
pay the expenses of his last sickness and burial the Board of Pension Commis
sioners should be given authority to pay such expenses or a portion of them, to 
an amount not exceeding $100.”

That is self-explanatory. Have yoù had many cases of that nature ?—A. We have had 
a large number especially recently and they are occurring all the time.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:

Q. What about the man who has not been discharged ?—A. The Militia Depart
ment look after the burial of all men who are not discharged. Recently they have issued 
an order that they will look after the deaths of all men who have not been discharged, 
or who have been discharged within four months up to the amount of $100, but they 
will not pay it unless the man’s estate or his relatives cannot pay it.

The Chairman : -(reads)
“ 13. That whenever a pensioner is required to be medically re-examined, 

he shall be entitled to be paid a reasonable amount for travelling expenses and 
subsistence or loss of wages ; that if any pensioner refuses or neglects to be medi
cally re-examined his pension should be deferred, and no pension should be paid 
to him for the period during which such refusal or neglect continues.”

Is there no provision at the present time for paying travelling expenses?—A. Ho, w 
have no such provision, but we do pay them, although we are really outside the regu' 
lations in doing so. We have no authority to do it.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. This is to give you authority for your present practice?—A. Yes.
Q. Is this done in many cases ?—A. It has been done in every case for the la- 

eight months or so. ^
Q. How many cases would you have?—A. Some of them do not need to be Pfll 

anything, they live in the place where the examination is held, and we do not pay aI1'^ 
expenses. I suppose we have had at least 2,500 cases in which we have had to Pa 
something, either $1.10 or $1.60, or $2.10 as the case may be.

The Chairman : (reads)

“ 14. That during treatment or vocational re-education no pension be Pal ’ 
but allowances be paid by the Department furnishing such treatment or ~V0<" 
tional Re-education.”
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I assume that is in connection with the Order in Council recently passed which 
permits the Soldiers’ Ee-establishment Department to pay men while engaged in 
Vocational Training?—A. Vocational Training and Treatment.

The Chairman : (reads)

“ 15. That pensions be payable whenever a disability becomes apparent more 
than three months after the enlistment or enrollment of a member of the 
Forces provided that no pension should be awarded for that proportion of the 
disability which existed on his enlistment or enrollment and was wilfully con
cealed, or was apparent, or became apparent before the expiration of three 
months from the date of enlistment or enrollment.”

Can you give us any estimate at all how much that would add to the financial 
obligations of the Government?—A. I could not give you any exact figures, but 
certainly between 10 and 25 per cent of the total pension obligations.

Mr. Pardee : I think it is very important when we make these recommendations 
that we should have this information whether Mr. Archibald can give it or somebody 
else; it is most important that we have some approximate estimate. That information 
's necessary for two reasons. Supposing our recommendation is that the pensions 
should be granted that are larger than the ones given now, there will still be a great 
many soldiers who will be disappointed, thinking that it is still not large enough, and 
they will have to be shown the extent of the financial obligation that the Government 
has assumed. We must have something along that line.

The Chairman ; I think we should ask the Board to give us the best opinion they 
can form about the financial obligation.

Witness : I think we have a good many statistics available at the present time, and 
we would compile those statistics to show the approximate amount of the obligation. 
Of course it will be more or less a matter of guess-work, but it will be fairly accurate.

The Chairman : (reads)

“ 16. That the Commission should have discretion to award a pension when
ever a member of the forces has been dismissed from service or has been dis
charged dishonourably or for bad conduct.”

Have you many cases of that kind?—A. Not very many, no.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. They are not allowed to give a pension to a man discharged for dishonourable 

°°nduct?—A. There is no such provision in our regulation. We have to give a man 
a Pension if he is entitled to it, no matter what the conditions are.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then you have had a number of cases of that class?—A. We have had a number, 

Probably 25 or 30.
Q. Supposing a man is a married man, and is dishonourably discharged, you would 

P°t allow his wife anything?—A. I should say it should be in the discretion of the 
Commission; that the Commission should have discretion.

The Chairman : (reads)

“ 17. That pension be discontinued upon the re-enlistment of a pensioner and 
that his case, upon re-discharge, be considered anew as if his service had been 
continuous from his first enlistment.”

Why do you say “ continuous as from his first enlistment ” ?—A. From the point 
view of the possibility of pre-existing enlistment conditions. This is a more or less
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important thing. We have, I suppose 300 to 400 pensioners who have re-enlisted in 
the various battalions. Some have joined and are fit for service in France, some in the 
Forestry battalions, and some are simply doing clerical work and their pensions are 
continued.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. They continue to draw pay and pensions?—A. Yes.
Q. Then their position is not different from that of the pensioners who obtained 

positions in the Civil Service ?—A. But their position is different to the men who have 
not received their discharge. If a man pensioned for the loss of an eye were put on the 
same work as a man who had lost an eye but had never been discharged he would get 
the same pay and a 40% pension, besides more pay.

The Chairman: (reads)
18. That when the wife of a pensioner does not live with him, the Board 

of Pension Commissioners should have discretion to refuse to award the addi" 
tional allowance for a married member of the Forces to a pensioner who is not 
married providing he is maintaining one or tyrth of his parents.

What does that mean?—A. There is an additional allowance of $8 per month for 
total disability for the man who is married. We have had a great many cases already 
in which the wife is not living with the man, and never has been living with him, ov 
has never been supported by him at all. There is absolutely no object in giving him 
that $8 a month when his wife has never lived with him and never will. That should 
read at the end of the clause “ when a pensioner who is not married is maintaining one 
or both of his parents the additional allowance for a married member of the Forces 
should be paid to him

The Chairman : (reads)
19. That pension with respect to the death on service of a member of th® 

Forces should be paid from the 1st day of the third month following the mont'j 
in which he died, and that separation allowance or assigned pay or bpth should 
be continued until the last day of the second month, following the month m 
which he died.”

That raises the point which Major Margeson brought to our attention the other 
day. He thought the separation allowance should cease at the time the casualty 'vilS, 
notified, and that pension should date back from the date of the notification of * ^ 
casualty.—A. The most recent suggestion I have on that is a letter which I receive 
from General Langdon, this morning. I had made the proposal to him just as it 
contained in this paragraph for the reason that it is very difficult for us to award t n 
pension within a month or a month and a half. Some awards take at least two or
and a half months and I made the suggestion that he should continue the separ 
allowance and assigned pay till the last day of the second month following cas'

two
atio11
uaity
isio°and that the first day of the third month should be fixed as the date on which the Pe!jS 

should commence. Under the present law pay and allowances are continued until 
last of the month in which the casualty occurred. It is impossible for us to g1'0 
pension unless it is a temporary pension within so short a time as that.

Q. That was Major Margeson’s suggestion, that it should be a temporary pen1gioP’
put

—A. That would be absolutely impracticable for us. We could start a pension- 
if we started the pension, and later on after investigation of the case we found t1. t. 
pension should not be paid, that would create a feeling of dissatisfaction and disapl 
ment, whereas the continuation of separation allowance and assigned pay, wbicn 
been in operation for two or three years, for a period of two months would g1' j 
opportunity to examine the case. When they are receiving separation allowance 
assigned pay they do not realize that they may get a pension at all, and when se* 
tion allowance and asigned pay are stopped there will be no disappointment.
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The Chairman : (reads)
“ 20. That the divorced or legally separated widow of a deceased member 

of the Forces, should only be entitled to a pension equivalent to the amount of 
alimony or alimentary allowance which was payable to her toy the deceased.”

That is self-explanatory.
‘ ‘21. That the Board of Pension Commissioners should be given authority 

to refuse a pension to a widow of a deceased member of the Forces who has been 
separated from him, and was not supported by him, either previous to enlistment 
or during his service.”

A. We have a very large number of these cases, especially of widows living in England. 
Such a widow may never have heard of the whereabouts of her husband, did not 
know where he was, but knew perhaps that he had gone to Canada ten years previously. 
Finally she reads in the newspapers that Pte. John Jones has been killed. She says 
at once : “ That is my husband,” and immediately she gets into touch with us, and we 
have to give her a pension, although she has never been supported by her husband, or 
knew where he was.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Where did the applications come from in such cases as that, respecting unknown 

and undisclosed dependents who turn up?—A. The dependents who turn up and who 
have never been known by us, generally make their application through the District 
Office in one of the cities of Canada, and possibly direct to the Board. Possibly if 
they are in England, as frequently they are, they will write to some authority in con
nection with the pensions there, and the application for pension will be turned over 
to the authorities in England who are dealing with Canadian pensions.

Q. Have any agencies sprung up which are dealing with these cases, outside the 
applicants themselves?—A. As far as we know we have not had any pension claims 
agent operating at all, except, possibly a few lawyers. We have one lawyer who was 
said to have received $100 out of the first pension cheque of a widow. Her husband 

_ had been missing for a long time and she was entitled to about $300 in her first pension 
cheque, and this lawyer got $100 at that time. Another lawyer asked that all pension 
cheques should be sent to his care. The woman was getting $40 per month and he had 
agreed with her that he should receive $10 out of the cheque. We have no power to 

. deal at the present time with unscrupulous claims agents. In this Bill we are asking 
for power to deal with them.

Q. But it may be well to forestall the possibility of claims agents commencing 
operations ?—A. It will undoubtedly be well to do that.

Q. You do not regard it as of sufficient urgency to be dealt with by Order in 
Council?—A. No, I do not think so at the present time. It may become urgent during 
the next year, and very probably will. It may present immense difficulties, unless pre- 
vented.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. In regard to the discretionary powers of the Commission paying travelling and 

hotel expenses in those cases to which reference has been made. Does that apply to 
aU cases where pensioners have asked for the reconsideration of their cases ?—A. In all
cases.

Q. ITow long has that rule been in existence?—A. Between 8 and 10 months, I 
Cannot be certain.

Q. And you say that somewhere in the neighbourhood of 2,500 cases have been cen
tered in that time?—A. Yes, that is, all cases.

Q. That covers all the complaints against pensions?—A. No, few of them would be 
complaints; most of them would be medical re-examinations, of the men who had 
been receiving pensions for six months or a year.
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The Chairman (reads) :—
“ 22. That the Commission should be given discretion to apportion a pension 

between several applicants of the same relationship to the deceased.”

Q. What do you mean by that?—A. Frequently there may be the children of an 
unmarried widow and the children of a legal widow. The legal widow may not pay 
any attention to these children of her husband’s former wife. These children under 
the present law would only be entitled to pension as if the mother were receiving 
pension. As a matter of fact they are not living with the mother, and they ought to 
receive pension as if they were orphans because, in fact, they are orphans, for the 
reason that their father is dead, and their stepmother does not look after them.

Q. Are they orphan children; is not the widow pensioned?—A. No. The children 
are orphans in this case. The widow is dead. The widowed mother is looking after the 
children of the soldier.

Q. That is.not a parent.—A. Yes, that is a parent of the soldier. Frequently the 
mother is looking after her grandchildren, who are the children of the soldier, and it 
is hardly fair that one child should be given $16 and the widowed mother nothing at 
all, when the soldier probably before he went away and during his service supported 
both the children and his mother.

The Chairman : (reads)
“ 25. That the additional allowances now payable for married members of 

the forces be increased to $10 a month for all ranks for total disability and be 
graded down in accordance with the degree of disability.”

That is self-explanatory, as is also 26 (reads)
“ 26. That the allowance awarded for children be the same for all ranks at 

the rate now paid for the children of a private.”
“ 27. That the special allowance for helplessness be awarded for all ranks.”

A. The reason for that is that since the Order in Council 2999 was passed a lieu
tenant gets $900 for total disability. If he is also totally helpless, he is entitled to an 
additional $300 which brings him up to $1,200. He is also entitled, if he has a wife, 
to $96, which brings him to $1,296. The captain on the contrary, is entitled, for total 
disability, to $1,000, and not entitled to the special allowance of $300 and not entitled 
to anything for his wife. The result is that a captain totally disabled and helpless 
will receive $1,000, whereas a lieutenant, totally disabled • and helpless will receive 
$1,200, and if he has a wife he will receive $1,296.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. That may be an anomaly and may be capable of rectification, but surely the 

Board is not going to increase the captain’s allowance by the $300 helplessness allow
ance. The whole object of the helplessness allowance was to bring the lower ranks up? 
without increasing the higher ranks.—A. You say you are going to load the country 
up with something. As a fact the number of totally disabled and totally helpless cap
tains, majors, lieutenant-colonels and colonels, will be about, perhaps, at the end 
the war, altogether, 15.

Q. If we think they are receiving adequate pensions without this allowance, why 
should we add to their pensions ?—A. If a captain is getting an adequate pension at 
$1,000 and does nor need anything for t< tal helplessness, then the lieutenant is getting 
an adequate allowance at $1,000 and should not get $1,296.

The Chairman: A statement appeared in both morning papers to-day in connec
tion with the pension to Col. Labatt. The Journal-Press contained a statement 1,1 
regard to the matter and a copy of the letter written by Mr. Stevens, member for Van 
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couver, addressed to me, as Chairman of the Pensions Committee, and it is stated in 
the article that I had made the letter public. I wish to state that this is wholly 
incorrect. The letter was not made public by me. It has been in the custody of the 
Secretary of the Committee. I understand from the Secretary it was not made public 
by him. So far as I know it was not made public by any member, of the Committee. 
In the Citizen the statement appears that this letter has now come too late, and that 
it was placed oil the records of the Committee without being read. That statement is 
not correct. The members of the Committee are aware that the letter was presented 
to the Committee in the regular course, was read to the Committee on the 1st of May, 
and the printed records of the Committee recite the fact that the letter was read to the 
Committee and further consideration of it was deferred. The record shows that the 
Committee decided to consider the matter later. I regret the publication of the letter 
at this time when the matter was before the Committee, particularly in view of the 
fact that the correspondence published is not complete. After the matter was pre
sented to the Committee, I wrote Mr. Stevens the following letter on the 1st May :—

Ottawa, May 1, 1918.
Dear Mr. Stevens :

re Pensions Committee.
I duly received your letter and laid it before the Pensions Committee. The 

matter you mention had already come before the Committee, and it is their 
intention to deal with the questions raised in the course of their deliberations.

With reference to the personal matter mentioned in the letter, I understand 
from Dr. Reid that he was not consulted regarding the appointment of Col. 
Labatt to the Board of Pension Commissioners and had nothing whatever to do 
with it. So far as General Mewburn is concerned, as you are aware, Col. Labatt 
was appointed many months before General Mewburn became a Minister.

There is however, a question of principle involved, which is a very proper 
matter for consideration.

Yours faithfully,
H. H. Stevens, Esq., M.P., N. W. ROWELL.

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

I thought, in view of the items that appeared in the press that it was well the 
Committee was put in possession of the actual facts of the matter.

Mr. Cloutier (Clerk of the Committee) : The letter was not given out to any one 
for publication. It was simply read to the Committee.

Mr. Nesbitt: It was embodied in the minutes.
The Chairman : The letter was not extended in the minutes. It was deferred for 

further consideration. We want from you Mr. Archibald, an estimate by the Board of 
Pension Commissioners as to the additional expenditure which will be involved in 
respect of each of the separate recommendations you have made for changes in the 
regulations.

There is a further letter from the Great War Veterans’ Association which reads 
as follows :—

, Ottawa, Canada, May 7th, 1918.
Hon. N. W. Rowell,

Special Committee on Soldiers Pension Regulation,
House of Commons, Ottawa.

Dear Sir:
The Committee on Pensions of the Great War Veterans’ Association, 

Ottawa Branch, have considered further the complaints received and also the
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evidence given before your Committee, and beg to suggest that the following 
amendments or additions to the present regulations would assist considerably in 
giving satisfaction on the granting of pensions.

(1) Relationship of Doctor and Patient rather than Officer and Private, 
between the medical board and the men, at the time of the sitting of the 
Medical Board for Pension.

(2) Disability previous to enlistment or an aggravation of disability 
previous to enlistment shall not be considered in the granting of a Pension.

(3) Every man before his pension is determined, and after his dis
charge should be requested to put in writing, either by himself, or with the 
assistance of any one whom he chooses, his statement of the wounds, injuries 
or disease, hospital treatment, present condition of health, etc., or he must 
sign a form that he does not wish to do so.

The reason for the clause “ after his discharge ” is men would be reluc
tant to put forth a clear statement of their case before discharge for fear 
that anything he might say would delay their discharge.

(4) That every soldier, upon his discharge shall sign his Medical Board, 
at the same time testifying that three members of the Board gave him an 
examination, were present at the time of same, and that they explained to 
him their findings, and his present physical condition.

(5) The decision of the Board of Pensions in regard to every soldier’s 
pension claim shall be signed by two members of the Board of Pension Com
missioners.

(6) Every man shall be notified by registered letter as to the findings of 
the Board of Pension Commissioners within six days of the date of the 
decision of the Board, and if the decision of the soldier’s pension has been 
delayed longer than two months from the date of the soldier’s discharge, an 
explanation shall be given to the man as to the causes of the delay in the 
registered letter containing the decision of the Pension Board.

Tours very truly,
EDWARD R. R. MILLS,

Chairman,

Pension Committee,
G.W.V.A., Ottawa Branch.

I have received a letter from Mr. Knight, in reference to the proceedings of this 
Committee, in which he states :—

“ I wish to state in closing that I am kept very busy with a great many matters, 
but the proceedings of the Committee in the reports that have been sent to me are very 
satisfactory, and I feel sure that much good will result not only to the returned soldiers, 
but to Canada as a whole.”

The Committee then adjourned..
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 318.
Monday, May 13, 1918.

The committee met at 10.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. 1ST. W. Rowell, 
presiding.

Members present—Messrs. Cronyn, Green, McCurdy, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, 
Parent, Redman, Ross, Rowell, and Sutherland.—11.

The .minutes of last meeting were read and adopted.
The letters received from Commander Ross and Col. Labatt were further con

sidered and ordered to form part of the records.
Mr. Nickle moved, seconded by Mr. Nesbitt, that the clerk of the Committee be 

instructed to request the attendance of Dr. W. T. Connell of Kingston and Dr. D. W. 
McKay of London to give evidence before the committee on Tuesday, May 14,— 
which was agreed to.

The committee proceeded to consider the evidence given by Mr. Kenneth Archi
bald and Major J. L. Todd, who were recalled.

On resuming the consideration of a list of suggestions submitted at a previous 
meeting by Mr. Edward R. R. Mills of the G.W.V.A. in respect to certain amendments 
or additions desired, relating to the Pensions Act and Regulations, Mr. Archibald 
produced a report thereon which was ordered extended in the records.

It being One o’clock the committee rose.
The committee resumed at 3.30. o’clock, p.m., Hon. N. W. Rowell, chairman, 

Presiding.
Major J. L. Todd was again recalled for evidence.
The chairman read a communication received from Mr. Wm. Banks of the Joint 

Legislation committee of the Orange Order, Toronto, re soldiers’ pensions, which was 
considered and ordered fyled for further consideration.

Referring to Mr. H. H. Stevens’ letter which appeared in the press, the Chairman
said :

“ I desire to say that I have received a letter from Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., 
to the effect that he did not give the letter to the press which has been referred 
to, at the various meetings of the committee, and which he addressed to me some 
time ago in reference to the case of Col. Labatt.”

The Committee then adjourned until Tuesday, May 14, at 3.30 o’clock p.m.
N. W. ROWELL,

Chairman.
V. Cloutier, 

Clerk.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons,
Committee Room No. 318,

Ottawa, Monday, May 13, 1918.
The special committee appointed to consider the question of Pensions Board, 

Pension Regulations, etc., met-at 10.30 a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. R. Rowell, pre
siding.

Mr. Kenneth Archibald, recalled.
By the Chairman:

Q. Have you the information that you were asked for at your previous examina
tion ?—A. I have the information here but it is mostly guesswork.

(Document handed in for information of the Committee.)
Q. Mr. Archibald was also asked to give us information on another point, that is 

to give us an estimate of the number of men who have been pensioned on the basis 
of the rank they held at the time of discharge, where they had been promoted sub
sequent to the date of disability.

Letter read as follows :
“ May 11, 1918. .

“ Hon. Mr. N. W. Rowell, Esq., K.C.,
Chairman, Parliamentary Committee on Pensions,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Ont.

“ Sir,—Your Committee requested me to discover, if possible, how many 
promotions there were in the Canadian Expeditionary Force subsequent to the 
incurring of a disability and previous to pension being awarded. I have 
endeavoured to secure this information. Unfortunately no statistics of this 
nature have been kept and the only means of discovering it would be to go over 
all the files separately and, when neces'sary, make inquiries from The Record 
Office.

2. I may say, however, that no case has ever been brought to the notice of 
the Board of Pension Commissioners in which promotion was made with the 
object of securing a higher pension for the particular person involved.

3. The law at present provides that a number of the Forces shall be pension
able as of the rank which he held upon the date of his retirement or discharge- 
This is not definitely stated but it is impossible to place any other interpretation 
upon the law for the reason that the right to pension does not accrue unti 
retirement or discharge from the forces.

4. It has been argued that the law should provide that pensions be payable 
as of the rank held at the time the wound, injury or disease is incurred. If lblS 
were the law :

(a) Men who have been wounded, injured or who have contracted disease 
in the front line trenches and who subsequently were found fit for lig'1 
duty, base duty and duty in forestry and similar battalions, and 
received promotions in the line of work for which they were found fit woul 
in no case receive the benefit of the promotions in so far as pensions were 
concerned ;
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Example : A private looses his eye in the front line. When cured he 
is transferred to a forestry battalion. He does good service and is pro
moted to the rank of lieutenant. He would receive pension only as a private 
although he might have seen service in the forestry battalion for two or 
three years.

(b) Men who received promotions for gallantry after incurring a 
wound, injury or disease would not receive the benefit of their promotion 
in so far as pensions were concerned ;

(c) Men who were slightly wounded and were returned to the front 
line, whose wounds subsequently break out again after promotion would 
not be entitled to the benefit of this- promotion in so far as pensions were 
concerned.
5. There are at the present time in England and in France a very large 

number of men who come within the classes mentioned in the preceding para
graph and who have received promotion. It is suggested that if, upon their 
return to Canada, their promotion is not recognized in so far as pensions are 
concerned, great disquiet will result. The promotions referred to would naturally 
be merited although not made for service in the front line trenches.

6. Those who argue that pensions should be awarded as of the rank held 
when the disability was incurred state that there is a great danger that pro
motions will be made subsequent to the incurring of the disability, solely with 
the object of having a higher pension awarded. I am given to understand that 
it is strictly contrary to regulations governing the Canadian forces to make 
mmerited promotions at any time and a fortiori just before discharge and 

pension. This is especially so in cases of retirement or discharge on account 
of physical unfitness. In the case of retirement on account of long service the 
rule may not be so strict.

1. The saving involved in awarding pensions as of the rank held at the time 
disability was incurred instead of the rank held at the date of retirement or 
discharge would be relatively small and it is not thought would be commen
surate with the disquiet which might result in the non-recognition of merited 
promotions.

Tours very truly,
(Sgd.) Kenneth Archibald.

3y the Chairman:
Q. That is more argument than a statement of facts, can you give us any actual 

facts or further evidence which will enable the Committee to form their own judgment 
With reference to the matter.—A. You asked me to bring files with reference to that.

Q. Have you any concrete illustrations so that we can see in what cases promo
tions have occurred ?—A. I have the file of Colonel Labatt, and another file about 
which I spoke to you.

Q. Have you a number of files here?—A. No, I have only these two here.
Q. What are the different classes of cases that come before' your Board where there 

has been promotion in rank subsequent to receiving disability ?—A. The most of the 
eases that have come before us are cases in which a man has been wounded and has 
been found unfit for general service uniier category “A”. He could not go, back to the 
front, but may be fit for a Forestry Battalion or for home service or service, for 
^stance in the pay office; he is retained on the strength and is put in the pay office or 
■forestry Battalion and he subsequently receives promotion. Then he takes up this 
Work, perhaps he lias bronchitis and it becomes chronic, and he is certified as no longer 
î’f for service. He is then sent out to Canada and is discharged. He may have received 
**ls disability as a private and he is discharged as a lieutenant. As I say I have not got 
■'old of any particular cade, but I could obtain particular cases by looking over two or
th:ree hundred files; I am satisfied there are many cases.

TMr. Kenneth Archibald.!
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Q. That is one class, what other classes are there?—A. Another class is when an 
officer has returned to this country as temporarily unfit for overseas. They have no 
position for him overseas, and he comes back to Canada and places himself at the 
disposal of the Militia Department. The Department thereupon endeavour to find a 
job for him here. They may find a job in any one of a dozen places ; in the camps or 
in the Separation Allowance office. For instance, Capt. Beatty, whom you heard here 
the other day, is an example of that. He came back as a lieutenant, and when he was 
given employment in the separation Allowance and Assigned Pay Branch he received 
the appointment of captain. Then he may be put in as Paymaster of a district. If a 
doctor, he might be put on the A.D.M.S. staff, or anything like that. Col. Russell is 
another case, if he is suffering from a disability at the present time which is due to 
his service. He came home as a major, and is now a lieutenant-colonel.

By the Chairman:
Q. Then if it were a case of disability he would be ensioned on a lieutenant-col

onel’s pension rather than a major’s pension?—A. Yes, under the present law.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. Then there are men who are sent to the training camps as sergeants, promoted 
to lieutenants ?—A. Yes, I was just going to speak about that; and privates promote: 
to sergeants and sergeant-majors. Some of these men come home as unfit; however, 
they are unfit for active service, and they are put in category “C”. for home service. 
They are sent out to training camps. A private may be given a position as sergeant- 
He is only a private as far as service in France is concerned, because they have mat. 
sergeants there. There are not so many sergeants here, and he is given the rank of 
sergeant. So also a sergeant may be given the rank of sergeant-major or lieutenant. 
After the training stops, this man will not go overseas with the men, but he will be 
discharged in Canada. If they are discharged we will have to take into consideration 
the rank they hold upon discharge, although they did not get the rank in service m 
France.. I think there must be at least a thousand cases in England at the present 
time who are doing base or light duty, and who have received promotion since dis
ability.

By Mr. Ross:
Q. That second suggestion in your letter there seems to me to be a very broad 

generalization, and I do not see how you can make it?—A. I might say, however, tha 
no case has been brought to the notice of the Pensions Board where promotion was 
made with the object of securing a higher pension for the particular parties involve • 

Q. How do you know that?—A. I say no case has ever been brought before t' 
notice of the Board of Pension Commissioners. <

Q. That would be the last thing they would want to bring to their notice? A- 
don’t know; I am not so sure in particular cases. .

Q. In view of the confidence that exists between soldiers, would it not be the ®l,‘1 
natural thing in the world that men should do that if you leave the door open ? A- 
understand that it is entirely contrary to military regulations.

I

By Mr. Redman:
Q. When a man reverts to go to France you can reinstate him in his rank when 

gets back to England ?—A. I don’t know definitely, but I think not. ,
Q. If that were done, it seems to me the problem we are considering worn 

eliminated; for example, a man is captain and reverts to lieutenant to go to Fran 
he is there some time and is wounded ; then, if he has come back to England ^ j 
his rank of captain with which he went over to France there would be no chau°® , 
hardship on account of the man being pensioned in the rank to which he reve,
A. That man himself, if he comes home disabled, is pensioned as of the rank to . , 
he reverted; but if he gets killed, the widow gets a pension of the rank from w 1 
he reverted.

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.!
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. But he himself is pensioned at the rank to which he reverted?—A. Yes. I 

know a case in London at the present time of a man named FeatherstonhaugH, a 
lieutenant at present. He came back from France wounded. He. was given a job in 
the Pay Office and he had something to do with the Victory Loan and he did splendid 
Work and was promoted, mainly on account of this splendid work to the rank of lieu
tenant. You see, the Pay Office, being a military establishment, must have a lieuten
ant giving orders to sergeants and privates. Now, if you have a private who is a par
ticularly good accountant and he is turned in as a ledger-keeper and later chosen as 
accountant, you must make him a lieutenant so that he can give orders to the other 
ledger keepers who are sergeants and privates.

Q. That is under the military rules ?—A. It is for services of an entirely different 
nature from service in the field, I mean there are other kinds of service which are just 
as valuable as service in the field.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. After they have been in the field?—A. Yes.
Q. Would a regulation like this meet the case—that pension should be granted as 

°f the rank held at discharge, provided that in the event of the soldier reverting for 
tke purpose of going to France and not being subsequently promoted, his pension should 
lie rated at the rank that he held previous to going to France?—A. That is practically 
the law now, and one of the suggestions in this memorandum.

Q. That is not the law now ?—A. It is practically the law now, when the man is 
killed ; but when the man is discharged-----

By the Chairman :
Q. You put it “ discharged ” in your statement?—A. There is a suggestion in this 

hst of suggestions we have made, but it does not cover it, because if you pension a man 
as of the rank at which he was discharged he might still be promoted unduly, unmerit- 
edly.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. But it covers the other point?—A. Yes, but the other point is covered already 

111 one of these suggestions.
Q. A moment ago you said, in regard to an officer being promoted for the purpose 

°f getting a pension, that there was one case you had in mind where you thought that 
^ight have happened ; what case was that?—A. As a fact I am quite certain that it 
'lid not happen from the point of view of securing a larger pension ; but I know that the 
Promotion did happen subsequent to the man’s disability, and when the man was stated 
1° be permanently unfit for further service.
• Q. What case was that?—A. It was the case of Capt. F. C. Stephens, 13th Batta
lion, C.E.F.

By Mr. Sutherland:
■Q. Would there be a tendency, providing that should be the law, for returned men 

?ko are in the service if they had any influence—you say it is contrary to the Military 
regulations, but we know they do not always follow the law—an inducement to bring 
Influence to bear to get promotion ?—A. There is a possibility, but as I say I do not 
P°w of any case where it has been done.

Mr. Sutherland : It appears to me there is a very strong argument in favour of 
Piform pensions for privates and officers.

By the Chairman: <
Q- I asked Mr. Archibald to bring here a form of medical boards for the officers 

:t,1(l a form of the medical board for the privates so as to see what the difference was? 
'"•M This is the old Militia Form, B. 287, containing the statement of the soldier on

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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the day of his discharge. There was a place for the soldier to make a statement with 
regard to any complaint he had. It is headed “ Statement of the Soldier”.

(Sections 8, 9, and 10 are to be read to the soldier and either “ satisfied ” 
or “ not satisfied ” struck out.)

I, the undersigned—have heard the description of my disability and present 
condition read, and am satisfied (or not satisfied) with it. (If dissatisfied, state
ment should follow.) I complain in addition of.................................................. *

(Signature of soldier examined)

Sections 8, 9, and 10 which are to be read to the soldier, are as follows :—
8. Original disease or disability.................................................................. • '

(a) date of origin.................................................................................. • •
(b) place of origin................................................................................ • '
(c) cause................................................................................................ • *
(d) present disease or disability...........................................................• '

9. Present condition (a) (important to be a full description of present dis
abling condition or conditions only) “ History ” must be recorded in Section 1®' 
(After describing all abnormalities, anatomifcal and functional contributing 
present disability (see section 11) state whether such disability if directly due 
(a) weakness, (7>) loss (complete or partial) of any organ or member of 
functions, or (c) to the necessity for rest of the body or some of its parts.

Then in (b) of section 9—
“ Are the following systems normal ; if not briefly state abnormality. • • • ' ‘

.......................................... nervous...........................................digestive.. •• •*

............................... respiratory..................................... cardiac......................... * ‘1
genito-urinary........................................ skin, middle ear, eye, or any other P

The section 10—
His history : (a) of condition referred to in (a) of section 9............ •’ '

(b) Here give a description of wounds, scars, deformities, and signs and ^ 
toms of abnormal conditions present and not included in answer 8. This sec ^ 
cannot be completed without stripping the soldier and subjecting him 
thorough physical examination.

These sections 8, 9 and 10 are to be read to the soldier and then he is hande ^ 
statement referred to above in which there is a blank left so that the soldier may 
in any complaint he has to make. Militia Form B. 2"27 which applies to non-com ^ 
sioned officers and men is practically the same as Militia Form B. 380 which app u 
officers. for

Under the old form it was not nearly the same, there was a very short l°r 
officers. This is the form for officers :

The board having assembled pursuant to order, proceeded to exa?^g 
above-named officer and find that he is suffering from so-and-so (desen 
nature of the disease or wound from which he is suffering).

the
the

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald 1
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Then
The opinion of the board upon the questions herein is as follows:—

(1) a. Is the officer fit for general service?
b. If not so fit, how long is the disability likely to continue?

(2) a. If unfit for general service, is he fit for service at home?
b. If not so fit, how long is the disability likely to continue?

(3) Was the disability contracted in the service?
(4) Was it caused by military duty?
(5) Was it contracted by circumstances over which he had no control ?
(6) If caused by military service, the nature of such duty or service 

to be briefly and clearly stated.
That was the old form, and that form was used in this board held in September, 

1915, but it has been amended over and over again and it has finally got to the con
dition of this form which is very similar to the previous form, except that it is not 
Quite so complete as the previous form, but practically complete.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Is there a place for a statement by the officer ?—A. Yes, there is a place for the 

statement of the officer, I think it is as complete as the other.
Q. How long has the new form been used?—A. I did not see it till the Militia 

department used it. The form, Militia Form B. 380, was printed in December, 50,000 
°opies, and they have been using it since then. Of this new form for the soldier, 
?,00,000 copies were printed in December, 1917, and they have been using that form 
since then. Previous to that the form used was very similar, it did contain a state
ment by the soldier, but the form containing that statement has only been used since 
September, or October, 1917 ; previous to that there was no place left for a statement 
V the soldier.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Did you get any information with reference to the number of reservists?—A.
I did not get that. I was asked to get it but Mr. Rowell told me that Mr. Cloutier 

would get it.
By the Chairman:

Q. You were only able to bring up two files in the short time at your disposal in 
the cases where there had been promotions in ranks subsequent to disability?—A. Yes.

Q. Will you leave these files with us?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Suppose a man comes along and wants to raise a regiment and he is made 

Colonel of it, is there any medical examination or form for him to fill up?—A. I 
Understand there is, I think he is examined very much in the same way as a private 
^ould be examined.

Q. Have you on the files before you cases where pensions were awarded when you 
hid not have before you the medical examinations made at the time of enlistment ?— 
A-- There were times, especially in the early days, when they seemed not to have held 
laminations, or else they have lost them and we sometimes could not get any informa
tion as to the physical condition of the officer or soldier at the time of his enlistment. 
That is to say, we had no statement made by the Militia authorities. All we got was 
® statement made by himself. He is asked, of course, if he had bronchitis; say he has 
“een discharged for bronchitis and he would be asked “ Did you ever have any attacks 
of, bronchitis?” And he would reply “Oh, yes, I had them pretty regularly,” or it 
^ight be that he was asked with respect to heart disease or rheumatic conditions 
devious to his enlistment, and he replies “ yes or “ no ’ as the case may be. In

[Mr. Kenneth Archibald.]
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those cases we have very little information, we have not the medical history sheet. 
That is the first sheet which is drawn which will show that the man was unfit on 
enlistment. I think they more or less make up their minds that if the man was fit 
they did not need to describe much except scars or identification marks, or perhaps 
defective vision. However, Major Todd can give you better information on that point 
than I can.

By the Chairman:
Q. There are certain classes of disability which are very much a matter of opinion, 

and which would suggest that a man might have been more or less disabled at the time 
of enlistment.—A. Major Todd is a medical man, and I would rather you asked him 
with regard to those matters.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. With regard to that question we were asking Mr. Archibald about, I would 

like to ask him if the medical officer on his board takes into consideration in deciding 
on a pension all the medical evidence on the file that is available?—A. ITe considers 
everything that is on the file and sometimes he goes further than that. He may insist 
on having the medical history sheet ; that is to say the very first medical examination 
upon the man at enlistment. He frequently insists upon having that and the attesta
tion paper which shows any probable abnormality existing at the time of enlistment. 
In other cases he may only have the very last board on the file; the soldier has been 
discharged, and he draws the file with the last medical board. There is no need to 
go back of the last medical board which describes the condition of the man sufficiently 
to enable him to come to a decision.

Q. I notice in this file in the case of Colonel Labatt that the medical board held 
on the 26th January, 1915, it states that the opinion of the board upon the question 
herein raised is as follows: “Question 3. Was the disability contracted on service* 
Ans. No. Q. Was it caused by military service? A. No.” That referred to a duodenal 
ulcer and not to the condition for which he was pensioned at all.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. For which he was operated on ?—A. He was operated on for that, yes.

Witness retired.

Major Todd recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. There are some matters which have been referred to in the evidence npon 

which I understand you desire to make your statement for the information of t1 
Committee. We shall be glad to have your statement.—A. I have gone through y°ur 
evidence. There are several matters in it with which I do not agree, and on wh1 
I would like to be heard. I do not want to take up the time of your 'Committee 
Mr. Archibald or others have already dealt with these questions. ,

Q. You might just mention what those questions are.—A. Has Mr. Archiba ^ 
made it quite clear to you that the Pension Board being an administrative body 
administer the law which already exists and which it has no power to change. 1 
the Commissioners, are dependent on documentation which we do not initiate, a 
which for many reasons due to the war we are powerless to control. It follows 
the documents and information we have is not as complete as it might be, c0l>b 
quently we must often act on conclusions based upon insufficient premises.
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. You might give us an illustration.—A. For instance, the point you discussed 

a moment ago; the fact is that a great many units went overseas in 1914 with docu
ments not entirely complete,—medical examinations not sufficient; there are a large 
number of men who went overseas without sufficient medical examinations, that is a 
point that is quite established. Many papers are missing; there was a tremendous 
storm on Salisbury plain, practically every tent was blown down and the papers were 
blown out of the recording officers’ tents. We are handicapped by that and other 
similar incidents.

Mr. Archibald went over certain changes in Form 380; those were initiated by us, 
particularly the requirement olj a statement from the man on discharge to say 
that he was satisfied with the description of his disability and that there was nothing 
which he had not had an opportunity to bring before the board. These are among 
improvements of the documentation which have come slolwly.

By the Chairman:
Q. Do you suggest that it would be desirable in addition to that to have the 

man make a specific statement of his own case apart from the question of being 
satisfied or dissatisfied; what do you say as to that?—A. Personally, I can see no 
advantage in it, because it is the duty of the medical officer to hear the man’s side. 
In fact, the private soldier is a better protected individual than is the private civilian 
walking the streets. There is a body of military law built up around him which pro
tects him tremendously ; it is the duty of the medical officer to put, very fully, the 
man’s side of the story so that if there is any case in which the man has not been 
able to have his side of the story fully set forth some officer has been derelict in his 
duty.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. Why should not that dereliction of duty be prevented, if the man has a 

right to state his case before the board?—A. If you think it worth while.
Q. You see no objection to it?—A. I see no objection to it except that it means 

more work, more paper, it means the spending of more money ; it is a question for the 
legislators to decide whether the result is going to be worth the cost.

By the Chairman:
Q. I interrupted you?—A. Another point on which we have very definite views 

that all documents, after the discharge of a soldier, when he is no longer a soldier, 
should pass into the custody of the Board of Pension Commissioners, or of whatever 
body is responsible for dealing with discharged men. That will lead, in future years 
Particularly, to a great saving of time and energy.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Do they not?—A. At the present time they remain in the custody of the 

■Militia Department ; that is, all documents with the exception of those which are 
Peculiarly medical; those at the present time are passed to us. This is a matter that 
!s at the present time under arrangement; it has not been finally decided. We can 
learn a great deal from the experience of the United States. There some documents 
are kept in the Pensions Bureau ; some are still kept by the Adjutant General. There 
is now great running to and fro between the two offices. That will be saved for us 
if all documents and papers, after the Militia Department is finished with them, pass 
to the custody of the department which deals with discharged soldiers.

By the Chairman:
Q. What is the next, Major Todd?—A. A question was asked about insurance. 

Many men, particularly those who will be called up in future drafts, will have life 
insurance. They are called up; the insurance companies charge more for insurance;
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because they cannot meet the increased premiums those men will be forced to give up 
property in their insurance. That does not come under pensions, but it is a point 
which will have to be met. Men who carried life insurance for years will be called up; 
they will have to go to the front; the insurance companies will raise the c,ost of pre
miums, as they did in the United States, to perhaps $250 a thousand, .and the men 
will lose property. That difficulty should the met. It is met in England through the 
Civil Liabilities Commission. As yet, no machinery has dealt with it here.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Men have given up policies?—A. Yes, but I want to m'ake it quite clear that 

we cover personal insurance during enlistment by pension; after enlistment it must 
also be covered, by pension or some other means. At the present time it is partially 
covered by pension, but we have not yet covered all phases of the question.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. It is not likely that the premiums of soldiers who are going to the front now 

will be affected for two years?—A. No, sir; but these new drafts called up will be 
affected.

Q. There are no insurance companies that have refused to insure a man if he was 
willing to pay the risk?—A. Perhaps I should not have introduced the question of 
insurance before enlistment. During enlistment insurance are carried by pension; but 
after discharge, no means at present exist of guaranteeing employers against added 
risks in the employment of disabled men. Disabled men are peculiarly liable to acci
dent, if they have an accident the result of the disability is greater. Some big com
panies will not employ disabled men. Then, also, a disabled man may have a lessened 
expectation of life; therefore he cannot buy life insurance at normal rates. Those 
things ought to be met in some way.

Q. Yes, that is quite a problem?—A. I believe that a report on the matter has 
been made to the Department of Civil Re-establishment, and it should "be taken up 
and dealt with in some way.

It has been suggested more than once during the taking of this evidence that 
there should be a Court of Appeal—some body beyond the Board of Pensions Commis- 
sioners. From all that I know of the work here, and from all that I have read aim 
seen elsewhere, I am very much opposed to that suggestion. I think you should make 
your pension jurisdiction absolutely final, and vested in one body—make them you1
Court of Appeal.

Q. It is now?—A. As it is now.
Q. It is now?—A. You are not going to make any recommendation of a Board 

of Appeal?
The Chairman: We have not reached a decision on any of those points so far, and 

any statement you may wish to make on this point is quite relevant.
Major Todd: The history of the United States shows very definitely the inadvis

ability of having two pensioning bodies; one, the pensioning body in name; the other, 
a body which can reverse their decisions. A committee of both houses of the Unite 
States, the Senate and Representatives, was formed. It had stringent written restric 
tions, which, apparently made it a very excellent body when it was first founded. A 
time went by it became apparent that this joint committee was simply a means 
distributing pension money without any definite reference to pension law. The I e 
sions Bureau would say, “No, a pension should not be given.” The matter would,1» ^ 
up to the joint committee of the two houses; the committee would discuss it and co^ 
elude, “ Well, w,e will give out so many pensions this year,”—and they were distribute^ 
A situation of that sort seems to be almost inevitable. In it pensions would be ^ 
tributed—so many to a district. I think your pensioning body should be m
position of a Supreme Court judge—the only way, as I understand it, of reversing 
decisions is by passing an Act of Parliament. Of course, Parliament in this cou»

the
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is the supreme authority ; Parliament will never be anything else but the supreme 
^authority. But I think your Pensions Board should be absolutely the supreme author
ity in its sphere, and that only Parliament should be able to reverse its decisions.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. Being a new member of the Committee, and not having the benefit of the con

sideration that former members of the Committee enjoyed last session, it seemed to 
me, from the point of view of the Pensions Board themselves, that it would be wise to 
have some ultimate Court of Appeal beyond the Pensions Board ; I do not mean in any 
sense an appeal to any body of Parliament, but an appeal to some type of Court like 
the Court of Exchequer. Personally I hold the opinion, and I have heard it expressed, 
that the provisions in the Regulations which now give the right of Appeal to the Pen
sions Board are not very reassuring to the man who has made a complaint ; he is 
appealing to the Board who have in theory, if not in actual practice, already pro
nounced upon his case. I have myself had an exceedingly trying case where a man 
Was killed, leaving a widow and children ; I have had every consideration given it by 
the Pensions Board, but I have felt that an ultimate court might take another view, 
and give some relief. I just wish to put myself on record on the question ?—A. Pen
sions administration demands a very intimate knowledge of a great many things—of 
the law; of policy that has been laid down in the past; of precedents established. Now, 
any other body would require a good deal of study to bring it to the same point as the 
Pension Commissioneers, who, if my ideal obtained, would themselves be capable of 
judicial judgment. Does it seem worth while to have two bodies to administer one 
special Act, one special set of law? It seems to me that the most economical method 
Will be to have but one. There are three Pension Commissioners, each of them having 
his own opinion, and who in practice very often differ one from the other. It seems to 
Pie scarcely worth while to multiply machinery.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. On the other hand, do you not think it is rather an anomaly to appeal to the 

same board against a decision that that board has already given ?—A. Anomaly refers, 
°f course, to the procedure in courts of law; that is what is in your mind, doubtless ?

The Chairman: I suppose it is really a rehearing, rather than an appeal.
Mr. Pardee : Major Todd says it ought to be in the nature of a supreme court, a 

further and higher court appeal. The rehearing is practically an appeal against that 
uecision, because the man is quite satisfied in his own mind that justice had not been 
Wanted to him; so that it appears to me that that argument is rather falacious.

Mr. Ross : It is a new trial, really.
Mr. Pardee : A new trial perhaps ; put it that way.
Major Todd: We look upon ourselves as the soldier’s trustees, that it is our duty 

î° Pay to him that which is right, so that to my mind this suggestion always seems to 
Unply a lack of confidence in our administrative body.

By the Chairman:
Q. It does not follow that it is a matter of lack of confidence ; from one court 

y°u appeal to another ; could you tell us what is the law in this regard in Great Britain 
a.nd France?—A. They are doing a good many things in Great Britain at the present 
l'Une which the pensions administration themselves tell me they do not consider to 
be desirable. In France there is no appeal. In Great Britain there is an appeal— 
aU appeal which is not controlled in any way by the British Ministry, save indirectly. 
, Q. To whom is the appeal in the British Ministry?—A. They have"a special appeal
board.

Q. How constituted?—A. I cannot answer that in detail off-hand ; it is a com
paratively recent appointment.

2—18
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By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. There is a special appeal board purposely for pensions ?—A. Purposely for 

pensions ; it is a special board, but, it goes about the country, and they tell me it does 
not work satisfactorily.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. They have there a Ministry of Pensions?—A. Quite so.

By the Chairman,:
Q. But this board is independent of the ministry ?—A. In part.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. As a matter of fact, in practice the appeal to the board would only bring 

before the full board those cases where the men were dissatisfied, because in the ordin
ary routine of administration the full board does not consider every case?—A. No, 
indeed; there are many cases where there is no object in bringing a case before the 
full board. Let us tqke that unfortunate series of cases where we were unable to 
grant the pension which the disability probably merited because of the law of the 
land. For example, there was the case which made it impossible for us to give a 
pension to a paralyzed sister of a dead man who had supported her. That law we 
hope is to be changed ; but now our people are forced to refuse pension. It is a case 
where we have no discretion.

Q. Speaking of cases where you have jurisdiction, the ordinary cases do not come 
before the full board at all—A. Not unless there is some special reason.

Q. If there is a case where there is no cause for discussion it does not come before 
the full board?—A. No.

Q. So that in many cases the board does not award the pension ; in the ordinary 
course of administration the decision is given without the commissioner’s having any' 
thing to say about it at all?—A. Quite right.

Q. And a great majority of cases in practice are awarded without any considéra- 
tiop being given by the commission ?—A. Quite right, the law and the policy having 
been established, the responsible members of our staff have their instructions and they 
are trusted to obey them.

Q. To use Mr. Archibald’s expression, the Pension Commissioners have become 
largely an administrative body rather than an awarding body?—A. In the sense that 
you mean, yes. e

Q. And the only case in which it would come before the individual commissioner5 

is that outside the ordinary case?—A. Quite right. .
Q. And the only cases that come before the full board are the most unusual cases 

—A. Yes, quite right. You understand that the full board very often meet and discuss 
cases ; at the present moment there are half a dozen cases which I have under co» 
sidération and which, when I have determined my opinion, will be sent to my fello^ 
commissioners; they will also consider them, and if necessary we will consider eaÇ 
of those cases together before our collective decision is arrived at. There are sti 
certain extraordinary cases where the policy has not been decided. In each such caS’ 

if it is possible to do so, we lay down the principle upon which such cases are to 
decided. That decision is placed in our minutes and is circulated among our oftu' 
who do the work ; they obey such instructions from thereafter. .g

Q. Where the policy is decided the application of the policy in ordinary cases 
administrative?—A. That is so.

By Mr Sutherland :
Q. You spoke about ordinary cases ; what would you term out of the ordiu®1^ 

where an appeal had been made, I presume, or a request for further examination^ 
a complaint as to the inadequacy of the pension ; those cases would have to be 
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sidered by the board?—A. Not necessarily, because take the case of the poor girl of 
whom I spoke a moment ago. We received many complaints on her behalf but there 
was no use bringing those complaints to the attention of the commissioners. The 
commission had no power to deal with the complaint ; the law did not permit any
thing other than which was being done.

Q. I brought to the attention of the committee a few days ago the case of Sergt.- 
Major Tooke, and if you have reviewed the evidence you will see it is not necessary 
to refer to it; but, very briefly, this soldier complained this pension was wholly inade
quate to support himself and his family and did not begin to compare with the dis
ability from which he suffered. I wrote to Sir James Lougheed and he wrote to Colonel 
Labatt asking him to be good enough" to look into this case and to let him know 
whether reconsideration would be justified. He also sent my letter in which I stated 
to him that the case should be reinvestigated, and quoted the statement of the man 
that “ My nerves and my physical condition is such that I cannot do more than six 
hours’ work per day. That makes my weekly wages amount to about $10 a week, and 
out of this I have to keep a wife and one child. This is not sufficient. On February 
15 I received a pension paper and cheque for $5.60, being pension money for two 
months at the rate of $2.66 per month. I firmly believe that eventually I can cure my 
nerves by will-power, but while I am yet incapacitated I expect more sxfpport from 
the Government in order to attain this. By profession I am a cash-accountant, but 
before the war I was doing manual labour, and as on my discharge from the army I 
could not obtain a position as cash, I «have had to resort to manual labour ; the whole 
difference and one on which I base my claim for a bigger pension is this, before the 
war I was capable of hard-labouring work, to-day I am not, and $2.66 is not the equiva
lent of my disability.” I understand from the statements that have been made that 
this case did not come before the Pension Commissioners at all. Do you remember 
the case?—A. No, I do not remember it. I was in England when it came up.

Q. I called Col. Labatt’s attention to it the other day before the Committee, and 
that was the admission he made.—A. I was away, at the time, in England. Colonel 
Labatt, Mr. Archibald and Major Coristine were Acting Commissioners at the time.

Q. Major Coristine, as secretary of the Commission, signs the statements for Sir 
James Lougheed. “ The facts of the case appear to be perfectly clear and it is not 
thought that further consideration of the case would make any alteration in the 
decision arrived at.” That would hardly justify giving the Commission exclusive 
jurisdiction with no other court of appeal. I think that a câse of that nature is surely 
a little out of the ordinary and yet it is dealt with by an acknowledgment by the secre
tary of the Board.—A. I think that point is made clear to you in the evidence.

Q. That he was acting as Commissioner at that time?—A. No, but that all our 
communications are invariably signed by the secretary, that we permit no officer or 
Commissioner to sign personally communications with regard to such matters.

Q. What I was trying to get from you was whether it came before the Commis
sioner personally ; it was before the Acting Commissioner?—A. I was not here, I can
not say whether it appeared before the Commissioners or not.

Q. I understand that it did not.—A. The fact that the secretary signed the letter 
does not indicate hat he dealt with it personally ; he is the one man who would sign 
sUch a letter. We insist that no officer, no individual commissioner or officer should 
sign any communication from our office. We do not permit the possibility of anybody 
linking that by writing a letter to me or to anybody else, he can get preferential 
consideration. That is why all our letters are so signed by the secretary.

Q. But, you a few moments ago said it would seem a reflection on the Commission 
t(> have the matter referred to some one outside the Commission, and this case is 
evidently closed up because it is not thought that further consideration of the case 
'Vould make any alteration in the decision arrived at, and the matter dropped there, 
atld the man was under the impression that he was suffering a great injustice. I have
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also made that statement and yet nothing further was done. If there were some appeal 
court, some body of âppeal, it might have been quite different. As Mr. Pardee has 
pointed out, there would not be much use in referring the question back to the same 
body that had already passed an opinion on it.—A. Did you make any reply to this 
letter ; I understood it went to you?

Q. No, I understood the matter was closed. “ The facts of the case appear to be 
perfectly clear and it is not thought that further reconsideration of the case would 
make any alteration in the decision arrived at.”—A. Did you ever make it clear to the 
Board that you were of the contrary opinion ?

Q. I certainly endeavoured to in my communication.
By Mr. Redman:

Q. What is your course of procedure in the case of an appeal ? Must the man 
appear before you personally, and bring his evidence?—A. A man may come before 
us with his counsel or alone. Before an appeal is made, however, we are careful to 
bring forward everything in order, if possible, to satisfy the man; very frequently 
we have been able to satisfy him by sending him to specialists for special examination 
or in any other way. If the man is in Ottawa, for example, and is not satisfied with 
the Ottawa boards, and we think there may possibly be a reason for his dissatisfaction, 
we have him sent to Montreal or elsewhere, to have him examined. We have (lone the 
same thing with men in other cities. But if the man is still dissatisned and says 11 1 
want an appeal,” we arrange to see him personally, the three o£ us together, and he 
presents his case to us.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Just previous to the last question you asked me if I had made it clear to the 

Board that I was of a- contrary opinion. I have pointed out that the letter I sent to 
Sir James Lougheed was sent by him to the Board, and in that letter, I used these 
words : “The brutal callousness of those responsible for turning this man off with 
a pension of $2.66 per month, in view of the services he has given, and his present 
condition, should be fixed where it properly belongs. I am therefore recommending 
that the case of this man should be immediately investigated.”—A. The file says that 
the case is being taken up again.

Q. Taken up just a few days ago, after having thrashed the matter out on three 
or four different occasions on this committee.—A. Do you not think that it would be 
well to wait for the report; of the neurologist ?

Q. I do not consider that affects it for one moment. The matter to which I call 
your attention is the .advisability of having another body to appeal to after the com
mission have rendered their judgment on the matter. The present condition of the 
man does not affect the matter to the slightest degree in my opinion. The fact m 
that this case was put before this Board as strongly as it possibly could be put am 
yet it received no further consideration.—A. It has received consideration as show'1 
b-f the fact that the file was drawn and the facts taken into consideration. The state 
merits you put before us permitted the deduction that the facts of the case were Per 
fectly clear and it was not thought that any further consideration would make an> 
alteration in the decision arrived at. That statement was sent to Senator Lough<’(,( « 
he would know that the machinery open for further examination is always opcm 
Senator Lougheed transmitted it to you; further examination was not asked for, ^rl 
no new facts were brought before us by your letter as I have read it here. Aim ' 
Board will probably not bring any more medical facts before us and will decide m 
.same way. nly

Q. Was there nothing new in the man’» statement ?—A. No, nothing new, 0 
the man’s own statement, and no verification of his condition from a medical m- , 
What would you have done under similar circumstances? Would you have (,r( ’ 
another Board at once?
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Q. I think in view of the man’s complaint, and the beggarly pension he was 
receiving it would entitle him to further consideration, and not only that the view 
contained in the reports of the various boards before whom he had been, ought to have 
received more consideration than the final Board. The board in England, the hoard 
at London a few weeks before his discharge, and on his discharge decided that he was 
unfit for further service, and he is turned off with a 5 per cent disability.—A. Service 
is not taken into consideration ; only disability is pensionable.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is there anything further you have to add?;—A. Not in that particular case. 

You have touched on pensions to Canadians serving in the Royal Flying Corps. 
Pensions for Canadians serving in Imperial units would be covered by a suggestion 
which has been made before you—that pensions for allied reservists, bona fide Cana
dians resident here, should be raised to the Canadian level. I do not know whether 
you intend to adopt that or not.

The Chairman : That is before us for consideration.
Witness : It would be covered in that way. We should like you to make a very 

definite ruling as to whether you wish us to administer a straight Military Pensions 
Act, or whether you wish us to take cognizance of men’s natural risks of existence 
during the period ofl their military service. For instance, a man enlists and goes 
overseas ; he had syphilis twenty years ago, but while he is overseas ha falls ill with 
general paresis of the insane. He acquired the syphilis twenty years ago ; he has 
served for some time, done well ; he gets general paresis of the insane. Do you want 
us to refuse pension to that man in every case, or do you want us to consider the 
natural risks of existence—in that man’s case, the fact that he had many years before 
acquired the seeds of a progressive disease? That is what is at the bottom of our 
recommendation that Mr. Archibald has put before you—that after a man has been 
in service for three months we should consider that the man is whole, and pension 
him for everything. That is one of the most difficult points with which we deal, and 
our instructions are not sufficient.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. That is, should you do away with deduction for previous disability ?—A. Yes. 

That is it, put in very brief language. We want a definite instruction on that point. 
The lack of a definite instruction makes our position exceedingly difficult.

By the Chairman:
Q. Would you give us the principal classes under which those cases of previous 

disability fall?—A. That is an exceedingly difficult thing to answer. There is tuber
culosis, venereal disease, and rheumatism ; these are three important classes.

Q. Does rheumatism suggest heart trouble?—A. Very much, and many other 
things.

. Q. Then tuberculosis, venereal disease, heart affections ?—A. I do not think it 
Would be possible to make a definite list of instances which ought to be considered. 
I think in these cases, as everywhere through pensions administration, it is much 
better to lay down general enactments and then to permit the best human experience 
to administer them. For example, Colonel Russell gave you extremely excellent and 
suggestive evidence. I think the best thing to do in dealing with nervous affections 
is to permit men like Colonel Russell to deal with them, and to advise your pensioning 
authority as to the extent of the pensionable disability in each case. That is what I 
mean by using the best human experience.

By Mr. Parent:
Q. What do they do in other countries in regard to such matters ?—A. I think 

Colonel Russell tells you very definitely that in both Great Britain and France the 
best medical experience is accepted and acted upon.
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By Mr. Nickle:
Q. You said in the absence df a rule of a more definite kind you divide disability 

into two classes—aggravation and disability incurred previous to enlistment ?—A. I 
did not mean to insinuate anything against our existing legislation there; but 1 
referred to the interpretation of that particular paragraph to which you are referring. 
I think the word “ in ” is mentioned—“ in service.”

Q. No, it is “on”?—A. It is just simply the interpretation of that word “on”; 
does that mean the time the man is wearing the uniform, or during the time the man 
is actually engaged in military work ? The interpretation we have been putting upon 
it has been, usually, “ while he is wearing the uniform.”

Q. That is what it says—incurred on active service, or resulting thereby ; the 
rule you are now working under makes it a clear-cut distinction between disability 
and aggravation of disability incurred subsequent to enlistment?—-A. You mean, not 
due to service?

Q. I say, subsequent to enlistment?—A. That is clear; but take a case of this 
sort, where there is no aggravation—a man has enlisted, he goes to his home, he 
watches a neighbour chopping wood, a splinter flies up and puts out his eye. Is that 
man pensionable or not pensionable ?

Q. I am taking all those cases like tuberculosis and rheumatism and all those 
things ; the rule is quite clear that all the pension you can award is a pension in 
respect of a disabled condition that became aggravated subsequent to enlistment, unless 
the disease came by service subsequent to enlistment ?—A. That we do.

Q. I understand you are an expert medically?—A. No, I am not.
Q. Referring to Dr. Russell, do you consider it is possible to make a clear divi

sion between functional nervousness and neurasthenia?—A. I would like to see it 
written down.

Q. I am not an expert, but I want to follow this along a little bit; he spoke of 
functional paralysis ?—A. That is right.

Q. Which xvas an honest belief in a man’s condition, and was not imaginary; he 
said that was curable?—A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. Now, here is a neurasthenic; that is, a man suffering from nerve exhaustion! 
will you go the length of saying that there is a clear-cut division recognizable by 
medical men that enables a man without error to put a patient in either one class or 
the other ?—A. I would say this, that it is possible mathematically to recognize whether 
or not the paralysis is nervous.

Q. That is an evasion rather than an answer ; mathematically it may be, but 
practically?—A. Well, practically also.

Q. You say it is practical?—A. Absolutely.
Q. Then you say as a medical man that you can determine whether a man 19

suffering----- A. No, I said that I could say absolutely that the paralysis in a given
case was a functional paraysis; that is right.

Q. Or----- A. I did not go any farther than that.
Q. IIow will you answer my question ?—A. I repeat, that the best thing to do i° 

cases of that sort is to trust the best human experience ; fewer errors will be made- 
and if you trust that human experience the best possible administration will be secure • 
I think you should be generous and give the man the benefit of every doubt. I thin'- 
that in this way soldiers will be dealt with squarely, fully, and in a manner that tn 
country desires. , t

Q. I showed Col. Russell’s evidence to another expert, and he told me he did u° 
agree with Col. Russell that there was any well-defined line of demarkation between 
what I called functional nervousness, as I had used the term, and nervousness; that o 
case merged into the other, and that it was absolutely impossible for any man 
determine whether it was honest nerve exhaustion or whether it v as an honest be 1 
in nervous exhaustion?—A. I think you put it better in the last phrase. It woulc
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extremely difficult, and I suggest that the only way of dealing with the question is to 
trust the experience, of men who have dealt most with these cases.

Q. Then, is the man who examines the patient the better judge, or the man who 
reads the record of the examination ?—A. I should say, always the man who examines 
the ease is the better judge if—and here is a great big if—if he has the necessary 
experience, if he has the necessary knowledge, and if in translating, describing, 
disability in terms of percentage he knows the*precedents that have been established 
in the headquarters office.

Q. Then if he has not the necessary knowledge, the necessary experience, or the 
necessary ability to translate what he sees and put it on the document, your central 
advisor must necessarily fail?—A. I would not say fail, because he can often read-----

Q. He must necessarily reach an incorrect conclusion?—A. Or ask for additional 
information.

Q. Then it all really depends in those nervous cases, that the disability must be 
determined by the correctness of the original examining board, and their ability to 
place on record what they see?—A. That is true of every case.

Q. But most particularly nervous cases, because the disability is not specific?— 
A. It demands a higher grade of training, perhaps, than simple things like the ampu
tation of an arm.

Q. And without complete and full information it would be impossible for a man 
like Col. Iiussell to express any final and reasonably correct opinion on any case?— 
A. I would not say that, because very often the report is so definite that it can be 
translated into a correct conclusion.

Q. The complaints we have mostly had have been in regard to disability cases and 
1 want to see where the weakness is.—A. I think that a great many of these men who 
have been discharged should have received more treatment ; that is my opinion.

Q. Colonel Belton told us that a certain man could be made well again in twenty- 
four hours, and the fact is that he is staggering around now a physical wreck.—A. I can 
only repeat what I told you the last time that I gave evidence, that I saw a man go 
into a room with his arm paralyzed, with his arm in a splint, and I saw him fifteen 
minutes later with his arm out of the splint and working; yet that man had his arm 
put into splints by a supposedly competent surgeon.

Q. I suppose you have also seen nervous cases where you could not define the 
cause of the trouble which was such as only a post mortem would disclose?—A. In 
such cases as those Colonel Russell, Colonel Belton or any one on our staff will give 
the man the benefit of the doubt.

By the Chairman:
. Q. In all this class of cases where, from the nature of the disease, you might 

assume, I suppose, there was prior disability, what steps if any do you take to ascertain 
the facts as to the prior disability ?—A. All that we have is the document prepared by 
the military authorities.

Q. Well, then, if the documents presented show a case that would suggest the 
possibility of prior disability, that is from the nature of the disease from which the 
man was suffering at the time, if there is anything on the record you would not go 
back of that?—A. No, we have no machinery, yet, for doing so.

Q. You have no machinery for going back of that? Take the ease of arterial 
sclerosis or some such case as that in which the normal conditions have gradually 
developed, rather than the acute conditions, if there is nothing on the record that 
shows that the man had suffered from heart trouble prior to enlistment you would not 
make any inquiries back of that ?—A. No.

Q. Do you think you should, if you are awarding on the basis of disability incurred 
during service or the aggravation of disability during service, how can you get at it? 
—A. That is one of the reasons why I said a few minutes ago that there is extra-
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ordinary difficulty in determining in cases of that sort the proportion of disability 
which is due to active service. I had thought it might be possible to do so, when 1 
first commenced to administer the pensions, but I have consulted authorities in Eng
land or elsewhere and have come to the conclusion that it is absolutely impossible to 
say what proportion of disability in syphilitic cases, for example, is clue to aggrava
tion by service, and what is due to natural progression of the disease."

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. And that is why you say in six months he should be re-examined ?—A. That 

is right.
By Mr. Nicicle:

Q. In eases that have come before you where a man’s disability has developed 
gradually you make no effort to determine how much <yf that is due to aggravation by 
service ?—A. I do not say that, I say we do not go behind the military records which 
we have before us.

Q. Colonel Belton told us that in one case not only was there nothing to show 
what the man’s condition was at the time of enlistment, because he was granted com
mission and there is no record of his condition.—A. That is not quite correct.

Q. That with regard to his attestation papers they showed his then condition.'—• 
A. That is not quite accurate. In the first days >of the war normal procedure existed. 
Under that normal procedure officers were not medically examined in the same way 
as privates but at the present time as in the later days of the war, I cannot say how 
early, but during the first few months, officers are medically examined. Now, and for 
some time past, all officers are examined as are privates.

Q. Then if the case came before you of an officer who joined in the early days of 
the war and his record showed nothing as to his condition at the time he became a 
member of the forces, and he was suffering from disease and complained of a disability 
of such a character that you would reasonably presume was progressive, you would 
not go behind the military papers to learn whether or not that condition was Vre~ 
existent to enlistment.—A. No more than for a private.

Q. What stages would you suggest ?—A. My reply to the Chairman was that we 
have no machinery for that sort of thing.

Q. But you have not attempted to organize or develop any machinery?—A. I 
do not know of any machinery which we could develop without going to the man s 
private practitioner.

Q. You do not ask the medical boards to make inquiries of the man’s previous 
condition?—A. That is part of their record.

Q. If the record shows nothing, would you send it back and ask him to make that 
inquiry?—A. I do not know that that has been ever done. Such things are left i° 
the hands of our medical officers, if they think there is any doubt in a case they 
doubtless do so, or perhaps, ask for information throughout District offices.

Q. But you are the judge?—A. I am.
Q. And if the case was inadequately presented to you?—A. I would ask for ®°re 

information.
Q. Then you try to complete the record as far as you can?—A. Quite so.

By the Chairman:
Q. Just to get the procedure fairly before us, and by way of illustrating 

case has been before us, take the case of Lt.-Col. Bradbury ; there the first _ . 
board reports on his condition and attributes a portion of the disability to a conditi 
at the time of enlistment; a subsequent medical board reports, and attributes ^ 
disability wholly to the results of active service ; how would you deal with a case 
that kind. What would be the procedure ?—A. In this particular case it so happ ^ 
that the Commissioners considered it only a few days ago. The instruction given
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Col. Belton, just as you have suggested a moment ago, to gather more information, to 
inquire whether this officer had been medically examined at his enlistment, to get 
more information as to the history of the disease. That was the instruction in this 
case.

Q. Then is that a new departure you are now making?—A. No, it has been a 
practice always.

Q. That is just the point ; I thought you said to me that it was not—that you 
did not go behind the record ?—A. Excuse me, the record is here; I have asked them 
to get the record.

Q. In that case there are two conflicting medical boards ; but assuming that the 
only board you had was the last one, or that the last one had been the first,- then you 
would not have gone any further ?—A. I would have to read it very carefully, to 
answer your question, hut the probability is,—if it has the appearance of being a com
plete document, with no hiatus,—that pension would have been granted in accordance 
with it unless its statements were entirely improbable from their very nature. For 
example, we had the case this morning of a man who had only been in service in 
Canada for one month, and had developed signs of general paresis; it was obviously 
impossible that they could be due to service, and the decision was, no pension. But 
if this man had been in the service for a series of months, then it would be impossible 
to make an almost certainly accurate decision and the man would get the benefit of 
the doubt.

Q. In that particular case, what did the medical board report—in the case you 
mention where it developed in a month ?—A. General paresis of the insane.

Q. Due to conditions prior to enlistment?—A. The deduction from the nature 
of the disease is that it must have been prior ; it is impossible for it to develop without 
syphilis.

Q. The question is whether that was the medical board’s report or the decision of 
the Pensions Board, based on the report received ?—A. It was the decision of the 
Pensions Board.

By Mr. Niclcle:
Q. In the record you have just called in, the first board said the disability was 

75 per cent, but your board gave a pension of 50 per cent, saying two-thirds of it was 
aggravation; then the new board sat, and they say there is an 80 per cent disability, 
all of which is original, subsequent to the time of enlistment; and OoL McGillivray 
whom we examined here the other day, said that on the facts as he read them 50 per 
cent disability was all that was there subject to enlistment, and that he thought your 
board had not dealt ungenerously with the man; now, what becomes of medical 
accuracy ?—A. Part of medicine is scientific, part an art. In many things medical 
men must guess. But their guess is an instructed one, that is all that one can say ; it 
is a guess in a case of that kind.

Q. And the last guess is on Sparks street ?—A. Absolutely ; you are quite right ; 
and my contention is that the best human experience is what we ought to get; if not, 
we are at fault.

Q. When Colonel Cameron was here the other day he said the medical service 
Was very faulty ; he said : “We are doing the best we can, but we cannot get the ser
vice for the boards below.” Is that right?—A. It all depends on what you mean by 
“ very.” That it is faulty is quite true; that it is very faulty, I deny. I think that 
Canada has great cause to be proud of the work that her medical service has done 
during the war.

Q. What I meant by the expression was this. He said that a great many men 
had gone away; it was hard to get doctors ; thei-e was a great demand for them ; medical 
men were otherwise engaged. Now, do you think, injustice is being done to the men 
°wing to a faulty medical service?—A. That is a point I wanted to bring up also. The
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responsibility for getting proper medical advice for pension purposes rests entirely 
with the Board of Pension Commissioners. We are using the medical service of the 
C.A.M.C., and if there is fault in it we represent the faults to General Fotheringham. 
We have represented the situations which we thought might be bettered, and General 
Fotheringham has met us at once. Now, my answer to Mr. Nickle’s question is that 
the medical advice given to the Pension Commissioners has been of a very high grade. 
That it .can be bettered is very certain ; that it is being bettered is also certain.

By the Chairman:
Q. I think Mr. Nickle last mentioned the boards to which Colonel Cameron was 

referring ; those were the local boards, and the difficulty of getting strong local boards 
at the present time throughout Canada was because of the large number of medical 
men who had gone overseas or were engaged in other service?—A. That is quite 
accurate ; but that the local boards are far below par, or below average medical com
petence, I cannot admit; not for one moment.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. I did not say below par.—A. Or “ very ” faulty.
Q. Then the only cases where you say you get information beyond that given 

you by the local boards is where somebody raises the question as to the inadequacy 
of the pension?—A. Either somebody inside our office or outside our office.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. Or where there is a hiatus in the record?—A. Quite right.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. In the case you mentioned where a man applied for pension who had been 

serving only a month, did the original medical board report to you that he had had 
that disability previous to enlistment ?—A. No; you cannot have general paresis of 
the insane without having had syphilis, so the history of the disease made it quite 
evident that the man had had venereal disease.

Q. But the original medical board did not so state ?—A. It did not say he bad 
syphilis; it stated only the nature of the disease he had.

By Mr. Boss:
Q. Could that develop in two months ?—A. No, sir; absolutely impossible.
Q. You are talking of making a regulation that if the disease does not show itself 

within the first three months the man will be considered whole ; but now you say that 
disease cannot show itself in the first three months ; therefore, that man will get a 
pension. Is that not going to make your limitation unfair—or, more than fair to 
such a man?—A. In this particular case there was no stress of service. You can 
imagine a man being all right on going over, but being put under tremendous stress; 
and then the disease being precipitated in three months. In this case there was no 
stress. The paresis developed in one month. Three months is an arbitrarily 
period. You will get hardships on one side of it and you will get undue générosité9 
on the other.

By the Chairman:
Q. Assume the man was not subjected to undue hardship in his service, would 

that disease develop in three months?—A. I nevy heard of a case.
Q. In that ease a man would get a pension for disability contracted wholly Prl01’ 

to enlistment, if you fix an arbitrary limit?—A. Yes.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. You mean if the man were suffering from disability of such a character tha* 
you would reasonably assume that it could not have developed since he joined * 
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service, and if there were nothing on the record to show what his condition was at 
the time he joined the service, you would make an inquiry from outside sources or 
otherwise, to learn what his physical condition was when he became a member of the 
force?—A.- Otherwise, so far, we have no machinery for making investigations outside 
through private sources.

Q. Would you then send back the memorandum in such a case as I have men
tioned to the military authorities asking them to make inquiries as to what the man’s 
condition was at. the time he enlisted?—A. We have done so in some eases.

Q. You would not always do it?—A. Unless the circumstances make it desirable 
or necessary.

Q. Would it be desirable or necessary if there were a reasonable ground for assum
ing the disability existed or had its inception prior to enlistment ?—A. Yes; “ reason
ableness ” depends upon the interpretation of the regulation.

By the Chairman :
Q. Is there anything further you have to suggest ?—A. There were several other 

points. One thing which I wanted to insist upon was the undesirability of permitting 
pensions to be granted definitively from more than one office. The United States 
tried the experiment of granting pensions definitively from offices scattered all over 
the United States. The result was that the offices vied with one another in giving 
genérous pensions. Control by a co-ordinating central office was lacking.

By Mr. Neshitt:
Q. No suggestion of that here?—A. There was one in the record that I so inter

preted.
By the Chairman:

Q. That is your way of answering the question that the local medical board's 
determination should be accepted ?—A. Yes, that is so. >,

By Mr. Boss:
Q. That is the danger of accepting the finding of the local board?—A. Yes.
Q. One gave liberally, and the other did not do so?—A. The experiment in the 

United States expressly shows that that is unworkable. I wanted to make clear why 
pension headquarters sometimes may seem unduly critical of estimations of disability 
furnished by local medical'boards. We are critical for two reasons: first, in order to 
grant pensions rightfully, and secondly, to have on record for future use an absolute 
correct description of the man’s disability—a description which fits into and fully 
authorizes any pension granted. We are looking forward to the time when a man 
appeals, twenty years from now perhaps, against a pension, or when a man dies and 
his children appeal and say their father died because of disability incurred in service. 
It is absolutely necessary that our record be as nearly accurate as we can make them. 
That is one of the reasons why we have been somewhat severely critical of local medical 
boards.

Mr. Nickle made an assertion, that medical men had suggested to him that the 
percentage of disability which we attach to various injuries in our table are not 
correct. He stated that he was so informed by competent medical men. If Mr. Nickle 
eared to extend to these medical men an invitation to inform us in the matter, to 
teach us, we would be extremely glad to learn all that they had to say and to discuss 
the matter with them.

By Mr. NicMe:
Q. It is purely a matter of opinion?—A. Not altogether a matter of opinion. The 

TTnited States has in their war risk insurance, which is the Pensions Bill, a phrase 
which says that the pensioning authority must establish a table of disabilities in 
accordance with which pensions will be awarded ; they are to establish that table upon
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recorded experience; so that it is not entirely a matter of opinion. It is a matter of 
recorded experience, of what happens to men with a given disability, when they were 
thrown into the life of the community for which pension is being granted. So that 
experience has something to do with it; but at the present time, and in the past, I 
acknowledge that opinion has had to do with it.

Q. It has had to do with it in so far as present conditions are on all fours with 
past conditions, but as industrially and commercially conditions change, then your, 
percentage of disability must necessarily vary.—A. That is true. It is also true that 
many of the percentages given in the medical books have been based on decisions in 
German and Austrian courts of law. It has only been in the last few years that 
Workmen’s Compensation authorities, on this continent particularly, have been gather
ing together actual records of what happens to disabled men. As far as I know, the 
percentage of the disability tables used in the Western States and in the province of 
Ontario are especially sound.

Q. What do you think of the German tables ?—A. They are often bad.
Q. Until recently certain tables were thought to be accurate but they are now 

known to be bad?—A. That is my opinion, sir, and I have acted upon that opinion.
There is a further point, a matter of wording. Disabled soldiers were said to be 

“ applying ” for pension. They do not “ apply ” for pension. They are awarded pen
sions in the ordinary course of administration, and no application is necessary unless 
application comes up in the way of appeal.

Q. Is it not used in the sense that a man applies for pension when the report of 
the medical board comes in?—A. It was used in the sense that somebody thought they 
had to write out an application and ask for a pension.

Q. That might occur when a man was discharged by a medical board?—A. 1 
think that was the case.

Mr. Archibald spoke to you about the necessity of making the amount of pension 
awarded to a dependent parent proportionate to the contribution received, during his 
life, from a deceased son.

Q. Contribution received or likely to be received?—A. Quite right. That will 
cover prospective dependency, if you so word it.

Then, I should like to ask that you incorporate in your finding a recommendation 
that the Board of Pension Commissioners, exclusively, be empowered to make recom
mendations to Council for pensions in extraordinary cases which are not covered by 
legislation. There are cases coming before us where we were sure that the whol® 
country would wish assistance to be given.

The committee adjourned until 3.30.
The committee resumed at 3.30 p.m.

*

Major Todd recalled.
By the Chairman:

Q. What other points did you wish to mention ?—A. I think, when we stoppé’ 
I was talking about the general question of medical boarding, and making it clear t0 
you, among other things, that the responsibility for all medical opinion and ad'lC® 
upon which we acted rested with the Board of Pension Commissioners, although ' 
depended upon the C.A.M.C. for supplying medical information. That that inform^ 
tion is sound is our responsibility; we have exclusive jurisdiction so that we are resp°n 
sible if there is anything wrong. ' g

In the evidence given before you somebody said that the medical boards treaty 
the men cavalierly, that a private coming before them did not receive proper consid®r^ 
tion and that there was discourtesy shown him. All I have to say with regard to 
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is, that if any instance of anything of that kind is brought to our attention it will 
receive our most careful consideration and we shall have the matter remedied ; but I 
know of no such instance of my oWn knowledge.

I should like to direct attention to the evidence in which the suggestion has been 
made that more than one board of medical advisers should be employed ; another 
hoard appointed by some other body. You know, those of you who are lawyers, if you 
have an accident case in court with medical experts on opposite sides you will often 
have diametrically opposite views expressed. That is true partly because medicine is 
not an exact science, it is an art, and two men may have perfectly honest opinions 
which are directly opposed one to the other. Doctors are only human and, like a lay
man, if a doctor commits himself to an opinion he will stick to it, though he should 
change it; to do so is human nature. That being so, the present best procedure in 
legal medicine is to establish a board of medical advisers who will advise a court 
on medical matters ; so that when an accident ease comes up for determination, the 
matter is referred by the court to the medical advisers, who give the opinion that the 
best medical experience dictates. Therefore from the point of view of efficiency of 
Pension administration, I would very gravely counsel you against making any recom
mendation which would tolerate more than one final medical opinion. I would get the 
Very best medical opinion regardless of cost and instruct it to give the pensioner the 
benefit cf every doubt. Have only one final authority ; do not divide authority 
between two groups because the moment you do, you will get special pleading and 
advocacy.

I alluded a moment ago to disability tables. I should like to see your pensioning 
body empowered to make alterations in their disability table as they found it neces
sary to do so; precisely as has been recommended in the United States. There are 
&ome things in our disability table which have made pension administration very 
difficult. The worst example is the one -which authorizes us, at the present time, to 
8rant a disability of 40 per cent for the loss of one eye. The best opinion in this 
country and in -Great Britain is that the loss of one eye is equivalent to about 20 pe:r 
vent. If the man gets 40 per cent for the loss of one eye the whole scale of awards 
for lessened vision must necessarily be coloured by that one award. Consequently we 
are granting too much for all visional disabilities, excepting of course those of 100 
Per cent for total blindness. Thus we have the spectacle of men who have defective 
eyesight walking around with a bigger pension and a lesser disability than the men 
Vvlio have lost an arm. That is not right, it is unfair for the man who has lost one 
eye to have the same pension as the man who has lost one half of his hand.

A point that I should like to bring out also is this : Under present pension legis
lation a man may re-enlist as a soldier, he is discharged, he is a pensioner, and re-enlists 
as a soldier. He draws both pay as a soldier, and his pension. It is possible under 
these circumstances for a man to receive a sum of considerable amount from the 
Government. Now, I think that it would be well, it would certainly be consistent 
With the theory of pension legislation, if a recommendation were made by which it 
Would not be possible for a pensioner while drawing a pension to derive from the 
Government more than a certain fixed sum of money. What that sum should be, is a 
Matter for consideration upon which I should not like to express an opinion.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. I do not understand you to suggest that if a pensioner gets an ordinary 

Position as clerk or caretaker in a department that he should cease to draw his pen
sion?—A. No; let a man hold as many positions as he can fill. The particular point 
Which I am making is that there should be a certain maximum amount which a 
Pensioner should be able to obtain from the government.
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By Mr. Redman:
Q. Could we not bolster that up with this argument, that one could not secure 

more than $1,400 in a labour market, therefore we would not be departing from our 
principle in granting the pension.—A. You might go further and say that the funda
mental basis of our pensions is to supply subsistence to pensioners and their depen
dents upon a scale which can be gained by an ordinary healthful body.

I gave you my personal poinion that we should have some discretionary powers 
to deal with applications for pensions that did not come under the ordinary rule.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. That is a personal opinion?—A. Oh, absolutely. At present if a boy goes 

overseas and comes home badly disabled to live with his mother, whom he formerly 
supported, we cannot grant that mother anything. In some cases it would be desirable 
to do so, particularly in the province of Québec where, as you know, parents have 
property rights in their children which can be enforced by legal process.

I would like for a moment to allude to the measures by which we try to keep in 
touch with pensioners. You know that we have branch offices; that we have an 
inspector who goes about ; you know that we have publications ; and you know that 
certain posters are published. By all those means we do our best to keep in touch 
with pensioners. I may say in parenthesis that the British Ministry of Pensions has 
no less than 60 inspectors going about the country and talking to people, so that 
soldiers know not only what the country will do for them, but also wThat they should 
do for themselves. With the nervous cases to which ‘Col. Russell alluded, that is one 
of the most important factors—the knowledge that the country expects them to do the 
best for themselves.

Finally, I would like to repeat what I said in the beginning, there are many thing8 
where the pensions- administration wants immediate relief by the formulation of n@'v 
legislation or new instructions. 114 my opinion that legislation will be more efficient 
if, instead of attempting detailed legal enactment, it gives broad instruction. For 
example, instead of trying to define the individual circumstance and relationship 
which give right to pension it will be better simply.to say that “proven dependency 
shall be the basis of pensionability. That is more and more coming to be the point 0 
view of the British Ministry of Pensions; that if it can be proved that an individus 
has been supported by a man who- went to the front and was disabled or kill0* 
then that person has a right of assistance from the Government, whether or not there 
is restricted-relationsip.

Q. To the exclusion of prospective dependency %—A. I don’t think the question 
of its inclusion comes into this question.

Q. Do I understand you to mean that they are eliminating prospective depen 
dency as being a reason?—A. No sir, 1 mean dependency that has been proved 0 
exist shall give the right to a pension.

By the Chairman: ^
Q. The question was as to how far the collateral issue should go, and instead 0 

specifying certain collateral relations you suggest proven dependency as the no
course?—A. The matter has been brought up before you of the length of time at 
discharge for which a man may apply for pension. I am of opinion that the existe 
of a war disability should give the right to a pension, no matter at what period 
disability becomes apparent. Here, again, you must depend upon best medical opm1 , 
Take, for example, a case that might easily happen : a man gets a crack on the h6c ^ 
his skull is fractured; he goes home, apparently well; he is discharged; later °_u ^ 
develops epilepsy—that epilepsy may not develop for a period of years ; medical °.P" ^ 
would find that that epilepsy was due to the crack on the head, and it would be T ^ 
in so finding. The fact that the symptoms did not appear for a number of 5 
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afterwards should not exclude pensionability. One other point : there was a man in 
England who had a bad knee—fibrous adhesions; he got a pension for it; he was told 
if he accepted operation that his disability would disappear ; he refused the operation ; 
his pension continued. One evening, at the top of a dark stairs, he slipped and fell to 
the'bottom, wrenching his knee. He broke down the adhesions, which he had refused 
to have operated on, and thus cured himself and lost his pension ! The moral of the 
story is that you should trust your medical opinion ; if medical opinion informs that 
operation or treatment is being unreasonably refused, pension should be given in 
accordance with the medical opinion, without any limitation.

By Mr. Ross: ,
Q. Even to the refusal of pension?—A. Even to the refusal of pension ; that is 

my opinion.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. Don’t you think that is rather ridiculous in view of the first statement, that 
medicine is not a science, but an art?—A. I don’t think so, for this reason-----

Q. Why should a man have to submit to an operation, possibly at the cost of his 
life, or lose his pension of 20 per cent?—A. I said unreasonably. ^

Q. But who is to determine ?—A. That is just the point. Not you nor I, but 
expert medical opinion. I think you should recommend something after this sort : 
say “ that unreasonable refusal is the refusal of an operation which does not involve 
danger to life.” For example, an operation Vhere mortality is, perhaps, one in ten 
thousand cases, and where the probability of complete success is five out of seven.

Q. Would it not be better to do it by mutual arbitration, the man getting some
body to represent him?—A. Here it is in evidence that the Great War Veterans’ 
Association tried to get Dr. Mayburry to act for them. The danger of getting some 
individual medical man tied down to plead specially is that he soon becomes suspect. 
I think if you permit the suggestion that the Board of Pension Commissioners are 
advocates for the government rather than advocates for the soldier, then anything 
that is suggested in thad line would be well taken ; but the attitude we are trying to 
maintain is that we are trustees both for the soldiers and for the country, and that 
there can be no question about the desire of the pension administration to deal justly 
and generously—the latter is a word that Colonel Belton rightly objected to, but you 
Will understand what I mean—not only justly but generously with pension claims; 
therefore I do-not think that there is place for arbitration.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. 1 want to find out some particulars about this matter of Captain Stephens. 

We were told this morning by Mr. Archibald that if a man is a captain and he reverts 
to a lieutenant, and he is wounded, he gets only the pension that the lieutenant’s 
Commission carries, but if he is killed on active service his wife is paid the pension of 
the senior rank. Now, here I find Francis-Chatton Stephens, captain, and we turn 
hack and find that at the time of the proceedings of this medical board, dated 12th 
March, 1916, he was a lieutenant ; then later on, under date of 19th June, 1916, I find 
that another medical board found Major Dunbar-----

Major Todd: Those are the proceedings in our office.
Mr. Pardee: This man was wounded when he was a lieutenant; he gives the par- 

■ ticulars of the date of his marriage and of l).is child and he is allowed $7 a month, 
aud so much for his child, but the pension is granted as of a captain’s pension instead 

a lieutenant’s ; what I want to find is, how it comes that this man is pensioned as 
a captain whereas he was only wounded after having reverted to the rank of lieutenant ? 
"-A. But he was subsequently promoted to the rank of captain.

Q. But the question comes up between the time of being disabled on active service, 
Can he take a higher rank and receive a pension as of that higher rank?

[Major J. L. Todd. I
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Mr. Archibald : He is given his pension as of the rank he held upon discharge.
Mr. Pardee : I don’t understand that yet.
Major Todd: Rank is an exceedingly difficult thing to determine, for many, many 

reasons. There is a great deal of correspondence upon it in the Militia Department. 
We depend always upon the Militia Department to inform us as to the rank which a 
soldier held at the time of his discharge, when he comes before us for pension.

Mr. Pardee : But if a man reverted from captain to lieutenant and he is wounded 
while on active service as lieutenant, should he not get a pension to which a lieutenant 
would be entitled?

Mr. Green : Unless subsequently he is increased in his pay.
Mr Pardee: I will get to that; but if he is killed, his wife gets the pension to 

which he was entitled as of the rank from which he reverted. Now, if between the 
time he is wounded and the time he received his discharge he obtains a higher com
mission in the army, does he get the pension of that higher commission?

Major Todd: He does.
Mr. Pardee : Then who has the right to promote him ?
Major Todd : The Militia Department.
Mr. Pardee : Then, if I am wounded as a lieutenant the Militia Department may 

come along at any time and promote me to a captaincy, and I would receive the pen
sion of a captain ?

Major Todd : Yes.
Mr. Pardee : Or a colonelcy?
Mr. Archibald : Yes, you could receive the pension of a colonel.
Mr. Pardee : Then the Militia Department could, at any time it took it into its 

head, promote a man for the purpose of giving him a higher pension.
Major Todd : But surely we would not make such a reflection on that department.
Mr. Archibald : Certainly they could do it.
Mr. Pardee : And that is wholly within the power of the Militia Department?
Mr. Archibald : Certainly.
Hon. Mr. McCurdy : Of course all the orders are approved by the Governor m 

Council.
Mr. Pardee: It has to be approved by Order in Council ?
Mr. Archibald: So Mr. McCurdy says, and so I understand.
Mr. Ross : As a matter of fact, who initiates promotion ? Suppose I am a heU' 

tenant, can my colonel, as a matter of military practice, promote me on the field ■ 
Or if he recommends it, is it likely to be done? Is it sure to be done?

Hon. Mr. McCurdy : Sure, no.
Mr. Ross : In nine cases out of ten is it done?
Hon. Mr. McCurdy: It would be difficult to judge it as close as that. If there 13 

a vacancy a man is to be promoted to higher rank.
Mr. Pardee : Is it usual, such as the case of Capt. Stephens?
Mr. Archibald : I don’t think Capt. Stephens reverted. I think he was a 

tenant and then "was promoted subsequent to his discharge. I always understood 
was a lieutenant up to the time he came back, and went down to Bermuda to be attach 
to the 38th Battalion, which was in training down there, and at that time he w 
promoted to be a captain; that is what I understand. Of,course this is just our o 
pension file. The headquarters file would show you all the reasons of his promote > 

and everything.
[Major J. L. Todd.]
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Mr. Pardee : Then he was wounded in France and then came back here, and went 
to Bermuda.

"Mr. Archibald : No, he was not wounded.
By the Chairman:

Q. What was the disability?
Mr. Archibald : The Board found him suffering from valvular disease of the 

heart and that the condition was the result of an attack of rheumatic fever from which 
he had suffered fifteen years ago.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. He gets a full captain’s pension now?—A. Yes.
Q. Without any deduction whatever for this disability, that really had its inception 

fifteen years ago?—A. Yes. The Board goes on to say that the officer is not fit for 
general service; that his disability is permanent; not contracted in the service; not 
caused by military dutj' ; contracted under circumstances over which he had no control. 
The patient came before the Board of Pension Commissioners was appointed. The 
case came before Colonel Dunbar, President of the Pension and Claims Board of 
May 16, 1916, and he addressed a memorandum to the A.A.G., asking if this officer 
was promoted to the command as noted in margin when proceeding to Bermuda as 
bomb instructor with the 38th Battalion, and the answer was, yes.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. How does Capt, Stephens get full discharge pension ?
Major Todd : I would like to go through the file; there may be something further.
Mr. Archibald: On June 13, 1916, Colonel Belton, who was then a member of 

the Pensions and Claims Board, wrote that this officer is totally incapacitaed, but the 
disabled condition was present on enlistment considering that it should have been 
deducted by the medical officer, and has been gradually aggravated during his active 
Service, I am following past policy and recommending a Class 1 pension.

Mr. Pardee : What is past policy ?
Mr. Archibald: Naturally we know nothing about the past policy of the Pension 

and Claims Board.
Mr. Pardee: I thought the present policy was to deduct.
Mr. Archibald: The present policy has been to deduct, since the present Com

mission has been in office. The Pension and Claims Board was part of the Department 
°f Militia and Defence and dealt with all pensions up to about 20th June, 1916. After 
that there was an Order in Council passed and the Order in Council of June 3 
appointed the Commission. Another order appointed the then members of the Pension 
and Claims Board to act in the place of commissioners until permanent commissioners 
"ere appointed, and this particular recommendation came just between the Order in 
Council of June 3, 1916, and the passing away of the Pension and Claims Board, in 
so far as the C.E.F. were concerned. There is still a Pension and Claims Board as 
hart of the Militia Department, which deals with militia pensions not C.E.F. ; so this 
“ Past policy ” referred to, whatever it was, was the policy, possibly, of the Department 
°f Militia and Defence, or of the Pension and Claims Board of the Department of 
Militia and Defence. That is why he was recommended for the Class 1 pension.

By Mr. Pardee:
Q. That was before you had anything to do with it?
Major Todd: So he states. I do not know about it myself. I am quite sure he is

right.
Q. What is the date when you took office?
Major Todd: 11th September, 1916.

IMajor J. L. Todd ]
2—19
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Q. The present policy is to deduct ?
Major Todd: There are cases where one cannot be certain and we must give the 

soldier the benefit of the doubt. Where we can be certain wre deal accordingly. As 
Mr. Nickle tersely put it, the last guess is with us.

Q. Do you think under all these circumstances, with that medical certificate, that 
that disability existed sixteen years prior to that time?

Major Todd : I would like to go over the case for fifteen minutes before answering.
Q. Would it appear to you that it would be a proper case for deduction now ?
Major Todd: There may be a later board; since the pension has been paid my 

opinion must be that my people have done rightly, until I find to the contrary.
Mr. Nickle : Have you gone over the cases of pension granted by the Pension 

Board, Mr. Archibald?
Mr. Archibald: No.
Major Todd : Only as they came up for re-examination.
Mr. Nickle : Has this one been gone over?
Mr. Archibald: This one came up for re-examination.
Major Todd : I will look over it and tell you what I think about it. Before I with

draw I should like to mention one further point. A letter has appeared in the public 
press. Your records show that that letter was read before you. It is not in your 
records. I do not wish to allude to it any further than in this way : I should like to 
say, very clearly, that as far as 1 am personally concerned, and as far as my knowledge 
goes, no individual legislator has endeavoured to bring influence of an unfair nature 
to bear upon the Board of Pension Commissioners, and I very emphatically repudiate 
a suggestion that any such influence has ever been successful. Personally, I should 
like to say that if you are of Ihe opinion that unfair influence has been brought to bear 
upon any of my actions and that 1 have yielded to that influence, you must not permit 
me to remain on the Pension Board.

Mr. Pardee : That remark was not prompted by anything I have said?
Major Todd: No, no; I apologize if you think so.
Mr. Pardee : I was simply asking if it could be so.
Major Todd : I understand. 1 have glanced at these papers and find that this officer 

had dysentery while in France. He recover from that, and then the heart disease 
became evident. From what Colonel Belton says later on, I suggest the idea that 
Colonel Belton had in his mind was that the dysentery may have been a lo,wering cause 
and brought on a renewal of the trouble with the heart. We know that rheumatism 
is supposed to be one expression of a constant chronic infection ; thus sore throat- 
rheumatism, heart disease, chorea, are all expressions of one affection. If a man is 
below par or worried there might be a recrudescence of a former trouble, for a tim0 
quiescent. ■ That is probably what was in Colonel Belton’s mind when he said : “ Ye 
will grant this chap a pension of a second degree for six months.”

Mr. Ross: It was just granted for six months?
Alajor Todd : Yes. The first recommendation. The pension now is a 60 per cent 

pension—$600 a year. The recommendation is now for a 60 per cent pension, 011 
whether I am of a like opinion I do not know until I^ave read the complete tile.

By the Chairman:
Q. What did he start in with?
Major Todd : A second degree pension.
Mr. Archibald: It was a total disablement not in the presence of the encnW 

Therefore he would get a second degree pension. However, they did away with 1 
distinction between wounds sustained in the presence of the enemy and those not 
incurred, and thereupon he became 100 per cent disabled, because he was totally 0is 

[Major J. Li. Todd.]
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abled not in the presence of the enemy and for a certain time he got 100 per cent 
pension. Now he is getting 60 per cent pension. That is on account of the fact he 
has been examined a second time.

Mr. Ross : And something was taken off on account of previous disability.
Mr. Archibald : Probably.
The Chairman : Did they speak about his condition at the time of enlistment?
Major Todd : No, they did not. The records are often incomplete, and in this case 

there is no record of this officer’s physical condition at the time of his enlistment.
Mr. Nickle: How can you say that, in view of the fact that Col. Belton has a 

record on the same file? ,
Major T’odd : 1 said at the time of his enlistment. There is a note here that he had 

an attack of rheumatic fever which he suffered from sixteen years ago. 1 meant by 
my statement that we had here no medical history to prove physical condition at. 
enlistment, and no record of medical examination made at the time of the man’s 
enlistment.

Mr. Nickle: Officers do not enlist. They are granted commissions.
Major Todd: Yes. On the strength of that board we continued to pension at the 

same rate.
The Chairman : On the 8th November, 1916, there was still 100 per cent dis 

Ability. You continued the pension on the full rate?
Major Todd: Yes.
The Chairman : Is there anything in this report at all that the condition was 

wholly due to service ?
Major Todd : Nothing further.
Mr. Nickle : In view of the report dated November 6:, 1916, and of Colonel 

Belton’s original report, how do you fix the pension as a total disability pension ? On 
What ground do you determine the pension as a total disability pension ?—A. Entirely 
on the report of our medical adviser ; evidently what was in his mind was that he had 
not sufficient proof in this case that the disability was not aggravated by the man’s
service.

The Chairman : Did you have any communication with the Board that granted 
the pension ?

Major Todd : There is nothing on the file.
The Chairman : Then have you any further examination ?
Major Todd : Yes, there are some further ones. We made inquiry concerning this 

officer’s rank which resulted in making certain deductions from pension cheques show- 
lDë that we had been paying for the wrong rank.

The Chairman : What do you mean by that?
Major Todd: That we had not been correctly informed as to the dates on which 

this officer was promoted, and the rectification of that error resulted in the deduction 
°f a certain sum.

'Mr. Nesbitt : What is he drawing now ?
Major Todd: $600—60 per cent pension, that has been cut down from 100 per 

Cent to 60 per cent.
Mr. Nickle: The temporary pension which was granted in 1916 as a total 

Usability pension was granted on the advice of Colonel Belton.
Major Todd: That is so.
Mr. Nickle : And as far as you remember, the attention of the Board was not in 

Slly way directed to the case?
[Major J. L. Todd.j
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Major Tord: I am sure it was not, otherwise it would so appear on the file. Then 
he was examined again while he was in New York, I believe on public service, and we 
have a doctors report from there saying that he was quite ill and wanted treatment : 
“ That unless treatment is provided for him his outlook is not particularly good.” He 
was examined again on October 6, 1917, and his disability was said to be 70 per -cent.

The Chairman : Does that show anything as to the condition on the date of 
enlistment?

Major Todd: No, sir. The board says 25 per cent lessened, and here it says 40 
per cent due to service, and the action that we took on that report is that our medical 
adviser as a result of this board recommended that there be 60 per cent pension.

The Chairman : What was the recommendation of the local board?
Major Todd: The recommendation of the local board there was 70 per cent.
Mr. Boss : And that was cut down 10 per cent.
Major T do: That was cut down 10 per cent. The board, as 1 said a moment 

ago, recommended 70 per cent as the man’s total disability and stated that the dis
ability due to service was 25 per cent. Our medical adviser recommended that a 
pension be granted for a disability of 60 per cent.

The Chairman : Then in that case you raised it from 25 per cent, the recommen
dation of the local Board, to GO per cent?

Major Todd : That is right ; 70 was the total, and 25 was the disability due to 
service. Our medical adviser, doubtless influenced by his past knowledge of the case, 
—you will remember the local medical board have not all the papers before them— 
recommended that this officer get 60 per cent.

Mr. Nickle : Was any time specified in the Order in Council?
Mr. Nickle : As to the period at which pensions should be determined in none of 

the Orders in Council was any time specified at which pensions should be determined* 
but in practice you have established the principle that the pension determinable at 
discharge should take the rank at discharge as the determining rank ?

Major Todd: That is so.
Mr. Nickle : So that if promotion takes place between the time the disability ba3 

occurred and the discharge, the pension is determined at the rank then held?
Major Todd : That is right.
Witness retired.
Committee adjourned till 3.30 p.m., Tuesday, 14th.
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ADDENDUM TO No. 11 COPY OF PROCEEDINGS.

(a) Letter of Col. R. H. Labatt re disability pension.
fb) Letter of Commander J. K. L. Ross re Col. R. H. Labatt’s disability pension.
(c) Letter of Mr. Kenneth Archibald re suggestions of Chairman of G.W.V.A. Pension 

Committee and report thereon.

The Hon. N. W. Rowell, Esq., K.C.,
Chairman, Parliamentary Committee on Pensions, 

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Canada.

Ottawa, May 8, 1918.

Dear Sir,—1 have noticed, in the reports of the Proceedings of the Pensions Com
mittee, as they appeared in the press and in discussion in the House of Commons, that 
objection has been taken to my receiving a pension while employed as a member of 
the Board of Pension Commissioners.

At the time the question of the Pension Regulations (subsequently contained in 
Order in Council P.C. 1334 of June 3, 1916) was being discussed by the former Parlia
mentary Committee stress was laid upon the provision contained in clause 9 which 
I'eads as follows :—

“ No deduction shall be made from the amount awarded to any pensioner owing to 
his having undertaken work or perfected .himself in some form of industry.”

In estimating the extent of disabilities, therefore, the disabling condition is con
sidered entirely in its relation to employment in the general labour market.

Under that provision pensions have been awarded to a large number of pensioners, 
who, since their discharge and pension, have been earning greater salaries than before. 
In my own case the regulations were strictly applied. Neither the question of my 
employment nor earning capacity was considered in estimating the extent of my 
disability. I understand that you have had my file before your committee and that 
the evidence thereon demonstrates that I am totally disabled in so far as employment 
in the general labour market is concerned. Colonel Cameron, Colonel McGillivray, 
Colonel Courtenay and Colonel Starr, members of the Board of Consultants, Depart
ment of Militia and Defence, sat upon the last board which examined me. They 
confirmed the findings of the other medical boards, namely, that 1 was one hundred 
Per cent disabled. I feel, therefore, that l am legally entitled to my pension.

Upon becoming a member of the Board of Pension Commissioners in September,
1916, instead of retiring from the Canadian Expeditionary Force, I asked that I 
should be seconded without pay for duty with that board. The Board of Pension 
Commissioners, from its inception, adopted the policy of employing, wherever possible, 
Returned discharged soldiers or the dependents of soldiers. By reason of this policy 
numbers of men who are employed by that board are now receiving, and will, I trust, 
continue to receive, pensions in addition to the salaries paid to them. In October,
1917, my case was placed before the board for consideration on the same basis as 
others, and in due courst I was examined by a medical board which recommended 
that I should be struck off the strength of the C.E.F., and 1 was pensioned at the rate 
stated above. This award was made in the ordinary course of pension administration 
and took place without the suggestion or knowledge, direct or indirect, of any member

the Government.
In view of the references to my case in the press and elsewhere, I feel, notwith

standing the regularity of the award, that I may be placed in a false light. I there
fore desire, subject to the approval of your committee, that any pension allowed me
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shall be credited as a payment on account of my salary as a Commissioner, to the end 
that in no event shall I receive from both sources more than the remuneration awarded 
to me as a member of the Board.

In addition, should the committee decide that my continuation in office might 
encourage continued criticism, or otherwise impair the usefulness of the .Board, this 
letter may be treated as a formal resignation to be accepted when it is convenient for 
the Government to relieve me.

In conclusion permit me to say that the efficient organization of the Pensions 
Board has been my special care and towards that end I have given the best that is in 
me. With my brother Commissioners I have tried to extend to the returned soldier 
the most generous- treatment consistent with the existing pension regulations. May I 
express a hope that my case may not be considered as a precedent to the prejudice of 
those pensioners who are now or may hereafter be in the public service.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) B. H. LABATT.

lion. N. W. Rowell,
Chairman, Parliamentary Committee on Pensions, 

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, May 8, 1918.

Dear Mr. Rowell,—Colonel Labatt has to-day written you a letter in regard to 
his pension. This letter was written by Colonel Labatt on his own initiative and I 
would like to say on behalf of Major Todd and myself, that we consider from the 
medical boards held on Colonel Labatt that he is absolutely entitled to his pension, 
and we will see that this pension is paid to Colonel Labatt if, at any time, he leaves 
this board, without any further consideration, so long as his present disability con
tinues.

Both Major Todd and myself feel very strongly on this matter, and we hope 
that you will not think Colonel Labatt has done this owing to pressure that has been 
brought, but that he has done it, as I have said before, on his own initiative. I feel 
sure that if Colonel Labatt had lost two legs or two arms or showed some outward, 
visible sign of a large disability that no question would have been raised by your com
mittee or any member of the House, but as he has a disability which does not show 
on the surface but which medical opinion have pronounced as serious, the question is 
raised. We think this is very unfair because, from our personal contact with Colonel 
Labatt, we both know that he is far from being a well man and, in fact, it is impossible 
for Colonel Labatt to walk at an ordinary pace for one hundred yards without becom
ing exhausted.

Yours sincerely,
J. K. L. ROSS, Commander, 

Chairman, Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada■

Hon. N. W. Rowell, K.C.,
Special Committee on Pensions, 

House of Commons, 
Ottawa, Ont.

May 10, 1918'.

Sir,—I have the honour, by direction, to acknowledge receipt of a copy of a leRef 
dated May 7 addressed to you as chairman of the Special Committee on Soldk’rF
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Pension Regulations and signed by Edward R. R. Mills, chairman of the Pension 
Committee, G.W.V.A., Ottawa branch. In this letter certain suggestions are made 
with reference to amendments or additions to the present pension regulations, and it 
is proposed to answer these in their order.

Suggestion 1.—Relationship of doctor and patient rather than officer and private, 
between the medical board and the men at the time of the sitting of the medical 
board for pension.

It has been the desire of the Board of Pension Commissioners that the relation
ship of doctor and patient should prevail in all cases and it is thought that in the 
majority of cases this relationship does prevail. The Board of Pension Commis
sioners has no jurisdiction over the personnel or composition of military medical 
boards examining the soldiers for discharge although the pension is based upon the 
findings of that medical board. The attention of the Director General of Medical 
Service, Department of Militia and Defence, has been drawn to the request contained 
in the above suggestion for each action as may be deemed fit by that department. 
Medical re-examinations for continuation of pension will in most cases in future be 
made by civilian medical practitioners. This board is now considering the establish
ment of a pensions medical service.

Suggestion 2.—Disability previous to enlistment or an aggravation of disability 
previous to enlistment shall not be considered in granting of a pension.

This matter has already been considered by the Board of Pension Commissioners 
and, with modifications, it approves of the suggestion made. One of the submissions 
for amendments to the pension regulations made by the Board of Pension Commis
sioners was as follows :—

That pensions be payable whenever a disability becomes apparent more than 
three months after the enlistment or enrolment of a member of the forces pro
vided that no pension be awarded for that portion of a disability which existed 
at the time of enlistment or enrolment and was wilfully concealed or was 
apparent or became apparent before the expiration of three months from the 
date of enlistment or enrolment.

It would not be reasonable to pension a soldier who has enlisted in a lorestry battalion 
for instance, and who at the time of enlistment had lost one of his members. It would 
also be unreasonable to pension a soldier when without undue stress a disability 
existing in him previous to his enlistment became apparent within three months after 
his enlistment.

Suggestion 3.—Every man before his pension is determined, and after his dis
charge, should be requested to put in writing, either by himself or with the assistance 
of any one whom he chooses, his statement of his wounds, injuries or disease, hospital 
treatment, present condition of _ health, etc., or he must sign a form that he does not 
wish to do so.

(The reason for the clause “ after his discharge” is—men would be reluctant to 
put forth a clear statement of their cases before discharge for fear that anything they 
might say would delay their discharge.)

This suggestion meets with the approval of the Board of Pension Commissioners. 
It is proposed that Military Form B 227 be amended in such a manner that the soldier 
may treat it as his application for pension, or, if he desires he may make a separate 
application for pension on a form handed to him in which he will be at liberty to 
describe his present condition of health, etc. This application form could be for
warded together with his other medical documents to the Board of Pension Commis
sioners at the time of his discharge, or could be filled in by him subsequently and sent 
to the Board of Pension Commissioners.

Suggestion 4.—That every soldier, upon his discharge, shall sign his medical board 
at the same time testifying that the members of the board gave him an examination,
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were present at the time of same and that they explained to him their findings and his 
present physical condition. This suggestion also meets with the approval of the Board 
of Pension Commissioners and it will be suggested that Militia Form B 227 be 
amended in order to provide for the carrying out of this suggestion.

Suggestion 5.—The decision of the Board of Pensions in regard to every soldier’s 
pension claim shall be signed by two members of the Board of Pension Commissioners. 
This suggestion is only partially approved by the Board of Pension Commissioners. 
It is felt that the signature of one commissioner should be sufficient. It is anticipated 
that between thirty and forty thousand pensions will be awarded during the fiscal year 
April 1, 1918, to March 31, 1919 ; that is to say between one hundred and one hundred 
and thirty pensions will possibly be awarded daily. If two commissioners were 
required to sign the proceedings for pension the issuing of the pension cheque might 
be delayed and also a large part of the time of the commissioners would be taken up 
simply in signing their names.

Suggestion 6.—Every man shall be notified by registered letter as to the findings 
of the Board of Pension Commissioners within six days of the date of the decision of 
the board, and if the decision of the soldier’s pension has been delayed longer than 
two months from the date of the soldier’s discharge, an explanation shall be given to 
the man as to the cause of the delay in the registered letter containing the decision of 
the Pensions Board.

This suggestion is approved of by the Board of Pension Commissioners and will 
be put into operation.

In general the suggestions contain only matters of internal procedure and it is 
not necessary that legislation be passed authorizing their carrying out.

I, have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

(Sgd.) KENNETH ARCHIBALD,
For Secretary,

Board of Pension Commissioners for Canada.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room No. 207,
Tuesday, May 14,1918.

The committee met at 3.30 o’clock, p.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, pre
siding.

Members present.—Messieurs Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), McConly, 
Nickle, Pardee, Power, Redman, Ross, Rowell and Sutherland.—12.

In attendance.—Col. Belton.

The chairman read the report produced by Mr. Archibald of the Board of Pension 
Commissioners respecting the case of Pte. A. T. Pollock, of the P.P.C.L.I., C.E.F., 
which had been submitted to the committee at a previous meeting by Mr. F. S. Scott, 
M.P., for consideration. The committee ordered that a copy of said report be sent to 
Mr. Scott.

The chairman again reverted to Mr. H. H. Stevens’ letter stating that he had been 
told by the secretary that he had given a copy of the letter in question to one of the 
members of the committee, Hon. Mr. Lemieux, on the latter gentleman's request for 
a copy, on May 7.

The committee then proceeded to hear the evidence given by Lt.-Col. W. T. 
Connell, M.D., of Kingston, and Captain D. J. McKay, M.D., of London, respecting 
medical examinations by the Local Boards in Military Districts three and one respec
tively.

The Committee then adjourned until Wednesday, May 15, at 3 o’clock, p.m.
V. Cloutier,

• Clerk.
N. W. ROWELL,

Chairman.
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MINUTES 0F EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room No. 207,

Tuesday, May 14, 1918.

The Committee met at 3.30 p.m., Hon. N. W. Rowell, Chairman, presiding.

Dr. W. T. Connell called.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. What is your present position?—A. I am officer in charge of the Queen’s Mili

tary Hospital, Kingston.
Q. What is your medical and military experience before you undertook that work? 

—A. I have been Professor of Pathology in Queen’s University 22 years.
Q. And since the war?—A. I went overseas with No. 5 Stationary Hospital, and 

went with them to Egypt, and was there for four months until I was recalled to 
university work.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy :
Q. Were you in France?—A. No, I was in England three months and in Egypt 

four months.
Q. You undertook the position of head of Queen’s Military Hospital?—A. Yes.
Q. How many beds?—A. 380.
Q. Have you acted on any examining boards for the determination of pensions? 

—A. Quite frequently on the medical boards held on the men discharged for pensions-
Q. Give us some idea of your methods, practice and experiences?—A. My work 

has been entirely in connection with men undei treatment who have been in hospitals, 
and whom we have had anywhere from a couple of weeks up to several months under 
our care. When we consider that further treatment will not further advantage the 
men, their cases are then brought forward on the usual form by the medical officer who 
is more particularly in charge of the case, and then the cases are presented to the 
medical board. This medical board check up carefully the statements made by the 
medical officer bringing forward the case, and if they approve they sign the board. BP 
to quite a recent time it was the custom to request the medical board to state the per
centage of disablement in their opinion, basing that, of course, upon the disability »s 
estimated in the common labour market and based on the Pension Board tables. Quite 
recently that percentage estimation of disability has not been done, at the request ot 
the Board of Pension Commissioners. We have simply brought forward a description 
of the case and left the percentage of disablement to be estimated by the Board oI 
Pension Commissioners, as requested in their circular, the date of which I cannot 
now remember.

Q. All members of a board examine a man?—A. Yes. That boa,rd of course 15 
forwarded in the usual course to the district headquarters and in the course usually 
of some days we receive a notice that the discharge papers have gone through and tn 
man is then formally discharged.

Q. Are you furnished with a table of disability ?—A. The percentage of disability 
that the medical board use is that furnished by the Board of Pension Commissioner- 
up to this time, and where there has been any spread, say a man’s disability is P 
down between 20 and '10 per cent, the medical board, if they put down the 40 per cen 
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estimate, consider that the man is entitled to that percentage of disability. If a lower 
percentage is put down, then they consider that he is at the minimum class. Those 
are the instructions the Board have endeavoured to follow.

Q. At the time you were stating the percentage of disability on the board, what 
was your experience as to agreement or disagreement with your determination and 
that of the medical men of the Pension Board?—A. Well, the point I would like to 
make in connection with that is this, that we only accidentally learned what pension 
the Board of Pension Commissioners granted a man usually only in a case where 
complaints were entered. You see the man passed out from under our charge usually 
inside of two weeks from the time he was boarded. The Board of Pension Commis
sioners took a much longer period to dispose of the man’s case, and the man having 
passed out from under our charge we do not hear of him except a man comes back into 
hospital, or happens to come around and speaks of the fact that he is drawing so 
much pension ; in other words the hospital authorities were not apprised of the decision 
of the Board of Pension Commissioners so that we did not have their decision to 
guide us in any way in future estimations, nor did we have the reasons why on the 
many cases they lowered the disability which we considered should be given.

Q. In these cases of which you have notice, what was the result. Was there a 
general agreement or disagreement, or lowering or raising?—A. Well, in certain lines 
the agreement was very close. For example in the question of the loss of a hand, or 
a stiff joint, or something of that sort the agreement would be practically exact.

Q. That is what you would call more or less of a specific injury?—A. Injury of a 
specific character, but when it came to a question of certain heart conditions, or chest 
conditions, or internal conditions generally, there would often be very wide disagree
ment.

Q. Which way? Did the Pension Commissioners allow a higher or a lower per
centage?—A. You see, only those cases where there were particular complaints made 
were brought to our attention, and naturally the complaints were mainly on the line 
that the pension was inadequate, so that I cannot say as to what the general run was, 
but the cases that came to our attention usually consisted of cases that were rated 
lowqr than our estimate.

Q. Would you care to express any opinion as to whether or not the man making 
the examination, or a simple board not seeing the man would be more likely to accur
ately and adequately determine the disability?—A. Given an efficient Board to 
examine the man there is no question at all in my mind, they are much better able to 
estimate the disability than the individual or individuals who see only the written 
report on the case because they have the report brought before them and they have the 
individual there to examine him and to confirm that report, and are consequently in a 
much better position to estimate the actual disability than the man or group of men 
who see the report only.

By Mr. Cronyn:
Q. You say you had the report before you ; do you get every man’s medical sheet 

before you ?—A. We have the man’s complete medical file, that is we have the English 
hoard, with the other boards there, if he had more than the one board and also any 
board that has been held in Canada since his return.

By Jifr. Niclcle:
Q. Assuming that the final determination was to be by the central board here 

would it facilitate or improve the practice if you were advised in cases that have been 
examined by you of any variation between your recommendation and the determina
tion of the central board, giving you the reasons for such variation?—A. Where the 
variation is at all wide, it would, but where it is five or at most ten per cent, I cannot 
see any reason. But where the variation is, as in one or two cases it has been, 40 
Per cent, I think the medical board should certainly be asked to account for the 
difference in the estimate, and if a smaller percentage is given, the reasons should be 
stated to them why their estimate is considered improper.
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By the Chairman :
Q. Have you any particular case in mind when speaking of 40 per cent variation ? 

—A. I have one case in mind, I cannot give you the person’s name, it was a cardiac 
ease, where the estimate was put by the board at, I think 50 or 55 per cent, where the 
man later drew a pension of only $10 per month.

Q. Was that due to the view which the central board held that the proportion of 
disability was due to the conditions prior to enlistment ?—A. I think not in that case, 
because the medical history sheet showed that this man had acquired cardiac condi
tion in the service ; he had an attack of acute rheumatism during service and the 
cardiac disability dated from that.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What is your view as to the aggravation by service in the case of heart trouble 

or such troubles as that ?—A. In what respect ?
Q. Is the condition very seriously aggravated by service or not?—A. It would 

depend upon the nature of the case, for example, if a man had an attack of rheumatism 
and has been left with a small disability he might be quite able to pass the examining 
officers, but if he had another attack of the same disease in service it might completely 
incapacitate him. That is really an aggregation of a pre-existent condition, the basis 
of it is there, rather, but the aggravation turns that man from an efficient man into an 
inefficient man.

Q. Well, then, in granting his pension if he was reasonably fit when he was 
examined before enlistment do you think he should be docked very seriously for the 
fact that be was predisposed ?—A. I do not. I think if he was able to pass the exam
ining board and was taken into the Army as fit, and later on he breaks down in the 
service that disability practically should fall upon the service.

Q. You have worked in Egypt and in France, have you not?—A. I was not in 
France.

Q. But you were in Egypt, and the Egyptian campaign was very hard on the men ? 
—A. For malaria and dysentery it was very hard.

Q. If a man had a weakness at all, these would practically catch him?—A. They 
should bring it out, they would aggravate it.

Q. And very seriously?—A. Very seriously.
By Mr. NickJe:

Q. Under the new system, I understand from Mr. Archibald, you do not put down 
the percentage of the disability, you just describe the condition ?—A. We just describe 
the condition.

Q. As a matter of medical art, can you adequately describe a man’s condition so 
that the superintending board can fully appreciate the man’s condition and disease 
from that description?—A. It is a very difficult thing to do so in some cases.

Q. Why is that?—A. Take the case of either heart or lung trouble, the board 
describes the physical signs as they find them in the chest ; now there is a considerable 
difference between the description of a certain sound, and the actual impression or 
the meaning which that sound gives you on physical examination of the chest. Unless 
you have excellent powers of description it is very difficult to give adequately just 
that impression on paper.

Q. You want literary as well as scientific ability in order to do so?—A. Quite so- 
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. The forms that are sent to you in which to describe the conditions are sufficient 
to enable you to give an accurate description?—A. A fairly adequate description, yeS- 
The forms will bring that out, especially the new form in which there is a place f°r 
all the various systems to be set out.

Q. Do you think that the man himself should be allowed some form on which to 
give his idea of his own incapacity?—A. On all these forms the description of the wan s 
present, condition is read over to him and he is asked whether or not that expresses 
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his view of the matter; if he has anything to add there is a space on the form where 
he can put it and he signs his name to it.

Q. And the space on the form is adequate to give him an opportunity to express 
his views thoroughly?—A. Quite so, if he wishes to add anything at all his opportunity 
is there. The matter is always referred to him at the board, and he has to sign these 
forms before they are sent in.

By Mr. Cronyn :
Q. Then I gather that you would prefer the original examining board should 

write the pensionable disability in addition to describing it?—A. I think that they 
should base it upon the table of disabilities laid down by the Board of Pension Com
missioners. x

By Mr. NicTcle:
Q. What degree of disability in heart or lung of rheumatic cases would you say 

constituted total disability ; how do you determine it?—A. We determine it on what 
we call the amount of cardiac reserve capacity.

Q. Would you make it simpler for me by expressing it in plain language ?—A. I 
would just explain it in this way : the ordinary individual can, if the occasion arise 
for doing a little more work, carry it on and does not feel any special stress or strain 
upon the heart. In a cardiac case, that reserve is very much lessened, so that the same 
strain on the man with that heart condition may produce rather serious effects. In 
other words we have to get some way of gauging the reserve capacity and we do that 
on ordinary examinations by taking his pulse-rate and blood-pressure, and then we ask 
him to mark time on the double for half a minute and then we again examine the pulse- 
rate and if it produces any marked rapidity or irregular action or affects the pressure, 
or causes shortness of breath we can form a good idea of the amount of cardiac reserve 
capacity.

Q. And when would you say that a man was totally disabled?—A. If, for example, 
when lie got up he walked a short distance and his pulse went up 20 or 30 points and 
he showed signs of distress.

Q. In the language of the street, when it was manifest he was in such condition 
that he could not do hard work ?—A. Yes.

Q. How far do you inquire into the past condition, or the pre-enlistment physical 
condition of the. man ?—A. Usually it is rather carefully inquired into in his case 
history ; there is on his case history from any hospital that he has been in a space for 
the past history of the man.

Q. Is that information obtained from him or from the record ?—A. From the man 
himself where it is possible to obtain it; he is asked what illness he has had and if 
there is anything in the history of his past illness that may have a bearing on the case ; 
any information that the medical officer thinks is of value is entered.

Q. If there is nothing in the past history which has a bearing on the case, do you 
certify to that?—A. We say: “ past history negative.” In other words there is nothing 
there that has any bearing upon the present condition of the individual.

Q. Do you get the enlistment sheet of the man ; that sheet shows what his condi
tion was at the time of the enlistment?—A. We have simply the medical history form, 
that simply gives the man’s age, name and things of that sort, and on the back of the 
sheet it gives entries in hospitals, etc.

Q. Is there not some record showing what his physical condition was at the time 
of enlistment?—A. We do not get that.

Q. You do not see the attestation paper?—A. No, there is simply an entry that 
the man is fit or unfit, or the medical officer says that he is fit, except for something 
special such as varicose veins. We do not get the attestation paper.

Q. The only way you have of determining his physical condition at the time of 
enlistment is from the record as it appears in the hospitals records, if you have them,
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and such information as you may obtain from the man?—A. Quite so. I may add that 
often we do find conditions on examining the patients that were apparently present 
and ante-dating enlistment, and in that case we make a note to that effect stating that 
while the condition at present is such and such it undoubtedly ante-dated the enlist
ment.

Q. Now, as to the difference between what I might call progressive and spontaneous 
cases, to use two adjectives to describe them, how do you determine the degree of pro
gressiveness there has been subject to enlistment? Take for instance enlargement of 
the heart, valvular distension of the heart. How do you determine how much of that 
has occurred during enlistment and how far it had developed prior to enlistment?— 
A. If the man has passed into the Army as fit and after training has gone overseas 
and probably got as far as France, and there has been no indication irr his history of 
any cardiac effect, and if then under the stress and strain of campaigning he breaks 
down we consider that practically the entire condition is due to his service.

Q. Suppose a man had been in the Army for from three to six months and you 
found he had got as far as England and had been under very hard work and he suffered 
severely from angina pectoris, would you assume that the basis of it was present before 
enlistment?—A. The basis of it would certainly lie before enlistment.

Q. That is the point I want to get out. In these diseases that develop graduàlly, 
is it guesswork, or is there any scientific scale by which you can determine the degree 
that is due to service?—A. It is a difficult matter. My view personally is that if a man 
accustomed to ordinary life and enabled to meet the conditions of ordinary life with
out developing indications of disease goes into the Army and has to undergo heavy 
marches and things of that sort which cause him to break down, he may have sufficient 
heart reserve to carry on under the ordinary circumstances of life, but under the extra
ordinary conditions to which he is subjected, his reserve capacity is passed and a break- 
down results.

Q. Unusual conditions have produced what would be under ordinary conditions 
abnormal results?—A. Yes.

Q. Coming to another class of cases, what is your opinion with regard to taking 
into account in the awarding of pensions the disability that may result from syphilis 
where the man may have had it years before enlistment in the Army and was reasonably 
cured so that he showed no signs of the disease at the time of enlistment?—A. If the 
disability occurred in the service, after he had been taken in as a fit man it should be 
considered as a disability of service, that it developed during service.

Q. Some doctors have told us that paresis, and locomotor ataxia practically inevit
ably resulted from syphilis, and that the state should not be called upon to pay although 
the undue exposure to which the man was subjected hastened the, results. What is 
your opinion with regard to that?—A. Both locomotor ataxia and paresis are undoubt
edly syphilitic and occur years after infection is incurred, perhaps 15 or 20 years after
wards. Under the stress and strain of campaigning these may develop.

Q. The stress and strain of campaigning would accelerate the disease?—A. It 
would; provided the infection is there it increases it.

Q. The principle you think should govern is that where the man has within him 
the beginnings of disease that under normal conditions might not lead to his undoing, 
if he is accepted as fit for the Army, and if subsequently under the extraordinary 
exposure, exertion and exercise he breaks down he should have been considered as 
having been fit at the time he entered the Army and given a pension proportionate to 
the disability he suffers at the time of discharge?—A. I think so.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. You would consider that the doctor who had gone overseas and had seen the 

conditions there would be better qualified to judge of the man’s disability than one who 
was not overseas?—A. That depends entirely upon the efficiency of the man. Given two 
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men of equal ability, I think the man who has been overseas would be the better man 
to judge of the disability of the individual.

Q. Would that be because he has seen the conditions under which the disablity 
arises and the circumstances ?■—A. Quite so.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Then in your opinion all these boards should be composed of our very best 

medical men that can be got?—A. I quite agree with that suggestion.
Q. Dr. McGillivray or Dr. Cameron expressed the opinion that part of the difficulty 

was due to the impaired medical service due to the war, and that that caused a great 
deal of the irritation and trouble that existg.—A. You can scarcely expect men who 
are only in receipt of $3.75 a day, Captain’s pay, many men on these boards only draw 
that amount, to be the best men in the communities, as the better men are making a 
great deal more than that and will not go on these boards.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Is that view entirely logical? You have men who are earning thousands of 

dollars drafted into the infantry at $1.10 a day?—A. I think it is. The medical man 
spends at least five years in preparing for his professional work. He is taken into the 
army and gets the same rate of pay as any other officer.

Q. The young lawyer is drafted at the same time ?-—A. His professional knowledge 
is not required in the army and the professional knowledge of the medical man is 
required. The professional knowledge of the business man is not required in the 
army in many lines.

Q. That is the misfortune of the professional man who is debarred from earning 
the larger pay in the same way as the medical man.-—A. I quite agree, but you are 
using the professional knowledge of the medical man and are not using the profes
sional knowledge of the other man.

Q. One of the reasons given by a medical man on the Board of Consultants for 
having the pension determined by the central board here is the great difference 
between different medical boards in different provinces or different sections of any one 
province, in their estimate of the percentage of disability in any given case. What 
do you say as to that? It was pointed out that one board—I think it was the board 
in Vancouver—gave a man 25 per cent disability and the board in Montreal 
gave a man who was described in almost identical language 75 per cent dis
ability. The central board found that one was too high and the other too low 
and they fixed 40 or 50 per cent disability, raising one and lowering the other. They 
say that is the only way you can secure uniformity in granting pensions in different 
parts of the country. I would like to have your view on that ?—A. I think there should 
be a central board to make the final decision but where there are cases that show that 
wide variation, the medical board ought to Show particular cause why they bhould in 
one case give an estimate for 25 per cent and in the other case an estimate of 75 per 
cent.

Q. In a case like that do you suggest the central board should call upon both 
medical boards for explanation of their estimate?—A. Yes, a further estimate.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Have you had any experience in shell-shock cases, neurasthenics and so on? 

—A. We have had the usual experience of handling these men, but of recent months 
We have been transferring all cases of serious shell-shock to the special hospital at 
Cobourg; in other words they have passed through our hands to the special nervous 
hospital.

Q. In these cases that have passed through your hands, are the men really suffer
ing from nervous exhaustion, or is it purely functional?—A. A few are functional. 
The majority belong to the group of nervous exhaustion—neurasthenic cases.
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Q. What distinction do you make between those two classes of cases? Wliat is 
the distinction that lies between them ?—A. In the functional case the person 
undoubtedly believes that he is in a certain condition, and he is, in so far as the indi
vidual himself can determine, but on examination of that individual yon can detect 
whether or not there is any organic disability. That man is a curable case.

Q. That is a functional case ?—A. Yes. With regard to the nerve exhaustion 
cases, I would simply put it that the nerve elements are completely fatigued. Until 
restoration of those nerve- elements occur jhe patient cannot get better. There is 
no serious organic condition. Those cells and fibres can come back but it is a matter 
of gradually building up until the man has recovered. The neurasthenic cases can 
recover, but it is a much longer process.

Q. Is there a clear line of demarkation between the functional case and the 
neurasthenic?—A. No, they fade into each other. They gradually pass from one into 
the other. There are cases you can classify as purely functional, but there is a group 
in between and they fade one into the other and it is rather difficult at times to draw 
the line.

Q. Can you with certainty say whether it is functional or neurasthenic?—A. We 
can. Then the third group is those that have organic changes. We can separate the 
neurasthenic cases from the organic cases fairly sharply. The functional and the 
neurasthenic classes are recoverable. The functional case recovers rather rapidly, and 
the neurasthenic rather slowly, but in time is restored to a fairly good level.

Q. Should not the Government take care of these functional and easily cured 
neurasthenic eases, until they are cured ?—A. They undoubtedly must.

Q. Kather than turn them out with a small pension ?—A. Those cases are, for the 
time at least, just as seriously sick in their own opinion as a man with an organic 
lesion. They believe that they cannot do certain things, and they cannot do them.

Q. It is not a fake? It is honest as far as they are concerned ?—A. It is absolutely 
honest.

. Q. And the men cannot control his disability?—A. He cannot. You have to 
establish in his mind the view that he is recoverable and he will recover in time, and 
gets his wrong ideas corrected. He is then in a recoverable condition.

Q. The state should either take care of him until he is cured, or provide him with 
the means of taking care of himself.—A. They should take care of him until he 13 
cured, or give him an adequate pension.

Q. What is the way to cure him? To treat him or to throw him out on his own 
resources ?—A. The proper way is to treat him until he is cured.

Q. Is it a matter of many months treatment?—A. In the functional case it may 
be a comparatively short period and in the neurasthenic case it may be a matter or" 
months.

Q. You send those cases to Cobourg ?—A. Yes.
Q. That is the central institution?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Crony n :
Q. It has been suggested that the examiners are sometimes swayed by sympathy 

for the patient in reaching a decision as to his pensionable disability ?—A. I do not 
think that that rule has any favour in the estimates of the board. Of course we are 
not entirely cold-blooded but we endeavour to see the case from the point of view, both 
of the man and the point of view of the country.

Q. There has been some consideration of the question of fixing a limited time aftt’r 
enlistment in which pre-enlistment troubles, might appear, and a term of three month3 

has been suggested. Would you care to express any opinion on that?—A. No, I c*° 
not care to express any opinion on that. I have not had sufficient experience as a 
medical officer on battalion work to be able to express any definite opinion. My worn 
has been entirely in connection with hospitals. A medical officer with a battalion 
who has had experience would be much better qualified to answer on that line than 
myself.
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By Mr. Nielle:
' Q. Are you getting any class of cases in the hospital so broken in mind or body 

that they really are not going to be able to take care of themselves after discharge, no 
matter what pensions you give them? In other words do you think this country will 
have to establish homes to look after some of these returned men, or have you had 
enough experience to express an opinion?—A. There is a certain small number of men 
without homes, who are so broken that they will have to have some place where they 
will be looked after. At the present time I have under-my care three men who are 
in that position who are unable to look after themselves entirely, who need someone 
to see that they are properly fed and clothed and kept in proper condition. They are 
quite able to put on their clothes and feed themselves, but are not competent to look 
after themselves entirely. I have those three cases and I have had two others that 
have been sent out and looked after by other people.

Q. It is a homeless man you refer to?—A. Yes, one who is so broken that he has 
to be looked after in some home.

Q. Some home for incurables?—A. He is not an incurable in the ordinary sense 
of the term. An incurable case medically is the person who requires medical and 
nursing care. These men do not require any medical care. They require supervision.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. The trouble is mental ?-—A. No, one man, for instance, has hemiplegia ; he has 

lost all the movements of one side. He is able to get around with the use of a stick, 
able to dress himself slowly, but at the same time he cannot read or anything of that 
kind; it has cut him off in that way. He was an excellent mechanic before that. It is 
his right side that is gone and he has lost the use of it.

By Mr. Nesbitt.
Q. He would not be one of those who simply imagine they are sick?—A. No, he 

has a definite organic lesion of his brain. It was brain injury in this case—a 
gunshot wound of the brain.

Q. Take the cases of syphilis; supposing these men afflicted with that disease are 
farmers or mechanics or anything of that kind, if they had continued in their ordinary 
occupation, would they likely in time have developed the other diseases you speak 
about?—A. A certain number do. That is where we get these cases in ordinary civilian 
practice, of those who are exposed to syphilis, and who have had what is really an 
inadequate treatment. A certain percentage later develop these disabilities in ordinary 
civilian life. The disability seems to occur a little more frequently in men who are 
exposed to hardship. For instance, lumbermen and river drivers who have had this 
disease, and who are exposed to the cold and dampness of river driving are apt to have 
these ailments. Syphilis seemed to be rather prevalent among them years ago. I think 
we can say the same thing in regard to soldiers who are exposed, who have had this 
disease and who have not been adequately treated. Although the symptoms of their 
syphilis have all disappeared, yet when they are exposed to the dampness and cold of 
trench work it is liable to bring on the condition.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Do you think we should pension those who develop disability from this disease 

while in the army ?—A. Well, if they have been adequately treated in the army they 
should not have special disability from syphilie. They might have it from the effects 
of gonorrhoea—gonorrhoal arthritis, and things of that sort.

Q. From your experience do you think a portion of those who contract the disease 
in the army have done so through their own fault ?—A. They exposed themselves to it 
Undoubtedly. I was for three months in connection with the venereal hospital at 
Shorncliffe, and at that time over 1,000 men passed through our bands, of whom some
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240 had syphilis. Not a single man of them who had not developed the disease as a 
result of direct exposure. We had no examples in the thousand cases where the disease 
was contracted in any other way than by being exposed.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Apparently in the army they treat that disease successfully?—A. The treat

ment they are obtaining and the review of these cases and the examination made of 
them before discharge, shuts out the possibility of a syphilitic patient being discharged 
to civil life. I understand it is the custom to examine in England all men who have 
had syphilis, by the blood test, before allowing them to return to Canada, so that prac
tically all Such men are examined. Our practice in connection with the hospital is that 
if on a man’s medical history sheet he has had venereal disease, either syphilis or 
gonorrhoea, we submit him to a blood examination for syphilis before he is discharged. 
We have to have a negative blood test. If he has a positive blood test he is given 
further treatment before discharge.

By Mr. Power:
Q. You never discharge a man suffering from syphilis ?—-A. No. We have dis

charged one or two, but we put it on the form. One case I call to mind absolutely 
refused treatment. When a man refuses treatment we put it on the sheet that this man 
has had such and such a disease, for which he refused treatment.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. The Board of Pension Commissioners recommend that when men refuse treat

ment their pensions should be stopped until they consent to take treatment ?
By the Chairman:

Q. “ Unreasonably refuse” is the way they put it. What do you say as to that?— 
A. I think the Board of Pension Commissioners are justified where the refusal is 
unreasonable. If the man has a condition which is remediable without undue exposure. 
In that case I think the withholding of the pension is justifiable.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Do you think that the man should be compelled, to have an operation ?—A. If 

he has a condition that should be remediable by operation without undue risk, and he 
refuses to take that operation, I think that pension should be withheld.

Q. What do you mean by “undue risk” ? One chance in a thousand ?—A. If the 
man has a condition which is remediable with the use of any general anaesthetic there 
is a minimum of risk in the case of a man going under chloroform or ether and there 
is no greater risk under those circumstances than in an -ordinary ease of illness.

Q. Put it in this way that if the man’s condition is such as to justify the step, if 
he can take the anaesthetic and stand it, he should take it?—A. Without putting a 
man’s life in direct danger.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What about tubercular patients that are sent to tubercular hospitals, where 

they are surrounded by tubercular people who are very likely in a very advanced stag6 
of the disease, would you say that a man suffering but slightly from tubercular trouble 
should be sent there ?—A. In a properly run sanatorium he runs no danger at all. If® 
is safer there, very often, than he would be in his own home.

Q. Do you think these medical boards could be strengthened by the Government 9 
taking advantage of the services of older civilian practitioners in the various districts 
till normal medical conditions could be restored ?—A. I think it could. I think that 
is one thing that is needed, and many boards, men who have had experience for a 
number of years in practice and who know from that experience the outcome of the 
average case of chest trouble, heart trouble, kidney trouble and things of that sort- 
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There are quite a number of these boards that have many younger men on them who 
have not had that experience and they have to determine the expectancy or chance in 
those cases very largely from text-books or the table of disability.

Q. Would it not be better if the man with large experience was an officer that had 
returned from the front who had had experience at,the front ?—A. The experience that 
is needed is along two lines, one is the experience in the class of cases in which the 
Board is dealing, and the second is the experience of the ultimate outcome in many 
cases of chest trouble, heart trouble and kidney trouble ; in the latter case the man who 
has experience of some years in clinical practice is the best man. In the case of wounds 
and injuries it is better to have men who have experience in dealing with that class of 
cases, and who has seen these in service.

By Mr. Power:
Q. Would it not be advisable to allow the man to go before his own private medi

cal practitioner ? Would that doctor not be better qualified to speak as to the man’s 
disability?—A. No, I do not think that would be better—I am simply speaking for 
myself. ♦

Q. Why not?—A. You see the man’s medical adviser ordinarily is the medical 
adviser in the hospital, and the man has read over to him that statement which shows 
that the medical man finds so-and-so, describing his condition, and the man is asked 
if he has anything to add to that, and if he has, he has the opportunity of having it 
added.

Q. The objection to that in practice, I think, is that the man himself cannot 
exactly express his own condition; a great number of men cannot put their condition 
in such form that it will be readable ?—A. This is put down by the medical officer in 
charge of the examination, and it is read to the man, and if he wishes to complain of 
so-and-so in addition to that it is put down too.

Q. Supposing that man was allowed to go out to the city or town, wherever he lived, 
and choose some medical man who would represent him at the board, just as, if you 
were pleading a case, you would choose a lawyer; he would choose some man who would 
represent him at the board, and who had made a special examination of him previously 
and be able to lay the matter before the board in medical terms?—A. I do not see what 
advantage that would be; it would complicate matters very materially to bring in a 
man from outside.

Q. Where would the complication come in ? There would be more or less of a 
row, of course—A. No, I do not suggest that at all, but you would have to have a board 
sitting when the other doctor could come in and sit, you would have to make arrange- 

I mente and all that sort of thing.
Q. That would be comparatively easy because the medical board could say to the 

Pensioner that he should turn up at such a date, and he would turli up at the time fixed 
With his doctor.—A. It is a different thing if the man is discharged from the army. 
That matter might in an individual case be brought up in this form if he is not satisfied 
With the finding and might be considered then, but as long as he is in the army, I cannot 
see why he should bring in a man from outside, when the man’s condition is read over 
to him, and he is asked if he is or if he is not satisfied and if he is not satisfied, he has 
tile right to add himself the particulars as to which he is not satisfied.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That brings up another point that has been suggested that when men are 

required to state their condition to their officers, it would be better if their officers were 
in mufti than in uniform so that the private would not be so much frightened of these 
officers. Do you think there is anything in that?—A. I do not think so. We have 
never had a case of that character where the man was afraid to state his case to the 
medical officer. In my experience, the medical officer has been quite as sympathetic 
to the men under his care as is the doctor in civilian practice. The medical officer who
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has a patient under his care looks upon his duty to that patient in exactly the same 
light as the civilian practitioner regards his patient and makes it his business to look 
after and treat each case as he finds it.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. My attention has been directed to some cases where men said they were asked 

as to their condition and feelings, and when they made their statement they were 
contradicted by the officers who were their superior officers and according to mili
tary etiquette, the man could not contradict what his officer said, and they were 
impressed by the fact that the doctor examining them was their superior officer. That 
should not be. Do you know whether that is the case or not?—A. T have not had any 
experience of that kind.

Q. It should be the relation of a diagnosing physician to the patient?—A. Quite 
so.

By Mr. Power:
Q. It might very easily occur that the man might describe his pains and other 

things and the medical board writes it down in medical terms which he would not 
understand.—A. The instructions to our boards are definite, that they must first state 
that from which the man complains he is suffering, that he has pains here and there 
and so on, or inability to move a leg in a certain direction. That is all taken down; 
then below that they put down in another space the man’s complaints and what they 
find on examination to back up these complaints and the conclusion at which' they 
arrive.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. It has been suggested to us that there should be a place on the form in which 

the statement should be always entered what the soldier said setting out what his com
plaint is.—A. There is no reason why it should not.

Q. You see no objection to that?—A. No objection whatever. Our instruction5 
to our board are that they must always place first on that the man’s complaint of 
so-and-so.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. And then he can concur in the finding?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. In the case of heart disease, among the others, there is no fixed percentage 

estimated according to the actual incapacity; of necessity they run up to 100, but 
there is no Standard by which any particular degree of disability is to be estimated'
How do you determine what the percentage of disability is—whether 50 or 75 or 100
per cent? How do you deal with heart cases?—A. When the heart cases are dealt 
with we simply try to see what work the man can do without interfering with the 
pulse rate, or the regularity of the heart, and what amount of work he can do short 0 
distress. Now, we gauge that first by simply walking him a certain disitance at thc 
natural pace of the man; we walk him, for example, a half a mile and the man’s Pu*se 
rate runs up ten or fifteen and the heart develops a little irregularity we estimât® 
from that the percentage of disability to do work.

Q. What would the condition have to be to justify you in saying that it was 1 
per cent disability?—A. For example, if that man walked upstairs and came dowm 
not rapidly, and the pulse rate went up to 15 or 20 points, and his lips changed col(,u''j 
that would show that the man is unable to do any work whatever, and one won 
estimate that he is completely disabled for a period of, say, six months.

Q. We have had three heart cases before us in which the same question ha? bee 
raised. Would you look over the files for us and tell us what you think of these cas®"' 
and while you are looking over those files we can go on with Dr. McICay.

Witness retired.
tDr. W. T. Connell.]
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Dr. D. J. McKay called.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What are you doing now?—A. I am in charge of the medical boards in 

Military District No. 1.
Q. What were you doing before that ?—A. For four months I was medical officer 

of the 2nd Pioneers, and for six months I was on the Standing Medical Board at 
Bramshott, England; for three weeks I was medical officer-of M.D. 1; for six months 
1 was on medical board staff at office of D.G.M.S. at Ottawa ; for three months I was 
member of medical branch of Board of Pensions and for the past eight months, I 
have been in charge of the medical boards in M.D. No. 1.

Q. Then you have been on the medical examining board at London ?—A. Not 
on the examining board, I approve the boards ; as A.D.M.S. representative I am. 
responsible for the condition m which the board’s proceedings leave the district.

Q. The boards examine the men before discharge ?—A. Yes.
Q. And you approve the boards?—A. I approve the boards that go to the Board 

of Pension Commissioners.
Q. Then you are really responsible to a great extent for the appointment of these 

boards?—A. Yes, to the extent that I can suggest the personnel to the A.D.M.S. of 
the District.

Q. What would you say as to the -qualifications of these boards to examine these 
men that are discharged?—A. I think if you get a man that was professionally of the 
highest, of analytic mind, a writer, it would be better, but those ideals are impossible. 
Under the regulations as at present I would rather have a man just out of college, 
who gives a scientific and detailed description rather than an elderly man because it 
is composed almost entirely of a description at present. Previous to this regulation 
going into effect when we were estimating the degree of disability I found that the 
man who has had more or less experience in practice, and who has been over the ground 
right up to the front and- knows what the conditions are, when the man being under 
examination said that this thing happened, and such and such a thing happened, the 
examiner, having that experience, appreciated that, and with equal professional 
ability made a better doctor on that board than any other class of man. We get the 
most unsatisfactory results from boards composed of men -who have not yet been 
overseas; they seem to think that the men who have been at the front regard them 
as not having gone overseas, and have not the same confidence in them and con
sequently they the members of such board, think that they have to give the man a 
little more when estimating the incapacity than he is really entitled to, on his 
condition.

Q. There was antagonism between the man who was being examined and the 
doctor?—A. I would not say antagonism, but an underlying feeling if the man did 
not get what he thought was coming .to him, but there was that comeback, that the 
doctor had not been overseas, and did not know what the conditions were.

Q. Then, on the boards that you appoint, you depend upon men who are capable 
and have experience, or what you think are capable of examining these men, more 
especially men who have been overseas ; have you many men who have been overseas 
on your board?—A. We have at present all men who have been overseas, except on one 
board, and that is one that discharges men (casualties) not having been overseas and 
nien who have been on duty. Practically ,we have all returned men at present on 
boards dealing with returned men.

Q. Then is it your idea that the central medical board are better able to fix the 
amount of disability than the examining board, or is the examining board better 
qualified to do so?—A. The examining board are in a better position to do so.
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Q. And these examining boards know the percentage that is fixed by the Pension 
Board?—A. Yes, they have their regulations issued by B.P.C. for guidance of medical 
officers.

Q. What do you think of the forms that are supplied for asking these questions so 
as to give the central board an exact idea of the man’s condition?—A. I think if they 
combined the last three changes in the forms, they would probably have a fair form, 
but there has not been one yet, to my mind that is satisfactory; they all have obvious 
errors in them.

Q. How many boards have you?—A. There is one at the central convalescent 
home, one at Guelph, and one at district depot, three in London, and one at Guelph, 
that are dealing with men for discharge.

Q.
Q.
Q.

Q.'

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy :
Does the personnel of these boards change ?—A. Yes.
Frequently?—A. Quite frequently.
Would you advise a standing medical board ?—A. Yes, we cannot keep them

Why ?—A. $3.75 a day, I can go out and make that after supper.
Q. What would you think of Surgeon General Keough’s opinion .with reference to 

the qualifications for a member of the board? Would a man be suitable as a medical 
practitioner, if he had not been on active service?—A. That is going to work two ways 
—a man on a medical board deteriorates professionally every day that he is on it. H® 
has nothing to do with the treatment or care of cases.

Q. Would you say that the medical service is not attractive to the medical man?-" 
A. Not. at all, quite the reverse.

Q. Has the member of the medical service the opportunity of choosing his own 
occupation ?—A. Not so; he would do better if the man is satisfied that he is getting a 
fair deal, than if the man is in on a job that he does not like and knows that he *s 
going bad every day.

Q. In order to meet that difficulty, would you suggest the formation of standing 
medical boards ?—A. There is this difficulty, it depends entirely upon the army, and 
the rank; you may have a member, just a man who is a junior lieutenant, and above 
him he has a captain and a major, and the major is the president or the head of the 
board. I find in our district that it is largely a question of money. They cannot live 
on the money that they receive. We have men who go home for the week-end aw 
make as much money in private practice, from Saturday until Monday morning a? 
they do all the rest of the week.

Q. Would you approve having a civilian on the board, a man of experience as has 
been suggested?—A. I do not think it would be satisfactory on account of his not 
knowing what the man has been through, and military documents would not be 0 
much value to Him. It takes an ordinary man who has been in the army and not o1 
medical boards three months before he is much good at all.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. You said you thought the board which examined the soldier was more qualifié 

to fix the rate than the central board?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you think there Would be danger of inconsistency among the different boai'd“ 

if that system were adopted? I suppose one might act on certain .principles a»- 
another might adopt other principles ?—A. Not if they followed out the B.P.C. instn1L 
tions which are quite specific.

Q. Do you consider those instructions sufficiently specific to obviate that danger • -
A. Not entirely.

Q. Do you think they could be made sufficiently specific?—A. We have had th'® 
experience up there; a man will frequently drop in and complain his pension is 1,0
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high enough, and we have submitted the file with the man to three different boards 
quite independently ; one board did not know the rtlan was before the other board, and 
those boards varied 5 per cent in different cases.

Q. Have you been able to get in your district sufficient satisfactory medical officers 
to constitute your board?—A. No, we have not had a full supply of qualified men, 
qualified as to medical board ability.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. I understood you to say that this service on medical boards was unattractive? 

—Very much so.
Q. Does it follow that you cannot get your best men to act on medical boards ?— 

A. We can get them to act, but this last week we have had three returned men upon 
boards, one for a year and a half, and another four months, and another about eight 
months ; one of them was made sanitary officer of the district, and another went to 
another district on three months’ surgical course, and another one is acting as medical 
adviser to the Pension Board. Our three best men practically were taken away.

Q. Is it too much to say that the tendency is for the better men to withdraw from 
the medical board, and to leave you with poor medical officers on the board?—A. Yes, 
except for the elderly men. They remain.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. Is there a feeling of dissatisfaction among the men on the boards that they 

are not getting sufficient remuneration for their services?—A. Yes, quite so.
Q. Is it possible they would not take the same interest in the work as if they were 

better paid? They would be better satisfied perhaps if they were better paid?—A. A 
man who is satisfied will work better than a man who is dissatisfied.

Q. Is there a possibility of a soldier coming before a board not receiving the con
sideration to which he would be entitled on account of the members having that feeling 
of dissatisfaction ?—A. No, I do not think so. I 'think while the men are on the 
boards they discharge their duties; they are conscientious; they do their best.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. But glad to get off the board ?—A. Yes, and jump at something else. These 

men all expect to get back to practice as soon as the war is over, and they do not want 
to remain on the board.

Q. The result is the boards are constantly changing ?—A. When I say constantly 
changing, we keep the present man on until we have a better man to replace him, if 
possible, and we invariably try to have two strong men on the board and one man for 
educational purposes.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. Would you not require experts to handle some of the cases that come before

y0U?_A. Quite so. All our men in our convalescent homes are assigned to certain
medical officers. If a soldier is troubled with his eye, ear or nose, he is sent to a 
specialist for that ailment or if a man has lung trouble he is sent to the lung specialist, 
and so on.

Q. You said you thought the man who had seen active service overseas would 
be of more service on the board than the man who had not been overseas ?—A. Yes, 
everything else being considered. We have had men who have been all through the 
course and up to the front and they have have been absolute failures on medical 
boards.

Q. Do you think any board should ever be constituted without having on it a 
doctor who had been overseas?—A. I think it desirable that men be dealt with by 
overseas doctors.

Q. Would they not be better qualified to understand the nature of the man’s dis
ability?—A. Quite so. He knows what the man has been through, and he is
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acquainted with the various conditions. He will see a report from a certain hospital 
—Ramsgate, for instance. Ramsgate hospital conveys a certain definite picture to 
him. If a man has been there six or eight months the overseas medical officer knows 
he has had such and such treatment, and the man who has never been overseas lacks 
that knowledge.

Q. I know from what I have seen that many boards have dealt, as I thought, 
unjustly with men, especially when they first come in. Have you ever seen anything 
of that kind?—A. Yes, I have.

Q. How do you think that could be obviated?—A. Change the board.
Q. In what way?—A. Change the men on the board.
Q. You find that a certain class of doctor would be more inclined to give due 

consideration to the men than another class of doctor ?—A. If it is reported to the 
A.D.M.S. office that the attitude of a medical officer is otherwise than that of giving 
the soldier due consideration, the man is replaced. Of course I do not mean by that 
sympathy.

By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Have you part-time medical men in your district?—A. We have our surgical 

and medical consultants.
Q. Have you any part-time men who are attending to their regular medical 

duties ?—A. We have one, you might say, who gives hi's whole time to it and draws 
his military pay.

Q. Have you any on your medical boards ?—A. No, sir.
By Mr. Redman:

Q. Would it not be more advisable to let the doctors attend to their ordinary 
practice and hold a meeting of the board at a certain hour two or three times a week ? 
—A. We cannot do that.

Q. Why not?—A. Too many men to be examined. We consider fifteen men per 
day sufficient for one board.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. You know about that attestation business. Do they give them a real examina

tion now?—A. Yes, they do; but in spite of that unfit men will get in.
By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:

Q. Do any fit men not get in?—A. Yes; it works both ways. That raises the 
point Lieut.-Colonel Connell spoke about. The medical sheet made out at the time 
of enlistment states “ slight defects, but not sufficient to cause rejection.” In regard 
to that we desire our board to indicate the defects. The man may have slightly flat 
feet, or something of that kind. Then the point regarding aggravation of something 
pre-existing enlistment. The great bulk of these are discovered overseas. A man is 
back probably from a wound, and he develops symptoms pointing to a cardiac condi
tion. He will go on then and give his medical attendant his history and may tell about 
having had rheumatism or diphtheria some years before, probably dates his valvule 
disease from a time previous to enlistment. Another point that the lieutenant-colonel 
mentioned is the consideration of the man’s present disability due to service. It seems 
to me that a case of nephritis, syphilis, cardiac disease or tuberculosis, ought to be 
considered. The present incapacity of a man from any one of those four cases ought 
to be considered as due to service, irrespective of whether he was in service three 
months or six months, because he was a fit man in civil life and had carried on and 
his family did not know he was not fit. He perhaps never missed a day’s work. 
might join the army to-day and be puit on heavy physical training to-morrow, and 
the undue exertion might break down his cardiac compensation, and the consequences 
are just as serious as if he were six months on service.
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By the Chairman:
Q. The other view, as stated by members of the Board of Consultants was that 

the state should only compensate for the injury the state had caused, and that if a man 
was suffering from a disability at the time of his enlistment which was only aggra
vated by service to the state the measure or compensation should be the aggravation 
rather than the total disability from which he might be suffering.—A. But from 
the man’s point of view he might have carried on for 20 years in civil life in the 
occupation in which he was engaged, but general sendee has broken him down. Re
versing it, supposing he had valvular disease of the heart due to service, had rheuma
tism on service from the valvular disease of the heart and had perfect compensation, 
my understanding is that he has no pensionable disability. Why should that not be 
reversed?—If he went in with valvular disease of the heart with perfect compensa
tion, and broke down, it is all'due to service.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Suppose he had the sight of one eye only when he enlisted, and that fact were 

not ascertained by the medical board and he subsequently lost the sight of his other 
eye, would you give him compensation for the loss of both eyes?—A. Yes, his present 
total incapacity occurred on service.

Q. Suppose he fraudulently concealed from the medical board that he only had 
the sight of one eye at the time of enlistment.—A. That is he was passed with good 
eyes.

Q. He was blind in one eye at the time of enlistment, and fraudulently con
cealed the fact from the medical officer examining him and he lost the sight of the 
other eye through service ; woud you give him total disability?—A. In view of the 
fact that a man is considered fit for service blind in one eye and accepted as a 
Category B man, whether he deceived the medical examiner or not should make no 
difference.

Q. There is the case of a man being taken into a band to play the cornet with 
only one arm. He came back all right except that arm. It did not grow on him in 
the service. Would you give him compensation for the arm he had not got?—A. No, 
I would say, obvious disability. If he lost that arm there would be something on 
his papers to show it.

Q. He was taken in with one arm. You would not give him a pension for the 
arm he had not lost?—A. Not at all. The point has been raised that in similar cases 
one district board would estimate the incapacity at 50 per cent and another board at 
40 per cent. In order to prove that proposition to me, it would have to be the case of 
two different boards passing on the same man. The description of the 40 per cent 
may look the same as the description of 60 per cent but when you see the man it 
would look entirely • different, and there are so many things in a man you cannot 
describe.

Q. Inadequacy of expression might indicate an apparent description, where there 
was none, as to condition ?—A. Quite so.

Q. If I understand you aright, practically what you lay down is this: the 
deficiency in the determination of disability depends on the capacity and ability of 
the examining board ?—A. Quite so.

By the Chairman:
Q. It is true whether the local board simply describe the disability for the pur

pose of enabling the central board to pass upon it, or whether they estimate it them
selves?—A. My experience is this, that the board’s proceedings, i.e., M.B. 22-7, doing 
away with the estimating of the incapacity have since deteriorated greatly because now 
the only check I have on the board is taken away. Hnder section 11 they would 
estimate 60 per cent disability, and I would read section 9 which shows the man’s
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present, condition and that would not justify the degree of disability estimated under 
11. I would know that one or the other is wrong. They have taken away the greatest 
check on the actions of the board that 1 have had.

Q. Why do you say that it interferes with the board?—A. It does practically 
interfere with the board because the A.D.M.S. office has no check on it, and previously 
the disability described under section 9, 227, and the incapacity estimated under sec
tion 11 are inconsistent, and by doing away with section 11 as has been done recently 
you have no check whatever as to whether section 9 is right or not.

By Mr. N'ickle:
Q. You see no objection to the man’s giving a statement of his side of the case, 

and having it recorded on the form, do you?—A. Not at all, our boards are instructed 
to do this; the medical officers are instructed to first set out all the symptoms com
plained of.

Q. And you can see no objection to the man’s statement of his case being on every 
form, and that could be followed by the court’s finding as to the facts?—A. Eight.

By Mr. Sutherland:
Q. Bo you have the previous medical board before you when a soldier comes up for 

examination?—A. Invariably, the chief exception is when a man comes in from another 
district.

Q. Then you have the boards in England and other places, and you carefully con
sider the findings of these boards?—A. Yes.

Q. I have a case here that was dealt with in London; perhaps you will look at it 
and see. There is a considerable difference in the findings of the boards. . (File 
handed to witness.)—A. (After examining file.) This board finds that at that date 
he was fit for duty.

Q. This board in Shoreham recommended six months leave on furlough?—A. It 
says ‘ C III ’ duty in England, at that time they expected it to be raised here.

Q. Then he was boarded in London in November, 1914, six months at least total 
disability, and three weeks later, the next board says one mouth?—A. He was out of 
the hospital practically a free agent.

Q. The -board on November 30 recommends- that he shall have six months’ total 
disability?—A. That is right.

Q. And three weeks later the board recommends that he shall have four months 
and recommends his discharge?—A. Quite probable.

Q. It seems to be remarkable the difference between the two boards, does it not?— 
A. It shows that the six months recommendation was incorrect.

Q. That the case was not properly diagnosed at first?—A. No, it is the middle 
board; the board overseas and this board at Quebec and the last board apparently all 
agree, it shows that the middle board was incorrect.

Q. Does that mean that the six months was properly recommended?—A. It means 
fit for duty in England and likely to be raised after six months: it means on duty.

Q. So that the next board is the one you think fell down?—A. The second one, 
the One in England, the one in Quebec, and the last one, all apparently agree.

Q. So that is the board then that you would consider were in error?—A. Yes.
Q. Probable duration of disability, two years, and it is signed by one medical 

officer?—A. A medical officer brings the case forward.
Q. This case was before the full board?—A. Yes.

By Mr. Neshitt:
Q. Is that (producing document) the form used for the officers?—A. This is the 

form they used to use previous to officers’ going overseas; an officer may previously 
have been in the service for six or eight months or a year, without a medical board- 
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Q. And that is the one used previous to going overseas ?—A. Yes.
Q. There is really no examination on that at all?—A. It cannot be completed 

without examination.

By the Chairman:
Q. In what respect at least does that differ from the attestation paper for the 

men ? Have you a copy of that, there in that file ?—A. The officers’ attestation paper 
was a declaration that he was willing to serve overseas, and down at the bottom it is 
signed that he was found fit by the medical officer.

Q. In what respect does the form for the medical board for the officers, differ 
from the form of the medical board for the private ?—A. Till October, 1916, the private 
did not have a medical board on coming into the service.

Q. He simply had the examination of the medical officer of the battalion ?—A.
Yes.

Q. And that appeared on his attestation paper?—A. Yes and his medical sheet.
Q. Then in the case of an officer did he always have a medical board?—A. I could 

not say as to that, our battalion all had it before they went over.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. As a matter of fact, as I understand it, in the early days the officers were 
given their commissions and went in without any medical examination at all?—A. I 
would not say they were -given commissions without examinations, they were given 
commissions without a medical board.

Q. I understood some of them went in without any medical examination ?—A. I 
cannot understand that because in the form 287, there is a space on the reverse side 
to be signed by the medical officer on examination.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. There is a form here and I would like to ask what suggestion you could offer 

for its improvement ?—A. In the first place section 7 has two lines at the outside 
in which the periods that a man has served in other units from such a date to such 
a date is- to be given. That man might have been in six or eight units and there is 
only room there to specify two. Then in section 8 is an asterisk and it is not shown 
what it refers to; in small print it says, “ see section 11.” But turn over to section 11, 
there is absolutely no connection that I can see between the two. And in section 8 
“ original disease or disability,” the word “ injury ” would be preferable to “ dis
ability”; and in ■ subsection (d) “ present disease or disability,” and divided into 
section^.

By the Chairman:
Q. Is that the present form, or the old form?—A. This is pension form 227, the 

latest form.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. Is there enough room for the statement of the soldier?—A. I think so, especi
ally where 'the board puts in his complaint under section 9.

By lion. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. In speaking of medical officers employed on part time you stated that there 

are medical officers in districts who are drawing pay without giving any service to 
the department. Can you give us some particulars on that?—A. Well, sir, I could, 
but I cannot in connection with this.

Q. Is it a part, of your duties to report such cases?—A. Not at all.
Q. In fact, you would be distinctly outside your duties to report cases of that 

kind?—A. I have reported the matter to the A.D.M.S.; that is the extent of my duty.
Q. Have you reported it?—A. Yes

[Dr. D. J. McKay.]
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By the Chairman:
Q. In connection with a disease that is progressive in its character, either heart 

trouble or tuberculosis that you have spoken about, does the local medical board them 
selves make any inquiry into the past history of the patient when conducting the 
examination, or do they depend so far as the past history is concerned on the boards 
that have been held while the man has been serving in the ranks?—A. Our boards 
depend to a large extent on the previous boards ; the history is given.

Q. Is there any reason why you do not inquire into the pa sit history if the dis
ability is one which, from its nature, would suggest that it might have existed prior 
to enlistment?—A. There is no reason, sir, except that it is on his documents that it 
originated at such and such a time, and they work on that assumption.

Q. Suppose you have a case come before you of acute heart trouble, which from 
its nature is arterial sclerosis, that has not developed suddenly, but is usually a matter 
of months, if not of years, and when you find a man suffering from that shortly after 
entering the army would you, as chief of the medical board, not inquire into his past 
medical history before recommending a pension?—A. It seems to me in that case it 
would not be exactly a medical history ; it would be a working history.

Q. Would you not inquire as to what had been his condition prior to enlistment ? 
—A. Yes.

Q. Do you in such case?—A. Invariably. When I say I do, I am not sitting on 
the board.

Q. I mean the boards under your supervision ?—A. Yes. I make a point to 
visit them until I know them.

Q. What inquiry would you make? How would you deal with a case of that 
kind?—A. Find out from the man what his occupation was, how long a day’s work 
he performed, and how many days he was off, if any. If the man was working at an 
occupation that required a fit man, and with no loss of time—if he were doing a 
full day’s work when he joined the army and was now only doing half a day’s work, I 
would say it had all occurred on service.

Q. Is that your view of what it should be or your interpretation of the present 
regulations?—A. That is my view of what it should be.

Q. I am rather dealing with how you treat cases under the present regulations. 
—A. I endeavour to have our boards treat them the way I think they should be 
treated. ,

Q. As far as the boards under you are concerned you are acting on what you 
think the law should be, rather than on the strict interpretation of the law?—A. Well, 
they are a little elastip.

By Mr. Nichle:
Q. Still the regulations do lay down that there are two classes of condition for 

which a man gets pension; one is the aggravation of a disability on service or due to 
service, and the other is a disability incurred subsequent to service.—A. The medical 
board is supposed to know nothing about pension regulations.

Q. You are not furnished with a copy of the regulations ?—A. We are not fur
nished with the basis on which the B.P.C. instructions are built.

By the Chairman:
Q. If the pensions are granted on the basis of the medical board’s report, should 

not the medical board have a knowledge of the pension regulations and secure the 
necessary information to enable the Pension Board to grant the proper pension under 
the regulation?—A. I think if the medical board knew all the side lines of the 
pensions we would get better boards—if they knew the why and wherefore—why wC 
want this or that.

Q. Is it your view that fuller instructions should be given to the medical board 
than they have?—A. Yes.
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Q. What do you suggest along that line?—A. Some men qualified to give 
instructions should stay with the hoard and give those instructions. One lecture is 
no good. Two lectures are no good.

Q. Why do you not inaugurate such a system?—A. We have it there.
Q. Do you instruct your medical boards in No. 1 District?—A. We endeavour to 

do so.
Q. Are they not instructed on the point Mr. Nickle has mentioned that pensions 

are granted to all classes of cases, one for disability incurred through service, and the 
other an aggravation of disability due to service?—A. Yes, and they work on this 
basis, that an obvious disability was present on enlistment, and in the case where it 
was /lot obvious, all the incapacity was due to service.

Q. If a case came before you where the man was suffering from acute heart 
trouble sometime after he entered the service and his attestation paper did not disclose 
any disability at the time of enlistment, you would treat it as wholly due to service?— 
A. Yes, treating his incapacity as due to service.

Q. And you would do the same with an officer?—A. Oh, yes, I would endeavour to 
make no distinction between an officer and a private.

Q. In actual practice in No. 1 Military District, unless there is something in the 
medical documents which come before you which indicates the incapacity existed 
prior lo entering the service, you treat the whole incapacity from which the man 
suffers as being due to service?—A. Yes, overseas we used to find this very frequently. 
A man was paraded before the board by his medical officer. He will state to the board 
that two years before he joined the army he was laid up for three months with 
inflammatory rheumatism and the doctor told him his heart was bad. Our assump
tion from that was that during that attack of inflammatory rheumatism he developed 
valvular disease of the heart, and the origin of that was definite therefore before 
enlistment.

Q. If you received such a board, when you come to discharge that man you would 
report that the apparent disability was due to trouble contracted prior to enlistment? 
—A. Yes. *

Q. But if the board did not contain those facts, you would not go back to make 
inquiry as to whether his heart trouble did exist prior to enlistment or not?—A. Not 
unless there was something pointing to it. The medical history sheets might show 
something that Would account for it on service.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. If the medical history sheet did not show it you would make an independent 

inquiry?—A. Yes. I could not answer that in detail. I cannot recall any case applic
able to that question.

Q. I was surprised to learn you had not the pension regulations in detail fur
nished to you showing the scale of disability?—A. We get the B.P.C. instructions to 
medical officers.

Q. But you do not get the regulations?—A. No.
Q. So that really what you do is to determine the medical facts but you do not 

determine them in relation to the awarding of pension ?—A. We make our 227 as near 
as possible in accordance with B.P.C. instructions issued to medical officers.

Q. That is the scale of pensions ?—A. Yes it had more than that.

Dr. W. T. Connell recalled.
By the Chairman:

Q. Have you looked over these files?—A. I have.
Q. Take Col. Labatt’s case first. Oh examining that file what would you say as 

to the degree of disability from which Col. Labatt is suffering ?—A. Well at the present 
time I should say bis disability was practically complete.

[Dr. W. T. Connell.]
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Q. Is it a case where, if you were reporting on it, you would report total disability 
from the facts disclosed?—A. Yes, total disability.

Q. Is there any doubt about that?—A. No, not in my mind.
Q. Is there sufficient data- there to enable you to express any opinion as to whether 

that disability existed in any respect at the date of enlistment ?—A. The present con
dition apparently is largely connected, with the diseased condition of the heart. The 
medical board of 17th June, 1915 says there was no sign of heart trouble. That is 
stated emphatically on the board—that is the first indication of heart trouble. There 
is a history there of course of his having had duodenal ulcer of many years standing. 
That is reported on the board of January 26, 1915, and for this he was operated on 
successfully. There is also a reference to the fact that he had been previously operated 
on before enlistment for gall stones and disease of the appendix.

Q. Taking the medical boards as you see them there on file, what would you say as 
to whether that disability was contracted during service or was simply aggravated dur
ing service ?—A. Well, if the statement in the board of June 17 is correct, that this 
condition of valvular disease of the heart was the first indication of heart trouble, then 
of course it was acquired during service. One would like in that particular to have 
had a record of his case history sheet while in hospital for the operation for duodenal 
ulcer. That is not in the file. He was operated on along apparently in February, 
1915, but there is no record of the operation itself or the actual condition found in that 
tile. There is simply this statement that no symptoms of heart trouble were present 
before this attack.

Q. Do you usually have such in the medical files ?—A. Such a case history sheet 
has no doubt been made, but it likely has remained in England. It should accompany 
the case. It is supposed to accompany it now. Three years ago many of the case 
history sheets were not sent to Canada.

By Mr. Nichle:
Q. You base your conclusion on that finding of; the medical board that there was 

no evidence of heart trouble prior to that date ?—A. There is no record whatever of 
that condition on the board of 26th January, 1915. The report of 26th January states 
that he had duodenal ulcer of many years standing from which he had a hemorrhage 
two weeks before, and the board of 17th June reports that he was operated on success
fully for this and had this attack of heart trouble, and that was the first sign of the 
attack.

The Chairman.—Major Cronyn made a statement the other day in regard to this 
matter. I would ask him to repeat it.

Mr. Cronyn: I stated that in the autumn of 1914, I met an Indian who, on the 
outbreak of the war in August, was sent in as a runner some distance up in the 
Temagami Forest Reserve, where Colonel Labatt happened to be, and this man 
informed me that Colonel Labatt packed up and went out with him, doing what was 
an ordinary three-days trip in one day, breaking all records as he put it. The man 
intimated to me that Colonel Labatt did his share of the carrying and paddling. I 
did not give this as evidence to the committee when we were considering the case.

By the Chairman:
Q. Assuming that to be true would that indicate that at that time Colonel Labatt 

was not suffering from any heart trouble ?—A. Apparently he was not suffering from 
any heart condition.

Q. Could a man suffering from a cardiac heart do what has been described?—A. 
Not without distress, and showing physical fatigue. It would look, from the history 
such as is found there, as if something had happened between January and June for 
this onset of this cardiac trouble—between January 26 and June 15, 1915.

[Dr. D. J McKay ]
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By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. He would be in a weaker condition having undergone an operation?—A. He 

had this duodenal ulcer with hemorrhage which required an operation and a serious 
operation—gastro enterostomy.

By Mr. Gronyn:
Q. Could it be explained by his returning to service too soon after the operation ? 

—A. He might have as a result of the operation some weakening of the muscles, and 
then if a big strain were thrown on the muscles that might bring it about. There is 
one document which is missing from a medical point of view. That is the case 
history while in the hospital. If we had that we could express an opinion better.

By the Chairman :
Q. Then the next matter is that of Lieut.-Col. Bradbury. What do you say as 

to any opinion you have to express as to the degree of disability based on the file there ?
’—A. A man with angina pectoris has a high degree of disability. He is anywhere 
from 60 to 80 per cent at least disabled in the common labour market.

Q. Is there any data upon which you could form an estimate as to whether that 
disability existed in whole or in part prior to enlistment ?—A. A basis for it, undoubt
edly, but the basis for angina pectoris is usually some arterial disease—arterio scjerosis. 
It is a matter of rather slow development, a matter taking from months up to years to 
develop. So that the basis for the attack existed there, though, from the medical 
evidence presented on the record the first attacks occurred one year after he went into 
the service. From what I can gather from the documents he enlisted November, 
1915, and the first attacks of angina pectoris began November, 1916. There is a note 
there that in August, 1916, the blood pressure was 170, and that shows that he had 
arterial disease in August, to a rather marked extent.

Q. Is there anything from the actual description of the disease contained in the 
file from which you could estimate how long the trouble antedated enlistment?—A. 
There is nothing in the files.

Q. Is there anything in the nature of the disease which would enable you to 
estimate it?—A. I have just said that in the case of a man fifty-eight years of age 
arterial sclerosis always underlie angina pectoris and the development of that disease 
is a matter of years or months. It does not develop in a few weeks; it might be five 
or it might be ten years.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. In your opinion, to use your own expression, did the basis for the complaint 

exist in Colonel Labaitt’s case prior to joining the Canadian forces ?—A. I can see 
nothing in the medical history itself to indicate that, such as we have it on the file. 
But this man has had appendix trouble, and a duodenal ulcer of many years’ standing, 
but there is nothing at all on the file to show that he had cardiac disease.-

Q. Does that indicate nothing in regard to his heart, or physical condition, that 
he would not be a fit man ?—A. He certainly was not a fit man if he had some trouble 
with his appendix and a duodenal ulcer. Under those conditions no man could pass 
him as fit, but there was nothing about cardiac disease.

By Mr. Power:
Q. Are the conditions in the training camps in Canada of such a nature as to 

accelerate the disease from which Colonel Bradbury suffered. Apparently he was in 
a bad condition in November, 1916?—A. November, 1916, was the first attack.

Q. And apparently he had been -training in Canada for a year before that. Are 
the conditions in -the training camps here much more difficult than the conditions of 
ordinary life?—A. Very much more difficult. Unless this man was a man doing a
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great deal of physical work before enlistment, the actual work of marching and that 
sort of thing would affect his physical condition.

Q. Now take Captain Stephen’s file; what do you say with reference to that?—A. 
Apparently in this case there must have been a cardiac condition preceding enlistment 
which apparently was well compensated. In other words, the man was able to carry 
on and abie to go overseas, until an attack of dysentery in June, 1915, broke down this 
compensation. It seems to me that his cardiac trouble was developed by the service. 
In that case there was no question hut that this cardiac condition ante-dated enlist
ment sixteen years.

Q. What does that indicate to you?—A. That it was of considerable duration— 
many months.

Q. Do you mean months prior to enlistment or months prior to the date of the 
board ?—A. Months prior to the date of the board.

Q, What is the date of that board?—A. January 7, 1915.
Q. WThat is the date of enlistment ?—A. The date of the enlistment I could not 

get; I did not look that up. The man reached overseas, and he must have been some 
months training here before going overseas, and some months in England ; his heart 
must have been well compensated or he would not have been allowed to go overseas.

By Mr. Power:
Q. He trained at Salisbury Plain and afterwards went to France ?—A. But 

the attack of dysentery apparently broke down the compensation of his heart.
Q. You speak of compensation, is that an inference you draw from the facts, or 

does that appear upon the. medical sheet ?—A. I drew that from the facts of the 
man’s case. There is apparently no reference in the files to the cardiac condition, 
until this board of June 7. 1915, which states that there was' an attack "of dysentery 
and describes the cardiac condition then, and the statement is also made that it dates 
back sixteen years and that the apex beat is one inch outside the nipple line.

Q. What do you mean by that?—A. An enlargement of the heart which takes 
time and which can only take place slowly so that it would take many months for the 
heart to enlarge 'to reach that size.

Q. What do you mean by many months ?—A. Ordinarily one would not say in a 
case of that character, where there is muscular enlargement, that it would reach 
that stage inside of at least one year. A heart can dilate and stretch quickly, but the 
heart whose muscle walls is thick means a matter of slow development.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. Would the extraordinary exertion to which Mr. Cronyn drew your attention 

with regard to Colonel Labatt have a permanent effect which might produce this 
heart condition ; Mr. Cronyn spoke of Col. Labatt doing two days’ work in one?—A- 
That was in the autumn of 1914, and the Board states there was no sign of heart 
trouble before June 1915, and no signs of heart trouble before this last attack. It 
would tend to bring it on, there would be enormous strain upon the muscles of the 
heart in such a case.

Witness retired.
Committee adjourned.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 207.
Wednesday, May 15, 1918.

The committee met at 3.00 o’clock p.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, 
presiding.

Members present—Messrs. Cronyn, Green, McCurdy, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, 
Power, Redman, Ross, Rowell, and Sutherland.—11.

The minutes of last meeting were read and adopted.
The chairman read to the committee communications received which were con

sidered as follows :—
(1) Letters from Mr. Knight of the G.W.V.A., with letter Mrs. Jane Johnston 

appended thereto, relating to Pte. P. M. Kennedy,—to be further considered.
(2) Letter submitted by Mr. Douglas, M.P., re case of Mrs. A. C. Hood,—to be 

further considered.
(3) Letter from the Minister of Militia, General Mewburn, re Col. Labatt’s dis

ability pension,—which was ordered extended in the records.

The committee then proceeded to the subject of evidence, and on the question being 
put by the chairman : Shall Col. Labatt’s family physician be heard for evidence? The 
following members voted yea, : Messrs. Cronyn, Green, and Redman,—3 ; nay : Messrs. 
Nesbitt, Nickle and Sutherland,—3. The chairman voted yea. The secretary called 
the attention of the chairman to the fact that there was not a quorum present when 
the vote was taken. Messrs. McCurdy, Pardee, Power and Ross having entered, the 
chairman’s action on the question was subsequently confirmed.

The committee then proceeded to hear the evidence given by Dr. I. Olmstead, Col. 
Belton, Lt.-Col. Philp and Commander Ross.

The Committee then adjourned until Thursday, May 16th, at 11 o’clock a.m.
N. W. ROWELL,

Chairman.
V. Cloutier, 

Cleric.

House of Commons, Room 207.
Thursday, May 16, 1918.

The committee met at 11.00 o’clock a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, 
presiding,

Members present,—Messrs. Cronyn, Green, McCurdy, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, 
Power, Redman, Ross, Rowell and Sutherland,—11.

In attendance,—Major Andrews, M.P., and Mr. Archibald.
The minutes of last meeting were read and adopted.
The chairman read to the corfimittee communications received which were con

sidered as follows :—
(1) Letters and a telegram in respect to the number of Reservists of British, 

Belgian, French and Italian armies who were residents in Canada at the commence-
2—Ô1
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ment of hostilities and who have since been recalled to their units, the number totalling 
16,879. The Belgian and Italian Consuls noted in their reports that the figures 1,100 
and 8,000 respectively were given as the approximate number of men who had returned 
to their regiments.—Ordered printed.

(2) Letter from Mr. W. B. MacCoy, Secretary of the Soldiers’ Employment Com
mittee, Halifax, and submitted by Hon. W. S. Fielding, respecting “Deductions of 
over-payments of moneys from pension.”—Ordered printed and for further considera
tion.

The committee resumed the consideration of Col. Labatt’s disability pension and 
certain contents of Mr. H. II. Stevens’ letter in'relation thereto.

The committee then resumed the further consideration of recommendations and 
suggestions respecting the proposed amendments to the Pensions Act and Regulations, 
and further progress was made.

The committee heard the statement of Mr. Archibald respecting the granting of 
pensions where the promotion had been made after disability. Mr. Archibald produced 
a number of fyles in connection therewith and a sub-committee composed of Messrs. 
Redman and Ross were appointed to examine same and report thereon.

It being one o’clock, the committee rose.
The committee resumed its proceedings at 3.30 o’clock p.m., Hon. N. XV. Rowell, 

presiding.
The committee proceeded to consider the question of its report to the House. 

The recommendations and suggestions which have from time to time, been submitted 
to, and considered by the committee, were again reviewed and referred to a i sub
committee composed of Messrs. Mickle, Cronyn, and Power with instructions to prepare 
a draft copy of report to contain the recommendations already agreed to, by the com
mittee for submission to the Committee.

The committee then'adjourned until Friday, May 17th, at 11 o’clock a.m.
V. Cloutier,

Clerk.
N. XV. ROWELL,

Chairman.
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 207,
Friday, May 17, 1918.

The committee met at 11 o clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell* 
presiding.

Members present—Messrs. Cronyn, Green, McCurdy, Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee,. 
Power, Redman, Ross and Rowell.—10.

The minutes of last meeting were read and adopted.

Letter received from Major J. L. Todd, member of the Board of Pension Com
missioners was read by the chairman, considered by the committee and ordered 
printed. See Addendum to No. 13 copy of proceedings.

The committee proceeded to further consider the report to be presented to the 
House, and adopted the principle of a certain recommendation relating to the basis 
upon which future disability pensions shall be granted. Said recommendation was 
referred to the sub-committee with instructions that it be extended in the draft copy 
of report for submission to the committee.

The Committee then adjourned.

V. Cloutier, w. F. NICKLE,
For Chairman.

2—21*
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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

House of Commons, Room 207,
Monday, May 20, 1918.

The committee met 'at 11.30 o’clock, a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, 
presiding.

Members present—Messrs. Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (’St. James), McCurdy, 
Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, Power, Redman, Ross, Rowell, and Turriff.—12.

The minutes of last meeting were read and adopted.
The sub-committee composed of Messrs. Redman and Ross submitted their report 

re the examination of official files pertaining to cases of promotion after disability. 
The report was received, considered and ordered printed.

The committee then proceeded to further consider the report to be presented to 
the House.

It being One o’clock, the committee rose. ,

The committee again met at 8.30 o’clock p.m., Mr. W. F. Nickle, acted as chair
man, owing to the chairman’s unavoidable engagement in the House, afid also the 
absence of fhe vice-chairman.

The sub-committee composed of Messrs. Nickle, Cronyn and Power submitted 
a draft copy of report for the House. Said report was again considered by the 
committee and read section by section, and agreed to. On motion of Mr. Nesbitt, 
seconded by Mr. Cronyn, the report as read was adopted, and the clerk of the com
mittee was instructed to prepare a copy of the report as read and adopted, for pre
sentation to the House. The following members present signed the report.

Hon. N. W. Rowell, chairman, Hon. F. B. McCurdy, vice-chairman, and 
Messrs. Cronyn, Green, Lapointe (St. James), Nesbitt, Nickle, Pardee, Power, Ross 
and Turriff.

The committee then adjourned.

V. Cloutier, N. W. ROWELL,
Clerk. Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

House of Commons, Boom 207,
Wednesday, May 15, 1918.

The committee met at 3 o’clock, Hon. Mr. Rowell, chairman, presiding.
The Chairman : The question has arisen as to the latitude to be allowed witnesses 

in the matter of alterations of their evidence on revision.
Mr. Nickle: I do not think there should be any variation of the evidence given 

unless the witness comes before the Committee and makes the alteration publicly. I 
rely on statements made here for the conclusions I may reach, and if my conclusions 
should be challenged I would then refer to the evidence to justify the opinion I had 
taken, and if there is going to be elimination from the evidence of material statements 
that may have influenced my judgment, I, as well as other members of the committee 
will find ourselves in a very embarrassing position.

The Chairman : The position taken by Mr. Nickle is the correct one. There 
should be no changes in the testimony unless the witness here publicly asks that the 
change should be made, and the committee agrees to the change being made, and the 
change appears as part of the record.

Dr. I. Olmstead, sworn.

By the Chairman:
Q. How long have you been practising your profession, and where have you 

practiced it?—A. I graduated in 1886, and practiced in Hamilton and in hospital 
work in Philadelphia.

Q. You specialize in surgery or medicine?—A. Surgery.
Q. What medical societies or organizations are you a member of?—A. Ontario 

Medical, Canadian Medical, British Medical, Fellow of the American Surgical Asso
ciation and Clinical Surgeons of Canada.

Q. How long have you known Col. Labatt ?—A. I have known him a great many 
years, I could not tell how long. I should say probably 30 years.

Q. How long have you been his family physician ?—A. I was his family physician 
from 1894, when I started to practice in Hamilton. I attended the family at that 
time. I was not his family physician for the last number of years, but was his family 
surgeon, you might say.

Q. Did you see him prior to his enlistment?—A. Yes, sir.
Q. Were you with him?—A. Yes.
Q. Just tell us about that.—A. Well, we took a trip up the Temagami, he and his 

son and my son, both lads of about 12. We went about 60 miles up in the Temagami 
district. We left Temagami Station I think about the 1st of August. We got our 
guides and went up about 60 miles and fished about six days, when a telegram came 
to us saying Britain had declared war, and that they were asking for volunteers. We 
packed up at once and came down. We took about three days going up. Col. Labatt 
is a hard camper to go with. He is a horse to work and was at that time. When we 
came out we hurried to make as good time as we could, and we came out in a little 
over a day and a half, whereas it took us about three days to go in, and Col. Labatt 
packed over the portages about 100 pounds of dunnage, and I did not pack anything 
on our trip up. We were both more or less soft, He was ahead of me all the time.
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I wanted to get ahead of him in order to see the game. I could just see the tail of his 
canoe going around the, corners. Coming back I told him I thought he was a fool to 
carry so much dunnage. I thought we would not get the boat. The boat left, I think, 
about 4 o’clock from Bear Island and I did not think we could possibly make it 
because some of the trails that were good on the way up, were not good coming back. 
Some trees had blown down, and that makes quite a difference in packing out. How
ever, he did not heed my advice at all. He just did what he always did, packed every
thing he could carry in order to make time. When we came to Temagami Lake a big 
storm came on and there was a very heavy sea with an east wind, and we had to 
paddle 12 miles, I think it was, and it was a hard paddle, but we made the boat, 
although we were all wet through, and we packed all our stuff on the boat and did not 
pay the Hudson Bay Company, and had to send a cheque afterwards to pay for the 
stuff we had taken in for the camping material. The night before we left, when we 
got this message I said, “For the Lord’s sake you are fifty years of age.” I did not 
see any particular necessity of him going to war, unless he was going to help matters 
along, and he said, “ Oh no, I have been a soldier all my life, and it would not do for 
me to buck now.” I said, “ If you feel that way, all right,” and I also said, “ Let me 
have a look at you.” I had not examined him for a couple of'years. I operated on him 
in 1912 for thiÿ gall bladder trouble, and I took out his appendix at that time. Col. 
Labatt never showed any evidence of any heart lesion when he was up there. We 
had some pretty heavy trails, and he packed over that ground. He did more work, 
really, than either of the Indians, carried more, and he was also on the hustle. He was 
one of the hardest campers I ever went with. But the night before we left, the message 
came about two o’clock but we did not get out until nearly four. We packed up and 
made an early start in the morning. I said, “ Let me look over you,” and I do not 
know w-hy I said that, but I thought I would just see what his condition was. He is 
an enormous, big, thick chested fellow, and although it was only a cursory examination 
I detected nothing at that time. His heart was not out of line, and there was nothing 
marked at all. He would go over those trails and he did not puff except when we first 
started, as any man would starting with such an exercise. He started paddling hard. 
I thought I could hold my own with anybody paddling, but they always kept ahead of 
me going out and coming back. I thought he was in very good condition indeed. I 
never thought of has heart being affected at that time. Yesterday when he called me 
up and came over and took lunch with me, and told me he wanted a certificate as to 
the condition he had been in at that time, I said I would very gladly give it, and then 
afterwards he telephoned me and asked if I could come down here. I said I could not 
come to-day, and then I arranged my work. I thought I would be very glad to come 
down if my evidence would be of any use at all so I arranged my work and came down. 
His condition now I consider is very serious. I do not think he will use the pension 
he will get an awful long time, unless he gets rest. It was an awful shock to me to 
see him.

Q. You performed certain operations on Col. Labatt? I see certain operations are 
mentioned ?—A. Yes, I took out his gal bladder and appendix I think in 1912.

Q. Did you look over his file in his case?—A. Yes.
Q. Having looked over the file what is your opinion of his present disability from 

heart trouble. Do you agree or disagree with the finding there ?—A. Oh, I quite agree 
with it.

Q. What do you say on the question of his suffering from serious trouble at the 
time he enlisted?—A. Well, I do not think there is any question about it. A man 
could not do that amount of work and that sort of work if he had a serious heart 
lesion.

Q. That is the work to which you refer ?—A. On that trip, yes. You cannot have 
a week of hard driving down as we had, because I have been camping on camping trips. 
I have camped every year, and I know what it is, and he had nothing that showed at 

[Dr. I Olmstead.]
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that time that he had any heart trouble. A man may have a certain amount of it 
without anyone’s being able to detect it, but it cannot be serious, or he would certainly 
peg out.

Q. Did you ever have any occasion to make any examination of his heart at, all 
prior to that?—A. I examined him; he had a mild attack of rheumatism some years 
ago when I was attending him as his family physician and at that time I, of course, 
examined his heart, and he had no heart condition at that time. I examined his heart 
very carefully before operating on him in 1912, and he had no heart trouble then that 
could be' demonstrated by the stethoscope and ordinary methods, because he was an 
athlete and a man that would undoubtedly have a certain amount of hypertrophy, but 
what is more he was thick-chested with a good deal of muscle, with tremendous muscles, 
and you could not tell anything beyond normal lines.

Q. Leaving apart entirely any knowledge you may have yourself of Colonel Labatt, 
and speaking as a surgeon on the experience you have had, and taking the record as 
you find it there, what would you say then as to his condition on the day of enlistment 
and his condition at the time the pension was awarded?—Oh well, it was an entirely 
different condition ; I do not think he had any appreciable heart trouble, if he had any, 
at the time he left Temegami. We parted there, and I do not know, we separated ; 
after that, he went through a lot that would account for his present trouble. He was 
operated on for a duodenal ulcer.

Q. What do you mean by saying he went through a great deal?—A. When in 
England.

Q. That was after enlistment ?—A. Yes, he had an illness there, and underwent an 
operation for duodenal ulcer which was not an easy one on account of the man’s treat
ment at the previous operation ; now, in my operation, the incision would not expose 
the gall-bladder, and I had to cut the muscles here (indicating) and there were natur
ally more adhesions as a result of that operation which made the operation in England 
much more difficult and he must evidently have been shocked wnth the operation, because 
they put hot water bottles around him and he had an extensive burn which took weeks 
to heal, there was pus all the time in this scar. • There were plenty of chances to give 
trouble afterwards.

By Mr. Nicicle:
Q. I do not want unnecessarily to raise objection, but certainly that is not evid

ence. You were not there.—A. I am speaking from this report here.
Q. Where is there anything about hot water bottles ?—A. It does not say anything 

about hot water bottles, but that is the way it is produced, that is the way it always is.
By Mr. Sutherland:

Q. Is there a statement to that effect there on the record ?—A. Yes, (examines the 
file), I saw that here somewhere that it suppurated.

By Mr. Nicicle :
Q. In view of the position I have taken with regard to confining ourselves to facts 

that are on the record I will confine myself to the record and to the deductions to be 
made therefrom. You have read through the Boards, have you?—A. I glanced over 
them, sir.

Q. Have you given them such careful consideration that you would be prepared to 
pledge your word by way of deduction?—A. Yes.

Q. Then, in your opinion, having read through the records, would you say that 
Colonel Labatt was a perfectly sound man, in your judgment, from these records, at 
the time that he enlisted ?—A. I do not think, judging from these reports,- I could 
make a statement on that.

Q. Then there is insufficient evidence on the records to justify the conclusion 
that he was fit and sound on enlistment?—A. The reports are—

TDr. I. Olmstead ]
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Q. Tou must answer that question “ yes ” or “ no —A. Will you kindly repeat 
the question.

Q. In your opinion there is not sufficient evidence in the reports to justify the 
conclusion that Colonel Labatt was perfectly sound at the time of enlistment ?—A. I 
do not think—

Q. Answer that “yes” or “no”.—A. Well,
Q. “yes” or “no”?—A. That is all very well—
Q. I want the question answered “ yes ” or “ no —A. I do not think anybody 

could state positively one way or the other.
Q. That is all I want.

By Mr. Redman:
Q. There is nothing in the evidence to show there was anything wrong with him 

at the time of enlistment ?—A. Nothing that I see at all.
By Mr. Nickle:

Q. Then you would differ from the conclusion of Col. McGillivray and Col. 
Connell ?—A. I do not know what they said.

Q. They said that when he became a member of the C.E.F. the probabilities were, 
in their opinion, that he was not perfectly sound at the time he became such a member. 
^-A. I do not think anybody is perfectly sound at 50 years to do active service, other
wise they would increase the age limit. I did not declare myself as in one of the three 
classes of liars or experts, but I will tell you honestly these are the facts of our trip 
up there, and any fellow who goes through that without previous training—I know 
when I started golf this year I felt it going up the short hills.

Witness retired.

Commander J. K. L. Ross, recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. Will you read the letter which Mr. Stevens sent to the Committee?—A. I know 

of this letter. I have now read it.
Q. I wish to ask you, in 'Connection with the granting of the pension to Col. 

Labatt what have you to say with reference to the suggestion that possibly some 
influence was used in connection with it?—A. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I do not 
want to hide behind ignorance. I did not know until I returned from England that 
Col. Labatt was in receipt of a pension, but the Pensions Board pride themselves that 
they are not influenced by anybody in the granting of pensions. We try to grant 
pensions on the evidence we receive, and no influence to my knowledge to date has 
ever been brought to bear to affect us one way or the other in granting or not granting 
a pension, and what Mr. Stevens is trying to deduce here is entirely wrong. I have 
not seen Col. Labatt’s file in regard to the pension but from what I have been told 
about it and what I have read in the evidence—and if it had come up before me with 
the medical board—I would not hesitate in granting Col. Labatt a pension. I may say 
that few worked as Col. Labatt did, and being in touch with him for two years I consider 
Col. Labatt, from what I know of him personally, has a very large disability, and he 
has worked on the Pension Board conscientiously and put forward the best that was 
in him and done excellent work and I would not ask for a better colleague to work 
with, or a more honest and straightforward colleague, and one not affected by influ
ence, and a thoroughly capable business man. This talk which has been going on 
is most unfair to a man who has given so much of his life and time to his country.

Q. Who was present at the time Col. Labatt was granted a pension ?—A. I could 
not tell you.

[Commander J. K. L. Ross. ]
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Q. Could you tell from looking at the record and finding out the time the pension 
was granted which members of the board passed on it?—A. I did not see it myself. 
There is only one other member of the board besides Col. Labatt. That is Major Todd.

Q. Would it be Col. Labatt himself who passed on his own pension?—A. I have 
not looked at the file.. I think the date is October. I think I was here. I might have 
been out of town that day. I would have to refer to my diary to see .whether I was in 
Ottawa on that particular day.

Major Todd: I knew Col. Labatt’s claim for pension was going through, and since 
he was one of my colleagues, I specifically abstained from taking part in the matter 
at all. We have every confidence in our medical advisers and the matter was left to 
them entirely and decided by them. The signature which is there is Mr. Ross’ signa
ture, put on the file, as was explained to you in- evidence, by a clerk who is there 
for that purpose. The signature that gave the pension in this case, the responsible 
man, is Col. Belton.

Mr. Nickle: I do not know why the Chairman of the Commission cannot give his 
own evidence.

Witness : I am looking at the date, 27th November, 1917.
By Mr. Niclcle:

Q. Look at March.—A. 27th March, 1918, myself and Major Todd were in Eng
land on pension business.

Q. The question I asked was in regard to the 4th of April.—A. On the 4th of April 
myself and Major Todd were both in Great Britain on Pension business. Is that an 
answer ?

Q. If it is the fact?—A. I am telling you the facts.

By Mr. Sutherland :
Q. You have stated that Col. Labatt paid very close attention to the work of the 

board. Has he been absent for any long period?—A. To my knowledge I would say 
that Col. Labatt has not been absent for any long period from Ottawa, with the one 
exception when he and I made a trip from Ottawa to Victoria and back on Pension 
matters.

Q. What would you call a long absence ?—A. I do not think Col. Labatt has been 
away, as I recollect, for more than a week.

Q. With that exception?—A. Yes. We were away that time for about three 
weeks and a half.

Q. Col. Labatt in his evidence said that probably he was at home in bed .for about 
ten days and he says this case may have come up in his absence. Apparently from his 
own evidence he was absent about ten days.—A. I said to you not much longer than 
a week that I knew of; I will probably have it in my file. I cannot say offhand.

Q. It is not unreasonable to suppose that a man suffering from total disability 
might be absent any day.—A. Certainly. I know he was ill one time, I do not know 
how long. It may have been a week-or ten days. Those things happen in an office and 
going back a year or six months we do not remember how many days a man is absent.

Q. This would be within six months ?—A. Yes. I had been away in Great Britain 
for practically four months.

Q. So that in that case the three members of the Commission have been absent 
from the board—A. Two absent.

Q. If you and Major Todd were absent in England and if Col. Labatt was absent 
in Montreal in bed—A. I did not know that he was in Montreal in bed. He may have 
been.

Q. It would be very difficult for a person who was not in good health to attempt 
the work on the Commission?—A. Well, outside of Col. Labatt sometimes being absent 
for a day, not feeling vieil, and he has been ill to my knowledge for a period in the

[Commander J. K. L. Ross.]
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neighbourhood of a week—he certainly made up for all the absences by his conscien
tious staying at the office and sticking to the work and seeing that it was done. 
Neither Col. Labatt or myselfi or Major Todd consider ourselves as office boys, that 
we should keep hours from 9 till 5 or 9 to 6. We are supposed to be controlling the 
policy of the organization, and there is a staff to carry on the work under our direc
tion. It is not always an absolute necessity for three members of the board to be 
there the same as the office boys.

Q. It is quite possible the three members of the Commission would be absent from 
the board ten days when matters of importance would be dealt with by the staff in 
their absence ?—A. In this case when Major Todd and myself were in England, it 
was quite possible. If Col. Labatt took ill it would be possible for no member of the 
board to be present.

By Mr. Nickle:
Q. As a matter of administration do you not think it would have been wiser, when 

a pension was awarded to one of the Commissioners, that it should have been awarded 
when the Commissioners were at home and after they had carefully looked into the 
matter, particularly when you have an expert like Major Todd on the board. Don’t 
you think it would have been wiser and obviated this embarrassing situation ?-—A. Well, 
the pension was first granted, I understand, in November, 1917, Major Todd was here.

Q. Major Todd made the remark that you left it altogether to your medical 
advisers and did not assume any responsibility.—A. It sifts down to the action of the 
medical advisers, and the medical advisers only. If they say a man is 100 per cent 
disabled, what would you suggest for the Commissioners to do?

Q. Are you asking me a question ?—A. Yes.
Q. You want an answer ?—A. Yes.
Q. I think Major Todd and you should have sat on it, Major Todd being a medical 

man. If you ask me a question I will give you an answer. I think in this case that 
Major Todd being an expert, and the pension being awarded to one of the Commis
sioners, it would have been advisable for Major Todd to have reviewed the medical 
evidence. That is my frank opinion and I would not have given it if you had not asked 
for it. In regard to an answer you gave, you said, “Is that the answer you want?” 
I do not want any answer except the answer that is a fact. A member of Parliament 
has made a charge and we thought we should have tried to clear it up.—A. You ask 
me a question and I answered it the first time, and you said that was not the answer 
you wanted, and then I looked at the file, and you came and turned over to a certain 
date, and asked me if I was here then.

Q. After many pleasant months with you, I do not want to differ with you on the 
Committee.—A. I can safely say I was not here at that time, because I was 4,000 miles 
away, and more.

The Chairman : As I understand it, all the Pension Commissioners were here in 
November when the pension was granted.

Major Todd : Yes.

Witness retired.
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Col. C. W. Belton, recalled.

By the Chairman:
Q. I want to draw yotir attention to a letter from Mr. Stevens and I want to ask 

you with reference to the statement or suggestion contained in the letter ; was any 
influence of any kind brought to bear upon you in connection with dealing with this 
particular pension ?—A. There was absolutely none, sir.

Q. From any source whatever ?—A. From any source whatever, either in this case 
or any other case that has ever come before me.
' Q. And you granted the pension, as you have already told us upon the document? 

—A. Upon the documents on the file.
Q. One of the members of the Committee has asked if you will explain the 

report made by you in connection with the 'Stephens pension. That (handing file to 
witness) is the report to which reference has been made.—A. Yes, it is where I stated 
our policy in recommending Class I pension.

Q. It is a question of policy?—A. Yes, this was written on June 5th, 1916. That 
was during the period1 after the Order in Council creating the Commission and chang
ing the Pension Regulations had been made, but before the Commissioners were 
appointed, and while Colonel Dunbar and myself were acting pro tem. The Order in 
Council was not absolutely clear on many points and Colonel Dunbar consulted the 
Premier and the Chairman of the Parliamentary Committee which had made the 
iecommendation on which the Order in Council was based.

Q. Have you personal knowledge of that or is it just hearsay ?—A. Personal 
knowledge, and we were recommended to consult Mr. Gisborne, the gentleman 
who 'had drawn up the Order in Council. On seeing him and pointing out the 
clauses under discussion, and asking the meaning of some of the clauses he told 
us to go ahead in the spirit of the regulation as far as we could understand 
it and not to be bothered by any petty little quibblings about the meaning, but 
to get at a just and general interpretation. Now this, if I might quote from the 
evidence given the other day in regard to heart conditions, is the policy herein referred 
to when I said to the Committee that if a man were shown to have had a slight 
cardiac trouble on enlistment, but where there has been many years of compensation, 
and the man would be able to carry on almost all ordinary work and where the 
medical officer, being the servant of the State neglected to advise that man that he 
was unfit for service, and he should thereafter by service become totally disabled, I 
thought we should look upon the original’ disability as almost, if not altogether, a 
negligible quantity. That has been the policy followed, and the policy herein re
ferred to.

By Mr. Niclcle: •
Q. Why do you- cut down this young man fifty per cent within a few months ? 

You reduced this man by 50 per cent.—A. I will have to consult the file.
By the Chairman.

Q. Do I understand you to say that you acted- on Mr. Gisborne’s advice?—A. 
We were establishing, or had to establish a precedent, you might call it. There was 
nothing in the order to guide us, absolutely that is so. We are told that a man is to 
be given a pension, and reading clause 16, we, by analogy understood that he was to 
be given a pension for disability which is incurred on active service or which may 
have been aggravated on service but it is not made plain that we should give it for the 
portion that is the aggravation on service, or for the whole disability.

Q. I thought you did, I was under the impression that the regulations provided 
for that?—A. No they do not, and there has to be an established practice.

Q. Then in the course you took you fallowed the advice of Mr. Gisborne, the 
Parliamentary Counsel ?—A. Yes, we were laying down a policy, establishing a policy.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Q. And that is what you refer to, the policy you have established?—A. Yes, 
that is what I was referring to. Now this pension of Captain Francis 0. Stephens 
has been continued for a second period after re-examination, and the medical officer 
who recommended the second award, has made a précis of the case, giving his reasons 
for the award.

Q. Mr. Niekle asked you the question why it was reduced.
By Mr. Niekle:

Q. I asked on what grounds the pensioner mentioned in that file had been reduced. 
—A. Because the disability had decreased.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. What ‘did he get in the first place?—A. 100 per cent total disability.
Q. And then he was reviewed by some other Board?—A. After a time he was 

re-examined and was given a pension of 60 per cent, Class 9.
Q. What does he draw now, 60 per cent ?—A. I think so.

By the Chairman:
Q. As the Chief Medical Officer of the Pension Board, what do you say as to the 

question of the pension now being drawn by the pensioner being the proper one having 
regard to the documents on the file?—A. It is quite correct. Let me make myself 
quite clear as to that matter of aggravation. Had the condition not been aggravated 
to a total disability some consideration would have been given to his condition before ; 
that is to say if this aggravation was slight, a ten per cent aggravation, the first ten 
per cent might not be considered, but considering the man has been improperly 
advised by the servants of the State, and then becomes totally incapacitated, I thought 
we should not quibble about a small matter like that.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. That was the man who was sent to Bermuda to instruct ?—A. I know nothing 

about that.

By Mr. Niekle:
Q. Getting away from that particular case how do you reconcile the statements 

that have been given to this Committee that in numerous cases deduction was made 
from the pension by your men on account of disability that they suffered at the time of 
enlistment, in reference to syphilitic and general debility cases we have been told not 
once, but hundreds of times, that pensions were awarded having regard first to aggra
vation and second to initial disability. Now you tell us to-day that that policy is not 
the policy of the board.—A. In the first place it must be established beyond doubt 
that a man has a disability before enlistment.

Q. Correct. Now assuming that to be established.—A. In the case of Stephens—
Q. Get away from the Stephens case, and deal with principles.—A. In such a case 

as that of Stephens where the man had been reported to have heart trouble, but which 
was fully compensated and gave him no trouble whatever, and he in service became 
totally disabled, I would still consider his first disability almost negligible.

Q. That is perfectly sound in principle. You said Mr. Gisborne drew the Order 
in Council ?—A. Yes.

Q. You knew he just copied the report, practically verbatim ?—A. Some little 
alterations.

Q. They were trivial ?—A. Important.
Q. In what respect ?—A. Is that your report ? ( report handed to witness).
Q. In these cases that Mr. Sutherland and Mr. Mills brought before this Com

mittee we have been repeatedly told that the men were only pensioned for disability 
incidental to service, and that pre-existing disability was deducted, is that not the 
policy ?—A. That is so. 1

[Col. C. W. Belton. 1 ' I ?.
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Q. And always has been?—A. Quite so.
Q. And that Order in Council makes it quite clear that such is the policy?—A. No.
Q. Read section 11, of the report of the Committee which' is section 12 of the 

Order in Council :—A. (Reads)
“That a member of such force on account of disability incurred on active 

service or aggravated thereby be pensionable at the following rates for total 
disability :—

Q. That does not make a distinction?—A. I do not understand what you mean.
Q. The distinction between aggravation of the disability and disability incurred 

during service.—A. No, I do not think it does.
Q. Let me read it again : (reads section 11 again.)—A. That identifies his dis

ability.
Q. And does not make any distinction?—A. No.
Q. Did you read the report of the committee, and the evidence taken before the 

committee in 1916?—A. Yes.
Q. Do you mean to tell me that that report does not make it abundantly clear 

that there was a clear-cut cleavage between cases of aggravation and initial disability ?
■—A. I certainly understood that.

Q. That there was?—A. Yes, I was really acting according to the spirit, not 
according to the letter, but I flattered myself that I knew something of the inten
tions of the committee, and endeavoured to follow the spirit.

Q. And that spirit was that the aggravation should be considered?—A. Yes.

By the Chairman:
Q. What do you mean by saying that in total disability cases you would apply 

a different rule? I do not quite follow the distinction.—A. That his disability had 
been perfectly clear to the extent I have described, but to no further extent than 
that. I think it is a fair interpretation of what the committee approved.

Q. What you say is that in this case you followed the practice that you had 
followed, and the principle that' had been laid down and followed in other similar 
cases ?—A. Yes.

Q. And that this case was not treated in any different way from any other case?
_A. None whatever. The soldier is given the benefit of the doubt where there is any
question about earlier conditions.

By Mr. Nickle :

Q. Turn up section 10 and 12 of the Order in Council. Do I understand that 
by section 12 as I have it in the Order in Council you have concluded that there was 
no consideration to be paid to pre-enlistment disabilities?—A. No, Sir. I take 16 
and others and substituted for “has been killed, etc.” the words “has been disabled 
as a result of injuries received” ; etc., reasoning by analogy.

Q. I want to say this in justice to Colonel Belton that section 12 of the Order in 
Council was section 11 of the report. Section 11 of the report reads as follows :

“That a member of such force, an account of disability incurred on active 
service or aggravated thereby be pensionable at the following rates for total 
disability ;”

and in drawing the Order in Council it is changed in this way:
“The following shall be the scale of pensions for total disability

and leaves out this word “aggravation” which leaves the man’s total disability no mat
ter how incurred.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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Then you say you read that as the law, and that aggravation is not applying to 
total disability?—A. Yes, and still continues the aggravation idea there with the 
other classes.

Q. What is your practice now, let us understand it?—A. This is the practice: If 
we are sure that the man had disability before service, pre-existing conditions, and that 
that became aggravated by service, the pensionable part is the aggravation only.

Q. The total disability?—A. No, less than total, and even total in many cases.
Q. How do you make the distinction between one case and another ? There must 

be some principle underlying the practice.—A. There is a principle which I explained 
at the beginning of my evidence, that where you go to a medical officer and rely upon 
his advice as to your fitness for going into the service, if you have, something radically 
wrong and readily discoverable, he should refuse you. If there is- something radically 
wrong with the man and the medical officer should refuse him, and does not, I think 
the State has an added responsibility in regard to that man.

Q. How are you construing these regulations? Are you making any distinction 
between a man who comes with a disability that originated subsequent to enlistment, 
and a man who comes to you with a disability, part of which is only an aggravation ?— 
A. We are deducting the pre-service disability, but we must feel sure about it. Of 
course we give the soldier the benefit of any doubt.

Q. Assuming there is no doubt, then you are only pensioning for the aggravation? 
—A. That is correct.

Q. I understand you to say in the case you were just referring to that you were 
satisfied that all the disability has resulted subsequent to the man becoming a member 
of the C.E.F.?-—A. This case of Stephens ?

Q. Yes?—A. It is said he had a heart affection before.
Q. You were satisfied that the disability all resulted subsequent to his becoming 

a member of the C.E.F. ?—A. No, Mr. Nickle, I will not say so. Will you let me say 
this : Men in the condition that Stephens was in have been discharged from the service 
and the medical board said they had no disability, that they were fit to go back and take 
any kind of work. In my opinion they were not.

Q. I am not worrying about Captain Stephens’ case. What is your practice? At 
the beginning of the inquiry we were distinctly told that in the case of a great many 
men that they were only being paid for the disability that occurred during service, the 
aggravation of some pre-existing trouble ?—A. Yes.

Q. I understood you to say to-day, in reply to the qjiairman, that it was not the 
practice of your board or you to make that distinction. Now I understand you to say 
that it is the practice?—A. It is the practice to make the distinction, but in this case 
had the man the disability at the first? That is the question. Had he a disability? 
Was that condition a disability ? There is a great deal of medical opinion that would 
say no. It is a fine question.

The Chairman : I did not apprehend the distinction myself which the Colonel 
draws between the condition which might produce disability—

Witness : The potential condition.
The Chairman: The potential condition which does not disable a man for his 

ordinary work, but which is aggravated in service does completely disable him. He 
appears to draw a distinction between that ease and the case where the nature of the 
disease is itself a disablement more or less from the start.

Witness : Yes. Well, the disability is apparent. That is part of it, and in doing 
that I believe I was carrying out your ideas after listening to your discussion.

By the Chairman:
Q. To prevent any possible misapprehension, what I understand from you when 

you came to deal with this class of case is that interim period between the day of the 
passage of the Order in Council and the appointment of the Pensions Board the 

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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question was raised in your mind as to the proper principle you should apply in 
carrying out the regulations.—A. Yes.

Q. And that upon making inquiries of- the Chairman of the Pensions Boàrd and 
the Prime Minister, you were sent to Mr. Gisborne, the Parliamentary Counsel, to 
advise as to what should be the proper interpretation?—A. Yes. To carry out the spirit 
of the instructions and the committee’s intentions.

Q. And that you followed his advice in the course you took? Is that your testi
mony ?—A. Yes. Where the thing was not definite we endeavoured to establish pre
cedent and lay down a policy which would be in the spirit of the Order in Council. You 
will remember I have referred to this matter before in my evidence, in which I have 
stated the same thing about aggravation. If I had a copy of the evidence I would 
quote it to you.

Witness retired.

Lt.-Col. George R. Philp sworn.
By the Chairman :

Q. What is .your position?—A. One of the Medical Advisers of the Board of 
Pension Commissioners.

Q. How long have you been practising your profession?—A. Since 1909.
Q. What positions have you held since the outbreak of the war?—A. Surgeon „ 

(with No. 2 Canadian General Hospital, Medical Officer with No. 2 Canadian Field 
(Ambulance, Medical Officer with. First Divisional Ammunition Column, Second in 
Command of No. 5 Canadian Field Ambulance, and in command of No. 10 Canadian 
Field Ambulance all during last three years.

Q. Then you served three years at the front?—A. I have served practically three 
years—33 months.

Q. Passing from one position to another, until you became the officer in charge of 
the ambulance you have mentioned?—A. Yes.

Q. Flow long have you been on the Board of Pension Commissioners—A. Since 
October, 1917.

Q. I see from the record here in Col. Labatt’s case that you were the officer who 
made the examination?—A. Yes. In the ordinary course of routine business the file 
came to me.

Q. Here is a letter which has been written to me as Chairman of this Com
mittee.—A. Yes, sir. I have read the letter.

Q. Was any influènce of any kind brought to bear upon you in connection with 
the examination of Col. Labatt?—A. None whatever.

Q. Was it dealt with simply in the ordinary course of business ?—A. In the 
ordinary routine course of business.

Q. To whom do you report, or do you report?—A. Col. Belton is the chief 
medical adviser.

Q. What was the date upon which the pension was granted?—A. On 15th 
November last I wrote my recommendation for pension.

Q. What is the routine in dealing with such cases?—A. The files come to the 
fseveral medical advisers and the majority of the cases are quite clear. They are 
examined. A précis is made of that find put on our form 800 for further re-examina
tion, six months or a year later as we may advise, and then it passes through. We 
make the recommendation for a certain percentage disability according to tables 
of disability which we have, and upon which our instructions are to act. In any 
•case of possible debate or uncertainty as to whether it is a 30, 35 or 40 per cent 
disability, or more or less, it is our routine to take up the case with one of our 
co-medical officers and talk it over with him, and in many cases we get him to initial

[Lieut.-Col.. George Philp.]
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.under our signature. I have been in the habit in any special cases of going in and 
explaining the case to Col. Belton and talking it over with him, and asking him if 
he will kindly endorse my opinion of the case.

Q. Do you remember whether you did that in this case or not?—A. I think I did 
that in this case.

Q. Will your records show?—A. Yes.
By Hon. Mr. McCurdy:

Q. Why would you consider this case should go into the doubtful class?—A. I do 
not want to say doubtful. I do not mean to say that exactly.

Q. You mean debatable ?—A. Debatable class. I considered it a total disability, 
and then it was an officer, Col. Labatt ; so I took it in to Col. Belton. I wanted to 
reinforce my own opinion. I did it personally, probably along the line we adopt in 
all these cases—as protection. You get another man to endorse your opinion. In 
certain cases where there is a question among the medical advisers we are in the 
habit of making a précis and passing it around half a dozen medical advisers and 
getting their opinion, and we make a set case of it for future reference. We put it 
in as a stated case.

Q. You referred all these debatable cases to Col. Belton ?—A. I do not want you 
to infer that. I am in the habit of doing that in a large number of important cases 
of that kind.

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. Why did you arrive at the conclusion that this was a case of total disability 

on service in place of having been aggravated ?—A. We have to examine these cases 
according to the records that are given us, and if you look through the file here you 
will find that under date 17th June, 1915, there is a medical board at Osborne, Isle 
of Wight, and this is not signed by a Canadian medical officer. It is signed by a 
Boyal Army Medical Corps officer, in fact, two of them, in which they say that he has 
marked aortic regurgitation, with dyspnoae on exertion, has been an athlete, but has 
never had a sign of heart trouble before present attack. That is one board. Then 
there is a medical board 15th October at Hamilton, Ont., in which they state—

Q. This board came before you?—A. Certainly they all came before me. This 
board states that there is 100 per cent disability and that there is no aggravation 
due to service, that clause 14 is not applicable that the whole disability is due to 
service. It is on these boards that we have to pass judgment. Then the history of 
the case shows that the man went over when the rest of us went, in the first con
tingent. He lived through Salisbury Plain. I was there, and I know something of 
the conditions of Salisbury Plain. He went through an operation in January. He 
was strong enough to stand the anaesthetic for an operation which must have lasted 
between one and two hours. He had a gastro-enterostomy done. He recovered from 
that and went to France in May and returned from France in June with heart trouble.

By lion. Mr. McCurdy:
Q. Do you consider that you have had before you all the medical history that 

• can be of service in arriving at a decision?—A. I think the ideal condition would bo 
if we had an absolute charted medical examination of every soldier on enlistment. 
We have not got that.

Q. Is there any part of the medical history overseas that would have assisted you 
in coming to a conclusion ?—A. The heart examination which is made by an anaesthetist 
before the operation would materially assist us. He had an operation in January, 
1915, in the Salisbury Plain Hospital, at Netheravon. It is usual for an anaesthetist 
to make an examination of the heart, as we have always done in all cases. That 
would have given a description of the condition of the heart.

Q. Would that have assisted you in coming to a conclusion ?—A. Yes.
[Lieut.-Col.. George Philp ]
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Q. Did you make any inquiry in regard to that ?—A. There is no record like 
that. If there is a record it would be in existence.

Q. Did you make any inquiries?—A. No, I did not.
Q. Is there a possibility of being able to obtain that?—A. I do not think it. In 

my own hospital. No. 2 General, an anaesthetist went over the condition. He did 
not make out a report. The fact that that man was able to stand an operation which 
must have lasted between an hour and a half and two hours was strong evidence to 
me that he was in fairly good condition.

Q. How strong?—A. Strong enough for me to say, that with the description at 
the present time it would be a very risky operation. It would be an extreme risk.

Q. Are you satisfied that it would have been impossible to obtain that record of 
his heart condition at the time of the operation. Are you satisfied that that record 
is not available?—A. The record is probably not available.

By the Chairman:
Q. If it were available it would be on file?—A. Yes, in the ordinary course of 

events.
By Mr. Sutherland :

Q. In this medical board of 17th June, 1915, they say “has been an athlete, but has 
never had a sign of heart trouble before present attack”. Would that indicate that 
they had some information which you did not have?—A. They make a definite state
ment there. —A. That is in the nature of taking a man’s word for it, as a matter of 
personal history

By Mr. Nesbitt:
Q. As a matter of fact while he was in the hospital recovering from that operation 

they would keep a daily check?-—A. Yes.
Q. That would assist you very much ?—A. We get these case reports sometimes 

but I doubt if we could get them in the early part of the war. Now they keep those 
case reports, but they did not always at the beginning.

Q. They did not keep them at the beginning?—A. 'No, they did not begin to at
first.

Q. They would make them, but they would not keep them.—A. I doubt very much, 
for this reason, that in the hospitals they are extremely busy and were working under 
the most difficult conditions—if you knew anything about it, they had 700 men there.

By lion. Mr McCurdy :
Q. Not only have you not got it, but you do not think it is in existence?—A. They 

probably did not keep it, they had many more cases than they expected, and they had 
serious epidemics to contend with.

Witness retired.

Colonel Belton recalled.

By the Chairman.
Q. Colonel Belton wants to explain one point which he thinks he has not made 

clear. I certainly misunderstood him, I thought he said that when a particular case he 
had under consideration came up they consulted as to the principles- that should be 
applied; he says that is not so. I understand from Colonel Belton that if he left that 
impression upon the Committee_, it was wrong, and he desires to correct it.—A. I 
think Mr. Nickle understood, and I thought he was the most interested ; it is in regard

[Col. C. W, Belton.]
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to the Order in Council which followed the report from the Committee in May, 1916. 
There was an Order in Council made based on this report, and Mr. Gisborne drafted the 
Order in Council but left out things, which, to us, seemed important. Mr. Nickle drew 
attention to that fact.

Q. The point we want to have established clearly is with regard to this consulta
tion you had with Mr, Gisborne. Was it immediately following the Order in Council 
when you entered upon your duties, in order to help you to determine general prin
ciples of law in reference to a particular case?—A. It was in regard to the inconsist
ency.

Q. I want to get at the time when that conference was held.—A. It was im
mediately after the Order in Council was passed.

Q. And it had no relation to a particular case?—A. Ho relation whatever.
By Mr. Nesbitt:

Q. It was the policy you wanted to decide?—A. Yes.
Witness retired.

The Chairman : I think we should consider further the question which has already 
been under consideration, whether the pension should be granted as of the rank of 
the soldier at the time of disability, or the rank at the time of discharge, as is the 
present procedure. In order to enable us to consider that matter more intelligently, 
I asked Mr. Archibald on Monday if he would1 bring to the Committee certain classes 
of these cases so that we might see the conditions under which promotions took place, 
and particularly that he would bring a number of files where privates had been pro
moted so that we could see just the conditions under which these promotions were 
made. I did not ask him to bring any particular files, but the files that would show 
both classes. Mr. Archibald brought two files only, and those of officers and if 
we leave it there it might leave a wrong impression as to the class ; we should ask 
Mr. Archibald to give us other files so as to have various classes of cases in which 
premotions have been made between the incurring of disability and the discharge so 
that we should know just how many classes would be affected1 by any change, if we 
choose to make any change, in our recommendations. I asked him to-day to look up 
the matter, and if it is the desire of the Committee I will ask him to have that for us 
to-morrow, and we can then complete that aspect of our investigation. I should like to 
ask the Committee if there are any other witnesses that any members of the Com
mittee think should be called to give evidence on any of the points that we have had 
under consideration.

Mr. Nesbitt : Speaking only for myself, I do not know of any other witnesses 
we should have, and I think we should get down to our own views as soon as possible.

Hon. Mr. McCurdy : There was an unfinished letter under the date of April 30th. 
I think the statement was made before the Committee that the Department of the 
Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishmient had in their employ in certain duties connected with 
the Canadian National Institute for the Blind at Toronto, who got paid at the rate of 
$5 per week, which is a different rate to that allowed under the Pension Regulations. 
I think under the Pension Regulations there is an allowance made to blind pensioners; 
they get during the period of accommodation a sum of, I think it is, $200 a year, and 
$175 a year after the period of accommodation. Inquiry has been made with regard 
to this presumed employee at Toronto, and I am advised that there is no record to be 
found of his being in the employ of the Department referred to. They can find no 
trace of any such man under such pay.

Mr. Redman : I think we should take no more evidence, T think we have sufficient.
The question being put it was unanimously agreed, subject to the provision with 

regard to the production of files by Mr. Archibald that the taking of evidence be closed.
Committee adjourned until 11 o’clock, Thursday 16th.

[Col. C. W. Belton.]
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House of Commons, Ottawa,
Committee Room 207,

Thursday, May 16, 1918.
The Special Committee appointed to consider the Pension Board, Pension Regu- ; 

lations, etc., met at 11 o’clock a.m., the chairman, Hon. N. W. Rowell, presiding.
Mr. Archibald produced a number of files, some privates’ and some officers’ where 

the promotion had been made after disability, and before pension was granted ; also 
one file in which after disability the officer was apparently reduced to lower rank and, 
in that case, pension was granted as of the lower rank. Mr. Archibald stated to the 
committee that the files did not disclose the reason for the promotion in any case; 
that there was nothing on the files in any case to suggest that any officer had been 
promoted after disability, for the purpose of securing increased pension. Mr. Archi
bald stated that the records in these cases would be found in the Headquarters files 
of the Department of Militia and Defence, and the Records Office.

Mr. Ross asked that these files should be produced, and it was agreed that Captain 
Redman and Mr. Ross should be a sub-committee for the purpose of looking over any 
files relating to officers and men where promotion had taken place between disability 
and pension, and to report to the committee any information which they thought 
should be presented to the committee.

The committee resumed consideration of the evidence before them.
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ADDENDUM TO No. 13 COPY OF PROCEEDINGS

(a) Letter from the Minister of Militia.
(b) Communications re number of British reservists and others of Allied Countries.
(c) Letter from Mr. W. B. McCoy, Halifax, re Deductions of overpayments, etc.
(d) Letter from Mr. J. L. Todd, Member of the Board of Pension Commissioners.
(e) Report of Sub-Committee.
(f) Letter of Clerk of Committee to Hon. R. Lemieux.

Dear Mr. Rowell:

Minister's Office

Ottawa, May 15, 1918.

Be Colonel B. II. Labatt.

With reference to letter written by Mr. H. H. Stevens to you, which 
appeared in the Ottawa Citizen of the 9th inst., in which letter an inference 
is drawn that Colonel Labatt’s appointment to the Board of Pension Commis
sioners and the pension that has been granted, may have been influenced by 
some connection with jne, I desire to point out, as I have already stated pub
licly in the House, that I had nothing to do directly or indirectly with Colonel 
Labatt’s appointment to the Board of Pension Commissioners, and I had no 
knowledge whatever regarding his pension.

I feel that I should give you some information regarding thi? officer’s 
military record, for the benefit of your committee, which is as follows:

Joined 7th Regiment in 1881.
Joined Queen’s Own Rifles in 1883, while in Toronto.
Rejoined 7th Regiment in 1885, on returning to London.
Served through the Northwest Rebellion, as a private in the 7th Regi

ment, 1885.
On removal, to Hamilton in 1889, joined the 13th Regiment. Rose 

from junior lieutenant to second in command of the 13th Regiment, and 
was second in command of this Regiment when war broke out.
Colonel Labatt is one of the highest qualified officers in Canada, has taken 

every course, and devoted very many years of tremendously hard work for the 
Canadian Militia; he has spent his time and money freely in the interests of 
the service. He was specially selected to go to England with the Canadian 
Contingent for King George’s Coronation, and assisted in training that con
tingent. He took a prominent part in the Tercentenary Celebration at Quebec.

When war broke out Colonel Labatt was in Temagami District. A telegram 
was sent to him in care of the Hudson’s Bay Company, which was forwarded 
to him by Indian runners into the backwoods. Immediately on receipt of this 
telegram he paddled some sixty miles, went over heavy portages and made a 
record trip to Temagami Station where he wired the then Minister of Militia, 
offering his services. Immediately he returned to Hamilton his offer was 
accepted by the Government and he went to Valcartier in command of the First 
Contingent from the City of Hamilton. He was placed in command of the 4th 
Battalion, C.E.F., organized and trained that Battalion, took it to England, 
worked strenuously throughout the winter on Salisbury Plains. In February, 
1915, he had to undergo an operation for duodenal ulcer, in England. His bat
talion proceeded to France. Medical officers advised him to take a prolonged 
rest, which he could have done at the country’s expense.
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After the death of Colonel Birchall, in April, 1915, General Alderson wired 
the War Office to send Colonel Labatt to take command of the 4th Battalion. 
He at once proceeded to France, took over the command of the 4th Battalion 
and commanded it throughout the battle of Festubert with marked success.

In July, 1915, he returned to Canada. Instead of taking a prolonged rest 
then, as he was justly entitled to, his services were sought to assist in training 
in Military District No. 2. Realizing the necessity for Machine Gun work, he 
proceeded to Ottawa and requested permission to organize a Machine Gun Batta
lion and was finally granted permission by the Government to do so. He imme
diately proceeded to organize the first Machine Gun Battalion in the British 
Empire. He raised the 86th Machine Gun Battalion and in six weeks had it 
organized and in camp at Niagara. In ten days he raised, in the City of 
Hamilton, $217,000 for machine guns for this battalion, which money was not 
accepted by the Government and returned to the donors.

He was responsible for the training of this magnificent battalion which, on 
arrival in England, was converted into the First Canadian Machine Gun Corps, 
and was the foundation for our Machine Gun Corps in England.

Subsequently, he was requested by the then Minister of Militia to help in 
the organization of the 97th Battalion (American Legion) and a full battalion 
was raised in quick order, but owing to diplomatic and other reasons, this 
battalion which on its organization was composed of a magnificent lot of men, 
became somewhat disorganized. Had it been permitted to go overseas on its 
original organization a magnificent fighting force would have been available.

In 1916, when Colonel H. C. Bickford, General Staff Officer, M.D. No. 2 
went to the front, Colonel Labatt was placed in charge of training and was 
responsible for the training of some 30,000 men in M.D. No. 2. On the then 
Minister of Militia promising General Logie a division for overseas, Colonel 
Bickford was recalled from France believing he would proceed overseas with the 
Division that was then organized, but subsequent events prevented this Division 
going over as a Division.

In June, 1916, on some of the troops being moved from Niagara to Camp 
Borden, Colonel Labatt was asked to take over the command at Camp Niagara, 
which he did with signal success, until he was called to Ottawa.

Colonel Labatt was asked to accept the position as one of the Pension Com
missioners ; he did not seek the position. He spoke to me in 1916 as to what I 
thought about him accepting the position. I strongly advised him against taking 
it as I felt that his health was in such shape that the strenuous responsibility of 
organizing such a big department would tell on his health. Further, I knew he 
had a good private business in Hamilton which was bringing him in an income 
quite equal to what he was offered as a Pension Commissioner.

He, however, accepted the position, sacrificed his business in Hamilton 
moved his family to Ottawa and, I am satisfied, was largely responsible for the 
splendid organization and administration of the Pension Commission, and I 
think his brother Commissioners will testify to the magnificent work he has 
done for the country since he took hold of the task allotted to him.

I feel that this officer’s splendid service to his country merits most fair 
consideration by the members of your committee.

Yours faithfully,

Honourable N. W. Rowell, P.C., M.P.,
Chairman of the Pension Committee,

House of Commons, Ottawa, Ont.

S. C MEWBURN.
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Communications Re Allied Reservists.
Ottawa, 14th May, 1918.

Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, on the subject of 
British reservists who have gone overseas from Canada since the beginning of the 
war. The only figures I have in this connection are contained in a letter from the 
Deputy Minister of Militia and Defence, dated the 11th December, 1914, in which the 
number of Imperial reservists who have been sent to England from Canada since the 
outbreak of war is given as 2,779. A Colonial Office despatch of that period gives 
the total number of reservists in Canada as 3,232. The difference between the number 
sent to England and the whole number resident in Canada is accounted for as follows :

Number serving in the Canadian Permanent Force................ 153
“ found medically unfit for active service....................... 194
“ unaccounted for................................................................ IOC

Total 453
I have had nothing further on this subject, nor have I received anything 

at any time respecting Naval reservists.
Yours very truly,

V.

JOSEPH POPE,
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs.

Cloutier, Esquire,
Clerk of the Parliamentary Committee 

on the subject of Soldiers’ Pensions,
House of Commons, Ottawa.

Consulat Général de Belgique, 
au Canada,

Ottawa, May 15, 1918.
Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiry of this morning as to the number of my com

patriots who have left Canada since the beginning of the war to serve in the Belgian 
Forces, I am sorry to say that I am not in a position to furnish you with accurate 
data on the subject.

A number of Belgian Reservists, about the importance of which I have no in
formation, left the country at their own expense at the beginning of the war without 
applying for assistance from the Belgian Consular Agents or even notifying the latter. 
The great majority, however, left at the expense of the Belgian Government and this 
office, through its correspondents, supplied them with transportation. The number of 
the men thus assisted has not yet been figured out, and it will take some time to do it. 
I, however, am safe in stating that it approximated 1,100.

Not knowing the reason of your inquiry, I may add, for all useful purposes, that 
a considerable number of Belgian settlers joined the Canadian Overseas Forces. I, 
however, have no data as to their number.

Yours faithfully,
Victor Cloutier, Esq., M. GOOR.

Clerk of the Parliamentary Committee 
for Soldiers’ Pensions,

Room 325, House of Commons, Ottawa. ,
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Consulat Général de France, 
au Canada,

Montréal, le 14 mai, 1918.
Monsieur,

En réponse à votre télégramme d’hier reçu aujourd’hui, je m’empresse de vous 
faire savoir que le chiffre demandé est de cinq mille.

Agréez, Monsieur, l’assurance de ma considération distinguée.
Le Consul Général.

Monsieur V. Cloutier. ' C. BONIN.
Ottawa.

Montreal, Q., May 15th, 1918.
V. Cloutier,

Clerk of Committee, House of Commons, Ottawa.
In reply to your telegram of l'3th. beg to inform you this consulate General 

has repatriated five thousand reservists and between two and three thousand have 
repatriated voluntarily.

ZUNINL
Italian Consul General.

Deduction of Over-payments.

Honourable N. W. Rowell,
Chairman Pensions Committee,

House of Commons,
Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, May 14, 1918.
Dear Mr. Rowell,—

I enclose a letter which I have received from Mr. W. B. MacCoy, Secretary 
of the Returned Soldiers’ Employment Committee of Nova Scotia, on the sub
ject of deduction of over-payments of moneys from pension.

I have no doubt that you have already had the matter referred to under 
your consideration. I should be glad if you would give your attention to the 
representations made by Mr. MacCoy.

Yours faithfully,

W. S. FIELDING.

From Secretary Returned Soldiers’ Employment Committee,
65 Metropolis Building, Halifax, N.S.

To Honourable W. S. Fielding,
House of Commons,

Ottawa, Ont.
Deduction of Over-payments 

of moneys from Pension—
Dear Mr. Fielding,—

I understand that there is a Parliamentary Committee now considering 
the general subject of pensions. The marginally noted subject is one that comes

6L.-------
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within the purview of that committee. The practice has grown up of deduct
ing from any source available sums of money alleged to be over-paid a soldier. 
This has now got to the stage where it is making a positive hardship, and if 
persisted in will result in having a number of pensioners financially stranded, 
and burdensome on the public.

The over-payments are not always the soldier’s fault. They come about in 
various ways, as for instance, and these are the most common examples. The 
wife receives cheques for pay and allowances, and the paymaster will make 
advances to the man, again, the soldier when in hospital Overseas is paid money, 
and eventually comes to Canada, where his account is adjusted, and the man 
discharged. Months afterwards deduction is made from his post discharge pay 
or pension. The man is absolutely unable to show cause against deduction 
because none of these entries are made in the man’s pay bo.ok, which is the 
only thing he has to show payments, and therefore, has to rely on the correct
ness of some acquittance roll which should have been produced at the time of 
the final payment. Besides, as you can easily understand, it is a very difficult 
matter for soldiers to obtain from the proper authorities information regarding 
the correctness of alleged over-payments.

Post discharge pay is given in order to assist the men to maintain them
selves and their dependents while seeking employment in civil life.

Pension is given for a disability obtained either by service or aggravated by 
service. Clause six (6) definitely states that no pension shall be assigned, 
charged, detached, anticipated, commuted, nor shall the same be recognized by 
the Pension Board or any official. *

Notwithstanding this clause the board is deducting over-payments from 
pensions. This restriction was doubtless intended as a preventive at least 
against the soldier becoming a public charge. No merchant’s account can be 
deducted, why, therefore, should the Government, simply because it has the 
man’s pension to pay, deduct the over-payment and thus make nugatory its 
own Order in Council.

The ordinary banking rule is that when a paying teller makes an over
payment he personally pays it, as long as paymasters know that their mistakes 
will not be paid by themselves, carelessness will always result, and the soldier 
suffers. Allow me to give you examples :—

Lance-Corporal Alfred Roscoe, Regimental No. 477793 R.C.R., Board of Pen
sion Commissioners No. 11043. This man discharged, given a pension of $360 per 
annum. Paid one year’s pension, "when it was discovered that separation allow
ances had been overpaid, and they deducted the whole of the second year’s 
payments in one sum.

Again, Private P. J. Lawson, No. 67807, B.P.C. No. 5389. Pension of 
$120. An overpayment of $160.10 deducted from post discharge pay, and all 
allowances of wife paid.

My suggestion would be that a definite custom be adhered to and not 
changed from time to time by Orders in Council, which the soldier knows 
nothing of. The matter of pensions may come up in the House and I would 
be obliged, if you could support my view.

Yours very truly,
W. B. MacCOY,

Secretary.
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Extent of Disability, how Estimated.
Ottawa, May 16, 1918.

Honourable N. W. Howell, M.P.
Chairman, Parliamentary Committee on Pensions,

House of Commons,
Ottawa.

Dear Mr. Rowell,—
This letter, dictated and sent to you at Mr. Fickle’s request, attempts to explain, 

once again, the principles which govern the Board of Pension Commissioners in esti
mating the extent of disability existing in soldiers whose cases come before them for 
decision as to pensionability.

Your committee understands the principle under which the extent of liability, 
wholly due to service, is estimated; the point which seems to require explanation is 
the principle under which the extent of disability is estimated in cases where there may 
be question as to whether its totality was created by service.

Before going further it is necessary to establish the following points:
1. All soldiers receive identical consideration without reference to rank 

(officers or men), occupation or income.
2. The benefit of every doubt is given to the soldier.
3. A distinction is drawn between “ disabling condition ” which, though 

able to produce “ disability ” at a given point of time does not necessarily do 
so, and “ disability ” itself.

The cases of three officers, which have been much discussed before your committee, 
furnish excellent examples of three different classes of cases in which the possibility 
of “ disability ” ante-dating service must be taken into consideration in the estimation 
of the extent of pensionable disability. For the sake of clearness all of these cases 
are treated as though no other factor but a heart lesion entered into our actual con
sideration of them.

1. In the case of Colonel Labatt there was no potential “disabling condition” 
present in his heart at enlistment. The whole of his cardiac “ disability ” 
appeared during his service. Therefore, it was necessary for him to receive a 
total disability pension.

The disability in this officer has increased, but not to the point requiring 
the services of an attendant, therefore, the “ disability ” in this officer continues 
at 100 per cent and a full pension, but no allowance for attendance is paid to 
him.

2. In the case of Captain Stephens there was a history, sixteen years ago, 
of rheumatism, a possible case of a cardiac “disabling condition;” neverthe
less, that condition seems to have caused no “disability” at the time of enlist
ment, since he was accepted for service and actually served overseas, where his 
cardiac disability appeared. Because the compensation of the “ disabling con
dition was apparently perfect at the commencement of this officer’s service, 
and might have continued uninterruptedly during his life but for the added 
stress of service, it was necessary for the benefit of every doubt to be given to 
him and for a pension of “total disability” to be granted to him.

The condition in this case has ameliorated, therefore, the amount of his 
pensionable disability has decreased. (For the sake of clearness reference is 
omitted to the “disability,” so small as to be negligible in view of the ultimate 
“disability,” which doubtless existed in this officer when his service commenced ;

2—23
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since his “disabling condition,” probably then present in him, may have im
posed a restriction of occupation).

3. Lieutenant Oolonel Bradbury had an obvious “disabling condition” 
which produced “disability” of some extent in him at the time of his enlist
ment. His “disability” became greatly increased during service. Since part of 
that “disability” antedated enlistment, an estimation of the extent of the 
aggravation was made and a pension for “disability” of 50 per cent was 
awarded to him.

(It should be observed that this case is still under consideration).
As was made clear during the evidence, the difficulty of making absolutely 

accurate statements of the extent of aggravation of a “disability” by service are often 
insuperable for even the best medical opinion (e. g. in tuberculosis, cardiac lesions 
and in syphilitic affections). These difficulties are increased for those who entered 
service early in the war by the insufficiency of medical examination at enlistment. 
This insufficiency has been greatly ameliorated. It is for this reason that the Board 
of Pension Commissioners have recommended that the attached clause be incor
porated in new pension legislation.

I am,
Yours very sincerely,

/ J. L. TODD.

ABSTRACT.

“33. An applicant shall not be awarded a pension in respect of that proportion 
of his disability which existed in him at the time he became a member of the forces 
when his disability

(a) was wilfully concealed by him; or
(b) was apparent or became apparent before the expiration of three months from 

the time he became a member of the forces.”
(Otherwise, pensions are payable for disabilities becoming apparent during ser

vice.)

Report of Sub-iCommittee.
Ottawa, Ontario, May 20, 1918.

Hon. N. W. Rowell,
Chairman Pensions’ Committee,

House of Commons,
Ottawa.

Dear Mr. Rowell,—Mr. Archibald has gone through some five hundred files, and 
out of this number has found eleven files in which it is apparent that the officer or 
soldier, has been promoted since his disability was incurred, and1 previous to his 
pension being awarded.

We have gone through these eleven files with Mr. Archibald and have discovered, 
as far as the records show, the cause of the promotion in each case and have taken a 
note of these facts from each file.

In our opinion there is no evidence of any of these soldiers or officers having 
been promoted for the purpose of awarding them pension at a higher scale. Generally,
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it appeared that the disability did not appear sufficiently serious to warrant his 
discharge at the time it was incurred and the soldier secured useful employment at a 
higher rank and performed these duties until his disability so increased that dis
charge and pension were necessary.

Tours sincerely,
D. L. REDMAN,
D. C. ROSS,

Members of the Committee on Pensions.

Letter of Clerk of Committee to Hon. R. Lemieux.
May 7, 1918.

Hon. Rodolphe Lemieux, M.P.,
House of Commons, Ottawa.

Dear Sir,—In accordance with your request made to me verbally this morning, 
I am enclosing herewith copy of letter re Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., to Hon. N. W. 
Rowell, Chairman of the Committee on Pension Regulations, in respect to the case 
of 'Col. Labatt, which is still under the consideration of the Committee. Appended 
to the letter was Hon. N. W. Rowell’s reply, copy of which I am also sending you.

The order of the Committee regarding this communication is that it be filed for 
records and1 for further consideration. It has not been printed and I have no 
authority to give out its contents, but as you are a member of the Committee and as 
the said letter was read to the Committee by the C'hairmati, on Wednesday, May 1, I 
take it that you are entitled to have knowledge of it for your use as a member of the 
Committee.

This whole inquiry regarding Col. Labatt’s disability pension is still proceeding.
Yours sincerely,

V. CLOUTIER,
Clerk of the Committee on Pension Regulations.
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